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NATURAL SCIENCES 4

Introduction - 9/28/53

I. WHAT COURSE

1. This course in NATURAL SCIENCES 4 and my name is Kuhn, spelled K-U-H-N.

a) You needn't vemember how to spell the name, for each year someone
invents a new spelling, and I have learned to spot it under a variety
of disguises.

b) But you had better get the name of the course straight right not.

a) Last year, towards the end of the second week of classes, happened
to make some remark about thenobjectives of Natural Sciences 4", or
something of the sort. Three students jumped up and dashed from the
room. Until they'd heard name of course, they had thought they were
listening to lectures in Natural Sciences 3. The only thing which
had pusaled them was the diffteulty fitting the material in their
NS 3 section meeting with the material discussed in the lectures here,

d) STOP. . If anyone wants out now, he can start.

24 The course also has a more elaborate title: in the catalogue it's called
"The Process of Research in Physical Science."

a) But I don't aywry that, or any other one-phrase title,
shoult tell you much about the course and its content,

b) so I'll spend most of the rest of thb morning's lecture trying to
describe for you the sort of job which we will be trying to do in
Natural Sciences 4 during the balance of the year.
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c) These remarks should help you get oriented. Therese more mater'al
to help you get on the track in the timegraph6d beotiwhich goes
on sale at the end of the lecture. Also some help in the first
reading assignment, x the first Chapter of High Commisioner Conant's
book, ON UNDERSTANDING SCIENCE.

II. UNDERSTANDING SCIENCE -- The Need

1. This course.haLe-derVee*64 date-44e-remeadfJambecause the people who
began it were afraid of the consequences of the inoteasingly large
gap which has grown up between scientists and non-scientists.

0 1 a) Today a3hodiy nobodyexoept the practicing scientist, has much notion
Advc4of what science is all about. Science has become increasingly a

* e mysterious pursuit of men in white laboratory coats -- of men who
by unkbwn processes work countless miracles whidh constantly
transform our lives.

) Today soiance is too often put on a pedestal --- AND LEFT THERE
It is to be admired from a distance for what it can produce, but ther4
is very little interest in what science is or in the sort of knowledge
it produces -- except when that knowledge pays off.

2. This is a new situation and in our own day an explosive one.

a) Until the end of the seventeenth centur;,sientific research was done
by amateurs -- by men who during the major portion of their time were
doctors, lawyers, statesmen. Even Newton ended his career as Warden
of the British Mint, and Francis Bacon, whom many think the father
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---- -- f modern oIen#e-y-was Lord Chano*llor of England- THERE WAS NO SEPA

b) By the nineteenth century most soieno9 was a professional subject,
practiced full time by specialists as it is today. But in the
nineteenth century there was still intense popular interest in science
Most of the great soientists of a hundred years ago catered to this
interest by giving many popular lectures on their research. The
lectures were frequently packed and were printed over and over ggain
in the daily press and in popular journals. This sort of cross-
communication has almost entirely vanished.

3. These channels of communication have unfortunately disappeared just when,
for the first time, they are very badly needed, /PJ

a) If no educated non-scientist had known anything ibout science one
hundred years ago, it would have made almost noAIdifference. For
a century ago,, soienattfharesearch had not had any material effect
on the life of the normal sitizen, and there was very little reason
to suppose that it ever would.

b) A eentury ago scientists had learned a great deal about nature. They
had a host of elaborate theories. But the theories had not resulted
in new products, new machines, new means of production which could
change of society.

c) These products of science which have had and are having a revolution-
ary impact upon our economy and the structure of our society have
alllarrived in the last hundred years, I don't mean just that Atom
Bomb, though that is certainly included, but rather the things whic



nowAake more nearly for granted --_like electricpower and light,
wireless communication, new metals and alloys, plastic substitutes
for expensive materials, penicillin. & miracle drugs.

k. So it's just in the last century that science has become a creative
force of great magnitude, constantly resaping Phe structure of modern
society, and altering the relations among nations, . * AND it's just in
the last portion of this century that the educated layman has for the
most part last touch with science.

a) This is dangerous, because it means that one of the most effective
forces shaping our society is for the first time understood only by
a tiny minority of the citizenship,

And because there is no reason to suppose that this small minority --
the scientists -- are any better equipped than anyone else to make
the decisions about the way in which their discoveries are to be
employed.

c) Science itself must remain the task of the professional scientist.
It's a specialists pursuit. But the harnessing of science, the
integration of its new products into society is a job which must
concern all those who are effected by the new products which science
provides.

d) Science has made our own society unstable, subject to rapid changes
in directions difficult to predict, and no society in history has
had quite this characteristic before.

e) That's why, at this point, we require as never before an understandirm
of ancence.



.5III. NDE BTAN IN~G C-A i
11i It is pe ectly clear t 1t if san unerstanidng of science means an

up-to-date knowledge of the facts and theories of the various sciences
we are licked before we start.

' We can't teach all the results of modern sciences or even of a part
of science. There isn't time and we'd be out of date before we got
there.

b) Betides no scientist today has any such grasp of the frontiers of all
the disciplines. Science today has become so specialized that most
scientists do not really understand the outcome of research in other
sciences,

c) Not only is the physicist ignorant of chemistry and even more igorani
about biology, but even within the field of physics there are a
dozen subdivisions so specialized that a man working in one will
very probably be ignorant of the progrews made in another,

d) Today a physicist at the end of his graduate program -- the time
when he is probably more broadly educated in the field than at any
other -- thinks he is lucky if he can read intelligently one out of
three of the articles appearing in the Physioal Review, the Sax bi-
monthly journal in which physicists report to each other on the
outcome of their research project.

2. But there is today a good deal of evidence, accumulated for the most
part during the last war, that the sort of understanding of science
needed by the intelligent and responsible layman is not the same as the
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detailed knowledge otfacts and_ theories naeded to do research. There
is a sort of"understanding" of a research problem which is different
from that which the specialist in the field brings to it,

a) And mush use was made of just this sort of understanding during the
the last war.

b) Decision to go ahead and make the atomic bomb was made with the
advice and collaborations of nuclear physicists, but it wasn't made
by nuclear physiosists.

c) Decision to grow penecilin from mold instead of pushing the attempt
to synthesize it from inorganic ingredients was made with the advice
oC chemists, but it wasn't made by chemists alone. As a matter of
fact, most chemists opposed the decision; they wanted to synthesize
it; and they were wrong. It still hasn't been sythesizedxrr~wwatt
on a commercial basis. We still grow it.

5. These decisions were all made collaboratively, by groupq of scientists

from a number of unrelated specialties. c

a) And it turned oU that a man with experience of research in one field

could carry this over and use it to ask the sorts of questions of man

in another field upon which an intelligent administrative decision
could be based.

b) The physicist did not need to know biology in order to participate
effectively with biologists in deciting what projects to organize,
how to organize them, and what to expect from them.



4. This is the sort of "understanding" at which we aim inNat, Sci._4. 7
a) Not the understanding of a large mass of technical detail which the

scientist has for the material of his specialty, but the sort which
a physicist may have for chemical research, or a chemist for research
in biology.

o) It's a sort of understanding which Mr. Conant has aptly described as
a "feel" for science.

a) And it is this feel which seems most likely to be of use to the
citizen: the business man, the lawyer, the administrator, or just
the voter who is called upon more and more for these days for
decisions about the way in which scientific research should be
administered or a particular product of science deployed.

IV. HOW WE ACQUIRE FEEL,

1. I shall have more to say about how we go after this "feel" for science
on Wednesday when we begin our first case on astronomy and the develop-
ment of our concepts of the solar system. But the outline of the method
should already be clear:

a) Sort of understanding we are after is gained, not by learning the
fiaaJ. products of science, but by doing research in a particular
science.

b) Here we can't put you all on research problems, but we can see how
the soientist goes about his research. Try to give you at least
a second hand experience of a set of research developments by studying
the development in detail of a few particular research projects.



2. Th$s means that we will be attacking science on three fronts at once:

a) To follow a research project must learn some TECHNICAL SCIENCE,
the material that is normally covered in a science course.

b) But we are also concerned to learn something more than the theories
themselves. They are for us 1hz examples of the results of research,

Above a)so we will also be asking Mhrwere the results gotten. And this
is partly a historical, partly a philosophical problem, anither of
which enter a normal elementary science course.

c) Finally, for a full appreciation of the case, we want to know what
came of it. What changes in science, or in industrial practice,
or in national policy arise from the research project, Where the
the result leads. Here we are considering the impact of particular

A,)research projects upon the civilization 69 the west and that's
A > normally part of history.

3. Clearly we will be doing three quite different things at once:

a) Technical science - as in a straight science course; some study
of what's generally called "scientific method" - though I think
you'll wind up by supposing that there is no one method -- and
that's generally philosophy courses; and some study of the histori-

__cal fe eta of science, and that's normally history.

b) Th thr threads re not a ays easy t put gethe . P u ar"Y
d gt fall to some of ou are go to ve d;fcu 1

noi ng the t ec diffe nt sorts do avh t re
makes on you.



b) These threAalements are not nomally combined in any one course,
and some of you are going to have some trouble putting them together--

c) If past experience holds, most of you will succeed, and some of you
will be pretty excited about having done so-' But this course has
the reputation of being among the more difficult NS courses, and I
think the crux of the difficulty lies right here -- difficulty in
reconciling conflicting sorts of demands made on you.

+. I am not trying to chase anyone out -- On contr. I think we've got some-

a) But previous years have taught us that thishagnteualne
suitable approach to science for all students, and I think anyone
with serious doubts about this approach ought to have a talk with
me or with one of the course assistants about the advisability of
fulfilling the requirement in some other way.

b) One or another of us will be available in the Course Office --
Burr 25 during most of thks week. Or we can be gotten by appointment,
and we'll shortly be announcing office hours. Be glad to talk this
or any other problem with you.wtghrwww

o) But one asped ofproblem I can take care of right now. Having told
you something about what course is can tell you one thing it is not,

d) Not the course for someone looking for broad survey of theories of
modern physics and chemistry. We cover, Ithink, few of the standard
scientific topics than any of the other phys sci courses, and we
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push our individual topios further and we try to get more out of

them, but we won't by trying to give you the latest word on relativity
theory or quantum mechanths, and some topics like thbse are at
least touched upon in the other Phys Sol courses.

V. Questions and Announcements

1. Finally let me answer a few questions and make a few announcements

2. First about the SECTION MEETINGS

a) first ones will be next week. Once a week thereafter.

b) For those who've lost their slips, we've posted assignments on
bulletin boardaxzha labbled Nat Soi 4 near room 14.
WHERE IT IS. Turn left out this door.

c) Iotually would like you all to check these lists in the very near

future. Some people got wrong slips at sectioning meeting.

a) Besides, they are and will be for several weeks our only evidence
of whose in the course. So :ar as we're conderned, those not on

list aren't in course. So see if you are Shere to~ a-w'

3. Since last Saturday some of you have, I'm sure, discovered irrevocable

conflicts between your section schedule and some unbreakable engagement.

a) We will manage to switch you. Try to get to office during hours

posted -- POINT

b) Or see me or Mr Greenberg after classes.
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c4-ia&-beter-warnyouwthough-that-thess-e-can make changes now only
if there's a definite and documented conflict.

d) Know some of you would prefer another hour, but we've just not got
enough rooms to run all sections at the popular hours.

4 Next-- Some of you have asked me about prerequisites for this course.
What do you need to know. I take it that that is because of ambiguous
phrase in catalogue. Some previous acqukintance.

a) Answer, no prerequisites, beyond plane geometry and a year of high-
school algebra

b) We'll teach you all you need to know.

c) But we do akk that when we get to the technical parts of the course -
and we hit the first one Wednesday -- that you be prepared to
absorb the technical material faster and with less spoon feeding than
is expected in the courses which make no mention of High school sci

d) Every a year a few people with no previous science take this course.
Frequently they're among our best students. But they work extra
hard because, though we ask for nox specific training in science,
we do ask for a certain maturity with respect to scientific material.
That's most likely to have been acquired through a modicum of
previous experience.
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though v-. as forno% spec - ni t ng1 ewhagyacome in, _wedo ask
for ertain maturi thsealing f cientific material that
Mklikelyto be- ooiated ith some previous exAc * t *

4. You'll get a clearer idea of the sort of material with which you'll be
dealing, if you take a look at the x kxu assigned reading.

a) A reading list and a considerable chunk of mimeographed reading,
all bound in a neat brown book, goes on sale outside the lefthand
door almost immediately.

b) It costs $2 0, and the price includes some other mimeographed
reading which you will get later this term. Next term we start ovet.

c) For thosewRkWwwwt whose wallets are still ji4den under their
pillows, we will sell books again Monz213& and Wad 3ga But25.

d) Those who can get them now. Others as soon as possible. The first
case -- astronomy,-- is a particularly bad one to get behind in the
heading.

QUESTIONS -- Otherwise, see you Wednesday - EXCEPT FOR THOSE WHOSE
NAMES ARE ON THE BOARD. THOSE I WANT TO SEE NOW. COURSE OFFICE

- - f- P41 vvCTIP-



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Astronomy

---ecture 1- 9/30/53

I. INTRODUCTION TO FIRST CASE

1. On Monday I described the three pronged attack which we employ 
in this

course in our analysis of science.

a) Three components treated successively tho not always in order.

b) And these were -- research method, theories and concepts produced

by the research, socialintellectual, or technical impact of the

research. Philosophy, sbenoe and history as they emerge from

study of particular cases of scientific advance.

2, This morning we begin our first application of this approach -- a Case

study of the development of ww Xu our modern concepts of the solar

system. intellectual

a) This will be a condense& bersion of a set of/developments which

transf. earth from a unique stable chunk of earth and rook set

immovably at the center of a small universe -- outer surface was the

stars -- transformed to one of an abast infinite number of bodies --

tiny specks whirling thru ant infinite space.

b) Study will not be as detailed in its history as many 
of those to come,

It provides a crude sketch of many typical features of 
science to be

delineated in more detail as we go along.

3. But we will also find in this block one atypical characteristic 
thich has

decisive importance in the development.

a) Intvoduces us to Ohe most ancient science we consider -- one whoeq
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whose rootS go backtlong befrre the begiting f0eoddhseir.

b) And shows how concepts of nature were worked out in a period when
there really was not thing as a scientist.

c) Whatever the oldeut profession may be science is surely one of the

youngest.

d) hSxkuxkr .1 People have always been interested in aaturi

and in the invention di theories to explain its variety, but only
recently has this become a special task for a special group.

e) During most of period we will be considering the very word science --

or the Latin Scientia from which our word &erives -- meant simply
knowledge useful in this world for practical affairs. Distinguished
from Theologia -- knowledge useful for the next.

On to last year p. 2 ff.
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. c)Dring much of period we'll discuss, astronomy one of the compartment
of knowledge described as the "Seven Liberal Arts". Arithmetic was
anbther,as one might expect, but so were Music and. Grammar. These
were all part of the same sort of study.

d) And during this same period the Teading ExpEzz authority on most
scientific subjects were the works of the Greek philosopher Aristotle
But Ar. was also the leading authority on how to write a good
constitution, and on how to. write a great tragedy.

3. Today we'd think of all these as separate subjects - pursued by different
sorts of people - and with little interrelationship.

a) But in the period we'll be studying first there was no such separatio
of these various compartments of knowledge. People didn't concentra-
te in science or in the humanities.

b) And this is something you should not lose sight of, for it is one of
the most important keys to understanding why it was so very difficult

for people to throw out the idea that the &thwas at the center of
the universe and that the pun and planets moved around it. And to

replace this notion with the concept of a universe with the sun at
the center and an earth which moved around it.

c) For in this period astronomy wasn't, a separate branch of knowledge.
And no such basic and radical inovation in astronomical thogght
could be made without also causing changes in ideas in these
apparently closely related fie31s: government, and religion, and
the proper way to write tragedy.

op



d) And as*-f our central problems in our study of astronomy is going
to be just that question: hy was t so difficult to throw outthe
Ptolemaic astronomical system - what gave the notion of an earth
centered universe such great appeal. What did it take to produce
that immense transformation in thought which we call the COP. REV.

. We'll speid7a1t over four weeks on this study of astronomy, on the
study of a representative science in the period before people thought of
their being any such thing as science.

a) Then we'll begin to examine the way in which people in the seventeent
century, the century of the religious unrest which drove the pilgrims
to settle in America, the way in which people came to recognize a
special separate pursuit which they called science.

b) And we'll examine the way in which this new attitude towards science
effected research by discussing the attempts, in the period, to find
out about the nature of light and of color. This is a block in
which our central figure will be Isaac Newton.

5. Thth much of the course will take us to Thanksgiving or thereabouts, and
at this point Prof. Nash will take over and begin the study of the way in
which many of our fundamental chemical notions were established during
the eighteenth obntury.

II REQ.UIRED ORIENTATION

1. In most of the blocks of material which we'll study in this course, one
of your most difficult assignments will be to forget what you already
know.

3
I

I



a)And0this loarticularly true in the astronomy block starting now.

2. Reh4mber that what we are mainly interested in having you do during a

large portion of this course is to have at least a second-hand experience
of research by participating in an actual research program which we shall

try to reconstruct for you.

a) But if you start on this research program xkthant insisting that
you know the right answer, you will start on it knowing more than
the scientists concerned and you will be unable to see why they
should have drawn the conclusion that they did.

b) So on occasions it will help if you'll make a real effort to be
ignorant.

3. In particular, in starting out on astronomy, I'd like you to forget
everything you know excepting the APPEARANCE OF THE HEAVENS

a) What you see if you look up into the sky during the day or during
the night.

b) What does the sun look like, or the stars. How do they move during
the day and night. How does their appearance change from one night
to the next.

4. Sinde*'most of us spend the bulk of our time indoors, thisx*ax=atxzxxa
-LM we can't take such knowledge for granted.

a) And so will spend rest of this lecture and most of next trying to
to reconstruct knowledge about the heavens which yould be completely
familiar to you if you'-xxp-i were a sailor or a shepherd of ancient
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gQtt gi a ll your time under the open sky.

5. And this reconstruction of appearances is something we'll have to do

over and over again, for all sdiences start from appearances, from somethi
ng you can hear,a or see, or touch, or smell.

a) The senses are starting points of all scientific generalizations.

b) Any statement which has any claim to be part of a science whether
Earth anound Sun, or Men from Monkeys, or Camels are Milder, must
have somewhere behind it something that man was able to touch or
to see.

c) This material which can be learned with the senses alone is the
raw material of all science. It's what we call xtXXX DATA, the
given.

III. THE BEHAVIOR OF THE SUN

1. We'll start with a part of the appearances with which you already quite

familiar. The behavior of the sun.

2. What can we observe about it:

a) It rises, gets higher in the sky, ultimately sets.

NCONTINUE WITH PP %4f from last yeaes notes)
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3. This is too vague.

a) Try it rises in the East, sets in West.

b) But we don't know what the directions are, and compass isn't
accurate or-old enough. d un doewat aiwys ri Amdiret in same

1rv)+1Lel place.
c) Actually the sun itself tells us about the directions. p

1, OUT WITH THE LIGHTS. Grab-trflashlight.

a) Sun rie oer t ere eaone pla&e. Bring the beam around. Doesn't
get overhead. Slanting line, C. o30 _hoe..

b) The seasonal ahift with the flashlight. Toward the North in
summer, toward the south in winter, e. 20 +o as .0 &Cto11-0

slide: .I (Pic
. Get the .sameofect with a slide: i- 123(Pict on three sun paths)

a) Slant lines for aun's motion. Never overhead, but may rise in
front or in back of observer facing Norhlh.

b) This slide also points up longer days in summer. BUT NOTE THAT
YOU-CN'T- ACTUALLY OBSERVEZ THAT SUN HAS TO TRAVEL FURTHER.
Indicate that path might be shorter.

6. This is onlyrough - QUALITATIVE - How can we make it more precise,

a) Slide & Setting po4ion of sen-m its
iru 1, ,& t C , netwy position on the hori z

b) Determination of the SOLBTICES, TQUINnhEi

March 21, June 22, September 23, December 22;
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c) The definition of East.,If the compasasdoesnLt agree, the ell with

d) With East we can get other directions. LIGHTSI*

7. An even simpler way of getting more precise information about the sun
is provided by the Gnomen. A FORM OF SUN DIAL

a) What it is. Vertical stick, Watch its shadow. C

b) Description. Sun to North, shadow to South, and vice versa.

c) Deofiption. As sun goes higher shadow get's shorter,

d) Noon shadow is due North, half way between rising and setting, etc.

e) Slide 9eV Go over it.
f) VARIATION OF LENGTH OF SUN'S SHADOW. with the season.

8~ Smph M THIS APPLXES ONLY AROUND_HERE. Elsewhere. otherwise.

a) Alvayp true that sun rises east sets west and that rising and
setting position varies regularly during a year.

b) But height of sun in sky changes greatly. In particular as you
go South sun geta mere-nearly ovethead.

c) Betwoen-the Tropics of-Gancer-and Capricorn sun actually gets
directly overhead trIes *in a 7ear
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III,- WHY BOTHEB

1. The gnomon is one of the oldest of scientific instruments. We know it
was imported into Greece in 6th century B.0. from Summeria.

a) And it undoubtedly had been there 2xaz for many centuries -- at least
systematio detailed observations of the position of the rising sun
were made in Summeria and Babylon for swrmtw a millenium
or more before the beginning of the Christian era.

b) And we have other examples of an intense concern with the precise
position of the setting and rising sun azxxfx at even more remote
dates in prehistoric antiquity.

c) Residues of a concern with the sun in tribes about which alhtag
little but this concern was known.

2. One of this the most impressive of these is at Stonehenge in England,
on the Salisbury plaha.

a)M Circle or group of circles and horseshoes of immense
stone. Some thirty feet long and weighing an average of 28 tons,

b) Dragged miles over marshy ground by people who shaped and fitted them
with only stone tools.

c) And erected them in a pattern which gave particular prominence to
sun8s position.

d) If you (Slide AST 2:4) stand at center, look out over Heel Stone,
see sunrise a1 on Summer Solstice -- Midsummer Day.
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3 Of- o"r-whonle- immean stancturemanit eented for the Bake of
marking the position of the midsummer sunrise.

a) Its presumably scene of a religious festival associated with sun
worship.

b) But it appears to have been xx a religious festival geared to the
sun

c) And it therefore reflects the intense concern of the oldest people
with the sun.

d) AND IT IS THE INTENSITY AND ANTIQUITY OF THIS CONCERN THAT MAKES
ASTR0NOMy THE FIRST OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES TO PEVELOP.

4. Why?? Why ha e people made detailed rtcords of the sun foi' so many
thousands of years? Or why is astronomy such an ancient science,

a) Answer -- or at least the part of the answer I want to introduce
this morning is that sun xzxkzxtRdetermines the
calendar.

b) From the present viewpoint important thing about sun's motion is its
regularity. Bontinuing cycle xwxxxirtawwaumw N & S along Horizon.

o) As it moves the seasons change, the height of tides varies, the
length of day is altered. And all of these variations coincide with
AND REPEAT WITH the variation of the sun.

d) So position of sun determines when to plant and harvest for an
agricultural people, when the storms come and when the tides are
Mgh for a nautical people, when winter and summer come for all peop



_Entireommerial.and socialliftofprimitive peopla!i i tied 9a
to sun and its position,

f)Puziabtoo but someone else does the observing for us., A

g) And the length of year is set so that it just coincides with time
for sun to .w1r1e11fu complete one trip up the horizon and back.

h) Fvom vernal equinox to vernal equinox.

5. How essential the sun is appears clearly if you try to imagine other
systems.

a) Could just count days. Put a pebble onto a pile each day and watch
total number. Count a new year for every 365 stones.

b) But its inconvenient. Danger of error is great. And its a local
device while the sun gives the same result everywhere.

6. Or use another celestial body -- the moon. -- and its phases.

a) Convenient for it's easily visible. It changes through a complete
cycle of phases about once a month, which is a conveniently short
time for commertbal transactions. The phases themselves math sub-
divisions.

;.Ana)the oldest calendars are all lunar calendars.

a) New moon is new month. Months altertately 29 1/2 and 30 days.to
keep pace with moon's changes.

b) Twelve months to a year gives a year of 354 days.

c) A queer year, but one that does no harm in middle East where seasonal
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7. For example, the oldest calendars are itA all lunar oalendars.

a) Moon is a conspicuous object which changes regularly. Good to make
appointments. Will pay by next new moon.

b) So new moons began months. And to keep step had alternately 29 &
30 day months. TWELVE MONTHS TO A YEAR

c) This is 354 day year which sounds strange to us.

dy But did no harm in countries where the seasonal changes are very
slight and can be ignored.

8. But look at a country where the difference between winter and summer is
pronounced.

a) Lunar year is about 11 days shorter than our own.

b) Three lunar years over a magxx month shorter than our own.

c) So if first of a lunar year wonincided with first of our year
at some particular time, then three years later first of lunar
year would fall first of December not first of Jan. Six years later

d) In something under 18 years the first of the lunar year would be
falling in midsummer. The calendar would be totally out of step
with seasons, and would be useless for assigning planting or harvest
times.

9. Sox in countries like Greece where seasonal changes are marked, or in
Egypt where the flooding of the Nile which follows the sun is an important

factor in agriculture, the lunar calendar couldn't last long.
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S In Greence they devised a system of adding extra months,-vuo-- l every
three years, to keep the calendar in step

b) In Egypt they just forgot the lunar month altogether. Used 12 months
of 30 days. Then added 5 days at the end of each year to let the
sun catch up.

) These were the days of feasting. No business done. The original
christmas egg nog party.

10. This gives a 365 day year, which is the very best you can do if each
year has the same whole number of days.

a) But the sun doesn't really complete its cycle in quite a whole
number of days. It takes a quarter of a day more. If it rises
dues East today, it will rise a shade North of East one year from
today.

b) So still have a calendar shifting one day in four years, which is
why we need to insert a day every four years, for leap year.

11. The calendar which inserts a day every four years is the Julian calendal
which was established in 46 BC. by Julius Caesar

a) But it isn't quite right either. Careful observations of the sun
shax (and the necessity of good calendars is why people are making
careful observations) show that the sun completes its cycle in just
11' 1 4" less than 365 1/4 days. So the calendar gets away from
sun by 3 days in 400 years.

b) By the sixteenth century is was ten days out, and when the tha=
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,Gregrian calendar which we now use was set up in 1582. Axxt

c) At that time ten days were dropped to bring the seasons back in
line with the calendar.

d) And it was decided that the century years shall not be leap years
(even though they're divisible by 4) unless they're also divisible
by 400.

e) 1600 was a leap year, 2000 will be one. But 1700, and 1800, and 1900
were not.

12. This complex system makes a pretty good calendar, but still not a perfect
one. We still loose one day every 3323 years.

N
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ANNOUNCENTS

Will W. F. M1gette an J. H. Coons please see M Kuhn after class.

Problems No. 1, 2, & 3 (in back of mimergrabed book) are due at

lecture on Friday, October 7

I. Pr lems:

1. F rst proble si nment always raises question about why 4o problems

n a cours ose rinoipal concorn ha been describe asia non-sapelali st

nderstaing of here soient)tfo ide come from knd ho they fect

peopl

a) hy do prob ems if e're not supposed become spie sts.

2 don't know an w to talk about sc ce without h ~vtng some sgence

k-pa* L,41t it'sSG



NAT SCI 4 - Astronomy 2

I. STARS AND-CONSTEtLATIONS

1. Today we continue our topic - the appearances of the heavens - but we
xa switch from study of the motions at the sun to studying the motions
of the stats.

a) Fortunately there are nox windows in the room, sod JIan tr
the-r ght6-bettme-Thaygrd'iaH on WEday4, the transition from day
to night should be easy. !o

2. Except in New England most people see the sun every day, but the night
sky, speckled with stars, is a sight that most of us seldom see and almosl
none of us look for long at a time.

a) We're casual observers of the xkx night sky

b) We glance up and are struck by its beauty, but we can't tell one
part of it from another.

3. Casual observation is not a bad thing. It has produced some of our great-
est lyric poetry.

a) Our civilization profits from casual observers like Shakespeare
who could see the stars as "night's candles" or like Milton
who could see the Milky Way as "A broad and ample road, whose dust
is gold,/ And pavement stars"

b) But our civilization didn't learn astronomy from them.
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4 T make the transition from poetry to astronomy, you must be able to

see more in the night sky than a confused array of glitteing lights.

a) You must learn to tell the parts of the skies apart, just as you

can tell parts of the earth apart xhxxtih by their shape when

painted on a globe.

b) The stars must be grouped into patterns which can be recognized

immediately, as are the outlines of continents on a globe.

c) And these recognizable groupings, which are simultaneously groups
of stars and parts of the sky, are the things we call constellations

5. This process of grouping stars into constellations is another of the

prehistoric activities which we run into in the study of tk astronomy.

a) Many of our names for constellations are Latin and Greek names

which are in turn translations of older Exktaxxxt Babylonian and

Summerian names,

b) But though we use the ancient names, we are, in many cases pretty

uncertain how they came to be applied.

6. Some of them are pretty obvious:

a) AST 1:7. Just over northern horizon (not shown) in this orientation

at about nine o'clock at night these days. It looks like a dipper.

b) But few constellations look much like their names AST 1:12. The bear

Notice the dipper.

c) AST 1:11. Leo, who is even more unrecognizable without the Artist
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7. Actually there's still a great riddle about the namingi of the const.
and a hot debate on the subject is stilliraging.

a) One grp.. Ancients just picked out parts of the sky and gave them

names of animals and gods. Pictures were added later.

b) Second group says, that improbable as it may now seem the ancients

actually did see bears, and lions.

8. There's no clear answer, but the second group has piled up some convincin4.
psychological arguments.

a) Grains of corn, or marbles, or jacks spilled on a table and gazed

at for a long time - stop looking like a chaos of points and begin
to form patterns.

b) If you stare at any nonsensical form long enough it takes a shpe.
Clouds and the outlines of trees,

c) This is the characteristic of human perception which makes the
Rohrshak or Ink blot test possible.

d) The ancients did stare at the heavens - there wann't much else to

do at night - and the constellations seem to have been the outcome

of the Rohrshak test of antiquity.

II. Diurnal MOTIONS

1. In any event, the grouping of the stars into recognizable patterns had

an important consequence, for it enabled the ancients to analyse the

motions of the stars.



Gloup overhead at 9:00 doesn't sa were. asi is you teu. wy.

3. For example, a man who can recognize the starstoward the North, can
observe that they all move slowly in counter-clockwise circles, about
a single star whch woal-Polaris.

a) Slide na akehorts andcircles. ole-stazr of f the center.
Slow rotation. Just on ftwenty-four hours to complete it.

:p b) Circumpolar and non-circumpolar stars.

4. Star trails. Point a camera at the North star,_and leave the shutter open

a)_Hour and a half exposure. Slide *Z*l About 23

Eight hourexposure, About 1200

5. The stars move very regularly. Much more so than the sun. So theytre
a fine clock. approximately

a) Since they go through 3600 in 24/hours, they go through 360/24= 150
each- hour,- They-can tbus be.. used-to tell timeduiiring the night.

6. This-isthe way-tars behave looking--North. Towardthe south they-still
seem to be moving in circles, but the center of the circle is below the
horizon. Gan't-be seen.

a Ts no outern -stars are circumpolar. These stars rise and set.

b) Blide B Southern sky (Fake ). Note thatm6tion 1i Ill
East- to Weet-but-sineewwe're-ow-4ooking d-The-oppsite direction
the motion is shown as left to rightinstead of right to left.

7. So far have considered stars toward the North and stars towara the South.
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How about the stars lying East, West, and overhead.

Pnt a) In this case motions don't look so clearly circular (much more
like sun) show it. SHOW

b) But there's at least some sense in which they're usefully described
as circular, for they FIT into same ovefr all pattern. Show it.

8, Once again remind you that, as with sun, this is description for
Cambridge or other locations of roughly same latitude.

a) Varies as sun and in some ways variation is similar.

b) Show it. Observer goes north, whatwgxtrath xxnstkwa naa
kaI~VXg I 'I pole goes upp More circumpolar stars.

More slant in East. Some stars disappear.

III, STAR MAPS

1. PUT DOWN POINTER WITH DISTASTE

a) I use the pointer because we don't have a planetarium. It really
isn't very satisfactory, because it obscutes central point from
which we started.

b) Followed individual stars -- Can only do this by using pattern to
pick them out -- And can only use pattern because they all move
together.

c) What we lose is this sense of simultaneous motion. What I really
need to be able to do is plaster light points all over the
ceiling, and then move them all together to show you how, in spite
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of the motion, they all retaintheir relative orientation.

d) Can't do it, -- though those of you who've been to a planetarium
have seen it -- but can give you sense of significance of this
overall motion by drawing you a map.

2. One sort of map -- so-called circumpolar map -- is posted outside section
room. You will need a look at it and we will be talking about suCh
maps in sectihn. HERE I DRAW A DiFFERENT ONE,

a) Start in upper right.
Suppose want to map stars over eastern horiz.
just as sun sets in west. Draw horizon. Due
East. Stars just over it putting in a few
more higher on left.

b) If I wait a bit, these will move up.
Draw line from due East point.
Others will replace them. Draw
these below.

c) Continue this way, thrun night.
Get diagonal strip (Put in boundary). A strip which can be pulled
up past horizon, as night goes on.

d) Already have map of some real utility.

i) If this is up, this is coming. If this is on horizon, this is
up and two right. Knowing one group that's up can find another,
or tell when another will appear even though whole busp! is



iilPosition of star on map. tells us abQ.out itsbehavior.
Stars on center line all rise due east and set due west. Celest.
equator. Those to right rise to south, etc.

3. Have left map open at bottom, because we can't complete job.

a) Somewhere along in here the next thing to appear on horizon isn't
a star at all, but the sun. Stare disappear.

b) But come out next night. Stars take almost twentyfour hours to
reappear, but not quite. Actually about 4' less. Next night these
top ones above horizon at sunset. Whole strip is moved up a little
relative to the time scale. CAN GET IN A FEW MORE STARS DRAW THEM
before the sun rises,

a) Continuing this way night after night. Find after six or seven
months that stars we're adding at bottom have same pattern as those
we put in at top. APPARENTLY WE'VE REACHED THE END OF OUR JOB%
It had to come sometime. There are only a finite number of stars
visible it had to begin to repeat. Wiihnestrsr eemy 1i1hts, Woudn't

naeeMarnae.&tem fas place.
d) So draw bottom boundary. Imagine the ends bent around in a loop

and joined. Now we have a map which will do for any night of the
year and for any hour of the night.

4. Once the map is complete it gains an even greater utility than it had
before.

TQ N-=x~bm@"-uarJ'I



a) With all the fixed landmarks recorded, we can start to trace 8
routes and itkneraries thru the-stare, That is, of bodies which
move about in the sky.

b) And among these are the moon, the planets, and the sun.

5. Because sun doesn't appear at same time as stars, we're not accustomed
to thinking of it as having a position amaxgxkkUx ON THE MAP%

l But discussion already indicates that it does.

Suppose watching shortly before dawn on night when top of diagram
is just above horizon.

Stars move up, pettin aler. Disappear. Sun appears on horizon,
maWktng themBUTPMUMLY THERE STILL THERE, at least people
have believed so for a long time, and its easy to tell which stars
would be near sun, if sun were suddenly blotted out so you could
see them again.

c) Suppose sun rose due East, then its on equator. Can tell how far
along horizon by noting time that's elapsed since these stars were
on horizon, Put's sun here. DRAW

6. DO THE SAME THING THE NEXT MORNING, DRAW, and the next

a) Not quite at same place, but turns out to be very near i2,

b) AND THIS IS ABOUT WHAT YOU SHOULD EXPECT, for tho we-c don't oftr
) notice it, the sun behaves very much like a star.

0) Point to parallel for star in East. During any one day motion of
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MrNTis very much like that of a star somewhere on the map,

Only not quite the same star from one day to next.

7. Conveniently describe this situation by saying: THE SUN HAS TWO MOTIONS

a) Diurnal (or daily) Motion, whichit has by virtue of the motion of

the map as a whole.

b) Its Annual Motion which we presume to be a steady slipping around the

map. Called annual because, as I'll point out in a moment, it must

bring sun back to original position after a yeaip.

c) Situation is very like that we'd use in describing motion of a toll

collector on merry go round, Carried around rapidly by platform.
Simultaneously move on it. Net result is quite an irregular path
over ground which is readily angiysed as result of two simpler things
going on at once.

d) Similarly this spiral motion I d8agribed on Wednesday can be simply

analysed as a joint motion of map (the merry go round) and of sun

on map (toll collector ogplatform).
ednesday

8. Furthermore can now put our Masta description and today's together, and

see what continuing this plot of sun's position would necessarily yield.

a) Since stare get further ahead of sun each day, it must move down.

This is EAST since direction of motion of map as a whole is west.

b) So sun is continually slipping east as map carrying stars and 
sun

itself moves west.



(May not seem simple, but think of how much easier it will be to

simply describe s}ow motion along this line, then to describe quantit

ive detail of sun a shadow which is not quite the same from one day
to the next and which must be watched recorded from moment to moment).

b) But even if it doesn't yet seem simpler, another advantage should be

clear. It interrelated dIfferent aspects of the appearances, and
this is the first step towards interpretation.

c) Now we are using same descriptive basis to disouss stars and sun.

d) And it's not only stars and sun. There are a number of other bodies
which wander among the stars.

e) These are (at least for naked-eye observer) Moon, Mercury, Venus,
Jupiter, and Saturn. All of which are related to sun and stars by
the same descriptive technique.

2. e pick ut the to describe in detail ly bec e Its suplest.O

a) Ionf th eo ca be tr d 000 dmt
have t o some e tracin, use It s prec y on certain

10

September 23, autumnal equinox. So much move towards south.

d) Trace full snake. Point out sun gets back after a year. One whole

IV. The Planetse slip

1. Line just traced is the Ecliptic. Path of sun through stars. Sun's
center is always on it, throughout year.

a) 5tkgested on virtue.ofdrawifg line was aim"licity of description.

I

I



2, All these bodies rise and set like the sun or like stars.

a) All have a diw2nal motion.

b) But simultaneously all of them wander through the stars.

c) The greek word planet means just Wanderer, and for the Greeks all
these bodies, including sun and moon, were wanderers.

d) I've pickeds out sun only because its simplest.

e) Ultimately will have to do the others too, for it's upon their more
complex motions that the Cop Rev turns.

5. But for the moment I only want to point out one thing about them.

a) Though we've restricted ourselves to the simplest one, the ancients
did not do so.

b) Records of position of planets among the stars go back to the
beginning of the first millbnius before Christox That's where planeta!

c) And just as Iastronomy begins.
I raised question last time why observe the sun, this

time I leave you with more difficult one. Why examine the planets.

d) This time answer is more difficult, for it has nothing to do with
practical needs of a Society. From a practical point of view the
planets are of no interest whatsoever.

I



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 Astronomy

Lecture 3 10/3/55

I. THE PLANETS

1. At end of last lecture I developed in considerable detail a technique
for simplifying description of sun's complex helical motion.

a) Divide it into two parts -- starlike diurnal movement westward.

b) Annual eastward (almost) motion with respect to stars cgrrying it
once around ecliptic and back to its starting point in a year.

. 1 restricted discussion to the sun, but was really illustrating a
perfectly general technique for discussing celestial motion. Used
the sun only because it gave simplest results.

i) But in principle same technique is applicable to any body which can
be seen in the heavens. Can always divide its motion into starlike
part plus an itinerary through the stars.

b) In particular it can be applied to the entire group of prominent
bodies which the Greeks called planets, that is to:
moon, Mercury, Venue, (sun), Mars, Jupiter, Saturn.

c) All these bodies rise and set daily like the sun and stars. Each
hanw,that is, an approximately starlike motion.

d) But in addition, each wanderal They are always near the ecliptic,
at least they are always in the ZODIAC, a band stretching 80 either
side of ecliptic, and they move through this band in a generally
but not invariably eastward direction returning again and again to
part from which they startef.
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e) AnA ms they wander Jnnd the band they pass successively tbrough

a group of twelve prominent constellations known as constellations
of the zodiac.

f) It is this wandering which gives them their name and accounts for
this, to us unfamiliar grouping. Greek word planet means just
wanderer. ftrwthemotion with respect to the stars which caused
the Greeks to group all these bodies together, and think of them
all as being the same sorts of things. WE Don't, but it took the e

3. Now the motion of the planets is part of the appearances of the heavens,
and in principle I should stop and talk about it now.

a) But ithT in your reading, we shall be coming back to it when we

discuss antkent astronomical theories. I shall save it until that
point.

b) But though I am going to posopone it, you should be clear that the

ancients did not.

c) Though observations of the other planets are not (excepting the moon)

so ancient as those of the sun, they are very very old.

d) Systematic records of Venus's position among the constellations of

the zodiac can be found in lxxx Summerian cuneiform tablet* as old

as 1700 B.C.

e) Presumably the other planets were observed then, too. Our records

are necessarily fragmentary as those of you who have worked with

clay might suspect.



f) In any case we know that after about 600 B.C. Babylonian astronoM.er,
andlater, Greek astronomers, kept records of all the planetary
motions which extend continually over many centuries.

4. My emphasis on this doesn't grow out of a mere concern for historical
detail. It is really with these observations that we come for the
first time to the central problem of thbs block.

a) If these observations and others like them had not been made there
would have beennno Copernican Revolution, or at least the Rev would
have been a very different sort of affair.

b) In fact, as we shall see, it is really the attempt to explain the
quantitative details of these observations that ultimately lead
astronomers to reject the idea of the central earth and replace it
by a central sun.

5. These planetary observations are therefore at the heart of our story,
and their existence in remote antiquity leads me to raise again the
question, WHY WERE THEY MADE. What made the precise position of planets
among the stars seem important to generation after generation of
astronomers during a period of 2000X years.

a) Easy enough to answer for the sun, in fact we've already done it.
As n v s rou notellations o z o

h ori easo a

v- ina ,



b) A similar answer is at least partially valid for moon. Earliest
c~aleadars were luniar oalerndart. lKeeptngthem t i step with ziuuu
phases and (later) with seasons required knowledge of moon as well.

c) But what about other five? No use in calendars, time keeping,
navigation. Why did people keep after them?

II. ASTROLOGY AS A MOTIVE

1. Answer is, of course, that people didn't think them useless. If they
had, there would have been no planetary astronomy. To keep a tradition
of continuous observation, records, and teaching going for 2000 years,
it has to seem to fulfill a social function.

a) Planetary observation certainly did.

b) From antiquity until the seventeenth century, only 250 years ago,
most of the people who made and interpretted these observations,
and all of the people who supported them -- anabled them to keep
alive.-- believed that the planets actually controlled life on earth,
and that the man who could predict the positions of planets among
the stars would be& able to predict ktxxxx the future of terres-
trial events as well.

c) In other words they believed kn WI!H VERY FEW EXCEPTIONS in a astrolo
2. Actually 11xka-1khax until very end of period we deal with in this

block astrology and astronomy are same word-

a) Judicial vs natural.

b) And same pepple! Ptolemy's TETRABIBLOS, Brahe and Kepler. Occasional
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resented amount of time they had to spend casting horoscopes for
the kings and crown princes who payed their salaries and bought
their instruments. But they didn't think they were charlatans or ches

c) They did simoerely believe that if you could tell which constellat&on
of zodiac was just rising over horizon and where each of the other
planets was at thatiltstant of an individual's birth, could tell
all about his character and a great deal about his future.

3. Was this absurd -- does it indicate that in this first block in NS 4
we will be talking about nothing but a bunch of nuts?

a) It would be very CONVENTIENT to think so.

b) Astrology is only the first of the beliefs held by these men which
we have now discarded. If we could conclude from their belief in
astrology that they were mad, we would not, for example, have to
take their belief in the stability of the earth very seriously
either. Would have no problem for this case.

c) Could just say Copernicus was first sane astronomer -- that's why
it took so long to discover the earth's motion, and we dould let it
go at that.

4. But this is just what we must not do. We must not, as I said to you
last week, make use of what we now know or think we know in evaluating
the beliefs of the past.

a) Must not read our own standards of acoeptable belief into the past.

b) And it is just because I want to prevent your doing this when we



d) This is a good place to pick up a little historical perspective.

5. I don't believe in astrology, and I think very few of my colleagues on
the faculty do. But though I'm quite sure it's a mistake, I can't see
it as an absurd one.

a) In fact it seems likely to me that we or any other society believe
a number of doctrines which will seem as lacking in foundation to
our successors as astrology seems to us.

b) Astrology is surely not absurd in principle. x xax It could
have been true.

c) For example, it is no more absued in principle than idea that
sun spots control business cycle. (Elaborate for meaning). People
in the last few decades have done a lot of research on this. Get
quite good correlations to London and New York Market crashes in
1929. And can explain correlation. Thru weather to crop .

d) There's also good observational evidence for astrology. Sun an
seasons and weather. Moon and tides and menatrual cycle. Its just
a step to other planets.

e) And there's an immense motive for belief.
the most sought after of all information.

If true it provides
Information about ones

6
come, very shortly, to the anoient conception of the

NIXD central stable earth that I want to spend a few more moments
in an attempt to evaluate the astrological beliefs which motivated
mush of ancient, mediegal, and early modern astronomical research.



future. Know story of man who said, I shure wish I knew where I
was going to die, for I'd sure stay uway from that place.

f) So it's not surprising that people started to believe in it, and
once started the belief is extremely dfioult to eradicate. CANNOT
BE DISPROVED TO MAN WHO BELIEVES IN ITI'

6. Look how this theory works out.

a) At a given birth xxxxxz any one of twelve constellations can
be on horizon. -- twelve possible lives.

b) But sun can be in any one of twelve -- 144 possibles.

c) Continuing in this way get approx 3,732,000 possible lives.

d) Since each correpponds to a different sort of life, it's clear that
there's nothing crude about astrological prediction.

7. And this is still a very much simplified model

a) Should depend, for example, upon part of constellation and were
baby is born as well as when.

b) But even taking each third of constellation gets us up to 2 billion
possible predictions which is almost one for every person on earth
today.

c) All of which means that there is no straightforward means of
comparing biographies with stars to discover which biograhy corres-

on~dRO which horoscope. ASTROLOGY IS TOO COMPLEX FOR DIECT
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A. But that meann dinaief mnat come when peaple dinover that the

predictions don't work in their own lives. And here there's anither
problem.

a) Given society which believes in the first place there are attested
records and only the successful predictions get into them. Bible
for example.

b) So if your own prediction fails you have to measure it against all
the evidence of tradition.

c) And here again complexity of astrology provides the explanation.
Mistake of a minute in report of birth. Slight error in computation.
They're tough to do. Or only king can afford good astrologere.

So astrology was tough to disprove. IN FACT IT HASN'T BEEN DISPROVED
7ODAY.

) Most educated people have stopped believing in it just because its
stopped seeming plausible.

b) And the main reason its stopped seeming plausible is because we
now think of the earth as being a planet, just like Mercury, Venus,
etc. They should hqve no more power than the earth itself. Not
as much, since they re further away.

10 And even this hasn't really abolished astrology,

a) It's no longer scientific and its no longer reputable. But there
are still a lot of astrologers and in times of national stress
astrology still becomes a multi-million dollar industry.



WHICH SHOULD GIVE YOU A HINT OF THE BTRENGTH MT M[ST ONCE HAVE HAD8

11. Yonive alI asen it. Every Bnton -paper excent the Monitor carries an

astrology column or has carried one.

a) But that sort of astrology is so crude that real astronomers decry

it. Would like it abolished. That's just planetary biology.

b) Can give you a taste of something nearer the teal thing as it exists

even today, by reading you a few excerpts from an autobiography
published in 1929.

c) Its by Evangeline Adams, until recently the Dean of American astro,
and, incidentally, the descendent of two presidents of the U.S.

12. First will give you flavor of chartering a life, in this case the life

of a very distinguished American naturalist. Second provides somewhat

more personal picture of the astrologers life.

To p. 6 from last year.

LI have omitted curiosity as motive on theory that it undercuts

above unless I go into long sociologiga.1 discussion of where

curiosity can find acceptable outletsJ
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Thales who had been a real fiend for star gazing.

b) In fact the story was that Thal was so busy look$ng at what went
In ve T T SID Y Y

C) I e" jus what a2yo' want a f on t s Wls

Q _ ~Vt ( 'c 0T

III. THE BEGINNING OF SYSTEMS e

1. This brings me-to the end-of-the portion ofthis block that's indicated
by Roman numeral one in your outline on Document 1.

a) That is, we've finished with portion in which we consider the
appearances, whaf man can se e, withoU y rerwerlTo he
thinkt. As--ca&us$Ag 0Al- s0ees1

b) We 'T onsiersom fuasher-observat-ions-, but we'll do it in
conjuntion with wbat censideration of thatsystems men invented to
expla n Te appearancqe.

2. tivThvp noe for all systems are
oeptua-shm-a nrprtaios a thataomething
is the observations provided by the senses. 'T e idbl

a) WaI)titailymbnfusu&dy ttndeigl &posajbabn to aying anything
about the structure of the universe until they've made the sort
o f-obervatL-4ha-weWr--ben discussing. -Ic ve a**'- L. I
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b) And so we find in antiquity that many civilizations had a

fairlYolr ca on tual scheme tor- the unIverse-wnbefore they
tried to fit ohbeatialpb rvation into them.

o4 Mxny EgyptUansbeiievez for exampjlethat the earth was an
oblong flat strip (the region around the Nile) covered by a
vaultdomrt 'inwhitrthe -etars were-hung- like-Iamps.

d) Babylontan -had a-flat-pancake-earth-reating-on-water, -and covered
by a heipherica dome which also rested9n wter.

3. Of .-coura th nl u c ab wyeheavens behave as theyr tC." AA _te'l usm -uha
do, but apparently for these early peoples there were more important
things for-the coneeptual-scheme-of the universe to accomplish than
the eXplanation of stellar motions.

a) These _systems gave them a nice comfortable world to live in.

kbL That pagle alsogbserved the stars but they didn't worry too
much about m~king the stars fit their notion of the unverse.

"IThe first sysemat c attet to make the conceptual soheme for the ws
vso rv fats-about the-heave - hav-c

s_)Thisranks as one of their greatest contributions to civilization
as we know it.

)cWeare dependent on civilizations older than this for the accurate
e4~ raut T -WinTtrpvent -Tn t~-early-gr lt ttro ofmy

c) Bu H fwy pl hmt h e rITio of the universe
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is greek.

d) Our own modern ideas on structure have evolved from these greek

e) Any study of how we got the particular ideas we hold about the
univeree-mst-star4 wishhi-neient-eiviisation.

5cAt the-momn t-m-more eoneerned-wiTh-what-the-greeks did than with
just who made each contribution,

a) In any case the records of the origin of Greek astronomy remain
pretty vague. It's not easy to discover where each idea came from
or how influential-it-was until about the-time-ef Plato early
in the fourth century BC.

6. But its 4 Qet* remembed hat themalor tradition ofGreek
astronomy which we pick up in he Wh cent. BC actually waat lest
two-hundred-years--n--developing

a) And-the- two-most-central-ideas of the conceptual scheme we consider
first were originally suggested in the older period, sometime in
the sixth century.

7. The first of these is the notion that the heavens are spherical in
shape.

a) Stars set in it (or show tbru:holes in it from fire behind)

b) Daily rotation of the sphere carries the stars around in their
courses.
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8 Thischotibn is,*venolder than the idea that the earth is round.

a) It arises quite naturally from the fact that on a clear day the
~7Vheavensiactually Tool1r iind

That aidi banha h ome infolvedi L nggestedby the continuing
oircular motion-of-the stars themselves.

Te-secondmportant-ideasathat-ofi the pherieal earth.at the center.

a a) This is t ougher,--thedrt. doesn't look spherical.

b) And-what -keeps-it in. enter?

0) -W1ch gets theIextremely ingenians anawer - imposibleo get around
that if earth is in center, it can'tiall which way to fall so it

just sty tHEIe.

10. Ther are some g oodarguments for its spherical shape too:

a) Ship's disappearing

7ore diitant ib-on as you go up a hill, means you see ove4P the
shoulder.

c) Cireular shadow of the earth during an eclipse, for the Greeks
doped out the shadow explanation of eclipses at aquite an early

date.

11. But the best argument of all for the spherical earth is how well it

fits-witf-th*-sphere of the heavens to give the observed appearances
ofAha stars.

a) Th-,iqs t I now want to show youl



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Astronomy

eture 4 10/7/53

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE TWO SPHERES

1. This morning we begin the study of our first conceptual schemes

a) How man interprets what he sees. What phenomena he thinks lie
beneath the appearances. c WHAT. CAUSESPWHAT' HE7SEES.

2. Ab4 the scheme we shall study is one I call the Two-Sphere Universe,
developed in Greece during the fourth century B.C.

a) Not much concerned yet with who did what when. Records are two
fragmentary.

b) Say simply that the two-spheres to be discussed emerge prominently
around the time of Plato and Aristotle. And that they dominate
all thought of educated people about the structure of the universe
until the middle of the sixteenth century, 20D years later.

c) And remidd you oo/xhaz important ltng characteristic of this
system - x:T*iork*x*MR -- One which lost out to
TALULA at end of last hour.

d) NOT THEtFIRST SET OF IDEAS ABOUT THE STRUCTURE OF THE XI UNIVERSE,
Every society has had its own. But first which gives an important
role to observation of the heavens.

e) Contrast the views we are about to develop with the Egyptian and
Babylonian schemes from last time. They answered questions about
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the universe.o Did nothing for astronomy. THIS WILL DO BOTH.

d) And in this combination -- applying DETAILED OBSERVATIONS to the
construction of conceptual schemes about univ. Lies a major
contrib. of the Greeks to all of Western Civil.

e) axzxaxaxx The combin, is essential to science, our western civ. is
only one in which it has taken place. And it starts right here with
the Greeks.

3. O.K. What's the scheme: Start with two elements individually older thar

a) Draw. Giant outer sphere. STARS SET IN IT OR SHINE fourth century
THRU HOLES. Rotation carries stars thru their diurnal mot.

b) And a second tiny sphere DRAW at the geometrical center of the big
one. That's the earth.

4. The idea of outer sphere seems to be oldest.

a) Heavens look hemispherical. See the sme ting In Egyptif.c cuved
platter or Babylonian hemisphere.

b) fomplete sphere to give the full circular motions of the starv,.

c) At least do AO nr 5 ' r AV T MA qrV Unnr Mn TT( T- MT
AT THE CENTE

d) And that's found at a very early date. Earth hangs there because
it can't find anywhere to go. No up or down in a sphere. Buridan's

ASS.
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5. Aruments for sphericity of earth are just the ones known today.

a) Ship disappearing HULL FIRST over horizon. Increasing horizon from
mountain top.

b) Or shape of earth's shadow on moon during lunar eclipse.

c) COLUMBUS DIDN'T INVENT THESE.

6. Each of these features can be argued for independently, then; But best
arguaants come from using the two in combination. What do they do for
for APPEARANCES OF HEAVENS.

a What does observer see DRAW standing on spherical earth. Show this
briefly on enlarged section. Everything over tangent plane.

b) Putting this into previous drawing easier to draw plane thru center
of earth, otherwise would have to make earth to small.

c) And plane thru center cuts sphere in two halves. Man sees just
half of the rotating sphere. Cr a

7. And what the appearances *re in this half we get best from a model.

also p. 3 last year's notes.OVER TO ARMILLARY.
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c") Or at least near enough half. If outer sphere is very large. If
man is near enough sea level.

d) Actually we'll-normally draw plane through senter. Indicaite man
perpendicular to it.

III. THE ARMILLARY

1. Now what would the man see in this hemisphere visible to him - Can get
answer best by actually using a model. PULL IT OUT

a) Earth, 2 The sphere of the heavens. The Hoizizon plane, and its
NOETH, SOUTH, EAST AND WEST POINTS. Put observer in Cambridge

2. Put star near pole - Spin it.

3. Move star south. Circumpolar and non-circumpolar. Angle of Rise over
horizon.

4. Star in Sotth that barely gets over.

5. Now move observer North. Pole rises. More stars circumpolar. Fewer
which rise aid set. Sharper ankle of rising.

Or move observer south. Pole declines. Fewer circumpolar etc. but more

. UOTICE THAT HIIAT2 WE' VE W OTENi OFG1C)AvFF UMODL Ii In S VERY BRVYIi F IUS'.
IS ALL OF THE APPEARANCES NIXE OF STARS which we had so much trouble
describing without the model,
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IVt THE SUN ON THE ARMILLARY

1. Now what about the planets and particularly the sun.

2. Sun can always be placed at some particular position among the stars -
it moves with them, but changes it's position among them from day to day,

a) Last time phrased this by saying, it's always on ecliptic. A line
marking all points An hstakymap,whtchlkupointevamong the stars at
which sun is ever seen.

b) But our sphere carries all stars, so can put ecliptic on it.

c) And if we do this we find that instedd of having the complex shape
it does on maps, it here takes nice simple shape. It's a great
circle. Formed by plane which outs sphere in half.

3. Observer in Cambridge. Put sun at equinox point. Rise and set one day.

4. Slips back in direction opposite to sphere's rotation. Good. One year
gets all the way around. Follow it.

5. Take observer xath.South.

6. Take observer North. Mid-night sun, etc.

V. CONCEPTUAL SCHEMES (Start Softly)

1. This is a useful model - as you study it - and you'll have to,- you'll
discover that you can get from it almost all the appearances we've disc,
so far, and that much thht's been vague or difficult in the previous
discussion becomes clear for the first time,



2. But more than useful. Example of perfectly typical and central featur
of every science. Erection of concept1 scheme.

2. arch- ueflQodllti 1ha aamug,4 grp r

sI f no lag ceaa s y it dnrditscourse

3* This is not just appearances, not just something we can see.....

a) Can't see that the heavens are a rotating sphere - only see pinpointl
of light that change their position with respect to us.

b) Can see earth is a sphere at center - can't even see its local
curvature - need rocket to even to get direct information for this.

4.-S t -e big jump from the appearances. It's a jump for which mind,
imagination, or SOMETHING MORE THAN SENSES is necessary.

a) It's the part of science that only the few can . 'Everyone can
see the appearances, but only a few can make the jump.

b) And it's importance - its absolutely essential and central position
in science comes from what it does for s, pevs- v L-, & ( w'

5. For the moment, we'll just emphasize two sorts of virtues of this sort-
of mental construction, of conceptual schemes.

a) ECONOMY FRUITFULNESS

6. By economy mean the tremendous condensation of observationsof appearance
in the model,

a) It takes years or centuries to gather the observations from which
the conceptual scheme springs.

b It taes days to even describe them witout using the scheme orm
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c) But once you've got the model, you can just describe it, and then
draw all the appearances from it.

d) It saves time, it saves energy, it saves memory. And most important
it makes a whole group of isolated, disparate observations fit togeth
into one pattern for the first time.

e) IT'S HOW MUCH OBSERVATION YOU CAN GET OUT OF HOW SIMPLE AND ELEMENTAE
A MODEL WHICH IS ECONOMY.

7. Fruitfulness is more complex and it's less well illustrated here. Ext
Complete description will have to be postponed.

a) But basically we mean the new observations or concepts axxx that
grow out of the model.

b) Never made observations at North pole, But now know what will happer
o there IF CONCEPTUAL SCHEME IS CORRECT,

predicts
c) Say scheme i Pfruitful if it aggxits new observations w-ih io pan

out.
:) But also mean something more, a concept. scheme is fruitful if it

lays a foundation for other work from which new discoveries proceed,
If it serves as FIRST STEP IN A CHAINNOF SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMEN T'

2. And this, as we shall see, the two-sphere model definitely does. It

planetf

a) The planets, it turns out, Un- L i d e -w very waA,
the model has to be changed to al&ow for the irregularittee



b).-But...ila Who ,lThemoe hat yonu oan recogni tbat
the planet's present a special problem and continue to furthe4 study.

c) So we can examine fmzitfulness in lectures to follow, as we examine
the way in which these first two spheres provide a firm foundation
for further study of the heavens. Study which leads rapidly to the
fullPtolemaic qystem OF W ICH THIS 8 ONLY THE BEGINNING.

VI. HISTORICAL ROLE OF THE TWO-SPHERE UNIVERSE

1. So this is the first importance of the two-sphere universe to Nat. Sci. 4
Example of FUNCTION OF CONCEPTUAL EM SCHEMES TO SCIENTIFIC RESEAP',

2. Also has TWO SEPIRATE HISTORICAL FUNCTIONS WHICH WE'LL HAVE TO FOLLCo,

a) It is first a technical ASTRONOMICAL SYSTEM. A way of explaining
the motions of stars in quantitative detail. Of predicting where
they'll be. A basis for navigation and time-keeping and for FURTHER
STUDY.

b) In this role the two-sphere universe is only a temporary way station
on the road to the developed Ptolemaic system. This is only the
first step. Immediately this model gets encumbered with epicycles,
and deferents, equants and escentries, a whole HOST OF ADDITIONAL
TECHNICAL DEVICES.

3. But the system is also a Layman's Cosmology.

a ~ fh VIsa e sh a,,omh d sd



a) Thati, 1tisaaet of beliefawxichaLKETHE EGYPTIANAND
BABYLONIAN UNIVERSES described last time -- answers the non-astrono-
mers need to know what's out there, Where the earth sits in relation
to what man sees in the skies. What the significance of life on
earth is.

4. I know no very clear or concise way to distinguish the separable aspects
of this model which I have in mind in describing it both as an astr. syst
and as a COSMOLOGY -- the two notions eA ! -4 + A
are they historically entirely distinct

a) But by Ast. Syst. have in mind the fu.L.L ecniacal.. syaem use 1
astronomers to compute positions of stars and planets,

b) And by cosmology mean the set of generally accepted beliefs about
the way the universe is constituted. BELIEFS BUILT INTO REL. MOR. 801

c) And these two usually overlap, and they may be identical, but they
need not be.

5. They were not identical in Egypt and Babylonia. They became identical
in Greece during the fourth and third centuries B.C. They continue to
overlap, but they don't stay quite identical.

a) The astronomers go right on complicating this system, but the layman
doesn't go along.

b) He continues to hold to a vhhw much like that sketched in the Vitruv.
Document. Without epicycles and deferents and the other complicat.
of Ptol. Astronomy.

c) It is the simplified version he builds into his non-scientific thought
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6. And tbis separation hea a determining-importance in the ret of our
block which I shall try to represent for you on a diagram of where we're
going.

a) Together in 4th and 3rd cent.

b) Separation & relatively independent parallel developments.

c) Copernicus on "Prob" of planets branch. Technical astronomy.

d) Changes it's direction & producing a major collision.

e) We must follow along both branches: Probl of Planets is our Reasarch
element.

f) Other necessary if we are to see what happens to Copernicus and
understand the impact of his work upon modern society.

7. CAN SKETCH DRESSING UP. CONCENTRIC SPHERES OUT FROIM CENTER.



Lecture 5 - 10/3/52

T THE 77RO,,L7, 7 T THE7 7PLANEFTS

. The wophee cosmoo w h 6e dis's in the last lecture is
good cosmology - that is, it accounts for a great deal which we can

As a matter of factit is so good that, although we no longer believe
in its truth (earth doesn't stand still, stars aren't on a sphere, etc.)
w;e still use it all the time:

:) Two-and-one-half year ago, awg with young Bost. lawyer who'd taught
iavigation tn the Air Corps during last war. ... "Let me give
you word of advice. Teach them that the earth is stationary.....
It will give them everything they'll ever have any use for, and
it's much simpler than the true model. Don't give them any of
that stuff about the earth' s moving around the cun."
And this is comon practice. The two-sphere model is the
model employed by Nay, and surveyors. It's the model desc, in their
texts. Slide AST 6:7. First two pages of handbook for xxt nav.
an slurveyors. Read It to them.

This text is not a translation from the ancient greek. It's modern,
but it expresses concepts employed in antiquity.

a) Therefore the grks weren't mad to say the xxxma sun & stars moved
round the earth. Or no madder than contemporary navigators and
surveyors which may leave the question open.
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b) Their system was good enough so that if the stars and sun were t

only objects in the heavens we might never have overthrowniIt, at
least not before advent of powerful telescopes. We might awe got,

4. But thete are other bodies in the heavens. Sun is

only one of the planets, and these create difficulties

5, Some of these difficulties can be seen even in case of t

a) Last time pasted it on sphere, then moved it1

b) But is it really on sphere or is it between sphere and earth - seen

only silhouetted. And what makes it slip? Our model won't take

care of this.

6. And the same questions for the other planets. They all slip Eastward

oni the1 erage? Why? And why different times to get around the ecliptic?

a) Ths. i the first set of problems, arising around time of Plato,

Not answered by two-sphere model taken alone, they

draw forth number'of attempted additions to the model.

. First group of attempts are lumped together here and in Doc 6 as Vortex

systems. They include, as one sub-species, the ants on wheel model

2escribed in Vitruvius document.

a) They're useful, give additional information, but they're finally
unsatisfactory.

b) But the reasons that they're unsatisfactory are also of interest;
'17 1 wnt thn diffiult -Ia vbh later systems have to remedy,



Cross section of sphere Add th 4f we:, S-- 6

8 DRAW - Ecliptio viewed from above, Earth at center.
Label Direc. of Rot. & the four points.

a) Imagine sphere filled with fluid
which studk to stationary earth
at inside and moved with sphere at outside.
A WHIRLPOOL - PLANETS FLOAT IN IT

b) Body outside says with sphere. Inside
with earth. Intermediate bodies lag.

c) Use it. Moon inside. Saturn outside.
PUT THEM IN

4) Problem for sun, MercuryVenus. Disagreement in antiquity, but
finally settle down to standard order.

II. PLANETARY IREGULAITIEZ

1. This is helpful. Provides mechanism for slipping. Gives us pretty good
plinetary order. But it can't stay long, for there are too many appear.
it can explain.

2. It can't, for example, explain motion of sun in detail

a) If sun floats at constant difference should travel at uniformi rate.

b) But if you count days from March 21 to Sept 23, and days from Sep 23
to March 21, find sun takes six day longer to go through summer half

than winter. It's ate of travel isn't uniform.

3. Moon is even worse. Different times spent in different const, and
f rt ri -nto trip.
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4. estofkplanets are worst of all.

a) Successive trips require different times.

b) Much change of rate.

c) Don't even keep same direction on the sphere, Normal eastward drith,
they do get around, But sometimes reverse direction and, move W'estw.
i.e. retrograde.

) Furthermore, whenever they do retrograde they appear to be distinctly
brighter which people in antiquity inter rted to mean closer.

5. Thes)e rapp aranos eo 4epa e Tey call for alterations
in the original two-sphere model, which won't in itself account for these
effects,

a) But it doesn'tcall for rejection of thte two-sohere model, only for
m dificat on in it.

b) oientists, a just like non-scentis's i their hesitation about
throwing out Baby with the bath. Perhaps this is saying that
scientists are conservative.

c) When you've got a scheme that works as well as the two-sphere univ,
Fou don't throw it out entirely because at a few difficulties. You
ry to patch it up. To modify it.

andjtheirfsuccessorsf ,aoA0o
) And this is just what reromTme ato to time of
Copernicus.

e) AND THEY GOT VERY SUCCESSFUL RESULTS. THEY DID SUCCEED IN EXPLAINING
ALMOST ALL THE TROUBLES.
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III. THE PTOLEMAIC SYSTEM

1. The technique employed in doing this is associated with, o great names:
*;pat Apollonius of Perga (4 rd Cent. BC), Ptolemy (2nd Cent AD)

a) The first had the fundamental idea -!the second gave it the final
polishing and brought it to its most developed and perfect form.

b) A form in which it was taken over by the Arabs during the early
middle ages and passed on to Europe from Saptx Spain and the Middle
East in the twelfth century.

c) In other words this is the system which eopernicus learned and from
which he revolted.

2. There's a good deal about it in your readig - here I'll emphasize only
a few of its most important features,

a) Dr Aphere of stars, diurnal rot dir., and Solstices etc.

b) Put n deferent, and explain motion, EMPH. REL. MOTION. 4%*

3. If we place a planet on deerent then it will ove regularly as in Vortex.
Time around ecliptic will be just period of deferent circle, where by
period we mean time for one rotation. We need a more complex arrangement.

a) Apollonius's sug. Add second circle. Draw it. Put planet on. It

b) Obviously this gives us something other than rotates too.

a perfectly reguar circular motion. It spoils the perfection of the
other motion.

c) And it can do this in many many ways. Two circle system xkx has great
flexibility. Will fit a large variety of "appearances."
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4. For example, can use this second circle to take care of sun's inequality.

a) Do it.CT Td EK
3 ()se MLlow a* ?L*YTo

5. Or you can use it to make Planet retrograde. Do it for three to one.
Construction

8 Or you can get any other number of retrogrades: Machine./ Get them to
shout.

a) And with this notice two things. Retrogrades occur when Planet i
closest to earth, so brightness is explained. Good.

b) Second. In this model, always same time to go around ecliptic, not
so good. 0f -jK b '% e

7, But the second eliminates itself. For it happens here only because
epicycle makes exactly fv-r revTtions for each o-nn of deferent,

a) Suppose it made 1/4 turn less than four revolutions

b)
~4~~N ~ 4'~u~ ~ r' 4~it. e~NO

i "IN
2e

~4

Z,, A. a



8. Extx So sometimes it takes longer, sometimes shlorter times as desired.

a) But notice that there are two longer, two shorter, in regaining
starting point.

b) More or less than one deferent revolution may be required to get
back to correct point on ecliptic, BUT ON THE AVERAGE ONE REV. OF
DEFERENT DOES IT.

c0 So can bulli it or any xxeplanet if you deternine average time,
and tirre betweern retrogjrades.

9. Ir other words, it's pretty good:

a) NORMAL AND RETROGRADE MOTION for every planet.

b) IRREGULAR PERIOD AROUND ECLIPTIC

c) VARITION hIN BhHTNSS DUJNG- RETRGGRADE

10. And it lends itself to being built into a compe system. Duesigni stu
an epicyole deferent system for each planet. Then nent one inse the
ther like Chinese boxes. And set them all running,

a) Slide AST 6:2

b) This is full Ptolemaic system - or at least simplified version.

c) Spell it out. Call attention to Allignment of sun with interior



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Astronomy

Lecture 6 -~-1/14/53

I. MORE ON EPICYCLES

1. In the last lecture -- long long ago before Columbus day -- I discussed
two typical applications of an epicycle-deferent system.

a) System for the sun -- LITTLE EPICYCLE -- produced the minor irregula.
in the sun's motion around ecliptic during summer and winter.

b) System for ax RETROGRADING PLANET. Produces the loops which --
VIEWED FROM THE EARTH (END ON) *S change the direction of motion
along ecliptic from normal Eastward motion to retrograde Westward.

22. The effects produced by these two sorts of epicyles are rather different,
and it's convenient to distinguish the two sorts by giving them slightly
different names:

a) Major epicycles-- Produce4 Retrograde Motion, etc.
Minor epicycles- Produce Secondary Irregularities,

b) These terms aren8t to be found in your reading, nor are they hist.
sanctioned. Ptolemy didn't use them, nor did his medieval successors

c) But the division corresponds to two separate jobs which eptcycles
must do in the Ptol. system, and their use makes it easier to under-
stand system itself, and to compare this system with the one proposed
by Copernicus to replace it.

3. Make the distinction clear by runing over each sort quickly in a fashion
more general than last time.
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a) Slide AST 61. Basic Dtwo cirlemechanim. Dftereatmay be-earth

centered or displaced. Ecentrio. Large epicycle rotating in same
direction as deferent.

b) Slide 6e+.+ ITypical loops produced by Maj. Ep. Point out eartr
12 years, 11 loops. Show sun. Point out always opposite loop b
rotating once a year.

o) These two slides show all the function of a Major Epicyle:
Retrograde Motion, Increased Brightness During Retrograde, Iregular
time to travel around ecliptic.

d) At least they show the first two clearly, and the last can be derived
from them.

4. Last time: Draw Three loop diagram.

a) Shows retrograde and brightness, bVxhtaXX3atrka5N

b) DQesnlt show irregular time around ecliptic because we considered
a very special case which never quite occurs in practice. Epicycle
turns exactly an integral number of times for each rev, of defereAt.

o) Suppose it turns less than three times: Draw in different color.
Loops then don't recur at quite same position in sky on successive
trips.

d) And successive trips don't take quite same amount kI of time:
Draw two epicpele positions. Beginning and end of trip in which
ep. 9m-aaxiaszthan turns 2 3/4 times. THIS TRIP MORE THAN ONE

EP. REV. IS REQUIRED. NEXT ONE LESS. ONLY ON THE AVERAGE THATODEF.
PERIOD WORKS OU
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3. But there are other sorts of epicycles too - minor epicycles - no retrog.
but spolI regular circular motion of the akipil ldeferent.

a) SLIDE AST 6:23. As last time. Keep radius straight up. Get disp.
circle. If you put Maj. Epic. on Minor get loops. Indicate with lt

b) SLIDE AST 6:6. You don't have to just displade circle. Can deforrm,
it. -Again can add major epicyles & get loops.

4. In the full scale Ptol. system, as known from Ptol to Cop, all sorts of
different combinations of circles were tried-for each planet.

a) Eac lanet moved on a system of circles which contained anywhere
froni to seven circles. And nothing magical about number seven.
'ooke tried more for it got too complicated.

b) Sun & Moon - Each 1 def., + Minor Epicycles (No retrogrades)

Merc., Ven., Mars, Jupiter, Saturn - Each 1 def. + 1 Maj. Ep. + Min

5. For pach of last five function of Maj. Epic. should be clear. EptyclE

a) .It gives retrogrades, at correct intervals apart and of correct
ang. size.

b) But this turns out not tobe enough. Build epic. to do this. Still
find residual irregularities. Discrepancies between where two
circles runling uniformly say Planet ought to be at given time and
were it &ctually is. Like minor irreg. of sun or of moon.

c) So add a minor epicycle, as in case of sun. Improves situation;
discrepancies are smaller; but still there. So another and another.



6. Finally give up: either because no observations, or not sufficient math
know-how to figure wRere another circle woulu plaqe planet, ur simply
no patience. kZ-MAG-

a) Build the best system time or-aoney permits for each of seven planets

b) Then put all systems together, one inside other, like a nest of
Chines boxes.

c) Can always nest them this way, because actual size of epicycle ai
deferent makes no difference. Planets are seen silhouetted only;
can shrink ep, and deferent together or expand them, 4t will,
so you keep planet on sqme line from earth to sphere of stare

d) SLIDE6:2. Ptol. System with all minor epicycles omitted. Doi4

try to copy, but note whatever you'll need to reconstruct it.

e) Only one feature here not previously noted. Interior planets tied
to sun. All have average time of a year. All stay close to sun.

II. EVALUATION AND ITS PROBLEMS

1. It should be clear to all of you that this is good system. In some
respects a magnificent system. If we hadn't already studied the two-
sphere model, we could consider this system as an ideal example of
conceptual scheme.

2. But if compare this py&tem for the planets with the two-sphere model
FOR THE STARS, this planetary system suffers badly by comparison in two

respects; ACCURACY AND ECONOMY



a) The two sphere model tells you exactly where to look for a star.
jOU IO0k - it' athere - or as nearly there as you can measure,

b) I system of Ptolemaic circles telle you exactly where to look for
a planet, but when you look the planet is only approximately there.

4) It's within a half of a degree say - the angular width of sun or moo:
Mostly it's closer than that, but sometimes it gets that far away.
More circles improve it, but noone seems to have mde it mnuh better
than half a degree, before Copernicus's time.

3. And the price of even this limited accuracy is an immensely complex
system. Got everything for the stars with two spheres. Here thirty or
forty circles give you less accuracy for planets.

a) Your system has many more conceptual elements and gives you a, lot
less, which is what lower economy means.

b) It is difficult to build up great confidence in the truth of su
system. Two-sphere hits the observation every time exactly. I
must be true. But Ptolemaic - add all your circles, do best yo.
can, then make anoth0r observation several years later. Find your
half a degree off,system isn't Exx true Something seens
wrong. 

4. THIS RAIBES A PROBLEM 44z'tg that's AOg central km Nat S1i 4.
Why did people go on for so long trying to 13 handle the planets by
Ptolemaic ml methods.

a) Why did they just go on trying to rearrange circles and add them.



5. This isn't as easy a question as it looks. Can''.
betteb idea. Or Copernicus Wasn't Born until 14UU years after Ptulin

a) There were other ideas. In particular Aristarchus suggested tIT
you could get retrograde motion by letting the earth move aroun
the sun, and thus avoid major epicycles.

b) And though few people in antiquty appear to have taken him serious1
The idea itself was widely circulated by people like Ptolemy who
thought it worth while to disprove it.

c) So our question might also be phrased, why didn't the alternate
suggestions get a chance.

6. This is sort of question that never gets a complete answer.Aut there
are various sorts of partial answers to it, and we'll examine a few of
these. UV cof4 I*(f*prI L * 6 etl0( s.* 16e- 4-

a) They won't be now - will get more/as we gonwth this
case. Even more when we find similar situations arising in future

7, The first of these I should like to call Momentum of Ptol Syst.block
Same sort of thing which I had in mind last time in speaking of
the coneervatism of scientists in their own field.

a) Ptolemaic system was the accepted mode of explaining planetary
motion. Don't mean any particular combination of circles was
generally accepted, just that this method of adding circles was.

b) When first proposed by Apollonius it had seemed txa the answer to
evrtw+V "n, Thrka ti m is Ptolemy when difficulties were disc.
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I. THE PROBLEM OF RUTS AND THE FIRST EXPLANATIONS

1. At the end of the last lecture -- long long ago, before Columbus aay --
I suggested to you that the history of the Ptolemaic System forced us
to recognize that for at least 1300 years astronomers had ben in thout
GRIP OF A TRADITION which made it impossible for them to approach
astronomical problems without takkAg the central stable earth as their
starting point.

a) We may well say: Astronomy was in a rut, and a rut no less binding
because it was a mental rut.

2. You remember the situation:

a) 500 years from Apollonius to Ptolemy. Centuries of increasing
complexity not compensated by really adequate accurac., Carnno by
the immensely cumbersome system of Ptoler '-

b) Then 1000 more years in which people c
the situation, but only by using the same techniques. No real
novelty introduced before Copernicus, though trouble was continuous.

c) Question is WHY? What was the nature of the ruW'

d) Non-trivial question, because other ideas were around. You will
discover that when Copernicus decides a really new approach is
needed, he turns to some ideas formerly considered heretical as a
source of inspiration, and he finds it.
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3- This is not the sortof qustion that ever gets a complete solution.

a) Question about why *thbkands unpon thousands of people during a
period of many centuries behaved as they did.

b) But we can I think make their behavior seem reasonable and plausible
OR JUST PLAIN HUMAN which is perhaps as much of an answer as this
sort of question can ever get.

c) Certainly all the answer I want to try to give.
4. The first of my answers is one which I should like to call just

the MOMENTUM OF THE PTOLEMAIC SYSTEM

a) When first proposed by Apollonius the simple one-epicycle one-deferen1
system seemed to solve all outstanding difficulties at a stroke.

b) When the first difficulties were discovered, they were corrected by
simple additions, one minor epicycle. Things seemed to be going
very smoothly indeed.

c) By the time of Ptolemy, when we might suppose that the situation
could be recognized as hopeless, the epicyole deferent technique was
the established technique for solving problems. Written up in all
the books. Taught by one generation of astronomers to the next.

d) The groove was worn$ and some special push is required to get out
of a groove, some special impetus -- some event or group of events
which will turn people out of their nommal pattern of thought.



the groove was worn. And some sort of Push is required to get out
or a groove, -- some new impetus -- some saum evout ar group of
events which will turn people from their normal patterns of thought.

8. The second set of reasons to be noted might be described as:'-Relation
of Ptolm&ie- to heem a e

a) All aternate suggestions which might have improved things called
for moving earth. This meant moving earth out of center. Abandonin
two-spheres. And this was working perfectly.

b) Also there was every good reason to suppose that no moving earth
system could workd as well. SUPPOSE THAT I AM THE EARTH (slightly
elongated for demonstration purposes). Raise arm- AXIS - pointing
at celestial pole (on ceiling). Sphere rotates, I still point at
pole.

c) Now I start to move. Earth becomes Copernican. I don't point at
the same point anymore. Near it yes, but not at it. This should
be.observable and noone Et~x in antiquity could discover it. So
stick with two-sphere.

9. Finally, for my last and most difficult reason; MM REASONABLENESS OF
PTOLEMIAC SYSTEM or perhaps should call this Unreasonableness of altern

a) By now you've all read Ptolemy's diatribe against those who believe
in moving earth. Boils down to: It takes a'damned fool to hold that
earth moves. Common sense says people & clouds & wheen would just
go sailing off. IT'S AGAINST COOWSENSE

b) I take it that you all follow his argument, anJ understand3 how he



could feel that way. Some may remember having cimlilr cualms as
children when -firat infomed that thew~rth mouefl.

c) But you don't feel that way anymore. Something which Ptolemy found
supremely unreasonable now seems totally reasonable to you. SamaX
And idea which once violated all the dictates of conmcofn-sense is
now an everyday part of common-sense.

II. TH 0.OLE OF CCSMOLOGY

1. So our thirJ answer presents us with a problem as bad as th' w
started from. C-JV 4S relt iJ-clt r

a) If it is meaningful to say: "Concept of moving earth - orsomc ohher
scientific concept - is unreasonable or biolates common-sense",
then we have to ask "what is common-sense", for it's clearly someth
;hich changes repeatedly. It's not fixed in all men at all ,

;) Or, to rephrase it: Since we shall constantly finreel
--articular proposals for reform because they're unreasonable, an
then find that the same idea later becomes a part of both science
and common sense, we must ask: WA! IS IT THAT MAKES A PARTICULAR
IDEA UNREASONABLE FBR A PARTTCTTTAR (TROUP O SCIENTIST A
LAR TIME,

2. There are many competing answers to the question: 7.y own, whiaK
quite sure is at least on the ri h ?-' Ai

a) A conceptual scheme or an id z seems A&.Uc Lou%_' to 7h 1,1vi 1
if it is impossible for him to believe in it without abandonin
many other beliefs which he alroady holds.



b A new conceptual scheme is unreasonable if it donflicts with a
large number of deaply held beliefs, within and outside1 o the
particular science for which it is proposed.

th/jf
5. And here the emphasis should bethn f 4ottaide of the scienc(e for which

the new scheme is proposed.

a) The idea of a moving earth was resisted in its application to astr.
not so much because it confl. with Ptol, system - the Ptol system
was known to be in some trouble - but because 1xxxx3x9a!Xxxx the
concept of a stationary earth was part and parcel of many non-astr.
aoncepts which were going to be badly battered by a moving earth.

Lib is simply to say that stationary earth was a part of the everyday
nsmology of the Western World from the time of Plato.

a part of a Cosmology it gained importance in Imy ields bsoide s
stronomy.

3ut that because itvas important outside of astronomy as well as in
astronomy, it was doubly difficult for the astronomer to change his

'. This ief why i"said that to nderstand the Cop retktution we have to
trace both how the two-sphere universe, *ncluding stationary earth, is

applied to Rroblem of planets in getting Ptolemaic universe, and how

how Cosmology is tied to other p xxx problems.

) Have traced our first branch. Technical application. Now vrant
to start on second.
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the rev.An astronomy devloped we would have to follow the future
of the sphere univrbrse both into the TECHNICALPROBLEM 0? THE
PLANE' *now done)Aild into the layman's-cosmology of the anoient
world and of ther iddle ages.

b) That1s what I will start on now. YOU'VE STARTED ALREADY. It's the
cosmological aspects of the system whio* were emphasized in the
reading in RANDALL and in BAUMER.

o) You're ahead. Now I'll start trying to catch up.

4. For this I need a bit more of the cosmology than has been provided so far
a) Have only the two-spheres themselves DRAW the part derived from astr,

b) There is more -- we must fill up the region between -- and it was
derived from other sources,

o) For example: Everywhere inside the outer sphere there is matter.
Nowhere any vacuum, any holes in nature. IT'S A FULL UNIVERSE.

5. There were lots of reasons for believing this:

a) Many magnificent logical arguments. Impressive, convincing, QUITE
PHONY

b) Also a firm foundation in observation. Many things which they could
see convinced the Greeks that it was difficult (THEY SAID IMPOSSIBLE)
to make a kole in nature. NATURE ABHORS A VACUUM. Certainly it's
clear that it didn't like one.

e) Move hand thwwghwaI Air out from in front, but fills in behinA



Throw stone in water: First air, then water fills in dent. NO HOI?

O Qrifyou invert a bottle with a narrow neck water won't run od unl
sir can get in. It takes two holes to get the beer out of a beer c :

e) Point is readily proven: DEMONSTRATE.

f)From which we conclude there's matter everywhere. Can only get motior
by ciroulationrof matter. Air replacing water, water replacing air.
All motions involve these complete cycles.

g) So universe within outer sphere is full - outside there is nothing.
No matter, no vacuum (Impossible), just nothing at all. Space ends.
The spheref"s interior is the universe.

6. But the matter inside the sphere isn't everywhere the same. In particulra
the sphere is cut into two quite different 1ortions by &sheealhel
1X1axxhxxaX which carries the moon. DRAW

a) Above the undersurface of moon is the super-lunary region.

b) Shells of perfect crystalline element, each carrying a plaiet anriC
the various epicycles. Nesting together, like onion skins.

'. c) And this provides an argument for employing civocular motions only.
Sphere's are only figures which can move eternally without displac"I'
anything, which occupy exactly same space in motion and at rest.
;'e say they turn on themselves. Thus Greeks call it only perfect
motion. Only one cormptJ.Ie witv1- eteVrna. andn im muabl cha-r'cter of

planetary motions.

c) 0 or this superlunary region is the region of perfection. Her nIotir
changes or decays. The sphere's role on andl on perfectly stelly.
Nothing is created here, or destroyed.



?, Below the moon, things are quite different.A-

a) Nothing endures here forever. Planes, mengsoc etie are born,
perish and decay. Instability & change, generation & decay.

b) Axtxixk1yxxppapritxxzx It has none of the perfection of the celest

region. The word always emphasised is the word Corruption.

c)/Iutis 1coati en sit d n n th sho life
/s an, et rnal nab li to c hi e 1 his te al striv
fra et n be r, o me er ec ion pr ned th e vens.

td) An fits 1d f per ecti n t s t e t que. er's
' a o cet . myb er ot bu e a cenr1plce,

t0 e p1 ei th chime fthe nivrs . It ev. bot

2. This set of cosmo ogical ideas was created by the Greeks and passed h
on by them to the Arabs and from the Arabs to Europe in the 12th centurv.

a) Not the only Greekesystem, but the major one - the one which lasted.

0t) i fi i H 8i or 'something like it, it dominated all European thought
about problems of science, as well as thought about the position of
man, the goals of man, the relation of man and god.

C) This view of the UITY% is one important structural element in the
formation of medieval mantowards himself, his fellow man, his God.

d) And this is a world view f1lf5f0mpatible with the findings of Copernicu:
though Copernicus himself tries to reconcile the two - and so it's
difficult to be a Copernican, even if you are an astronomer, and
doubly difficult if you're not.



9 I'd t i 4rathp c difr tie ut lar

a) To study the impact of this cosmology on medieval thought woul.

require axxxxta study of large chunks of Md. Int. Fist. We give
such courses at Harvard, but this isn't one of them.

b) Besides, since this is a problem which much transcends the problemi
of science, you are going to be meeting it elsewhere. This is an

area in which all of thax your general education courses should over-
lap.

1.0. You should be watching in your otber coursc's for the lfnon-Atrion omical

effects of this cosmology.

a) Watch particularly as you read Aquinas, the thirteenth century phil

primarily responsible for the reconstruction of this cosmology znd

for its integration with Catholic theology.

b) Watch for it as you read Dante's Divine Comedy, for Dante is the
man wha primarily responsible for popularizing this view. Dante's

journey is set entirely within this univ. Desc. thru 7 circles to
Hell at center, Purgatory opposite Jerusalem, then upward through
crystalline spheres conversing with angelic guardian of each until

finally he reaches heaven itself, now lccated outside the last sphere

c) Or watch for it in Miltons Paradise Lost, for Milton, though he

lived loo years after Copernicus, and is very uncertain as to which
astronomical system to folow, telles the story of the fall of the
angels and of man within this medieval cosmology for this is the
cosmology to which the dramn of Christianity had alway been ohaped.



ITT MEDIEVAL DYNAMICS

1. Lnstead of survpying the gamut of problems, I'll select for brief discussi
two typical, but by no means exhaustive, examples of the sort of integra-
tion of astronomy with other fields through a common cosmology.

a) Problem of Terrestrial Motion Place of Man

2. In the first of these our relation to astronomy is closest for we're
still dealing with a science.

a) Problem is: hat makeC terrestrial bodies move?

b) And without studying the whole answer embedded in the Cosmoloy lets
emphasize three aspects of itvP First lies inyery statement of Prob

. Whatever the answer, it does not appIf to e: r
motion is unlike celestial motion,

a) Remind them of cosmology. we're concerned only with sublunary regior

b) Note that we've already run into a difficulty within the cosmology
for Copernicus. He says earth is just another planet. Therefore
need the sameports of laws for both. And this the cosmology won't

4. The-skVble which4we might Permit.
Thesecond difficulty is created by apoem which we might
call Motion in Labelled space. Ignore this title for a moment.

r, Have said before that earth stays were it is because no where to go.

b) Can extend this now, or rephrase it, so as to include a large number
of motions: Body not at center has only two indicated directions.
Away and towards the center.



c) Choice of way is dletermiined by nature of bodies, Heavy bodies go
toward the center ( arcn, water). Get a olume as posible. Light..
bodies ... All motions without pushes are towards or aways from cent

C) This is what I mean by labelled space. Bodies aren't falling towatrds
the earth. They're falling towards the center. It's true that
earth is there too, that's how it got there, but if you take it away
stones will still fall towards that labelled position.

e) We should now say the stone is pulled by the earth, so wherever the
earth is the stone falls towards it. But in this cosmology the stone

DRAW, is pulled by its weight not towards the earth, unless the earth happer
to be there, but towards the geometrical point, the center.

f) And here is another problem at for Copernicus - He can't work with
a physics which lets the earth move out from under falling bodies.
In a physics like that people, trees, horses would fly off ilnto sa-
as Ptolemy suggested.

5. The third portion of the problem wich we must conider hre carn b
labelled: The naturalness of Rest.

a) If we are to have a moving earth without aveing bodies fly off of
It we need a physics which will say that when you start the earth
and a stone off together, they'll keep moving Ir the spme way vrless
something interferes.

ob) Need something like the principle of inertia. A body in motion goes
on moving the same way unless, a push of some sort intervenes.
Continuing in motion doesn't require a pu. It' atrkl t

I

I



OR WILL G"IVE US ONLY FOR THlE CELESTIAL REG
rTislJust what the-presentposition will not give us./ There

are only two motions a body can make of its own accord. Towar
and away from the center. Once it gets as close or as far away as
It can, it stays there. Rest is natural too it.

d) To take a body out of its natural place of rest requires a, u
And once the push stops, the body will rush back just as quickly as
it can. Then it will stay there.

e) This seems a particularly strange position, ond in fact i ran into
Oifficulties almost immediately. If it is true that except when.
gushed......, then , stone should drop to ground immediately on
leaving hand.

f) Awixk The ancient and medieval answer - air as pusher - this was
never eastar to accept, so criticiqm It is rapid and vehement, and
In fact this criticism, which starts long bE fore Copernicus is on.
of the things which opens the way to him.

6. This is too brief. But we're coming back to it on FridJay, and you tl.
find a good deal more in Butterfield, a book to which you ought all ply
particularly close attention. It developes same line, batxmakz though
in a manner whose relevance has not always been clear to students in this
course. My main object in this very brief sketch is to enable you t.
read the fuller presentation with more understanding.

) Meanwhil' let me turn very briefly to m the second a
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Last Friday, when I was dhoussing natural hb& historical forces which
succeeded in delaying the culmination of the Copernican Revolution, I
omitted one item from the list,

a) I do that sort of thing periodically. Probably inevitable if you
don't read lectures.

b) But this was the first time natural forces have ever answered back.

c) So with appol9'gies to nature for rating the power of soice to
high I shall the missing factor ea tL. mb and let you fill
in he details yourself. 44

d) FPOO* If any of you have questions about the road conditions
between here and New York, I shall be in the course office for an
hour after class.

2, e) Now let me try to leap backwards over the water and recapture the
thread.

2. At end of last lecture was illustrating aspects of non-astronomical
thought which made it hard for people to accept idea of a moving earth,

a) More particularly was dealing with difficulties presented by
ancient and medieval theory of the falling stone -- the stone which
would fall to center of universe instead of to earth if the earth
were moved away from the center.
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b) Treatment w ap, 11'- -'on-ens ed, buMt there'I a alon-t more about th Ia
in your reading, particularly in Butteffield ifZUaillllokaorL. S.

c) And general point should be clear. Theory that stones fall towards
the pax center of the universe provides an argument for the earth's
uniqueness and stab' e v- y f'its the ali n dn 0v

Ptolemaic astronomy

d) Anyone who wants to use a moving eart in astronoiay will eiieter
have to invent a new theory of terrestrial motion as well as a new
astronomy. Or else he'll have to taskta IGNORE the immense difficul-
ties which his new astronomical idea will present to the non-astrono-
mer.

3. There are many other theories which depend in the much the same way on

-theag g T mn the set of cosmological ideas sketched

a) This is, for example, a major basis for the astrological view of
nature which has such special importance for the astronomer.

b) The heavens control the earth just because they are so very different
and so much more noble. isiatt Sublunary-superlunary, terrestrial-
celestial distinction from last lecture is basic. incorrup & egul

c) The celestial spheres are the region of perfection/-- hence their
power.

d) IN~xiaxi When sun goes to center and earth becomes just another
planet, as it must in Cop system. Then earth is like Saturn, Mars
or Jupiter# Can't have any effect on it that isn't vice versa.
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e) Thus astrology will loose much of its special plausibility with

Copernicanism's triumph. CONVERSELY, the idea of a moving earth
will be particularly hard for a thorough-going astrologer to conceive

f) It may be significant in this connecion that Copernicus is among
the very few astronomers who we consider who seems not to have
believed in astrology. At least he didn't do any.

4. With astrology I'm still on the edge of the entanglements between
astrology and other sciences. Astrology was at least a plausible sort
of scientific belief, at least in the ancient and medieval world.

a) But these entanglements are not just with other sciences.

b) As my last illustration of the has barriers to the conception of
moving earth give you one drawn from theology, from the religious
perception of man's place in nature.

OVER TO LAST TIME ** DO IT FAST
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1. We've already suggested that in th- uiverse of enheres man he a uniaue
position, at least geometrically.

1)H' very close to the center, and there is only one such position.

2. As this: cosmology -is adapted to Christianity (as it's represente in Dan'
these positions take on qxkxaxxxi rnx additionasignificances.

a) Hell at the very center. 0V^{

b) Heaven at the outside.

c)-Angtbl turning the vaious celectial spheres. Or at lest governing
them.

. Man's position is Exxxxazyxal a degraded one, and medieval theology
never ceases to emphasize this. He's very close to Hell, but at leat
he's within sight of heaven. And he can always be seen from heaven.

4. Nctice how closely this position coheres with the biblical account of
man's position.

-) Man was God's last and favorite pax creation. to live

b) But he sinned and for his sin he was condemned/in pain nd Canger.
in a world xkurz of imperfections, of change and decay, of life and
death. In other words - in the sublunary region.

c) ut although he haa sinned, 1e ha not been rejected for 'his sin.

I

I



) He still possessed a special, a unique relation to God who watehed
him at all time. No other kspxz shared this privilege.

e) If his tribulations came from his degraded geometric position, his
calvation came from his unique position under they eye of God.

5. The Copernican Universe, or better the universe envisaged by Copernicus's
successors as a result of his work makes it difficult to represent mans
relationship to God and God's creatures in such concrete terms.

a) Earth is just one of planets - not unique. 6ther suns an& systems.

b) The universe expands - is finally infinite in extent. It is more
difficult to understand how God can lx watch each creature. His
domain is bigger and there may be many more creatures in It.
Man is no longer at the focus of God's creation.

6. This doesn't mean that Copernious or his successors destroy Christianity.
On the contrary, history has shown that all its essentials can be precert
in either sort of universe.

a) But it does mean that some books must be rewritten; some doctrines
reformulated; and many passages of scripture formerly taken literall;
must then be taken as allegory or metaphor.

b) Which is itself a major revolution in thought.

It's a revolution which we've manageiqufb' ocessfully. But it was
not easy. There were many people who thought Copernicus would destroy
Christianity.

a) And even though we' ve managed it, we still reserve many vestiges
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-f'the older view in popular symbolism-

b) The axmax holywood tragedy. Camera pans up. Soul departs from
center towards empyrean at outer perifrry.

c) In regiglus art, medieval or modern, God appe rs at or 2rom top o
picture, the devik from the bottom.

8. And these representations - which we surely do not take quite literally
any longer - preserve real emotional meaning for us, although in terms
of our revised ideas about the structure of the universe they make no
sense at all. The universe is no infinite. It has no center, no up,
no down.

a) It onde did; the significance of these symbols was once literal.
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III _THE NEXT PROBLEM

1. These last three brief examples -- theory of motion,,astrology, place
of man in nature -- illustrate the difficulty of knaptagxxxrestricting
an astronomical theory to astronomy, or even to the sciences.

a) Inevitably the unique central earth became part of an entire fabric
of thought.

b) And this, I think, is what made alternate ideas unreasonable, This
is primary source of rut.

2. Now let me make a rapid transition and ask -- Why if the rut proved
so powerful for 1300 years didn't it last forever?

a) Or, more generally, what was required for innovation in astronomy?
What are the conditions, at least in this case, for a new ideal

3. Again I shall be highly selective, -- just illustrations of things
covered more thoroughly in your reading.

ouch
a) This time shallosxumx oust three sorts of Contributions of:

b) the scholnhtics, the astronomers, the Ae of CoIas

IV. The SCHOLASTICS

1. Last lecture, when sketching full-dress version of the two-sphere
cosmology, acted as though it had gained immediate and complete acceptanct
in medieval Europe. Need's two sorts of qualification.



provided the basis fa all further cosmological discussion.

2) Everyone started om this point; most people finished by accepti,
most of the mo4 ; everyone held to some oftts essentials.

2. The cosmology wsrdnormally accepted; it remared the common cosmology of

the average l-ePrned man until t seventeenth century; but it was not
Xjkn on t ath.
!7) F;x'm the time of its first introduction into Europe it was suijected

to the closest scrutiny; itwvas violently debated; and violently
criticized. It survived utit did not survife intact.

3. The group responsible for the continuing arguments were the medieval
sQholastics or schoolmen - mostly clerics and teachers at the new univer-
zitie hich sprang up during the 13th & 14th centurles,

)Until recently it has been common historical practice to ridie
ti ,roup as hair-splitters, and logic choppers.

They debated questions like: How many angels on the point c a &pin.
Strange argument, not one we can still get excited about. But one
jhich called forth considerable logical and dialectic subtlety, for
since angts &re not material, they take up no space, so it's not
clear how many can get on point of pin. Remember these men believeO
.n angels, and in their intervention in daily affairs. Their proped
were lnnolrtant.

0)hinebQa.n 4U &ioS of t" j

mo acut e f cz d -
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a)DnringmmuUc of the Middle Ages -- from about sixth through tenth

centuries A.D. this cosmology was scarcely known in Europe.

b) Europe was cut by the Muslim invasions from the main sources of
ancient learning. In this period genuinely do get important figures
believing that earth is flat. Biblical evidence is turned against
Ptolemaic cosmology as it will later be turned against Copernican.
Phrases like "the earth is the footstool of the lord" lead to
cosmologies in which the universe is again conceived much as it was
in Ancient Egypt or Summeria.

2. So it is really not until the 12th and 13th centuries that the cosmology
we've been taking for granted is again widely circulated in Europe.

a) Then it is welcomed as better knowledge than any they've had before.

b) It becomes the starting ooint, the basis for all further cosmolol"a
discussion,

c) But it is by no means taken on faith:

d) From time of its first introduction into Europe it was subjected
to the closest and most ottical scrutiny. It was violently
debated and vialently criticised. Though it survived, it did not
survive intact.



h Thebe men were debaters, dialecticians, logic-choppers. They are much
oo easy to ridicule. YET IN RECENT YEARS CLOS1ER4 STUDY U2 TiEh WUN
AS FORCED A LARGER AND LARGER NUMBER OF HISTCRIANS TO RGNIZE THAT

-7iEM AN IMMENSE DEBT.

.14 .eeUious faith in the power of te unaided intellect to*
liocover truth about the natural world. One of our moct important
-eritages. powerful
They developed a set of/logical tools for the analysis of prooblems
about nature which are a primitive, an embryonic, form of th- logic:
& mathematical tools of the modern scientist.

And they applied these to a number of problems which xza not, even
rom a contemporary point of view, so trivial as that of the angelu.

. mpe: You all know the story about how Galileo destroyed the Aristote
-naw that hevy bodies fall faster. Dropped two wts. from Tower of

But we now hink he d n't plrform e i At leastbeever
says he did, and he doesn't use this sort of evidence,

2 Uses instead ax logical argument, a mental expt., typically schol,
in not re, and very probably bo w ro an erir chol, Vrie

c) The b.ks, etc. DRAW.

6. This is the sort of argument which had been in use foir 450 yrs before
Galileo and 350 years before Copernicus - a sort of argumentation
,,.onsistently directed at tle weakest i ~te Jtwo-sohereosmlo'o;,

o.and of the terrestrial physics as w. eDEST -
CCSMOLO YBUT 'A TS LDNTHE



7. For example, Buridan in 14th century - Criticizes A that part of tbe
doctrine about terrestrial motion which stated tht it was the air wich
kept bodies moving. Re& A s 4 44M p^%

\a) Air actually resists body which must shove it aside. Can't give puwt
back.

Explains projectile in terms of Impetus stored up in body. It move'
body along after leaving hand; is gradually exhausted in overcoming
air resistance; if there were no' air there wou(d b no resi1tnce for
the stored impetus to overcome.

c) This isn't modern theory of inertia but its on the way, and it helps
both to weaken hold of cosmology in general, and to pave way for an
Important step in new astronomy as well.

S. For Buridant s contemp. Oresme applies this new theory to the orble of
earth's motion. Xwrtztxxx 200 years before Copernicus

) -e believe" iurnal rotation of eartL cause apparent motion of stars.

b) 7u ited out that this; was posible; tha.t ?tolemny's arguments (which
you've read) were wrong if one emloyed impetus theory. DRAW. Body
started with earth would have an impetus which kept it going, just
as proectile does.

o Onc e V we're approching a new physicF which wil n rovi

9. Some of thze scholastic arguments strike even nore closely at the heart of
the cosmological tradition. In the fifteenth century for example, one
finds in the writings of the COrdinal-, Cusapo, arguments like the followi



a. God is omnipotent. - all powerful. Manifests omnipotence thru his
creation. But only infinite creativity is compatible with Amfinite
power. Universe must be infinite. Finite outer sphere is incompati-
ble with god's omnipotence. c V %I CA

b) But in an infinite universe there bD860 &u datrefore no
center. The earth can't have any such special position. No priviJe-
ged place. Also there must be more earths, for the infinite power
of God wouldn't be satisfied with only one set, etc., Liritd creatic
is limited power.

c) And he procedes to arg-fue also for a moving earth.

10. Examples of arguments like this could be multinlied indefinitely, but
think the major point should be clear.

a) None of these men is a Copernicus. None produces a developed tech.
astronomy which can compete with Ptolemy's. They're not even tryirLa.

b) They don't even succeed in destroying the old cosmology. They all
retain some parts of it, and in any case they're a minority groun.

c) But they do succeed in weakening th hold of the cosmology. In
making dissent possible. j

d) And they create a tradition of criticism of the older cosmology of
Mobi Corrnious is n nrt.

This brings me to second point in my outline. Astronomlcal contrib.
0.l Co this more br y for mo-S of it is.n Your Doc. ? in demail.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 -- Lecture 9
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II. THE ASTRONOMERS' CONTRIBUTION

None of the scholastics whom I discussed last time were astronomers

a) They helped to pave way for Cop by or&tktg a tradition of criticizing
the ancient world view. Thus made it easier for astronomers to
criticize it also.

b) In addition they contributed a number of novel conceptions, like the
impetus theory of motion, which helped make the conception of a
moving earth plausible.

c) But with very few exceptions they did not believe that the earth
did move -- Oresme's final position -- and none of them attempted to
apply their novel concepts to the aziksm central problem of
astronomy -- the problem of computing planetary position.

2. That contribution was performed by astronomers and only at a later date,

a) So having looked at the first of the three points I had on board
last time -- Contribution of Scholastics -- must turn to seconds--
Cottribution of Astronomers.

b) What did axkwww progress of astronomy between RapXt-xid
Ptolemy and Copernicus do to weaken the stranglehold of the
ancient tradition?

c) Answer is peculiar. NOTHING because no progress. Yet a great deal
>a mmum 13 centuries of n6 Dro ress totally changed ap earance of trad



2. Said none -of the preceding were astronomers. They knew of P olemy's
work, ey knew about the ystem in the sense that you know abou the
syst r. But like you svess few had-the mathematical traip!ing rie.ssary
for a thorough gafjsis of the full system of epicycles an-deerents.

. It is hard to find a European astronomer full capable of grasping, exteAdi
or criticizing the Ptolemaic system before the 15th century. Then you get
a great many of them. Axtxxitkx 100 years before birth of Copernicus.

a) And they run immediately into the same difficulties which had faced
Ptolemy's arab successors, except that they've the arab contribution
to discourage them too.

ey discover the system doesn't give adequate resultl. They attemt
to improve it. They build immensely elaborate systems. This is
i'od of 80 circle systems. Ptolemy had used only 30 or 40.

4. With a large group of astronomers all attacking the problem of planets
sigultaneously you get a very peculiarxit situation within the science.

a) 7veryone is working on the same problem. Everyone thinks of himself
as working on it in the same way as the master - as Ptolemy. Every
astrcnomer ;woul& think of himlf a a- Ptclemaic astronomer.

b) B3Ut no two astronomerc woul. aree as to just what t1e true Ptolem.
ystem iS.

C) All use epicyles anO deferents. But they use different arrangementE
of minor epicycles. Some use eccentrics. Some use equants. Some
Ise more ircles than others,



kC~c)
UMCopiueLIVeU ong6 al Loer.l

Aristarchus lived before Ptolemy;/ Aristarchus was a contemporary
of thx Apollonius, the man who first proposed the use of epicycles
and showed that they'd take care of the biggest difficulties with
the planets.

) t looked at that time as though you gxk might solve the problnm.
without upseting the two-sphere model, without moving the earth.

D. Cop himself desoribes the situation with great precision in the portion
of the De Rev which you read: H8 says:

"in determining the motions of/the sun and moon/ and of the other five
planets, /the astronomers of our day/ do not even use the same principles
and hypotheses as ui t h-t r ucfss.... So some use -nly concenttic
circles, while others eccentrics and epicycles. Yet even by these means
they do not completely attain their ends. .... With them it is as thou&.
an artist were to gather the hands, feet, head and other members for I
his images from divers models, each part excellently drawn, but not rela-
ted to a single bodyy and since they in no way match each other the result
would be monster-rather than man."

a) Indeed, this time, the Ptolemaic system a become a monster.

6. Ia k in an eathier lecture why pe d e ' xtein antiquity hadn't payed
more attention to the ideas on astronomy advanced by Aristarchus. Why
Copernicus had succeeded where Aristrchus failed.

a) And we've examined a number of answers to this.

b) But here we are faced with probably the most important and decIsive
/' difference of all. *1 ,&A" P-f



e) By the time of Copernilns it no longer looked that way. People
were reddy - or nt least more nearly ready - to accept something
drastic.

7. It is probably true that Astronomy made ittw no' unpregre-s between
Ptolemy and Copernicus. They didn't learn how to handle their major
problems any better. ~-zC . e

a) But though astronomy made no real progress, is internal state change
Astronomy and Astrono ers greold nd discouraged tryin

b) So under Astrnomical Contributions, we don t mean neW sooveries
or new observations. THERE WEREN'T ANY. Mean primarily, 1300 yers
have elapsed. 2taamat The system of epicycles and referents is
getting old.

1. T his 6 lead"s, -Lin conclusioCnj, to my ti-'rd siort o onrbuinto thej

raking of ruts.

a) Copernicus was born in 1473 and died in -1543.

b) And this is smack in the middle of the perioa w>ich. historinns
label the Renaissance Ix and Reformation.

2. I assume that you all have at least a vague notion of what these terms
imply. Those of you in Soc. Sci. course will have one by first of year.
If you've no notion now you probably ought to take a looat Erirton's
Ideas and Men on the list of recommende8 references.



'ILn religion it's the periode of the fi)st successful revolt agaist
the Roman Catholic Church. Luthera theses nailed to the door in
1517. Calvins Institutes of the Christian Reliion appeared in 1535

4. Even this brief a description is some help, for it is easier to be a
-adical in one field at a time of upheaval, at a time when there a

ind although we din't pl it that a y, notice as this coce
progresses how many of the aptxatax scientific breakthroughs we
study occur in periods of social upheaval,

an
b) Newton's life embraces tx English revolution and an English

zivil war. Briestley who discovered Oxygen xx&xhxxz1axxhax
;as driven from England to America for radical political opinion,
and Lavoisier the other central figure in the overthrow of the Ph1L
thleory lost hes hea2 i; Pre ch Revoluion.

. Ishall not even try to sketch the period, except to point out that it
is a period of the greatest social, economic, and religious upheaval
which Europe had experienced since tle Nxxx fall of the Roman Empire.

a) In poltis - the end of the fudal barony and the beginning of the
nation state. Copernicus the stronomer and Machinavelli, the man
who writes the widely deplored text on how to be a successful absolut
monarch are contemporaries. Broken as too restr.

b) In economics it's the period of the end of the guild system./ The
period of the growth of the great trading houses and the first
great private banking organizations on whose loans the fate of
kingdoms depends.

I

j



I

'he gr-eat ororess in German science in the nineteenth ce tury
1ich you'11 be studying in the spring coincides WiTtht-emergenc
f Germny as a nation and as a world power.

$. Buat we neeJnt stop at such broad generalities about the importance of
the particular period in which Copernicus lived. For there are at least
those special developments during the Renaissance which have airect
be:ring upon Astronomy.

(. VoYges: 1492 Collmous. 151-152? aellan mn the c mnviaio of

gloWe. Two im'nrtrnt results
a) Change ideas about surfce oLtoeath- ancintZ7 WronI ee-Lh

not change about heavens too. P (* -&

b) New motive. Navigation dependent upon accurate knowledL e feavens

c) First great European observatory dates from beginning of 16th tcent.

) So nw there are reasons to be an astronomer besid'-s strology which
'S to this point had provided both motive and support.

~.Printing:F~ -~-

Invented by an unkown sometime before 1450. We don't know jut how
or by whom.

b0 Spread with immense rapidity so that by 1500 there are presses in

evry Europen counttler and millions of book throughout Europe.

C) Knowledge which had been looked in treasured mianucripts, carefully

1uarded in a few university librarie c ecr1 for the first time

i

I



M/

generll yavail1ab]

c) So printtng makes large scle communication between soientist,
possible for the first time, and this sort of communication we
shall come to recognize as an absorlute requisite for spientific

IF TIME - y edeve op ien which inipinge drectly upon the Cop rev
we might add ne more wich g6es back to tfe reliiginuq revolts 'ientioned
previously.

a) A cen ral tenet of thLe protestant reforimatio. was re-ction of the
lar cosmological sgperstructure which had been added to Cnthol-
cis during the la r middle ages. R

b R urn to literalinterp. of Bible. Simpler relation o unIo
C) This doesn't meat Protest. like OUp. On contray they're hiS met

ritank earlie and most violexyi opponets.

,)And it does an that the veryidea of large scgle cosmolgic- l
systems, an particularly the/one which had bee'nr hinderlng S
astronomy c me into disrepute.
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III. THE COPERNICAN SYSTEM

1. 1 must now ask you once more to accept one of those rapid transitions
in mid-lecture.

a) The preceding remarks in this and last lecture give you at least
a part of the intellectual and social context for Copernicus'
innovation.

b) Indicate some of what it took to BREAK THE STRANGLEHOLD OF THE
ASTRONOMICAL TRADITION

2. No4 want to turn to the breakthrough itself and to some of its
consequences.

a) In other words want to begin on our three remaining topics: the
ones which will complete this first block.by about end of next
week.

b) The Copernican System itself. What was it.

How was it Received. And since answer is -- WITH HORROR

How and why triumphant? How does a good idea win out in the open
market place.W Or better: What makes an idea good.
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3. Begin by askig WHAT DIDCOPERNICUS PROPOSE?

a) Fundamental answer is NEW SET OF MATH. DEVICES FOR HANDLING THE OLD
"Problem of the Planets. Prediction of planetary position as funct,
of time.*LA4z V of 0j At- PVX %0i~C (

b) On this you may be mislead by your reading . . You read about the
first 2/3 of the first Chapter of Cops book. IT'S ALL YOU CAN READ,
THE REST IS ALL HIGHER MATH. IT'S TOO TOUGH. fufi etl

a) But the restriction means you read none of Cop's maz/contribution
which is just the mathematical devices in the later chapters.

d) Part you read is part in which he tries to show that the math
arguments are worth reading because their conclusion isn't out of
the question? EARTH MIGHT MOVE, STARS MIGHT BE STATIONARY,
These must be disposed of in advance. Before the real meat of mater.

e) But as Butterfield shows so suoseesfully in his Chapt. on Conservatis
of Cop* these are the weakest of all Cop's arguments. Bodies stay
with earth because it's natural for them to spin, Circular motion
is natural to them, they can't do anything else

f) This is part that's just a forced patchwork of AstteJlian ideas.
It's the math that Cop relies on and which others follow IF THEY
DO FOLLOW AT ALL. I .TC e .TC * . -

g) othiats what w examine in sim~pified version tiis morning, and
explor its advantages on Friday.



2b
. Key-to Cop ainnoationlA_1b11s recognition .NOT ORIGINALXAhat- -the man
who thinks he sees body in motion, really only sees a change in relatior
of his body and the body and the body he observes..
a) Senses tell us only about RELATIVE MOTION not about ABSOLUTE MOTION
b) Man on train sees station moving away. Man on platform sees train

moving away. All either really "SEES' IN is increase in distance.
c) The rest is an interpretation. NOT PART OF APPEARANCES AT ALL.



5. So)lts take the opposite approach from that used by Ptokhmaic astrono-
-- rr andseehow much-wee-earsaountr-ir-moving the earth.

6. The motion of the stars is easy - this much had beep suggested repeatedly
before Copernicus's timeand he knww it. Grc(4m

a) We illustrated star trails with a slice made by pointing Camera at
\\AX A'pole, getting blurred tracks as stars moved. Could get same soft

a of picture by moving camera in a circle. Copernicus says that's
eV 44rthe way we did get picture, Earth rofated. Moved camera. Stars

stayed on fixed sphere,

b) Draw - Looking down on Celestial
Equator from North Pole Star.
Apparent to. Real Diurnal motion.

c) Anyone whoshas stretwhed out an rolled
down grass slopeetc... Or who has sat End
on turntable at an amasemelt park and watched
roof apparently turn over his head, willrealize that the motion of
stars about pile is just what you'd get from this mtion of earth.

7. Second step in building the system is to recognize that we needn't keep
,he spinning earth exactly at the center of the sphere,

a) Must keep it near the center - Show that if you move it too far you
get a new pole star -- But can move it by distances which are very
very small in comparison with diameter of the sphere. This will give
you a slight change in position of pole with position of earth, but
if outer sphere is big enough and displacement of earth small enough
You wont b- ableA to-neecha-nae i n ition ofDole.



b) So next step is -- Put sun in center. Keep earth close, but let it
move- arouasthesn--SPINNING-ALL THE--4IMEz-and-thi -a-w11
the apparent motion of sun on sphere. U Ve i *O 4 j

c) Spin demonstr. Globe. Point out sun appears to rise and set.
In present posMi it rirsc mnd 'set w1th str ThTRE ON WAL

d) Move it. Now It mises an' seen 7 4o a l> are

e) IDRAW- Point out lack of seal

Point out we're doing only ne eeJ M.
motion of sun against sph. oioM oT

f) And this is just apparent
Eastward Motion which we want,

8. Furthermore, this motion of earth gives us not only Eastward slipping,
but also North and South motion Change and setting posi fbon.

a) Examn@lbebe.Celestial E uator as ext. of earth's Ecliptic U
So back to

b) Clearer onBlde; ATR :1. o man at noon & at sunrise position.
Plane of Ecliptic, Vernal Equinox, etc.

9. Now what about the planets.
a) If they were stationary and earth moved as described, then they'd

just seem to go in circles like sun. They don't.

b) This suggests we give earth still another motion to account for
planetary irregularities. But we can't do it, for it will destroy
our explanation of the lxxatxr sun's motion. Onl vot ap , motion
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I. THE PLANETS IN COP'S SYSTEM

1. At the end of the last lecture had showed you how Copernicus' system
accounts both for the diurnal motions of the sun and stars and for the
sun's annual motion around the ecliptic.

a) In fact, sketched an argument to show that so long as the distance
between sun and e~tath was very very much smaller than distance
betwen-eite and sphere of stars, we could discover everything
that happened/in a Copernican universe from old two-sphere model
so that we just got back the old observations. WHAT WE WANTED

b) Now what about the planets. This is the key question, because its
the problem presented by planets which have brought Ptolemaic system
under attack.

2. Tempting to try here the same trick that has given desired motions of
sun and stars

a) Stars at rest if we give sun axial motion, sun if we give earth
second motion (or for Copernicus two more motions). Explain with

b) Can we give earth still more motions? No because pointer.
we've already just fitted motion to give the sun the right motion.
Any further changes will destroy explanation already set up for sun.

c) So planets must move, but not in so complex a fashion of before.
Cop shows that real motion of earth will at least account for part of
n1 n s' motion formerly mnined by minor eicvles



Planet makes loops.

Travels Eastward with

Sun but passes back and

Forth eaross face.

Mere, tied

to sun, must

move East.

with it.

Can't get away,
dm -In At 6 4,tm -- -.1 ",

11. T

a) Same argument ~ .,
reading.

'he same sort of simplification occurs for superior planets:

a) In=raxuW Ptollmaic system need epicycle on deferent for retrogrades.
b) Copernicus get retrogrades with only one circle for planet; Other

circle is the earth's motion.

c) Slide; AST 6:24. o)Ac. e(CX j

d) Same thing on machine: Get them to yell again. Same for interior
planet.

of earth to account for xkax sun by keeping earth close to sun and
far from stars. as not -to effect sun's
apparent motion won't help with planets.

)oQve but not in so a fashfon for Co as for R

10. ine Case of Interior ASE PARENT MOT ON IS RESULT OF TWO EAL MOTIONI

Ptolemaic Copernican - Sun cent.

Reic & ( - r21
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II. THE DEVELOPED COPERNICAN SYSTEM

1. These are the essential points of the Copernican System - or rather, of
a simplified version of the Copernican system.

a) Sun, not earth, at center (really near center) of

b) Stationary sphere of stars - now grown very much larger so that the
earth's orbital motion won't change apparent position of pole.

c) All planets EXCEPT MOON move round sun in circles.

d) Moon moves round earth. No need to convince you that this gives same
result in both systems. A4 v i* 6 4

2. Presumably you knew this all already.

a) It's what you learned in high-school, and what you read in Doc 7 last

b) Only trouble is: This system gives lousy results. If this week.

were all there were ton the Cop system no astronomer living after
200 AD xax1t (INCLUDING COPERNICUS HIMSELF) would have given it anoth

c) If you use this system to compute planetary positions get retrograde
motion, and get it at right time, but don't get good agreement with
observation on precise position. Situation described with Ptol.

3. KxZthermore the disagreement is quite large. This system is about as
good as the very oldest version of Pt. System. Version due to Apollonius

one epicyole and one deferent.

a) This does for you everything could do with Def + Major Epicycle



b) But all of the sorts of irregularittks which Pt. & successors took
care o ilh~mlhE eplbyetes- rean ttexv.

c) This system, in this simplified version, doesn't give nearly as good
results as Ptoleny's thirty odd circle system, or as the eighty odd
circle systems of European astronomers.

4. And Cop. is an astronomer. He wants to compute planetary position. He
needs better agreement. Gets it same way Ptolemy did. Puts on minor
epicyoles too,

a) DRAW o (
b) Or since I find that

people are sceptical
about this point, don't
believe that Cop can actually have been the same sort of fool that
Ptolemy was, let's have evidence in his own handwriting. MS of DE REV

c) Slides AST 6:17, 6:18, 6:21

d) Copernicus gets rid of major epicycles. He s left with irregularitie
for which he uses minor epicycles. His complete system like Ptolemy'
has over thirty circles for the seven planets.

5. And finally, he gets no better results than Ptolemy did. Still about
1/2 degree errors.

a) So even the developed Copernican system - a system as complex or
almost as complex as the full-scale Ptolemaic system doesn't solve
the problem of the planets.
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b) It's not simpler - it's not more accurate.

c) And it's not really the system we believe in today. The system we
now hold to is due to Kepler - one of the few disciples of Copernicus
- who using the Copernican rather than the Ptolemaic system as his
starting point makes the modifications which produce the first real
improvements in accuracy and in simplicity.

d) It's Kepler who, for the first time, got rid of epicycles and got
rid of the 1/2 degree errors in prediction of planetary position.

e) And the real importance of the proposals of Copernicus is that,lhx
by changing the role of the sun and th by changing the relationship
of the earth to the planets, he made the final proposals of Kepler's
possible.

f) Copernicus remains the key figure. He is the man who breaks radicalJ
with the past. He's the man who introduces the essential astronomica
novelties. But he is not the man who solves the e sential technical
problem. The problem of planetary position.

6.And the wonder is, that in view of his failure to produce an adequatv
solution to the problem of planetary position, anyone took himsserious'.

enoughk to try to-impro- 4*A A --,"-T" - *+"Inl'a

we now hold.

III. NOfTECHNICAL TI Ui

1. On Friday I wnt to examine a few of 'e featuies ,f th sysem wh ch
persuaded some astronomers that it wa3 worth further wdrk even tho it



C,
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, MATHEMATISCHE HILZMITTEIL

As a matter of fact almost noone did take him seriously

a) As will show later in somewhat more detail, most prevalent early
reaction was silence.

b) When broken, usually broken for the sake of ridicule. And ridicifle
which became more and more hostile as system continued gradually to
gain adherents.

c) For there were affew adherents -- men like Kepeniand Galileo who
supported the idea and gradually found new evidence for it, bven
though it would not do what it had been desir-

d) And it is these men I want init&&lly to undei.,

2. In the first place they were all men who read more of E6ne -'e nev n
you do. They were men who mwxxtx actually used the math to comnott
planetary position.

a) In other words they were the technical astronomers, the m
to whom Cop says in his preface the Book is addressed.

bO And even among this group they are a relatively small minority --
the IMPRACTICAL SORT -- for the hardheaded judgment is that since
this system works no better, there is no reason to take it seriously.

c) The adherents, then, are a group I can best describe as one which
sees through the welter of circles to what they will call the
inner geometric harmony of the system. They find an aesthetic appeal
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in sun-centered astronomy which seems lacking in earth-centered.
Not bothered when their contemporaries in astronomy accuse them of
a badly distorted sense of values.

5. For example, they will emphasize that though total number of circles is
almost as great, the major epicycles have been done away with.

a) That is, retrograde motion, at least, is a natural consequence of
the geometry of a sun-centered universe. Bemaining epicycles are
for secondary irregularities only.

b) In this sense the system is neater, for it requires fewer special
assumptions to expa&ain the qualitative appearances of the heavens.

4. And they have some other striking examples of the new neatness.

a) One is already on the board. Inferior planets can't get far from
sun whatever their period.

b) Similar example for superior planets:

*
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5. Or an even more strkking example: What sun-centered geometry does for
order of inferior planets

a) Remember Ptolemaic ambiguity. Now what Cop system?

b)EARaV 365 days. And Venus? Retrogrades every 584 days. In 584 days
earth moves 35 360 = 5760. But Venus must have lapped it once.365

c) So Venus moves 576 + 360 = 9360 in 584 n
d) Days for one Rev. 584 225 days.

e) So Venus moves faster than earth. Same calculation: MW 8

f) This is new neatness for those who take system seriously. Gives
unique order. Eliminates old puzzle. Even tho works no better.

6. Finally, remind you of the further example discussed in detail in your
reading

a) This new order can be checked directly. Cop system does permit
distance determination.

b) Won't work it out now. But relates to Venus nrolem from last
time and to stuff already on board.

c) Just as mkximum angle between planet and sun gives rel size of
major epicycle and deferent in Ptolemaic system, so it gives
rel size of two orbits in Copernican. Point it out.
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IV.-N-TEGNICAL-REACTIONS

1. These are the sorts of new harmonies which convert a very few astronomers
and it is these converts who will ultimately make system work.
a) But initially it takes an astronomer to discover them, and it takes

xxx a very special sort of astronomer to be convinced by them in the
face of the counter evidence.

b) ObIntbr evidence of two sorts. Failure to solve problem of planets.
c) ar more important, total unreasonablenesa of idea

Earth a planet, in motion, obeying laws of celestial bodies.

Universe vastly bigger (100 million times in volume) to explain the
failure to observe any shift in the position of the stellar pole
as the earth makes its journey around the sun.

2. orhe r s he general r to0 0Co c~jnwtoE1

And from this the further suggestion which becomes prominent among
the Copernicans. No sphere at all. Don't need it fbr motion. Su
is just a star. There are millions of other worlds.

d) Cop tried to avoid these implications. Make his universe look as
much like A's as possible. But others saw consequences more fully.

3. As a result the most prevalent reaction was one of intense opposition.
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remarkable that the Copernican system was not totally suppressed.

4. The bitterest and longest lived opposition came from the Protestants
who seemed to see in the Copernican theory a challenge to their very
existence.

a) Luther speaks of Copernicus as "an upstart astrologer who strove to
show that the earth revolves, not the heavens or the firmament,
the sun and moon. . . . This fool (he said) wishes to reverse the
entire science of astronomy, but sacred Scripture tells us that
Joshua dommanded the sun to stand still, and not the earth."

b) The Calvinists: "The eyes are witnesses that the heavens revolve
in the space of twenty-four hours. But certain men, either from
the love of novelty, or to make a display of ingenuity, have
concluded that the earth moves; and they maintain that neither the
eighth sp bre nor the sun revolves. . . Now, it is awant of honesty
and decency to assert such notions publicly, and the example is
pernicious. It is the part of a good mind to accept the truth as
revealed by God and to acquisce in it."

c) And this reaction endures for a long time: In 1873 the prominent
retired head of the Lutheran Teachers Seminaryjwrites: "The entire
Holy Scriptures settles the question that the earth is the principal
body of the universe, that it stands fixed, and that the sun and the
moon serve only to light it." Then attacks not only Cop., but
Newton, and dozens of subsequent astronomers.

I



5,A a iereac ion ate~-n e~tge ae.&good-deal

a) One major tenet of all prot. sects. Sweep away the mass of analogi-
cal, philosophical, system building which the Roman Church has
superimposed upon the original Christianity of Jesus. Return to a
simple litaqal religion. Return to word of God as expressed in the
scriptures. No more allegory or metaphor. Just literal interp.

b) So for this group, Copernicus is just another scholastic, another
builder of elaborate xy intellectual systems which come between man
and God. 'Re s I -fe , '

6. Acutally, the Catholic Church itself was initially much more tolerant.

a) Had known, within Scholastic movement, many prominent figures who
had diverged far more radically from accepted Cosmology. Nich. Cusa

b) It would seem that the final Catholic reaction was in some measure
due to the necessity of defending themselves against Protestant
inroads. In any case they do finally and officially join the line.

c) Index for Cop in 1616. No teaching of Cop, theories. Somewhat
relaxed in 1757, but stays on index until 1835.

sw~ I~vc~ (-~.4c '74l



b ). Conererat No tea-ching of Cop theories, 1616; . a>c
somewhat in 1757; stays on Index until 1835

6. Nor are anti-Copernican reactions restricted to those involved in
religious controversy.

a) Jean Bodin, a highly rational political philosopher, noted for his
novel political theories and for his early espousal of religious
toleratinn, comes out with a similar reaction.

b) Here is a really important figure - one many of you will learn for
more of elsewhere - a rational and progressive figure typifying
in his own field the best thought of the day, but:

c) Quote from Stimson: pp. 46 f. *?'byle

7. These reactions typify the various sources of oppositiln t ernicani
We could call this the "popular" reaction to Copernicanism, except t
n this day before newspapers, the really "popular" mind hadn't hear
f the man. In any case it's typical reaction of the educated group
ho had. And in these circles he's an important man to condemn.

) Typically, this is period in which great lists of Biblical citations
which are inconsistent withbCopernican theory are circulated. One
such list ha4 ei-hty citations.

1) And it's a period in which Copernicus is not so much criticized as
parodied and lampooned.

I) And this goes on until the end of the seventeenth century, 150 years
r7.ter his death. C.-t .e&,Vj q G.Chf O J *



1) We vereplefrom the last haIlf of the sixteenthh centur
" the parody which describies

th "1exxxia school of Copernican's with the Lifes:
"Those cler e that think - think, how absurd a jest!
That neither heavens nor stars do turn at all,
Nor dance arond this greatrotund earthly ball,
But (that) the earth itself, this massy globe of our's,
Turns round about once every twice twelve hourst
And we resembe-land-bred novices
New brought aboard to venture on the seas;
Who --first launching from the shore suppose
TJ ship stands still and that the firm earth goes. (Stim. p 43

.'THE IMPORTANCE OF THE REACTION

1, If t s sort of anti-Coper 'loan reaction ould be
taoeny be called the b nighted pig-headedne a of fools who couldn't
see t 4e truth when it wes layed in front of t em, it would ve a
certain historical impptance, but would not 11 us anythin about
cietce./

a) On the contrary t ese people aren't foois, though the Ire wrong.

b) And the nature 7 ttheir reaction tells us some impor ant things
about science.

2. Put it this way: I Cop had discovered a new planet, a new wanderer,
and the world had said he was mad because seven was the magic number t4
and there could be no more than seven planets, then we could say it was



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 -- Lecture 11

Wa116/15 5
I. RELIGIOUS REACTION

1. It ought not any longer surprise you that for a hundred years afte
Cop's death the most prominent reaction to his system his disbelief,
ridicule, and scorn.

a) What I described last week as the intellectual and historical
currents which hhlped pave the way for Copernicus' innovation had
not cut the ties which hadedthe unique central earth an integral
part of fabric of non-astronomical thought

b) And as I suggested last time the evidence was scanty and of a
strange sort. Demanded math training and even then an ear specially
tuned to geometrical harmony

c) Therefore not unnatural tbat for a hundred years after publication
of De fly, Cop is againoth6nagatneadcused -- and by some very
prominent and occasionally quite radical people -- of having
violated the first dictates of Boripture, of the senses, and of
science simply in order to save three or four circles in explaining
the motion of the distant planetseasily

2. Yet if the fact of the reaction against Copernicus is/understandable,
the magnitude and intensity of the reaction is not.

a) Hint of what is to come in quotation last lecture from Calvin's
principal lieutenant Melanothon. Quote which says Cop could only
have made such a suggestion to make a public show of himself, that



b) Before 1600 there is little evidence that any such suppression did
take place, -- the reaction in depth builds slowly -- but after
1600 builds rapidly.

c) This is period when Churchmen compile lists of all the individual
passages of Scripture which Cop theory violates, hundreds upon hundrec
of them

d)nBy 1616 The Church forbids Catholics to read Copernicus or any other
Copernican works except in editions emended to remove all implication
that earth actually does move.

e) Now men here and there do begin to lose jo a (or more often promotions
for Copernican views, and it is this set of developments which culmi-
nates in 1636 withthe famous trial and recantation of Galileo:
You have all I think heard Gal$1eo'estragic words: "I, Galileo,
being in my seventieth year, being a prisoner, and on my knees, and
before your Eminences, having before my eyes the Holy Gospel, which
I touch with my hands, abjure, curse, and detest the error and the
heresy of the motion of the earth."

3. Now there is, I think, some sense in which this sort of thing need not
have occurred.

a) There is plenty of precedent in this period and before for religious
persecttion, but thazaxtxxxxxtxxhi xaxk its been for disagreemen
on more strictly theological issues. Even Bruno, so often referred

.the examnl is nerniPtBnn and nught to be sunnnresa

I

I
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to as martyr to science (was a Cop and was burned at stake in In 1600
was burned primarily for a set of quite classical heresies about the
nature of the trinity.

b) Furthermore, there is a very real Church precedent which stands
directly against this sort of persecution. Ptol. system doesn't fit
Scripture very muc better than Cop. In 13th cent Church did
reinterpret Scripture, suggesting that many passages were intneded
as metaphor only, to make it fit ancient cosmology. Oresme has sugg.

c) After that time, too, Church had supported a frequently radical
scientific and cosmological tradition. Cusa who suggested infinity
of universe and motion of earth in 15th century was a Cardinal and
an important one at that. His sosm view not endorsed, but not
condeman either.

d) WHAT HAS HAPPENED IN THE INTERVENING 150 years?
4. There are a number of partial answers to this question, which those of

you who write on first essay topic will need to examine and evaluate.

a) I want to give only one -- an incomplete one -- selected partly just
because it is not in your reading and needs to be considered.

b) Hinted at it last time in suggesting that Cop has become an unwitting
invovled in battle between churches, and in pointing out that the
first significant religious reactions come fvum the leaders of
Protestantism.



c) Fact is that it is far easier to understand. vehemence
Protestant than of Catholic reactior

d) Prot revolt starts in Cop's lifetime. One major tenet common to <
of them.-- sweep away the mass of complex analogical, metaphoricaJ,
philosophical system building which Roman Church has superimposed oc
the original priatine Christianity of Jesus and the early Fathers.
Return to a simple, literal, religion which each man can understan(
for himself without benefit of a doctoral degree and authority of a
Church council. eturn to the Bible, the word of Jesus, as authori
No more allegory or metaphor.

e) Protestant leaders hate the subtlety and word-twisting of t
scholastics with a consuming passion, and to them Copernicus seemn.
just another scholastic, a system builder, a particularly pernicious
exampha of the way in which super-cultivation of the intellect can
cqme between man and God.

5. It is Protestant reactions of this sort that lead the way, and though
the worst excesses of the reaction come later and from Catholhts -- they
had the apparatus of the inquisition, and once unleashed it proved
difficult to control -- there 's an important sense in which Catholic
reaction seems part of a more general house-cleaning, the Counter-Reforma-
tion, undertaken to meet Protestant criticism and maintain their

ikax control of European an@@gdomac Christianity

a) It is this battle in which Copernicanism gets caught up, and thi.
must I think IT at least part of the reason CopernicantAm becomer
more than a subject for ridicule, -- a burnigg international issue.,



II. MODERNITY OF THE SITUATION

1. This is only case we will study in which a development within/science
has evoked widespread reactions both of scientists and non-scientists.
Only case we study in whibh a su proposal for scientific change has
wwwk-w had an immediate an immense intellectual impact upon the peoples
of an entire civilization.

a) Most of our case will show scientists resisting changes proposed
by other scientists for reasons not unlike those we find here.

b) But in most there will be little impact of this controversy within
the scientific profession upon the believes of laymen.

c) And certainly these later cases are the more typical. It would
surely be a mistake to suppose that every proposal for change of
scientific concepts which emerges from the laboratory or the desk
of a working scientist has imications capable of shaking the faith
of mankind at large.

2. But it would be equally wrong to suppose that this sort of opposition
to science, this sort of large-scale intellectual interaction of science
with non-scientific belief could only happen when science was young,
when the modern world was in its infancy.

a) This sort of intellectual interaction has occurred at regular interv
and with the same intensity ever since time of Cop.

b) We will find it in 17th Cent. when we examine the notion of the
Universe as a gigantic machine.

c) We could find it again in the 19th century if we examined the contr.



wewin- ision of estimates of age ot the earth
and of manner of its creation.

c) Or if we examined reception of Darwinism - or in particular of the
thesis that man is descended from lower primates (APER To YOU)

d) Darwin denounced in American journal as "mouthpiece or chief trumpete
of Or that infidel clique whose wellpknown objective is to do away
with all idea of a God' Master of Trinity College Cambridge Eng.
- himself a distinguishedk historian of science and a leader in
many scientific groups of the period - refused to have a copy of
Origin of Species in the college library. Many states in America
passed laws forbidding Darwinism to be tgought in schools. Men lost

y jobs in pubbic school, colleges, Universites for teaching the new
)1 doctrine. This went on here until 1925.

. Let me give just one more example, the most contemporary of all, and thz
'~one which sti.ll today ba iume ebearing on the wJL-CW1ip~ikt

a) Shortly @See first world war Einstein announced Gen. Theory of tel4
One probable consequence of this theory is that the universe is fin,

b) In the sixteenth century this idea might have made him very popular,
but by the Rx tx twentieth century the infinite univ. had same
grip on imag. that finite univ. had had earlier. And so....



a) Frank p-142,.. Reputable-New York paper. Or prof. of cel. mech.
(a part of astronomy) p. 142.

b) La tr entanglement with politie.xxxpx From Germany in 1937...
.2i. Mani Vi --- A crackpot. Nobel Prize in 1905.

c) Or the international controversy. p. 253. Russians reply that
Gen. Rel. could only flourish in a Capitalist Bourgois society.

III. 'IMATHEMATISCHE HILFSMITTEIL

1. Reactions of this sort very much hindered the successors f Copernicus.
And they are still hindering the successors of Einstein.

a) And they seem completely unavoidable. They are necessarily essentia)
parts of scientific change, for important changes in scientific
thought can rarely be compartmentalized in a way which makes them
barren of implications for non-soientific thought.

b) It is my own guess that as long as science continues to change
its concepts occasional episodes of this sort will continue to mark
its history.

2. And this raises our next question: S Under what circumstances and by
what processes does a scientific conceptual scheme win out against such
opposition.

a) And here we can get real and important clues from the reception f
the Cop, System.

3. Cop. asks in the preface which you read to be judged by Mathematicians



__4.reaction to Gopernicanism is not a unique episode in the relation
of science to Scoeity.

9) Has happened in our
continue to happen.

b) At least it is not unique except in one reset, ani t at one
rather ironic.

c) R XXM Because of slow speed of scientific commnunication, and the

gradualness with which even astronomical support for Cop develores,
TIHE REACTION COMES TOO LATE'R

d) By 1616 and certainly by 1636 there is no longer a paucity of
evidence for the earth's motion By the time of Galileo's
condemnation a victory for the opernicans was quite clearly in
sight.

5. That new evidence, turns Cop system into modern planetary astronomy

and which finally provides to all men the conviction that the earth is

just a planet is the work of three men Write



/3. This is the question I'll try to answer in this lecture and the next
-by eZna-mXflg briefly, and as am-pl~~t v~ is &C the manner
in which the transition from the original crude Copernican system to the
modern system was made:

a) Do this by examining in order the contributions of Cop's three most
important successors:

Tycho Brahe 1546-1601
Johannes Kepler 1571-1630
Galileo Galilei 1564-1642

b) First two today - last In=mm on Wednesday, at which time will also
attempt a retrospective glance at the ground we've covered so far.

II. TYCHO AND HIS SYSTEM

1, 1tst of these figures is Tycho Brahe, Danish, born three yrs after Cop
died.

a) In many ways he seems greatest of the early European astronomers.

b) His work contains 4W of the flashes of novel brilliance which
characterize work of other figures: Cop, Kep., Gal. He's not in
final analysis truly ofeative figure.

c) But he is the most careful, the most learned, the most critical of
these men. His approach to astronomy is sober, hardheaded, and
painstakkt He's the responsible man of science at his very best.

d) Theeiharacteristics aren't always very useful in science. Not gen.
associated with inovators, but at their best they've an immensely
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useful part toDIayasJ_gTyho's work indicates.

2. Fcr one thing he's a great observer. The greatest of all observers with
naked eye alone. Greatest before telescope.

a) Redetermined positions ob abo 1000 stars. Accuracy of 25" of are.

About 1/150 th of degree, or space across moon. Best previous
observations had been within a few minutes of are. Say 1/f diet.
across moon.

b) He makes regular obs. of planetary position. Accuracy here is about
41 of are. About 3 times better than any previous obs., and he gets

far more complete data too. Takes these obs. regularly, throughout

journey of each planet around ecliptic.

c) And redetermines all astr. constants. Leggth of year, of various

planetary journeys, etc.

3. Thus eliminates one of great problems Cop. had fallen heir too. The

problem of bad data.

a) Cop is not good observer, made very few, and they were no better than

anyone elses.

b) rthfr"ib',Oop was naively credulous about other people's observatiox

He made his job unnecessarily and mistakenly difficult by trying to
make his system account for planetary positions indicated by anbient

observations which were simply wuong. He tried to account for non-

existent planetary irregularities. And this made it much harder to

construct a system which would give 
good results for contemp. obs.

as well.



c) After Brahe European astronomers became for the first time indep.
of-ancient observationso--ihey--hadIbetter-daso
they didn't have to account for non-existent irregularities, for
PHONY APPEARANCES

d) Andt-when Tycho himself comes to build a system - he uses the same
old technics - multiplying circles -f ets appreciably better
results, simply because he's got better data,

. But he's more than a great observer, he's a great and careful student of
all the various competing astr. systems. AND HE CONCLUDES AGAINST COP.
To the end of his life he's anti-6opernican, and he never ceases writing
tracts on the subject. AND THEY ARE INTELLIGENT TRACTS

a) Beat observer. Looks for parallax, noncethere.

b) Also develops the physical arguments against. Doesn't talk so much
about things flying off the earth. Does point out that cannons
appear to have same range fired due East and due West, etc.

c) And he does, finally, use the biblical arguments too.

5. On the other hand as a serious mathematical astronomer, Tycho can't
get around the real neatness of the Copernican system.

a) It may be unreasonable, against physics, against theology. BUT....

b) It has a new neatness, a new coherence, a new AESTHETIC appeal to
the math astronomer which cannot be denied. ILa Js sup.

c) And Tycho cannot find a way of dispensing with these either. He needs
manb th reonq1alenssof old--a- .vtean neatne7s n-,

I
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c) These are identical,
unless you have some
way of telling abs.
position. Grab sun
in one, earth in
other.

But obs. unless he
can tell abs. positior
will see same thing
in both systems.

Use exactly same math
in both cases.

o

V1M~t9J

/

5
6. It is a mark of his greatness A 44dh reop-

4ghthat he succeeds in doing just1s,

a) Slide AST 6:25. Describe. Earth stationary.

b) Gets around all phys. &theological objections.

c) But also holds all Cop's advantages, for if you examine this system
carefully it's just another way of drawing Cop'system. There is no
math way of telling too systems apart. THEY BOTH YIELD THE SAME
RELATIVE MOTIONS OF PLANETS.

7. LOOK AT THIS

a) DRAW b) But can REDRAW - Circles are just constant diet.
locus.
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8. This is Tycho's system.

a) Full justice to both Cop math advantages and p4ysical etc disadv.
b) It's the ideal compromise, and itAiparticular importance for us is

the manner in which it illustrates oth the adv. and disadv. of Cop
yet in resolving the conflict. It's the effeqt onpev, AST, sql

c) n faet it' so go after Tycho's time, -e* .astronomers who
don't accppt Cop. do take Tychq' ystem instead. True Ptol, ast.

J disappears. _ 4' "- etes tr
-- F I I 0iI

III. KEPLER'S CONTRIBUTION

1. But it's also important as an illustration of the impossibility of
compoumising a revolutionary new insight (moving earth) out of existence.
It's still unsatisfactory.

a) Since it's Cop math, it can't give better results than Cop. Prob.
of planets still not solved.

b) It violates spherical symmetry of Ptol Cosmology. TWO CENTERS

c) It makes crystal sphere& impossible. Intersecting orbits of Mars &
Sun.

2. There's still room for impvovement. And it's Kepler who takes this
final step.

a) He's a young collaborator of Tycho's. But a mathematician, not an
observer,

b) T o on 2his death bed - leaves data to Kepler - asks him to improve
0hmes ys tem.
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3. Onyfortunatelyor unfortunately Kepler doesn't believe in Tychonic syst
He's A Copernican,

a) It's purely a matter of taste. Can't t&kl them apart. And Kepl. taste

b) He's considerable of a mystic.. 
differs,

c) Convinced that an insight leading to as good math as Cop's notion of
moving earth can't be entirely wrong. It would be too much of a
coincidence.

d) Messiness of two chnters of motion.

e) Sun worship. Impressed as was Copernicus by idea of appropriateness
of enthroning san in center.

4. So he tries to improve it,

a) Continues adding circles. Gets best results ever obtained. 10' of
of are. 1" moon's diameter. Ibout 1/3 of previous errors.

b) But Tycho's data is good to 4' of are. Kepler says, before Tych.
T&d have quit here, but God must 1ve given us Tycho's data for a
reason.L- L [ 4 A fP

5. Finally decides just can't do it with ciroles without a number of circles
so large that it must violate conviction that nature is really simple,

a) So begins to try other curves.

b) Finally hits upon the ellipse. A curve known since antiquity.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 Lecture 12

I. KEPLER'S CONTRIBUTION

1. At the end of last lecture suggested t Tycho Brahe -- simply because
he was a responsible astronomer -- could not help taking the new
harmonies of the Copernican system immensely seriously.

a) As a result, even though B is a vehement anti-Copernican, he can
scarcely help indirectly promoting the Copernican system.

b) People who use his system -- and there are many -- muat at least
break with the Aristotelian and Ptolemaic notion of crystal shells.
Even more important, people who use his system are using Ptol math.
Gradually become accustomed to one aspect of Cop's system, the idea
of a moving earth.

c) Suggest this is an iddication of the sense in which Cop's work --
incomplete as it is -- marks a turning point. After the appearance
of De Rev no fully trained planetary astronomer can go on doing
the old job in quite the old way. Research takes a new tack, and
a surprising amount of that new research redounds to the credit of
of Cop's innovation.

2. But though this becomes clear Ieen in anti-Copernican like Brahe, it is
a great deal clearer in those &t Copernicus? successors like Kepler and
Galileo who are not simply reluctantly forced to concede certain new
harmonies, but who overwhelmed by the harmonies joyfully embrace the idea
that the earth is just a planet and the sun is the focal center of the



univArse.

a) These are the men who work thru the mathematics to discover the
new aesthetic appeal and who having discovered these abstract
and, as I previously suggested, quite impractical advantagei at
theyrwynsemwill joyfully proclaim with Copernicus that the sun
"is rightly called the Lamp, the Mind, the Ruler of the Universe
*. . who) site as upon a Royal Throne ruling his children who
the planets which circle around him."

b) Men like these will start where Copernicus stopped. They will discard
the complexity of Cop's system of epicycles, eccentrics, and deferents
and start instead to build a new astronomy upon the single signifi-
cant Copernican innovation. The sun as the ruler of the planetary
system. thieltasorthisely whatileblIer does,

3. EN At least/aztax xkkkI/ and in the context of this case Kepler is
the maraxxkaXkaxttkgrxx most important of Copernicus' successors, for
he is the man who makes the system work.

a) Kepler, as I mentioned last time, is a young colaborator of Brahe's.

b) Brahe on his death-bed leaves his immense collection of data to
Kepler and begs him to use it in working out the further details of
the Tychonic system.

c) Only this is precisely what Kepler cannot do, for despite the
mathematical equivalence b the two systems he's an ardent Copernicanq

2
I

i
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4. Choice between the two systems may be only a matter of taste, but

Kepler's taste is unequivocally committed.
a) Belongs to important Renaissance tradition which believes that nature

must display mathematically simple regularities. Any conception
which has led to so many new geometric harmonies as that of sun-
centered astronomy must be at least on right track.

b) To him the Tychonic system with its two centers seems ungainly.
c) Besides he's very considerable of a mystic. The strain of sun-worshlP

is far stronger in his writings than it had been even in Copernicus'.
d) As you will remember from Butterfield, Kepler's one complaint about

Cop ip that he wasn't a good enough Copernican. Used center of
earth s orbit rather than sun as geometric center of rlanetary motion
and a number of other Ptolemaic imports of this sort.

5. It is these residues which Kepler sets out to eliminate from beginning of
his career.

a) A long and arduous process which I shan't even try to sketch.

b) One modification of system after another is tried, checked against
Brahe's data and rejected. Rejected even though several of these
intermediate systems agree far more closely xkthxmaxtex with observ.
than anyone elses had done. Only not with Brahe's.

c) Finally while looking at some of the errors in one of his intermediate
systems notices, almost by accident, a simple mathematical relation
among them and notices that at least part of his problem will be



sovdif eussellipses insteaid of circles.-
d) And this is one of the two o1baely related parts of his solution

which he announces in his Atonomi& N of 1609.

6. Now -- what is an ellipse:

a) Simple geometric curve -- locus of points the sum of whose distances
from two given points is constant. Or to remove this from gibberish.

b) Draw



a) First Law. Planets travel on ellipses with sun at one focus,

b) But this really tells us very little, by itself. For can't actually
measure distance from sun to planet. Can't plot position of planet
in space. Can only tell how far along ecliptio. So to use ellipse
must also know how planet moves along it., -To "4 vs- t 44o

c) Second Law DRAW and explain.T

7. This much enables us to compute planetary positions against sky, and it
gives much better results than ever before.

a) But Kepler doesn't stop here. He also adds a new sort of regularity.
A real addition. Particularly convincing. When an idea yields a
new discovery, it's likely to seem particularly good.

b) Foktany two planets: Aver, Dist. Plan. 1JPeriod Plan 1
Aver. Dist. Plan 2 LPeriod Plan 2

c) Incidentally - don't expect you to remember this, Just notice it as
a new sort of regularity, etc. An additional soutcof conviction.

IV, CONCLUSIONS

1. This is really the modern system. It is the real solution of the problem

of planets.
a) Real simplicity. One geometric figure for each planet and only one

b) Real accuracy. This system is just as good as tedata. First time.

2-6. DRAW ELLIPSES with cups, MARK FOCIFIRST Draw with decreang,_e&,coent,



b)
4,

Brahe's data. Could have matchedarlier datq with improved version
of Copernicus's circles. D tO buddh t bede%0 L*0be-* Ilk

c) Ironically enough, deed data no better than Brahe's. If Kepler had.
had data good to a few seconds of arc instead of a few minutes of arc
his ellipses wouldn't have worked. We now know of deviations that
s1iw up with better data.

d) Also need a rea ly mystical faith that there is some nice simple
math system which will give exact agreement. Kepler has this to an
extreme extent. He's cracked on the subject. Astrologer. Tried alks
to show orbits' size proportional to notes in musical scale. 4th
Law on relation of orbits to regular geometric solids.

6) Call this crazy. Historians deplore Kepler's naivete and faith in
numbers. etc. But it's the same motives, the same drive, wbich
produced. the elliptical orbits for which we worship Kepa. .

e) And 6tLibb samte sort of belief in math simplicity, the same sort
of mystical relationshkp to the sun which pushed Cop. into hia system

c) This is a system which no real astronomer can turndown, It's the
best by an overwhelming margin.

2. $o w-1 anso Uawth M==1nen A* toy-eman.what A+-4tek.to get it.

a Conviction of sun as geometric center of planets motion. Earth
$ centered ellipses ae totally useful. Ellipse wouldd't have done

Ptolemy any good at all. Find this conviction about sun running
throughout Kepler's work. His physics. Arms from sun.
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II. GALLLEO'S CONTRIBUTIONO

1. Have already suggested that Kepler could be end of our case

a) It is first solution which measures up to data

b) Both in simplicity and accuracy work was too impressive to ignore
axtxxxxxt FOR LONG unless hx totally suppressed.

c) In either logical or dramatic terms this is end of our story. If
this were an epic it would end here. The end is in sight.

2, But actually therels a strange twist to the end of the story

a) By coincidence, year in which Kepler announces his first two laws
is also year in which Galikbo first turns his new instunmentthe
telescope, upon the heavens.

b) In 1609 hears of Dutchman who's magnified distant objects by
putting a couple of lenses together. Tries it. Finds right combi-
nation. Looks around.

c) And providing he keeps it over horizon finds new phenomenon after
new phenomenon. These are first qualitatively new sorts of data
since antiquity.

d) And in Galileo's hands they all favor Copernicanism, At least they
all speak against Ptolemy, and if you must kg give up the old might
as well embrace the new.



b)And all the new appearances favour Copernicus, or MORE ACCURATELY
all-thecn data Pooomology,Eso IVs iBt~p eH- factor
of all in breaking stranglehold of Ancient astronomical tradition,
and this lets the new ideas of 1Zulwa Copernicus and Kepler in.

5. Let's look at a few of the things Galileo sees. SLIDE AST 3:5
a) You remember that according to med, cosmology everything above moon's

sphere is perfect - totally different from terrestrial universe.

b) Of course people knew that there were spots - cloudiness on moon -
can see it with naked eye. But thought that these were mists below
moon blocking it. Long discussion in Dante's Paradiso.

c) Now Galileo looks. Roughness, etc. Mountains, declivities. Can
check it by shadows.

d) SLIDE AST 3:3. Enlargement, shows shadows clearly. Galileo actudly
estimates heights of mountains by measuring length of shadow. They
are big. Ai 9IT

e) So an immense below to the separation of sub-lunary and superlunary
haracteristics, a major tenet of Ptolemaic cosmology. frJ W[ A -q

o. &r Galileo turns it on sun: Slide AST 2:11

a) Sun spots - so sun's imperfect. An even worse blow to perfection in
heavens, for sun is well into them.

b) These rotate so sun is spinnin . It's not fixed in a sphere.

7. In t whreetrhe po nts telescoaes there are surprises.



alupie e :7:6

b) Series of Spots -- moved when you look next.

c) So Jupiter has satelites like Moon's.

d) But argument of Ptolemaic astr. has always been that you upset
symmetry if earth has to carry mmon with it. Here's a miniature
solar system which even they must accept.

8. Or for most effective technical argument: Venue

a) Slide AST 7:3, Phases and immense size variation. Look in advance,

b) Slide AST 6:13. AS IT SHOULD BE IN COP'S SYSTEM

a) Slide AST 6:12, But not as it should be in Ptolea* a,

9. Even mo trivial observations. 7rk for Copernicus: Example look at stars

a) Thi re not magnified at al4. They don't tyinkle, seem brighter and
re distinct.. But if anyhing they're smpller. Planets all magnif.

b) Seems tivialibut one of most impt. Cop said Sphere of stars must
be 1#gger, se parallax should be seen. AFT TYCHO'S OBS. MUST BE
BIGGER ST L.

c) MM Thi~ made some fe4l uncomfortable, but that's not all. i Stars
viewed,4ith naked eye, seem to havaIappreciable size. Measturable.
If thei're as far aways as Cop says they must be, then thy must be
thousands of timep as large as sun. Hard to believe.

d) Galileo now poinis out that it's due only to an error caused by eye

I

I



that tbejy seem that big. Telescope shows we should see them just as
-oi 5. SEE THEM1LURRE,

e) o they cap-Ve far awty, yet comparable in size to sun, eto.

10. These are potent arguments, but far more importabb than khaRs forceful-
nees is excitement which telescopic observations brigg.

a) Now, for the first time since antiquity, astronomy becomes a layman's
game again. YOU DONIT NEED TO BE A MATHEMATICIAN, AND TO READ KEPLER

b) Anyone who can afford a telescope gets one. ENGLISH NOBLEMENE HOLD
PARTIES ON THEIR ROOVES TO LOOK AT HEAVENS. Goarespond feverishly
about new discoveries.

c) A popular pastime, a craze.

d) And it starts a new literature. Books about the man in the moon.
Life on other worlds. Science fiction really begins in the 17th
century as an immediate outgrowth.

e) Or -- as a more responsible sort of pupularization -- the books like

Fontenelle's plurality, a section of which you read.

11. And this sweeps Copernicanism in. It was coming anyway, but not this
quickly or with this much eclat.

a) An, this is the real end of ,he fight o very nearty.

b) There is a bit dore opposition. It's 6nly after the telescope (7 yrs
after) that xga Copernicus goes on indes.
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II. REMARKS ON CONCEPTUAL REVOLUTIONS

1. It is then the work of Galileo and Kepler, not the work of Copernicus,
which puts them anti-Copernicans on the defensive.
a) Now for the first time we may with some legitimacy label them

pig-headed or stubborn fools,



a) That-makes this a pretty good point to draw the curtain on our study
of astronomy.

b) Needn't wait for the last adherent of Ptolemaic universe to die off.
They never quite do. Still occasional stories in newpapers,

c) OLD CONCEPTUAL SCHEMES NEVER LIE, they just coast to have social
importance. They cease to be determinants of importrant thought about
soience, or philosophy, or theology.

2. That's what's how happenid to Ptolemaic conceptual scheme and the twc-
sphere univert in which it's embedded. Instead of watching the last
geocentric man drop from the boul- '
things we've already seen,

a) There's more here thn I can summarize. You'll have to draw your ow
morals. This isnit everything that's important. Just a few of my
own observations.

b) THERE ARE LOTS OF OTHERS

3. Smshtetzedt at the very beginning of this case the difference between
PURE APPEARANCE -- observation -- and the interpretation of that observa-

a) Remind them -- IT WAS DIFFICULT,2sun rises won't do as appearance.
USED POINTING.

b) That was occasion for sx laughter at the time. Significance should
now be clear.

c) Tf we exclude the telescope (WHICH ENTER NON-ESSENTIALLY AT VERY END)
this whole case developes without the introduction of new appearances.



d.) B~tter obarvation, great er~ annrace BUTNOTHING THAT RATES
AS A NEW DISCOVERY ABOUT THE WAY THE HEAVENS BEHAVE.

e) The entire Copernican Revolution is a Rev. in interpretation, and it
is achieved without the addition of anything new to interpret. The
first astronomers had, except for numberical detail, much the same
appearaoes pas the last.

4. This won't always be the case THIS IS SOMEWHAT EXCEPTIONAL. Usually
disovey lasaol to. h twneedn'~
a) Bu rh rdicao erences bedn sieintists will invariably be

based NOT ON WHAT THEY CAN SEE, but on how they interpret it.

b) What they think the importance, and significance of their observation
is. Once observation is made, it's available to all. But that doesn'
make for agreement either. People will still differ on what it means,
WRTCH FOR THIS.

c) Watch for sense in which theory is successful NOT BECAUSE IT ACTUALLY
EXPLAINS ALL THE OBSERVATIONS, but because it is possible to persuade

S oientists that it doee. o.*- uij( _,d-
5. To me a second st iking aspect of this case is th IMMENSE DISPARITY

BETWEEN THE SUBSTANCE OF THE REVOLUTION ITSELF and the problem which
produces the revolutionary change in man'* thought.

a) Prench Philosopher Blaise Pascal once said "If Cleopatra's nose had
been shorter, the course of history would have been totally different.

b) You know the story. If nose shorter, not so beautiful. Marc Anth.

not enamoured. If not enamoured, no defeat by Octavius. Then no



M=Ifiationof the Roman Epire. Carry on by yourselves

c) May gr may not be good history. But it is an important ,
You all know others like it. The mouse that started the stampede of
the elephants. THE HORSESHOE NAIL FOR WANT OF WHICH THE KINGDOM WAS
LOST.

*. We have another one here:

a) It would be difficult to estimate the importance of the change in man'
view of his place in nature which is ammkauhixy correlated with the
cosmological shift from view of universe in VITRUVIUS OR DANTE to
view expressed in your final reading in FONTENELLE.

b) ftwwwwww EARTH A SPECK, SUN ONE OF INFINITY OF STARS WITH INFINITY
OF EARTHS IN AN INFINITE UNIVERSE.

c) Yet this revolution in thought occurs because of the persistent
concern of mad astronomers and astrologhsoe get rid BY ELABORATE
MATHEMATICAL TECHNICS of that residual 1/2 error in the position of
planets along the eoliptio.

7. We shall not have another example of a disparity quite so striking, but
we shall see the same phenomenon again and again,

a) For there is no way of tellang what consequence of a restricted
techrIcal investigation will be.

b) With respect to any particular investigationz the best guess is that
NOTHING WILL COME OF IT. That's correct in 99 44/100 % of cases.

c) But then there are the other 56/100 % . Can't tell which they are



or _warethex!llend. AND THERE ARENOW ENOUGH PEOPLE DOING SCIENCE
FULL TIME 80 THAT EVEN 5/A00 can be important.

d) Only they won't look that way except retrospectively, for they're
seldom or nevir investigations of the things which finally emerge
as the socially, economically, or intellectually important products.

8. Finally, let me remind you that WHEN ALL THE WAR OF WORDS BETWEEN THE
COPERNICANS AND THE ANTI-COPERNICANS HAS DIED DOWN, progress has been made

a) Science does progress -- BUT IN STUNGE WAYS.

b) It is hot, Irwetty at all clear to me that mankind is any better off
believing in the Cosmology of Fontenelle than in that of Dante. In
some ways Dante's seems better. CERTAINLY MORE COMFORTABLE.

c) The revolutionary transition is not necessarily progress. TO ARGUE
THIS WE'D BE BACK WITH tk the well-worn high-school debate topic
NIS THE SAVAGE HAPPIER THAN THE CIVILIZED MAN?"

d) Do they still debate that one?

e) But it is quite clear to me that if you want to do accrte prdti
of planetary position, then it is better to be able to uc compute it
to 10 of arc than to 30'.

f) The iddubitable progress here is THE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF THE
PLANETS.

g) AND THAT IS THE PROGRESS THAI WONIT BE LOST EVEN IF WE HAVE ANOTHER
COSMOLOGICAL REVOLWWION. We will still be able to compute planetary
position
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h) YoV,, mazyurselvesexamine. .theprice in intellectual and social

upheaval and decide whether it was worth it.

9. Whether worth it or not.-- THIS IS REAL AND DEFINABLE PROGRESS

a) The fact that science does advance in this way is sometimes taken
as a mairk which distinguishes it from the arts and the humanities,

b) Ptolemy would have to salute Kepler. Realize Kepler had done it bette

c) There's a question whether Raphael would have to award the crown to
Picasso, or Shakespeare to T.S. Eliot.

d) THUS SCIENCE IS CALLED ACCUMULATIVE DISCIPLINE, others not.

10. e) SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTIONS ARE CONSTRUCTIVE.

10. But clearly that's an unfortunately superficial view of science,

a) Look at the price of the progress. A complete destruction of an old
world-view. SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTIONS ARE DESTRUCTIVE TOO.

b) And that equally differentiates them from revolutions in art.
Picasso can wypwwwtwtwrthe enjoy Raphael as NO MODERN SCIENTIST CAN
PROFIT FROM PERUSING THE WORKS OF HIS PREDESESSORS.

0) Sktxxa1 NEW ART DOESN'T DESTROY OLD ART, BUT NEW SCIENCE DESTROYS
OLD SCIENCE. Or at least invalidates it.

11. _XUXA=_X1WM ,UIK And a recognition of this destructiveness of innova-
tion in the sciences KXU IS ONE MAJOR FACET OF AN UNDERSTANDING OF
SCIENCE. Progress is not by adding bricks to an already complete struct-
ure, but by tearing down the building and putting the Ame mater~a .tnto
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Lecture 1 - 1031/5

I. RETROSPECT OF COPERNICUS' CASE

1. I want to begin this morning by looking t back at a few aspects of
the block of material on the Copernican Revolution which has occupied us
during the first five weeks of the course.

a) Have no intention of summarizing the case -- you'll be doing that
yourselves very shortly for the hour exam.

b) Nor am I going to try to list all the aspects of the case that seem
to me important -- there are far far too many of them. The following
remarks are not a guide to the essay questions you should expect on
the hour exam.

c) Nevertheless I want to point out a few of the things which seem to
me particularly striking and particularly illuminating about the
case we have just finished.

d) Striking andilmthattngnlarbihe1Lintstinct oasees IThe three
iproblem Iradttordiscuse are STRIKING because they emerge with
particular clarity from a stuy of the Cop Rev.

On they other hand they are illuminating because they will emerge
again -- though often in a disguised form -- in every other one of
the cases we study.

a) In other words, I mean now to look briefly both backwards, to the
case we've completed, and forward to those you will be studying from
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2. One of the things which I find particularly surprising about the
Copernican Revolution is the immense disparity between its cause and
its effect.

a) In history this recurrent phenomenon is sometimes labelled the
Broblem of Cleopatra's Nose. The tag deriving from a remark by the
French Philosopher Blaise Pascal who pointed out that if Cleopatra's
nose had been shorter the whole course of western history would have
been different.

b) You can guess the details: If nose shorter, not so beautiful. If not
so beautiful, Marc Anthony not enamoured, If M.A. not enam., not
defeated b Octavius. In not defeated by Oct., no unification of
the Roman impire, And so on.

c) Or if this example is unfamiliar, the same sort of disparity is
illustrated in the famous nursery rhyme (There's a lot wisdom in
Mother Goose): This time its one about the horse-shoe nail.

3. Surely we have another examle of the same sort here:

a) I believe I need not sketch again the immense upheaval in astronomy,
in physics, in cosmology, in theology which results from the new
conception of the earth's motion.

b) Remember now what caused this: an astronomer trying to solve once
rmore a minute and highly technical problem which astronomers ha
grappling with for the preceding 200 years. That is the problem of
trying to predict to within a few minutes of are the particular
nositions which olanets would occupy at particular future dates.
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o-AEverything else -- everything which makes the COP REV A REV -- grows
out of this whose results, in Copernicus' time, were of interest
principally to astrologers.

4. You will not again in this course have so striking an illustration of
Cleopatra's nose. But if you look, you can find a very similar phenomenor

e) On the other hand it is almost the definition of/xANREREE
ax kkx piece of research. One whose ultimate effects totally astour

a) When Newton, in our next real case, buys a prism to try what he
describes as "the well-known phenomenon of colors," he expects to
learn something (tho in this particular example not much). But he
is not trying to and does not exlcot the accepted optical theory of
his day b UPS

b) Exactly the same for Lavoisier in Prof Nash's first case. Starting
to learn about combustion by burning phosophorus and sulphur in
closed vessels. Or for Dalton -- trying to explain the way in which
gases flow thru each other and are absorbed in water.

c) Like Copernicus, these men did not choose their problems knowing
what the outcome would be. Or MORE PRECISELY they did have some
idea (Newton, for example, expected only to see the spectvum which
many other people had seen before), and they were immensely surprised
by the outcome.

d) This sort of disparity doesn't occur in many research problems.
Perhaps, today, not once in a million. It's atypical of research
problems. a truly significant



the researcher.

f) And the phenomenon involved is one we shall have to come backtte
explicitly, though not until 2nd semester, for it has an immense
bearing on a very hotly contested contemporary problem -- the
desirability of planning research so that the very small number of
first rate scientists will be kept on important problems.

5. I am calling this the Cleopatra's-Hose effect to emphasize to emphasize
the element of ilxatikabktkx DISPARITY, unpredictability, almost of
chance whidiis involved. But notice that there is another appect of the
optgg Cleopatra story which has equal and oppoete bearing on the last
che& and on those to come.

a) Even if you accept Pascal's vertion of history, which is a debatbble
one at best, it is not Cleopatra's nose which alone made the Roman
empire a unity.

b) If Cleopatra had been born fifty years earlier or later the length of
her nose would have been irrelevant -- at least to history. It is
the conjunction of the nose xtkh and the frame which carried it with
Marc Anthony at a particulab period of history that is important.

6. You should recognize this as a problem we've discussed before--

a) I have asked why Copernicus and not Aristarchus. Whyl did the concep
lion of a moving earth suddenly become important astronomically in.
the sixteenth century.

b) Shall asks the same sort of question about Newton. What has happened



same thyecountless times before so suddenly significant. a
Mr Nash will have occasion to asky b a m tin L a
not the first man to burn sulphur.

c) So far we have no general answers iur e e e -ut we
surely have a problem. Whatevr it iwrthat>Makee a 1Artudoar 1 '
GONCEn prtiweldzr'e5ERIMNT-frritful; isalxot simply a
characteristic of the conception or the experiment itself. It must
depend upon the relationship between cone. or expt. and the scientific
climate of the time. THE NATURE OF THAT RELATIONSHIP IS ONE WE MUST
hunt for considerably further.

7. The second aspect of this last block of material which I want to discuss
can be handled rather more briefly. It's the rather strange and equivocal
nafure qf the progress which has been made.

a) Iktake it that it is quite clear to all of you that real progress has
occurred. ASTRONOMER

b) A few decades after Kepler and Galileo's work no/axx/would want to
go back to Ptolemy. It is possible, as a result of Kepler's work, to
compute planetary position with far more accuracy and simplicity
than ever before.

c) In astronomy the Copernican system (as ammended) will do eveijhing
that Ptolemaic astronomy would do and do it better. In addition it
will do more. For example, it will explain many of G's telescopic
observations.



a) And this, I take it, is what progress in science means. Do old
job better and/ou do new ones besides.

e) Leads Mr Conant, in part of Qn Understandirg Slenge you have read
to call science cumulative discipline and contrast it with poetry
and the arts. Clear that Kepler's astronomy is better than Ptolemy's
in some sense in which Picasso can not be said to be better (or worse)
than Titian or Tintoretto.

f) And its this notion of science as xx~umulative which leads to image
of scientist as man who adds one or more bricks to the edificteof
scientific knowledge -- AN IMPOSING STRUCTURE, begun by Greeks and
rapidly accelerated since 1600. A structure which as more and more
bricks are added comes closer and closer to a precise resemblance
xkkkxa to nature.

8. But if the Cop Rev shows anything, it ought to show that this metaphor
of the building is a phony. If the Cop Rev was constructive in one
sense, it was clearly destructive in another.

a) It destroyed, for example, the universe of Vitruvius and of Dante,
The earth centered universe is gone for good.

b) And -- as example of Dante should make clear -- with it have gone cert
very valuable characteristics of medieval thought. It is very hard,
in the modern world, to discover the purpose of man's existence in
the physical structure of the universe. And with this new diffinulty
some people have found it very difficult to discover the purpose
of man's life at all.'

6

I

a
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c) Furthermore, it is not only bntside the sciences that the process

of Revolution lead to losses. At least initially the losses were
felt in science too. Don't yet know (in this course) why a stone
returns to earth -- have only pointed out that Cop's explanation is
inadequate. Or, more important, haven't got the vaguest notion
what moves the planets.

9. So if analogy of scientist as builder is to be preserved at all, must at
least that more than the addition of bricks is involved.

a) Better say that any important progress in scientific thought calls
for tearing down large chunks of the building, and erecting it over
again to a new plan, using old materials and some new ones besides.

b) And we had better be prepared to discover that at least now and then
not all the old bricks get back into the building.

10. Destruction will rarely extend so far beyond science as in this block,
but it's always there.

a) Newton destroys one optical theory to erect another, and there's a
bitter debate. Similarly Lavoisier and Dalton.

b) It's because of the destruction that there is always such bitter
resistance (from scientists as wll as non-scientists) to scientific
advance.

c) And if you are looking for diffdrnces between science and the arts
(I don't think these are as large as usually painted) you would do
well to look at this one too.
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d) The existence of Picasso's paintings may have changed the way

people look at Titian, but it has not stopped people looking. There
are still artistic values to be discovered in old works of art, and
people do discover them daily. The classics of art are part of the
education of the artist.

e) But noone reads Ptolemy, Xwyter or Copernicus, or even Newton in
order to be a better scientist, and I am not a bit sure that they
should. The usual scientific position is that these works have
lost their value, because science has progressed right past them.

f) There is a very real sense in which science, by developing, destroys
its past, while art in its development only enriches the experience
to be supplied by art of the past.

11. Finally, to embark on my last bit of retrospect, I remind you where we
started on this block.

a) I was running around room pointing with a flashlight or my fingers,
and shout~ng this is the way the sun moves, or the stars, or the
planets. These are the APPEARANCES, the data. Let's leave out
the possible interpretations. I can't tell whether sun moves or not.

b) At the time, this was occasion for a certain amount of quite justified
laughter. But I trust it is now clear what my antics were about.

of we exclude the telescope -- which did not enter until the very
end of the case and then non essentially, since the battle was in
a real sense over -- this whole case procedes without the introductior
of any new appearances.
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d) New and bettr' obgervations of the same old things -- yes.-- though

even the better ones don't occur until after Copernicus. But no
new qualitktively different sorts of observations like those contrib
bp telescope.

e) In other words there are no new DISCOVERIES ABOUT NATURE IN THIS
case, and that is what I have meant when referring to Ptol & Cop
systems as TWO ANSWERS TO A SINGLE RIDDLE. Equally it's what
Butterfield means in describing kkk the transition as picking up
the other end of the stick. Adopting a novel point of view towards
facts which have been there all along. BATTLE IS OVER INTERP ONLYJ

12. In this respect the Cop Rev is a thoroughly uatypical case.

a) In each of the cases we take up from now on we shall discover that
science has gained A NEW LOOKM Several aspects of the way in which
this look were gained will occupy us between now and the hour exam.

b) In particular, we shall discover that during the seventeenth century
science became through and through experimental. There have been no
exncziments in this case.

c) And one of the results of this new emphasis upon experimentation is
that we shall not again be able to describe a case as the transition
between two answers to the same riddle. In future cases the terms
of the riddle will be changed midway through the development. Some
new experiment will enter and change the statement of the problem.

d) And this will be, for us, a new situation.
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13. But the very fact that we can have a major ane of anientiflc advance
without any such restatement -- without radically new data -- may indicatc
that the change introduced by now experiments is not as crucial as it is
often taken to be. Clearly

a) Clearly science as we know it today would be impossible without
experimentation,

b) But equally clearly the experimental scientist cannot be what he so
often taken to be -- MAN WHO PUTS on a white lab coat and takes off
preconceptions when he enters the laboratory -- MAN WHO LETS FACTS
SPEAK.FOR THEMSELVESoparticularly

c) M M This first case should have made it/clear that the facts don't
speak for themselves. tbhey did, there would have been no problem

tho it eas norRowgrofsa) And the entry of experimen anotgot g o make chem start talking.

e) The same sorts of battles which run through this last MLock will
run through the others. Battles not about what is seen -- that's
available to everyone -- but over its importance, its significance,
how it should be interpreted.

f) I urge you to watch for these battles, and to watch particularly for
the techniques by which they are settled.

g) I've rather sloughed over that aspect of the problem in our first
case. In this one its very tough.

h) But wo can't go on sloughin it off this way, because as this case
MA . readv rIndicate, tho r4 theory is the ExxwagitM theory
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which Vi/CTORIOS/in the battle between competing theorles'.

i) And since it is the successful theory which scientists generally
label true, we may need to ask ourselves whether truth in science
means anything more than the ability to beat down all competition
and win the allegiance of the entire scientific profession.

II. TRANSITION TO THE NEW SCIENCE

1. These last remarks have already indicated at least implicitly where we
are going from here.

a) Our next real case study will not come up until after the hour exam
a week from Wednesday.

b) When k8 take it up, and as you take up subsequent cases with Mr Nash,
you will find that the scientific activity looks quite different
from the way it has looked in this first block.

c) ThIfabt bbtteen the death of Copernicus in 1543 and the death of our
next central figure, Newton, in 1727 science has come of age, and it
with a few centrally important aspects of this coming of age that I
plan to deal between now and the hour exam.

2. I have already suggested that a principal product of this process of
maturation is a new emphasis upon experiment, but in fact the evolution
of science during the seventeenth century is a far more complex phenomenor
thatz than is indicated by saying that people began to expt on a large so
a) Some of this complexity is indicated in the very variety of names
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which in given to ACientifi movement in the seventeenth aentry.-

b) At one time and another it is described as The experimental Dhilosoph:
The NeT Philosoniy, and the Mechanical hilosophy

c) And tho, these terms are normally used interchangeably during the
seventeenth century, they actually derive from rather different
aspects of the new movement.

4. d)"AndtVteth- thbeAhree aspects indicated by the three names that I
mean to emphasize in the next three lectures.

2. Meaning of name Expe4mental Philosophy is already clear.

ad This is period when large-scale experimentation gets started. People
begin writing books called Natural Histories. Collections supposed
to contain all the facts of nature required for the erection of
correct theories.

b) So this is e hsis upon en ti

3. Second title emphasizes the great sense of novelty and of revolt which
binds so many of the seientists of this period together.

a you read Cop or his conte aries a oce rs
t about 30, r ons nt i e ect

i o dsc e eto gene al and is4 an9
Pt y in 1oul r.

S) Before 1600 all science started from ancient doctrine. Scholastics
criticize again and again. And do so fruitfully. But never break
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b) Even Copernicus who n writes in conatantly rtt'Anpantful 15wl
and retrospectful tone, Still looking to the past. And when he
decides he must break it's too other ancient authors that he goes
in search of ideas. And having gotten the idea, he spends his entire
first )ok prguing with aroient authorities about its validity.

a) A hundred you findnediher' these arguments with or respect for the
past. The representative early figure who sounds the trumpet axx
for the movement is Francis Bacon, and he writes "it must be plainly
avowed that the knowledge which we have derived from the Greeks is
but the boyhood of knowledge and has the characteristic property ca
bogs; it can talk but it cannot generate; it is fruiful of controver-
sies but barren of works."

e) The scientist of the seventeenth century rejects the past just
because it is old. He constantly insists on his independence and
upon the novelty of what he is doing.

an
3. So i I/call this aspect of the New philosophy, the New attitude towards

science, and point out that pz3kR-aXXEx
though AS A PHILOOPHY it was considerably less

novel than its adherents thought, it did represent a radically new
social movement.

a) Previously scientists had been almost entirely churchmen working
within universities.

b) The men who call themselves the New Philosophers, are merchants,
statesmen, noblemenV lawyers, and doctors. They're a New Group.
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n) An s a a new group they practice their science in a new institutional-
locus. This is period when science moves out of universities. Most
of the new philosophers hate the universities as the homes of scholas.

d) This is period in which these non-academic figures band together to
do their own science. From their initially informal meetings
emerges a new and vastly important center for scientific activity,
the Scientific Insti utions.

5. Finally, by the Mechanical Philosophy, I mean a set of notions about the
structure of the universe and about the job of the scientist which most
of these new men share.

a) They're all Copernicans. After 1630 it's virtually a ticket of
admission., 'I je Gt y -f-p4 +,s( p&w-s ps. by b.

b) But they're more than that, They think they know how the Copernican
universe works.

c) And their image of it is that of a machine. (Universe as a clockwork.,
A machine whose parts are tiny atoms, which move and interact accordir
to permanent laws layed down at the beginning by God and never changec

a) And they believe that the man who knows these laws will be able to
deduce the entire structure of appearance fvmm them. Not just
astronomy but also optics, chemistry, laws of heat, and even laws

of biolog . -,L,?6k; -L.44,&6

6. It's an ambitious movement with an ambitious program and both the

ambition and the particular channels into which it Is directed have a

Acisive influence on all further nractice of science.
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NATURAL SCIENCES 4 -- New Science 2

11/2/55

I. THE NOVELTY OF EXPERIMENTATION

1. Suggested last time that in our case studies from now on science would
have a New Look.

a) Today begin to anatomize this New Look -- first of three lectures
on subject which will carry us to the hour exam.

b) And begin by examining the new science of the 17th century under the
first of three guises which I listed last time, i.e. the experimental
philosophy.

2. As most of you know, whenever one starts out to analyse a New Look and
take it apart for a better view of its components, these components
cease to look so radical or different. All the pieces have been around.

a) So may well begin by asking how new is experimentation in science.
Men who start doing it in seventeenth century or inded late in
sixteenth proclaim they're doing something never done before, but
it is it true?

3. Thgre ip a myth on this subject -- one which despite lectures like this
one frequently turns up on NS 4 term papers -- and it is a myth we inherit
from the seventeenth century scientists who were trying so hard to
supplant the old science and methods of learning with the new. (Remember
we got myth about scholastics fvom humanists).

a) Can be put in subtler forms but basically this is the not unfamiliar
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seventeenth century because scientists worked with their eyes shut.

b) Aristotie derived all his science from first principles, never looking
to see whether his-results could be checked in world about him.
Scholastics beganwhere he left off and wove the togical arguments
into truly fantastic patterns.

c) Science begins in mid-sixteenth century or thereabouts when Con
opens his eyes and discovers that earth moves, Galileo opens them
and drops weights; from these and other novelties of experiment and
observation get the airst real scientific theories -- those on which
all subsequent developments in physical science are modelled --
theories of Cop, Kepler, Newton.

4. If you've been awake for past five weeks orelfypeubbv6Yrea) Butterfield,
need scarcely point out that this is a myth.ia: s/ ;CAI4 '&

a) Remember the large number of quite accurate observations of Dianetary
osition ittook to construct Ptolemy's astronomical system.

b) Those of you who read As morS scientific works will discover
repeated assertions that science can and indeed MUST start from
appearances. Nature must be observea9 before it can be sorted into
categories.

,c) And the observations are there -- particularly in his biology.

A is the first of the great systematic biolggical observers. The
real father of detailed biological classificatory systems.

0 1

St~4!,t~tht sieceWOOAs uxnresse'i until mid-Rixtppnth orin' l

I

i



a) We don't deal these but we've dealt with other topics which show
A's reliance on observation. Stones do tug from the hand towards
crust of earth, Fire does leap away from center, NATURE DOES ABHOR
A VACUUM or VOID. Remember my exjle of he beer can.

5. The scholastics show just the same behavior in science. Absurd to say,,
they kept their eyes shut.(AM.
a) One of the most impressive and impassioned pleas for experimentation

ever written was composed by ESBacon in 13th century. Conclusions
must be checked. It is hard to prove by deduction from first principl
that fire will burn the hand. Might in any case make a mistake. But
tLt your hand in. BACON NOT UNIQUE FIGURE

b) Remind you of Buridan's lance with conical posterior -- one used to
disprove A's theory of projectile -- I don't think he actually
built this, but had made enough observations to know how it would
work,and he was right.

c) Those of you who read Dante's Paradiso will find in Canto IIla
famous medieval experiment. Dante tells Beatrice what it is he
thinks causes the dusky spots on surface of the moon. Spell it
out. Variable opacity. Somewhere rays are reflected from further ba.

d) Beatrice says, not true, try an experiment. After all experiment,
she says is the fundamental source of your science. Set up three
mirrors. Draw. Find them all equally bright. Explanation is wrong.

3

I
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b) Myth (which is represented strongly in some of the later Chapteis
in Butterfield which I don't assign) that Francis Bacon, the prophet
of the new science, and his followers were fakery. That no substan-

tial novelty entered science in the sixteenth and particularly the

seventeenth centuries. That science has proceeded ever since by

same procedures exemplified in Copernicus case 
or which could be

exemn ified in a fuller study of the Newtonian Revolution.

a

m

6. So there is aetisfa"bservation and an appreciable quantity of experi-
mentation in antiquity and in the middle ages. body of

a) Furthermore, it is principally upon this ancient/observation that
the great new theories of the seventeenth century depend.

b) I've emphasized this for Cop Rev. Brahe after Cop & in any case just

ancient observations in more accurate and up to date form.

c) Butterfield makes similar point for Newton's laws of motion and of
gravity. Very few (tho a few) sigtificant nbweobattvations or expts
in any of this. G doesn't climb Tower of Pisa, uses essentially
scholastic arguments.

d) This is picking up other end of stick, and most of the tapxt

great model theories of 17th century grow out of this procedure.

7. This is a relatively new point of view towards the development of 17th
century science. Myth about role of expt. is still very much with us.

a) But the point of view is becoming popular, is displacing the myth,
and as it does I'm afraid there is a grave danger that another
equally dangerous myth may replace it.



c) And this myth is as ptentially danggrous to understanding as it
predecessors, tho it's surely by nomore highbrow.

8. There is novelty, which I want to pick up in a minute, and it has a
decisive effect upon science.

a) Let me grossely oversimplify to illustrate what seems to me an
essential point about

b) Draw. Line Ar. & Ptol. thuSo .ocuminating in Cop & Newt.
? Pick up parallel line beginning around Cop & Newton. This is new
N science. THERE ARE, IN A SENSE, TWO TRADITIONS.

c) It is this time overlap which encourages both myths. Either this
causes this, or should have only one line and thus no New Sci.

d) Furthermore, this overlap is no accident. Beth culmination of
old and beginning of new grow out of novel factors in Renaissance
intellectual, social, and economic life. They have a common cause.

V.But -- ignoring certain tie points -- THEY DO NOT, I think, CAUSE EACH
*; A.OH Newtonian Rev. has been a long time abuilding. The novelties

f the new science have not.

9. Now what are these novelties, and at this point I return to the topic
of experimentation.

a) Previously called this new emphasis, which it is, and something more.
Also a new meaning for the term and a new attitude towards its funct
in science.

b) And the Dante-Beatrice experiment provides an excellent bas4gsehe
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10. Twoaets of' xrperimental data involved in Dante story

a) Cloudiness of moon's disc -- An Everyday (Or night) bbservation.
Like stonbsfll, or heavy bodies move faster than light ones, which
one can scarcely help making.

b) Then there's a second sort of data -- the mirrors. And this is
not everyday. It's a special set-up. Something for laboratory.
This is anexperiment

c) But one with a limited function in two respects.

i) Dunlicates natu1e. This is moon in laboratory.

ii) And second grows out of first. This need only be duplication
because it's only designed to check. Test o" Demonstration.

c) And this is typical of althst all ancient and medieval data. Data
is that which nature presents unaided or a laboratory version of
same. And when lab version, function is to check.on theory already
deriv~e.~- -

a) Thita what oger Bacon in 13th century wants exneriment for, also
Dante in 14th.

e) Fpr that matter it's what Galileo in 16th still wants it for. His

*9.primary devices are math and logion applied to everyday observation

*o;He writes of experiments: "In order to demonstrate the truths of
JOIe my conclusions to my opponents, I have been forced to demonstrate

them by a variety of experiments, though to satisfy mysef alone I
have never been forced to make any." Sc -nz



c) This is the emergence of tools which distort nature.

somethuing else as well. Not just a check on theory.

But it shows
Experiments

7
11. This is Galileo early in seventeenth century. But even then signs of

a very different attitude are apparent, and as the century procedes

they blossom into a major scientific movement.

a) One sign of new movement -- Don't just take what nature gives you --
Distort nature -- make it jump through hoops. Think of the immense

new range of data this opens up. Whole new world. Or many of them.

b) This is movement which culminates in the Gigantic cyclotrons and

synchrotrons and bevatrons of modern physics. One of these has just

produced a particle never seen before. E XEIXX The neg.

proton. Nature doesn't offer this. J0 e&, r c>O .roT-h. -

C) Can show you one of first signs of this sort of thing in 17th century

Slide. Pneu 7- .
i) Air pump built by Robert Boy3t. Actually second one in world.

ii) Nature doesn't offer any vacua all by itself, but let's make it

do so and see what happens. Point to a few salient parts.

III) What do we do with it. Well one of first things is check Galileo

S Vlaw. Now it becomes truly experimental. But that's not the

important use. See what happens in vacuum. Put Mice and FTth

4 and Grape into it. Put a candle in.Pucodwtr put hot

water in. Results with hot water are interesting. It boils.

Put a watch in, put a magnet in. And on and on.
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done without reference to theory, Pump as tool for exploration of
nature.

d) And here is another principal novelty of the new approach. It puts

experiment before theory. We just don't know enough to theorize yet.

12. It is exactly here that you get basis for big push against the ancients
and scholastics.

a) Bacon describes scholastics as spidera. Little food (data) immense
webs. Historically misleading, yes, xkxkx Missei an important
element of science. But descriptively not unjust.

b) This is also basis for rejection of past, proclamation of novelty.

".it must be plainly avowed that the knowledge which we have derive""
principally from the Greeks is but the boyhood of knowledge and has
the characteristic property of boys: it can talk, but it cannot
generate; . . . it is fruitful of controversies, but barrent of works

In this situation Bacon continues we have no alternative but "to
try the whole thing anew upon a better plan. We must commence a
total reconstruction of science raised upon xxhattaxxtax proper
foundations."

c) And proper foundations means experiment. Datum upon datumm to be
collected first.

13. Which hints at what is perhaps the biggest novelty of all. Experiment

whethw its existed before or not has never been center of gravity of
science. That's what it isfbonceived to be seventeenth century movement.

I
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a) Thin aI A program Quent-it(ativel )y unlike anything that has ever

been envisaged before. Fact after fact after fact all to be gpxoxun
collected in Natural histortes (or experimental histories),

b) Here for example is a small part of Bacon's list of the fields in
which we must collect natural histories before theory should even
begin. VIII 373f. Bacon proclaims list's incomplete. But its
got 131 items, each corresponding to a big book to be compiled by
many men. Re.,d.

14. Furthe~more, though this program of Bacon's (even this incomplete one)
never gets completed, it does get started.

a) Bacon has many followers, take up compilation of Natural Histories,
which do become kaixxK1axfktx a typical form for scientific
work.

b) Boyle, for example, whose pump we examined a little while ago is
a principal exponent of new movement, and I have here (Hold it up)
his EXPERIMENTAL HISTORY OF COLORS;'

c) Could have chozen any ofe of half-a-dozen Histories by Boyle -- H of
Air, or of Heat, or of Cold, or of any one of several chemical subj.

d) Ultimately Boyle's trying for Bacon's entire outline, and his work
actually gives come index of outline's spope. I choose this one
because it has a clear relevance to subject of our next case, and
because thru this relationship to that case it highlights both
strengths afd weakenesses of novel experimental tradition.



e) Tak p pw-~ oages-.in. thi Imense mrp11 OneQnfthe fivL in
which Boyle a works are collected. And it begins by apnologizing
(as has Bacon -- this is significant recurrent note in anything the

a movement actually puts into print) for incompleteness. There is
w atill, Boyh, says, lots to do:, p. 2b, paraphrase as yVU read.

p3 f) And if these are things he's omitted (not as irrelevant but for lack
of time) what has he done: Again abridge by considering only the
fifty experiments in Part III, pp. 41 ff.

i-iii Refl & trans by colored sheets, iv
viii colors by candlelight and sunlight.
ix-xi liquids and other solids which act
pigments, xiv back to prism, thenchanges
liquids when mixed. Like xxxix -- with

prism generating colors,
Goldesheet by trnsm & refl.

like Gold. xii-xiii mixing
of colors of various
some paraphrase. ETC,

II. CRITIQUE AND EVALUATION

1. Bacon's random list and Boyle's random compilation are typical products
of the new experimental philosophy, and they cleay show two things about
it.

a) It's novel. This is not as ancient or medieval ap use of observ.

b) Second, in this form and in this period its almost totally unpr6duc.

2. There are really two fundamental mistakes in the Baconian program and
practice of the 17th century, and the first of these is a mistake about
scientific method closely correlated with the vehement rejection of anti

and scholastics.

10



in its entirely. Like painting Golden Gate Bridge. By time thru
ata one end have to start at other, so let cars thru while you're doin

b) Boyle's experlmentsen worthless -- most of them, yes, but not all.
Hidden in here are many of the prism experiments from which N will
forge a new theory of colors. One in particular is very close to
what N will call his crucial expt. One which is quite incompatible
with color theory of the day. Boybt records it, comments that its
interesting. And says, UBut upon this we must not now stay to spec."
Newton who displays a more appropriate mixture of schol willingness
to theorize with an interest in expt will need only a single expt
like this to get him started on path.

c) Or again, among color change expts which I read you are hidden a
very important tool of modein chem. Color indicatos for presence of
acids and alkalis. Litmus paper test for example. Red by acid,
blue by alkali. Boyle discovers these tests. But he doesn't know
it. Shey show up in list of experiments and color. Buried, have to
be done, again.

c) It's only as experiment is allowed to go hand in hand with theory,
each guiding the other. Theory as a guide to significance and areas
r~quiring investigation; expt as guide to points where theories need
reinvestigation.h This has to happen before science as we know it
emerges from expt pil. -n e, v4 .t C t/4p

11
a) Cahn't divoran exrperiment from theory. World's two big to examine

I
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3. Even more important than methodological mistake (which is not general --
some show more sense about this than Bacon and Boyle) is historical mist.

a) Baconfally expects job of science to finish in his lifetime. Both
histories and resulting theories.

b) They expect immediate resubts,uand it Is largely by contrast with thei
own pretensions that they fail and expose themselves to sort of
parody shall have a look at next time.

c) Here pn there a significant expt shows up and is recognized;
Boyth s air Dump Newton's prism. But these are almost only examples.

large a field hast e n o pup. to goin-torttwor
est 1 o eire p b he rva "ii to reiv

ot 0 ,t y t, a or t .at
aree.aare& y nif t.

6) That is, ALMOST ONLY EXAMPLES IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY, and these are
both in fields on which Greeks had done a great deal.

e) But hundred years after Bacon's death begin to get genuinely novel
experiments here and there in electricity. Lightning rod. Chem.
And by end of century begin to get the real transformation of sci.
whichBacon had oredicted, but exnected too soon. T5L-, u'-Ir

f) Real pay-off is chem rev of 1780's.. Dalton. Battery, dynamo, etc.

Mostly nineteenth century.

g) So Bacon was perhaps principally wrong about history. Greek science

was not (in 17th cent) in infanpy. It matured in Cop Newton etc.

I
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On the other hna Axperimentl Pi ence won A mere infant, and
in initial productivity a puny one.

h) But didn't stay puny any more than Grk tradition hax did. Two
centuries after Bacon's death it had transformed scienceand xxx
three centuries after Bacon's death it had transformed the structure
of social and economic life as well.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 -- New Science 3

I. The OLD LUCUS -- UNIVERSITIES

1. On Wednesday I outlined to you the radical change in attitude towards
experiment which occurred among scientists between 1550 and 1100

a) Not as has so often been suggested a change which introduced experi-
mentation to science. Nor one which payed off in the first century

b) But a real change nevertheless,-- one which introduced genuine
novelties -- and one which two centuries after Baconts death began
suddenly to transform the theories of scienbe on P large scale and
a bit later to transform technology as well.

2. 1 think most of you must realize that no change in attitude as radical
as the one I sketched last time in contrasting medieval experimentation
with the Baconian program of the 17th century ever occurs by a historical
process so simple as a change of mind ithin any particular individuals
or any particular social group.

a) The change in attitude towards experiment therefore implies a far
larger revolution in the rplations of science to society. And indeed

there was one.

b) The Baconian scientists of the seventeenth century were not drawn

from same social group as medieval scientists. They did not practice

Soience for the same reasons. Nor di6 they practice it in the same

nlaces.
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c) The new science is, in fact, one product of a major social revolution
which took place during Renaissance and Reformation, and it is this
aspect, of the social revolution which I have had in mind in referring
to that aspect of the new movement which is indicated by its title
as "the New Philosophy."

3. The men who practiced science during the middle ages were the scholastics
THE SCHOOLMER."*

a) They were professors at med. univ., and since univ. were all Church
schools, the scholastic scientists were all ordained clergymen.

b) Univ in which they taught and did research were actually new and
extremely vital institutions. Nothing like them in ancient world.
Nothing much like them in Europe until the 12th century. The period
in which manuscripts of ancient and arabic science and philosophy
began to flow into Europe from trade and cultural connections newly
established with the highly developed civilization of the Muslim world

c) And then spring up very rapidly indeed. Bologna, Paris, Oxford and
others in 12th century. Padua, Naples, Cambridge in 13th.

d) Harvard is a lineal descendent, via Oxford and Cambridge, of these
early schools. Degree system and degree names, academic costume
and ceremonies (here only at commencement, but ddily at most European
schools) all comes from this period.

4, Aetually it would seem to have been the manuscripts which created the
universities.

a) Begin as informal gatherings around feet of so r
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discourses on ancient learning. Word "university" fromLatin word
for gathering.

b) Some of the early scholastics about whom they gathered have become
legendary. For example, Peter Abelard -- great scholar, great heret.,
great lover of l2th-cent. One medieval story has it that when he
first lectured at Paris the immense crotds plus A's doctrine sc
annoyed King, that he forbade Abelard to use his land. As true schol
Abelard dound doctrinal way out. Climbed a tree. Not land. Crowds
and doctrine again. Ditto king. Then anchors a boat in Seine. King
knows he's beaten. Makes up. Whence the University of Paris.

c) Last line is my own. Founding of Paris more complex. But essence is
here. From informal start. Only get organized universities when
crowds get too large. Students organize to keep landlords from setting
rents too high and to keep Professors in hand ?Italian), or in Paris
and England ffrom which Harvard descends) Professors organize to
keep students in line.

5. Until at least middle of fifteenth centuries these new institutions are
almost the sole centers of learnigg.

a) Had to be. There weren't any books. Fundamentally these were as
much libraries as universities in our modern sense. Students came
to class to hear professor read aloud from manuscript and occasionally
elucidate it or criticize it.

b) And teaching method is same one which shows up in medieval writing.
Mostly critical translations. Text of Aristotle interlarded with
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glosses or criticism. From these criticisms that doctrines like
impetus theory evolve. And as examnle indicates some of criticisms
were pretty fundamental.

c) I probably need not say again that this tradition was compatible with
major creative contributions to knowledge.

6. But equally, at least by modern standards, it was a restrictive tradition.

a) As a critical tradition it was always directed to the past. Take up
a paragraph of Aristotle, or Ptolemy, or Galen and tear it apart.

b) Retrospective attitude of resulting science clear even as late and in
as radical a figure as Copernicus, who is a product of the medievalI
educational tradition even though a man who lived in Renaissance.

z c) Youive read his Preface and Book I. Note that he's always arguing
0.rl with ancient doctrine. End when he decides he'll have to reject it

turns to other ancients for suggestions. And having adopted suggestio
0ef and elaborated it, still stays Just as close as he can to anciett

models. The spheres. The finite universe, etc.
d You'll find nothing like this when you read Newton writing only

. 125 years later. Argues with contemporaries, and occasionally with
nature, but not with past. He's looking forward not back aned forward

o look speeds science.

e) Particularly it speeds it by 16th and 17th century, for by this time
the sbholast c tradition which during 14th century had produced firstrate original research. Partly interra) tetaluolsofeethod vru rmore, return to narrower definition ofIie ec ua freectomrtbeuilmi



1. But period in which scholastic tradition begins to dry up is precisely
period in which learning begins for first time to move out of universities

a) Mid-fifteenth century is invention of printing. No longe dependent
upon precious manuscripts collected at a few centers. Individual

ii~~ ~ dn , th4 %,A A+1i %-- % r&vr trPrv k %' %A % f.& 4-A- -
unassocia e L4 wiV EL a universituy can be a learneduand creative ligure.

b) Equally fifteenth century is period of the voyages which do so much
N to convince those interested in nature that Ancient texts have not

said last word about the world and to ppen up their eyes to novelty
all about them.

c) And the sixteenth century is the century of Luther and Calvin and
the great religious revolt which does so much to shake the intellectua
leadership of the Church and its schools.

2. More important, perhaps, than any of these is the large social and economi
upheaval of the period. Vast new fortunes made, reat accumulation of
wealth, emergence of new class to prominence.
a) Gold from New World, Expansion of European trade and of trade between

Europe and the East, New sorts of manufacture for domestic and
foreign consumption. Vast fortunes from mining. Onlyz somewhat
smaller ones from trade in wool fabrics from Eggland and the low
Countries.

b) So not only is learning outside universities possible, but there's
now a group with the leisure to pursue it and to patronize it.

5
IT lOUTLQOF THE UNTIVERSTTTES
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4. This new potentiality of learning's begins to be explited almost imme.

a) Eachyalmol5th century makes possible emergence of most vital new
intellectual movement of the Renaissance. That is, Humanism. Move-
ment whose principal concern is with literary and artistic matters,
and which goes back to classics of ancient literature and art for its
source. Equally the first significant learned movement outside of
universities. Men of inden means or men patronized -- supnorted Y
those who had it.

b) In the scienceseffect of new society of Renaissance appear more slowly
But by sixteenth century there is significant number of men who are
doing good creative scientific work while attached -- usually as
military engineers, experts on fortifications and ballistics -- to
various of the Ducal courts in Italy.

c) Galileo, during much of his career, is among this group of engineer
scientists who depend on the local potentates for support. His dedi-
cation of the satellites of Jupiter to the Mbdici is not an accident.
He hopes for further support as well as for protection in his battle
with the Church. In the sixteenth century the Medici are great
patrons of science as well as the arts.

d) And in the next century, the seventeenth, this new movement outside
the universittks begins to create its own centers of activities.
Seventeenth century is the period of the foundation of the great
Scientific Societies, which are modelled initially on similar
societies created by the humanists as centers for their own studies.
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iv) And almost immediately after. Acadernie Royal des Science 1666.
Second of gov't sponsored ones. But unlike RS, this one actually
gets gov't support. Money and instruments. Few members but payed.

III, CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOCIETIES

1. It is the common characteristics of these groups and particularly of
last two that I now want to isolate, and begin with several already
touched upon.

a) They are from start vehemently opposed to scholastic science. The
Academy of Lynxes takes this anti-University bias so seriously that
even before Catholic agitation against %k*tim Copernicus and Galileo
they bar all clerics from membership.

b) Bishop Spratt's disquisition on purityf style is part of same

movement. Motto of Royal Society is Hnu)lus in verba". Purify lang

7
1) These show the New Philosophy in all its multif arhous dif f erences.

I shall give you the names of tour which I am going to treat rather
as a group, though more detailed study would also reveal some signifi-
cant differences. The first.

i) Academy of Lynxes 1600-1630./ Galileo a member. One of his
proudest boasts. Sponsor is a Duke, Fredrico Cs8i

11) Academy of Experiments 1657-1667. Filled with G's pupils who
carry on hjs werk. This one is founded and supported by the Medi

iii) Royal Society of London 1662. First of those sponsored by gov't
and the first one which lasted.

I
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as straight reporting tool. Away with dialectic subtleties which
noone can underqtand. ALMOST ALWAYS WRITE IN NATIVE TONGUE, NOT LAT

2. Equally the programs of these societies uniformly display the same
pretensinusness and overoptimism that's war so annarent in Bacon last
time.

a) Ac. of Lynxes planned "scientific 'non-clerical' monastaries" through-
out the world. Each to have a museum, laboratories, Drinting office,
instruments, botanical garden, and so on.

b) These'were planned as cooperative research groups to push forward
the frontiers of knowledge. Members of Academy of Experiments intende
in fact, even to publish anonymously the reports of their joint effort
Shortly began to quarrel. Names go on. At least in matters of
priority of discovery scientists have proved very human.

c) Bacon's plans for a scientific society were of same sort. A research
institute, carefully seggregated functions. Experimenters, men who
collect facts from others, interpreters, etc.

d) This is an aspect of the programming that Acarcely begins to
materialize in the century, but which (like the payoff of experimenta-
tion) can be found very much with us today.

3.
Again, as I suggested earlier, these are a new group of men.
a) Spratt contrasting universities with R.S. proclaims that latter has

"broken down the partition walls and made a fair entrance for all
Conditions of Men to enga e in these studies."
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b) An- goCE on to emphasize that interest and willingness are the

5 only qualifications -- no university requtred "It suffices if r
- be plain, diligent and laborious observers who though they brii

-3 not much knowledge, yet bring their hands and eyes incorrupted
- Men did generally think no man was fit to meedle in matters of

S ' consequence but he that had bred himself up in a long course o:
discipline for that purpose. . . . . Experience. . . . tells u

*I-Sgreater things are produced by free ways than the formal."

As a result first member of RS include fourteen noblemen, eighteen
private gentlemen, eighteen physicians, five doctors of divinity,
two bishops, and miscellaneous merchants, businessmen, lawyers, etc."

d) Most of them amateurs.whose prinitpal activity is elsewhere. A few
are teachers in universities. And here and there begin to appear the
first men who can reasonably be called professional scientiats. Men

Rob't like Hooke, who actually built air-pump shown on slide last time,
and who will emerge prominently in next case. He's curator and
later secretary of Society. Full time job.

4. This very variety of membership hints at a novellty of the Society's which
has in the long run proved more important to science than any ofhthe
others -- the new goal which they add to the list of the objectives of
science.

a) Suggested earlier this new movement is predicated on new wealth,
much of it derived not from land owned by heriditary nobility but
from mining, manufacture, and trade.

many
ng
. . . .

f
s

0 1 m I m
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b) Not surprising therefore that.amoang this new group there is consider-
able intereet in techn In what science can produce for the
betterment of manuftur and society.

c) Bacon, in talking about the great contributions of pxxk the past to
knowledge, points not to astronomical theory but to the Compass which
hhe made the voyages possible and also to gunpowder, increasingly the
source of national strength and security.

d) Galileo opens Two New Sciences with remarks about how much scientist
can learn by hanging around the Arsenal at Venice and watching the
nractical tricks of the skilled craftsmen who know their stut'ff.

5. Accordingly, Bacon, from the start proclaims that "The true and lawful
goal of the sciences is note other than this: that human life be endowed
with new discoveries andy powers."

a) This is what he meant in quotation last time in saying ancient know-
ledge was barren Of fuuits. Practical fruits. Vhscoveries which
yield new tools and new products.

b) Utility now becomes the official and accepted goal of the sciences.
And it is because people actually believe (as the result of a very
good public relations cqmpaign by Bacon and his contemporaries)
that science can do this that the really important and permanent
scientific societies get founded.

c) French Academy is really founded by Colbert, Louis XIV's finance

minister, and a man m9st famous in history today as the founder of

the so-called Mercant' t system. This is really a body of economic



doctrine which enourages governmental sponsorship of domeetic
industry, high tarrifs, etc. to encourage manufacture. The Krehnh
Academy is really part of his program to improve French industry.

d) The same expectation underlies foundation of Royal Society. Spratt
reports thathhave begun a catalogue of "all trades and manufactures

* . . taking notice of all physicallprooessesJ or secrets, all
instruments, tools, and engines, manual operations or sleights."
They do work on zkik weaving, silk making, smelting, potteryk; and
other English industries.

6. Now I think I have already indicated that it takes two centuries for
thc cxperimental facet of the new philosophy to begin to bear real fruit.

a) The technological pretensions are even longer postponed. The
transformation of society by science whih Bacon expected in his
lifetime is not seen for three centuries. Eiddle of nineteenth
century.

b) There's an earlier transformation axxxtram InduStrial Revclu-
tion -- but scientific research has little to do with it. Here as
in his emphasis upon experiment Bacon was either a faker or a
man with the power of reading the future, and it is very hard to
decide which today, after noticing how true the prediction has at
last become.

7. But though the edic edimpact of science on technology was very long
postponed, the converse interact jon was a a d quite Im ortant.
Technolgogy has a very real and mportan e upon sci ce
It poses new problems which result in new theories.
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a i f iinnh on e e:.mpie Lst time oe yo 1ir pump, New instpment
Said it was to distort nature. Doesn't provide a vacuum by itself,
so build something which will make one.

b) One difficulty about that version of story. As I had previously
indicated, established medieval scientific position was that a
a vacuum was impossible. You don't build machines to do the inpossib:
Why did people think they could make an air pump at all.

c) Answer to that is anothe4 instrument already shown today. Barometer
in slides of Academia del Cimento.

d) Its discovered in 1643 by Galileo's pupil Toricelli who Draw fills
a xh long tube with mercury, turns it upside down, and finds that
mercury falls leaving an empty space above. That's a vacuum.

e) Only still a puzzle. Why did he set it up. Seems absurd.

8. It's at this point that we get back to technologf. For the secret of
this experiment is in a piece of knowledge possessed by craftsmen tor
several generationx .,In particular by mining engineers.

a) To mine profitably in most locations have to go deep. To go deep
have to get water out. So pumps are at a premium.

b) In the course of trying to keep mines dry, practical men have
discovered, and known for two centurips, water pumps won't work
much over thirty feet. Stagger pumps.

c) They appear to have supposed just a due to leaks, and this is accpptee
opinion until Galileo discovers problem at Venetian arsenal. He
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thinka more is invol-ved T n partioi1ar he gnonees that real rouble
is that though nature abhors a vacuum, this abhorrence is limited.

.) Draw. Pump shaft emerging out of xzkkx water surface. Piston
goes up, water follows.' But when piston gets too high, weight of
water overcomes resistance to vacuum. akxxtk2ftsxxataxkkxx
Column breaks under its own weighxt.

e) Galileo therefore says the miner's pump illustrates not leaks but
a fundamental natural law.

f) Not very many people take him seriously. Just a few, One of whom
is Toricelli. And Toricelli sees a way to prove the point. Build
a pump without leaks. And this you can do if you leave out the
valves and all the encumberances.

g) That's what the barometer is. It's originally as just a long
numnshaft with the pump itself omitted for convenience. EXXM

h) And this is first of a series of typical, and very important
developments thru which science is transformed by technology. A
sort of development which occurs again and again before science
begins to repay the debt and transform technology.

9. There is just one more aspect of the Scientific Society's which I want
to discuss and I shall have to do it briefly.

a) Have repeatedly said experimental aspect of rog7ram was a long time
coming to fruition.

b) Now suggested that there technological pretensions are even longer
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delayed. - XXNgXMXXXXXXX~XEHXXXXXEXH

c) Must also add that the research done at the Sootety's is also usually
of negligible importance. As we shall see in optics case, important
research is done outside. Then delivered to Societyis for discuss.

10. As a result for a very long time the central importance of these groups
is largely that of representatives of and propagandists for the new
science. A job which THEY DO QUITE EFFECTIVELY.

a) The existence of these official, government chartered orgathtations
is a permanent sigenthatcinoe is a thoroughl# respectable

b) As much as anyt. ng the RS becomes a symbol of British science and
election becomes an honor for the distinguished scientist. Don't
underestimate importance of this sort of thing.

110 But from the start the Royal Society has one other immensely important
function as does the French Academy and other groups of this sort.

aO Clearing house of scientific information. xxx Keeps scientists
up to date. Secretary corresponds with individual scientists and
with other scociety's elsewhere,

b) Previously, where contact has been maintained at all it&s been b
spovradic individual correspondence or word of mouth. Result much
duplication, loss, and delay.
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1U2.With the birth of the Soci et rmua of tba tise

systematic interhhange.

a) And at a very early date this interchange is carried on by a
by a new literary form, the professional juurnal.

b) Philosophical Transactions 1667 is first thing of its sort. A
journal which reports up to date research from all over world and
spreads it all over world.

c) First of many Show slides if time (Phil Trans then and now, RS
in Widener, Journals in Physics Library).

13. As you will discover in future cases, no aspect of the New Phil is more
importatnt than this one, at least not until the new experimentation
begins to bear significant fruit late in the eighteenth centurt.



Natural Soiences 4-

Remarks on the Hour Exam:

1. NS 4 Hour exam is scheduled for Wednesday morning, and I think I 4Hua
b4ei' start out this morning with a few remarks about it,

a) Notehere, but Memotbal Hall, 900 A.M. Anyone arriving at 9:00 m
should be able to have the exam immediately.

b) In addition, Review Session, Tuesd 9:00 - 9:00 P.M. Come with
questions.A

2. Now a word about the exam inteelf. TWO PARTS, equal time, equal credit.

a) I *.... 18 Multiple choice questions. Aimed at technical material,
in particular and a few spot questions on the reading.

b) II. Essay. Quotation on which you will be asked to comment critically
or favorably, but in any case using cogent and very specific examples
from lectures and reading. t a " , <,

3. Finally , a couple of words on each of these parts. es r

a) First ought to be unnecessary, but with group like this that has had
little experience with essay questions, it never is: READ QUESTION
CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO WRITE,

i) Two typical difficulties with early exams are: Beautifully
composed and documented essay on anothert 0pic. Or else, attempt
to tell us everything you know -- which has double dfficulty, it's
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If you2know as much as youshould, it!8impossibieto get it all
down. In any case ninety percent of what you know is irrelevant.

This is question with one atx or more likely several answers to
which certain parts of course are rblevant, otherenot. Read it.

ii) Next about multiple choice question. Never given one before in
this course. It's an experiment.

If it works it will be better than old procedure. One problem.
People who get off on wrong foot get very little credit and no
chance to show what they know.

But I know from experience of some colleagues and friends that

it is very difficult to know, UNTIL YOU'VE TRIED A FEW TIMES, what
number of questions and what level of questions ought to go on a
multiple choice exam.

This one may not hit the right level, Might be too easy or
might be too hard, particularly too long.

If so, don't worry about it. We're prepared to make required
shifts in grading scale. No one will be penalized if we've not
hit the right level the first time provided he follows two

very simple rules.

DO THE EASY QUESTIONS FIRST They8re scattered. Find them

before you start wrestling with harder questions.

Don't spend more than half the time on 
the question. G*t OF*to



I. THE NEW COSMOLOGY

1. Last Wednesday I suggested to you that the Experimental Philosophers of
the 17th century had insisted that observation and experimentation must
come before theory and the erection of conceptual schemes.

a) They knew that Aristotle's answers were wrong -- or thought they
did. And they also knew why. Aristotle and the Scholastics had
jumped to conclusions with little or no observational evidence for
them. The scholastics as spiders.

b) The new philosophers insisted that they were not going to make the
same mistake. Experiments first, generalizations later. They were
in fact the first group to deadribe themselves in terms now familiar
as the Advertisers image of scientist. Man in white coat who gives
up preconceptions at the door of laboratory.

2. The reluctance to draw conclusions from inadequate experimental evidence
runs through all their wrings. b
a) Give you an example out of an earlier lecture, which has direct

reference (at least) by contrast to one of selections in your reading
in Baumer.

b) Boyle -- builds air pump -- Draw -- It shows spring of air. Pull
piston down, air follows.

c) Then says, why does air have spring. I don't have enough evidence to
tell. Two prevalent theories. Air made up of little springs which

Y
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expand indivia y lJetlingartieles. constafly boundng off
each other and walls of vessel. Just go further before colliabons.

d) Boyle says, I'm a scientist. Not enough evidence to choose between
them.

3. La r is a strange illustration of the experiment before theory
attitude, because what's implicit here and quite explicit in the selectior
for Boyle in Baumer's anthology is --- XM

a) Boyle may not know whether it's springs or hard particles justligg
each other, but he's perfectly certain that air is made up of
particles of some sort and that all the properties of air can be
explained by a knowledge of the particles.

b) Same sort of wartwatww disclaimer and conviction runs through much
of 17th century science. Boyle beginning his Natural History of heat-
I will give not theories.* . . But almost immediately says. Clearly
reason one body feels hotter than another is because its particles
are in more rapid motion and strike our fingers harder. (Vp f4-

0) These are not obvious conclusions. Aristotle and Scholastics would
have vehemently disagreed. They think of air as a continuous fluid,
not composed of particles at all. Divide it at one place just as
readily as another. They think of heat not as motion but as somethine
which can be pumped into or out of a body, almost they think of it
as a fluid.

d)TZhte lt bpnv6rpharthtb know what Boyle and his contemporaries think
the basis for judgments like these are. V a ' o



14. If you look at enough of the scientific literature of the seventeenth
ceniry, you finally find yourselt-toted to-the-uonlusion-that-what
Boyle and his contemporaries mean when they say no jumping to conclusions
is -- NO CONCLUSIONS ABOUT TECHNICAL DETAILS

a) Boyle will not decide whether atoms have individual springs. Nor
does he know what sort of motion we heat. Nor the precise shapes
of particles of different substances,

b) In next block on optics we shall find very considerable debate about
wkether light is actually a special sort of particle which strikes
the eye. Or whether, like sound, it is really just an impulse which
is passed from corpuscle to corpuscle. Hit table at one end. There
will be a jerk at the other. But nothing has moved from here to there

c) And this leaves a wide are for experimentation and dispute about the
correct explanation of natural phenomena.

5. But it also places a major restriction on the sorts ofpamaxx explana-
tions which the 17th century scientists is prepared to accept. After
about 1630 (this is a relatively late development) find all important
figures pretty much in agreement about at least this much.

a) Matter is made up of corpuscles or atoms which can't be further
divided -Akx or at least almost
never are.

b) These atoms move and interact with one another according to certain
discoverable laws. Laws telling you what happens when two atoms

collide. Or where to look for an atom at a specified later time if
you know its earlier posit.

3

II
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c) The. man. who knowa the lawswill be able to explain all the phenomana

of the universe -- planetary motion, light and color, chemistry, etc.
-- as consequences of the application of these laws to the elementary
particles of matter.

5. This is what gives the new scientific movement of the 17th century its
third title: Mechanical Phil or Corpuscular Phil.

a) Of which one part is the kk conception which Bronowski describes as
Newton's model. Universe as Machine or a Clockwork Mechanism.

b) Image of the clock is a recurrent theme in all the scientific litera-
ture of the century, atkx xxxizRmasaxa-xxhaxgkxax-- xtkhakx

. )46 Job of the scientist in this period becomes that of figuring out
from experiment what sizes and shapes corpuscles have and what laws
govern their operation.

d) As Einstein put it: he is man trying to figure out design of a watch
from outside the case.

II. SOURCES

1. It is by no means clear just hax where this new set of ideas about the
universe and about science oanefrom. I am still looking for some grad
students who would like to do Ph.D. theses on this problem. But part of
answer is clear.

a) Have already suggested to you that no group at any time has been
completely without a cosmology. Before Aristotle ha Sumerian form, e
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bn I17-t-century.-as-has-een-Clear from-1ast._ .tIwo- lecturesArist

is rejected a great deal faster than research can fill the gap.

c) Despite Toricelli's experiment, nature does abhor intellectual vac.
New philosophers burrow a cosmology. Again from antiquity. This
time fvm ancient atomists, Demooritus, Epicurus, Lucretius, Men
who had developed main competitor to Aristotelian view of universe.

2. Partly this view becomes popular simply because it's best developed subst.
But also -- and far more important -- this view gains geat prominence
in the 17th century because it fits so very well with Gopernicanism.

a) By the middle third of the century tha many people are treating
Copernicanism and Ohx corpuscularism as the same philosophy, and
for quite good reason.

b) The 17th century Copernicans find in the new astronomical theory
several very radical doctrines whic lent atomists had believe
all along.

i) Inf nit universe, niform laws for earth and heave
of worlds,

c) None of these (except perhaps the second) had been fully believed
by Copernicus. His jump was small as we've noticed be60we. But his
followers were more radical.

3. Derive preceding from Copernicanism.

2. 1a4 Infinity from expansion plusi rest of outer sphere.

b) But then not much of a step to recognize sun as one more of these

0
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self-luminous balls floating innout-er space. Not only planets are
other worlds but other suns as well.

c) And now the heavens cease to be a special region. Sun is like stars,
planets like each other, and same behavior everywhere else. There
must be a single set of laws.

4. But these are just the conclusions which atomists kaza had derived even
before Aristotle, and derived with no aid from astronomy and very little
from observations.

a) From reasons drawn from logic they concluded: Everything atoms
(draw a few) and void. Fap Indivisible corpuscles and emptiness.

b) But this universe must be infinite. What can bound it. More atoms,
but then void. Remember Aristotle had to say void impossible to get
around this difficulty.

a) Same sort of atoms everywhere in this infinite space. If some stuck
to make sun and earth, something very similar must at some time
have happened elsewhere.

d) And we've already gotten uniformity of laws, No special positions
or special sorts of matter here.

5. It is overlaps like that this that make Copernicanism and atomism seem
one philosophy to many people. They aren't at all, but they do lend
each other mutual support.

a) At least they're not one phil at the beginning of the century.
Actually by the end they have Ians both been redeveloned an intar
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Andiite thena bomeone.

b) And it is really only after this unification occurs that the
Copernican Revolution is completed. That is, it is only after the
full unification that people can again answer questions like what
moves planets, what makes stones fall, QUESTIONS which A and
soholastics had o% known the answers to, but which 17th century
zaewtzkswxks can't answer with assurance if they believe in
the planetary earth.

III. NEWTONIAN ATOMISI

1. 2N the process by which this integration is achieved is, in fact, a very
long and historically a very difficult one.

a) There is no one 17th century atomism. IE XE These men do
not slavishly copy the ancients. There are almost as many atomisms
in this period as there are atomists.

b) As the century procedes the range is considerably narrowed down
by successive attempts to explain various natural phenomena in terms
of different versions of the theory. One or another is then discarded
because it measures up less well.

c) We shall see precisely this happening in the next block when we
examine in some detail the 17th century attempts to explain the
nature of light and color.

2. For the moment klet me postpone this detail, which in any case we shan't
exhaustively describe. Instead of trying to follow it further historicall
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Vt the-omentj1et me show you briefly and in the most qualitative form
where it came out.

a) 2I In other words I shall try to indicate summarily what the notion
of a corpusoular world machine really means by skipping straight to
Newton, and describing some aspect sof the final version which really

proved capable of answering the questions raised by Copernicans.

b) And once again we start with atoms: Newton says at very beginning of

his Prinjli, the book which solve& the problems; "I am induced
by many reasons to suppose that Lall natural phenomena) . . . may

* * 0 wxxrpttw depend upon certain forces by which the particles
Lof matted are ... either impelled toward one anothe" . . . or are

repelled and recede from one another."

c) And the great triumph of the book is that it finishes by showing
how you can get Kepler's Laws by making a few very simple assumptions
about the atoms from whibh bodies are made up and about these forces
which act between them.

3. At board. O.K. Here's a Newtonian atom.

a) It's quite neutral -- no color or temperature for example, these

mmst be explained from the laws.

b) But it has a few other properties, size, shape, and one particularly
important one. Inertia. This is the one which governs the wy in
which it moves.

o) Newton will call this a seoial property. Actually in an atomists'
universe the nature of th s property is almost self-evident.



b) These atoms and tb void are all there is: EVERYTHING ELSE FROM
THEM. So universe must be infinite.

o) For what o ait. end at excep toms, and e atoms must be bounded
by mretoms o14 by void. IT CONTINUES Remember Aristotle had
to sathat ther was nfr'spad without matt - to keep Unkv. 3333

3. Have said no tolor o a th, only s e ad shape. But a ew other
p4erties (ASFEW POS BLE) the rfst of which IA.

a) That dete s how thetyll move, but it's alrea pretty clear.

b) nIn. univ. there's no up or down. EVERY DIR. LIKE EVERY OTHER.
Start hat ATOM OFFZin one direction. It must keep going. Any arg.
to say it will skm turn in one direction can be applied to make it
turn in other. UNLESS SOME FORCE IS APPLIED MUST MOVE STRAIGHT. DRAW

c) Furthermore in a voidstthere's nothing to kzpxt slow it up or speed
it up, so it keeps going at a constant speed. THIS IS NEWTONIS
FIRST LAW OF MOTION. Not quite this obvious. Takes some argument
to make it clearly so. BUT IT'S AWFULLY PLAUSIBLE IF YOU START BY
SPEAKING OF ATOMS IN AN INFINITE VOID. F,/IXT AIAc C 44

4. Now, since this law applies to a single atom, it also applies to groups
tied together, Draw.

a) Each atom moves in a straight line. Started off together they stay
together. 80 A STONE WILL ALSO MOVE IN A STRAIGHT LINE, BECAUSE IT
HAS AN INERTIA WHICH IS THE SUM OF THE INERTIAS OF ITS CONSTITUENTS



it ralls.

b) That_1sjstone will move in straight linex IF IT DOESNIT HIT ANYTHING
Or isn't attracted by some other body. BUT IT ALWAYS IS.

c) There are always forces around which will distort the otherwise strai
motions of the individual atoms into curves, etc.

d) It takes forces to tie the atoms together. PARTICLES OF A BODY DO
STICK TOGETHER. But these same forces operate even when the body is
apart, SO NOEMOTION IS EVER QUITE STRAIGHT.

5. There may be a lot of such forces between the atoms, but the one Newton
is most concerned with he his own invention: GRAVITATION.

a) Generally taken to be one of the God-given properties of each atom.
By which each atom exerts an attraction on every other atom in the
universe.

b) Not equ&lly strong everywhere. FALLS OFF AS SQUARE OF DISTANCE.
Doubling distance reduces force by factor of four.

e)mAt greatis
distances force is barely perceptible.

d) Yet it's effective, for it makes the universe run in just the way we
observe it run.

6. Draw: Earth of atoms and stone OF ATOMS ABOVE.

a) Atoms attract each other so stone is pulled to earth. FALLS

b) MSatlla]ma m :j Force works at all times so stone speeds up as

I

I



o).Moma-&atoms more total pull,so MORE WEIGHT

d) But also more atoms to pa11vagat be aeoelerated, so the extra fore'
is used up against the larger body, and there's no increase in m
speed. LIKE GALILEOIS BRICKS.

e) Emphasize what earth does to stone. Of course earth Falls up to.

7. Here emphasized what happened if we just let go. SUPPOSE WE THROW IT.

aO Draw enlarged section of earth's crust. With atoms.

b) Drop body. Draw straight trajectory.

c) Throw: Draw dotted straight line. If no earth, stone goes that way.

d) Earth attracts so stone drops as it moves. Draw dropping short,

e) If hurled faster GETS FURTHER BEFORE BEING DEFLECTED AS MUCH DRAW.

f) Hurled very fast it's almost not deflected. Follows straight out. DR

g) And thrown at just the right intermediate rate. Bends, but not quite
enough to hit the earth. Follows the curve.

h) So if viewed on a larger diagram COMPLETES CIRCUIT AND GOES ROUND
AGAIN FOR EVER.

8. We now hope to build space stations this wy, but we needn't wait for
that. THE MOON'S BEEN DOING IT FOR AGES,

a) Moon moving (Draw) around earth in potentially straight line but
falling all the time.

b) End doing this eternally because of Just same laws that ket stone



froma breaking apart or that make it (OR APPLE) fall to earth,

c) Nor do we have to stop with moon. LET BIG BODY IN DRAWING BE SUN
and smaller one a planet. SAME FORCES BETWEEN ULTIMATE ATOMS JUST
KEEP EARTH OR JUPITER OR MARS CIRCULATING

d) In fact if you work out the math (and that's Newtoq's great contrib),
finding the math for an older theory which he didn t invent) THEN
YOU GET JUST KEPLERIS LAW,

e) Finally there's a firm physical basis for the Copernican Universe.

III. THE CLOCKWORK UNIVERSE

1. By now you should see why this is called a Clockwork universe or a World
Maohine.

a) Ultimate constituents are shaped matter. THE GEIRS OF THE CLOCK

b) These interact with each other Ix because of certain laws like the
rules by which gears mesh with each other.

o) And the sha peg and laws work ot in such a way that if you once
get the mechanism built and into motion WHICH IS UP TO GOD, then you
can go off and leave it to run by itself, getting all the observed
appearances out of it.

d) The universe just happens to be a particularly good clock. DOESNIT
NEED REWINDING.

2. We can see this working in the derivation of the planetary system from
it. BUT THAT'S REALLY ONLY THE VERY BEGINNING.

I
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a) Newton says at very beginning of Principia: "I am induced by many

reasons to suspect that hALL NATURAL PHENOMENA.. may * .
depend upon certain forces by which the particles zof matte7 are.
either mutually impelled toward on another . . . or are repelled
and recede from one another."

b) Doesn't stop with the planetary system, want to get all and every
appearance from them.

c) Even tho the atoms themselves have no colorheat, or smell, THESE
SENSE IMPRESSIONS ARE GENERATED FROM THEIR MOTIONS JUST AS THE
PLANETARY MOTIONS ARE.

3. iukkxlxszxr=a And most sientists in the 17th cent, are working on this
larger program how are
a) Both Dese, and Newton work on optics -- uniz**v light and color

produced by the motions and collisions of these particles. That we
will be studying.

b) Boyle, in the selection you read, says his ultimate objective is to
examine chemical effects in terms of this same cosmology.

c) Also works on odors. SHARP SMELLS FROM SHARP OR POINTED PARTICLES.
Breathed in,they prick neves of nose and set up the sort of sansatiot
observed.

d) Others work on heat with remarkably results. Heat is produced by
rubbing sticks together, has by pounding with a hammer, etc. These
are just the eauses which will put the particles of a body in motion.
Most 17th century scientists believe that heat is simply a manifesta-

i
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tion of .the ation of those ultimate corpuscles under the influence
of tux laws governing their collisions and their motions.

e) And people continue in this way trying to cover all effects. Inoludir
human beings. DESO. DESGNS A MAN-MACHINE, using atomic components
and the same laws from which he runs the celestial mechanism. THIS
IS THE FIRST ATTEMPT TO D$SIGN AUTOMATA OR ROBOTS.

4. In the h7th century, the man-machine idea doeaN8t take bery well.
Man must have a soult and be different from inanimate nature.

a) But in the 18th century this atomistic world machine idea does get
itself extended into important aspects of thogght about u
JUST AS THE ARISTOTELIAN HAD

b) Read you at the start a passage in which Newton said: "God in the
beginning form'd matter in solid, massy, hard, . . . Particles, of
such sizes, and figures, and with such other properties. . . as most
conduced to the end for which he form'd them.

c) I wonder whether you see the parallelism between that sentenee and
another more famous one written almost 100 years after the appearance
of the Principia: "We hold these truths to be self evident, that
all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty,
and the Pursuit of happiness.

d) Starts from the atoms.-- men or corpuscles -- of which societies
or nature is composed. These have certain inherent properties or
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I, REMARKS ON THE EXAM

1. 1 don't imagine that I shall be allowed to start this morning without
a few remarks about last Wednesday's exam.

a) But I don't propose to say very nuch. Part of this week's section
meetings will be devoted to going over it. Besides, any detailed
discussion will have to be with individuals and after you get your
blue book's back.

b) That will be on Wednesday, after 11:00, boxes on 2nd floor of
Holyoke House.

2. Mhapkleyj uat-A ouple of remarks.

a) Despite my foreboding, the multiple choice question seems to have
been a thoroughly successful experiment. Noone got fewer than
three or morq than sixteen right. Most of you spread yourself
in the usual manner between these extremes. Noone seems to have
been too pressed for time on this question.

b) You will discover how this applies to you when you get the books
back Wednesday -- but you will need a bit of advice on interpreting
the numbers you'll find on the covers of the book.

i) Each book will have a letter grade on it -- that's you Novamber
grade for Exam and Problems together.

NATURALiSCIENCES 4 - Optics 1



iv) Max possible total
Max aotaul total
Min actual total
Mean total

sort of a C.

w 90 (45 points on each question).
= 79.5
= 27.5

<0-> (which you should take to be some

II. INTRODUCTION TO OPTICS

1. I am now going to turn my back on the exam and pick up our next case
study of an episode in the development of science.

a) As I've suggested before, this one is concerned with a chapter in
the development of the science of optics, and we shall concentrate
particularly on a series of optical experiments performed by
Isaac Newton in the years immediately before 1672 and announ ed in
that year through a letter to Oldenbourg, the Secretary of the
Royal Society of London.

2. As mention of the Royal Society may indicat4 one of my two 1 mnl
objectives in approaching this material is to provide a concrete example
of certain of the novelties of the new science of the 17th century,
which I discussed in a more general way in the three lectures before the
exam.

2

1 ) Eaoh bookvwil.l-aso-b ve.a-umerA r'al poIntsmEo?e forthiaexam,
and this is only sort of exam grade you'll get. There is no
letter grade for exam.

iii) Nevertheless, you should be able to figure out where you stand,
and how much oocasion there is for concern or for pride.
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aLWe shall run into all three of the facets previously discussed:

b) Here we do deal with our Ebrstqexperiments -- in fact, with most
brilliant example of experimental investigation which the century
provides.

c) Shall also see in action the Scientific Societies which symbolise
the new objective and new role of science in this period. Here they
appear particularly in what has proven one of their most significant
funations -- gatherers and coordinators of new experiments and theorie
-- clearing houses of scientific information.

d) Here also we shall see the corpusoular philosophy acting as a
constant guide to the explanation of experiments. A guide shared
by all the figures whose work we shall examhne, but one which --
though held in common by all major figures in this period -- allows
ample room for extremely fruitful differences of opinion.

3. So in part our objective here will be historical. But, in addition,
and from the long range point of view more important, we shall be
particularly concerned in this case to get our first look at a more
general problem.

a) What is the Role of Experiment in Science.

b) And in this block I shall emphasize successively the two roles which

I suggested in my more general discussion of the emergence of
experimentation three lectures ago.



e) Exploration Suggestive Epr ns And Testing -- Strategy o
Confirmation.

f) This is the double role: What can we learn by experimenting and what
sort of experiment teaches. ALSO, Given the new idea from an expt.
How does it get followed up? What is the campaign to test out and
verify the new breakthrough. HOW PERSUADE OTHERS TO BELIEVE IT.

3. The material we'll deal with is particularly well suited to this initial
examination of experimentbecause it highlights the characteristics we're
after.

a) Not many experiments are involved, and the interpretation are pretty
straightforward.

But this is also misleadings so a word of warning in advance.

4. There are very few cases of scienti is advance in which the clue turns
up so quickly.

a) And there are few examples of research in which the roAA from the
first clue to the developed wx1wkwaxtwt AND VERIFIED THEORY is so
short and smooth.

b) This is one of the reasons why this particular group of experiments
is among the few which pays off in the 17th century.

e) BUT IT'S NOT TYPICAL IN THAT CENTURY OR IN ANY OTHER, EXCEPT IN THE
ABSTRACT ASPECTS OF EXPERIMENTATION WHICH IT DISPLAYS.

II. LIGHT RAYS, POINT SOURCES, AND POINT IMAGES:

1. Must start here as in Ast. case. The appearances. But this time MW*ed
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I sballmaumeno npl o bhaspuri st either_log!oally or historically

a) No attempt to go for appearances first, then theory;

b) Nor will I attempt to build up the information we require in the
order in which it is discovered.

2. Begin now to answer question: What optical knowledge was available to
central figures with whom we'll deal. Answer will be systematic, very
much as in Optics document distributed ten days ago.
a) For this lecture and next presentation will be a text book presentatio

Rather the way this material would be treated in a normal elementary
science course,

b) That's not always a permissible approach to a Case history butit
works well twrektkwxwawz with this block of material.

a) In fact Optics is an ancient science. Highly developed byrthe
ancient Greeks, taught as a standard part of medieval curriculum,
and continued in courses at universities right into 17th century.

d) As you will discover4 Newton himself taught optics at Cambridge, and
the optics which he taught was much the same optics that we shall
be learning now.

pedagogio you
e) So though our vocabulary and/methods will be different,/gare not

too far off if NX you take this systematic presentation to be equiv.
to that in a 17th century university course. The sort of course
from which men like Descartes and Newton got their starts in this
field.



)T h
a)When,~rayhit*, eye: Directly - As when showed are originally.

By Reflection - As from dust or wall.
b) Beam, enterin thru hole in one wall & leaving thru other can't be sui

5

2. We start our jby considering sources of liht: SOURCES
xtxxxm all light originates at some luminous body - sun, fire , candlo,

a) And facilitate examination by considering first only very small
source8, Point Sources. An idealization, but one we can approach
by using smaller and smaller candles, etc. Finally leap to popertie
of point.

b) And we can indicate important propre of these pt. sources, schematic-
ally: DRAW 1B V-4-dM,&C*&NJC7.TT O) I

c) Region reached by arrows is reached by light
from point source. Desc. construction of arrows
All directions from pt. source. Light gets
where they're not obstructed. Here a cone is Lit

d) Call arrowp Light Rays. Be clear that they're not light itself.
Just a geometric construction for describing behavior of light. A
way of analysing the appearances.

e) The correctness of the construction - that it gtes good results -
we can indicate with a demonstration. DEMONSTRATION I. Light cones.
seen with ch:l 0ust (Bac:)

Dem. point sour:ce, diaghram, housing: POINT ARC TCWARDS CEILING.

3. This demonstration also anse:s a sccond question; W Pt. Src.
Visibbet
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Now eye at any point will get li4et
reflected from dust. Only eye at
one line could get oriRinal light.

d) The spot of light on wall is handled same way - only here we've got
lots of points. Every point on wall acts like dust, and sends lt.
out in all directions.

4. And this gives us further information about light. c-ow we localiza
sources - primary and secondary.

a) Our-eyes catch only one ray (or narrow bundle of rays) from a pt.
cource. When struck they tell us both that they are getting light
AND direction from which it is coming. Center of eye points towards
source.

b) Thus our two eyes together can triangulate. DRAW

00 Extent of cross-eyedness gives us measure of dist,
Direction in which they point gives us direction of source.
Again PRIMARY OR SECOyDARY

yo'd) Eyes are like 40-o :EYES EXXXXX.DETERMINE DIRECT. & DIST.
40 6W RELATIVE TO THE OBSERVERJ

III. EXTENDED SOURCES.

1. So far have limited entire discussion to point sources. But there arent

) And we handle this in terms of our construction by saying that when
light rays impinge on a point& they are reradiated in all direCtions.

4)b v '0 ,

-Ieaner
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any. There-axe-not even mnsore
they were points. M&TiND 3OU MES

~jr~p I] ~riuu L, ~U. ~.Li L.LLUU~.

MULTILE-POINT-SOURSES

a) Nevertheless, this simple elementary case is the important one, for
all zhxxxmzpxikx the more comples ones can be handled in terms
of this* 7Xc.-rew.A si?7 e

b) Every primiay or secondary source too large to be treated as a point
can be treated as made of many point sources each acting according to
laws already given.

2. For example: SET UP FIG. & Show it. POINT TOWARDS CEILING AGAIN.

a)

b)

c)

This we can box, just like earlier point source. DO 80.

Wit' Ilghram wide get vague spot. Not so different from point.

As Diaghram narrows gradually get less light on screen, but figure
of inverted 7 emerges.

a) EACH POINT SOURCE 3EN IN EXTENEED SOURCE sands bundle of rays through
small diaghram opening and forms int its own small spot on soreen.

Cones from each point sourc
Blur. But more light.0

D hem

-
"I At% V V4OA 0 0 A V' A -% +A&A ,%ON +U f' % o"~

I
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3 TbDaint404 Mad iRSnhae nmer - t lastthenblurred o8 i

a) Itts a device for forming images of extendtd sources - primary or sec
b) Each pt. of source, acting as pt source, forms an individual point

image on screen. The role of the pinpoint is to ensure that images
are points and that they're properly ordered.

c) And this same sort of focussing point sources and ordering them
properly is needed for all optical wor . Instruments or visicn,

d) Pinhole is one technique, but suffers from loss of light,

. To do it better must find some way of utilizing a cone of light from
each source, and refocussing.

a) And this we do with lenses:

b) DEMOISTRATE; Put lens in for diaghram. ASK FOR MISS EREWERIS HELP

IV. INTRODUCTION TO BEAM BENDING.

1. So far the device we've employed here is beond us. Haven't had enough
optics. But we'll get there Friday.

a) Meanwhile we see what we need to know. How to bend rays? AC.
Particularly will need two techniques. REFLECTION & REFRACTION

2. And we can approach this first by investigating an optical cheical
phenomenon, which will, (with some cooperation from thoseof you who've
already seen it) give us much of what we need to know.40SIGHTS OFF (BRD.

a) See candle burning in milk bottle. & TABLE. REMV. CLOTH & POSIT
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b-) BtihiaJe uIliarandle, b-ichlA where chemistry comes in --

because IT WILL BURN UNDER WATER. Do it.

3. As you are already aware, Professor Nash is responsible for the chemistry
in this course, and I am going to leave that aspect ofhis effect to
him.

a) But there's also some optics to be learned here, and that will
become more apparent with a closer look. ROLL IT OUTfo

b) As you have suspected, the milk bottle is behind the glass. But
the candle, which to most of you appeared in the bottle, is actually
in front. Only the reflection off the glass seems to put it in the
bottle.

4. What is happening here: Draw. Without labelling angles.

a) Purely qualitative discussion of two special rays.

b) Want now to show that point of convergence of
rays behind mirror is same perpendioular distance
behind as candle is in front* law

e) For this need the one fundamental optical/kk xwm
which governs all reflections.

d) Angle of incidence equals angle of reflection.
Draw: i = r.

e) In diagram that means following angles are equal
I (Put them in), and proof of thFaK law could
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-be that the candle does appear in milk bottle.

f) Or can show it directly. Demonstrate with Hollywood spot and Mirror.
And apply it to our diagram.

5. Now we can proceed by straightforward geometry.

('74 A? d'~s 4...

a 1.

ib)

/
I

Ca- s 4/..S

a) So the image must be straight behind glass at same distance from
glass as candle. That's where we put the bottle.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Optics

Lecture 2 - 11/7/52

I. THE LAWS OF REFLECTION

1. At the end of the last lecture had begun a discussion of the bend ng of
light rays by solid bodies: Reflection & Refraction

a) Illustrated reflection by an optical illusion * h111-
in which a candle to continue burning in a milk bottle full of water,

b) On closer examination candle wasn't in bottle at all: DRAW

Describe position of candle. But because glass
reflects some light, candle's image is seen in bottle,
Candle itself hidden by table edge.

' c) Put in light rays (Red), discussing qualitatively.

2. It-mal e h examink g this problem in somewhat more anl detail, and
discover*W why th a particular position of candle and bottle puts the
candle in bottle;( Also can see in the demonstration an example of the
sort of mathematical, geometrical, techniques by which optical problems
of this sort have been handled since antiquity. 2T1iL DO IT

a) Will do very little of this geometrical optics in connection with
this block of material, but will need to recognize the nature of
the geometrical approach to Ia optics, which, until the 17th cenurd4y,
constituted almost the entire science. ,LoW .i Vi

b) Initially o tics was almost a part of geometry - Euclid & other geom
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were the akzi pcQple who worked. hardest on it. It was the geometcicaI
nature-of-the subject matter.1ich suited it so well for inclusion in
the medieval & renaissance university curriculum, --A - ( t0 .iU

c) And that geometrical nature shows up clearly here. o

3. For the law governing the reflectiofof rays at plane surfaces Iso&
simple geometric law: Incoming ray strikes surfpce t angle eaun1 to
that at which outgoing ray leaves i,

a) Draw::Usually say angle of inc. = ang. of a
or = Eaually could pgy a=

)Demonstrate with chalk dust. 1

. Applying this to our illusion: Rt x ittiatxtgtx

rea) Show three angles 'a' on origihal

b) Select two obtuse triangles and show congruence

by angle side angle. DRAW AS AT LEFT.

a) Go to next triangles and show cong. by s ang, s
Draw as below.

d) Whence, distances are same front & back from
glass. Base angles are right angles. Position

C of image of flame is behind mirror - thats
where eyes see it. And position is perp.
behind at distance equal to distance of flame
in fromt. Whence in the bottle,
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II REFRACTION

1. Reflection is only one of the well-known ways of tending ligh rays.
Other is refraction - like reflection it was well known in antiquity
as result of everyday observation. Ale 0,

K Stick in water, ( 4Ev bdI ,-sar
b) Caused by bending of ray leaving surface.

c) This surface bending can be made more oe-x

directly visible Demonstrate u'.
tank. Note particularly direction of
bending, and increase in amount of bend
at greater angles of incidence.

2. There is pctually a simple geometrical, oF trigonemetrical regularit
governing these angles. Discovered by Soel early in 17th century* av
announc Jby Desdartes, It replaced a yfumber of earlier approxim te

a; C n DC used to do P beme l1e ppaent posit'o of bje_ unde
water. Similar work with reflection,

b) But for present, purposes we dyht need the detail. Tak the reflect.
treatment as typical. / Al &

c) And note anly these qualit @ ive characteristics..

1 Rays bent Re on entering amw mbdium & v ce,

2 e i I nsn-csh-rerrnalo i i2 Bending increases with angle of incidence.
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III. TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION

1. There is one application of these two laws which is of particular inter,
) Phenomenon known as Total Internal Reflection, with an application

to xlix many optical instruments and to the properties of prisms as
they appear later in our case.

b) Draw.

c) Demonstrate in tank.

2. This gives us our only forms of
perfect mirrors. Other mirrors
absorb some light,. reflect othe-r

light at the glass surface etc. So good mirrors in optical instruments,
when used for inverting images or projection are built this to uiilize
this sort of reflection,

a) Projectors, periscopes, etc. Rield Glasses 2'

b) Demonstrate.

3. And it is the same principle which lies behind the modern trappers and
channelers of light, like lucite tubing, which will carry light around
curves, 6pliver it where you want it.

a) DEMONSTRATE

b) Draw.



IV. PRISMS & LENSES

1. So far, in discussing phenomena involving refraction, we've limited our
attention to cases in which ray is only refracted at one surface.

a) This is a case which occurs in nature (the oar), but not often.

b) But the more frequent case is the one in which the ray is refracted
at a pair of surfaces. Ray in air - enters glass & is refraced -
emerges and is refracted again. Most gasall case for lt be ins &

ens N air.
c) This is case of light going through wididow glass, thru a lense, thru

a prism. Let's begin with the Prism.

2. Define prism & draw simultaneously: Triangular cross-section, etc.

a) DRAW two with rays.

b) Or can see this more
clearly on the bench.

DEMONSTRATE

3. At this point, I remini you that we embarked upon this study of the
means of bending light rays in order to discover a way of remedying the
shortcomings of a pinhole camera,

a) When we investigated the pinhole camera, we found that to get a
good bright image a of each point on the source needed to use a
large pin-hole. But a large hole led to much blurring, because
many rays - divergi g in a cone - got thru.

b) Draw.(A
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c) What we needed was some way of pulling rays back together. Draw on

last-d agram-i--ThSgv-o4mage

4. The recognition of ray bending by prisms of different thicknesses takes
us a long step towards objective,

a) Example: Start by supposing we want
to make2ie parallel rays intersect.
(These are rays from a single point
at infinite distance).

b) Use two prisms and a plane of glass,

c) Works only for these three rays. Green ray isn't bent enough, for
example. But can put fatter prisms at top.

d) And so by stakking successively more
obtuse prisms we can get a device which
will bring all the parallel rays to a
point focms

e) This works if you use glass whose cross
section consists of arcs of circles.
It gives a lens.

f) Whereever you draw the parallel rays,
they're brought back to focus at the
point whose distance from the lens is
a the FOCL LENGTH

g) It really works, demonstrate. V

I



I. TRANSITION TO OPTICAL THEORY

1. Systematic sketch of geometrical optics developed during last two lectures
by no means exhausts knowledge aouobehavior of light Available to
scientists during early decades of 17th century.

a) The mathematical, geometrical, trigonometric techniques for handling
these problems were far more developed than our sketch indicates.
A large number of problems about the images developed by curved
mirrors, or by combinations of mirrors had been solved.

b) In addition there was a gatly large body of information about the
colors generated by prisms, or by spheres of glass, as well as a
quite detailed observational discussion of rainbows. Some of this
we'll pick up at bhgiandngfoThtihohiv or the beginning of the next.

c) Finally, during early decades of 17th century much of this information
both observational and theoretical, is being quite successfully
applied to design of optical instruments. Kepler, in particular,
did a great deal of fundamental work on theory of telescope construc-
tion. Descartes contributed some brilliant mathematical analyses
of proper shape in which to gridd lenses so that all rays will come
to a focus. Turns out not to be circular (we noticed this last
time) but elliptical or hyperbolic.

2. But except for observations about colors these refinements play little
role in the development of optical theory during the century. and rather
than pursue them want to turn now to some of the beliefs held during
this period about what light was and why it behaved as it dhd.

NATURAL SCIENCES 4 -- Optics 3
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a) So far welve said nothing hatsoever about questions like these.
Light rays aren't light. They're a geometric construction useful
in analysing shadows, reflection, refraction, optical instruments,
etc.

b) And as prededing sketch indicates it was possible to go an awfully
long way without asking them, or at least without relating the
answers given to the mathematical theory.

c) In fact these questions were aksed in antiquity and middle ages,
and many answers to them were given:

1) Atomitts -- light little particles given off by bodies which
reproduce a phantom image at (a replica) of body in the eye or
mind.

ii) Another theory, we see by tentacles emanating from eyes in
straight line. These work only when illumination is present.

iii) Or Aristotelian theory -- light is a modification of the air
caused by sun or other illuminating bodies.

d) But none of these answers were ever really used for purposes of
explaining shadows, reflegtion, etc. They had not very apparent
effect od development of optics, which continued purely geometric.

3. Optics is or at least was, a unique science in this respect.

a) For example, quite unlike most of the astronomical theory ye've
considered. Mathematical predictive techniques clesely, though not
always complete correlated with beliefs about what planets and stars
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areandwhy -they move mstheydo.

b) Closest parallel is to Copernican system in transition period. Some
people used math for computing tables, etc., without commiting them-
selves to view that earth did move, or without explaining whit
carried planets.

c) But that was a transition phase and one which effected only a few
anyway, For the most part astronomers have known what they were
talking about as well as how it behaved. And astronomy is the more
typical science.

4. Nevertheless, sciences like this do exist at least occasionally and for
a while, and they raise an interesting question which we need at least
to recognize. ARE WE DEALING (when discussing geometrical optics) with
a CONCEPTUAL SCHEME AT ALL.

a) There are various answers, but my own is a categoric yes! These
diagrams are not just pure appearances. Noone has ever seen a
light ray. Get to the geometry by selecting appearances, grouping,
oadering them.

b) Besides, these geometric constructions have all the typical character-
istics which we examined when considering astronomical conceptual
schemes.

i) Economy . , A few rules about how to draw straight lines, bend
them, break them tell us all about shadows (and thus eclipses,

gnqmons, eto.), reflection (mirrors, illusions, eto.), lenses
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(optical instrumenta-L

ii) Fruitfulness. Emphatically. Phases of Venus predicted by
Copernicus before observed. Kepler and better telescopes, etc.

iii) Equally that more elusive characteristic to which I've given no
name. Way in which one conceptual scheme can inhibit another.
For example. It's not true that light travels in straight lines.
Is slightly bent into shadow (as I shall point out in more detail
towards end of block). Geometrical optics make this effect hard
to analyse or make part of optics. People tend to leave it alone.

5. So a purely mathematical scheme like this is a conceptual scheme -- in
fact today there is a large body of philosophical opinion which thinks
that it's the only proper sort of conceptual scheme -- that attempt to
akk what is light, why does it travel in straight lines, is fruitless
and misleading, Description of properties is all science shou3ld do.

a) Problem particularly acute with modern atomic theory. Atoms we
say have some properties of waves, some of particles. Fact is we
can't now imagine what sort of thing would behave as atom or electron
does. But can do an awful lot of prediting from mathematical theory.
Many people say t1at's all we should be able to do.

b) I happen to think this point of view is wrong, -that Wiat and Why
question also have essential roles in science -- but haven't got
nearly the evidence to debate it here now.s r

c) Can point out though one limitation of a purely mathematical theory
like this 17th century mz optical theory that does play a signficknt
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roolfeinfurther devl ent of optics during the oentury--

d) Geometry limits optics. Unless you know what light is can't tell
which bodies should be transparent, which opaque, Why ratio d1/d2is greater for some sorts of glass than for others. Why hot
bodies are so often lutinous also. Why light is generated in chem
reactions. Can't begin to FIT SCIENCES TOGETHER very well.

6. And this is a problem which becomes really acute with respect to optics
in the 17th century.

a) Reasons for transformation are pretty obscure, but at least partly
it's increasing concern with optics itself because of new instruments.
Telescopes and microscopes. Already have remarked on craze.

b) Even more important it's a by-product of Mechanical Philosophy which,
as I've already pointed out, undertook to explain not only gross
motions of stones, projectiles, planets, but also Smells, heat,
tactile sensation. ALL THE SENSE IMPRESSIONS including light.

c) Optical theory departs from pure geometry with the rise of the
Corpuscular philosophy. Though attempts have been made to say
what it is before, this is the first time such attempts have had
serious effect upon development of the science itself.

IIj THE CAREESIAN EXPLANATION.

1. First serious attempt to exp&ain optical phenomena within the context
of a developed corpusoular cosmology is in the workteof Descartes where
heat, light chemistry, planetary motion, electricity, etc. etc. etc.
are all analysed together as consequences of sizeshape, laws of motion



b) This is a corpuscular philosophy -- Draw -- three sorts of particles.
Aether (small and flexible), Air, Earth (various shapes).

c) These are the ones which move in straight lines until they hit
another one. It is aescartes who gives us Newton's First Law, and
also part of third while working on way in which particles collide.

d) Only in final version of system none of them actually move straight.
Deso believes in plenum, full universe. Having figured out how
these would behave in a void gradually squeezes all the intervening
space out until motions punctuated by collisions merge in a single
process.

2. Its from these particles and laws that Descartes builds his universe,
or tries to, and we need at least a quick look at the product: Slide.

a) Each of these Globe is a vortex, a whirl-pool, with a sun at its
center. Descartes will say each of these is a world, and there
are an infinite number of them each centered on a sun. Here is the
infinite Sopeanican universe with plurality of world's with a vengeanc

6
gm-rni ng ee -inmentary -parti c es

a) View developed fifty years before the Newtonian version which I
tboohed on earlier, and it's considerably cruder. But it has
immense influence even after Newton's was developed. Newton himself
starts as a Cartesian, and in many respects he remains one. His
most important change is putting in math, not change of substance.
DESCARTES is an immensely important figure in the science of the
century.

I

I
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b) Witbin -eah of thauevortios all partinales move under lawn of

motion. Descartes thinks he can derive this behavior from his laws
though he's mistaken. General idea. Straight motion but driven
back by collisions from outside particles. These collisions
actually drive planets towards sun, keep them falling into their
orbits Similar smaller vortices around the planets keep pixnaka
stones falling to earth, Descartes actually explains gravity.

0) Eqkainputesome of planets, etc, Comets. All this handled,

d) And so is light. Laws of motion drive the smallest particles into
middle of vortex. There they are churned over one another. Constant
agitation transmitted out thru contiguous particles. Strikes eyes.
Sense illumination.

e) That's why cnters of vortices are luminous.

3. Don't need detail on this. It never worked out very well in its details.
Descartes' was important for his vision of the universe, not for way
imwhich he developed it.

a) But it proved to have an immense plausibilityax and attractiveness.
Most of science in second half of century grows out of attempts to
refine it.

b) And this is nowhere truer than in optics where Descartes' doctrine

proved particularly attractive.

4. It has a very real plausibility some of which I want briefly to illustrate
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a) antigious partinlRan wiill transmit an impact at one-point. Show
you this in one dimension. Show with ball bearings.

b) Furthermore, to anticipate a bit, these chains of impukle can be
reflected (and refracted) Do transmission, then reflection, with
suspended balls.

5. Descartes' point is Draw face with lots of particles in front. That
these chains generate sensation of light when they strike the eyeball.

a) Clear example of general point before. These are neutral corpuscles.
Not hotcold, red, blue, etc.

b) Their motions under known laws give all sensations.

III. MECHANICS OF LIGUR

1. In following this theory further want to abandon Descartes.

a) He talks at length about reflection, refraction, and other optical
phenomena.

b) And in fact he actually derives (or says he derives) the law of
refraction from laws of corpuscular motion. Have suggested this
is now questioned. May have stollen it. But need not have. And
in any case is able to incorporate it immediately in his theory.

c) Nevertheless many details of the original discussion by Descartes

are rotten to the core, and in considering some of the more

detailed phenomena want to take them up in later verions arrived

at while correcting these mistakes.
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2. VaeraignI Insonss is really due to Hurchens. though Hoeke also-bas

a great deal of it earlier.

a) Generally this is point of view -- or close to point of view --
which dominates optical thought among the new philosophers until
after Newton,>c jL . (_4L t"%__~4~ur~m

3. Draw. Huge heap of corpuscles. Imagine explosion or vibration or kick
at center,

a) Chain of impulses transmitted out in circles. Label successive

Irole. GEO EwhIr CO NSUa is after one unit, two units, etc.

4. T&e is near the source, and is a case we can consider, but its simpler
to deal with phenomena further away.

a6 Draw plane wave frort coming down.

b) Suppose it meets a hard surface continuous enough so that it
doesn't take up impulse like a pillow, but reflects it.

o) Draw, Law of reflection.

5. Draw. Refraction done in just the same way, but suppose that medium
actually is porous enough to that impulse is transmitted on throught
its pores.

a) Rate here will be slower (tangled up with heavy particles).

b) Draw resulting diagram.

c) Can get Snell's law from this. dl/d2 = speedl/speed2
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6. Treatment in really quite admirable ofbot a. Whole thanwy ha
only one major drawback.

a) Draw. Barrier with particles around it. Problem of linear
propagation,

b) Once Newton produces an alternate theory from other evidence this
will become an important argument.

c) Initially it doesn't seem to be. Impulse spreads fairly slowly.
There is a sbadow. Perhaps with this very subtle medium and very
rapid transition bending is imperepetible. 4It

7. So it 1 l't a.bad theory for material we've covered, and Q-ewa-Mat4t o
take upc6197 effects -- more particularly prismatic colors -- and see
how it andled these,
a) Though color theory is more general hix in its applicability than

the prism bffect, it is derived from prisms, and it here I want to
take it up.

b) Well known effect. What do you see if you loo thru a prism?



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 -- Optics 4
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I. THE MECHANICS OF LIGHT

1. At end of last lecture had shown you how an impulse generated by a
point source travels from partidle to particle in a plenum. M3o:M

a) Travels equally quickly in all dimections, so that at any time it's
aoakrbleewhose center is the source. RIPPLE IN WATER FROM STONE

b) Draw. At large distances from the center can consider a small are
omng of the circle as a straight line. Put in front after 101, 102, 103,

fr use ett. units of time. REMIND THEM OF THE RAYSo
blw. c) This is explanation of light to be used now in deriving effects of

reflection and refraction.

2. Draw. A plane wave front coming down. TRY TO USE ONE FROME4ABOVE.

a) Put in barrier at which impulse will be turned back as in balls
shown in lecture last time.

b) Put in front that intersects the surface. Dot it below. Reflection
means each p61it will be as fa above as it is on dotted line below.

c) Draw. and draw some others as well.

d) Take single fapnbebbnt at surface. Show them aL= (, so that i=r.

3. Refraction can be worked out in just the same way, Draw same initial
set up. Put in dotted rays below.



a) Only now suppsea snan ipnona to at least part of the impulse
I.e. air inside through which impulse is transmitted.

b) Only here it will be transmitted more slowly, presumably because it
must shake u and is impeded by heavy particles.

c) So each point in path has travelled only a fixed fraction of distance
it would have travelled in air, Draw bent fronts.

d) T1A#uITiW5AT HAPPENS if distunbance of this sort is slowed. DEMONST.
e Idiers in 1 ed field.e) Fur hermore, pt ng in rays can see that this is just what 61d

discussion of refraction demands.
f) Actually -- though I shan't work it out here or hold you for it,--

can show, and people in this period do, that this 4tx explanation
gives just the right amount of bending as function of angle of
incidence. dl/d2 = Const (from earlier lecture) = v1/v2 *4. This is really a quite admirable performance. Impulse theory accounts

quantitatively for both reflection and refraction.
a) Has only one major drawback -- and until an alternate is proposed

it is by no means clear that this is a drawback at all.
b) Won't quite account for linear propagation. Draw. Barrier with

particles above and on both sides. Would expect to get some
curvature. Show with fronts and with raye.

c) Potent argument, or becomes one after Newton, but not really
conclusive. There is A shadow. Perhas in a subtle medium and with
very sheap tiny pulses bending won't be great enough to notice.

2 I

I
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I,. THEORY OF COLORS

1. So despite this one weakness, the impulse theory is a large advance on
anything known before, and it is not surprising that between 1640 when
it first became well known and 1672 when Newton published the first
account of an alternate theory, the impulse theory dominated much of
optical research.

a) In particular, it was applied from the start to the explanation of
a number of well-known effects involving the generation of colors,

b) Expecially the colors generated by prisms because these seemed to
be the very simplest and most revealing effects.

c) Theory which was evolved was supposed to apply to other color
phenomena as well, but it was derive principally from prism
experiments and it is these I now want to show you.

2. Most of these Offects had been known since antiquity. If you look
through a prism, all the objects you see are displaced. In addition,
however, they show up with colored fringes.

a) Draw.

b) And pass lucite prisms around classe.
NOTICE HAVE TO HOLD THIS RIGHT$ AS
IN DIAGRAM)

3. This is one example of prisms generating colors which appear as fringe
effects,: and I now want to show you another -- a particularly imorz
onFe3 Wneus it was performed and described by Descartes who bases his



theory of -colors on It.,
a) Slide Opt . Descartes' experiment.

b) Our version. Draw
c) Now show you result

beginning with alit
quite wide. DO IT

d) Only here I am going to have some s. .
t bj jout bhose nature it is important that you be quite clear.

4. With this seta up the most important element in this experiment &i#11&b1i
uhtbte those of you in first few rows,

a) You see square of light with blue fringe at one edge, red yellow at
other. Further back in room these fringes all blur together
because of intrinsic limitations of eye and people see only a yellow
square.

b) I am about to enlarge this so that everyone can see it, but I want
a witness to the fact that what I get when I enlarge it and put in
on screen OVER THERE is same as what you see here.

c) This is essential. For the crux of this experiment is -- This is
what you get when screen is near the prism. Next lecture will show
you NewtoH's version of this experiment. Almost the same, only
then will throw it directly on screen in corner with no enlarggent
required.
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d) And what 1 need a witness for now, is that the extra distance

and apparatus twhich distance is essential to N's) experiment doesn't
change whatfis seen except in size. YOU WILL SEE IN CORNER WHAT SHOWS
UP ON A SCREEN NEAR PRISM,

e) Do it. Vary slit size.

f) Summarize -- putting fringes on previous drawing of slit.
What shows up on screen is simply cross-seotion of beam of light
which the slit lets through. Only the edges of the beam have
picked up some color in the process.

g) In other words, this version of the prism experiment again illustratei
thing we observed before in looking thru prism. FRINGE EFFECTS

5. Long before the seventeenth century this set of observations in which
colors appear at edges of beam or image passed thru prism had given
rise to a whole set of color theories which I want to consider collecti-
vely under the heading of MODIFICATION THEORIES

a) Nature of these theories will emerge more clearly in a moment, as
soon as I give you some examples, but fundamental idea common to all
of them is that light -- whatever that may be -- is fundamentally
white and that color is produced by making some change in the
nature of the basic stuff.

b) Modification here is used in sense not dissimi&ar to sense in which
we might speak of a bowl, a plate, or a statu as various modifica-
tions of same basic stuff -- CLAY. It's the same throughout, but
by molding it differently can make it appear in different forms.
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a) And this sort of theory ties to the experiment vhinh wetra junt

examined by the observation that when these colors are generated
SURFACE they always appear just at the edge of the beam (Draw), that is

just at the outside where it is possible w effects from outside
4adeimpinge on the beam.

9) For that matter same thing occurs with colored bodies #Draw). The
color is introduced at the surface of contact. This is where the
modification occurs.

6. For example, in antiquity and during middle ages these prismatic fringes
were frequently explained as mixtures of light (the beam) with shade
(the periphery).

a) Ditto for ones seen by direct vision. Just at the edge where
there's a change in intensity of illumination.

b) And it is this infiltration of the beam by the surrounding shadow
which constitutes the modification.

7. In the 17th century the light-shade theory is not often heard from
(thy different colors at different edges), but similar attempt to
figure out what happens to beam at its edges continues.

a) And aontinues now in terms of corpusoular philosophy.

b) Will give you two examples, tho warn you in advance neither of them
represents a very successful attempt. Won't quite work, But indicati
direction in which thought on problem is working before the
fundamental notion of colors as modifications of white light is out
off in its prime by Newton.
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8. FirAt examplin J.Dsetarte' thenry. He believen that (Draw chain of

corpuscles) Abphbseontestontendenoy of corpuscles to spin on their
axes.

a) Discuss transmission of spin on drawing above.

b) Acquired at reflecting surface like spin of ball on tennis court.

c) Draw. Under surface of prism. Red corpusoles thru which impulse

passes all tending to spin having picked it up axxha at discontinuity
M um just as though they'd broken thhough. CLOCKWISE

) Siowed at one edge, speeded at other. Label Red Speeded and
Blue slowed. Having put in more corpuscles.

9.Y will have no trouble thinking of difficulties with this -- for

example, tendency to spin should at least reverse direction, etc. --
and the next one you will find at least as full of problems.

a) It's due to Hooke who gets it from what we should not have to call

two different mistakes.

b) Draw and incident beam of pulses onto surface of water, showing ray

and perpendicular fronts.

c) Hooke knows that rays are bent towards perpendicular Draw rays, but

he also believes (as Descartes) had that the impulse travels faster

rather than more slowly in denser medium. So pulses now look like

this Draw pulses oblique to rays).
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in-Thiis i's again not very satisfactory, but it also sh ows t he way in-.7,

which the corpuscularians are at this point trying to explain color.

a) For examine the two sides of beam. Draw left side ray and pulses.
Here leading edge of pulse is bent back, blunted, confused, by
being dragged along this outer region where there is no pulse.
Blue.

b) On other edge (draw) the trailing edggeis blunted, and this gives
red.

11. As I've already suggested, neither Descartes' nor Hooke's is a good
theory, but they show a direction in which numerous people (none of
whoma holds quite the same theory) are working.

a) Figure out what happens to pulse at edge of beam.

b) What modification of white light occurs there to make it colored.

c) And it is this whole direction of reaearch which is changed by
Newton when he performs the prism experiment in a slightly different
way.

12. Show you this next time, but as describe the set up now. Particularly
its peculiarity.

a) Draw wall with circular xHole. Sun and beam.

b) Prism in beam. Deflected to oppoebte side of room.

e) And it is what Newton sees when he examines pattern at opposite
wall -- A LONG WAY FROM PRISM -- which changes the 6irection of most
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b) Newton, struck by the magnitude of the elongation, will actually checol
the mathematics to see whethr, the dirrerence in the angles of the
incident ray xxxxhrxxsxwtxftr is sufficient to account for the
elongation.

c) Which confirms his first guess. It can't. MUCH BEGGER THAN THE
ELONGATION EXPECTED BY MODIFICATION THEORISTS. But in order to reali-
zo this he needs Snell's Law -- not known until 1637, and he needs
the math training in optics to go through the rather complex applica-
tion required here.

d) And in the 1670's Newton is one of the few people with this background
Hooke and Boyle are excellent experimentalists, but like Bacon they
have little faith in or interest in the mathematical science of their
day. AND THIS IS'PART OF THE RECOGNITION OF INCONGUITY.

III. THE EXPERIMENT AS SUGGESTIVE

1. This is the sort of factor I have in mind in saying that Newton's
experiment 1. snfin Hietwatior of what 4 it tknlres to make an eTrrent

has the training to recognize the conflict.

b) This is what it takes to make an experiment STATE A PROBLEM. Not
something which all experiments do equall-

2. But this experiment not only states a rrobler.
it. It SUG TS A SOLUTIO,
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I. CONCLUDING MODIFICATION THEORIES

1. At end of last lecture described Descartes' theory of color

a) Color is a modification of white light. More particularly it's
the modification imposed on a normal impulse by giving the particles
sptn. Particles acquire spin in prism. Then are slowed at one edge
of beam, speeded at bther. Whence fringes.

b) I think I need not point out that this is less than a fully
successful theory. For example (draw), particles ought to transmit
spin to contiguous particles in reverse direction.

c) After Descartes' death very few people take this particular version
of the todification theory seriously, but they do take the problem
which Descartes poses very seriously indeed.

d) Typical of the way in which Descartes' influence on later scientists
is achieved. Attempt to make his awkward version wdrk. In this
cabe attempt to find some other modification.

2. This is a problem which many people work on -- tho none succeed for
Newton nips the effort at an early stage. Give you one example of a
post Descartes modification theory.

a) This is Hooke's -- little It any better than
Descartes.

b) But makes a little better sense than the snide remarks in Roberts &
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Thomas indicate and provides one further illustration of nature of
problem.

(Jiraw) Hooke considers an experiment in which beam of light enters

ank of water and casts an image on bottom of tank.

a) 'ays bounding beam.
Bent towards perpendicular.
Perpendicular fronts above
the water.

iK But following Descartes who has
made mistake, Hooke supposes that
light is faster in water. fronts
below water.

c) Not very satisfactory, but gives the
clue Hooke needs, for it gives a
different structure to two sides of
beam.

/1

,j /

d) Draw narrow stream of pulses on left.
Leading edge is blunted. Blue.
Ditto for right. Trailing edgt it
blunted. That's Red*

4. Still not a theory which could have lasted very long, but an
example of direction of research, and a fine illustration of

field at time Newton enters it.

excellent
state of
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ITT ENTr7ER1NM1N

1. Newton's entry occurs late in the 1660's (still can't date it precisely).

a) More accurately this is time when he first gets interested in colors.
Has previously known geometric optics and worked a good many problems
by these techniques.

b) In mathematical part of the the theory he's a well trained man, and
this turns out to be a requisite for his own disooveries.

2, Furthermore, initial pathto these discoveries involves, or seems to
involve, an element of chance.
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2. Not initially interested in colors -- GETS CURIOUS, buys prism, sets it
up.

a) xcts to get what all-the others have deseribedT--SAYS HE-SET OUT-TO
EXAMINE THE "WELL KNOWN PHENOMENON OF COLORS"

b) But two peculiarities: DRAW, The long distance to the soreen. And
a pecuiiarly good sort of prism. I HAD TO HUNT FOR ONE AROUND THE
UNIVERSITT- None of the ones we #ae9 at Bur are effective for thia.

Silow Loot .a wnai ne expedted and what he gott UEXPECTED I CAN SHOW
YOU BY AGAIN MAGNIFYING WHAT WOULD APPEAR ON NEARBY SCREEN.
Then show what he got: No more fringes, and no resemblance to the
circular hole through which the beam has passed. Much longer than it
ib broad,

d) Put-these into drawing - ---

3. This is the experiment-whihc. as analysed by Newton will cause the reject-
ion of all modification theories of colors and ultimately of all the

impulse theories of light. IT CREATES A REAL DISCONTINUITY IN THE DTREC
TION OF OPTICAL RESEARCH

a) This is the characteristic it shares with any important experiment or
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group of experiment in science, THEY CAUSE REVDDUTIONS change
peoples' minds about theoretical questions. Cause reorientations

b) And since I've suggested before that our fundamental concern 1AtNS4
is with the research process itself -- AND IN THIS PARTICULAR BLOCK
WITH THE ROLE OF EXPERIMENT IN RESEARCH -- want to take a few minutes
to see what it is about this one that ena es it to play so central a
role. Why is it 46gn646eaele 0"6a -#e 0 W ivJ %

4. And I'd suggest that the first characteristii of this experiment is that
its result, iAxutcome, ua8rpr4iing orishocking.

a) In two respects -- Elongation, and Colors everywhere (NO FRINGES)

5. GET EORE PERSONAL. Ncw notice that when I say "surprising or shocking"
I don't mean simply an effect which no one has ever seen before,
a) There are too many experiments or observations which noone has ever

seen before. BACON'S NATURAL HISTORIES ARE FULL OF SUCH EFFECTS.

b) Scientists can't and don't exlain each effect that they've not ceen
before. WILL ASSUME THAT THEY COULD DO S0, BUT SAY ITIS NOT WORTH
THE TIME AND TROUBLE; The effect just doesn't seem that important.

c) And many experiments which AT A LATER STAGE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
SCIENCE WILL SEEM IMPORTANT are just passed by in this way. Labelled
as of no significance.

d) The early experiments an weight gained when things burn (NEXT CASE)
is of this sort. PENECILLIN is a remarkable and recent example.
* 'o +. On e emnt attracts attention is not simply
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that it's now, but that the particular respects in which it is new
are in obvious and immidiate conflict with established theory.

b) Colors not just at the edge di the beam, and the shape of the beam
had been destroyed by the prism. NOT JUST BENDING

So Novelty of an experimental result is not enough. Incongruity-with-
theor'.apa ais the key here. AS IT WILL BE FREQUENTLY, THO NOT
INVARIABLY IN OTHER CASES IN THE COURSE

a) Ad -fie444- eT is characteristic of CONFLICTWITH EXPECTATION is a
prerequisite for surprise and concern is not a pnique characteristic
of science.

b) If that door (Point) were suddenly to swing open and a PURPLE COW
WALKED IN, I would be startled and run to find the janitor. Trust
that you would be surprised too. BUT THAT'S -ONLY BECAUSE WE DON'T
EXPECT COWS IN BURR OR PURPLE COWS IN NATURE. My seventeen months
old daughter wouldn't be surprised a bit. SHE DOESN'T KNOW ENOUGH
ABOUT BURR OR ABOUT COWS.

c) Or, to give you a more practical example of same phenomenon, one
thing every magician- has to Itarn it that there's no point in trying
to entertain overly young children with magic tricks -- at least with
adult magic tricks. Rabbit ouxt of hat works fine on seven year olds,
HOOPS OF GLEE, but three year olds don't know enough to realize that
getting a rabbit from an empty hat is a miracle, a contradiction of
natures lawe.

d) It is this sort of recognition of a violation of an apparently estab-



lished law that accounts for Newton's reaction to this experiment.

e) As you know, it's frequently suggested that the reason for the
peculiar success of the scientist is that he abandons all preconcep-
tions when he entes the laboratory. IN FACT, IT COULD BE ARGUWD THAT
EXACTLY THE ORPOSITE IS TRUE. Need preconceptions to note when they'r
violated, to discover what to follow up.

7. Whereever the appropriate exphasis lies, Yt'ks certainly the incongruity
with existing modifications theories which tips Newton off and starts
him on the track.

a) And it's the recognition on our part of the role of incongruity which
provides as with an additional key to the case by givirg us a hint as
to WHY NEWTON?

b) Partly that Newton's a genius. Partly that this is the first time
anyone has seen this extreme a form of the effect. ELONGATION HERE
IS IMMENSE. And that's an accident.

c) But certainly Newton is not the first to see any elongation. Both
Boyle & Hooke, at least, had noted some ef-the effeet. What they
had noted is that this is an elongation which the modification theory

6. Al er aj.L , h(mdila ion heroepeilsoeeC, s

DIAGRAM,

a) This s the argum t which Linus and Prdies will raise against Newtor
when e writes his first paper.
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d) To aen the annflint need two things whiah Newton hnsamst uniquely.
Math training, (Boyle & Hooke don't have it. Descartes does, but
uses screen near prism). Snell's Law (No one before Descartes has
this -- 1637).

8. So far I've acted as tho it were only the fact of elongation that had
to be recognized, but this is not quite so.

a) Actually even the modification
theories expect some elongation,
and account for it by effect of Z
finite breadth of sun. This is
argument which Linus and Pardies
use against Newton.

b) Draw. We've acted as tho all rays thru kbhe were parallel. ZKXI
Therefore are all bent the same amount. Prism preserves shape.

b) But this is strictly true only if pun is a point source at very
very large distance. It's really many many small sources, and those
at extreme edges are separated by half degree.

d) So labelling green above as point at bottom. Need another bundle
coming in from point source at top. Put in another color. These
will be half degree away. Will be mam further from perpendicular,
therefore bent more. Get more than one-half degree divergence
after emerging from prism.

9. What Newton has to do is actually go thru the quantitative domputation.
Satisfy himself, and later satisfy Linus and Pardies as well, that the



effat is not due merely to finite breadth of .sunn,
a) And it is at this point that Newton's unique suitability for the

discovery shows.

b) He's the man with the experiment and with the math and with the
law which makes the conflict quantitative.

10. Which means something needs to be added to my earlier discussion of
Significant or pivotal experiments.
a) Are often experiments which like Newton's conflict with expectation

based on established theory.

1-) But the conflict isn't written on them in large letters for all to
see -- at least it isn't very often. Also need man with the back-
ground, training or lack of training, to see the incongruity for
what it is.

III. THE EXPERIMENT AS SUGGESTIVE

1. To this point have been examining what it takes to make this expt.
STATE A PROBLEM. This could be another phrase for significant expt.

a) That's first role of this experiment in Newton's work.

b) But it has a second one -- not only states one but also Suggests
a solution.

c) And here it is also quite typical in all but one respect. 2Z3X
M)fMIXWI You will see lots of other Problem-making experimenti
in the future and lots of other suggestive or problem- solving



expexrimenta. in the future.
experiment.

10
But they '11 never again be the same-

6) More typically one pxperiment sets the problem, max starts a new
series of investigations. These lead finally to anOther experiment
which suggests the answer.

e) Here these two go together. Newton finds clue to solution of
difficulty in same experiment which raised it.

2. Draw.



NATURAL SCIENCS. 4 Cptin
Lacture 7 - 11/30/53

I. THE MIXTURE THEORY

1. Last Wednesday, I sugscted that the first experiment which Newtun
performed with his-new- prism had a-doubleeignificano* for the developmient
of opties

a) Stated a problem and SUGGESTED A SOLUTION.

b) That these two aspects are both associated with a single experlient
makes this case extra simple. NORMALLY THEY GET ATTACHED TO SEPARATL
"EXPERIMENTS WITHIN A SINGLE CAMPAIGN OF EPERIMENTATION. Here they
cme together.

c Examined Sense in Which Probleam was stated last timrie, NOW DEGIN ON
SENSE TN WHICH NEWTON'S FIRST EXPERTMET MtAY BE CALLED SUGGESTTVE.

2 To see th redraw the experilent s wC performmed It last time in clA.n:

a) DRAW
Beam spreaing so when it

.__reaches screen thoshowe fiure which N describes
as drawn.

_, 00
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b) Those withjlong memories will.realize that this ishtt quite what he
"?N did see, butor the moment it's clpseaeweNgh- . C(rne CLa

a) AndTt ic from this figur~ that Newton draws his abnolus7onse. SejcL

3. N. says: Shape of original circle is destroyed in final figure. BUT NOT
QUITE.

a) Onpoloser examination can still see it, or bitsofiTt) RED SEMITCIRC
AT ONE END, BLUE AT OTHER,

b) Redrawing4 Ot.her half of eac h cirole is just hidden in the fuzz, but
can regard this whole figure as just made up af a series of COMPLETE
tDraw red & blueitbut overlapping cJrol-es; AN INFINITE NUMBER,-EACH
OF ITS OWN COLOra

c) Or -- in other words -- if we go back to what happens at prism DRAW:
INCOMING CYLINDER IS SPLIT INTO AN INFINITY OF CYCLINDERS
WHICH GRADUALLY DIVERGE AS THE! MOVE OUT -- ent* -in its own direction
-- FROM THE PRISM.

Laws of optics still apply --
Shape of the original beam is
oreserved -- light is just bent
in accordance with Snell's Law
-I BU'f WE MTST RECOGNIZE THAT
.SNELL' 8 LAW- AND THE--OTHER LAWS
OF OPTICSAPPLY NOTTQHITE
LIGHT AS A WHOLE -But to
each color separately.

-- AF :T
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e) And Newun leaps _to -Each of these colors was actually intje origi-

nal cylinder (draw). The prism acts simply as a separater A SEIVE,
sending each out in a different direction.

f) Which Is what I meant in callin this- a mixture theory of olor,.

. Eve tio abreviate xoti on hould make it clear why I call this
experiment UggESTIVE

a) The mixture theory will wrphtwrtet AS WE SHALL SEE explain lots .and
lots of experiments concerning colors -- THAT IS WHEE IT'S SO FRUITFUL
-- but very few of those other experiments POINT SO DIREOTLY ta the
conclusion that white light inanmixture of all the colors to each
of which the laws of optics must be separately applied.

b) Remember Desc's expt. for example: Draw nearby screen on lst diagram
Point out elongation and fringes.

c) In sme ath 8tseogici-sense, Descartes experiment is fully
equivalent to--Newton!s. SAME THING. GOES ONIN.LBOTH. - But in terma of
their psychological impact upon an expetimenter they are poles apart.
NEWTON'S CRIES MIXTURE, Deecaztes' cries fringes and modification.

) If you examine the other experiMentl-Ve -will be- doing, yoxu-will find
them falling-uniformly into two -groups: Either like- Deac' & they
can be exp~ained by Newton's mixture theory, but only by a long and
indirect route. OR THEY ARE EXPTS 'WHICH NOONE WOULDHAVETTOUGBT OF
SETTING UP UNTIL AFTER THE MIXTURE THEORY WA 8 WELL -IN HAND.

4. This experiment is one of the vefy very few which can be performed with a



prism, which make the gap between observation and irterpretation small.
aY And it is frequently the CHANCE DISCOVERY of just such an experiment

whieh is-assoeiated with the formulation of new theories in science.
b) At this very-moment-inuelear physics seems in-ned-of Just such an

expt. or group-of them. Know-theory is in a bad.way. Are trying
everythihg we can think of with new big machines hoping that some oneof the effects-e-get will-poinV-to-an interpretatlon very differentfrom the ones to 1hich tradition noxmestriotsaus.

) It's a oommon case -- see the ztxhamething innet case until the
mercury oxide experiment. And see it again.later,

d) And it's the frequent netessity of sueh experiments which partially
explains the-difficulty in planning or predicting sientific progress,FOR AS YOU CAN CLEARLY SEE IN THIS CASE, therel&-no-way of telling
how to set up a suggestive experiment, until after you are in cohmand_ 3i the the&?y which -the e xperiment is to suggest,

II. MIXTURE THEORIES AND CORPUSCULAR THEORIES.
Have al 4ady suggested hat this experim tt destroys the modification at
theori -of colors and eplaces them with mixture theories,

a)-W'- 1 admit in a mo ent that it had hi s effect only on Newton. Iin
Leet his contempo aries were not s easily Honvihoed, and we shall
ohortly discover hat it took t nvinee them.

b) But first xk want to indicate br efly the effect of this new analysis
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far I have pinned this entire rev. in optical theory on one expt.

That's a eau curatein thisoaneas ev4TL- th iW-rhe key
to 4 ht 'v tion -- but no single experiment ever "proves&f-new

iearyJ- AAAAAWLWAWWEarlEEI BA1AW1A11AMITIARWWM

Are ar- alVa-, tOO many ways "&ound any -one experimental rsult to
aake-a s ingle result convincing-to those who haveepent a long while
explaining optical or other experiments in terms of some other theory.

Never economical PSYCHOLOGICALLY to discard an old theory and learn
'a a new one just-to exlain one experiment. HAVE TO BE SHOWN THATTHER7
.th& ARE A4 WHOLE LOT OF PHENOMENA WHICH CAN BE HANDLED BY THE NEW THEBRY

'a E A SlLY AND BY THE OLD ONLY WITH DIFFICULTY.
'ases or-on

SAnd of *s sta important that this sort of opposition exists -- opposi
Yion-represented in your reading by people like Linus, Pardies, or Hooke.

a) Beause most of the bright ideae-based-on a single experiment and
apparently idelly suited to it don't stand up. 99 44/100 % wind
up in waste basket.

b) It's only in the further testing, designed to Confirm, Demonstrate,
Persuade,-that- a theorymxR show its usefulnesi1n- Teadin to
an understanding of nature. NO THEORY THAT WILL HANDI ONLY ONE EXPT
IS WORTH TH1 TROUBLE OR REMEMBERING.



c) And most of the theories people think of don't withstand this next
stager of experimental investigation, -THEY REMAIN THEORIES TO EXPLAIN
ONE EXPERIMENT ONLY.

C) Newton' s mixture theory does stand up, and in the prooes it displays
brillia.the nature of tkk1 a SYSTEMATIC CAMPAIUN OF EXPERIMENT DESIGNED TO

DOCUMENT A THEORY.

3. There's rarely or never been a campaign for confirmation so ipR
incisive as the one conducted by Newton:

a) For example -



white 6
incisive checks. For example light is a mixture of all the colors,
and if prism produces spectrum by wefracting eachcolo6Irehtl-yand
therefore separating them, it ought to be possible to use a priam to put
them back toggther again,

a) Like this. Draw,

b) Demonstrate: Three spots - Original, Spectuum, Recomb.

c) Which is a help, for our theory is working fine. Prisms will take
white light apart and put *kx xbx it back together.

d) Doesn't prove Newton's theories. Experiments never do prove anything1
But here is something theory predicts, and the anticipated result is
obtained. And this helps.

3. But this is only a first step. So far we've stuck very close to prisms.

a) But if Newton's theory is correct it ought to be possible to use some

other device than the prism to pxtxlt separate the colors or to put
them back together.

b) If you can do this, then it should indicate that effect we've got
here is not just due to the triangularity of the glass. It helps
show, for example, that it's just the refractions at the two sides
which is involved. Not some mysterious reflection effect at the

third side.

c) For example, lets try putting the colors back together with a lens.



g) Pretty eonvilaing as-to mixture theory - here you can almost see the
colors mixing. Follow the seperate tubes into the focus where they
mix to give white and then follow them out again.

. Yet for some pepple it isn't enough. Can still argue that modifieation
in priesm produe*s colors and modification of the various ass beams at the
cross-ever erases the sedtficatien. An effect of their intbrastion.
a) But Newton has an answer for that too. NOT IN YOUR READING BUT IN

HIS LATER BOOK, THE OPTICKS.

b) Refocus at lens for the white slit image. Show that blocking beam
WITH A PENGIL leaves just white light if immediately in front of or
'ehind prism.

) Further up towards lens the colors are diverging. Pencil block only
some. GET COLORED IMAGE BECAUSE OTHERS ARE BLOCKED OUT. Takes all

d) Now instead of prism USE THIS GIGANTIC COMB. for whit

f) Again colors, *te. CHANGE AS COMB IS RUN THROUGH SLOWLY.

g) NOW SPIED IT UP. Eye can't follow the individual colors any more.
They blur togehher. Net impression is white. AND EFFECT MUST BE DUE
TO MIXING. Mising in eye. FOR EYE ITSELF IS NEVER EXPOSED TO WHITE.
And the various colors are never exposed to each other either. Can't
interaot in space. Eye actually performs the sixigg.

h) AND IN THE CONTROVERSY WITH HOOKE NEWTON SUGGESTS ANOTHER DEVICE OF
THE SAME SORT IN WHICH YOU CAN GET RID OF PRISMS AND BEAMS ENTIRELY.



Demonstrate color wheel .- ,

5. Newton continues this way."e OrWI.,ton

a) In his final books the Optieks, he has nearly a hundred modifications

of these varied experiments on color separation and combination, eeah

of which is suggested by his new mixture theory.

b) I'll show you just one more, because it's the one Newton thinks most

likely to be convincing. THE CLINCHER. He will call it the crucial

experiment against the modification theory.

6. 22xMX If effect of prism is to modify ltght sent thru it, then effeet

should work on coleretElight as well as on white.

a) Lets see whether it does. Draw part

b) Modification theory says more modification with

more bending, Mixture theory says Velve now got
pure green. Will be bent, not further changed.

c) Point out components. Do experiment.

7. O.K. This is what a campaign to confirm a new theory looks like.

a) AT LEAST IT'S WHAT ONE LOOKS LIKE WHEN CONDUCTED BY 
A SCIENTIST AS

BRILLIANT AS NEWTON.

b) With mixture theory under control he can dream up all sorts of new
effects to be gained by new arrangements of apparatus.

e) It is really just through the multiplicatio of these effects --



effects never before observed because n one would even think of
of trying the experiments without the idea of a mixture theory, that
the new theory ultimately sells itself.

d) And this, of course, is an aspect of what I have previously called
the fruitfulness of a new theory -- THEORY BEING "PROVED* BY THE
NEW OBSERVATIONS WHICH IT SUGGESTS. Have called this Strategy of
Confirmation, --- Might equally well call it the proof thru fruitful-
ness.

8. Bu~ atioe 01early that when I use the erm "proof" or "proved" here
in conjunction with fruitfulness, I am using forms of the verb "to prove"in-that somewhat unusual and slightly archaic sense in which it occursin a phrase like a "PROVING GROUND". -d "r4
a) Here "proof" equals "test", proving ground is a place where artillery

is tested. Incidentally this is the sense in which the exception may
trug4 be said to lxst prove the rule. If rule can be shown to apply
to apparent ex~eption its a good rule.

b) Emphasize this because if proof is taken in more usual sense in which
one speaks of a logical proof or a geometric proof -- PROOF AS A
DEMONSTRATION OF NCESSARY CONSEQUENCES -- then none of these experi-
meats preves a damn thing.

9. Experiments don't prove things -- they provide arguments, but never conclu
sive arguments.

a) There is not one of these experiments which a convinced adherent of



the modification theory cannot explain,1 by adding new elements to
the modification theory for the special purpose.

b) I remind you that both Hooke and Huyghens -- Next t~o Newton two of

the three greatest scientists of the seventeenth century - never

accept Newton's theory. They go on trying, with some success, to
revise modification and impulse theories to make them account for the
new phenomena, and though the revisions which they propose ake the
modification theories more and more monstroui', they remain convinced
THAT THEY ARE ON THE RIGHT TRACK WWas&P C 0 44tq

o) And they are, on the whole,typical of their generation.

~*~.The real intact A letn'dmasrtinof r ilnesloois *ot en his
S "Tbantemporaries who were raised on the modification theory and will conti-

Se to revise it to fit his experiments but on the SCIENTIFIC GENERATION
&WHICH FOLLOWS NEWTON

a) Max Plank - rimil*tc** the father of Quantum theory which is one of
the two really major revolutions in 20th century physics -- said in
his autobiography: No adherent of an old theory is ever conviated
to a new one by experimental or theoretical argument. The adherents

6 of an old theory die off, and the new scientific generation, approach

a Ving the choice with fresh minds, make the decision.

And that's what happens here. It is not the men who learn optics

in the 1050s and 1660s who take up Newton's new theory, but the men
who learn it in the 1680s and 1690s.
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c) And the reason they take it up as their. predeceaaors had not is

because they're learning a different field. Ag * '1**4m *a4

d) They hit two theories early. Als the medifioationith eery they
learn is a late version, immensely eaphieated to account for the
new phenomena developed by Newton. Third, the range of experiments
to which thtaxthlmx these theories must be applied has been immensel
extended in one direction -- the direction dictated by the new
theory.

e) And under these circumstances, the new generation will have little
trouble choosing.

11. Theselast remarks take me into an aspect of the case that's little
represent d in your reading. SHIAT PUSH IT FURTHER

a) Is (clock) I vouldn't even if I wanted to, for next time I must
tu you over to )r Nash. This is my Stan Song.

12. And en as a Swan Song t4t's somewhat more abZrupt than I-had intended.

a)/Bat hi doesn! worryoe very such. You 8.l find, as Mr Nash
evelaps the yourse furthyr, that haxtaxxs e same fundamental
proble abouit science whibb have here eme ged in a preliminary and
incomple fashion will again and again evide ocal points for
your furth, and more detailed analyticfl studio of science.

b) My intent soX far has been to raise pro ems about adlenoe as much
as it has been to answer them. And ab6ve all I have tried to raise



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 -- Optics 7
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I. ANNOUNCEMENT

1. Begin this morning by attempting to kill a rumor which reached me
immediately after Friday's lecture

a) Student reported he'd been unable to get paper typed in time for
delivery Wednesday. Had planned to bring it in a day late, but had
been told by a friend we wouldn't aooqpt it.

b) Very much not ture. We will reduce grades on late papers, but we
want them late or not. And the grade reduction won't be nearly so
severe in its consequences as a complete blank in grade book.

c) The papers are important. The two are worth a third of your mid-year
grade. Even if it takes until Christmas, get it in. By Christmas
you'll possibly be reduced to an E. But egen that's appreciably
better than a blank.

II, THE CORPUSCULAR THEORY OF LIGHT

1. The last lecture together with the one before it are the heart of this
block of material on opties, and for those of you who were not here on
Friday, I want at least to point out ground we covered.

a) You'll have another crack at part of it in this week's sections and
you'll need it.

2. Most of the lecture was devoted to two problems --
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a) 4665..pointed out sense in which Newton's first prism experiment-
was suggestive -- i.e. sense in which it pointed from existing
modification theories of color to what we are now calling mixture
theori.-

b) Described this as theory that all colors were present in white light
at start. Prism simply separates them -- acts as a seive -- senting
each of the infinite nubber of pure colors in initial beam off in a
slightly different direction.

c) Then discussed way in which Newton, having arrived at mixture theory,
undertook a campaign of experimentation to test it and to convince
his contemporaries of its validity.

3. To those of you who have done the reading, I need not point out that even
this brilliant and incisive campaigh did not sucoceed in convincing many
of Newton's contemporaries.

a) Hooke and HuyghenhAand others continue as modification theorists to
the end of their lives.

b) The campaign provided evidence but it did not provide proof in any
logical sense. Science didn't work by logical proof in the 17th
century and it doesn't work that way now.

c) Max Plank, the originator of the quantum theory, sadly reported in
his autobiography a generalization which many other scientists,
ancient and modern can confirm.

d) New theories are not accepted because they receive experimental



proof. No adherent of the old theory is converted to new by
experimental or theoretical arguments. On the contrary new theories
are accepted because the adherents of the old theory die off, and
the new generation elects the new.

That's what happens here, tho we are not going to stay around to
iatch it. Men who learn optics after Newton learn a field which is
radically different because of his work. It now includes his origi-
nal prism experiment and all the others he had designed to give
evidence for mixture theory.

f) These new men learn both theories at once, And given this fresh stari
a man who compares both theories with vastly expanded range of observ
in which all the novelty speaks for mixture theory can scarcely help
going along with Newton.

. The reasons for the choice should be clear enough from Newton's paper
as well as from last lecture,

a) What is not so clear is that when this new generation abandons the
modification theory, they also find themselves forced to' give up
the wholeeconception of the impulse theory which had dominated all
discussions of optics after Descartes.

b) Problem is clear enoggh -- Draw. When beam of white light goes
through prism and is split into an infinite number of beams of
same shape each going in different direction, impulse theorist must
hxplain that his original impulse has been split into an infinite
number of different impulses each going in a separate direction and

to q different sensation of color.



C) Very few of them serioisly try to Oarry out this apparently impossibl
program. Instead -- as they are converted to mixture theory e- they
also adopt theory of light originated at least in its details by
Newton. LIGHT IS CORPUSCLESj,

5. Essentials of this theory can be sketched in very short order.

a) Draw. Light itself consists of finy material particles emitted at
very high speed from luminous bodies.

b) Travel thru vaouum or rather (in Newton's version of theory) thru an
aetherial medium so subtle that it does not appreciably impede thbir
motion.

c) This motion is therefore governed by laws of mechanics. Same laws
which determines motion of oannon balls and of planets. This is still
light being explained as part of a corpuscular world-machine.

6. Since light is body it moves in straight lines -- Law of inertia.

a) At least it does in absence of pushes or pulls. Gravity should
deflect it a bit as it does projectiles and planets. But motion of
light is so rapid that deflection is not appreciable, Already
pointed out that cannon ball fired rapidly enough would actually
move essentially (draw) straight off into space,

b) Thus linear propagation is consequence of Newton's first law, and
Newton gets the laws of reflection and refraction by applying his
other two laws as well.

) Reflection is a consequence of his so-called third law. Law which



when applied to (draw) bounce of a rapidly moving tennia ball-

shows that ball must depart from surface at same angle as one it
struck at. Thus reflection, too, is explained as result of mechanica
action of corpuscles.

7, Refraction is also asedatutq1:conseqUence of world-machine cosmology,
though here explanation is more complicated.

a) Draw. Corpuscle coming down towards YeAt
surface. From rare to dense.

b) Particles of dense medium attract
particle of light more strongly than
do particles of rare. Makes no diff.
while corpuscle of light is in midst
of either medium. Just as much pull
in all directions so no net effect.

c) But near surface it is pulled more
towards surface than it is away, and
result is to speed up its motion in
direction perpendicular to surface, Result is a tug at surface which

not only speeds it up but changes its direction. And changes it

towards perpendicular. Draw. Label slow and fast

r pwno n a
re ged as n 0

o tia m se.
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represents path of swimmer trying to swim strthght towards surface
out being carried to left by river. Suppose in upper part he's
swimming in molasses which slows him down so river drift is pronounce
When he breaks into fresh water he progresses faster towards bank.
Thus change of direction.

8. With one exception, these are the essentials of the corpuscular or
material theory of light as presented to world by Newton.

a) Early history is obscure because Newton did not publish until 1804
in his Opticks. This is thirty-two years after publication of the

paper you read.

b) Our knowledge of its birth comes from itaukwa notebooks and letters
and these are extremely fragmentary. So far we can be certain of
very little of its history.

o) But there is one thing which is now quite clear -- Robert's and
Thomas are entirely wrong in describing this theory as a late
speculative product of Newton's thought and in contrasting it with
the non-speoulative contents of his first paper.

d) On the contrary Newton worked out this theory at the same time he
worked out the mixture theory. The notebooks which contain many of
his optical experiments contain constant references to corpuscle

speed and corpuscle direction and way in which these change in

different media.

e) And from an early date Newton constantly uses this theory (or sometime

T
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- n earier -- ls eomplete version) in doing his optical problems.

f) For example Newton argues for his telescope design and against one
of the competing designs by pointing out that in his version the

light rays don't have to (draw) cross over so often. Advantage is

that at these points light may hit light and scatter.

g) Many similar but more complex examples in early discussion of what

happens in prism to produce elongated spectrum.

9. Hage already suggested why Newton needs some such theory. Impulse theory

won't handle the mixture theory.

a) Equally clear that at least in its final form this k corpusoular
theory will and that is primary reason for its triumph as well as

for its 4Avvlopment.

b) Draw. Stan giving off many different sorts of corpuscles.

c) -s-hxxxxk Differenbe Newton usually things is size; may also

be shape. These different corpsales are quite differently attracted

at boundartes of media. Therefore differently bent. Sent off in

different directions. AND THAT'S WHAT HAS OCCURRED.

d) Now one has a genuine corpuscula mixture theory, fully able to

account for phenomena -- or apparently so. All sorts of corpuscles

in original white light. They're separated by size at the prism and

different sizes give different sensations.
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III, INTERFERENCE AND DIFRACTION

1. I would suggest to you that this is an excellent theory

a) Gives an economical explanation of the effects explained by its
predecessor. Takes care of the problem of colors which has caused
trouble for older theory.

b) In addition it is fruitful, Newton's further experiments are them-
selves examples of this. The eighteenth century offers many more
besides.

c) It is, I think, no wonder that people were persuaded by Newton and
that the corpuscular theory of light dominates almost all optical
thinking through the eighteenth century. and did

2. Yet though this theory lasted longer than the impulse theories/kkxx
aobetter job while it lasted, it is not more final or more true (whatever
that may mean).

a) In fact we've been through two Revolutions in optical thought since
the triumph of Newton's theoryand there is every reason to think
we may go through another during this century.

b) I am not going to pursue these revolutions all the way to modern
times, but in the short time which remains to me before Mr Nash
takes over at end of week I want to tell you a little bit about the
next one and about the wave theory of light which eme~ges from it.

3. Wave theory is a product of the early decades of 19th century,and it is
associated primarily with Mem 11bam ea A g g
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the attempt to do detailed analyses of two sorts of optiftl e~fects
which we've not so far considered. Interference and dsraction.

a) Just as the prismatic colors which ultimately destroy the impulse
theories had been known long before Newton, so these two are known
in 17th century. Newton in fact, gives one of the earliest discus-
sions of each. Both DES6RIBES and EXPLAINS

b) Rurthermore, it's not a bad discussion -- particularly for interferen<

c) Only in this period these are new effects. More study, more quanti-
tive investigation is going to be required before thexx incongruity
of thhse effects with corpuscular theory becomes apparent.

d) In addition what will be required is more thorough exploration of
the color effects on which Newton has concentrated. People don't
really get to the more thorough investigations of these two effects
until they've exhausted the apparently central set of effects on
which Newton has been working.

e) As in the Copernicus block, move passage of time is involved as a
cause of this next transition.

. Now let me give you one example of each of these effects, starting with
interference.

a) This effect which gives color to oil film floating on water or to
woap bubbles or sheets of mica.

b) Version I show you is known as Newton'* rings, tho it was actually
discovered by Hooke.
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c) Draw. Looking either at transmitted or reflected

light get series of rings like this.

d) Point to apparatus and explain parts and show it.

5. This is one of the effects. Diffraction you can show yourself.

a) Plug in lame -- This is "single filament lamp". ME Meaning
that source is a single straight wire which glows.

b) Begin by squinting. Blurs out to sides. Some of you should actually
see discreet filaments on either side of main one.

c)2This occurs because you're looking at filament through slits between
your eyelashes. Can get same effect more clearly by looking through
single slit made wit) $#ur fingers. Show them. My temptation is
to get fingers too close together. About 1/16 inch or a bit less.
NOW SHOULD ALL SEE DRAW/

d) Or if that isn't working, try looking through slits in your handker-
chief, preferably of relatively course fabric. Show them.

6. These are the two effects to be explained next time, but can at least
show you in this second case what it is we have to explain,

a) Clearest in case of single slit (draw) where we obviously have to
do with non-linear propagation of light.

b) Draw ray straight thu. Main filament. But eye also locates subsidiai
over here. So ray must strike eye in this diredtion also. Etc.
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I. WHAT ARE WAVES

1. At the end of the last lecture I introduced you to the two fundamental
effects which lead from the corpuscular or material theory of light to
Vthe wave theory.

. a)This morning -- in the last lecture of this block and the last of
;;-my fall term stint in Natural Soiences 4 -- want to give you at

2,t4 least a hint of the nature of the wave theory by explaining
briefly and not quite completely the way in which it explains these

Stwo effecs Y1

a) And begin by trying to answer the question What are WavesT '
2. Can short-circuit a good deal of the answer by suggesting to you that

wave theory is a good deal like impulse theory and that roughly speaking
waves are just impulses spaced at regular intervals in time and space.

a) Pick up rople Send a single jerk down it. This is an impulse.
Here is another.

b) Board. Only real difference between this sort of impulse and ones
we've discussed before is that old ones were longitudinal (i.e.
draw) kick was in direction of motion) while these are transverse
(Draw corpusculaO medium in which all particles are linked together)
and jerk one sideways).

c) If you imagine rope as a rubber sheet, jerk end up, send impulse of
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same sort through the whole sheet. THIS WOULD BE A TRANSVERSE
IMPULSE TRAVELLING THRUUGH MEDIUM

d) It is then a small travelling displacement of particles -- a kick --
and it can be described and analysed in much the same way as longitu-
dinal kicks.

e) In particular can construct impulse fronts for these too. Draw seven
transverse impulses Z2: one directly above other, impulse front
through them. Follow it along to successive positions.

f) Since we can follow front here just as in original impulse theory,
eqn clearly explain both reflection and refraction by old techniques.

3. This is all I shall say about explanation of reflection and refraction
for transverse impulses, and equally all I shall say about it for waves,
since I now want to pick up waves just as succession of transverse
impulses,

a) Show it with rope. But this doesn't work too well for rope is too
light.

b) Can show you same thing a bit better with heavy spring (do it), but
this is really a cheat because the pattern I've got here is really
formed by two sets of waves. One from hand, one reflected from
wall. Two combine so that motion is lost.

c) To give you the clearest picture I'll exploit resources, not of
modern science but of modern technology -- Put on projector.
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.o exaineijis a rp -- wni canaa no c.Limax, )araa wi.- LA oIQauLiA
riding the waves, just goes on an one until I'm through talking about it
-- begin by concentrating on lower part of the picture.

a) Begin by noting individual waves kpointer). Then notice way in
which the whole pattern of successive waves moves across picture.

HUow with dot.

b) Next -- on same part of picture -- notice the motion od the particles
of the medium (Aether for nineteenth century theory &f light) which
generates motion. Each moves only vertically and perfectly steadily.

c) Finally notice that I can completely describe this disturbance in
terms of thee things about it. AMPLITUDE -- show with pointer --
i.e. how big is the disturbance; VELOCITY -- how fast does it move;
and WAVE LENGTH -- how far between successive peaks.

5. According to wave theory these pictures represent the displacements of
the medium which produce the sensation of light.

a) Amplitude variation corresponds to change in brightness of light.

b) Speed is constant in any medium and is very very large -- 186,000
miles per second.

c) Wave length is very very small 1/5,000,000 inches. Only here there
is some variation, about 30 percent either way, and these changes
in wavelength correspond to changes in color.

d) Middle figure is for green light, red is longer, blue shorter.

e) How you can have these changes in wavelength with same speed is
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indicated by comparing top and- bottom-- n both dJstrba ne Moves
at same speed. But in one particles move up and down faster. Gives
pqake closer together.

II. INTERFERENCE AND NEWTON'S RINGS

1. Even this sketchy outline of wave theory is enough to explain the first
of the effects I showed you last time -- that is INTERFERENCE

a) It's an effect you get (OR CAN GET) from two sets of waves of the
same apped and wavelength travelling through same medium. In this
effect the two waves will combine so that they may either add togethe'
or cancel each other out.

2. Start with version in which they add: Draw

a) Chain of yellow waves proceding
to left from arrow indicating
vibrating source of disturbance.
Mark wave length,

b) Now draw second train starting from orange arrow one waveTength to
right of first.

c) Each wave indicates displacement of particle required to produce it.
Two together means twice displacement. Draw green wave with twice
the amplitude.

d) This is CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE, and it clearly will occur not
only in this case but for any case in which the two sources are
an gzxx INTEGRAL number of wavelengths apart.
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3. Now let's see what happens if instead of having two sources one wavelenth

apart, we have them half a wate-length.

a) Draw.
U

b) Nothing in region where both
waves are which means
DESTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE Get it or
other intervals of half-wave length nau!'e--- '

4. Now it is never, in fact, possible to
get these effects by using two separate sources, because they can't
be spaced closely enough or have their frequency sufficiently controlled.
a) But can get these effects by using the same source twice, -- that

is using direct and indirect br reflected waves, or better, by using
two sets of reflected waves.

b) And this is just what we did last time in considering phenomenon I
called Newton's rings.

o) DRAW

d) Here we have two sets of waves travelling
through same region. Mayyinterfere with
each other either constructively or destrue. ;~~

e) Whether they do or not will just depend on number of half wavelength
included in extra distance travelled by ray reflected from lower
surface. Draw in extra distance.

M AF Az
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5. Don't want to work out just what this extra distance must be, for it

involves one extra complication for which we've not got equipment.

a) But I think you can all see this much about it.

b) If I get constructive interference (strong reflected light) in this
location, and now move out and consider ray coming At kcation where
extra distance is just half wavelngth more (or 2n to point where
it's just half wavelength less) then go from 8onstructive to destructi

c) That is, as I go out from contact point constantly switch back and
forth from one of two earlier cases to other. Viewing reflected
light should get constant alteration of return with distance, and
these must show up as concentric rings about contact point.

6. This explains the existence of rings, and leaves only question of their
coor. But that an also etdirectly from diagrn. 80 0 farconsidered
on y one waveleng 4o -adiffer&must give rings at different places.
a1if set of rays drawn marks location of one consqructive ring fen

color blue, then green which has shorter wavelength does not need
so long a difference in path to give the corresponding interference
ring.

b) Thus green ring inside red, and blue inside that. Then start over
again. Thus successive rings of colors as seen,

c) Equally thus color of thin soap bubble, oil slick, sheet of mica.
THESE EFFECTS are all handled, and handled with quantitative nreci-
sion by wave theory.
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III. DIFFRACTION

1. So are the diffraction effects, though these are somewhat more difficult
and shall give you their explanation in even more schematic form.

a) Consider way in which most of you saw the extra filaments of lampt
last time.

b) MU= Lamp long distance away (out there somewhere). Generates
waves which spread out in circles around it.) By time they get to
you or rather to fingers in front of your eyes, they are essentially
flat. Can draw fronts parallel as with impulses from distant
source before.

c) Draw. These are either successive positions of same wave or the
positions of all the peaks at a given instant.

2. Now put in slit (keep alit large), and ask what happens here.

4) To answer this need one more principle and-ope which(Huyghens Principl
was actually deviloped by Huyghens to go with impluse theory.

b) Each point on the little front in slit can be considered
to be itself a small source. To aw@ what happens in front add up
the effects of all the rays diverging in all directions from each
of these point sources.

c) Best justification of this principle is IT WORKS, but can see in

terms of theory that it ought to. Each point here is %p-KM

hZKXZ"5Xnk!tamoving up and down like points inagial roe.
Each is duplicating behavior of original but tt less strengt
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d) Each is a eanondary ami-tter,

3. Now select for special consideration two points, and I shall choose (draw)
one point at top of slit and one right in middle.

a) Transfer these to another part of board, and ask how the waves coming
from these two add or subtact (that is interfere) at a third
point out here.

b) Clearly may either add or cancel, depending just on &kakawa relation
ship of distance from two sources to points. JUST AS IN OLD CONSTRUC
AND DESTRUCTIVE DIAGRAMS,

4. See this more clearly with model.

a) Sets of waves travelling from two sources (note they are in phase
at source) to common point.

b) In this location they add. In this one they xxx oancel.

5. Can show this effect even more clearly with another device.

a) Show each slide.

b) Now put them on top of each other.

c) In any region where whitielibs on white and black an black then
peaks and troughs coincide and the two add.

d) But in other regions black lies on white and white on black and
here gets cancelation.-
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6, Thin indicaten (dvraw) that at-least if we go a little ways away from

our two original points have:

a) Constructive (draw ray) along center.

b) Then region of darkness, then another region of constructive
interference (spacing depending on distance between point sources
and that on size of slit).

c) And then, at regular angles, other beams where there's reingorcement
all the way along.

7. If you now build up rest of sources in original slit by Draw putting in
another pair just below firut, etc. find that each gives you same set
of beams again.

a) Get just the phenomenon of bending around corne~s which I suggested
last time wkw what we needed.

8. Trouble is that you get, of course, too much of it,

a) Should get beam at center and a few more somewhat weaker on either
side.

b) Shouldn'ta get them way down into shadow in pattern I've indicated.

9. But that pattern shows only because IN MY FINAL STEP I've actually once
again neglected interference.

a) Out in front here -- this pair of points and this pair of points

give you a set of waves which do add together, for out in front
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ILm at name distance from all of these sources, Shme number of
waves separate me from each.

b) On the sides situation is very different. Slit between your fingers
was many wave lengths across. Therefore, for each set of points
which sent out a beam kx with a crest here and a trough baeA, I can
find another xkkkxa (displaced half a wavelength) which puts a
trough herJ and a crest here.

c) Thus these side beams (if clear off to the side) cancel out
completely. Intermediate ones are reduced by interference. Only
central beam is really strong.

d) Which means that wave theory has learned to explain not only the
bending of light into shadows, but also WHY LIGHT IS SO LITTLE BENT,
WHY WE GET SHADOWS AT ALL%

10. And that in turn indicates that when wave theory gets to this point, one
more scientific cycle has been passed thru. Here again is a theory
which does what its predecessor did and a bit more beside.

a) Here is again a kzzxaxxh cycle which would show much the pattern
of the older one.

b) And which conversely will be succeeded by still an0ther to get to

the present.

c) And the present is presumably not the end.

11. Escept for me in 1955. I'll see you again in the Spring.
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1. Some useful remarks on biblio (but only English and Am) in Farrington.

2. C.D. Broad:The Phil of Franqis Bacon, Camb. 1926

3. A.E. Taylor:Francis Bacon, in Proc. of the Brit Ao. 1926.

4. Harrison: Harv. Studies in Phil. & Lit. vol, 15 & thesis.
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1. Zilsel Paper in J. Hist. of Ideas on either Bacon or Gilbert (probably

the latter).

2. Pelseneer in Isis 17 (?) on Galileo, r&ilbert, Bacons etc. Harvery and

their intebrelationships. Duane indicates that there is a great deal

of useful stuff in this on compilations of Bacon' s references to his

contemporaries. Pels. concludes that Bacon was outside of the major

tradition of science in his time.



Randall has some useful stutt on restoration of Bacon's reputation by
Diderot, et FarrintQn al1soIhas some stuff on the vishscitudes.



Farringtonz claims (p 177 n) that Ellis classifies Bacon's theory of Forms

as extraneous to his system. This scarcely coincides with my impresslonbut

check Gen. Pref. to Phil Works. Vol I pp 21-67.
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The Changing Attitude Towards Experiments:

1. Tentative Thesis: Those who admire experiment before F. Bacon (or whoever
you wish to start this "experimental philosophy' tradition with believe
that the primary role of experiment is as a proof or a demonstration,
not for explanation.

2. Comparison of the tisuussion of expt. in R. Bacon and F. Bacon provides
useful demonstration 6f this. See R. Bacon selection in Med. Reader.
And compare with description of various sorts of experiments in Nov. Cirg

3. Also note Dante remarks on experiments and his sample expt. in Paradiso,
II, 94 f.

4. Clearly Galileo, Pascal, and DESCARTES participate in the earlie tradition
Their use of experiment is not,on the whole, to explore but to prove.
The last of these men is not too clear and worth further investigatbon.
As a groupr they should be contrasted with Boyle, Bacon, Hooke, etc.



The Use of the word "Historye in XVII centur:

1. Apparently standard use is to mean: Matters of Fact, rather than
than theory or generalities:

a) Locke Journal, June 24., 1681: "There are two sorts of knowledge
in thbx world, general and particular, founded upon two different
principles; i.e. true ideas, and matter of fact, or history.
(King's Life, p. 120)
Boyle, Expt. Hist. of Colours, Birch II, p. 1: "The professed
design of this treatise is to deliver things rather historical
than dogmatical, nand consequently .... " as an excuse for describing
experiments without a complete theory for their explanation.
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8-29-52

D artes: Le Monde ou Traite de la Lumiere -- AT XI. 1 - 118

, De la difference quA est entre nos sentimens & les chose qui
le.-produisent.-- Colozst.-are produced by senses & aren't in object
it form resembling our sensations.

Th quoy conals OT Chaleur & la Lumiere du f eu.
II.- 7-,10U tifte- are only sorts of matter producing light. Stars

are too tough fo now. ire's effects must be those of motion. Analysis
ereshows Idirect-effects of method&hogy -- use method of Discourse --

/U-As-4e exellent-Stuff-for study, and could be directly contrasted with
Bacon in Nov. Org. Bk II.

III. 10-16. De la Durete & de la Liquidite. The eternality of motion
from the beginning of world. awatwwww Bodies composed of corpusckes
of"indehfini number -. miight [e infinite. Cohesion from resti side by
sider--Lqu4ity, when they ,e-in-relative- constant-motion,---Gasee-are
simply liquids too, but their parts are in more violent motion. Melting
or turning to gas comes by speeding things up. Buxdng is melting out
th& emal-er corpusoles- of an inhomogenious mass. Sensation of burAing
comes from large corpuscles in particularly rapid motion. Small corps.
or large slow corps won't cause burning.

IV. Du vuide ; & d'ou vient que nos seas n'apperedivebt pas certains
corps -- zxperi. arg. contra vac. Clouds, pumps, etc. must indicate
nat re preventt nvoid *Volume io *meaore ofan ofrW on'tEssecone ne us empy teust as we ron tion.llh e ai s i
we'fe used to it except when there's motion, change y7 itpritss



V. Due nombre des Llemens & de leurs qualitez -- 23-31 -- Three elements
only, described without refererme to four qualities which can be (and all
other quals too) explained in terms oftthem. Movement, magnitude, shape,
arr'angement of these suffices. All these have natural places where they
exist pure. God started with mixture everywhere, aX Aince then things
have ;en sorting themselves out; now only get mixed bodies between clouds
& bottom pf mines. Stars & sun are first element (fire), sky is second
element (ir); and earth is third (earth). But don't take terms in qhite
their ie al sense.

Vh3-36Descri tion d'un nouveau Monde; & des qualitez de la matIere dont
it ets composez -- Thig is fiction for ease. We'll use only easily
conoeiyable concepts, etc., avoid phil. subtleties. Suppose world full
of prime gatter as far as we can see, (dontt worry about infinities);
God~chops dit into variously shpped corpuscles (without introducing sepa-
ratfons),7nand puts these into initial motion, subject only to laws. This,
which *e"tart from, is complete chaos. Matter has has only prop. extens.
Thud problems of phils are avoided.

VII. -4P. Des loix de la Nature de ce nouveau Monie -- The three
f fndamehtal laws which follow solely from the immutability of God.
EVerg part cle of matter continues in the same state (as to motion, size,
skape, Itc.) until it meets anobter. (Beauttful parody on scholastic
dtudy 61 motion). In a collission, all motion lost by one body must be
abquire by the other. Although all actual motions are finally circular
(antipewNL tasis) the tendency to motion (which is the thing conserved)
i to motion in a straight line. From these follow the entire course of
development of our worldf



Le monde 2

VIII. Be la formatidnndu Soleil & des htoiles de ce nouveau Monde -- 48- 56
Whatever figures & motions God put in at start,cosmogogical time must see
motions--steseming uniformi-Matt-er groups- itself-int -vortex-patt erane
rach =rtexlhasa enter asun or stzmi madce sole2y of_jst element ttiny
fragments broken off of corners of orginal cut) and moving very fast. This
eT6e 1o i'M11 spaces in sec .- ilemend whidi surroudit. 8--.l v1moves
slower but in iname sense -around .i6enter with int radin, then_&fter som
critical radius K moves faster again to outside of vort&ces. Planets are
initeK,,whence slower movement-for-more -distanV. Uomets are -outstde K
and move faster than planets. K is really very close to sun (thus for new
astronomy).

IX. De 1.origine _& du cours dea Planetes& des ommetes en general ; &
en particulier dew Commetes -- 56-65 -- Some of the original pieces (not

many) are big-and heavy enough -e that they dontt break--These collect
others & mix-in with aecond alement- Those which take no mreA outsideK
are combts & move from heaven to hvu. Others are planets & move around sun.
JNW we get full ftoree of exp. otmiv.if p ey eth-ters. it' -a new
sort of attempt (saufatomists). Full mechanism ia here.

X. Des Planetes en general; & enparticulier de la Terre &de la Lune-63-72 --
How the radius of planatary orbits is determined: one moving too fast becomes
a planet, toOTlow means decreasing 'adIus -until qualibriua Lorazry in detail
only). Indiv, planets move more slowly than.. surrounding see, element, _so
later forms individ. vortex around them. This makes them rotate on axis,
and also brE'es around smaller planets (mmons)twhich would Iotherwisetake
same orbit. Crazy section on effect of orose-eotion (or--urface area) on
momentum - actually not too crazy if you remember hais problem,



XI. De la Pesanteur 72-80 -- Messy mechanical vortex argument deduces a tend-
ency for objects to be pressed toward center of earth by lighter vortex x1
fluids in terrestrial vortex. In course of this wiggles hard to stay out of
contradiction with previous vortex mechanics, etc. Also points out that a
man beep under water feels no more pressure than man on top which is strange

Ifrom inventor of Cartesian diver.

XIIDu flux & du reflux de la Mer 80-84 -- Perturbation of terrestrial vortex
by moon produces tides. Mechanism is hee growing very weak. But of interest
as mech.

XIII De la Lumiere 84-97 -- Analysis of mechanics of a sling and of a vortex.
First clear recognition, to my knowledge, that only force necessary to

lkeep a ciruular motion going is one towards the center. Also neat, tho phony,
use of gedanken vacuum to discover pressure differential in a vortex. Then
a strange mental inversion which violates our entire notion of summability
of forces and masses - for although individual corpusoles in vortex must
receive net push inwards in order to maintain circular motion, the mass as
a whole receive (according to D) a push outward only from the sunrounding
matter. This is a trembling push since it involves particles of see. elem.
sliding over each other. It's delivered along lines away from the sun. It
is light.

XIV. Des Proprietez de la Lumiere -- 97-104 -- Twelve principle properties

of lighi including one (no. 9) bum one (strong light hinders weaker rays)

and how these properties follow from those of mechanical model. Get reflee.

& refraction by noting properties of a single corp. in absence of others,
I11which shows the full atomicity of model IMPT) Refers here to Diotriques,

tner externarer. is 9.This isD2



Le monde 3
KIJhpla1ta dud nouveau Monde doit paroistre a ses Habitans
toute semblable a celle du Nostre 104 - 118. -- How the constructed world
would look to a terrestrial observer. Just like our own in astronomical
appearances. Refraction of starlight etc. occurs a principally at surfaces
separating the various vortices, etc. which leads to some odd effects.
Comets shine by reflected light. (earlier Dese. has refused evidence of
commets belww Baturn). Note that this universe has all the properties of
a plurality of worlds, so in the Princ. Desc. is denying a different and more
metaphys. sort of plurality. Desc. is lead to suppose sun's light doesn't
dim so quickly a with distance as that from torch. Also, in explaining
tails of comets that there's a special sort of "fefraction" (dispersion
would be better5 at the K sphere in the vortex. Again his mech middedness is
clear.

XVI & XVII are not extant. XVIII......continue as treatises de L'Hmme



Depeartes: La Stat Dioptrique - AT VI. 81-228

n oIra Premier: Tne n LuImiere 81-93. Our lives depend on our senses&

sight is most impt. of these. Teleso. are our most presc, inven. They'll
yield new know, of nature. NOTE ROLE OF SENSE & OBS IN 801. Therfore give
elem. account of Optics - it's not yet doped out enough to be superfl.

Following is intended as useful analogy only - not a complete theory, Blind
man feeling his way, etc. The wine in a half pressed tup of grapes as a
better model. Colors as modification - hint of rotation. A bit on distinctio
of actual notion and tendency to motion. This used to permit study of actual
motions (tennis ball) to learn how tendencies to motion operate. A bit on
reflection and refraction. Instantaneous vel. etc. is here.

Discours Second: De la Refraction 93-2$ 105. Quantitative reflection and
refraction. Law of sinnes by supposing constant ratio of total vel reduction
with normal component only effected. Thus have pulse faster in water than

air (i.e. the same result as material theorists) by using an actual motion

to diagnose properties of tendency to motion. Explain increased rapidity
in denser medium by supposing that its rigidity give freer passage to
aethereal particles which do transmission - analogue to dry grass passes

ball more easily than wet, etc.



Dbscartes - Les Meteores - AT VI, pp 231-366

Discours Hitiesme - De l'Aro-en-Ciel, pp. 325-344: Excellent on Cartesian

color theory and on relation of experiment and theory - at least it should

be here if anywhere. On 325 Deso. claims that explaining this marvel will

be best demonst. of value of his method. Here he definitely uses expertient

applying reason to them, etc. and makes no claim to be able to get on without

experiment, etc. Treats both prism and rainbow colors & abolishes natural

and artificial color distinction. Colors are due to corpuscle sping put

on by reflecting surface or by light and shade boundary 
in a refraction.

This chapt. should be read in conjunction with 0. B. Boyer: Descartes and

the radius of the rainbow - ISIS, 43, 95-98 (1952). Not a good piece but

includes useful background and references.
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History of Science 210

1. No final exam -- Papers instead.

2. We'll translate one of the scientific works of Dese. Principles or
Discourse or Monde

* Someone to act as Sfot&y at each meeting. Produce notes to be mimeographed
and distributed. Check history office on this.

4. Make a carbon on all papers if you want a copy. I'll return original
with comments in return for your carbon.

5. Probably no papers the first three or four weeks. Can I get two from
each of them after that.

W. Mb
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Gene-ralwtopi is;_The Orientationauggested for Methodological Studies
by some immersion in the history of science.

Begin with sketch of above -- very brief.

Set up unit for study as the conceptual revolution.

Take Copernican Revolution as first crude illustration.

Show integration of scientific with othe4 facets of opinion & the
limitation of view that new knowledge from nature is an essential of
scientific revolution. Get at destructiveness of scientific revolution.

Other major topics with other examples should include:

Factors which can produce revolution -- i.e. the analysis of sorts
of crisis states as well as of sources of crisis.

The significant and the ash suggestive experiment as categories.

The effect of the shift of viewpoint. Restructuring of field before
and after. Sense in which science always has all its problems solved.
Problems which are "solved" didn't exist until they were solved. The
experiment vs. the demonstration.

Text-book vs. creative science, etc. Should this as go at the starl

Some concluding remarks on psychology, language, logic, etc.

Try to crib some sociological stuff, etc.



One topic to his be hit is "Common Sense" in or of Science. View here
is that "Common Sense" is relative term. In XVI century the common
sense of the layman and tbt of the scientist didn't diverge too much.
Now they're totally distinct. The parallelism of process at various
levels as in genetic psychology becomes important here. Science is
not Common Sense in at least the sense that a highly sensible non-scient,
would find his common sense useless in listening to scientists.

A real problem is raised here in connection with Barber's book. For
Barber science has evolved from "know how. He adopts Malinowski's
view that the evidence for science in primitive societies is the
existence of primitive technology handed on from generation to genera-
tion. He uses this, incidentally, to "prove" that soc. soi. is possible,
since our social behavior manifests a considerable body of "know-how"
in dealing with people and societies.

It seems to me at the moment that Barber and Malinowski hide a major

problem, but that the problem is also hidden by formulation at beginning
of this card. "Common Sense" procedures are not themselves primitive
science nor are they (in Barber's terminology) manifestations of a sort

of rationality which defines science. They look pre-soientifio in a

Iga logical as well as a htx chronological sense. Something must be
added of a pretty philosophical sort. Say: Know How + Philosophy =
Science. hat This equation seems to contain something essential, but

not in this form.
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Tutorial Notes

1st Assignment for Juniors:

head Burtt, Metaphysical Foundations, and Strong: Procedures & Metaphysics.

Comments: Fortunately Hahn & McConnell managed to out out the central
issues and avoid the pitfalls of detail. Therefore a successful
meeting.

This assignment was hard on Ozer, a pre-med, whose background
and interests were not well suited by it. But even for him it
was not a waste.

Assignment should not be repeated in this form. Strong is too
special in most of its material, too difficult, and insufficient-
ly rewarding. If used at all, reading should be restricted to
last part of book, beginning with the Chapter on G's immediate
predecessors in Dynamics, etc. This would set up argument, if
it needs setting up. Burtt is still a good introduction to the
great complexity and the major figures of the period.

The topic - role of metaphysical ideas in science - provided a
a good take off point. It might be less suitable with a groun
whom I'd seensas sophmores. In that case the value of Burtt
for such a group would be more questionable,

Burtt, alone, is plenty of reading for a two-week perioc,

In the future we might start with Bacon (see other cards), go
on to Ornstein (Baconianism) and then return to metaphysics
and to Descartes as the less familiar and expected approach.



Tutorial Notes

2nd Assignment for Juniors:
Read around in Bacon: Asked everyone to get notion of scope of project

(lbok at Sylva Sylvarum, etc., and at fragmentary Natural Histories),
and to go into a major work, like Novum Organum, in more detail.

Comments: Can get everything out of Novum Organum plus a glance at some
Tables of Contents, etc. Ellis's introduction to the Instauration
also useful as sketch of project. No need to preserve the bague
boundaries used this year, since it only confuses an already difficult
job and fails to ensure uniform material for the group.

From this reading might emphasise: 1) Are Baconian Idols Eliminable;
2) Does the Baconian Method imply a Metaphysic (Atomism or a portion
thereof); 3) The tremendous optimism of Bacon, the rejection of the
past (and reasons given), and the emphasis upon practical fruits
(but most appropriately qualify this as is so seldom done); 4) A
careful critical analysis of the exemplar on heat in Novum Organum II

$* This assignment might well be followed with one or more on
Baconianism in 17th Century England. Ornatein, etc. Boyle. Merton,
etc.

READING IN BACON SHOULD DEFINITELY BE RESTRICTED IN SCOPE AND
DIRECTED TO A FAIRLY SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE.

I

I



'utorial Notes

Assignment fo uir

Road Ornstein - look at activities not at monogranh lists - ?lso read
Gulliver's Third Voyage and (if time) Shadwell.

Comments: Meeting went well, thoughtit got at the reading only tangential
They found it easy and had fun with it, which is to the point. I doubt
that it would have gone as well without the prior meeting on Bacon,
for here we saw some outcome of the Baconian program and had a chance
to put some criticism into practice. Still could use more focus for
this assignment. I assigned no papers, but we ought to have papers
every time.



Tutorial Notes

1st Sophmore Assignment

Scientific Thought in the Primitive Mentality:

Everyone read: Malinowski: "Magic, Science, and Religion"

Find other material in some of the following:

Levy-Bruhl: Primitive Mentality

Boas: Mind of Primitive Man

Radin: Primitive Man as Philosopher

Worf: "Science and Linguistics" in Language in Action

Frankfort, etc: Before Philosophy

Langer: Philosophy in a New Key

Werner: Comparative Psychology of Mental Development

Rivers: Medicine, Magic, and Religion.

Not a successful assignment. It's much too hard to pull this material
together. Even the Malinowski is of very questionable value, since it
takes the easy way out and equates science with primitive technology,
boxing other mental activities elsewhere. Boas, the best book, is too
much devoted to responsible criticism of other theories to permit any
unified vie* to be achieved. If this topic is repeated, it might well
use totally different reading. Want to get at the mind as an organizer
intq patterns, and query how we distinguish scientific from non-scientific
modes of organization.
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MID-YBAR EXAM; It is frequently said, and there is some statistical

evidence to support the claim, that no scientist who has not made

a fundamental cameptual contribution before the age of thiry-five

will ever make one.

Oni the basis of your understanding of the processes which

underlie conceptual revoltibns in science, do you think this generali-

zation is likely to be correct? Why or why not?



"The-geatest-invention of the inetenthcentury.was the invent ion of

the method of invention. A new method entered into life. . . That is

the real novelty which has broken up the foundations of the old civili-

zation.

"The whole change has arisen from scientific information. Science4

is an

obvious storehouse of ideas for utilization. But, if we are to

understand what happened during the century, the analogy of a mine

is better than that of a storehouse. It is a great mistake to think

that the base scientific idea is the required invention, so that it

has only to be picked up and used. An intense period cf imaginative

design lies in between." (A. N. Whitehead)

Write an essay discussing both parts of Whitehead's statement.

That is consider andt illustrate the new impact of science upon

civilization which emerged in the nineteenth century. And also

discuss the sense in which the role of science in the modern world

is that of "a mire" rather than that of K "a storehouse."
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c)iWhen Descdartes -who despite tremendous philosophidh1 differences
plays somewhat the same role in Continental science that Bacon plays
in England - role of prophet, When he writes on Optics, a section
which you'll read - pleads necessity of improving telescpes and of

v finding more such useful instruments as his excuse, and he directs
v his book at artisans, at the people who make instruments.

d) When this newer group of scientists organize themselves and try to
get support for their work - support which will replace that given
earlier by the universities.- they base their plea for xxy recogni-
tion and suppoft upon the greausV they can be in furthering manu-
facture, and trade. - '

' The projects they undertake include improvement of navigation,
mprovement of watches, lists of all ancient inventions, examination

and so on. And they do get support.

1. The effect of this new, non-scholastic (anti-scholastic) interest in

science among a group outside of the universities (which remained
scholastic) appears at different times in different countries.

a) Italy - where AK Renaissance came first is also first in this -

b) Axx As early as 1600, find a group organizing itself for the indepent

pursuit of science.

c) This is the Academy of es 1600-1630. An organization which

took its anti-scholastic, anti-university bis so seriously that they

actually excluded priests.
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d) Their objective - never entirey achieved: Establish "scientific
'non-clerical monastaries's ix throughout the world. They were tr
have a museum, library, printing office, instruments, machinery
a botanical garden, laboratory. A NEW SORT OF JOB AND A NEW CON-.,
CF SCIENCE.

e) It was a good idea and a good start. But they were dependent on the
generosity of one wealthy patron and they died with him.

2. The second society of this sort is also Italian: Academy of Experiments
1657-1667.

a) Short lived but did important work.

b) Filled by friends and disciples of Galileo's.

1) Much work on barometers, on thermometers, on hygrometers, on effects
of heat and effects of cold, and many other such topics.

d) These men worked together. They published as one. No individual
credit. Their reports were printed in Italian, Latin English, and
French and circulated throughout Europe.

e) Aggin it's a novelty. But again it depended upon xxaxx support
from a single family - the Medici - when they ceased so did it.

f r 00 10L_ ',tJ ~fbmt~eae ta~e in their mere permanent
am a onsn* ti S 4uwto Eng and Fiiance. Zomorrow.

'TU~ 4 ~'W~G~
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NA URAL SCIENCES - New Science

I. The Sd;ENTIFIC CIETIES

1. The n w so nt fic moveme ,ulxw wAw wtw 4ch re now
know a te Ne Science \the Nev iilosophy, -began receiv important
instit onal e ressio dur ng t eeventee cen ry.

a) T is, a nu be of bran ew soc et s, a emies,\clubts, sprang
pt provide locus to he opera on of e many p Q le outside

of th Chure ad the iv sities o we n.w once ing themselves
with s ient ic ubje s.

b) The first'of thes ew group ere th '? 1x d sho lived tal n
prganiz one, w h we ment ed at he end of e last 4 re.

c) Ahld t ese, a'1 heir a-rtf';span,\a a2godels r the
lat Societ s whose activity beghs in the seventeettrienusbry

2.e These1-s&aV
2. These ar articularly: The Royal Societ of Londqn, 1662, and the

Academie des Sciences, 1666. cc eer k

a) There are a few important difftrences between them, growing mainly
from the fact that the French Academy was more closely and rigidly
tied to government.

b) Smaller, personnel more highly selected, research topics more
controlled. It was less of a social club than the Royal Society,
ba on occasions, became. But if it suffered occasionally from close
control, it also benefited greatly from clos7e support. Financial
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atumets, finance expeditions to
collect speciment and take astron. observ. in southern hemisphere.
Build a model observatory. And support their membership. These men
were payed. They were the first truly professional group.

c) In contrast the Royal Society drew only moral support from the crown.
Their members were usually amateurs whose work was supported by the
generosity of the Societies members. Or by some particularly wealthy

ber. The membership roles normally included one or two angels.

d) But despite these differences, the two groups considered as represent-
atives of the new science and new scientists appear essentially
identicalrxwtxtxwk -xw xtxyrwwtxwwtxzhwx1wrt*wwxwIt1r wwmxthwir

SIn particular., they show markearallels
in Origins, Objectives, Operation,l w weww rsonnelle

3. Both begin informally. The Charter of the Royal Societfysi ly gives
formal is &Aga1omrt. the sanction of the crown to an activity which
has been going on for some time.

a) R S doesn't receive charter from Crown until 1662, but their are
records indicating that the central group which constituted the
later Roy. Soc. had been meeting fairly regularly, of their own
volition, at least since 1645.

b) When in 1662, tha after the Restoration of the English Monarchy,
Charles II, is persuaded to recognize the group and give it status,
Preamble to charter opens: Ornstein, p. 194-105.

c) The charter did not create. It recognized, formalized, encouraged
a form of activity which had been aoine on since @arly in century.
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4. The men thus recognized by thecrownre a ve vaZied, and by and large

they are a new group to the sciences. * 6 ,UA-.'1 *SA4I) VOCOned@ r

a) Some idea ct their variety of bac khT interests, you can deriv
from your reading in Baumer's anthology. Partionilprlv thp selectiorrn
from Spratt's History and Fontonelles' Eulo -r,

b) Spratt you'll notice boasts particularly tht on a
"broken down the Partition-wall, and made a fair Entrance, for all
Oonditions of Men to ;=r engage in these Studies."

c) And Spratt calls particularly for mblwithout university training:
"It suffices if many (members) be plain, diligent and laborious
observers who though they bring not much knowlaggeyet bring their
hands and eyes incorrupted. Men did generally xxppma think (before)
that no man was fit to meddle in matters of consequence but he that
had bred himsel! up in a long course of (school) discipline for that
purpose, (but) experience.., tells us greater things are produced by
free ways than (by) the formal."

d) Proclamations like this may take on a more vivid personal meaning for
you, if you remember that they are one expression in this century of
the same xxx drive for new social and intellectual horizons which
led the Puritan pilgrims to colonize North America.- '* * * -4*

+-',rS44iztqe~tar.
e) Robert Boyle, one of the mainstays of the Society waslso a director

of the famous (or infamous) East India Company. He divided kix a
considerable portion of his great wealth between RS and Soo. for Prop
of Bible in New England. John Winthrop, the early Gov. of Mass Bay
Colony, was one of the very first Foreign Fellows of the Roy Soc.



5. Thes nwho differed in religion and in politics, in social class ana
in professional interests, were held together by just two thin:gs

a) An unquenchable curiosity about the secrets of nature, or thathe
words of the charter, about "the hidden causes of things", and an
intense conviction that by discovering these secrets they could mE
"endow human life with new discoveries and new powers."

b) For this purpose they met once a week to see and discuss new experi-
ments. Each member required to contribute at least one per year.
Otherwise they get fined. hXJ JG .C e L,

c) And each meeting, see not only their own experiments, but ge reports
from the Secretary about experiments performed abroad. Secretary
also sends reports on their work to the scientists of Europe, so the
Societies are also clearing houses for scientific information.

d) And as a group these men sponsor projects and new publications of
scientific and technplogical interest. Spratt reports that they
started a catalogue of"all trades and manufactures...taking notice
of all *physical (processes) or secrets, all instruments tooiq, and
engines, manual operations or sleights." They tried to advance
weaving, silk-making, smelting of ores, pottery, and other English
Industries.

*)4Clia.1dn E'.'oly S) . Earliest publication. Author famous as
diarttt whose primary source for our knowledge of English Mores in
period. Significant as illustration of practical direction. Deforest
thru shipbuilding and use of wwod for trees a major problem.



f) Or more scientific xtattmaterial. H oke's book on early observab.l
with the microscope. Tremendous ciro ation. Plcture or Flea "Ho.d
it up". Can see reprint after class. Botanical catalogues, catalogue
of fishes. Also major share of responsibility for persuading Newton
to write down and publish his Principia.

g) In fact it's through their publications that they make one of their
most important contributions. Particularly, its their sponsorphip of
of regular scientific periodicals.

h) Slide of Phil Trans. First appeared in 1667. Has appeared ever
since. Original reports of all British Research and at summaries of
important research all over the world.

i) By now its a bulky publication (Slide of Widener). And in these
pages are contained the first reports of many of the most important
scientific discoveries made since its foundation.

J) Thh x*k* xat international availability of these prompt reports
of new discoveries radically effected the progress of science during
the century. Accelerated spped at which new discoveries were exploit
and reduced the tremendous amount of duplication of experiments and
of theories which had previously characterized science.

i) For example, in 1643 the Italian disciple of Galileo's, Torricelli,
succeeds for the first time in making a vacuum in nature by inverting
at long tube full of mercury. He writes a French friedd (in the
period before the Journals letter vi4ting is the mode of comm.0.

,) In 1645 the frenchman comes to Italy & sees the experiments. Return



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - New Science

- Le tura_3_-_1/29/52

I. THE NOVELTY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY

1. At the end of the last hour had set up double question - What was the
nevelty of the experimental philosophy? And why did it 71to produce
manyimfortant re-TTErin the period in which ITwas established, in the
17th cntury.

a) These I should like to examine Lne at a time.

2. The first question - What was the novelty - has a very usual answer
which now seems absurd. This is the answer which states that the novelty
of experimentation in the 17th century is that anyone did it at all.
On this view, until the sixteenth or seventeenth century
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a) The lamentt_ the destutLon starts early41jhe en __ As early
Cs 1611 the British poet and divine, John Donne, phrases it:

(The ) new Philosophy calls all in doubt,
The Element of fire is quite put out;
The Sun is lost, and thbearth, and no man's wit
Can well direct him where to look for it.
And freely men confess that this world's spent,
When in the Planets, and the Firmament
They seeke so many new;...

'Tis all in peeces, all cohaerence gone;
All just supply and all Relation:

b) And this prevalent disturbance gtows, as the century progresses &
the new science increases in power, into a bitter battle. It's a
battle between the I self-styled Ancients and the Moderns. And it
produces some of the most bitter invective in the English Language.

c) I xxx The battle is joined in the 1760s when the Royal Saiery is
formed. It reaches its peak in the 18th century (first third) in
the attacks upon science and the upstarts by Dean Swift. And of
these the most viscbus is the satire on the Royal Society in the
1tx third book of Gulliver's travels. The third time h6's ship-
wrecked is among people of normal physical size, and he's fortunate
enough to get offered a chance to visit their new scientific academy
of Island of Ladoga. Here are"a few of the things he sees. p. 186-

. It's biting, and unfortunately it's fairly accurate. Can find in 188.
literature of 17th century science an experiment to provide a source for
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every one of th&eexperiment performed at Ladoga. SwifLmisdescribes them
of course, but not so badly as one would like to suppose.

4. Swift's difficulty lies entirely in having been born a hundred years too
soon.

a) DevelopmentA which we've been studying, and at which he Lso criticA
do pay off - do lead to important new theories, and do transform
technology and social and economic processes - but not until Swift
has been dead for a hundred years.

' The big, revolutionary developments in the physical sciences during
he seventeenth century are not really produced by the sort of
xperimental activities encouraged and carried on by the scientific

societies,

c) The Sw wwwrRx New Astronomy and the new Mechanics (Newton's
laws of motion) are not dependent upon new experiments. They are
achieved largely by an extension of the logical-critical mathematical
techniques of the Schobstics, who had started work on-these sciences

d) There are just a few experiments, which do lead to important new
PHYSIC.concepts in the period. Primarily, the barometer experiment - aids

overthrow of the medieval notion of a full universe. And Newton's
prism experiments, which lead immediatel yto a new tJe yof ight
and color. And EXCEPTING BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL SCI tCthat sail

I know of
e eedhrxpmaetead Adthepratatatdperiod.

Chemical experig~ents in 17th cent. contribute to real begitning of
theoretical chemistry, but that doesn't start until close to end of
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eighteenth century, and doesn't effect technology until mid-nineteent'
century. The elecrical experiments of this period ultimately provid,
come of the basis for the eleogrical theories of the late eighteenth
century, and for the electrical technology of the late nineteenth
century. But in this century nothing come of them, or v ry 14 tie.

2) A modern scientist, nowing which experimentsdid lead to useful A
esults, laughs almost as hard reading over the early issues of the
hil. Transactions, as Xanxtxagkxxhn he does reading Swift's parody

vet both Swift and the modern scientist are wrong - And on this scooe
think Butterfield is wrong too, -- He underestimates the role of the

experimental tradition of the seventeenth century to all the sciences
hich make their fundamental progress after that century.

) It is a novel approach to the problem of science.

b) It pays off occasionally in the seventeenth century. Particularly
in Optics.

)n it pays off repeatedly, within the physical sciences after about
1750 and in technology from about 1850.

d) So -- WHAT IS THE NOVELTY AND WHY THE DELAYED PAYOFF

2. There's a usual answer to this question which now, I thihk, seems absurd.
It's that the novelty of experimentation in the 17th century was that it
was done at all. On this vkhw, until the sixteenth or seventeenth cent.



evayonehbltieveAArJisttlor anmA ather -nrtipnanni .ithrn-t Th
seventeenth century, led by Galileo, they suddently looked at the world
instead of at books, and they immediately threw Aristotle away.

a) But, as I've already tried to suggest, Galileo's most important
contributions were not -2eby new observations.

b) And there was plenty tof obse4ation in medieval science. szXt
Medieval astronomy was based on observation of the heavens.

c) And so was medieval physics and the med. laws for terrestrial motion.
You can see that stones fall & that fire rises. One fundamental law.
You can even see that heavy bodies fall faster than light ones --
DO IT -~ I It

d) So medieval science is full of the results of dbservations, and there
is even some experimentation, as your reading in Roger Bacon should
ma1e clear. AON' T CONFUSE ROG. BAC. 13th Cent. Schol., with Fran. B

4.. L es...it 3Ooo e *** (t - "E s * A s .*

e) And so the prdblem of the novelty of 17th cevtury exnerimentation
demands disection with a sharper scalpel.

3. My own view, which I should warn you diverges from that of most historian
uns somewhat as follows.

a) Observation and experimentation in thi 17th century and more recent
science differ from obs. & expt. in middle ages in two respects,
Quantity and Function.

b) Your reading in Zhs Med. Reader & in Baumer should make the contrast
clear.

Then ini



4. The s Q1stoc dA use observation and experiment, but not so much.

a) Hugh If St. Victor, part of whose Essay on Study & Teaching you
read displays the typical scholastic attitude here.

b) Particularly call your attention to his phrase: "The b6ginning of
learning is, axaxttag therefore, in reading, ith consumation is in
meditation." The emphasis is on books plus what the mind can do
with what it finds there.

c) Figures like Roger Bacon who cry for tha increased emphasis upon the
study of nature by observing and manipulating are importantand they
are heard. But they're not typical and they~re not so very many of
them.

o) There's just much more dependence upon direct study of nature in the
later period when the books are no longer trusted.

5-. But even where, as in Roger Bacon, you do get the direct appeal to nature
to experiment, you find it in the medieval period, or even in the writimgi
of as late a figure as Galileo, playing a role different from that
wpich it plays in the seventeenh century "Experimental Philosophy".

a) For experiment & observation can be used in two ways. Exploration
and Test. Describe.

b) Most of the medieval references to experiment & observation afe of
the second sort, For ixl5 Roger Bacon the first characteristic of
experimentation is that "it investigates by exoeriment the notable

conclusions of other sciences."



Many of you who read Dante will find in the beginning of the Paradiso,
simi ar sort of experiment, Beatri give- a logical explanation of

he spots on the moon. Then says - now let's try an experiment to test.
three mirrors and a candle.

7. Galileo does things the same way: "in order to demonstrate the truths
of my conclusions to my opponents, I have been forded to taxzx prove
them by a variety of experiments, though to satisfy myself Plone I have

nefer been forced to make many."

8. And this attitude is to be contrasted with that of Francis Bacon, who
sounds the major theme for the new "exp. phil" when he says:

a) Reason gets nowhere unless constantly lead by experiment4So don't beg

b) We must begin by exploring nature, find out how it behaves both xna
under normal circumstances (observation) and when distcrted by our
instruments (experimentation).

c) Science must begin by compiling "Histories", a word which in the

seventeepth centurfax just ans listopf facts unencumbered by theor.

91 Expt. now becomes primary. Before reason. And it's ,b is not primarily
to test, but to explore. AND ABOVE ALL TO EXPLORE BY MANIBULATION

II. THE HISTORIES

1. It is this novel notion of exploring first which g za receives the
enthusiastic allegiance of members of the Royal Soc. & the French Ac.

And it's a good idea in that it ultimately leads to some new and
and unsuspected sciences and to new and unsuspected techn. technics.



b) But in its initial applications it produces mainat some monstrosities.

2. "Nature" is awfully big - and all of it is Pull of phenomena subject to
science.

a.)If a scientist must start by collecting all the experimental facts
which might be relevant to some scientific theory, he6ll be observirg
for ever. He'll never get to conceptual schemes or to applications.

b) I dotb't that any figure in the 17th cent, would have claimed you
had to observe everything first. That's a parody.

c) Extxthxxx But the experimental histories - lists of new facts - which
they produce frequently make this seem their objective.

d) They are miscellaneous observations and experiments strung together
under such titles as: History of Heat and Cold, Hist. of the Air,
History of Colors, and so on.

3. Here for example is Francis Bacon's list of the histories which must be
written to start research --VIII 373 ff.

4. And the histories, as they are written, frequently seem equally incongr.
a) I have here, for example, Robert Boyle's Experimental History of

Colors. Could pick any one of half a dozen other Histories by
Boyle - H of Air, of Heat, of Cold, or variogs others dealing with
chemistry. -- Boyle took it on himself to take up where Bacon left-
off. He begins to fill in the outline. But this has somewhat more
relevance, because it deals with subject matter of next case and
because it shows so ideally the contrast between the random, scatte-re

_
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particularly the selections from Boy&eand frQm Newton.

2. Th. reasons for the obscurity of this set of beliefs are themselves instr
uctive, for they are typical of the period.

a) These people didn't for the mcst part believe in theories, unless
they had experiments to back them up. Experiments had to come firt.
So they frequently try to hide their working hypotheses.

b) In particular these people had rejected ancient theories. Aristotle
and all the greeks. Boyhood of knowledge. And so they were particu-
larly reluctant to give much expression to their new cosmology, which
looks in many ways as though it had been borrowed from an obvious
Greek source - as in fact a good deal of it was.

c) After all, it is difficult or impossible, to do science without
some advanced guess about what undkrlies the appearances, and with
the Aristotelian guess discredited, another set of Greek notions
appears to have taken their place.

d) Never so rigidly, or so literally held as Aristotelian cosmological
notions, but Ex very clear and very prevalent in the thought of
major and minor figures in the period. It gives direction to muuh
of the best work of Descartes, Boyle, and Newton. We'll see it at
work in the Optics case.

e) And its primitive origins lie in the works of the Greeks:, Democritus

Epicurus, and Luoretius.

f) Never very popular in antiquity, because it seemed to contradict the

everyday - commonsense interpretation of appearqnces - just as Arist.
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g) And itwas Particularlyunppular in the middle ages because these

men, particularly Epicurus, also developed an ethical philosophy:
Epicureanism or Hedonism, which held that pleasure - the avoidance
of pain - was the principal end of life. Clearly not too attrattive
in a world whose peligions ethic was founded upon the notion that
the attainment of heaven is the greatest good.

h) As late as 1624 the teaching of the doctrines of Epicurus was
condamned by the papal authorities in Paris, a meeting was broken up
and a number of philosophers were driven out of town. So psan1x
scientists tried to keep their atomism quiet and informal.

3. No4 Z've' aleady Iugestd one reason why this ancient doctrine was
revived in the 17th century. Intellectual vacuum left by overthrow of
the prevalent medieval cosmology. w+-a-- > 4 /4. c

a) And if we examine the central tenets of Greek atomisms we'll find
a number of other xxxaxxxxhtskx factors making the atomistic view
particularly attractive.

) These include ATOMS & THE VOID

INFINITE UNIVERSE - for what's to stop it.

UNIFORM LAWS - Plurality of Worlds Explain, no
preferred positions, everything can happen the same way it any
point, but there's infinite space and infinite matter so why
should it just have happened here.

b) Some part of this is very very familiar. The void and Torricelli.
Infinite Universe and the Copernicans, Ditto for Plurality of orlds.



NATURAL SCIENGES 4 - New Science

Lecture 4 - 10/31/52

I. THE TENETS OF ATOMISM AND THEIR APPEAL

1. At the end of the last lecture, we had begun our attdy of e new

cosmology which, in arvablety of modifications, undertesu 4h much of

the practice of physical science in the 17th century.

a) Have suggested that the major tenets of the cosmology are derived

from teAtomiets of Greece.

b) And I suggested that one reason for the rise of this new cosmology
after about 1620 in Europe is simply to fill the intellectual void

left by the overthrow of Aristotelian and Ptolemaic cosmology.

2. But there are other more relevant and more forceful reasn which

determine the choice of this cosmology in particular.

a) And these appear as soon as we examine the major tenets of ancient

atomism.

3. The first major tenet is that the entire universe is made up of Atoms &

the Void.

a) For the Greeks atom means indivisible - the last limit of division.

Can't go anyfurther. In the seventeenth century some figures, like

Newton, followed this view, but most, like Boyle and Descartes,

viewed atoms - or corpuscles - as microscopic particles which could

be divided - at least by God - but which almost never were. They

moved acund, jostled each other, interacted, combined and separated
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1nd this was just the characteristic of the new universe whsc possib
-iIttean. - tshlatc1h deid

C) You remember that for Arist. & med. scientists, space 1 matter meant
the same thing. No space without matter. To be matebial means to
have dimension, and to be a hunk of space means to have dimensions,
so they're the same.

e) And this is how the scholastics justified the finite size of the
universe. No matt er outside sphere of stars meant no space.

4. But wheni one admits the possibility of a vacuum, this dodge is no longer
available. So the universe of the atomists is necessarily Infinite Univ.
Which is our second major tenet,

a) for what can be a boundary to the vacuum, only atoms. And Zh what
comes beyond atoms, either more atoms or void, and either means univ.
goes on for ever.

b) And of course in such a universe, there is no center, no absolute
up (away from center) or down (toward centefr) to provide a basis
for the Aristotelian special categories of motion.

5. In fact, in this universe of the atomists there are no special positions
of any sort. Each place in the universe is like every other place, for
there is no way to tell one from another.

a) Whence Uniform Behavior of Atoms. Mech. Behavior under Unif. Laws
a) Whence Unif orm Behavior of Atoms. Mech. Behavior under Unif. Laws



Law of motion, etc. Impacts

b) Which has wo ver important corollaries: Terrestrial Physs
Celestial . d, sineuniverse is infinite, and therw-are
atoms xazxxhzz everywhere in it, it is highly improbable thAt the
configurations of atoms found in our solar system are unique.
Whence Plurality of Worlds.

6. This should begin to make it clear why the idea of xxxx a mechanical
atomistic universe was so attractive to men of seventeenth century sc.

a) Its dictates, originally enunciated in antiquity, coincide so nicely
with other consequences of the develcpment of science in the 16th &
17th centuries.

b) For example, the idea of the void. Atomists had believed in void,
but never produced one. In 17th century, Toricelli and his successori
do produce one. One strikes against Aristotle, and a run for the
Atomists.

7. Or more important, examine the relationship of Mhx Copernicanism to
some of the results of the atomist cosmology;

a) Cop,himself,was conservative in his interpretations. His cosmology
in many respects remained Aristotelian and medieval. But his
successors examining the theory saw implications Sich he had
either not seen or had suppressed. And these conclusions frequently
coincide with those of the atomists.

b) For example, Cop., to explain absence of stellar parallaxhad to
to greatly increase the size of the sphere of the stars. But he
kept.it. Some of his successors though felt that since univ had

IS ,-<I%



been made this large And SINCE IT HAD LOST ITS PHYSICAL FUNCTION OF
CARYIN(1TIE TARWARUUNDI t could be cispensed with uirely.-Do
an important consequence of atam Copernicanism was an increased
belief in infinite universe which is also a consequ. of atomists.

c) Or again, Copernicus has come very near making the earth, just a
planet, one of six equivalent bodies, Kepler completes the process.
But this breaks the distinction between terrestrial and celestial
physics. And leads people to go still further and equate the sun
with the stars and suggest there anm may be still other solar systems
which is again a feature of atomism.

8. Or examine the relationship of the new impetus theory of dynamics to
atomism. They don't by any means coincide. But they overlap. For one
of the things which the impetus theorists have had to do is to get away
from the special dependence of motion upon 1hxxx special geometric
positions.

a) Motion of projectile depends upon impetus you put into it, not on
it geometrical relationship to a special point, the center of tr
universe.

b) And the atomists universe is just a universe in which such special
geometric points are lacking. It's a universe with no special
directions. You would expect an atom to continue moving with const.
speed in a straight line until it hit another atom. For what Me
could make it turn./ 2krwrtwwwarwPmat-t--tsta rveywaxvkxwatt=

"1XXt. except impact with another atom, and it's equally likely to
it other atoms in any direction abd at any place.
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9. Don't misunderstand. Neither the atomisms of antiquity, not the correla-

.ted world-machines of the seventeenth-century Were oeqed by Turluellls
barometer, by the impetus theory, by Copernicus. NOR DID ATOMISM CREATE
THESE THEORIES.

a) The overlaps are small and incomplete. There are just a lot of them
at key points. Points at which new experiments or new theories reach
certain conclusion about the universe turn out to be points where
ancient atomism reached similar conclusions.

b) So the new theories facilitate the rebirth of the old cosmology and
the old cosmology facilitates acceptance of the new theoryes. There'i
a complex process of mutual interaction here.

II. WORLD MACHINES

1, Only the 17th century didn't just take thexxxthwar anciont cosmology over
It elaborated it, altered it, went further.

2. And the first figure to arrive at a Ezxxx~xx completely developed CoCem.
scheme is Descartes

a) At beginning Universe was full of smrall microscopic cubical particles
all made of same stuff.

b) God gave them a push - they start to slide over each other, constantl;
moving because there can be no reduction in the quantity (f motion
God originally imparted to them.

c) In this continuing motion they strike upon each other aid break each
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other up. As things begin to settle down, and the stancture of the
present universe evolves, three Surtu of particles have been geneated
Big ones - air, earth, water; Intermediate size ones - air & gasses;
Very little ones - An aetherial fluid between other two, whose use
we'll see aglin in optics case. Desc.'s not gone all the way. His
aether does fill in pores. Still no void.

3. By.the continuing motion of these particles, motions guided by fixed
laws which God preserves but with which he does not interfere, all the
phenomena of the universe are to be explained - past, present, future.
God set it going, but it's now running itself.

a) Next case we'll see how mattax light is explained by it. Might also
notice here that Descartes also tries to explain biological phenomena
this way. Animals as automota, robots, working mechanically like
universe. Man an automota too, butwith a soul.

b) But tk here let's just look briefly at the less fine grained portions
of the physics. SLIDE

c) Cartesian matter filling all space. But to preserve motion provided
by God, it's now settled down to moving in a series of vortices,
each with a star at its center. POINT OUT STARS

' ,enerally the slower, heavier particles settle twwards the center
y the mechanical laws governing a whirlpool. You know how a whirl-

pool sucks ships, and logs too it's center. That's how star is built

C) But some little clusters of the heavier particles survive, for they
Cluster together and form their own little vortices within the big
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one. These are the planets. They are xai centers of small vortice
carried anb y larger ones.

f) Within these smaller vortices heavy bodies also get forced to center
which accounts for gravity. And Desc. also explains tides, moons,
and other terrestrial phenomena as part of same nicture. OR AT
LEAST HE TRIES TO.

g) Incidentally - this streak up here is a comet. Gete it from same
analysis.

L. This is not the only world-machine of the seventeenth century, though
its the most ambitious. Youg get glimpses of others in your reading
in Baumer's anthology.

.) Particularly in Boyle who compares the universe to the clock of
Strassburg In which "the various motions of the wheels and other
parts concur to exhibit the pahenomena designed by the artificer in
the engine"

b) And you find it again very prevalent in Newton: who ended the
Optics with "it seems probable to me, that God in the beginning
form'd matter in solid, massy, hard, impenetrable moveable Particles,
of such Sizes, and figures, and with such other properties.... as
most conduced to the ends for which he form'd them."
i.Ewho begin his Principia by saying "I am induced by many reas ons
to suspect that /all natural phenomena/... may... depend upon certain
forces by which the particles/of matter/ are...either mututkly
impelled toward one xxtatk another... or are repelled and redede
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from one anether."

3. A~d this is another modification of the akx idea of an atomistic world
machine - modified in that it supposes not only atoms, and space, but
aleo forces which act between the altimate atoms and which cannot be
explained by collisions.

a) We'll see this sort of atomism at work in Newton's optics too.

b) But you've already seen enough of it,to understand its working in
a part of Newton's theory you all know at least vaguely. Universal
Gravitation & the parallel between the apple and the moon.

6. For what is it Newton tells us.

a) Earth made of corpuscles - held together by
attractive forces which draw every corp.
to every other. DRAW

b4 But if every corp. attracts every other,
than each one of them must also attradt
every corp. of apple. DRAW. And net
result of all the little attractions
must be an attraction straight towards
center.

c) And now what about moon. Draw. If laws are
uniform, its particles too must be attracted
by particles of earth. Like the apple. And
its behavior is just like the apples. It must fall towards the earth

jj



And Newton's new vision is to see the circle made by the moon as
a constant process of falihgand to snow that the amount of 1t
falling is just thxxxas appropriately related to the rate at which
the apple falls.

e) ~oon, linear motion, plus falling yields circle.

?. This sort of thinking - relating various observations by discovering in
them common I= modes of the behavior of atoms moving under invariable
laws runs through the century.

a) Actually the above is not even Newton's most original contribution.
Just about that much of it had been seen by others within the m
cosmology

b) N1ewton's contrib. is the mathematics. Gets Kepler's laws, etc. this

way.

c) The qualitative thinkshg everyone's doing. oa

d) Xaxtx New Problem - impacts. A
e) New theory - heat. too+
f) New chemistyy - and here a bad steer. etc.
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III. THE EXAM - Now pause for a few words on exam.

1. 9:00 at Membrial Hall. It will be distributed at 9:00 for those who are
there.

2. Two questions. I & II. First has several parts. Notice all of them.

a) Amat Equal credit, so divide your time equally.

3. The first question is technical, which means its entirely on astronomy.

a) Some of the techn. material dealt with here, in problems, in sections

h) By and large lcsz tough than the more difficult problems, since we

re:'y think you can get thru it in half an hour or less.

161 my impression that most of you will find most of the first

question fairly routine and straightforward, unless you try to do

more than we ask you too.

"oweter, if you do find it less than routine. Don't spend too long

n it. Stop after half an hour or thereabouts and get on with it.

.or the next question is not routine.

a) It's an essay - your first in the course

b) And it's meant to show your grasp of lectures and reading from
several portions of the course.

' "ou should all have more than enough material to answer it with, but
ou are likely to have trouble organizing your material and bringing
'to bear on the question.
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d) For the main trouble with the question is - it would be quite
easy to write a PED theskqeonit.

5. So

a) Read it carefully - I know this sound4 like unnecessary advice,
but in every Freshman course and in most others, the major difficult
on exams come from failure to realize what question calls for.
Some of you will write on other questions, some will use this one
as an excuse to try to get down everything you know, and you won't
have time, and most of tle material you do et down won't be relev.

Jan. t doa brief e before you startZT icafg t yu
would have7covered and the sort of material you would have used.

c) In the time available your essay will necessarily be a brief sketch.
And, though you won't get as much credit for an outline as for :pm
relatively connected prose, you'll still get a good deal.

,OOD LUCK



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Optics

L-ectutre- 1-1/5/52--

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE OPTICS CASE

1. On our present reading list the lectures and reading on "New Science" or
the "New Philosophy" are coupled with those on the Optics" case which
starts this morning and will occupy us until Thanksgiving.

a) The conjunction of the two blocks is not inapropriate, for one of
the pair of major objectives of the "Optics" casp is to give body
and meaning to the abstract remarks we've made so far about the
"New Philosophy."

b) Present case centers in the 17th century, which is period in which
the novel scientific movement first gained prominence, and the
Optics case will cogen1Villustrathojust those features of the "New
Science" which I've emphasized during the past two weeks.

c) Here we'll examine in detail our first experiments.

d) Here we'llsee the function of the new scientific societies in
propagating novel discoveries and in serving as centers for debate
over the new discoveries and their interpretations.

e) And here we'll see the coppuscular philosophy, and the world-machine
notion of the universe serving as a constant guide to a variety of
interpretations of experiments.

2. So our first objective is to view the novel traditions of 17th centunv
science by observing them at work in guiding
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The research here is too incisive, too well done. If it is typical
of science, it's typical of science only at its very best, which
places it a long long way from the average of fruitful scientific
investigation.

) There are not many Newton's in science, and there are very few problez
at any time which even a Newton can attack with such immediate and
fruitful results. And it's Newton's work which provides our climax

c) We will here see experimentation, and we'll see it doing it's new
job, uncovering new phenomena, exploring, and exploring by distorting
nature , by making nature yield phenomena which would not be forth-
coming without human intervention. Laws re a res, an a mp,

n obse atons t made an * B e eri nt whic sug s
the aws are htx pro d only en an e eyon obs a o

the m lation ature. T o ervaton aren' suag' s e.

d) But we'll see none of this typical random, scattered experimentation
which charqcterized the seventeenth century, and which we previously
iklustrated when we looked at Boyle's work on colors. Here we have
one of the excessively rare cases in which the road. from discovery
to interpretation is short and direct.

In other words - and this point can scarcely be overemphasized - this
case makes reseakch look too easy. The key experiment, which leads to
Newton's new theory, is too suggestive. The experiments by which he
follows up and frixxa produces evidence for the new theory are too

nearly conclusive. Science seldom trogrpsses so smoothly.



aL etizE1 _agmgothes and directness will be an advantage to us
in our first approach to the second big objective of this case:
Examination of the Role of Egerimentation in science.

b) And particularly it will be useful to us in indicating 1haxaxtxx
rmn experimentation in a double role; 1. Exploration - Suggestive
Experiments. 2. Testing - the Strategy of Confirmation.

. ICfwe need priorities, it is shurely this second objective which is more
important, for the lessons to learned here about experimentation charact.
science today as much as they characterized it in the seventeenth cent.

a) Therefore reemphasize: What can we learn by experiment? Or what
sart of experiment teaches the xxx scientist? FIRST ROLE

b) And second role: Given the new idea - how does bne devise a campaign
to test it, discover its range of applicability, and ABOVE ALL tax
make other people believe in it.

o) Preliminary answers to these questions are our primary objectives
during the next three weeks.

II. LIGHT RAY6, POINT SOURCES, AND POINT IMAGE.

1. In starting out with a new technical subject, wte must precede once again
as we did in astronomy. That is, must start from appearances. WHAT COUL?
ee s~fiet inaltt n est Irbeatir' " 1 A %his alala ne olon:

central figures? What was state of knowledge of optics at the time
our case opensT
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prducts a tremendousamo1unt of economy in the presentation.
Given these geometric techniques alone many phenomena involving
shadows (and eclipses, etc.) reflections (and mirrors), lenses land
microscopes & telescopes) can be handled quite adequately.

e) In other words, an awful lot of optics can be done without asking
any questions about what underlies the appearances - without akking

va.Jwhat light is and why it behaves the way it does - why its reflected
and why its refracted and why each othese phenomena obeys the laws
*c it does obey. Geometry alone takes you quite a ways. NO MODEL.

3. Now the fact that you can go this far x** *x in optics without going
beyond the Geometrical diagrams to describe light's behavior explains,
I think, one of the peculiarities about the way in which optics developed

a) Until the 17th century questions like What is Light, Why does it
behave as it does, weren't taken very seriously.

b) People in antiquity had ideas and answers: Light is a form of invis,
antennas radiating out from our eyes like the feeles on insects or
#he whiskers of cats. Or radiating from luainahte bodies (but first
was more popular - Night vision).

c) Or alternately light was particles emanating from eyes or from lumin.
bodies, etc.

d) .geXaAtgf<A Everyone did the same
sort of optics using geometry. Progress in optical research continue4

pretty much independent of the particular ideas which people had
about the nature of light. < u . r < .k. :&%.-

0. -Ve &0*10%
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4. AndAJ1iSAl very unuusal. I know of no other science which has developed

this far without having some equally developed set of underlying concepts
about the nature of the object which it studies.

a) Look at manner in which Ptolemaio mathematical astronomy was fitted
to a universe of spherical shells, or manner in which Copernican astr
was provided in short order with a new sort of universe to give the

math model of Copernicus a greater plausibility and a greater appeal
to common sense,

b) And apparently the reason that optics is an exception is that the
economy in reporting appearances and them reasonableness in examiniz
them which ie primary objects of conceptual schemes are here provided
by Euclidean geometry.

e) And so the problems of what underlies the appearances of light and

colors doesn't become urgent untiJ1 the seventeenth century.

5. I'm not quite certain why they do become urgent then, but they do. Perh:

a) New Instruments make optics itahlf more important. Descartes redding

b) Solution of old problems - Snel's law & groperties of lenses. Geometrl

Problems solved - People get more concerned about new problems, part.
colors, which are less ammenable to the old treatment.

c) Increased'Ouriosity. More peope working at science.

6. Affanyev~nt, this is the century in which people start trying very hard

to fit their developed geometrical knowledge of optics to their ideas

about the structure of the univefee - to understand why light behaves as
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it does. - and to see what else they can learn about light with their
new found model.

b) And the first man to provide a developed account of the relationship
of geometric optics to a model of the universe, to answer what is lit1
is the Frenchman, Descartes, some of whose remarks on the subject you
read this week.

1110 LIGHT IN THE CARTESIAN UNIVERSE.

1. You'll remember that the Cartesian universe is a full universe. A Plenum

a) And it's filled by particles or corpuscles
of matter. Draw. Big corpuscles for earth sd ;
air, etc, Little, aether curpuscles, filling
thu chinks in between.

b) Within such a universe, the eyeball (or outer surface of eyi) will
always be in contact with the corpuscles of air and of the aether
which fillsx spaces between corpuscles of air. Draw eye in.

c) And light - or rather the mental sensation which we get when we say
we see light - is just the result of the eyeball's being struck or
pushed by xxpast some of the elorpusoles in contact with it. In
particular, sensation rewults from push by aether particles, not the
heavier, less mobile corpuscles of earth and air.

d) Descartes compares situation to that of blindman. By keeping his
stick in contact with object around him he tells characteristics of
the terrain. Pushes with his stick, which keeps him in contact with



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Optics

Lecture 4 - 11/12/52

I. MECHANICS OF LIGHT IN DESCARTES

1. At the end of the last lecture, we had considered briefly the qualitative
aspects of the Cartesian theory of light: FOLLOWING REMARKS ADDRESSED
TO REPEAT OF DRAWING.

a) Motion of corpuscles of luminous body
is transfered to aethef corpuscles as
Tendency to motion. They would move
if not restrained.

b) Tendency to mtion transm. from borp. to
corp. finally reaches eye. Directly or
indirectly.

c) Tend, to motion = Light

2. This is a plausible enough idea. It fits the cosmology & it provides a
mechanism for light.

a) But does it have any real utility. Can we use it to explain linear
propagations reflection, refraction, etc.

b) Deso. thinks we can. Remember his is a mechanical universe, a world
machine. All these corpuscles move and collide in accordance with
uniform laws. These laws explain, Dese, thinks, the way the planets
move, and he supposeethat the application of these same laws to
tendencies to motion will give us the warious laws of optics.

3. Descartes might well have been right. The problem is a perfectly real



one. App the laws of motion to these successive collisions, see whethe:
ou get the properties which light is observed to hive.

) Desc. was one'lof the first to work on these laws of motion & collisioi
First with "First Law" - Inertial,

b) Also first to deal systematically with collisions. Law: In every
collision total quantity of motion must be preserved. Two bodies
of same size - total velocity afterwards must be same as before. One
body slowed by same amount other is speeded. Notice the way that
works out with Pendulums.... Conserv. for 2 & more balls.

c) By application of thhbalaws Deso. hopes to get optical laws.

4. Trouble is - laws of motion are incomplete, and laws of collisions are
full or errors - and the mathematics of the problem he's trying to do
demands calculus which hadn't been very much developed,

a) We can work out Descls problem 4 recognize that it wonAt give proper-
ties of light.

b) Descartes tries to short circuit the difficulties, and concludes that
his model will.

5. The short out - tendency to motion is transmitted in just the same way
that real motion would be transmitted if thete were no neighboring corps.

a) Plausible - Trough - First ball just rolls thru others. Better
demonstrated at bowling alleys when balls are returned.

b) So Desc.t study tend, to motion by studying laws for real motions.
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b) And all of these amount to ways of saying in part - colors are produe

ed by modificatioisof whithl lght- theTbasic form-of7iUght. -By
doing something to it.

7. Descartes himself suggests one thing which is done to it. One theory of
the nature of the modification.

a) Spin.

b) Slide - Following one particle of many.
All get clockwise spin at surgace.
But ones on left have spin increased by particles at rest

in shade.
Particles at right are slowed.

c) Draw inside prism only....

Soc
9'0
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II, CRITICISMS AND REVISIONS

1. This is in essence, the Cartesian theory of colors. As you can see, it's
quite a phony theory - at least there's a good deal quite obviously the
matter with it,

a) Example - if color changes with change in amount ofspin, then ball
coming down with know spin and picking up some at surface, ought to
to correspond to colored light

b) Also, beam should become colored without any prism in a ftll universe.
Friction of beam on stationary surroundings should operate at all
times,

e) And there are other difficulties of a similar nature.

2, On the other hand, this is an early and underdeveloped form of the theory,

a) We study this least perfect version of the theory because it is the
most comprehensive and accessible version of the impulse theory of
light and modification theory of colors produced before Newton's
work, and after Newton's work the entire study of light is dominated
by Newton's quite different theory for 100 years.

b) During the balance of the century important, but fragmentary, improv
ments are mAde in the impulse theory. But it never again appears
quite so comprehensive, quite so able to handle all optical phenomen4
quite so complete.

c) The proponents of the theory hope to achieve with it, what Descartes

claimed to have achieved. They keep working within the framework he

I

j



mistakes
provided - correctingpRX2as heId made and solving problems he'd
never even seen. They don't get back to the point he claimed to
have reached. And their cof+4- " '-er e> +
by Newton's imense success

d) And so I don't propose to study the particular sorts of improvements
made in the theory. I shall just try to bring the impulse theory
into the form it the form it had acquired by Newton's time with a
few brief remarks.

3. You remember Descartes' short-out. Don't study the transmission of a
tendency to motion by a process in which each corpuscle passes motion on
to its neighbor by a collision. Instead suppose the neighbors removed,
and study motion of a single particle which is not hemmed in..

a) This is a mistake - as Descarte's suocessors quickly see.

b) For example, Transmission Whenxghastitrier:
DRAW. Suppose 1"m tendency or impflse gets
to alit by any device you choose. Then kicks
at slit wontt be restricted Just to particle
directly ahead. Light must spread Into shadow.

c) That is, impluse theory can't explain/Linear propagation. They go
on trying to. But no success at all by the end of the century. Then
people step trying for a hundred years because an alternate theory
which can solve this difficulty takes over.

4. Similarly, they are not successful in finding a truly satisfactory sub.
for the Cartesian color theory. Though they do get rid of some of Desc.
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most-,glaring Inconsistencies,. HookeIs theorysabout which you'11ead
a little in Roberts & Thomas is a better theory. But not much. And
again this line of progress is stopped by Newton's success.

5. On the other hand, the theory is by no means a total bust. In particular
they do succeed in giving excellent explanations in terms of an implse
theory of both reflection and refraction,

a) Start out - in following tvansm. of tend, to motion can't watch
just one corpuscle or a straight chain as Dese. has done. Must
watch the entire region.

b) If then we've a point source. A point
which initiates these impulses. At first
instant it kicks it's neighbors, these
kick their next neighbors, and so on.
Lockate progress of the impflse by sucoes-
sive circles.

c) Call the circles Impulse Fronts, location
of the impulse at successive instants as it
travels away from source. Light rays are
just lines perpendicular to impulse front.
DRAW. Now kx no physical significance, not
a path of anything, but geometrically related to the imphse fronts
which have physical significanO.

6. But these impulse fronts enable us to explain reflection and refraction
easily.
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a) At large distances from source a small section of impthse front

is veryn rly a stragBt IThe, and6t1e lines perpendiculwr to it,
or light rays, are very nearly parallel.

b) Consider section of such an impulse front, and associatdtrays.

Follow single impulse frot in.

Start exatmining bend from contact
point, Refl. impulse has gotten just
a bit further away, etc. Next point is
still further off, because pulse hit

Or ?efraction in same way -

Demonstrate.
And can again get Snel's law & law of reflection,

d) Only notice here. One important change from Descarte's original
form. In slow medium light is bent towards perpendicular and away
rom surface. In Dese. theory other way.

Thus in revised form t'zwxxuzxz xx3 anx ZLwhich light travels

lowest in dense me&&a like Water & Glass, etc. for these are the

maedia in which light is observed to be bent towards perpendicular.,
Revised Impulse theory Light travels slowe*ti*nober medium f t
Descartes' (and Newtons') theory light travels faster in dense
medium, 1
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Either of these is possible. There's no way of measuring to twil
which is true. By the time measurement is possible, the decision
has already been made on other grounds.

III. ENTER NEWTON

1 1. This is very brief sketch of state impulse theory of light & associated
modification theory of colors ass reach by last third of 17th century
when Newton enters the field.

a) Most generally accepted theory.

b) One best able to handle optical phenomena, tho still not completely
worked out. Linear propagation & color.

c) It's the theory that's killed for 100 years by Newton's work, but the
one to which 19th century apit physicists turn & redevelop & improve
when the Newtonian theory runs into difficulties.

2. But the m t atwwtheory is not discarded because of these difficultiei
but rather because of a new phenomenawhich impulse can't explain and whi4
is suggestive of a new theory which takes over. AND THE NEW PHENOMENON
& NEW THBBRY ARE NEWTON's

3. Newton starts his work in Optics as a teacher. And he teaches subject
in the well worn geometrical manner by which we approached it with little
on no committment to any theory about the nature of light.

a) And his entry into optical theory occurs almost by accident. In the
year 1666, apparently out of curiousity, he decides to try the expt.
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which he describes as othe wellknown. phaenomenonon of colors"

b) Sets up his prism, but by chance or luck sets it up differently
from the way previous workers had done it.

c) Also by luck he had a prism particularly well suited to give the
effect he got. They won't all do it. I had to search. None of the
prisms we have here will do the job.

4. What he did: Draw

5. What he got: Demonstratation

6. Why he was surprised.

a) No fringes. All colors spread out.

b) Expected Show it with close screen & lens.

c) Got. Repeat.

d) And got it because - Big distance - Uncommonly dispersive prism.

7. And this result is not a fringe effect. It's a shook to any modification
theory.of colors.

8. And it suggests to Newton an alternate theory of colors, which replaces

modification theory & carries the impulse theory away with it.
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Lecture 6 - 11/17/52

I. THE OUTCOME OF THE FIRST EXPERIMENT

1. At the end of the last hour I suggested that the first important thing
to notice about the result of Newton's first experiment with a prism is
that the result is a surprise. SURPRISE

a) Newton expects to get a circular silhouette of the opening in the
shutter projected upon the far wall of his room - and he expects this
circular image to show fringes of color, red at the lower end and
blue at the upper.

b) What he gets is an oblong figure - five times as long as it is broad -
showing *z*u** violet at top, then blue, then greet, yellow, oranges
and finally red at the lower end.

c) It is this elongation of a figure which shows color everywhere which
constitutes the surprise.

2, As you continue in this course you will discover repeatedly that the
experiments which produce changes in scientific thought, alterations of
conceptualization, are very often of this sort, They are very often
extremely surprising.

a) For if they are to be able to break down a rut, a tradition, of
cientific thinking, they must have a tremendous impact upon the

mind; they must be shocking.

b) Otherwise, as you will see, it is frequently possible for the oposi-
tion to ignore them, to dismiss them as the results of accident, or
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simpl2yto call them unimportant.

c) Scientists rarely claim to be abto explain every phenomeneg they
1atutenflt4on n c-plaims to the phenomena which seem to

be important. Others they leave for a later date or later scientists.

d) And one standard way wuzx wxzuxw by which / experiment can gain

enough importance to prevent its being dismis ed or explained away
is if its outcome is shocking, surprising, in conflict with existing
theories, with expectation. You have a fine Example of that here.
You'll have another in Mr Nash's first case where you will study
what it took to make chemists even try to explain the well-known

fact that bodies gain in weight when you burn them.

Takes a surprise - in this case, elongation - in the next a gain in

eight so much larger than that ever noticed before that it could not

be ignoret, That it became worth changing a theory in order to accour

for it.

3. And notice clearly that when I say a surprise, don't mean just a result

which noone has seen before. Mean a result which is in conflict with

expectation, in conflict with existing conceptuall schemes. Conflict

with existing opncepts is one essential way by which an obs, can gain
importance, 'r e-_ A V

a) If that door opened and a purple cow walked in, you and i wouldG be

much surprised and shocked. /We should demand explanation, for our

concept of Burr doesn't in1ude cows and our concept of cows excludes

purple hides.
t i i-
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b) But my five month old daughter would be totally unexcited by the

cows are excluded or colors which cows may not be.

c) Or in the same vein - one thing which all parents have to learn is
that magic shows have no impact on young children. A certain acquired
knowledge of nature's regularities is required before they will be
be excited or surprised by phenomena which older children recognize
as surprising violations of natural law.

4. Returning to Newton's experiment, we realize that it's importance is not
simply that it is a novel observation.

a) On the contrary, though it was an unusual observation - long throw,
highly dispersive prism - but elongation had been observed at least
occasionally before.

b) Boyle, for example, had made observations very like Newton's. But he
wasn't trained in existing optical theory - as Newton was - and he
wanted to list, not to evaluate and criticize experiments.

5. The significance of the experiment is, then, not entirely in the experi-
ment itself. It's in the experiment done in the 1660's when modification
theories of light were well developed, and done by Newton who was equippe
to recognize the conflict between the outcome of the experiment and the
existing modification theories.

a) In short, the experiment is significant because wee-a-potetishly
surpiing _x erimen, done by a man who knew enough to be surprised.
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II. NEWTON'S EXPERIMENT - THE INTERPRETATION

1. I have suggested to you before that our fundamental purpose in NS 4 is
to 2axx analyse the characteristics of significant research - to step
into the frame of mind of the discoverer in order to find what it takes
to do productive research. What goes into it, and what comes out of it,

a) The present analysis of Newton's first experiment brings us back to
this central objective after a long series of more systematic histori-
cal remarks dedigned to provide context for the present analysis.

b) liux" x11xx xxzzzk For the experiment gives us our first
example of the Significant Experiment, and suggests our first endurirg
lesson from this case: that the sign. expt. gains its Aign. from its
context. It must be in some sense a surprisirg, a shocking expt.,
and it can ohly be this if it is in sharp conflict with expectation.
Only if it is incongruous in the context of existing scientific
ft concepts and beliefs.

This is one of our fundamental objectives here. The two others which I

hould particularly like to emphasize may be listed as: Suggestive

xperiment, and Follow-up Experiment. And I'll start with the thrst.

) By the sugg. expt. mean the one or more than one which leads directly
to a new interp.

b) Here it's particularly simple, for the suggestive expt. is the same
experiment as the the one which starts people looking for a new interi
This is unusual. More often need considerable modification and foolir
around before a form of the expt. is found which suggests a new theory
Here sugg. is immediate and new theory is provided by '
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III._THE CORPUSCULAR THEORY OF LIGHT

1. I have suggested that the Newtonian prism experiment destroys the modifi-
cation theory and that it makes things very difficult for the pulse
theory or tendency to motion theory,

a) How can a single corpuscle,transmit simultaneously all of the diff.
impulses which mkwxp mixed together conet. white light. White
light isn't any one sort of impulse.

2. On the other hand the mixture theory of light does suggest the validity
of a theory of light which is even older than the impulse theory. Theory
opposed by Desdartes, that light is just a lot of corpuscles streaming
from luminous bodies to the eyes.

a) Each'different color corresponds to a different sort of corpuscle,
either different shape or different size or different weight.
In a beam of white light all these different corpuscles are mixed
together and going in the same direction. The prism sorts them out
and sends each in a different direction.

3. This is every bit as adequate a mechanical theory as Descartes'. In
fact Descartes has already developed it without meaning to.

a) For Desc. said: Light is actually a tendentty to motion in a full univ
But we can analyse the tend. to motion as it is propagated by watchinf
the way a real particle move in an empty universe.

7) And Newton now says - do away with tend. to motion. Light is the
real motion of real corpuscles. And in this case all of Desc. deriv,
apply without any reference to to Desc.'s short cut. That is, they
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applyexcept that Newton provides better and more accurate ones.

4. Newton then can explain:

a) Linear propagation - which later impulse theorists could not.

b) Law In of reflection and of refraction.

c) He can even explain the different refraction of different colors,
for of course partioles of different size or shape or weight would be

acted upon differently at the boundary between two media.

5. Andthis is the corpuscular theory of light which after Newton's time

replaces the impulse theory and dominates all thinking in optics for

loo years. It really is a better theory at this time.

a) Partly because it explains linear propagation.

b) AMxV because it is associated with the great new discovery of
the century - the elongated spectrum and the mixture theory.

c) And partly too, because it was the theory believed by Newton who

remains today the most famous name in the history of science and

whose prestige made it difficult to doubt the validity of his theory.



b) An almost unique case -- utrers will show one Sassk a exp0. givInL1 5
problem, another one suggesting solution.

s &_Chem._,Rev._won'tbe as simple. Lay, gets
put on tzaak search by one series of expts. with Phosph. & BulphUr,
but will get his new scheme from a second series with mercuric oxide.

3. To see the sense in which this prism experiment is suggestive lets repeat

a) Draw: Att'~ ~

Dh n e h x a -expets then what he saw.

4. Now what does Newton report that he saw:

a) Draw: This figure in itself presents us with a problem,
for it is clearly not quite what he did see - our
figure is narrower at the red end than at the blue-
But for present purposes it's nearly enough....

b) But this is an immensely suggestive figure - for the red semi-circle
seems to be just half of an image of the hole in red. Redraw and
put in red circle. Ditto for blue semi-oirele.

c) And Newton immediately suggests that whole figure is made up of an
infinity of overlapping circles each of a slightly different color
and each al in a slightly different position.
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d) Wlat_prism does is to take single incoming circular beam, and split
it into an infinite numer hIar eams, a l tS-owncolor
and each traveling away from the prism in a slightly different direo.

5. This is a peculiarly difficult result for the any impulse theory of light
and modification theory of color to aeomodate.

a) If original beam is a single impflse or group of successive single

impulses, and if these impulses are colored by some modification, some

change in the impulse produced in the prism or after it, then how can

the single impulse (white) be split into an infinite number of differ*

ent impulses, each a particular color, each hitting screen at a diff.

point.

b) On the other hand, if this presents difficulties for the modification

theory, it immediately suggests an alternate: each of these colors

was in the original light - the prism just separates them out.

It acts like a seive.

c) White light is not a single imp6lse or a single anything - it's a

mixture of all the colors. Each color of light is a different sort

of light; all together make white light; prism separates; doesn't

modify. opening

d) IF NECESSARY: Draw pzal sending out single tube made up of all edori

Show each diverging from prism.
For mbitke.theory Newton substitutes
Mixture Theory.



6ip ang-g of-my teram suggestive
experiment. The result of the experimentYe-shap -or the q*
spectrum, does suggest, more or less immediately, that white light is a
mixture of all the colors of the rainbow.

a) It doesn't spell it out - nor does it prove it. It takes considerable
ingenuity, a Newton, to read the mixture theory in the elongated
spectrum. But it would take a good deal more than a Newton to read
a mixture theory into the fringe effects seen by Descartes or into
the fringes seen when looking at objects thru a prism.

b) Newton will be able to explain fringes by the mixture theory, and
he'll be able to explain a number of effects seen with the prism by
Boyle and others. But it though he can explain them, he couldn't havE
derived the mixture theory from them. This is perhaps the only one
of the many experiments which can be performed with prisms which
pushes one towards the particular conclusion that/light is a mixture
of colors, white

c) With sugg. others can be explained, but the sugg. is from this alone.

7. And the sugg. does seem direct - the gap from obs. to interp. small - in
all but one respect.

a) Newton must have lied. He didn't see quite what he said he haw, thou
he may hove seen somt'hing' loeb to i It*xx with sun that we re-
with are,

b) Red end is larger than blue end, sides aren't parallel. There are
ways of getting the sides more nearly parallel after you have the
mixture theory, but they never get entirely parallel, and Newton's
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jugp to the mixture theory is dependent upon his ability to adopt
this essential simplification flwhaf e actuaIY BW.

8. I can't explain the nature of this rather mysterious jump, except to

point out that it's always involved in reporting experiments.

a) The full detail is too much. You report what seems the essentikl
features. That is you simplifyto what seems the essence of the phen.

b) The diff. between report and the full complexity of what might have

been reported has some relationship to the difference between the

ideal triangle of plane geometry and the k6tal triangle laxuxuxt
drawn with rought lines of finite thickness, which doesn't exactly

33RNNMIE=dtXXXKNPr11 obey any of the theorems of plane geometry.

c) The process involved in Newton's report andin his interpretation is

a process of idealization, of judging what is the essential feature,
what can be explained away later. And indeed Newton's right. The

apparent naruowing of the blue end of the spectrum is dues to the

eye. All the colors shade off into shadow gradually at edges, but
we loose the blue first.

d) So one stage of the process of interpretation which we must recognize
here is the stage of idealization - and here this appears as the

choice, in reporting, of the simplest geometrical figure which will

approximately describe the observation. We saw something like it in

astronomy case with the initial choice of the cirbe to describe

planetary motion.
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kotur e 7 - 11 /19/52
I. NEWTON'S INTERPRETATION - Reprise

1. In the last lecture, we developed the two interpretations which Newton
placed upon his ;= version of the prism experiment

a) Mixture Theory of Color (for modification theory)

b) Corpuscular Theory of Light (for impulse theory).

2. Now, by way of brief review, let's apply both of these notions back to
the analysis of both sorts of prism experiment.

a) Sun emits light (white),
but this composed of all
the rainbow colors.

b) More precisely - it consists
of various different sorts of
corpuscles - say diff. size -
which cause us to see diff, co2s,

c) Travel from sun il straight lines
in all directions - first law -
and ass cylinder of all sorts of
corps is formed at the hole in
shutter,

d) Cylinder impinges upon lens, and here the different colored corps.
are bent in different directions, so from the one cylinder we get
a whole group of diverging cylinders.
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3._TbisAlgram should make clear, to those ofyou who've not already seen
one like it, the reasons why the experiment perfdrmed with soreen
large distance (Newton's version) is so much more suggestive than that
performed with screen close.

a) Draw dotted screen near prism. Here the various corpuscles are all
still in central region. Tubes not separated. At outer fringe get

just red and just blue. This is Descartes' expt. Fringe effects.
looks like mixture of light and shade.

b) To get the full separation - to see the full effect of the prism -
must have the screen distant from prism. Here the tubes are separated
(though, of course, there are still others in between).

c) And this should indicate both How Newton can explain Descartes' effect
(though Desc. can't explain Newton's), and it should also show why
it's only with screen at large distance that the experiment itself
gives a hinti as to the nature of the spparation process perormed
by the prism. And this is what I meant by calling it suggestive.

II. THE OBJECTORS & THE NEED FOR CONFIRMATION

1. This presents the essentials of Newton's theory of colors - or at least
of that part of it with which we're here concerned. And it is not far

wg to say that the entire theory grows out of this one beautiful 
and

s gestive experiment. An experiment which first shows real difficul-

ties with mod. theory & which simultaneously suggests an alternate theory.

2, But although this experiment can do all this for Newton - and for us,

since weire prepared to believe Newton - you will not, after your exp.
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with the Astronomy case._be surprised to discover left mangof the
exporeptsVof the modification theory completely unimpressed.

a) We have here again a case inwich people who had grown up using an
impulse theory ofzuux xxt light and a modification theory of colors
were so accustomed to their own way of handling optical problems
that they could see little virtue in a shift.

b) Newton's new theory proves particularly persuasive - it has less
trouble getting adopted than most - but as always there were some
people so attached to the older mode of explanation that they found
it simpler to deny the importance or the reality of the new effect
than to change their way of explaining all the old effects that they
had so far been handling quite adequately.

3.So Newton promptly gets a large scale controversy going - a controversy
which so upsets him that he resolves in the future to avoid publishing
scientific ideas - and it because of this that the Royal Society has so
much trouble getting him to write up and publish the Principia.

4. Trouble is of three sorts:

a) Men like Pardies who can't get the effect at all. They claim it
must be due features of the experiment which Newton hasn't described.
They can't duplicate them.

b) And it's not surprising that they couldn't. Newton published no
diagrams with original. Throwing sunlight on prism light comes out
in many lifferent directions. Draw, etc. I make it look easy, but
I come down the afternoon before and set things up to make sure I



won't spend the whole hour getting first demonstration to work.
And add all the increased difficulties 'EiaharlseTfi wor with
the sun which moves - gets lost in clouds , etc.

c) As second equally typical group of objectors who admit the effect,
but claim it's due to the effect of clouds, or something of the sort.
Newton's expl. not needed. LINUS

d) And a third finally who admit the effect and admit it's due to prism
but claim if you make the appropriate modification in a modification
theory you can explain it. Light needn't be a mixture.

5. It's because objections of these sorts are altays possible that no new
concpptual scheme is ever sold on the basis of one experiment.

a) It may arise from a single experiment, as here, - the author may be
convinced by one - though more often fore than one experiment is
involved from the start.

b) But it always requires further investigation and prwx confirmation
before anyone else will take it seriously. -,-

c) Therefore it must be Tested and Confirmed by a series of other
experiments. If.... the theory is txZ true, Ihen .... the following
results should emerge.

d) And for the balance of the lecture this morning, should like to
examine a series of additional experiments, which Newton performs in

. xer ose I've had in mind previously in speaking
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role of experiment in testinga theory, Their careful and systematic
use constitus the strategy of confirmation. See whether the theory workdi
in other applications.

) In this case the novel experiments all work. They do lend more weight
to the theory.

More often than not experiments designed to test a bright idea wind
up by destroying it. Most new theories arising from single suggestive
experiments don't withstand this later testing. Most bright ideas
in science wind up in the waste-paper basket, $aes quite a problem
in classified research projects whereeven scr paper can't be
allowed to fall into enemy hands.

III/ CONFIBMATION

1. Newton's first attempts to check are fairly trivial.

a) Vary the conditions of the experiment to make sure the effect is
really entirely due to the prism. Different weather, different sun

b) Put prism outside shutter, which works just as well, positions.

c) Try to make sure any prism will give same result. Ithe not bubbles.
Or the faint tint of the lassMidu to irtites, or sormthinr of
the sort

d) Conclude, after a number of such variations.... Tne exeuct Ust 0!

due to the prism , and due to the prism as a triangular piece of glase

2. With the preliminary rounds thus conclud6&, Newton procedes to some more
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d)_Demonstrate: Move board - this is visiable only in front of room.

e) Can show you same effect enlarged by moving lens. In first position
lens is far from source, rays of different colors crose quite close
to lens. Near focal length. As I move lens back towards prism the
cross over point moves rapidly away from lensa. Get white spot.
Still nearer get original effect. Rays haven't crossed over yet,
cross over point is behind board.

d) And this is a particularly convin&&ng form of confirmation, for here
you can almost see the colors coming together and mixing. The mixt
is visible for you can follow them into focus and watch color change.
EXAMINE ON DIAGRAM.

4. This is pretty convincing - but it is still possible to argue that when
the differently colored beams cross each other they modify each other.
That something more than mere mtsin in olved, i.

a) But we can check that t ut lens in position giving white spot.
Show that can block only white light near spot and in front of prisrP.

b) But near lens colors are separated. Black out part with pencil. Get
colored residue, etc.

e) Comb in. Run it through slowly. Mtxx Colors constantly change,
never get white,

d) Speed it up. Now the eye can't follow the changes any more. Sees
white. And here the 2 white must be due to mixing. Mixing in eye.
Eye is never exposed to white. The various colors are never exposed
to each other. Don't have a chance to interact in space, as in the

I

I
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crossing beams. But eyeputs them together, mixes them.

5. Newton develops a great many experiments of this sort. Noone of them
proves his theory. Each one is a prediction from his theory, and each
one gives the antidipated result. Here the theory is proving fruitful,
and in the final analysis it is the fruitfulness rather than the result
of any one experiment which forces the new generation to use it. As a
result of the existence of the theory many new experiments have been
developed. None are easy for old theory. As these pile up, pressure
for new theory becomes greater.

6. And indeed these are hard to handle. Show you just one more which is
the hardest of all and which Newton develops as the clincher. It very
nearly is:

a) If effect of prism is to modify light rather than separate colors
already there, then prism should modify colored light as well as
white light.

b) We can see whether it does. Draw.part,

c) Modification theory must predict further
modifications new colors. Mixture theory
says this is pure green. No further splitting is possible. Green
beam will be refracted as such. It will be bent, but color won't
be changed, for green light here is pure light.

d) Do it. For sereral colors. Point out components.



7. TLI1_ _Hare-runhtni&a-number of demonstrations vryui ck_Ytly.
You ought by rights be confused, though you also ought to be able tofigu
out what has happened in each case, For each of these EXCEPT COMBIRG,
is an imm&&iate and natural consequence of IM Newton's mixture theory.

a) In view of that theory they all fit together. All represent ways of
separating and combining these tubes of different colored at light.

b) It is this rather than &onsec
makes them so convincing

c) In going over you'll be tempted to ask at th
this experiment prove. Answer is very littl

d) For experiments don't prove things. They add to the wqalth o
phenomena which cry for a theory or conceptual scheme to fit t
together into a pattern

e) And by increasing the total number of observations whiKC.
new Acheme can handle one inevitably adds prestige to the schpmf

f) It's experiments like this taken as a group which preit bri"
conviction, which prove scheme in only sense in which schemes a
ever proved.

g) The more the better... The more different kinds the better....
For the more variation, the less likely that some alternate scheme

~"~1



Lecture 8 - 11/21/52

I. NATURAL COLORS

1. I want, this morting to conclude our discussion of seventeenth century
optics by examining one further aspect of the fruitfulness of the Newton-
Ian theory of light. Exxmxxx

a) Last time we examined one sort of fruitfulness - the novel optical
effects designed on the basis of the mixture theory of colors in order
to provide confirmation for that theory.

b) This mornigg look at axxsx more important sort of fruitfulness - the
application of Newtonian theory to a series of problems concerning
colors of natural objects. The various colored objects which we

c) The particular topics which I'll discuss were not see about us.
dealt with in their present form by Newton. But they arise so natura-
lly from his theory that it's difficult to say hIow much of it he
watwrmtasxt knew or just when each of these effects was discovered.
They are immediate consequences of the theory, but they were not all
developed immediately.

2. As we've already noted, Newton believes that all the colors of the rainbo
are contained originally in white light.

a) There are an infinite number of such colors, one for each displaced
circle, and there is a wide range of qualitative difference. Violet,
blue, thru green, and yellow and a number of shades of red, etc.

b) But not by any means all colors. No greys, browns, pinks, etc.

NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Optics
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On the other hand it turns out that you can get all the other colors
by mixing together the colors-o-eIinWJthe- Hp cooI whiob
are found in the spectnum formed from sunlight with a prism.

d) As a matter of fact don't need all colors in sunlight to do this.

Colored)
Beams.

Find some examples of this on the next slide: OPT 9:2. Color mixing.
We've said all spectral colors mixed together give'white. Bottom
row shows that only two are required and different ones will do.
Pairs are complimentary colors - every color has a complement,

f) Upper left shows what you can do with three colors: These three
Red, Blue, & Greenbare frequently called the primary colors, because
mixed in appropriate proportions, you can get most, but not quite all
other colors from them. DISCUSS

3. We can get some of these effects using our own spectral colors, generated

by process used last time.

3 a) Show speotum and refocus with lensa. Point out we're using slit.

b) Now draw: Draw:

Ic) Show some complementary colors &
some recombinations.

Now can add second prism
splitting off red - then
use a second prism to bring
it back.

4. With this background behind us, we can begin to examinems some naturally

colored bodies. Start by examining some translucent bodi e.

((-A ag eYellow Red, Green,
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b)Each of these effects is achieved because some of the spectral colors

are absorbed in the glass on the way through. Show it removing color
from spectrum/ In each case reinsert lens to show combination of
remaining colors.

c) Should like to save two results for reference later: MHIM
Yellow = White - Blue, (Blue = White - Red.)

5. These filter are hard to make - they're artifacts, fabricated, - and
it's not quite fair perhaps to call them natural bodies. But the same
processes are involved in the colors of the objects about us.

a) Gold Leaf Slide. Reflects back to us just golden yellow which
constitutes its natural color. If thin enough, most of the other
color goes through. Deep blue green. If thick - no transmission.

b) Show by holding infront of lantern. Show again, White, Gold, Blue-
green by direct, reflected, and transmitted light from spot. Use
paper on table.

6. A very similar phenomenon is responsible for the colors of the sun and
the sky.

a) Surprise that none of you have challenged be on this, for the appear-
ances are in clear violation of my description. I've called sun
White or source of white light, but it's yellow. AXZxxitxXa1x DRA
Said you can't see light unless you look at primary or secondary
source, yet (DRAW) eye shaded from sun looking into sky sees blue.

) Draw ray reflected from atmasphere particle*.,ee eh
. Process is selective. Atmosphere like a filter
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-whichbounce some blue lightout_, lets others thru. Thus direct
sunlight is minus some blue. Sky light shows excess of blue.
Phenomenon particularly marked at sunset when sun must come through
much atmosphere.

d) Demonstrate: Point out white light, and scattered light also white.
Acid makes medium more reflective, but selects blue particularly.
Watch for simultaneous change in both.

7. So far I have talked almost entirely about colors formed by transmitting
white light thru bodies which absord certain components of the spectuum

and transmit others, for these are easiest to describe and easiest to

demonstrate.

a) tut exactly the same principles apply to the colors of bodres which

we see by reflected light. These are bodies which selectively absorbt

some of the spectral colors and reflect others.

8. Difficult to demonstrate directly but can be shown indirectly in surpris-

irnly cogent forms.

)dande, a demonstrate it will
need a volunteers preferably from the Radcliffe section of the audient

and preferably xx a skilled knitter,

b) No volunteers, then we can omit it. Or is there a male with pronounc

ed ideas about Argyle socks.

c) gWestrhwaseUngeover sodium lamp, describe. Almost pure spectral

yellow.Highwayamp



d) Dunmpsamples ask for sort into colors. Lights on. I'd still wear
the argyles. W&

e) RRto mv -M.r-rraTIfQ1.%ti~

9. Second demonstration of reflected colors comes from problems encountered
in mixing paints.

a) Yodre familiar with fact that yellow and blue mixt to give Green.
Show it for those not familiar.

"b) But if you remember the first slide, you will remember that Blue and
Yellow are complimentary. Beams of each mix to give white. Show it
a different way.

c) Why???? These aren't pure spectral colors. BILue paint which only
reflected spectral blue would be fairly pale, etc. Ditto for yellow,
there's not much of it.

d) Most paints absorb as few colors as possible. As already shown get
yellow from white minus blue, blue from white minus red.

e) These must mix to white minus blue and minus red. But remember the
spectmum, this leaves just green and yellow, and a yellowish green
is what we get. !k*zxt

) This is called subtractive color mixirg. Adding =atxpatat blue paint
to yellow paint should be described as adding minus yed to minus blue,
Get a paint which subtracts both.
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II. QQLQBHEQRXY AS DOCUIENTATION

1. 1 think these demonstrations rate a couple of remarks. I'm not/concerned
-bout your knowing the details of these color mixing processes.Rxxkhs
os. & neg. color mixing won't be on the exam.

a) Am much concerned with your realizing how much additional strength
the Newtonian theory of ant light, and particularly the mixture
theory of colors draws from this its ability to handle or explain
phenomena like these.

b) !kaa This is fruitfulness in its largest sense. And it supplies
the best of all forms of confirmation for a new conceptual scheme.

2. I mentioned one aspect of the fruitfulness of Newtongan color theory
last time. Set of experiments set up specifically to confirm the mixture
theory - like selection of single color and rerefraction.

a) They're good - not predictable by old theory, predictable by new.
And they work. They're a potent argumeht. They really make converts,

3. Bti notice how much more effective this form of fruitfulness is,

a) These demonstrations are of a totally different sort from those which
gave btrth to the original theory. Man might use modification theory
to explain the attx elongated spectrum - tough but a modification
might work out.

b) But the chances that the same saitfxttax alteration would enable
modification theory to explain thes phenomena which are totally
different would not be so good.
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c) ir-harela the theory. extending into new fields besides the spectrum

which gave it birth. Here it is handling phenomena with which it
was ndt as originally involved.

d) And in the long run it is just this ability of a conceptual scheme
to predict new phenomena and to handle other new phenomena as they
arise which provides the real value of such schemes and which gives
them their tremendous hold on the mind.

III* OPTICS AS SCIENCE - PROSPECT

1. Yet inspite of this immense fruitfulness of a good conceptual scheme and
of the tremendous hold upon the mind which it provides, the dominton of
such schemes is usually temporary.

a) They are finally overthrown. Replaced by others. And the scheme
we are studying now is no exception,

b) It lasts for little more than 100 years. Or more precisely, the
uzkxaxxaE- ' x=xzN zzzxk corpuscular theory of light lasts only
for a century. The mixture theory of colors which played so large
a part in the establishment of the corpuscular theory is still with
us. We've only rejected the view that the various colors consist
of rapidly moving corpuscles.

0) Mtar 1at MxxaxzaxxatX tagx As a matter of fact we've rejected
it, and then rejected the theory by which we replaced it. Rejected
it in favor of a theory called the wave theory, and then rejected
wave theory in favor of quantum theory which is sometimes inacurately
described as a theory in which light sometimes behaves as wave anc.
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sometimes as corpuscle.

2. Unfortunately we're not going to have time even to sketch the changes
introduced by these subsequent theories,

aO This is my swan song today. Twwwermy ztww Monday you start on
chemistry with Mr Nash. I'll be back late in the Spring term.to
t&lk about electricity and what it took to go from theoretical elect.
to the elect. power industry.

b) But would like to conclude this morning with a few words about the
typic.way in which these modifications came about.

3. I think you will see by now that in 17th cent. Newton's theory was a very
good theory indeed. Handled major knon effects. Suggested new ones
which were then observed.

a) But the effects we've examined were not all the effects known.

b) In particular there were two others - now known as difraction and
polarization effects - which were known in the period though only
slightly. And these finally upset the Newtonian theory.

4. No* people sometimes ask: Why if difraction and polarization effects
were known in the 17th century did people take Newton's corp, theory
so seriously. We know it won't explain them. Why did they refuse to
rggognize that.

-' And answer is, there was no reason for them to recognize it. Very
few forms of the effects were known. They weren't known precisely.
Every reason to suppose the theory would ultimately be applied to
them, And for some time It was,
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b) Questionis 2 ikasking: WhyAfpeople i seventeenth century knew
about prismatic colors were they able to accept an impklse-1eory.
And that question I hope we've answered.

5. xx Before these effects could become important enough to xpUttxxx

xxx upset a new theory, they had to become significant.

a) The fruitfulness of the Newtonian theory had to be exhausted.

b) people had to come to regard these as the major unsolved problems.

c) Then they had to learn enough about them to discover their real

conflict with Newtonian optics.

d) Then and only then can these phenomena play the same role in 18th

centur optic,& tha the elongated spectam played in 17th cent, opt.

6. Which returns me here to the same concept of the cynical pr~oess of

progress in science with which I emerged from the astronomy case,

a) The breakthrough - Cop or Newton,

b) Exploitation and modification - Kepler or Newton's successor.

c) A new pooblem not visible within the context of the older field at

time of breakthroygh.

d) And the new breakthrought.

7. A pattern of progress which you'll see again in other fields.
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Stuff to do:

Double check Carnot's references to the literature, particularly those in the posthuou
notes. Get at Regnault's historical review. Get original Mohr and Colding papers.
Work on reconstructing the early J computations in Mayer and Carnot. Get hold of stufi
on compression of water by Oersted and of metals by Lagershjelm. Try to locate the
lead compression experiment described by Lame and by Carnot. Do the Mech. Cel. treat-
ment in more detail, i.e. the math.



There is one more GL article (perhaps two) indicated on his card.

There is also another Rive and Marcet article indicated on their card.

There are more leads in the Dulong CMA3Wi Galorique Specifique des Fluids

Elastique (1828) which I've also not been thru in any detail.

Regnault vol II also has a historical review which will help.
The Laplace Memoir of 1809 and the Mech Gel, Book XII, still need att1ention.

In addition I've scarcely begun on the later English Literature, Must look

at Dalton's New Rhtk System. Also at Young's lectures and RobisonA and

at Lardener'b Treatise. Also at Playfair. In addition there are a number

of leads to articles in S.C. Brown article And in Lilley's stuff. Ure

probably ought to be checked too, particularly in view of the Osborn 
Reynold's

remark. Quite possibly I ought to trace some of Leslie's stuff back into

periodical literature. LKN indicates that the 1804 Nich Journal includes

some remarks by Gough (during a diatribe with Dalton) about multiple sounds

as a consequence of Dalton's theory of mixed gases La preliminary look at
Gough's letter (or those I could find) didn't turn up this remark).

The problem of Pictet's discussion (via Dalton's reference) still exists.

Kelland "Theory of Heat" 1837. A detailed study of the Carnot Memoir.

Ivory in Phil Mag 1 (1827)

Place to pick up project:
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AMONTONS ,GTJILLAUME 1663-1705

Strange report in Memoire de l'Acdemie, 1703, p. 206 on the distance
(measured from brazier along a bar of iron) at which various substances
(from glass to I butter) will just melt.
Earliest lead I've got on Fourier's problem. Apparently (of Mach: W&imelehre)
he's concerned with measuring high temperatures. Assumes linear decremrent
of temp with dist. from fire. Melting points of metals thus determined.
Usew values to criticize those found by Newton whds thus another source

Mach also notes some stuff on conduction by Franklin, Ingenhous (performs
Franklin's expts & reports in Nouvelles e.(Paris 1785), and J. T. Mayer,
Gesetze und Modifteation des Warmestoffee (Erlangen, 1791)).



ARNIM, Li A. VON

Author-of-isefularticle in Annal!n As thnik &1 238-245, 1799. Discovered
thru Mach's WAppetheorie. [This is second series of journal begun by Gren
and continued with new numeration by Gilbert. Freq. cited as G112* AD*
Published at Halle, then Leipzig.

Critical discussion of an aerometer described in ,preceding article (a trans.
from article in Ann. A hl, An V. Finally concentrates on deviations
from Mariotte's law which is where it gets interesting. Rejects Kant's
Nproofs of law, etc., from Metaphysiche Anfangsgronde ar NatUrissenghaft
with a quotation which makes it sound just like the Bernoulli, etc. k.t.
(of.pp. 76-80 of K's book). Refers to work by Sulser '(M=j.* 4L eiaead. A&
Berjlin, 17537 pp. 116-123) and M11ler (Collei m excerimentale) for deviationi
due to physical mixture or ohem combination of gases. (Also indicates in
following discussion that both these men have found deviations due to adia-
atic effects on racid comcression or decompression.)

In ul Knows it probably thru Saussure whom he cites.
Also knows Lambert (directly?). And knows the note on Pictet in Jounal A&o
Phyiaue (only reference to it so far). Dismisses Delametherie's explanation
of effect in favor of Saussure's. Suggests that expansion of gases may be
entirely due to heat they imbibe. Points out that a sudden expansion of

as in one region will be more resisted by surrounding air than it should
eeause surrounding air is heated by compression and that next layer will

resist less than it should because it will be heated by second. LDoesn't

Qpl h A t 3. propagation of sound, but image makes it possible that
e had in mind. Finally uses Gullen's effect to explain cold at high alt.



The Sulzer article has nothing on heating by compression, and therefore
points to a confusion on von Arnim's part. Sulzer (who incitntally knows
the famous Bernoulli prvof) tries to find gas laws to #prove the barometric
altimeter. Does careful experiments on Marridte's law and finds that PV
decreases with increasing pressure. Then does experiments on effect of heat,
but these may be vitiated by failure to allow for akx solution of gas in
water. von Arnim apparently supposes that because a compressed gas gives
up heat to its surroundings it will exert less pressure than Mariotte's
law predictw and uses this to explain Sulzer's effect. Ditto because expanded
gas absorbs heat from surrounding should exert more pressure. If this is
what the German means, I have misread it, and all the implications for the
speed of sound vanish.

Meller can be found thru Poggendorf. His o11aiM experimentale isn't
in Widener. Doesn't seem important at the moment.

Poggendorf list Luawig Achim von Arnim (1781-1835) as man known principally as
"Dichter und Belletrist". There more in the standard biographical dictionaries.



A Nt0LD, JuLHANN CH.,IS*TIAN (1724-1765)

Lambert mentions him (the only mention I've seen in primary literature) as man who did
a compression and rarefaction experiment like Dalton's and Saussure's in 1761. This
may have been printed, tho Lambert's tone indicates (he may say - I don't quite remem-

lists Arnold as erofessor of thysics at Erlangen. Gives bibliography which
includes "De calore motu particularum corporis eoque rotatiorio circa axis neutiquam
explicando, Erland. 1754" and "De thermometri sub campana antliae pneumaticae suspensi
variatonibus, Ib. 1757," and "Von der Natur des Feuers" (Frank. Sammi. St. 1).
Presumably the second is article with Lambert's stuff in it, tho the dates don't
correspond.

resumably "Erlang." is Enrlangische gelehrte anmerkung und nachrichten, Coburg 1-42,
1746-87. ?r"G'v Say U4 a t)J6-re---The journal does have a 5 page abstract

printed in thiir 1759 edition. The original still eludes me. I've a photostat of the
abstrrct.
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BADEN-Pu WELL

See tetoni



BAILLET, A

*Sur la glace produite par I'ipansion edesliirc6mptme" . -'Lettre de
Baillet, inspecteur des mines de la Republiqub, et professeur a llecole
des mines, a J.-C. Delametherie." In Journal de Phsique 4Z, 166-167, 1799.

Takes off from Delametherie's report (a year earlier) on Pictet (qv). Then
reports on similar effect observed from 1758 to at least 1784 in a mine
pumping engine at Sohemnitz in Hungary. First reported by Jars (perhaps in
periodical literature). Machine is like Hero's fountain of the popular
cabinets de physique. Column of water 40 to 50 meters high compresses air
which is used in turn to drive water out of mine. Air jet under compression
deposits clear ice like hail stones. Baillet explains effect by loss of
caloric during compression (i.e. reduction of capacity) and by increased
capacity for vapor of compressed air (cites Monge article on latter point)

Baillet is the A.B. who translates Balton's piece and comments on it.

Good look for Jars -- start with books in library catalogues



BAUME, ANTOINE (1728-1804)

An apothecary interewted in science who becomes a chemical industrialist (a rich
one) as well as a member of the Academie. See Nouvelle biographie generale.

Saussure refers to his two memoires "sur le refroidissement que les liquers produisent
en s'evaporant" They are at pp. 405 & 425 of Memoires de mathematique et de
physique presente a 1s'Academie Royale des Sciences, par divers Savan, & lus dans
ses Assemblees, T.V. 1768 (printed). More often known as the Savans etrangers and
indexed by many title under Academie Royale des science.



The two memoires on cooling by evaporation are based on Mairan's work (q.v.) but go
beyond it in identifying evaporation as cause and getting far greater refrigerations
by use of morevolatile fluids including ether.

XKMKIIKIIX Memoir I. 22 January 1757. Acts as though cooling of wet bulb were
well-known effect (p. 405). Had noticed a pronounced effect apparently in his
earlier research an aether. This with the Mairan work are background. p 411 notes
the same heating effect with acids as observed by Cullen and gives proper explanation
as due to dessication of atmosphere. Develops theory of a fluid cold. Notes in
process (pp. 418 ff) that the vapor itself is not cold, only liquid. Experiments
are not very skillful. Hard to see just why he really concludes for evaporation
except that in these experiments effect is more pronounced and therefore pretty
obvious.

Memoir II. 21 May 1757. Reverts to a memoir (1748) by Nollet on boiling and the
effect of pressure upon temp, etc. Relates constant boiling temp to constant
cooking of liquid by rapid evaporation, a brilliant perception and possibly the J
first time made. Then performs experiments in a void (WITHOUT NOTING COOLING
BY EVACUATION ALONE) but confirms greater rapidity of evaporation and greater
cooling in the void. Relates this to previously known effect -- water cools
more rapidly in void.



BERNGULLI, DANIEL (1700-1782)

In the Hydrodynamica (1738) Bernoulli develops first quantitative Kinetic Theory
results. Show PV = kv , and includes some effects from finite particle size.
States "air of any density but at a fixed temperature (possesses property that) the
elasticities are proportional to the densities, and further that the increments of
elasticity which are produced by equal changes of temperature are proportional 0 the
densities." Last would be compatible with v = f(T) and does not demand v = kT-. /

Relevant section of hydrodynamica is translated in Magie's Source Book, 247-251.

Also -- in discussion of vis viva Bernoulli has a definite statement of its conservation
Quoted by Helm (Energetik, p.7Tfrom Opera omnia, Bd 3) "Aus diesem Grund* folgt, dass
die lebendige Kraft sich selbst erh8lt, so dass was vor der Wirkung,in einem oder mehrere
Kdrpern vorhanden war, nun, nach der Wirkung, in einem oder mehreren anderen Krpern gefu
nden wird, wenn es nich in dem frtiheren zurdckgeblieben ist. Und das ist ea, was wir die
Erhaltun der lebendigen Krtfte neanen.* "Wenn K~rper nich vollkommen elastisch sind, so
wird ein Teil der bebendigen Krlfte, welcher zu verachwinden scheint, zur Kompression der
Kdrper verbraucht/" (THIS IS JOHANN BERNOULLI)

D. Bernoulli (presumably in conjunction with gas discussion above) speaks of the
conversion of the vis viva in a pswzxtxst cubic foot of coal as doing more thaX
the daily work of eight or ten men." (Helm p. 8).
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In his Hydrodynamica (1738) and in a prize piece to the Academie (vol. VIII of the
collection of such pieces, around 1770) D. Bernoulli extends conservation of vis viva.
Seems to be the first to state it explicitly as such and to use it as a tool for
problem solving. It's suppressed somewhat, since he utters it at height of vis viva
fight.

According to Dugas, p. 275, his form in Hydrodynamica is equality of the actual
descent (of water in this case and the potential ascent. However, he knows and
uses the proportionality of my and potential ascent and describes the former as vis
viva (if Dugas' translation is to be trusted).

Dugas (278) also points out that McLaurin and Jean Bernoulli (younger) tried to save
certain of D. Bernoulli's most essential results without using vis viva to do it.

Still can't make out whether particles of B's gases are moved by caloric fluid or not.
Notice, however, that the derivation (Sec 10, Par 4) makes no sense unless B is thinking
in terms of impacts between air particles, for otherwise number of impacts need not go
up with decreasing inter-particle distance. Also notice that there's a description of
they hypothesis in Chapt 1, Par 24 which may be useful.

On the issue of conservation: Note that Chap 10, Par 40, derives distance through
which a weight must fall to compress a gas a given amount. It's not work that's



involved (in fact whole g derivation is phony), but there's an implicit use of potential
energy to compress the gas. This needs working out. Errors show how far off B still
is and also illustrate state of conservation at the time. ibstantially what B does
iss Gas in cylinder under weight p, and we add weight P, so that new equalibrium would
be at smaller volume. Suppose gas obeys Boyle's law; then we know net force (diff btwn
weight and internal pressure) for all volumes; therefore can compute vel of fall for
p+P. Integrate to find vel as function of distance. At equalibrium (new one that is)
weights have vel, v, which accounts for only part of the potential vis viva, (p+P)h.
Balance must have gone to compress gas. B thus misses that this should showx up as
increased vel of particles and thus in increased temp.



BERNOULLI, JACOB (1654-1705)

According to Hoppe (my ed. p. 59) he used Leibniz's teaching (presumably conservation
of vis viva) with great success for mechanical problems, particularly the pendulum
equation center of oscillation?), the isochronous pendulum, and the bachystochrone.
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BERNOULLI, JOHANN (1667-1748)

According to Hoppe (my edition),p. 59, Johann Bernoulli "hat . . . den Leibnizschen
Satz von der lebendigen Kraft zuerst als allgemeines Prinzip ausggaprochen, nicht nur
ftir mechanischeuProbleme, sondern auch ftlr alle Umwandluggen in der Natur. (Citations
ares Comm. epistol. II, Lausanne l745, Prix de l'acad. Paris I, 1727, Acta erud, 1694,
S. 200.)

Hoppe, p. 66, also mentions a letter to Varignon (26 Jan 1717) printed with V's
Nouvelle mechnique, II, 1725, S. 174, In this letter Johann Betnoulli states as a
principle that when an arbitrary system of forces works on a collection of bodies,
the sum of the positive energies must equal sum of negative energies. Energy here is
product of force times distance with force measured in direction of distance. According
to Hoppe this anticipates part of D'Alembert's principle. Not clear from discussion
whether B's letter is considering more than static equalibrium. Probably not.



BERTHOLLET, CLAUDE LOUIS (1748-1822)

Essai de Statique 21signa(Paris: Firmin Didot, N103). Section III of

Vo-lmeY bonstatti fgfour chapters "Du calorique". They provide an excellent

general introduction to state of the theory at this time. There are also

nine notes to the section of which Note V, by Laplace, is an important

contribution to the theory of caloric and of heating and cooling by volume

changes.

B. uses terms aloria Mngseifiaue and cadamadd 41 .A& l gri interchangeably

(p. 141), though he occasionally seems to use the first term as total amount

of caloric a bodylas absorbed A Al iNnbas in reaching its present temp.

Uses alor abol for total calorico content.(pp. 179 ff. for the confus.)

States that mixtures and ice calorimen"y give identical results but shows

why ice is more convenient (p. 149). Explicit (and italicized)statement

that heat content is function of state (pp. 151 & 169)

Introduces the important term tension, attributed to Pictet on p. 154.

As development procedes (and its equivocal in this book except in Laplace's

note which B seems not to completely understand -- else why use Laplace to

refute the clearly bothersome argument on p. 164 and why theequitooation

on p. 182 about whether its force between molecules or tension at a given

distance from mol. which inor. with door. distance) tension becomes 
a

func. of temp. only. Physically it is something very like the force exerted

by the caloric of one molecule on that of another 
at mean distance between

them. Thus diff. from pressure exerted by 
caloric which depends also on

total number of moleaules.



p. 155 ft. Develops position that gas expansion eta is due solely to caloric
whence uniformity of gas~aws recently proven by Ga Lussac. More caloric
means more volume at constant tension (or pressure) or more tension and
temp if gas cant expand. First example of B'sinsistence (p. 17#) that
free and combined caloric are identical except for action of external and
interatomic forces which change way in which its distributed by same laws.

pp. 162 ff. discuss cooling by expansion. Loss of temp should be proportiona
to expansion (B's less explicit) but little shows because of low capacity of

gas for heat. Therm & walls of balloon hide effect. So does rad&atsheat.,
p. 242 refers to Cullen, Saussure, & Lambert on phhnomenon. Points. to

plausible counter argument (increased pressure with decreased volume means
that all caloric is still there and vice versa) and refers to Laplace note
to show that total quantity of caloric (for fixed temp) depends only on
volume not on amount of gas contained. Whence loss of caloric means loss

of temp in fixed volume, etc. Doesn't seem to follow it fully himself.

p. 168 Reference to Cavallo as having frozen water by evaporating ether.

p. 170 general treatment of change of state. pp. 171-188 argue that the

distinctions of sailrin Qcombine and salarigtu ] lb _ are meaningless
unless later is strictly reserved for radiant heat, which has no effect

until it combines. Also includes an important but obscure (and confused?)
discussion of relation between heat capacity and expansibility of bodies.

Note VI describes and refutes the conclusions of Rumford's cannon boring extp



"Notes sur divers objet, I by Berthollet in Memoires . . . d'Aroueil .
441-448, 1809, is: "Sur la chaleur produite par le choc et la compression".

Article describes an incomplete series of experiments by Berthollet, Biot,
and Picteab(made several years earlier) the cause of heating by compression
and impact. Discover that each of three successive blows from a minting
machine upon a piece of copper produces successively less heat and successive-
ly less permanent compression (change in spec. gravity) and that the two
become inappreciable together -- fourth blow neithe compresses nor heats.
Find silver behaves the same way but is both less heated and less compressed
than copper. Gold still less heated and still less compressed. Another
form of theerpt with copper gives both less heating and less compression.
Conclude that all heating due to impact, etc. is exclusively caused by volume

reduction which compresses the calorie. Beginning of article refers readers

to Stat. OChim. 1, 247. which is Laplace note (end of it) and beginning of
note critical of Rumford's cannon boring experiment. Presumably the origin
of these experiments is refutation of Rumford, for they relate directly to
the critical discussion there, LN.B. that Tommy Thomson knows this experiment.
MY QUERY ** HOW EXPLAIN THE RESULT?

Contininued 2BERTHOLLET -low ai



Biot, Jean Baptiste: (1774-1862)

Important preoursor of Fourier. May be inspired by Lambert (for whom see
Riggenbach) or even by Amonton ft (QV).

Problem of where the measurement of temp along a rod comes from needs investi.



Traite de physique ezperimentale et mathematique (Paris, 1816)
Memoire sur la propagation de la chaleur et our un moyen simple et exact de
mesurer les hautes temperatures: JOURNAL DES MINES, An XIII, t. XVII



BIOT, JEAN-BAPTISTE (1774-1862)

Meoiresd& thnyjj o. t A1%biA A&.IA Societe d'Arou eiI& 41 94-103, 1809
is "Experiences sur la production dueson dans lee vapeurs . Read 12 Oct 1807.

This is one of the beautiful experiments. In an evacuated vessel, filled

again with sturated vapor only, there should, on usual theory of propagation,

be no transmission of sound. Vibrations of bell should produce liqifaction,

etc. in immediate vicinity of bell, but there's no way to produce increased

pressure. However, if as Laplace has suggested, the compression (or beginning

of liquification) causes local heating, then no liquifaotion occurs and

saturated vapor behaves just like a gas, Biot & Amadee Berthollet perform

expt. with Laplace and Berthollet present. Find real transmission through

saturated vapor, Using ether vapor it's very nearly as loud as with atmos-

phere in receiver. Conclude that Laplace was right and that the adiabatic

heating effect must be taken into account in the mathematical theory of

sound propagation. LNo references to other literature given. This is after

Laplace remark in S1a* * of Berthollet's.]

pp. 405-423 in same volume is "Experiences sur la propagation 
du son a

travers lee corps solides et a travers l'air, dans des tuyaux tree-iafgeso.

Fundamental object: to compare speed of sound in air and in metal pipes.

Find it about 10 times greater in latter. Also do a direct measure of speed

of sound. Also use measure made by "l'Academie" to which no more precise

reference is given.

Traite dep hysiq ue experimentale et mathemt*tique (4 vole. Paris, 1816).

The prefatory letter has some useful stuff on state of science. p. xi discus-

sea growing emphasis on pure expefimentalism in reporting science,ebto., and



speaks of anti-math attitude of English. Then defends math but in a very
qualified manner. xvf speaks of "le dernier terme" to which science can
reach as the reduction of expt. regularities to the laws of mechanics and
thus the disdovery of the forces from which the regularities derive. xxii
contrasts undulatbry and emmission theories with a strong plea for the latter.

I. 5 introduces Ole principe de la chaleur" as the general repulsive prinoiple
which keeps molecules of bodies from falling together, produces changes of
state, etc. pp. 6-8 argue for the materiality of light, electricity, and
heat. Point out evidence is least good for heat, but finds promise in recent
reaearohes which show light-heat parallels and conversions. 66-67 gives both
material and mech (including conservoof 30s Ill&) explanation of latent heat
phen. Suggests can't choose between two on basis of this phen, but that
othe* phen will permit choice. 116 Points out that Martotte's law won't
work if compressions are too rapid because of heating and cooling effects
of rapid volume changes (this seems to be only point at which effect is even
mentioned in this book). Elsewhere (121) indicates that Mariotte's las
can be taken as exact when applied to a well-dried gas. 188 gives uniform
expansion of all gases with heat. Attributes results to Gay Lussac and
Dalton. Charles (according to GL) knew the law and taught it, but did not
publish. 247ff discusses constitution of matter in terms of forces of
moleoular attraction and caloric repulsion. Apparently does not believe $n
chem combinations with caloric. Explains phase change in terms of molecular
shape. Molecules are not spherical. Thus when near to each other they will
aggregate as crystals, etc. When aligned and close they exert stronger
forces thanotherwise. But forces due to shape decrease as cube of distance
while average force decreases as suare. Thus at greater distances you
get liquids, then gases, etc.



BIOT ---- Continued

VolvIV of 'Trik returns to caloribue. Several chapters on radiant heat.
One on Latent and Specifio heat otE. primarily concerned with measurement
bachniques. Finally a chapter on steam engine. Includes a critical
discussion of the deLaroche & Berard measurements and gives a trick method
uied by Dulong to determine specific heat of vapors. Gives real evidence
of the difficulties of making these measurements of the lack of experimental
information about gases as of 1816.

I should check the stuff on sound EI) but otherwise the compression effect
seems to be totally ignored. Presumably this is because it's too advanced,
too equivocal, and too entangled with theory for so elementary, non-math,
and positivistic a book as this.

The effect is noticed and used in stuff on sound (II 16-24). Here Biot
pulls the usual formula v = ,/gp/density out of a hat (too mathematical for
his readers), then shows that p must be multiplied by (1 + K) where K is
related to heating effect. By using measured velocity of sound (measured
by Academie des sciences in 1738 as 337.18 meters/ sec.) heofinds that
a compression or dilation of 1/116 volume changes temp by 1 (C.?). Note
that this is same figure used by Carnot (p. 24, 1878 edition).

Lead in A.B.'s note on Dalton translation gets me to "Sur la propagation du
son, par le C. Biot" in BulletIn des science de la Societe Philomatique
No. 63 (Prarial, an 10). ThisTs vol 2, 116-118, 1801-1805). The note
is signed IA4 and the margknal note at start is "Inst. Nat.", making it
sound like a summary of a report delivered verbally. Biot here deduces that

2



if vel. of sound is 1038 feet/see (Academy's value) then doubling condensa-
tion must heat gas 68.856 Reaumur and if vel is 1080 feet/see then cutting
volume in half raises temp 94.3 degrees. Aritole concludes 'La premiere
idee de cette liaison est due au 0. Laplace, et o'est our son invitation
que le C. Biot a entrepris les recherches dont nous venons de donner un
extrait.'

Last item is curious: i) Unless dates are soreted up it's first printed
mention of Laplace's Idea (i.e. its before the note in -jI 010MM *0ii) It
may be to these calculation that Laplade refers in the Stat. Chim. note.
But Laplace there says 'L'effet de la chaleur ainsi degagee est sensible
sur la vitesse dus son; elle produit 1'exces de cette vitesse sur celle
que donne la theorie ordinaire, comme je men suis assure par le calcul."
Thus raises two questions: were the calculations by Laplace or Biot. How
could Laplace assure himself of anything since the quantity of heating
producet by a given compression was unmeasured and presumably unmeasurable
at this time. Or was it? In same note Laplace notes quantitative inadequacy
of thermometric measurements in a receiver but adds 'Des experiences faites
avec le calorimetre la donneraient d'une maniere tres-precise." Were there
any attempts to measure the heat evolved with compression by the ice-calori?
If so, where are they? 7

J. de Ph 5, 173-182, 180 (Fructidor an X) is an even earlier (?) Biot
article "Sur la theoriedu son" which again takes off from suggestion
by Laplace. Stuff in Philomatique is lifted more or less verbatim from

this. Starts with historical resume of attempts to reconcile theory and

expt for vel of sound.(particular reference to stuff by Lambert in MAem

de B1rlin for 1768 and 1772). Derivation is as above but fuller in setting



BiOT - - - Cont 3

up differential equation and reference to Lagrange, Mech. Analytique. -p500.
Gets result as above, but also attempts a derivation of change in elasticity
with heating by supposing ("avec quelques physioiens" ??) that a body
rapidly compressed gives up all the heat which would have been necessary to
carry it from one volume to the other at constant pressure. This give far
too large a speed of sound. But who are these "others."

Dulong (1828) refers to Biot in Bull de la Soc Philomatique 1816, p. 192 as having
discussed his problem.

Traits IV, 481-743 is brief and not very informative discussion of steam engines. But
two points: 739f considers the most economical pressure at which to use steam; on
bais of existing prax.xxagats data recognizes that it's bette and better at
higher and higher temps. 742 emphasizes that horse power, or weight times height
per day, is only relevant measure of engine effectiveness since it can be applied to
rotatory and other engines also.



BREGUET,

Inventor of a particularly sensitive thermometer which he applied to
measurements of adiabatic compression. See Ann de C & P 5, 315* 31. 1817.
Particular reference from reprint of de la Rive and Marcet article on
hetting by compression in A&nL23.[Note by editor.] I've seen other reference

though.
Above is "Nouveau thermometres mettaliques de MM. Breguet" and is a note by one of the

editors. Reference to MM. Breguet make him or them look like instrument makers. Thermo-
ieter is a laminated spiral of platinum, gold, silver with pointed at end. Is both
iore sensitive and faster in action than others then known. Breguet himself tried to

measure adiabatic heating and cooling with it. Got 230 jumg when mercury thermometer

gave only 20 . With an improved setup reported more than 50 C change.

According to URE (qv), he performed the experiment with Breguet's kind assistance.



idriquet pneumatique: ,La uranue ncyclopeuie 6, p. o , inuicates tat Lue urique ai
i'air comprime was known to pritive malayan tribes from olden times. Is described
oy J. Boyle in Aventuress chez les1Dayaks de Borneo as lead plunger with hollowed
hemisphere in end that can be driven into bamboo cylinder with bit of amadou (tinder)
at bottom. Commercial form introduced in France by Col. Grobert in 1806 from which

many other forms have derived. I have seen many references to this device in my

reading, but at the moment I can't put my finger onto any that's earlier than the

Gay Lussac 1818. However, that does not mean there aren't a great many. I just wasn't
looking.
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CARNOT, LAZARD NI#OL MAJ E (1758-1823)

Le grand Carnot,member of the Directory, War Minitter, celebrated general, father of
Sadi Carnot.

Considerable scientific importance. With Monge, aids in giving a practical direction
to French math (cf Poncelet).

Essai sur les Machines en general (Dijon 1784)
Principes fondamentaux de 1'Equilibre et du Mouvement (Paris 1803)

Much influence in Germany.

See Bohn in Phil Mag, series iv, 300, XXIX for his influence on conception of energy



CARNOT, NICHOLAS LEONARD SADI (1796-1832)

Reflection sur la Puissance motrice du Feu et sur les Machines propres a developer
cettex Puissance (First edition (rare3 printed by Catnot, 1824; 2nd edition printed
by his brother Myp Hippolyte (Parii Gauthier-Villars, 1878) includes some of the
notes which enunciate full-scale conservation of energy).

There's also an English trans by Magie and a more complte version of the ms notes
in a publication of the FrenchAcademie

Kelvins Popular Lectures ii 457n refers* to an English Trans. by Thurstoa of Cornell
of the 1878 edition with its appendices



CAVALLO, TIBERIUS

Berthollet (qv) refers to an experiment on freezing water bydevaporating
aether, performed by Cavallo





CLAPEYHUN, Henoit V-ierre lmile k1799-1864)

Memoir in 14th vol "Journal de I Ecole polytechniquen (1834) is the major source
for knowledge of Carnot's work on continent & in England. "Memoire sur la Puissance
motrice de la Chaleur"

Thomson sees it first in a trans in "Taylor's scientific memoirs".
it in Poggendorf 's Ann (1843).

Helmholtz sees



CLAUSLUS, RUDOLF JULIUS EMANUEL (1822-1888Y

-Die MechanisAche anetheorie 2nd ed.,raunschweig 18791is a collection of t'spapers.

Mers (p 178 ii)points out that the C al wya kept is contributions to KT and to the
mech theory of heat separate, he did have a view of heat as a molecular motion befdre

whe rote the first Thermodynamic paper and that he admittd- to using the postulates.
ApparentlyIClousius is only lead to-psbLish his specific kly atamiic basis after hearing
thru William Siemens that Joule has advanced a ifmilar IHyp and after Kronigs 1854 pib
on the subject.--Cs paper is 1857 in Pugg.

L850 paper-uses word "work" in~ted-of-"force" & begins clarification. This at samue
45 "eneriry " from Younr( 1852



a

2/50 reads paper to terlin assoc. Pub Voggend. An. 3&4/50. bets to 11 in 51. Claus.

use' J's work and refers to a dynamical basis like 1Rankine's

Paper on heat death in P. Ann. Bd 93, Dez. 1854.
Der Zweite jesat d dmech. rmetheorie (Braunchweig 1867)



CLEMENT, (17 .-1841) a
DESORMES, (1777-1862) EManufacturiers)

Jouppyde Physgaqe Q2, 321-346, 428-455, 1819. These artic aare Usually
cited a first experimental measurement of gamma, which is misleAding.

Work was done and submitted to Institute for 1812 prize won by Delaroche

and Berard. Didn't make the grade (for obvious reasons) so they held it

up, thought about it, extended experiments, etc. Their title is UDetermina-

tion experimentale du zero absolu de la chaleur et du calorique specifique

des gaz". Good index at their real interest, which is showing that void

does contain heat, has a fixed capacity for it, and can define an absolute

temp scale. But .their experiments are fakrly good, and they get puzzlingly
consistent results from a strange theory.

Their object is to find absolute zero. Their technique is via the adiabatic

expansion experiments (know Lambert, Saussure, Dalton, Gay Lussac on this).

Can determine actual temperature increment when void filled suddenly by

shutting valve at atmospheric pressure, then measuring decrease in pressure

in vessel as gas cools. They argue qualitatively for heat of void. Like

Leslie (whom they seem not to know) they apply theorem about efflux of gases

(Bernoulli, Dalembert Bossut) to caloric (i.e. that fluid expand into a

void at same speed regardless of pressure). Derive Newton's Law from this.

Suggest speculative extension to light. Then suggest methods. Use only

partial vao to keep time short and to permit closing at right moment. Compute

spec ht of partial vac by supposing it composed of a certain vol of air at

standard pressure and a certain volume of vac. These two mix at same temp,

preserving total heat, so ovac is related to c at low pressure and o at stand.



They measure temp inc. when air at 766.5 Wm rushes into vessel from wheih

13.8 mm have been exhausted. Compute 1.3 rise in temp for this much air,
and 990 if "whole vac" had been destroyed. Further corrections get figure
to 114o. (Corrections are not well founded but final figure is just what
it should be on modern theory - more precisely if same fractional corrections
are applied to 1.30, they give right figure for experiment performed. My
theory indicates no net heating if air rushes into perfect vacuum.)

Next perform some crude (tho they don't know it) spee ht measurements by
measuring cooling rate and applying Newton's law. They do this for several
gases and also for air at three different reduced pressures. By applying
their mixing theory to air at reduced pressure, they get oa .4oo. This
is consistent result (5) of three different pressures, et. It's peculiar
for it demands formula: c(p) c=o(p.) Lp/p -va(p/p -1)). This formula
makes no sense to me as an experimeRtal regultv. But it reconciles
all their values, and it also enables them to compute the result of Delaroche
& Berard's measurements done by different technique (see these).

hey next compute 0vac by an indep. technique. Perform the expansion expt
t 98V. Gt larger increment. Conclude this is due to larger heat in

void at 98 and get o by relating larger heat to larger effe6t. To do
this they extend resul a on variation of a with pressure to effect of temp
dilations also. Conclude it's dikltion which changes c indep of whether
temp or press produced dilation. On Kuhn's theory this should give them a
0 smaller than preceding by factor gamma minus one. It doesn't, because
WI their new equipment they get 1020 total heating at 180 (camla ed with
1140 heating at 12.5 and this makes a big difference in their rereno
of heat gained at the two operating temperatures. Gives them Ovae "=*377



CLEMENT AND DESORMES - -- Cont

which they take as consistent with earliermeasurement. LNoe-- they Oitex
Mayer (Ann de Chim Q) for the technique of calorimetry by cooling rate.
This gets to figure previously noted through Dulong & Petit]

Next compute absolute zero by a complex ratio which does involve the experi-
entl error noted above. Get 267.5 below ice point. They could have
otten a similar figure, however, without using the erronious experiment
bove, so there's more than an accident involved if their strange c(p) form
an be diagnosed. (Noteqthat I've got the same problem here that I had with
the Laplace speed of sound stuff). Finally they note that their figure is
essentially identical with the one given as the mathematical zero of gas
'volume by the gas thermometer. Take this as confirmation. EThey had
nreyiously noted the relation between Poisson's 1/116 figure and theig
114w. If gas were compressed. 116/116 wouldn't it, they say, rise 116 ?1

Second article begins with tribute to their orities. Then compares their
results with D & B's and comment on excellent agreement. (It's even bette
than they know, for the are unaware of a - a distinction. D&B meas,-"
former, they the lattei) Next argue with Gay Lussao's result about nc
heating when compressing a void. Show effect would be small using thos
techniques. Emphasize that GL agrees with them about compression of resiauaL
gas not being explanation. They also refer to a GL article (their page 443)
in Ann de Chim & Phys 2 (nov 1818) which I should see. It looks like source

of inflamation of "amadou" by compression of air. Then they Ax argue with
other more general criticism; Finally rederive absolute zero by tko new
methods. First applies GL's law for temp change instead of pressure and

2



this is not really new. But second is old Crawford-Irvine treatment for
water and ice at zero. They recompute spec ht of ice and find that it's
.7 rather than .9. This gives minus 300 degrees instead of old and much
larger figure. Conclude they've got good agheement again. (They do, and
their expt value is better than old. But spec ht of ice changes rapidly
with temp. They had an important range of choice, and probibly picked a
suitable value, tho with some real reasoni)

I have a fairly complete set of theoretical notes on this paper.

Carnot refers to paper by Clement on theory of steam engine. I have listed two possibie
candidates by C&D under engines in the bibliography.

US cat also gives by 6&D "Sur le nouveau procede de congelation de M. Leslie" Ann de C
78, 183-202, 1811; Gilb Ann 43, 378-390, 1813; Bull Soc Phil II, 285-29O, 1811.
"Description d'un procede econ6mique pour I'evaporation imagine par feu Jospah Mongolfiet'
Ann de C&76, 34-53, 1810; Gilb Ann 37, 117-130, 1811; Nich Journ 28, 373-379, 1811.

"Bull. des scienceappar la societe philomatique" (1819), 115-118, is an extract (or
perhaps a precis) of the paper which C&D read to Acad des Sciences on 16 &23 August
1819. This is almat certainly the one to which Carnot refers as loaned to him by
Clement. Here they derive the important law (previously stated by Watt?) tht same
quantity of heat is needed to produce given weight of vapor regardless of pressure.
naOpyiiSgoththis that expanding vapor adiabatically will never deprive it of gaseous

state. Therefore using their previous work (only now being published) on variation
of specific heat with volume, they could analyse work from given quantity of vapor at
given initial temperature. Say can't quite do this, however, since don't know specific
h
a
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heat of vapor and it's too hard to measure. Instead do computations from measured
pressure of vapor at various temperatures (presumably this is measured temp of saturated
vapor, which means that they, too, are making Seguin's assumption about ddiabatic
expansion's keeping gas just saturated, and presumably they see this as a consequence
of Watt's & their theorem, which I guess it really is). They then compute maximum
obtainable effect of various sorts of engine and conclude that best of them are only
giving about 1/12 of effect which might be obtained.

There's another summary in same journal for 1826 and this one is reprinted later (and
perhaps in full) by Crelle.



CuLDING, A

A e44l aenginees- from-Copenhagen who- giveeVery ear y A- 4or +he conversion
coefficient based on friction between metals, 1843. Of Phil Mag, 4th series, xxvii,
p. 58. Colding is said to have reached his ideas under influence of Oersted's general
discussion of convertability. It is in Dansk Vid Selsk (5), 2, 121 & 1679 1843.

From Phil Mag articles Colding is Member Royal Society of Denmark. Also at date of
writing phil Mag he's Engineer in Chief to the city of Copenhagen. Article sketches
his own work, offers a translation of his original article, and indicates he'd like
credit for what he's done. Got idea of conservation in 1839/40 but deciddd (with
advice of Oersted) to get some expt evidence first. Thus first phblished only in 1843
by which time, he points out, he had more evidence than Mayer. The evidence he used
was (a) "tDulong's celebrated discovery respecting the heat disengaged or absorbed
during the compression of a great number of different airs and gases. . . " (b)
Oersted's experiments "on the compressibility of (non-elastic) fluids and the heat
disengaged thereby", (c) "heat disenganged on the compression of solid bodies also
was proportional to the quantity of mech energy expended . . . from the experiments
of Berthollet, Lagerhjelm, &c.", (d) his own experiments on generating ht by friction,
leading to 350 kg for e uivalent.

Closes with list of other publications & papers in 1847 (Trans Asoc Nat P0hil)
1848, 1850 (Proc Roy Soc), 1851 (memoir read on new theory of steam entine to Roy Soc),
and 1856 (more spec paper published in Mem Roy Soc).



CRAWFORD, ADAIR (1748-1795)

Complete ~ah7 Britical7dia eiisio TEi-Mc&H. Zmph.7 Iack of appaY'eY& igiial
itj

Expermentygg, a n t SEL HeatL =Anim al . Iaflammatio Of
29mbustibf! jjL (2nd Edition with large editions London, 1788) First
edition (not yet examined by me) is 1779.

Very influential work, frequently sited on continent. Beguin makes much of i

Uses naart_ hat for capacity, absolute bhal for total heat content.
Also uses term gavanitY forg t heat which is a measure of absolute
rather than comparative heat. (p.8). Goes to great lengths to show that
expansion of mercury is very nearly perfect measure of heat. Argument is
circular, but experiments useful.

their
p. 88. "the comparative quantities of/absolute heats are reciprocally
proportionable to the changes which are produced in their ensol heats,
when they are mixed together at different temperatures" With a note
indicating that this is public teaching of both Black & Irvine. There's
a lot more stuff on Irvine's method of determining absolute zero (my phrase)
in an important appendix which also includes a lot of stuff by Gadolin ini-
eating that deprivation point is just about 1400 degrees fahrenheit below
freezing point. Method applies to latent heat changes and to heat produced
in scw-thy shem reactions. I.e. take total heat proportional to spee ht
in any phase. Then total heats before and after phase or ohem change must
differ by heat evolved during change itself. Strangely enough, the Lay &
Laplace memoir is cited on p. 147 but no mention is made in A pendix or



elsewhere of the difficulties which they find in determining a unique
absolute deprivation point by methods like Irvine's.

A lot of specific heats are given in table at end of book. Mostly though
they deal with organic materials because of Orawford's interest. in showing
large heat content of body, etc. and discovering where it derives from.
Last part of interest leads him to try many spec ht measurements on gases.
Tabulates many and thinks they're far better than they are, Devblops
elaborate apparatus.



CULLEN, WILLIAM, MMD: (1710-1790

Good biography in DNB. T511 scale work by John Thomson & others: Life gag
WYitings Of ulle (vol 1, 1832, reprinted with vol ii in 1859), Edinborough.
See Med School Library.

Work on gases (Of the Cold oduad _i aanoai Fluids, gd.f.UML other
mansgOfprodoinGo od irst published: Edin. Phil. & Lit. Essays, vol ii,

(or 176). Reprinted with Black's Emmrimn u pnMagnueia Alba
(No date in Harvard copy -- pub. by William dreech ??)

L.A. von Arnim (Gilbert's Annalen LAnn. d. rPhy.3 1799, p. 243) cites Cullen
as first to observe cooling by expansion.*Ditto Saussure, Hggr. p.193.

Cullen cites de Mairan (Dissertation sur la gla, 1749, pp. 2 fft.) as
person who had previously worked on cooling by evaporation.

Also oftes Richman (Ny Comment. AoaA* Petrooolitanae, a. = 1747 & 1748,
p. 28)as giving an independent account and theory of similar phenomena
unknown to him at time of writing. Note that Richmann has nothing on
cooling by expansion, which shows that the effect remains a secondary one
for Cullen who doesn't bother to point it out.



Begins from student's incidental remark (student was investigating heats
of solution in spirit of wine) that therm. fell when lifted from alohohol.
Remembering similar results from de Mairan, Cullen identifies effect as due
to evaporation. Investigates qualitatively and quantitatively, comparing a
number of solutions for regrigerating power.

Noting that some acids cause rise in temp., theorizes that this is due to
combination with water from atmosphere. Checks with dilute acid. Thento
show that cooling is due to evap. rather than to mixture of fluid with air,
tries the experiment in vacuo, at which point he notes drop of temp. on
exhaustion and rise on expansion. Also gets at effect of vacuum on temp
of volatile fluids contained in it.

Cullen may attribute the temp fall to expansion of air alone, but he does
not seem to. It is presented only as a preliminary to cooling by evapora-
tion in vacuo (he actually manages to freeze water, eto.), and it is compa-
tible with everything he says that the pure effect is due to evaporation
of water vapor deposited on bubb by air prior to evaporation. He doesn't
give this explanation either. (Note that Saussure thinks Cullen explained
decrement of temp in exhausted receiver as evaporation phenomenon)

Above can't be quite right because*Cullen does note heating on air's reentry. however,
is still on right line for Cyllen just sticks in one paragraph on whole thing amid
many others. Full text of paragraph is: "A thermometer hung in the receiver of an

air pump, sinks always two or three degrees upon the air's being exhausted. After

a little time the thermometer in vacuo returns to the temperature of the air in the
c



CULLEN, M. * * * 2

chamber, and, upon letting air again into the receiver, the termometer aiways rises
two or three degrees above the temperature of the external air." Everything else deals
with evaporation.

Bibliographical info: Cullen's "Of the Cold produced by evaporating Fluids and o
some other means of producing Cold by Dr. William Ctllen, Professor of Medicine a& one
University of Giasgow" is read May 1, 1955 to the Edinburgh Philosophical Society, and
is first published (?) in 1770 in vol 2 of Essays and Observations, Physical and Literary
Read Before a Society in Edinburgh and Published by them, pp. 159-171. It also is
printed with Josph Black's Experiments on Magnesia Alba in 1777 & 1782 (no earlier
edition in BM Catalogue). Black's paper was originally in same volume of Edin. Lit
& Phil Essays, and was also first read in 1755, This is still screwed up. Arnold's
book of 1757 (or the abstract published in 1759) refers to Culleds work so it was
printed before 1770. Heatchote & McKie give date 1756 for publication and this seems
most plausible. Serial was pub in 3 vols. 1754-71. There's also a 2nd ed. pub 1771,
70, 71, and7O 71ooks as tho vol 2 of this (Cal's only holding) is catalogued as vol. 1.
Unfortunately there's no internal evidence that it's a 2nd edition. Date now definite:
vol 2 of Ed. Phil.Soc. is 1756. We have only vol 2 of series and that in 2nd edition
(1770) tho our card reads the full set of fitat.edition or did till I raised both brows.

2
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DALTON, JOHN (1766-1844)

Mem. of the Lit. & fPhlSg S.*f. Maeter vol V, Part II (pub. 1802).
pp 515-572F"Experiments and Observations on the Heat and Cold produced by
the Mechanical Condensation and Rarefaction of Air" Read June 27, 1800.
Effect on a small thermometer of rarefying and condensing air of receiver
in which therm is suspended. Fact of temp change described as "wel1 known".
First dismbases explanation by compression eto of therm bulb by trying same
thing with stem open (apparently thinks thig the usual explanation). By
noting rate of themarttsee estimates that 50 jump in temp is common. Explaine
small effect by time lag of therm response plus heating from bulb ete. Rules
out aqueous vapor effects by epperiments in various atmospheres and by noting
its qualitatively wrong if vapor actually is formed by rarefaction. Daltson's
explanation "is the same that is ascribed to Mr Lambert by Messrs. Saussure
and Pictet and by them adopted. He conceives that a vacuum has its proper
capacity for heat, the same as air, or any other sUbstance; and that the
capacity of a vacuum for heat is less Isio) than that of an equal volume of
atmospherical air; also that the denser air is, the agj. is ixts capacity
for heat Leapacity presumably measured with respect to volume]: upon these
principles the phenomena are easily referable to that class of chemical
facts where heat and cold are generated by the mixture of two different
bodies. -- If this theory be right, and I think there is little doubt of it,
we may hence be led into a train of experiments, by which the absolute
capacity of a vacuum for heat may be determined; and likewise the capacities
of the different gases for heat, by a method wholly new:-- but this muct
be left to a future investigation." This is a puzzling quote. The first

I

I



"less" seems an eruor. More important, the whole theory is not to be found
in either Lambert or Saussure. Ex the remark about capacity of vacuum this
is a legitimate paraphrase (?) provided that capacity means total spa oapacit3
rather than differential and provided that the absence of a developed concept
of eapacity in L and S is remembered. Must try again for the Pictet paper.
p. 594 n makes it clear that Dalton had read Saussure.

pp. 535-602 contain the impt. "Experimental Essays on the Constitution of
mixed Gases; on the Force of Steam or Vapour from Water and other Liquits in
different temperatures, both in a Tortheellian Vacuum and in Air; on
Evaporation; and on the Expansion of Gases by Heat." (Read Oct 2, 16, 30,
1801). First essay gives expk&nation of diffusion etc by law that gas
particles act only on like particles, etc. Second develops that either in
vac or in air all vapors have pressure dependent only on temp. and that
pressure of all vapours is same at equal distances above or below the boiling
point of the corresponding fluid. Part III is evaporation, theory and
measurements of rate, etc. Part IV gives expt. documentation of the identity
of expansion laws of all gases when adequately dried. Lead to it by essay
of Morveau and Vernois in Ann. de Chim I which in turn took off from results
by Roy (phil trans), Saussure, Priestley, Vendermone, Berthollet, and Monge.
Dalton concludes that expansion of gases is entirely due to heat (unlike
that of solids and liquids where intermoleo. forces are appreciable). Sugges1
that axa force of heat is constant at any fixed temp (others differ from
body to body) and that (601) "the repulsive force of each particle is
exactly proportional to the whole quantity of heat combined with it, or in
other words to its temperature reckoned from the point of total privation:
then, since the diameter of each particle's pphere of influence Lnote how
we've switched from "force")is as the cube root of the apace occupied by the



DALTON, - - - Continued 2

mass we shall have J41000O:1325 (10:11 nearly) : : the absolute quantity
of heat in air of 55 : the absolute quantity of air of 212"." Gets 1547
below freezing as point of absolute cold; notes beautiful agreement with
Cawford's figure; concludes for theory, but note it implies that Hg therm
is not an adequate measurer of heat. More on this and on his adherence to
Irvine's theory and his scepticism about "combined calorie" in Nicholgonia
Joural3. , 34-36, 1803.

The "Cond. & Rarefac." article is reprinted in Nicholson's Journal, NEW
Series 1, 160-166, (Nov 102) wth *ak changed to "greater". Translation
with comments by A4B. (Baileet&W) in Journal des Mines ia, 257-269
(Premier Semestre, An XI).I'Notes include references to Bull des Scieno. No
63 & 69 for Biot stuff on heating by compression thru meas. of vel of sound
in air. (Journal is Bull. de la Societe Philomatique de Paris). Also referent
to letter of translators in Journal de Physique, an 7, p. 166. There is
also a brief report in Bull. " ia~86 P1hITE---que de Paris 2, 165-166,
(No 69, Frimair, an 11) by I$B. Like the otherlench report, this one
criticizes Ralton's estimate of actual heating and supposes it must have
been far greater than Dalton thought.

RS CAt indicates this paper was also reprinted (in part?) in Ann de C 45, 104-107 1802.

I A-i" ke- . 77 ((I



DARWIN, ERASMUS (1731-1802)

Early article on 1*Ftigoriflo Experiments on the Mehanical. xpahsion of Air,
explaining the Cause of the great Degree of Cold on the Summits of high
Mountains, the sudden Condensation of aerial Vapour, and of the perpetual
Mutability of atmospheric Heat! Phil. Trans. vol 78, 1788, pp. 43-52
(read Dec. 13, 1787)

Schofield remembers letter from Darwin to J. Wedgewood in Krause's EMang
Darwin discussing experiments relevant to topic and indicating their import.
Letter is pp. 98-1Q1. Dated March 1784. Indicates understanding of latent heat of
freezing and of cooling by expansion, but this is late date. Not otherwise interesting.



1788 Phil Trans: Refers to cooling by evap & heat required to form steam
as 'well known experiments'. Says these made his suspect that expanded
elastic fluids would take up heat from surrounding bodies and vice versa.

Thinks same principle may explain heating by percussion and friction, some
by chem combination, and mutability of atmosph. heat. Whence its importance.

First expt. (12 or 14 yrs ago) with Dr Hutton of Edin. & Mr Edgeworth of
Edgeworthtown, Ireland. Blast from air gun ooble bulb of thermometer.
Ditto in March 1785 with Mr Fox and Mr Strutt of Derby. Also observe temp.
change in condensing syringe, and formation of frost fog in jet.

About 12 or 14 years ago observed dimin. of temp in exhausted receiver.
Ditto in Nov 1787 with Mr Forester French. Last gives better results.

Large scale etperiment at Derby water works with Mr Fox in Dec. 1784. CoolinE
in high pressure jet, Reference to similar phen. when snow is made by
Hiero fountain desc in Phil Trans: vol 52, 1761.

Applies phen. to explain cold at high altitude (air expands on way up),
variation of temp with barometric reading (hhinks there's evidence for
phenomenon), rapid condensation of vapour once process is started (i.e.
jet causes some condensation, causes vao. which produces expansion, causing
more, etc.) Hints to possible means of wind and weather control as great
social use.

Treats cooling by expansion as not well-known and requiring proof, which he
has provided.



DAVY, HUMPHREY, 2R (1778-1929)

Enunciates heat as motion and documents it with friction generating experiments in
!EDDOES' 'CONTRIBUTIONS TO PHYSICAL AND MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE, 1799. Soon condemns essay
as "infant chemical speculations" (Merz ii 104) but it may be this work which got him
post at Royal Institution. States that his own experiments were performed before
appearance of Rumford's work on same subject.



DELAROCHE, F LDoeteur medecin) and
AB1PIA-lJ _E

Annales de chinbe 8., 72'4110, 113-182, 1813. "Memoir su la determination
dola obaleur specifique des diffens gaz." This is first really careful
Airect attack on this problem. Takes the prize offered by the Institut hn

7 January 1811. Work performed in Berthollet's lab at Arcueil.

Begins with history of attacks on problem. Lay & Lapl first to try. Crawford
first to publish. Then Leslie'stuff on hydr. and air. Criticized in terms
of GL's stuff in 1806. Think even GL overinterpretted resulst (partly
because they overstate his conclusion). They also note his more recent stuff,
(in fact they're the lead to his direct measurements). Finally refer to
stuff in Dalton's New SysteM which derives capacity from hyp that all gas
particles must have same quantity of caloric at equal temp & press.

Then long apparatus dhscussion. They use constant flow from elaborate gazomet
thru steam heated chamber into calorimeter which cools flowing gas in snake
surrounded by water. Two methods of measuring. Find equalibrium temp at
which cal maintains constanttemp above atmos. By Newton's cooling law can
then compare the capacity of gases which contribute heat to cal. Also use

a Rumford method. Compare volumes of different gases necessary to brig
cal from given distance below the atmos temp to same temp above it. Two

methods give comparable results throughout. Also usb these two methods with
water flowing thru system to determine rel between capacity of gas and of

water. Also find last figure by actually determining the capacity of the

calorimeter, measuring natural cooling rate, etc. Relatively consistent
results even on this difficult point. Good careful experiments.



Pp. 132-139 report one attempt to do the *qualibrium experiment xatax with
air under pressure of 100.58 cm (other air expt was at 74.05 cm of Hg).
Apparent motive is simply interest (but have already noted that GL gets
gig variation at different temp,.and effect they are in no position to check).
Find higher cap under pressure which, for equal volumes, is in ration 1:1.2396

In concluding sections (pp.158-163 for following) they do a computation which
is prelude to Laplace's use of their data. They use Poisson's 1/116 figure.
Then suppose that their compression ration (1.0058/.7405) would raise air
30.50. Thus if x = temp above, absolute zero and a and b are measured cap
of gir at each pressure, (a-b)x = b 30.5, so that (after correctioB for temp
to which Poisskon's fig. applies, they get absolute zero at -306.4 . They
know figure is out If line and express scepticism about whole procedure, bft
they don't think procedure is ruled out entirely, and they experiment with
it again later to get spec hts of compounds of solids and gases. Incidentally
these are the only authors so far to oite Irvine's Essays on chem s1b9ec4t.
as against citations of Irvine, which are numerous.

Table A in Partington & Shilling gives evidence of accuracy of their results.
Comparing atmospheric pressure values in form c for gram of gas, give D &B
value, then a modern one: Air .2669 vs .2376; P CO .2210 vs. 2.096
CO .2884 vs. .2426; H2 3.2936 vs. 3.42; Nitrous 0% de .2396 vs. .211;
0 .2361 vs. .2175. It looks as though much of the error might be
in water calibration. In any case its clear that relative values are much
better than absolute except in case of hydrogen which isn't surprising
Rel values look ok. to within better than 5%. THUS PROBENE W-bhy is their
result for pressurg variation quite so bad. Get 1:1.24 instead of about
1:1.36 is about 10. Makes a lot of difference. C&D get same mag difference



de Luc, J. A. (1729-1817)

Dalton (MM, V, p595) refers to series of measurements on exp. of. gasses
with heat. MXIMs UXZMMXrEMZX Robison accused him unjustly ?? of
stealing Black's unpublished stufff, etc.

Recherohes our les Modifioation de l'Atmosphere (Geneva, 1772)

deesourlaMe roloie (London, 1786/87)



de Morveau, Guyton (1737-1816)

Dalton refers to article by de M & du Vernois in vol. I Annales de Chimke.
(of MM V p595). Article was to reconcile differences in accounts by
*De Luc, Col. Roi, de Saussure, Priestley, Vandermonde, Berthollet, and
Monge' about expansive power of gases with heat. Achieved very strange
results of which Dalton is highly critical.



M- E-- E---

FMemoire sur Ia Combustion sous differeites pression A
,rot to this thru Dalong (1828) whoceriticizes it harshly. It's apparently a note which
is a sqqual to long paper read week after he's read long paper on results of combustion
experiments. Latter is also reported briefly in this volume. Both were originally
presented to Adademy of Sciences. Be's studied (or meant to) heat released when
burning carbon, metals) etc. (Seems actually to have studied carbon only.) Finds
that substances which don't reduce vol of oxygen (i.e. 0 has same vol as 602 ) release
same ht for all pressures of oxygen. Suspects that substances like iron (which absorb
oxygen entirely on combustion) will produce less heat with increasing pressure since
there is less heat in oxygen. Thus could determine reduction of caloric with pressure
in various gases.

12P-Vt-rw-- -Irl9ft - PVVIV-
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DULONG, (1785-1838) and
PETIT, Alexis Therese (1791-1820)

"Recherches sur la Mesure des Temperatures et sur les Lois de la communoation

de la chaleur" Ann de Chim etede p ya 7, 113-154, 225-264, 337-367 1817.
(Took the prize at the public seance of the Academie 16 mai 1818 ?? Have

only skimmed the above. Looks btilliant but off my track. First section
deals with thermal expansions over wider temp ranges than ever done before.

Conclude gases are best. Both liquids and solids have increasigg coeffic
of expansion with temp. Also have increasing speo ht. They blast Dalton
politely for his temp prop to square of exp from pos of greatest density.
Second paper deals with cooling in a void and get elaborate and impt. law.

Third paper deals with cooling in gases. Having subtracted vac radiation

get important regularity here too.

LPreserve early note of my own. It's from Dulong that Mayer takes his o /0

ratio. Keep my eye open for it, and check.]Pv

"Recherches suit quelques points importans de la Theorie de la Chaleur" (by
P & D) Jour, de physiap .8), 81-93, 1819. (Presentees a L'Academie des

Sciences le 12 avril 1819). 4is,4ar or identical paper is peehb in
Ann de Chim et Phys 10, 1819., .3 This is the important (famous)
paper. Begin by talking about disproportion of measurements (few and poor)

and elaborateness of cal. theory. Illustrate with Crawford, Irvine, Dalton.

Trust only results of L & L and of Delaroche & Berard. Then describe their

own calorimetric method (rate of cooling) which they say takes off from
procedure proposed by Mayer (?) and developed more by Leslie (?). Describe
their own improvements and the beauty of their expts is considerable, Then



present results for 13 elementary bodies and (after appropriate juggling of
atomic weights) reach conclusion "Les atomes de tous les corps simples ont
exactement la meme capacite pour la chaleur.' (Note that this statement in
and of itself makes them caloricists). They conclude that result is also
applicable to gases from Delaroche & Berard results, but they misread the
nitrogen result to do this (D&B got nitrogen capacity by setting it equ&l
to that of air (chosen as unity) on assumption that oxygen was close enough
to unity and in small enough quantity not to effect result). Say that they
are working on similar relationships for compounds, but haven't gotten all
the way yet. Will show, they say, qu'ill existe toujours un rapport tres-
simple entre la capacite des atomes composes et celle des atomes elementaires!

Then oriticize at length existing form of caloric theory. Trace it back
to Irvine and L&L memoir. Point out expt Is incompatible with Irvine's
thearem and that notion of combined caloric is implausible. Point out
wekkness of concept of 'condensation" (like the 'binding" in my notes on GL)
which is used to cover experimental results. Suggest that its time to.draw
parallel ha between heat evolved in chem reaction and the heat produced in
arc formed from battery with carbon electrodes. Say DerzeliUuA's theory
points way to this, EVERY SIGNIFI.CANT SUGGESTION$ I've not seek it before,
but there will be hints of it again and again in mid-oentury lit.)

Petit, at least, is directly interested in machines. .His Sur l'emploi due principes
des forces vives dans le calcul de leffet des machines," Ann. de C&P VII (1818) is
impt in its own right & for effect of Mayer.

Dulong has article on "Recherches sur la pouvoir refringents des fluids elastiques"



DULONG & PETIT

in Memoire de I'Academie (2) I, 345-373, 1827. Expt investigation of refractive
indices of gases which follows earlier attempts in same direction by Biot & Arago,
Arago & Petit. Dulong states motive is the parallels between ht & It and the rewards
that have come from studying ht in gases.

Dulong, "Recherches sur la chaleur specifique desfluids elastique", Memires de 1'Aca-
demie (2) 10, 147-191, 1831 (Lu 18 Mai 1828). This is critically important paper.
According to Wyrauch it's essential results are peported in Ann de C & P x1i (1829),
Poggendorff's Annalen xvi (1829), p. 438, and in Lame's Physik, vol I, p. 493. Last
citation is from Mayer who makes important use of this article (presumably known thru
Lame)in letter of December 1842 to Griessinger and in letter of July 1844 to Baur.
Notice that Colding also gets to agiabatic compression data thru Dulong and points out
that Dulong has really already derived conservation in this special case. Note also
that this is part I only. He intends a Part II which will deal with vapor and with
other gases. Couldn't do them now because wanting to dp Hydrogen had demanded large
apparatus which was clumsy and expensive to work with. Letter to De la Rive & Marcet
in 1832 (quoted by them in Ann de C&P 75, 113-144, 1840) indicates work very nearly
complete, but held up by political events of day.

Memoire begins with long critical review of literature full of good bibliographical
leads most of which I've already got. Reviews literature on spec ht of gases, cp/cv
ratio, etc. Then discusses literature on theory of flutes and possibility of determinin
s
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spd of sound in gases from tdne given by flute of known length and thus getting gamma
for that gas. Tries it and despite much ingenuity finds can't get good values because
effective length of mouthpiece is too hard to specify. Can and does, however, compute
this unknown from spd of sound in air and then uses apparatus to get gamma for a number
of otherg gases including hydroggn. Gets more precise results than even best of
predecessors but is out of line with them only for hydrogen. (This comparison is
done with use of D & B values for c to compute c for comparison with others, etc.)
(I had probably better go over this literature onapd of sound in gases other than air.
Note also a critical reference by Dulong to a remark by Young on this subject - Lectures
II, p. 409. I suspect that Dulong ki is misreading.)

Then comes really important part of paper. Dulong says that gamma is the same for all
simple gases (gives 1.421 from spd of sound in air). Therefore, he says, same percentage
compression starting with same volume temp pressure whuld generate same ht in all cases.
Temp rises would, of course, vary from gas to gas because the individual spec ht* are
different, but not the values of gamma. This is result that Mayer & Colding make such
use of. Finally suggests that old results (12 yrs before) indicate same generalization
ay apply to six vapor. If they do, it will provide technique for predicting latent
it of vapokization. He'll treat this in 2nd memoir.

IS CAT gives no Part II for 1828 memoir. Lists part I as in Q.J. Sci II, 1829, as
*ell as in sources above. Also notes one or two memoirs by Dulong on expansive force
.f steam done "par ordre de l'Academie Rovl des Science".
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EMMETT, J B

-"DTe Chemical Phenomena of Heat" by Mr. J. B. Emmett of Trinity College, Cambridge,
is in Annals of Philosophy f 421-430, 1817. It's billed as first of several, though
others, if they appeared at all, were long delayed. This is source of version of

taloric theory which S.C. Brown describes in Am. J. Phys. It speaks poorly for that
article, for it is full of errors of a sort the French had long since passed by - it
is naively inconsistent, for example -- and I know of no evidence that it influenced
anyone at all.

Begins with a critique of Rumford's view for its failure to explain many phenomena.
Elects "hypothesis advanced by Dr. Black" according to which xt there is a matter

heat whose particles are mutually repellent but which are attracted by every othe
form of matter. Supposes this aggregates around atoms of matter and gives appre
law for its density, etc. Then shows how variation of interatomic distance with
temp follows and hence expansion. Applies extended form to change of

chemical combinations etc,

I shall probably have to study this more carefully later, hut i e on ioo -
tou-h to unravel, full of errors , and unrewarding.

Not in ioggendorf or NB



ENGINEERS

For earlier unsatisfactory work on effectiveness of water wheels and windmills (before
Smeaton's classical researches) Wolf (XVIII p 599) cites Desaguliers (Expt Phil)
Colin McLaurin (Fluxions), Bernard Forest de Belidor (Arch. Hyd.), and Switzer
(Hydrodtatics and Hydraulics, 1729)



EUL ER, LEONHARD (1707-1783)

Apparently the father of a Kinetic Theory. See article by Hooykass
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FARADAY, MICHAEL (1791-1867)



FAVRE,

Cited by Mach (Geschichte und Wurzel, p 37) as one of those (with Ruford,
Joule, eto) who supplied evidence confirming theoretical thermodynamics.



FfECHN ItR, GU P 'AV T EO OI i

4yhel gsMt-physicist, -philostrphwoe -M it u"Atmiedrre*-(1%f4ir nrre -vt-a Truinm of
books in mid-nineteenth century Germany which speculate on a Newtonian atomism.

Merz also cites Redtenbacher's "Dynamiden System," (1857) and refers to Rosenberger's
Geshhichte, iii 536, &c. for other examples of ditto. This might supply background
for Krdnig and Clausius



FO RB ES (1809-1868)

Important work on detaile d parmia11liim of radiant heat and light. See -meleeoni

Cited by Joule (needn't be same one) for developing a mech theory of heat (O 86)



OURIER, JEAN BAPTISTE JOSPHER, BARON (1768-1830)

'irst Memoir to the Academy in 1807. Completed by a second in 1811 which
was reviewed by Malus, Hally, Laplace, Lagrange et Legendre. They liked the
equations but not the method of solution.

Theorie analytique de la chaleur: 1822



FRESNEL, AUGUSTIN (1788-1827)

Helm ('ergetic, p. 8,from Bohn, -h Mag 4 ,"28, ISg4 )speaksof Fresnel 's note to
the French Translation of Thomson's chemistry in which he says via viva oflight is

larent media but probably transformed to heat in absorbtive media.
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GAY LUSSAC, CRARLES LOUIS (177-1850)

Memoires ad dehsiuet A&oimie 4& A.Sooiete d'Aoruell, 1, 180-203,
1807 contains Premier essai punr determines lea variations de termperature
qleprouvent les gaz en changeant de densite, et consideration sur leur
capacite pour le caloriqueN (Lu a l'Institute le 15 septembre 1806).

Paper takes off from incomplete combustion of exygen and hydrogen observed
by GL and Humboldt (J de Phys 60). Explain this on theory that caloric
disengaged by combustion and absorbed by unoombined gases lowers temp below
ignition point (THIS MAKES NO SENSE); expt. with Nitrogen indicates it mast
have same capacity as Oxyg. They suspect all gases have same capacity.

Device is apparently suggested by Dalton's paper which GL knows thru J. ML
Mines. This provides an explicit suggestion for measuring spec. hto. The
use of two balloons may be a natural extension or it may derive from a desire
to check Leslie's residual-air theory which GL also knows and criticises at
a later point.

Uses dry air expanding from atmospheric pressure in one vessel into vacuum
in second vessel of equal size. Repeats process twice bringing pressure to
1/4 initial value. Before reporting experiments oriticises two Waual views.
First is apparently from Dalton (tho attributed to lots of people by GL's
implication); Capacity increases with dilation and is greatest for void.
Points out that cap of given maL must increase with dilation, but that
there's no similar conclusion to be drawn for constant olume since departing
air takes some heat with it (THIS LOOKS LIKE SOURCE OF APPARATUS SET UP).
Then blasts Leslie because.compression.of-residual- gas-hes mmakWjeWeseft



theory implies that a small

quantity of gas let into a vac will absorb heat in same quantity that is

latter disengaged when vessel is filled.

Experimental conclusions: Same heat is lost in first vessel as appears in

second. -Heat evolved in each vessel during transfer process decreases

linearly with the initial pressure in first vessel. les effets thermometri-

ques suivent le meme rapport que lee densites." Then does same expt with

hydrogen. (Here he introduces a valve to ketp time of flow constant, and notes

with praise Leslie's method of measure spec gray by rate of flow thru small

orifice, an oddity since Leslie's value;is quite bad.) For hydrogen gets

more thermal effect on each expansion than for air. Notes that Leslie's expt
was therefore bad. Then does same thing with Carbon dioxide and then with

Oxygen. Finds a unifomm decrement in thermal effects with increasing speo.

gravity-of gas, but admits he's ho idea of math relation between density and

capacity. LState USED TWO VESSELS IN ORDER TO WORK WITH DRY GAS)

Conoludes, in addition to above, that capacities of gases for caloric increase

with decreasing spec gray of gas. Also that any one gas has ki less cap

for caloric (in a given volume) as its density decreases. ZTAUXIE

3=x x=1x xxI This last conclusion depends on

rejecting notion of capacity of vacuum. This he has already done (p. 191)

by following law that thermometric effects decrease with density to the

limiting case. Also has simultaneously tried varying space over a mercury

barometer suddenly and discovered no change in heating effect until the air

is let in. This last experiment with the barometer is repeated later and
reported in detail in a note in Ann. de Whpe Chim. et de Phys. 13, 304-8, 1820



GAY LUSSAO - - - Continued 2

Ttisreport is6issued-pririlyyo show a mre detailed and colusiveversion
(Perhaps also for increased circulation of result) at time of a couneours
of the Inst. on spec ht of gases. Tone is noteworthy for uncertaintly about
what heat really is -- seems different from earlier article but check. There'
some indication that there will also be a note on an extension of the other
experiments made at Aroueil.

Ann. de Chimie 21, 98-101, 1812 (thru Btla-roche & Berard). "Extrait d'un
Memoire sur la capacite des gaz pour le oalorique" (Lu a lInstitut, 20
Janvrier 1812). First summarizes results anddoonclusions of expansion expts
performed at Aroull (1806). 18 months ago found confirmation. Given 2V1
mixture of hyr. & axyg. added an equal volume (excess) hyd., oxyj, nitr.,
carbon dioxide. Explosion in eudiometer was least violent with hydr. Since
same caloric was disengaged in each explosion, hydr. must have beatt capacity.
Now wants a direct measure to confirm his neat indiseot expts. Runs two
ases into common mixing chamber from two gazometers, Equal volumes of gases
3t atmospheric temp plus twenty-odd degrees and minus twenty-odd degrees.
Mixture always gives atmos. temp., so concludes capacity of all gases by
volume is constant. Therefore discards earlier conclusions (but not results)
and says we need a new explanation (e.g. hyrdrogen so rarified has trouble
stopping and absorbing radiant heat).

In above, GL tries to transform rel capacity of gases into cap rel water.
Suggests using Lay & Lapl. value of capacity for oxygen. Or computes a
value of .21 (compare Lay. & Lap. value of .6?) from measured capacity of
Pb and its yellow oxide. Says get different value using tin & its oxide



and explains this as difference in strength with which oxyg. is bound into
calx. For best value of capacity of oxygen should, says GLuse lightly
bound oxide like red oxide of Hg. GL is thus taking Irvine a theory very
seriously even at this date, His concluding remarks indicate that he's
applying it to gases and vapors on a large Bcale and will devote.special
memoir.to subject. Gives two preliminary conclusions: i) Density of vapors
is determined by capacity of corresponding liquid rather than by its
density or volatility; ii) Mizt of hydr & oxygen does gww wwwwh hot
gen enough heat to explode when it rushes into a vacuum (indicating he's
continuing Arc. type experiments).

Ann de2Chlin 83, 106-108, 1812. "Note sur la capacite des fluids elastiques
pur le caloriquel Takes back earlier results (An. 81). With larger an
more perfect apparatus finds that equal vols of air at atmosph temp 26
shows hot air has larger cap in ration 1:1.206. Hydr. & air give 1:0.907
when hkt.is hotter, and 1:0.752 with air hotter. Air and carbonic aid gas
give 1:1.518 with hot carbinic acid, and 1:1.119 with air hot.

In orig. Arc. expts. GL finds first exp. always produces slightly more
cooling than heating. Thakes cooling figure as better which it is. Ettas
PwskyrawrR rtorts
kasixtaxitnxatxaxhM xattanxha Try to explain this.

Now an older paper: "Recherches sur la dilation des gaz et des vapeurs, lues a I'Institut
national, le 11 pluvoise, an 10" Ann de &43., 137-176 (An XI -- 1802). This is the
paper which makes law of gas expansion Gay Lussac's Law. Useful historical survey of
earlier work of which there is a great deal. States that-Ziegler & Bettancourt are



GAY LUSSAC * * 3

only ones before him to investigate expansive power of vapors. (Only ref is to Prony,
Arch. Hdr. II). Motives for his research are, find out what thermometer measures;
learn how to correct for t & p when dealing with gases; do steam engine computations;
measure ht of atoms; do tables of atmospheric refeaction. Also much emphasis on the
importance of drying gases and on earlier failures from neglecting this.

"Sur le Froid kroduit par la dilation des gaz" Ann de C&P? 9, 305-3109 1818. Advocate>
use of adiabatic expansion for refrigeration. Points out limitations of freezing mtijr4
and of Leslie's admirable evaporation water in presence ol concentrated sulphuric
Describes apparatus he's been using In lectures before Faculty of Science de Pari6.
Modelled on mining apparatus, it expands air in 4-5 seconds from 2-3 atmospheres to 1.
Produces ice. Suggests refrigeration available in this way could be greatly increased
and may be infinite in which case search for absolute zero would prove a chimera. Also
states that amount of cold produced by expansion is unknown (Doesn't he know of speed
of sound technique) but estimates from briquet pneumatique that reduction to 1/5 volume
must heat air at least 300 t. & may heat it several thousand degrees.
GL & Welter: "Sur la Dilation de l'air" Ann de C&P 19 436-437, 1821 (but note itself
is dated 1822). Brief note reporting strange result gained during expansion expts then
in progress. Are working on cooling produced by sudden expansions at many different
pressures. Now find that there's no cooling in jet of compressed air tho reservoir
itsefl is cooled. Conclude that there's a heating effect in jet which just compensates

or dihbetir coolinm. Thii enins, thQ r sp' 1vy ir h tefon rubing into empty



GRAHAM,

Researches on diffusion & viscosity which help lead to correct form of Kin. Th.

atid AwayNrom-early spin-energy forms (OR 95) I

I



GROVE, WILLIAM IHOBERT (1811-1896)

Gra4 Oxv i884 el4ewe-by-N years e Pref N lMLondon

After that an advocate by profession. Queen's council, 1852, and a vice-Pres Royal Soc,

Inventor of an important battery. Lectures on the "Correlation of Bysical Porces"
in 1842 & '43, and these give mucly material on the "in the air" aspects of the ideas.
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HALDAT

Referred to by Colding
by friction. Citation
par le Docteur Haldat,
1807, 65s 213-222.

in 1851 paper as man who made experiments on heat generation
leads to "Recherches sur la chaleur produite par le frottement:
Secretaire de l'Academie de Nancy," Journal de Physixgue,

This opens with sketch (inaacurate) of hist of theories of heat. Takes off from Rumford%
work which casts doubt on caloric theory, wanting to try more quantitative tests, etc.
Mettions Berthollet as critic of Rumford's conclusions (Chem Stat, I, 247). Does ax
variety of experiments in which bar is rotated at measured rate and heat is generated
by friction between two surface of known area under measured (variable) pressure.
Also does expt. with various different contancts between apparauts and environment.
Also does one on compressing iron wire. Concludes that situation is still unsettled,
but that friction experiments do speak slightly for Rumford, at least in sense that
they remain very difficult to reconcile with caloric theory.



HAYCRAFT,

First to do spec ht of gas measurements (OR 96)- _ iso

See: Edinburgh Transactions X (1824) p. 195 U1t.- D I eB1 .0i
Ah. LaN.L m. D&B C&D

This article is also translated and appears with a series of criticisms in
Ann de C &P 26Y 298- , 182



HELMHOLTZ, IIERMANN LUDWIG YERDINAND VON (1821-1894)

-- Student of Mwiler s & (?} Liebig's. Important first paper-un-conservation from
reformulation of Newton's laws in 1847s "Ueber die erhaltung der Kraft" presented to
phys Soc of Berlin in July '47, refused by Poggendorf, published as seperate pamphlet
in same year. Trans. by Tyndall in Scientific Memoirs, Natural Philosophy, p114, 1853
He knew J's work or some of it when 1847 paper was prepared.
For a lead to what may be the preliminary thought for above see: "Berich fiber die TheoriE
der Physiologischen Wlrmeerscheinungen" (1845).

There's a popular lecture in 1854, "Interaction of Natural Forces".

Leaves field after first paper which is badly received. Returns to it in connection
with electrical & chemical effects ("free energy") in the 1880s, when he adds his
weight to the growing attempt to take Energy as a fundamental entity????



Cited by OR as author in 1847 of correct KT with which Joule replaces his own earlier
version (p. 95 and elsewhere). Merz also knows his work (1 310) and gives 1821 as date.

Annals of Philosophy NS 1, 1821 begin H's publication on this. pp. 273-293, 340-351,
401-416 give the first full statement of the theory. NS 2, 1821 gives somewfurther
details (mostly a table for converting thermomemters to H's absolute scale), pp.50-66,
89-103, 201-211, 256-274, 363-388, 434-462, and NS 3, 1822, ppl6-28. This last includes
a retrospective summary of the theorams, confirmation, etc. Actually the stuff in
2 & 3 is a major restatement and further developmett of the heat stuff. NS 3, p419 also
has some remarks by H on Thomson's theory of steam.

Meanwhile controversy has starteds NS 2, pp223-226, pp303-307 (refers to a critic in
phil mag), 390-394, 418-426, 462-467. NS 329-34, 290-298, 357-370, NS 4, 197-222.
There are probably some others in here that I've missed.

Herapath's later work in Mathematical Physics or the Mathematical Pkinciples of
Natural Philosophy with a development of the causes of heat gaseous elasticity
gravitation and other great phenomena of nature. (Londons Whittaker and Co. and
Herapath's Railway Journal Office, 1847). Two volume work which ought to be compared
with development of earlier version. I've so far dalt only with this later version.

HERAPATH, JOHN (19901868)



DNII XIV, 614 1.

HERAPATH, JOHN (1790-1868), mathematician and journalist, born at Bristol on.30 May
1790, was the son of a malster. After a scanty education he was placed in his father's

business, but he managed to find time for study, his favourite subjects being mathema-

tics and physics. In 1815 he married, and soon afterwards gave up his business to
open a mathematical academy at Knowle Hill, Bristol. He occasionally contributed to
the 'Annals of Philosophy.' In 1818 he wrote on the 'Law of Continuity' (xi.209), and
in 1819 communicated 'New Demonstrations of the Binomial Theorem' (xiii. 364). In 1820,
having previously announced through a friend that he had determined the principle of
gravitation (Phil. Mag. August 18190 p. 310), he offered to the Royal Society a paper
entitled 'A Mathematical Inquiry into the Causes, Laws, and Principal Phenomena of
Heat, Gases, Gravitations, &c.' Itawas refused. He thereupon published in the 'Annals
off Philosophy' (new ser. i. 273, 340) 401) a letter to Daviews Gilber /q.v./, treasurer
of the Royal Society, on the physical constitution of the universe. This formed a

preface to the rejected paper, which was published in four subsequent numbers of the
'Annals.! A fierce controversy with the Royal Society followed. At the close of 1820
he settled as a mathematical tutor at Cranford, Middlesex. In 1821 he wrote on the
'Theory of Evaporation' in the 'Annals of Philosophy' for April and May. In 1822 his
papers in that journal relate principally to his grievances against the Royal Societly.
His 'Tables of Temperqture and a Mathematical Development of the Causes and Laws of the
Phenomena which have been adduced in support of the hypothesis of Calorific Capacity
and Latant Heat' (New ser. iii. 16) was controverted by Tredgold. He also wrote
'Remarks on Dr. Thomason's Paper on the Influence of Humidity in modifying the Specific
Gravity of Gases' (new ser. iii. 419). He became acquainted Brougham, who invited him

to correct his mathematical works, induced him to write for the Society for the Diffu-



sion of useful Knowledge a treatis on the 'Differential and Integral Calculus,' and
held out to him hopes if the appointment of professor of mathematics in the university
of London. Herapapth eventually declined to deliver the treatise, and a quarrel
ensued. In 1832 he gave up teaching, and removed to Kensington.

On the formation of the Eastern Counties Railway Company Herapath became connected
with the railway interest, and in 1836 succeeded as part proprietor and manager of
the 'Railway Magazine.' Under his editorship a new series was commenced called 'The
Railway Magazine and Annals of Science,' which continued to apear monthly from March
1836 to 1839, forming six octavo volumes. Herapath ultimately acquired the sole
proprietorship. It is now published in quarto as a weekly paper entitled 'Herapathys
Railway and Commercial Journal.' After resigning the active managment of his paper
to his son, Edwin John, Herapapth once more devoted himself to mathematics, and publi-
shed two volumes of 'Mathematical Physics; or the Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophys with a Development of the Causes of Heat, Gaseous Elasticity Gravitation,,
&c., 8vo, London, 1847. He contemplated issuing a third volume, but made little prog-
ress with it. He died on 24 Feb. 1868 at Catford Bridge, Lewisham, and was buried
in Norwood cemetery. He was a first cousin of William Herapath 5g.v27

pera ath's Railway Journal, 4to ser. xxx. 234, 275-8, 309, 334; Gen. Mag. 4th ser.
v. 544-5j
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Bernal p. 39 reference

Repeats Joule's work on the Continent in 1865. Develops improved method for measuring
equivalent (i.e. measures force applied to paddle by torque exerted on container,
thus obviating need for successive falls of a known weight).

First to measure consubption of heat in a steam engine, thus directly confirming J's
theory

Self-mdde man. Grows up in Alsatian textile town. Careful experimenter and weA-educatec
byhimself in science. Also something of a philosopher and artist.

Faudel & Schwoerer: G. A. Hirn, sa Vie, sa Famillet ses Travaux (Peris, 1893)



HOLTZMANN, KARL (

Brief discussion in Helm, pp,. 62-64, is somewhat misleading.

In 1846 H is describes as "Prof of Nat Phil and Math at Lyceum, Mannheim. This in
Taylor's Memoirs.

fber die Wrme und Elasticitt der Gase und Ddmpfe (Mannheim, 1845). Trans Taylor's
Scientific Memoirs, 4, 189-217, 1846.

This is a powerful but strange paper. Uses methods of Poisson, Carnot, Clapeyron, etc.
But also assumes that gas doing work by isothermal expansion always does same amount
of work for same heat taken in. Thus computes a constant of puupostionality, which
can be cited as one of the early values of J and is so cited. Yet the computation
(though compatible with Carnot if specific ht is assumed indep of temp) is not compati-

ble with energy conservation since it depends on conservation of heat. What he has to
do is reject Poisson's assumption that q is prop to v at fixed pressure in favor of one
that is derived from constancy of work-heat proportionality. In this way gets specific
function for q(p,v) and for the spec. hts. which are different from Poisson's and
which give Carnot's function an explicit form. One problem, however, may need more
work. Holtzmann does not get quite the same formulae for p,v,t in adiabatic change as
Poisson does. I suspect that he should.

On p. 199 he compares changing specific heat with pressure with some measurements
by Suerman. Finds spec ht decreases too fast with increasing pressure, but doesn't



think it significant.

Then applies formulae to steam adding result recently confirmed by Pambour that
saturated steam always contains just the same amount of heat. This gives formula for
pressure at boiling point vs temp of boiling, etc. Gets excellent agreement with
experiment. Then does various results on steam pressure, specific heat, theoretical
computation of effect of steam engine, etc.

This paper rates detailed theoretical analysis. It's at odds with modern theory, but
it generally agrees well with expt and is most powerful of all the theoretical approaches
to steam engine yet dealt with.



HUYGHENS, CHRISTIAN (1629-95)

Repeatedly cited in 18th century and since as first to enunciate conservation of vis viva
Apparently this is reference to his generalization of Galileo's work on falling bodies.
To solve problem of center of oscillation of compound pendulum, he states that center
of gravity of system of heavy bodies can never climb higher than position it had at
start of motion. Points out that converse would allow heavy bodies to climb of their
own accord. Applies to case of variable constraint (compound pendulum transformed into
group of simple pendula in mid-swing). In whole development never introduces velocity
as measure of vis viva nor uses word vis viva or equivalent concept. (Hor. Osc. 121-132).

Source could also be (but seems not to be) Theorem XI in his work on percussion. Here
he does state that my2 is conserved in collision of (perfectly elastic) bodies.

Now see D. Bernoulli & D'Alembert.

Hoppe (my edition p. 38) gives several citations for expanded and generalized
treatments of my2 conservation in collision processes, particularly Journal des
Scavans, 1669, March.
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Irvine, William (17431787)

Student of Black who aided in getting Black's ideas spread about & did
much for early British developmenta of the caloric theory.

-ssay on Chemical SubJects(London, 1805) But clearly other work of his
was known much earlier. These are posthumous, done by his son, but they're
the only stuff of Irvine's ever published, according the H & McK. Yet
Dalton's annon, criti8 in Nich. Journal (2),4, -p22 1, 1803, says Dr. Irvine's
theorem, which is so well known (ie, thm. on absolute cold determination.

H.A& McK. have much stuff on spread of knowledge of Irvine's work, particulary
in last chapter.

Crawford, at least in second edition, specifically attributes theorem on
method of determining point of absolute deprivation to Irvine. Also quotes
a quit-claim letter from Irvine, saying C has acknowledged all Irvine's
contributions correctly. The method of finding absolute zero is universally
attributed to Irvine thereafter, tho this may not be source.



Enters here for series of three articles in Phil Mag (ns)l (1827)s "Investigation of
the Heat extricated from Air when it undergoes a given Condensation", pp. 89-94.
"Continuation of the Subject . . ." pp. 165-170. "Application of the Variations of
Temperature in Air that changes its Volume to account for the Velocity of Sound"
pp. 249-255. Same vol of journal contains a critique of Poisson & Airy by Ivory and
a bitter but gentlemanly return from Airy which makes Ivory look the fool he seems to
be.

The part of Ivory's discussion that's any good is entirely derivative from the Mech.
Cel. and the Poisson memoires in J. de l'ecole polytechnique and Connaissance des
temps for 1826. He's critical of previous authors, but his own analysis is full of
holes, or so it seems at a first glance which ought to be followed up later. Also,
his knowledge of the literature could well come entirely from Book XII of the Mech.
Cel.

In first part he insists that expansion of constant pressure air thermometer (when
compartd with Hg thermometer) shows air therm to be perfect measurer of heat within
wide limits of temp. Same heat taken up for each degree rise. Then separates heat
taken up into heat of temp (to raise temp at constant volume) and latent heat (to
increase volume at constant temp). Insists that later



(total latbnt heat oontent) is function of volume only for a given mass of gas Also
that in any given 1 expansion at constant pressure the two heats are absorbed in a
fixed ratio which he derives from the Clem & Des expt. Gets 3/8 for ratio. Also
derives something very like a differential state function. Basic percpption seems
unexceptionable, tho the vocabulary and concepts are somewhat out of date. When he
applies it to state functions, however, seems to lose firm grasp on distinction between
two heats which he himself has introduced (this needs checking).

Second paper repeats much of first and clarifies it by recognizing that expts on
variation of pressure with temp are necessary to his conclusions. Then considers
liquids and solids, which can't be expanded without rise of temp. Points out that
this is because of iaternal forces, not because the phenomena discussed for gses are
absent. Suggests that gas case is seen pure in changes of phase. Third article applies
forgoing to speed of sound in relatively classical way. He then says (with no apparent
logic that I can see) that he has shown that same apped will hold in all gases (apparentl

forgets that only hisqual argument is general, but that his 3/8 ratio was derived from
expts with air). Then derives more complete state function and points out it is
different from that of Poisson & Laplace whom he criticizes for slOppiness. This again
needs more study, but I think he's guilty of usual confusions at this point.

Dulong 41828) knows this paper & criticizes it. Also cites refutation by Avagadro
in Memoire della reale academia delle wcienze di Torini 33, p. 237.



IVORY, JAMES (1765-1842) ***** 2

Pgggendorf describes Ivory as stud of theology, then of science and math, latter two
at Academy in Dundee. After this he's head of spinning establishment, then teacher

at Royal Milityry College at Marlowe (Sandhurst?) from 1804-1816. Theny private
citizen in London. Elected RS 1815. (cf. Phil Mag ww, 1843)
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JACOBI,

virst lead to Jacobi is as man who tried electric boat on Dnieper and found consump-
tion of batteries made it too expensive. Thus to economic problem of evaluation and
parallel with Joule. Then find Colding referring to him as a critic of the evaluation
in Liebig's 10th letter. This leads to: "Galvanische und elektromagnetische Versuche,
Zweite Reighe. Zweite Abtheilung", Pogg. Ann. 1846, 69s 188-206. Gne earlier and
one later part of the Versuche are in this vol.; an earlier one is in vol. 66.

Is concerned with economic possibility of generators. Points out failure of those
previously used for electroplating betause current is too strong for good plating, etc.
Says they (generators) may work out, but only in high current applications. Then
criticizes, as immensely hasty, LiebigAs evaluation. Does one of his own on basis
of reversibility of motors and generators. If vel is adjusted so that maximum work
per unit Zn is done by motor, Zn consumption will be at j short-circuit rate. This
same work will be done in generator kg to reverse the spa process for &Zn. Thus,
for electroplating, better to use the Zn directly. Then goes into comple argument
I've not bothered with on back emf, etc., in generator. There's really no conservation
here, but good leads to development of power engineering.



JOULE, JAMES PRESCOTT (1818-1889)
Biography: Memoir of . . . in Memoirs of Manhest or Literary Philoso-
phical gos theries, voauWe 6, vli+191 pp., 1892. By Osborne Reyno-
lda.

Illustration of "generation phenomenon" (OR 76). Followers in college in 43
Possible comparative study of his vocab with that of contemp phys & engin,
(OR 6j has leads)

Concern with practical application shown by Phil Trans 1851 paper on Air Engine.
Also sign as showing J's most advanced understanding of math thermo.

Memoir of Sturgeon by Joule in Manchester Memoirs, series 2, vol XTV



Letters in Sturgeon's Axnals of Electricity: 1/8/38 12/1/38, 3/27/39,

5/14/39, /3398/157 3710140,s/2840, 2/16/41, }/3O/41. (The Xtem
2/30/41 is pub. lect. Viet. Gallery, Manchester; -other list may be incomp.)

12/17/40 Paper read in abstract to R.S. who decline to pub. in full. Paper
pub. in Phil Mag early in '41. "Elect. Origin of the Heat of Comb." read
11/2/41 to Manch Soc. Paper again published in Phil Mg. Another paper read
to Brit. Ass. in Manhhester 6/22/42. "On the Heat Evolved During the Electr.
of Water" read to Manch. Soo. 1/24/43. Another note 2/18/43 refers to prep.
for impt experiment on mech equiv. and another of 2/20/44 states fondness for
mech theory of heat. 7/23/43 impt. paper delivered to Brit Assoc in August
and later printed in Phil Mag; contains first value for mech equiv of heat;
impt. postscript of general convertability added in Aug.; of OR's analysis
of exrors in this paper. 12/26/43 paper to Manch phik Soo from previous work..

6/20/4 paper read to RS, rejected for publication; pub by Phil Mag 5/45; a
key paper containing key expts. Last contains first Kin Th for which see also
note added to 1/(2)9/43 paper on 2/20/44 (OR 94). 9/44 survey of workbne by
predecessors on spec heats & comp with his theory to Brit Ass. More on same
in Manch Mem. 45&47. 8/6/45 letter to Phil Mag on first paddle whet expts.
shows ignorance of lit & vocab of mechanics. '46 incldes work with Scoresby
on exp. ot mag iron & with Playfair on atomic volumes etc. Prep of essay for
Fr Ac prize (46?), pub in Phil Mag in 152. 4/28/47 Pop Lect containing J's first
& only enunciation of full conservation of energy -- published ony as personal favor
to bnother by Manch Courier 5/5&12147. Lect also contains J's theory of Shooting Stars,
pub by il Mag in 48. 6/?/47 reads condensed abstract to BA & first attract Thomson's
attention. 8/23/47 memoir in Comptes Rendus, first nat. ac. to recog. work. Furtherdetermination of equivalent read to BA in 1848. Paper read to RS in 1849 & pub in
50 in Phil Trans gives a final value of equiv & an ilreresting hist sketch from Rmf on.



K



KAUF oNiANN, HERMANN VON

Helm, p. 64, cites him as a man who has worked out a limited (and inconsistent)
conservation principle by same route as Holtzmann

9



KELVIN, WILLIAM THOMSON, FIRST BARON (1824-1907)

K's account of meeting with J & of hi> ea ny impressions in Xture tAV, p 618 a letter
to J.T. Bottomley written in 1882).



6/48 paper on Abs. Temp Scale from Carnot & regnault read to tam Wphil Soc. '-rofesses

Cornot's axiom but recognizes Joules divergence, but with unfair evaluation.

1/2/49 paper read to Edin US on an account o2 Carnots Theory, but withi4urther re og

of Jo s imp ork, t + a eptlwgit, w-compl ~tely seeing strength of proof.
3/51 Dynamical Theory of Heat paper read to RS of Edin. Complete theory reconciling

Joule & Carnot on good abstract base. Acknowledgements to Rankine & Clausius,

10/52 Phil Mag (Math & Phy papers 1 511) naper which includes HeA.t Death.



KIRWAN, RICHARD (1733-1812)

British chemist and geologist. See Heathcote & McKie

The Laplace & Lavoisier memoir of 1380 refers to Kirwan's measurements repeatedly
in their attempts to discover total heat content and absolute zero. They refer to
almost noone else. Aj. cee*( +Ak.e 4"-.. JA4 k. Ak Z7m 1 c,, .

/-A JO Ur(( , "ce'qi C k* ew ~eL-e~e'r , e* t __ k~u dfjC6r

1 t LVJ



KLONI(G, A

Publishes "Grundzige einer Theorie der Gase" in 1856. Early and independent KT.

According to Merz, it is the appearance of this work which persuades Clausius to
publish stuff on which he's been working since 1850. This is his 1857 paper.



H.



LAMBERT, JOHANN HEINRICH (1728-1777)

Here importantfor' his Pyroet er IS22M4see ASA Feer 1un Eder 787
(Berlin: Haude und Speuer, 1799)

Both Mach (Waermetheorie) and Bachelard (1'evolution) have a good deal of

stuff on him. Most of Bachelard's comes from Riggenbach (Historch. 1e Studie)

One of first to approach adequate heat-temp. distinction. Probable ()t) Souro

Biot's work on distrib. of heat along bar. L used erroneous derivation of

exponential law to get a means of measuring high temperatures. At the very
least Pyrometrie has good clear stuff on thermal equalib. conditions. Also
some early heat capacity stuff, etc.

Apparently work was little known. Bach (pp. 16-17) quotes Fourier to this

effect. Apparently F knew him. So does von Arnim (p. 244 refers to L's

explanation of cooling by expansion). Dalton indicates (Manch Mem. v, p526)
that both Saussure and Pictet derived their explanations from Lambert.

Dalton's description of theory is, however, far more elaborate and explicit

as to details than is Lambert's. H. B. de Saussure (iurometrie, p. 190)

refers to L as "le celebre Lambert."



PyroMajjre,pp. 266-268. In section on elasticity of heat, L takes up
Cullen's experiments onddrop of temp in an evacuated receiver. Refers also
to experiment shown him by Professor Arnold zu Erlangen in 1761 (apparently
described in print also -- a letter).

L says temp is a measure of density of fireparticles (Feuertheilohen) so
that temp of gas would vary with its density during exhaustion except that
fire particles get back in from glass, pump, etc. Thus get rapid cooling,
but only a fraction of the theoretically possible cooling, followed by
continuation of warming process to equalibrium. Also attributes a pressure
to heat particles which seem to behave just like a gas. Suggests that
compression of gas to half its volume should quadruple heat pressure (in
absence of conduction or radiation of heat particles), because both density
and temp. are doubled

There are two long & strange memoires in Memoires de Berlin. "Sur la vitesse dju son"
in 34, 70-80,1768, and "Sur Ia densite de l'.air" in 1772, pp. 103-140. First criticizem
esisting account of deviations from Newton's formula. Suggests alternate computation
based on fact (?) that body falling freely from half ht of a uniformly dense atmosphere
would attain spd of sound at sea level. Second is -long & theoretical discussion of
the impurities in the air and of their effect on density, spd of sound, barometers, etc.



Lame, Gabriel:

Author if important text. See card o)n it under texts in bibliography. See also Mayer.



LAPLACE, PIERRE-SIMON (1749-1827)

According to Duhem (Cath. Eno. "Phys" -p-46a)-Laplace insere-d ashort
explanation 0-the firt complete") in Berthollet's "Statique chimique" of

. this note led to Gay-Lussac's work published in
18a7.

Dkm states that-Poisnevelop- eq.-o-aove-for-vel.-of sound
(an implic already reklized by Lapl.)in 1807. Lapl. himself publishes
revidversion ofs wthre formula In ISIl. Then, D, gl es7a quot&erom
Lapl--n-1823--point-&-nout how-strong -a-basis this work gives to caloric
theory and theory of intetatomic forces, etc.

Laplace argues in Berthollet's book (pp 245-247) that gas pressure is due
entirely to calorio (or almost entirely). 2M1 Also,_the force with which
molecules aht on one another at fixed temperature is indep. of distance,
since the increased-number-of molecules -acting on wall--will -Just- -acount
for Boylbhs law providing that the force exerted by eaoh doesn't change.
LNote that this flatly contradicts Newton's theorem, which Dalton, at least,
takes -for granted.--Presumably-others do,,tooj-and -this- should be source of
enlighteningoonfusons in literature Qualitatively, at_east,.Newt on'a
form has all advanga#es on pikusibility. But it includes an implausible
assumption in proofIforces saturate like magnetism don't act like gravity).
Laplace's result is less plausible but his proof more so.J

It follows that at fixed temp. intermolecular forces due to calorio are
all constant (i.- oonetak tension at oonstant temp.). Also follows that
a give volume of gas always has same calorio content, at fixed temp, regardle



of mass of gasa contained in volume. From this it follows that suddenly
pumping out half of gas (and caloric) will reduce temp greatly.

Laplace recognizes already (1803) that this affects speed of sound derivation
and says he has calculated revised theoretical value wi h very good results.
The existence of a report by Biot in mid-1802 (see Biot) raises some problems
about this note.

Ann. de Chim et de Phys 1, 162-169, 1816. "Sur l'action reciproque des
Pendules,2et sur la vitesse du son dans les diverses substances. This takes

off from a previous paper on determining accurate length of the second-peadul.
Notes a source of error due to tight or loose clamping to a resonant bar or

to a bar carrying another pendulum or watch, etc. Leads to reflections on

speed of sound taking off again from work by Chladni on sounding bars. On
Newton's theory can determine speed of sound in solid bar. By measuring tone
produced by longitudiaal vibration of same bar dan measure speed. Compares
two of them for ease of copper. Theory gives 3560.4 n/see.; expt gives
3596.38 m/sec from which Lapl. concludes that heating effect on compression

is far less than in air, though better expts are needed for evaluatingx it.

Then gives theoretical value (based onCanton's measurements) for speed of

sound in fresh water and salt water (asasurements are of compressibility).
Plea for more work on measurements requisite to computation.

Ann. de Chim et de Phys. 3, 238-241, 1816, The first purely theoretical
value for speed of sound taking account of adiabatic compression. Now says
that in absence of heating effect repulsion of molecules varies inversely

as their distance (a change from 1803). Also supposes (at least for present



LAPLACE - - - Continued

purpstearse rnarTe t Tinii ot a eiolii approxiiaionT
that amount of caloric contained in a given quantity of air at constent
pressure but varying temperature is proportional to the volume. Says this
is commonly supposed, e ev.-s--uu A e Then
concludes that 0 /0 p p -p / heat developed by given vol of air passing
from high to low tep atJ1 -heat developed by same vol of air passing thru
same temp range at p .with small quantity of heat and smaller pressure both
taken to be unity. Ioannot make this ansohaulich. It is derivable on the
following assumptions which may not, however, be minimal. i) Total heat
content is function of state variables (from caloric theory); ii) for any
pressure total heat is proportional to mass and volume of gas present (speo.
assumption listed abovelfrom which it follows that both o and c are indep
of vol and temp for given mass).] Using D & B values Lap then shows that
theoretical value of speed of sound (ration works out at 3/2) is 345.35
compared with expt of 337.18 which is quite good. Also concludes that if
you heat a gas at constant pressure and then compress it suddenly to its
primitive volume, it will give up 1/9 of heat used in expanding it, which is
straightforward with Q a state function. Also concludes ojo = l4254
fvom measured speed of sound. Finally corrects the earlier values given
for speed of sound in water. [n difficult derivation above also assume
change of pressure is small.] ENote that from above assumptions can also
derive that capacities must decrease with increasing pressure.]

auestions: What are Laplace's methods in above2 Also, is this first time
need of sound stuff has been put in form of ration of capacities?

2



My derivation of Laplace's results (plus some of my own). If pressure is
constant, caloric density is constant, whence quantity of caloric must be
proportional to volume. (This leaves question of what change in oalorie
corresponds to change in temp.) Now suppose total heat content in unit mass
of gas =-Q = vf(p) and pv = a + b t Also remember that heating gas 1 at
constant volume and then letting it expand back to initial pressure always
cools gas so more heat must be added to bring it up 1 at constant pressure,
so a9 is necessarily greater than ov.

C 1) 2Y1 ;( ) C - YWof. ,
P "6

Cp r C-Cr < O

In D & B measurements assume unit mass was cooled at higher pressure p*Ap
and gave up heat Q . If same volume oooled at p gave up Q2, then unit mass
cooled at p would have given up (p+Ap/p)Q2. Therefore:

CC f (Cp++ 6p34  C[SI + (-I) ]JL+ CLA 4

p P P P Cp cS

Note that preceding makes speo heats depend only on pressure. Indep of vol
and temperature.



LAPLACE - -Continued se-C -L- z3

%Ll*do ehtm & do fPis Z, 266-2649,"22. NOtex our I in teoe diis-on l-
This is a careful theoretical computation based on new measurements of g,
air density, etc. Now makes correction for vapor in air and for temp etc.
Uses 1.3748 for gamma, a result which he takes from privately communcated
results gained at this time by Gay Lussao and Welter. Says this constant
is almost perfectly indep of pressure and temp. The experimental method is
not here described.

In Laplace's ddrivation of gamma above, the caloric theory is essential.
Actually 0 -c is a universal constant and a increases (very slightly) with
pressure. Thus Laplace's formula shoul (with o ) constant yield
gamma = 1 or veryslightly less. It looks as tho an error due to the
caloric theory had compensated an error in the D&B measurements. But the
experimental error seems improbably large and Clement & Absormes get similar
behavior of c with pressure. Am I mssing something?

Conn des Tems, 1825, may have a fuller version of kszukxtaz Laplace's early stuff on
speed of sound, capacity ratio, etc.

"Memoires sur lea mouvemens de la lumiere dans lee milieux diaphanes" Memoires de
l'inatitut de France: 1809, 300-342, has a developed caloric theory used to explain
behavior of light. Apparently the first full theoretical development.

Vol V of Moh Cel (1825) is also full of impt stuff.



"Memoires sur les mouvemens de la lumierd" is also in Ueuvres 12 267-298. They
say. its taken from Memoirs de I'Academie des Science (al)X, 1810, which doesn't quite
correspond with preceding. Actually there's not much in it that's .directly useful.
Text proper derives double refraction and Huyghen's formula from Princ. of Least Action
plus assumption that vel of extraordinary ray depends only on angle between it and
principle axis of prism. Indicates that this supports Newton's conception of refraction
being due to intermolecular forces, etc. Gives some history of past derivations and
of important recent work by Wollaston and Malus. Then he attaches a note designed to
showthat many gross phenomena "reduisent-en derneiere analyse a des action ad distans
de molecule a molecule." Discusses some problems of light, heat, distorted laminae,
etc. Winds up by deriving law of least action, something he says he tried in Mech.
Cel. but couldn't complete. Gets it here from laws of molecular action.
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LAVOISIER, ANTOINNE LAURENT (1743-1794)

Inventor of name caloric for the matter of heat (tho not of the fluid theory itself).
Cf early sections of the Traite Elemeitaire.

Important piece is: Lavoisierr& de la Place (sic), "Memoire su la chaleur", Histoire
de l'Academie Royale des sciences, 1780, 355-408. This volume actually published in

1784, and the memoire itself is dated 18 Juin 1783. (There's also a reprint by
Gauthier Villars).

This deals mostly with the ice calorimeter, with theory of absolute zero tested and

inconclusively rejected/accepted, with a brief excursion into gas spedific heats and
into combustion in lungs (guinea pig in calorimeter). Important here for remarks on
theory of heat: pp. 357-360.

Say that physicists are divided on theory of heat. Some think it's a fluid, spread
throughout nature and attradted to bodies in amounts which depend on temp and on inate
attraction. May, on this theory, also combine with bodies, in which case it ceases to
act on thermometers. Others think it's motion of particles of bodies themselves. On
this view can apply conservation of force vive, which says, whenever there's no kxha
abrupt changes of motion, sum of my is constant if no external forces act. If such

forces do act the increase sum of mv2 is increased by sum of mg, where u is vel
which forces would produce. Latter theory explains temp equalibrium between bodies

not initially at asuambp. Also explains why sun's rays can produce so much heat

im- im



without producing appreciable pressure (m very small, u very large, thus mu is neglig.
comp. with mu2). This also handles difference between white and black bodies. Latter
absorb rays and thus get less momentum but more energy than white bodies.

Refuse decision between two theories. Some things fit one better, others fit the
other. "peut-etres ont-elles lieu toutes deux a la foks." Insist, however, that they'r
equivalent for present purposes: free heat is conserved under circumstances where
vis viva would be. Combined caloric x corresponds to loss of force vive (which will
be restored on return to original state); increase of force vive is like addition of
caloric to body.



(1724-1803)LE SAGE,

Frequent reference to his developments of atomismu



LESLIE, JOHN (1777-1832)

An Experimena nInguiry Ln othet Naare&L ~Propagation p Het&(London:

J. Mawman, 1804). This is a fascinating, useful, and frequently crazy book.

Best known for its many varied experiments on radiation of heat and cold,

book also contains a good sketch of Leslie's mech theory of matter and the

universe (much Boscovitch here) chapter VIII and an elaborate series of

discussions of the relation of light and heat, etc. Too little indication

of what lit was known by Leslie, but general disregard of continental work

(tho'knows Lagrange) and objections to elaborate math apparent throughout

(see particularly)543-545).andonstant use of simple proportionality relations

seems frequently naive in the extreme.

Chapters 1-VII deal principally with experiments on radient heat, tho hyp

that radiation of heat is via aerial impulses enters first on p. 3?2vith

some mech expl. on 44.. Chapter VIII is sketch of gen. prino. (see also

critical discussion of Boscovitch on pp. 515f ). Atoms and forces are basis

of metaphysies. Notes that ultimate quantities, including force laws, may

be discontinuous. Long argument about the nature of forces and impulses

being identical, etc., with long discussion of way impulses are transmitted

through all sorts of media. (Stuff on compressibility of water enters notes

in this connection).

Chapter IX argues that heat is an elastic fluid, strongly mutually repuslive,

and highly attracted to bodies. Light is the same fluid uncombined with

matter and in state of projection. Leslie knows mode of motion hypothesis

and correotly. sees its 17th cent role, but rejects 
it out of hand for many

reasons, particularly because motion must inevitably die 
out. Pp 165-169



explain specific and latant heat and heating by condensation: calorie itself
obeys B's Law; different specific heats indicate different specific atradtions
for caloric; differences in specific attraction depend both on nature of
polecules and on their positions relative to one another. A particle of
heat at constant distance outside a gaseous body. If density of gas is
increased eight-fold, attraction on the corpuscle increases four time (only
exterior gas corpuscles act on it). But repilsion between calorie particles
increasws eight times, so specific attraction for caloric decreases by two
and heat is released. his is typically sloppy thinking which runs through
whole work despite many protestations of rkgour and relative positivism.]
Latent heat explained as due to change in specific attraction of molecules
at certain temperatures (?). With the preseding goes important note on pp.
533-534. Measure relative specific heats of gases by letting them rush

into a vessel full of air at much reduced pressure. Compressing the small
amount of air produces heat, and always same amount of it, Actual heating
effect, therefore, depends on specific heat of gas which enters. Leslie
tries it for hydrogen and air -- gets identical specific heats. This chapt
also includes remark that Oxygen is a gas, not a principal plus *p.148).
LNote also the lack of thinking thru in method of measuring spec hts.
Each gas compresses itself in this process.)

Chap X opens with defense of absolute zero at -75o C. by Irvine's method.
Concludes that in solids caloric must become more dense with temp and
intermolecular forces nst increase with increasing distance. In gases
caloric must become less dense with temp ine (at constant pressure) and there-
fore must be decreasingly attracted by molecules Lagain sloppy thinking out).
Then some stuff on the way gases rush into a vacuum (as inverse one-half
power of density) used to illustrate low density of caloric which radiates



LESLIE - - - Continued 2

at apped of light. Here it is assumed that gases go through small holet
in same way as liquids (see also stuff in notes on this). Walitative
estimate of actual bwtIxmt spec. gray. of ealorio.

Chapter XI does theory of conduction. Does it by impulses for can't conceive
any possibility of dyamio equalibrium. Thus back to law given by Newton
for speed of sound (543-545 and earlief in notes also). Knows that result
is wrong and suggests that pulses really overlap which gives excuse for
raising the figures. No notion of role of heat.

At this noint I quit.



Leslie, P. D.

A Philosophical Inquiry in the Cause of Animal Heat (London 1778)
Gets some of Black's work out to the public. First book to do so is the
anonymous An Enguiry into the General Effects of Heat; with Observations
on the Theories of Mixture (London, Nourse, 1770)



LIEBIG, BARON JUSTUS VON (1803-1873)

-Great crai chemist, teaeher, pe~ulatrizcr, rgnier ef resetreh. IHis schol bvgns-
rise of German chemistry, and gives it a characteristically practical bent.

Publishes first papers of Mohr, Mayer, & Helmhottz when these are refused by Poggendorf.
(Actually Mohr's first paper is pub without his knowledge in Zeitwhh fur phy.)

His interest in animal heat leads to study of combustion and to attempt to get more
accurate measure of quantity of heat, etc. Studies conversion processes in animals
and( if hints in Merz can betaken seriously) has explicit conversion processes and a
semi-dynamical theory in mind at an early date.

Helmholtz, Mayer, and Mohr are all triined by Liebig & Mller. Must go after L for
background on much of the conversion stuff.

Helm quotes from the 10th of the German Letters (1845 edition) -- a strong correlation
of forces statement with an indication that he supposes the correlation is quantitative.
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liaeCULLAG1, JAMES

"Essay towards a Dynamical theory of trystsihin. Reflection and llefraction (runs.

Trish Ae,.1839) developes-a model of th _Vher with rigidityproduced by rotati)ns

ike the *es),ttnceat of a spinning wheel to angular dispacement. (M ii 63)

his may be an important 'source for Rankine's version of IT and is, in any case, an
index of an important tie between development of optics & KY luring XIX/i



In



MAIRAN, J.AJ. D. de (1678-1771)

Glace, a Angdivers Dbindam~es.(Paris: L imprimerie royale, 1749).

Oullen refers to above (pp 248 ft) as book he recollected when student
reported cooling by evaporation to him. Saussure (pp 271 ff) also knows
the work, though quite possibly only from Cullen's having referred him to it.

Preface indicates that above work is a revised and much exp&nded vetrsion of

a book previously printed in Bordeaux (1716), Beziers (1717) and Paris (1730).

Passage referred to by Cullen is attempt to discover whether congellation
can be achieved by agitation at a temperature slightly above normal freezing
point. (i.e. Mairan is looking for converse of super-cooling) Takes

previously noted (casually) phenom. of slight cooling of wet bulb as index

of effect of agitation by air on particles. Then wraps bulb in linen to

explse greater surface and gat uses a bellows for air jet. Gets greater
cooling. Doesn't seem to recognize evaporation as part of phenomenon.
Don't understand explanation given, but effect is blamed on internal agitatioz

of corpuscles by air. Agitation enable water to stay below temp of surroundir

Applies preceding to formation of snow through cooling of vapor by agitation.

Notes effects succeed best in dry weather but makes nothing of it.



Preface has great fascination and utility as comment on state or sience in
France. Speaks of "ees grands question de Physique, qui tiennent aux
premiers ressorts de la machine du Monde, & du nombre desquelles est, mon
avis, la question de la Glace,. . .' (iii). Speaks of contemporary rejection
of speculative system-building: 'C'est un stateme, fait souvent la critique
entiere d'un livie;..." (v). Then procedes to defend systems -- contrasts
Newton's +44icks with the order and method of research represented in the
.1 frans (ix) (this is questionable for there's not much in Phil Trans).
Insists that ''esprit systematique" is an essential guide to all important
research. Points to Kepler's neo-Pythagoreanism as essential source of his
laws. Points out the 'experimental factsN of today were the hated systems
oC an earlier period -- not facts at all. Illustrates from Harvery & Cop.
Then points to Newtonian system as product of Cop hypothesis and says: 'Ie
simple desir de savoir n'inspira jam&is la meme ardeur, qu'nn interet
personnel ou nationnal a defendre, qu'un system a soutenir, & son contraire
a refuter" (xiv). Points to utility of Aifferent systems and different
emphases on system in different individuals during exploration of nature.
Closes by dealing at length with the aetherial fluid he employs. Says its
not the Cartesian fluid, but shares some of its properties. Justifies it
in part by referenaes to Newton and to Boerhaave. Knows N's letter to
Boyle. Suggests that aether (Newton's) must have been vorticular in
structure, be8ause Newton supposed it both elastic and mechanioal, which
properties are compatible only in little vortices.



Led to this by critical reference in Helmholtz's "Erhaltung". He discusses M's
"De la relation qui existe entre la quantito de I'action chimique et la quantite de
chaleur, d4 kectricite et de lumi re qu'elle produit," Bibliothueuniverselle
de Geneve, Supplement, 1847,4: 375-380.

Piece is interesting as one of earliest critihisms of conservation of energy school.
Here it shows signifcant understanding in its opening: "I1 ya deja quelque temps que
divers physiciens ont cherch' a demontrer qu le clebre principe de Carnot sur la
force motrice de la chaleur pouvait s'appliquer aux autres fluides impondrabbes."
Interesting that it's celebre; also would like to know who the 4ankqg divers
physiciens are. Surely Joule is one and Grove (whose work is cited in another
connection) could be another. Colding, Mohr, Mayer are less likely though all but
first (whose work doesn't seem to be included in discussion, even by implication)
are possible. Note also the misunderstanding of relation between Carnot's and
these others (who did not, incidentally, know Carnot). Notice finally that this
piece is printed before Helmholtz's and that Helmholtz knows it. Shows how late
his arrival is.

Matteucci performs a variety of experiments to show that heat emitted in given reaction
does not depend on whether on not kEasxxat4x electricity and/or light are generated
in ame reaction. Experiments are relevant, but information gained is inadquate
and I can't quite see why he interprets data as he does.

MATTEUCCI, CARLO



MAXWELL, JAMES CLERK (1831-1879)

Important contributions to the statistical fundamentals of KT and to the solution of
problems like gas-viscosity, complex cases of diffusion, etc. Gets involved after
early Clausius papers appear. He has just worked up statistical methods for his
Adams Prize Essay (c 1856) on Stability of the Motion of Saturn's Rings.

1860: Illustrations of the Dynamical Theory of Gases (Phil Mag, January & July).
Cites Bernouilli, Heraptath, Joule, Kr~nig, Clausius as previous authors on
KT. (Note that he omits Rankine)

1866: On the Viscosity or Internal Friction of Air and 6ther oases. Bakerian Lecture.

186' On the Dynamical Theory of Gases. Phil Trans CLVII

Various later KT papers in the Scientific Papers of . . .

"Theory of Heat" (1st eds Longmans, Green & Co., 1871), is classic text of new doctrines

Review of Grove s"Correlationof Physical Forces" in Papers ii 400 has some nice
background stuff. Particularly: Refers to Mrs Somerville's "Connection of the
Physical Sciences" (1834 and eighth edition by 1849) as a bad book giving real index
in the sort of integration of sciences which underlies Grove's good work.



MAYER, JULIUS ROBERT VON (1814-1878)

One of the earliest announcements of convertability and the first calculation of the
mechanical equivalent. First paper sent to Poggendorf 16 June 1841 and rejected without
acknowledgment of any sort. It's full or errors, makes no mention of Mayer's phys&ogi4
cal sources, etc. Second paper is published by Liebig in his Annalen x1ii (May 1842).
It's still full of physical confusions but better and it does contain first mech equiv.
"Unter Anwendung der aufgestellte S~tze auf die Wdrme- und Volumens-Vebiltnisse der
Gasarten findet man die Senkung einer ein Gas comprimierenden Queckselberslule gleich
der durch die Compression entbundenen Wrmemenge und es ergiebt sich hieraus -- den
Verhaltnissexponenten der Capacit~ten der atmosphrischen Luft unter gleichem Drucke
und unter gleichem Volumen = 1.421 gestzt -- das dem Herabsinken eines Gewichtheiles
von einer Hohe von circa 365 m. die Erwarmung eines gleichen Gewichtheiles Wasser
von 00 auf 10 entspreche."

The derivation is, of course, totally obscure in above and throughout the printed paper,
but it is spelled out in detail in the correspondence with Baur given in Weyrauch's
Kleiner Schriften und Brieffe, particularly letters of 12 lept 1841 & 31 July 1844,
(No. Second is long after published paper and simply shows that very important result
by Petit in Ann de C &P viii (1818) can be reconciled with his own.) Nevertheless
second provides important clues. In it he uses 1.421 for cc and takes it explicitly
from Dulong (presumably via Lami, p. 493, which he cites e licitly shortly after).
Also quotes specific Dulong conclusions about adiabatic compression from 1828 memoir

(again in form gfiven by Lame). Thus until I find the Dulong figure in an earlier



work (it's definitely not in Laplace), can assume that Mayer knows Dulong before
Liebig's paper. Presumably derivation in this 2nd letter is not same as original.
Weyrauch indicates that Mayer got to Petit thru Baur who got to it thru Lanz et Bitancoun
Essai sur la composition des machines, 2nd ed (Paris 1840). Mayer probably wouldn't
have known of it in time (tho he might hie) but in any case-he indicates that he's
proving Petit~s result compatible with his own semi-independent one. Petit also uses
D & B's value for spec ht of air compared with water, a value which Mayer must have
needed (or equivalent).)

First letter (1841) shows Mayer knew Gay Lussac's two bulb experiment and had extended
it a priori (presumably from his own theorem) to case with bulbs not equal. Has two
gedanken experiments involving heat generated in enclosed gas when compressed by sinking
mercury column. Says could get mech equiv from these if had measurements. Still don't
know just how he got his own, but it could be via a knowledge of C&5 or GL&W plus the
D&B spec ht. Or it could be (and more likely is since he cites 1.421 from the start)by using Marriote's Law plus k & and dividing total ht used in constant pressure
expansion into part for const vol & part for conat temp expandion. Last part only
is actual conversion. Must try to see what Lami he used & what's in it. Also must
note that 2nd and more probable derivation is wrong in theory because it still uses
integral dq around closed path = 0. So doea We c7 r O"* 64-e ; ; .
(From an old card, but with no source indicated: "Mayer gets his value of the qquivalent
by using GL's value for extent of therm expansion of air at constant pressure (=1/274
of vol per deg C - a better vaiue than Carnot uses)." If this is right it confirms
method 2 for the computation.)



MdELLONI (1798-1854)

laving improved thermocouple with NOBILI (1784-1835) he is among the early important

workers on the polarization of radiant heat. See also Baden-Powell, & Forbes etc.

Earlier work of importance includes Scheele (1777), first clear distinction betwo

convection & radiation; PICTET,(1752-1825), radiation of cold (concave mirrors &

thermometers, 1684 et seq); PREVOST 01751-1839), theory of continual radiation Iroi

all bodies and of heat exchanges (1791); W. HERSCHEL (1738-1822) heat rays in solar

spectrum (1800); Leslie (1777-1832) beginning of attempt to prove that radiant heat

has all the properties of light, e.g. polarization, refraction, difraction, interferEce



MOHR, Friedrich

"Ueber-die- Natur der- Wfrnrewrefused byPoggendert-Sen to iBuemgartner"-in Vioena

and published by him in Zeitschrift fur physik in 1837 without Mohr's knowledge. He
prints Abstract in Annalen der pharmacie, xxiv, 141 of which (with Merck & Liebig) he's
coeditor. (Zeitschrift v, 449).

Tyndall calls attention to Mohr's claim in Rhllecture of 1862. Dr Akin digs up
original and prints excerpts in an article in Phil Mag, 4th series, xxviii, 474 (1864).

Books: Mech Theorie der chemischen Affinitdt (Braunschweig, 1868) and Allgemeine
Theorie der Bewegung und Kroft ( 1869)

Article on Mohr in 9th ed Britannica

"Ansichten tber die Natur der Wrme" Annalen der Pharmacie xxiv (1837), 141-147.
Starts from Mellont's dispro6f of the corporeality of ht by showing that its pokrized,
etc. like light. Says ht must therefore be particle motion, as is light, and that this
explains correlations of heat & light, heating by contact, imponderability, absolute
temp, etc.

Emphasizes that heit must be a force since it overcomes force of cohesion, etc., and
what overcomes force must be force. By comparing expansion of water on heating and on
decompression concludes 10 C = 97 atmsbut not clear what he takes "=" to mean. Can't
think it's general. Explains latent heat as use of force to overcome cohesion instead
of to produce vibrations, then does same in somewhat more detail for ht of vaporization
(vases, he says, are different since there are no cohesive forces. Concludes that higher

g



gas temperature (or more sensible ht in gas) corresponds to higher vib freq of moleculeF
More latent ht in gas means more amplitude of (or strength of) vib and thus more pressi
Follows that compression cuts down length of vibrations and thus makes latent heat
sensible. This is his explanation of adiabatic compression, and he sayy that cal n

can't handle the phenomenon at all. Points out necessary c vs. c distinction. Final
derives increasing spec ht with increasing temp. Apparently saysvthat from Gay lussac
& others gas gains equal volume for each degree increase in temp. But equal ht should,
he feels, produce equal percent increments. Etc.



MULLERI, JO HANNES (1801-1858)

Important infkuence- on fierman education -and sciene.-- Hekmholted-BO iSeymond-are
important pupils. Applies existing technical science to medicine as Liebig is applying
it to chemistry.
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NEUMANN, FRANZ (1798-1895)

Helmholtz (Bericht, 1845) cites Neumann in the following sentence: "Das Princip von
der Constanz des Karftdquivalents bei Erregung einer Naturkraft durch eine andere,
obschon logisch vollkommen gerechtfertigt, und auch schon benutzt als Grundlage mathe-
matischer Theorien (z.B. von Carnot und Clapeyron zur Bestimmung der Arbeit, welche
einer gewisse Wdrmeqiantittt leisten kann, von Neumann in der Theorie der Inductions-
strdme durch Bewegung von Magneten oder Stromen) ist weder theoretisch bisher vollstandig
ausgesprochen und anerkannt, noch empirish durchgeftthrt, wenn ihm auch die bish er
gemachten Versuche vollstandig entsprechen."

This is fascinating because during or prior to the relevant years there is no work by
Neumann (at least in the Gesammelte Werke) that meets this description. The two
relevant papers (both in III) are "Die Mathematischen Gesetze der Inducirten Elektrischen
Str8me (Read in 1845, published 1846, abstracted &845 in Pogg. Ann. -- Helmholtz's
Bericht is "ftir 1845" but not published until 1847), and "Uber ein Allgemeines Princip
der Mathematischen Theorie Inducirter Electrischer Strdme" (read 1847, pub 1849).In neither can I find reference to impossibility of perp. mot. or anything of sort.
In the first N derives law of idduced current from Lenz's Law (applied to infinitesimal
elements) plus law that current is proportional to velocity of motion which induces it.
Later he rephrases this derivation and its various cosequences in form: "Die eigentliche
Ursache der Induction ist die Verlnderung des Poteitalwethes anzusehen. Dieses
Princip liefert die Mittel zur Unterusuchung derjenigen Induction, die durch diner
Intensitftsveranderung des Inducenten entsteht." A fuller statement (p. 309) makes

p



potential change both cause andimoneur of he offorct

4,i- IL, A. V i i .1U vI UI eiit .rgys LO e's iro"
Ampere% rules for electromagnetic forces plus conservation plus definition of
energy produced by given current and potential can derive N's laws immediately.
That's what H does in 1847. But there's no hint of this insight in the original
despite H's 1846? remark.



NEWTON, ISAAC (1642-1727)

Inb oc- i molli f-toir reopositi L.r IliarXlr382341si rY
Newton computes speed of sound from his formula as 979 (English) feet per
second. Increases this since sound is transmitted thru particles themselves
instantaneously. Assuming all particles equally dense and that rarity of
air is due to spaces between particles, then interval between particles is
to diameter of particles as 1 to 8 Or 9. Also increases it for water vapor
assumed to be about 1/10 vol of atmosphere and not to contribute to transm.
Thus gets speed up to 1142 which he says checks measurement precisely.
Then relates this work to measurements on organ pipes by M. bauveur, whic
he says enables him to find frequency since these determine wavelength.

Book II, Prop xxiii, Theorem xviii is Boyle's law theorem. It is not often
noticed that this derivation demands that forces from one particle end on
the nearest surrounding group of particles. These are not plausible forces
on the Newtonian model, at least they are quite unlike gravity. Newton
recognizes thete special nature and compares them to magnetic forces expli-
cit:y. Note the contrast between this sort of force and the one used by
Laplace in his 1803 note (qv).
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0 ERSTED, (1777-1851)

- pe raororVtn-wcorflt r rad-comvertabilityvt ets. Apparently hardirect

influence on Colding. Perhaps Faradayf too.
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Author of several works on steam engine which had great influence in England, France,
and perhaps Germany. A Practical Treatise on Locomotive Engines appeared in both
French and Eiglish editions in 1835 and 1840. Second is greatly expanded. Also
The Theory of the Steam Engine appeared in English in 1839 and in French little if
any earlier. May be later editions of boh also.

Title page of 2nd English ed. makes P former student Ecole polytechnique, also on
French staff attached to Royal Arttllery (note he's a Count). Clearly spent much
time in Epgland and did many experiments on engines there. Many of his results first
reported in Comptes rendu.

bhapter II of 2nd edition of Treatise contains results on behavior of steam substantiall
quoted from The Theory (or so he says) and greeted by Seguin with much favor. Sharply
distinguishes between steam in contact with liquid and separated. First makes p=f(t).Gives a variety of forms for this: for pressures above fone atmospheres results gained
b0 Arago and Dulong on instructions from Fr. Academy (Memoires I and Annales de C &_P
XLIII, 1830). Also gives formula deduced from these ixa measurements by their
authors which is supposed to be good from 4 to 50 atmosphers. Below this uses formula
of Tredgold (revised by M. Mellet, his translator) and also one of his own. This to
I atm. then formula devised by Southern. Also formula by Biot that works over entire
interval. Then states that for steam not in contact with liquid Biyle's & Gay Lussac's
laws apply. By combining this with foregoing gets a table for rel vol (reciprocal of

AMiUUR, F. M. GUYONNtAU DE (



density) for saturated steam at various pressures. Also produces an approximate
formula for this useful above 2 atms.

Finally discusses heat requiredto produce steam in contact with liquid. Says Watt
found it indep of kn pressure and result confirmed by Sharpe and Clement. Southern
denied it from new measurements, Baying Latent heat was indep of pressure instead.

Pambour finds that steam escaping at reduced pressure thru pipes connecting to hight
pressure boiler is always just saturated and therefore concludes Watt must be right,
for only in Watt's theory can steam as7 stay saturated when expanded adiabatically.
Also points out that it stays saturated in cykinder during expansion and that
Mariotte's law doesn't apply in this case. Instead uses last formula mentioned in
paragraph above. Quotes some suspieciously exact experiments to show saturation of
steam entering and leaving engine cylinder.



PETIT,

See also under Dulong & Petit

"Sur l'emploi du principe des forces vives dans le calcul de lieffet des
machines," Annales de chimie et de physique, A; 1818: 287-305. This is the
piece that draws forth Navier's "Histoire . After reading this one, I'm
inclined to expect that Navier, though he's polite, is trying to point out
that Petit scarcely knows what has been done along this line.

Petit opens by saying little's been done with force vive in machine applica-
tion, though everyone knows it's most useful approach. States principle in
common form: xrwz mIrakxtittesktgxrkxkazkt force vive of
motor ia less that lost in apas discontinuous changes of velocity and that
conserved by motor at end is force vive given to load. Points out he's
supposing motor is fluid or gas and that steady state has been reached.
Doesn't point out he's ignoring fr~ttion. Applies this first to gas expanding
in cylinder, or air expanding according to Boyle's law (no notice taken of
adiabatic cooling), or steam emerging from boiler at fixed pressure. Gets
formula for vis viva developed for a given expansion at given initial
pressure. Then compares steam and air expansion for given heating and conc-
ludes heat works more effectively with air. This computation is called to
Mayer's attention and he reconciles it with his own by distinguishing heat
which goes into expansion and heat which goes to raise weight. See my card
hn bibliography (Petit) for this.

Then applies system simply to a variety of water wheels and computes best
wheel velocity for maximum effect. Compares results to Smeaton's, the only



previous worker he cites by name. (Notice that he doesn't cite Carnot, tho
he uses C's theorem on loss due to impact). Mentions in a note that one of
his results was communicated to him by Ampere who's doing similar investiga-
tion and getting many of the came results.



Pictet, M. A. (1752-1825)

Referred to by Dalton as one who borrowed the right explanation of
heating by condensation etc from Lambert (M.M. V, p526)

Essais de Physio,(Geneva, 1790) only vol I appeared

Essai &ur le eu, (Geneva, 1790) one of abovex-be +o one

Mach cites Gilbert's Ann. p 243, 1799 for condensation stuff.
Gil b._A is standard abreviation for Annalen der Physik (by
Gilber, published at Halle, then Leipzig from 1799 to 1824, 76 vols)

Mach citation includes some interesting stuff, but not the Pictet. Article
by L.A. Von Arnim is critical discussion of Mariotte's Law, etc. Attempts
to explain deviations at higher compressions (air too compressed at higher
pressures) and the converse by the absorbtion of heat necessitated by
decompression, etc. Thus gives leads to people who've worked on it.

Thus leads back to Journae Physique 2= Delametherie, An 6, T. IY, p. 186.
Apparently a critical discussion by Delametheries of an experiment on cooling
(and freezing of inserted water-drops) by expansion of gas.

Jralfthian1U3..uA shimie&,d &!hi irnatz urele .j 2 da lrt s. (a conti
nuation of Observations sur la physicue. which ran to 43 volumes). J.-01.
Delametherie, editor, An VI (l7?8?), p. 186, includes note (by editor?)

about an experiment by Pietet who reports that the rapid expansion of strongly
oompressed air produces intense cold. Pictet shows this by putting a bit of



water inside receiver. After decompression some ice adheres to valves.
Editor (?) explains this as result of rapid evaporation of water under
influence of jet of air. Draws parallel to evaporation of aether which he
breats as well-known. Does not seem to know Cullen's work.

This cannot be Dalton's reference, but it should help date it. Have looked
thru Nicholson's journal from beginning to 1802 appearance of Dalton's
article without finding report of experiment by Pictet.

I've also looked thru Bib obritanin- (journal tounded and edited
by Pictet) from 1796 (beginning)to 1802 by which time they had reprinted
two of Dalton's piece& from the 1802 Manch Memoirs. No luck. But vol 10
(An 7) includes an article by Piotet "Consideration sur les fluids elastiques
et our la vapeur aqueuse on particulier* which is a preliminary for the
study of stera engines (or claims to be). This includes some remarks on
vapor pressure (derived from Bettancourt and Prony) which seem to anticipate
some of Dalton's 1802 stuff. The journal in this period is full of Rumford
stuff. vol 8 (1798) includes the cannon boring experiment and Pictet's
refutation of Rumford's conclusions.

One lead but a very weak one. Pictet travelled to England, Scotland, and
Ireland throughout 1801. But there's no evidence that he was in Manchester
or that he'd ever heard of Dalton. A long series of long letters in the
1801 and 1802 ibjL rit describe his travels in considerable detail.
(Vol 17-21). One of these letters is a biography of Rumford or rather an
autobiography.

I
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LAYFAIR, LYCN, SIR (1818-1898)



POISSON, SIMON DENIS (1781-1840)

Journal de l'ecole polytechnique 7(Gahier 14) 319-392, 1808. -"Memre sur
la theorie du son" lu a lInatitut le 17 aout 1807). Rederivation of equa-
tions of motion, propagation, etc. from more general point of view using
discontinuous functions etc. Ground covered is much like that in Lagrange
and Euler, but modern math permits consideration of unsteady states, etc.
Also considers effect of adiabatic heating. 324-326 has some reerences to
lit on earlier attempts to reconcile expt and the* of speed of sound. 332-333
first introduces Biot's constant k, i.e. increase in elasticity for unit
compression, due to temp increase. pp. 360-364 evaluate the contributions
to speed of temp of air and of vapor in air. Then from expt of 1778 gets
1+k=1.4254 and shows that this is equivalnt to saying that anadiabatic
compression of 1/116 volume raises temp 1 centigrade. This is figure which
appears almost everywhere in lit after this Memoir.

Ann.A e C & P 21, 5-16, 1823: "Sur la Vitesse du son." Starts with brief
historical review giving special emphasis to Lagrange's corrections of
Euler's thevvy. Then quotes a (revised) form of his 1808 formula for speed
of sound (actually this form looks like Biot's). Then points out one can
get k,(or its equivalent) from Clement and Desorme's result* Derives formula
for k in terms of C&D experiment and gets k=1.3492. Using new Bureau of
Long. measure of speed shows that theoretical value of speed of sound is
now only 6.23 meters to small. Points out that Laplace has out even this
error in half by using Gay Lussac and Welter experiments (presumably reference
to Mech. Cel which is explicitly cited later). Shows that G&D result is off
in anticipated direction.



tates that Laplace has set k= e /c on basis of hypotheses about the nature
of gases, but that it can be derve[ from the formula for speed of sound
iven at start which makes it ibdep of all zxpkx hypotheses not directly
ested. Carries this derivation through; then derives p-v and t-v relations
or adiabatic compresaions (except perhaps-for mech eel. this is thbir first
ppearance. Notes PV = const agrees with Lagrange statement that speed of

.sound would be right if law of this form held with gamme = 4/3 (T II, anciens
Memoires de Turin, p. 153). In the immediately preceding derivations points
out necessity of supposing kka constant as indicated by Gay Lussac and Welter
results.

Ann de C&P-21, 337-352, 1823. "Sur la Chaleur des gas et des vapeurs."
Starts from p = a P(l+ot) and q = f(p, P). Also uses GL and Welter result
that ratio of heat capacities is a constant. From this derives adiabatic

p-v, v-t relations. And also a general form (involving an arbitrary function)
for q. By accepting Laplaces assumption (Mech. Cel.) that "accroissemens
de chalour d'un gaz Lsont) proportionnels a ceux de sa temperature" he
specifies arbitrary function (retaining only two arbitrary constants) and

gets specific formulas for capacities of gas. IFrom these formulas, I can

derive the Clement & Desormes formula for o(p), providing that change in
pressure is small and that I will accept gamma - 1 over gamma for ovaco
It doesn't seem good enough. This section concludes with formula
for heat lost by same volJte of air cooling thru same interval at two differ,

pressures.

The second section of this article extends preceding formulae to steam.
Using D&B measurements for capacity of steam and other well known measurements

for heat of vaporization fixes the two constants in formula 
for q. Then P use



a result suggested by several physicists but particularly by Clement and
Desormes (where is thist) that total heat in given volume of Rts saturated
vapor is approximately constant, and on this assumption calculates k =1.003,
a value which is substantially the same when computed from data for temperat.
200 degrees apart. Shows, however, that C&D's suggestion can't be exactly
right since it results in a formula giving quite bad values for sturation
pressure as function of temp. Finally computes ratio of saturation pressure
at a given temp to fuel required to produce it. This gives an advantage to
high pressure engine, but not as much advantage as practical experience
indicat es.

Third part of paper shows that k cannot be a constant for a mixture of
gases whose individual values of k differ. Concludes gamma (or k) the same
of oxygen and nitrogen, and that gamma for air should depend on water vapor
content, pp. 407 of same journal adds a note referring to a further result
communicated by Clement. This has shown saturation wxxuwxxz temp for steam
at very high pressure (35 atmospheres) to correspond once again to constant
value of heat content.

Both volume 7 and vol 10 of the Ann de C&P contain Poisson stuff on tones

produced by flutes this will ultimately get into gamma measurement stuff.
(P"bt ,) A

WConnaissance des terna'Tfor 1826,pp. 257-277 contains an article "Sur la

vitesse du Son". First part isldentical with article of same title in Ann

de C&P 23. Second part derives formula (1) (noted above as result lifted
from early Memoir on sound. Third part gives sampe app. to med. of var. dens

POISSON - - - - Continued 2



Theorie mathematique dela chaleur (Parist Bathelier, 1835) The first chapter and
notes I & II at end have some significant stuff relative to caloric theory and to
adiabatic compression, etc.



PONCELE N1788-1867

Author of Mechanique Industrielle (1829). Merz ii 100: Introduces term "mechanicail
work" for terms previously useds power, effect, a6ion, etc. States that inertial
properties of matter transform via viva to work & vice versa, etc.

Merz groups him with new French group concerned to apply theory to practice: Monge,
Coulomb, the elder Carnot, Poncelet, & Coriolis in first generation. Navier, Lame,
Chasles, de Saint Venant in second. They work with phys. & chemists many of whom
are opposed to abstract approach of Laplace & Cauchy, etc.

Influence of this new French group is at least as great in Germany as in France.

Helm (Energetik) emphasizes both Coriolis and Poncelet. Their works begin to become
important in Germany from about 1845. Some translations cited p.14ff.



(1751-1839)PEVOST,9
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RANKINE, WILLIAM JOHN MACQUORN (1820-1872)

Early dynamical atom (with ref to J1s work) Ieads to mech equivalent value in 49.
Merz (ii 133) says papers of 149 &V50o elasticity-of vapors and on thermal -expansion
give him a claim as first to reconcile Carnot & Joule.

First to develop an Engineer's theory of the steam engine from Carnot cycle, etc. With
Zeuner & Hirn-on the continent he develops the "rationar" appffach to steam engine. But
it's much opposed by the experimentalista, ayndjith reqasain..taasunaptions about whatgoes on within cylinder are awfully crude. See Unwin (bibl) and Mers ii 133 ff

virst to use terms Potential (or latent) energy and actui (Qr sensih e) energy, 1853.
I Thomson takes them over and shortly substitutes kinetic for actual.

"Outlines of the Science of -Energetics" rea&d to Phil Sac ofLGlasgow May 185 is an
important early attempt to establish dynamics, etc on a new and indep basis (Merz ii 142f



/49 Paper on '91ech Action of Heat" takes u vortex atom hyp. & develops XT. ,cknow.

1avy.& Joule as sources, but knows only part ovf JrIs work, Cricizes Jvs equiv.

.ppologies to 3 in paper re-d 12/2/ 0, ' hakson reviewed & suggested Changes in Lst pape

'Heat, the Mechanical Action of4I or Wbo I' Ency opedia (c. 1855) is first formal

reatise on Thermo.

"y 1868.

____________ a ) with preface by Tait (1881)
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4/26/47.First ten Memoirs on laws of xpaasion of gases a & anerical ineasurement -
all instigated by Ministrce des travaux ?ubliques -- published in It Xfl of' Yemoires
de l'Academie des S ciences et 7teastitut de 7Prnce," tidely seized upon.



RIGHMANS,Georg Wilhelm (1711-1753)

"entamen explicandi phaenomenon paradoxon soil. thermometro merOuriali ox
aqua extracto merourium in aere, aqua calidhori descendere et ostendere
temperiem minus calidam, as aeris ambientis est in N Comnuentari
Aoademieae ion u tlnerialls taqMajjnagu I, 284- 290, 1747-48 [title
page carries 1750J.

Richmann is best known for work on temperatures of mixtures (of MoK & H)
which also appears in this volume. So do a series of interesting articles
by Lomonosov on kinetic explanations of a variety of phenomena. Also there's
an article by Richmann criticizing a particular experiment of Hales' but
speaking of Hales in the very highest terms.

In the article above Richmann points out that Krafft knew of cooling by
evaporation but explained it as due to differential cooling of glass and
mercuty. Also refers to Mushenbroek's work including discovery of cooling
of water on addition of salt of urine, etc. (P. 2 tentaminum Acad. Flor.
p. 135). Also a few obscure references to Gmelin.



Richmann investigates the cooling of water with time to correct his law
for mixtures. In process discovers that wet bulbs are cooler. Then works
on effedt by itself. Discovers that it varies with atmospheric conditions
(though these would seem to be the presence of saline particles rather than
humidity). Is clear that effect demands wet bulb and that it stops when
bulb is dry, etc. But doesH't attribute it direttly to evaporation, but to
saline particles in atmosphere which cool water on bulb when they mingle
with it. Quotes an experiment to prove theory (put a volatile salt near
wet bulb) but admits desired result didn't follow.



RIVE, AUGUSTE DE LA ( - and
MARGET,(P F_

OExperiences relative au froid produit par 1'expansion des gazO Lu a la
Societe de Physique et d'Histoire naturelle de Geneve, le 17 avril, 1823
Lfirst published in Bibliotheque universelle). Ann. de Chimie et de PhYsiaue
g2, 209-216, 1823. They begin with discussion of effect of pressure change
on bulb: get some but conclude some is due to condensation itself (some temp
change, that is). They note (and its the first explicit mention I've seen)
the apparent paradox that water freezes in a jet of compressed air (cooling
by expansion), yet air rushing into a void gives net heating effect. They
discuss Clement & Desormes explanation of heating effect and reject it in
the light of GL's expt on compressing Toridellian void (Ann. 13).

Try their own expt, Let air into evacuated bulb through small pipe whose
interior vent is close to bulb of thermomenter. Find that they get an
initial cooling, then a heating effect. Net is in favor of heating, but
initial cooling is very pronounced. Explain it by expansion at first, then
compression of gas already in becomes dominant effects etc. They've got it
right for first time (unless Leslie incomplete perception counts). Eitor
notes that the original editor (Pictet?) gave another explanation but it is

omitted in this reprint. They try same experiment with hyerogen which gives
less initial cooling. But notice that even after cooling has byen reversed
when using hydrogen, if they then let air in instead the cooling recommences
for a bit. Explain this by low LsicJ capacity of hy~rogen for heat. Find
that with carbon dioxide initial cooling is slightly greater than for akrb

"Recherohes sur la Chaleur specifique des Gaz.Ann d e C & P5, 5-34, 1827.



Led intb this in attempt to complete examination of adiabatic problem describe
in last article. (This is one discussed above and first tublished in Bibl.
universelle, avril 1823). Insist that shaleur specifi4ue means heat to
produce a differential bacrement not total heat. Routine historical discus-
sion based on D&B. They like D&B but think they didn't recognize their
errors adequately. They don't-like C&D, who ignored some important sources
of error, and whose results are dependent upon as theory which at best is
far from proved. Also refer to Hayoraft's results in nonoommital way and
with praise to Dulong & Petit on rate of cooling stuff.

They have done a rate of cooling measurement, being considerably more self-
conscious about possible errors than C& D. But they use a small vessel (to
avoid problems of conductivity) and tho they proclaim that its capacity
makes no difference they certainly don't show it. They don't even quote it's
weight relative to that of contained gas. It seems likely that weight of
container is actually source of their result, Method is to dip gontainer
at one temp into water at another temp for a limited an fixed period of
time. Determine how much the constant contact has heated gas, using the
rxWwXn3w increased pressure of gas itself to measure temperature. They
insist on the desirability of constant volume measurements to avoid effect
of cooling by expansion which complicates phenomenon in a way not yet
understood (a good point, not previously explicit among those who use
calorimeters). They find specific heats of all gases the same (for equal
volumes of gas at same temp and pressure). Hydrogen might have a slightly
smaller capacity kut they explain this as effect of greater conductibility.
They operate on more gases than their predecessors. In a preliminary version
of the experiment they do get differences in values of capacities, but they
attribute these to differences in the conductibility of their gases and feel



REVS AND MARCET - - - Continued

they have justified this when they succeed (with a different vessel) in
slowing down heating process and then find all spec hts equal.

They also do change in capacity with increasing and decreasing pressure.
These are capacities for constant volume of gas. They find very slow increase
in hapacity with increasing pressure, but not nearly so fast an increase as
that in the pressure itself. Their results are thus qualitatively similar
to those of D&B and C&D, but their rate of increase is even smaller and
does not by any means match the C&D formula. But I think their vessel has
a large capacity and is masking effects which would reduce the differential
with pressure.

Ann de C & P 75, 113- 144, 1840. "Quelques recherches sur la chaleur specifique"
(appeared slightly earlier in Bib1 Univ de Geneva. This is a long technical report on
spec ht measurements. They know what they're up to as compared with earlier effort.
Great respect for Dulong. Also very admiring report on article by Regnault published
in 1840 after their own measurements were finished. They think they've got enough
additional stuff (have dealt with gases) to justify publication, but clearly some
thunder has been stolen.

2



RUMFORD, BENJAMIN THOMPSON, COUNT (1753-1814)

Tait gives an account of R's work in "Recent Advances". Merz ii 103 ff

There is an edition of the Works with an introductory Memoir of the life. Another
one of those who get to heat from medicine & practical interests.

Canon boring expts were in Munich 1797-1798.
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SAISSY,

Delaroche & Berard (Ann de oChime 85, p 165 n.) refer to M. de salesy, physi-
oien de Lyon, Lqui3 a fait des experiences, desquhlles i resutle, quh si
1'on fait subitoune forte compression subite a differens gaz, li n'y a
ceux qui contiennent de 1'oxigene qui produissent de la lumiere, et
1'oxigene pur eat celue de tous qui en donne de plus.



SAUSSURE, HORACE-BENEDICT DE (174o-99)

sli ag e evir1 eejj~eiir ltbponfeWie TWeioiill13amB~ileYFauooie, 1783fJ ~Later aE very
well known work. Certainly a souree for Dalton who refers to it in M.1.
vol V. pp. 526 & 594ni. D appears to have gotten to Lambert's explanation
of cooling on expansion from Saussure's volume.



Long learned volume on the construction of a calibrated hair hygrometer,
the theory of water vapor in air, the effects of pressure etc on humidity.

Stuff on cooling by evaporation and by expansion enter incidentally (parti-
oularly the latter) because they are closely related to effects which 8
gets in his experiments.

p. 193 8 things Cullen first to observe cooling by expansion. Later recog.
that Cullen seemed to explain it as another evaporation effect.

p. 271 f. S points out that Cullen is first to give correct explanation of
cooling by evap. 8 knows the work of both Mairan and Richmann. Also in
this place 8 refers to work by M. Baumb (Snn rae T.V. . 405 &
425) confirming Cullen's results on evaporation. Efect is now connu de
tous les Physioient.

27 i
p. 329. Quotes Cullen's description of cooling by evaporation. Prefers
Lambert's explanation which he confirms by trying evacuation in cyclinder
containing hot alkali as dessioating agent and again without alkali.
Gets very nearly same temp decrement in both oases, but a vast change in
humidity in chamber only when the alkali is absent.



SORESBY, WILLIAM, REVEREND

Early interest in Joule's work and helns with experiments. OR, Chap VIT & befor



SEGUIN, ARMAND (1765-1835)

Was to have been literary executor of Lavoisier, but Mrs L called him off
(verbal report from Guerlae).

Author of two long review articles on heat: A n.deChim, .2 148-242, 1789
and 5, 191-271, 1790.

First memoir begins with long section on terminology. Will use shl~ntant
manitiant and qqantite nesifiand o-_14e a .enterohangeably for total
heat content of a body. The caoite d'un ngrnj age 9ontenir 3& aElEr
is a measure of total attractive power for heat. The chalent soneificUe
is a relative measure of heat required to raise two bodies same temp. iner.
Whole business is confused. S suggests dropping last term and using term

eapacite between certain wwsoribed thermomentric levels instead (153-155).

pp. 161-171 critieize Crawford's conclusions about Hg therm. & about perman

ence of capacity in each phase, but essentially buys them as a working basis.

p. 175 quotes Lay & Lap on heat content as function of state.

pp. 178-179 argue against Grawford (supported by "black, de Luc, Lvoisier,

Laplace, Landriani, & beauuoup d'autres ) that at least some of latent

heat may join chemically, so that more than change of capacity is involved

in the phenomenon.

pp. 182-190 debate advantages of mode of motion theory and of substance

theory with considerable attention to possibility cal. is binary compound.
No conclusion drawn.



pp. 190-229 8 develops his own theory. Putting caloric into a solid expands
it because repulsive force of calorie shoves molecules apart to get equalib.
with attractive forces between molecules. Attractive force decreases with
Increasing distance. Since temp measures density of calori8 or something
of sort, two bodies at same temp must have same distance between molecules.
[Seems wacky. Requires that caloric pressure or whatever doreajje with
increasing temp. This seems unstable to me. Might get around it by lumping
caloric around molecules and measuring temp by pressure at interface, but
I doubt it and there's no such notion explicit here.) Then gets into a
really n.g. mode of measuring ohem affinities by combining temp. Accounts
for phase change as result of expanding until constant affinity for caloric
is greater than mutual affinity of molecules. They then take up caloric
by ohem combination and are therefore in new phase. Finally 8 argues binary
vs. elemental caloric theories from chem phenomena.

Second installement in Ann. de Chimie 1, 191-271, 1790 (1 have actually used
copy of noubelle edition, 1800) which may not correspond. First 10 pp. are
corrections (mostly vocabulary) to previous article. Chap I discusses
corrections necessary in mixture calorimetry and concludes ice calorimetry
is better. Chap II lists results of spec. ht measurements on solids and
liquids by L & L ad by Crawford. III discusses errors to be avoided in
working with gases. IV gives C's results on gases; prefers L&L but admits
they're not too solid either. V discusses Crawford (and briefly Kfrwan) 'on
spec hts of compounds; criticizes C for overgeneralizing, but admits the
generalization within sasu restricted temp range: oxidation increases
thermal capacity. VI discusses C and L&L on "zero real5 and ends by fairly
complete rejection of the method and the expprimental values. VII-X deal.
with theory of respiration. 3rd inst "On respiration" J de Phys, Dec 1790.
4th is "Obeerv sur les sensations. . " Ann de Chim -a 183-210, 1791.



SEGUIN, MARC

French engineer. Constructs first suspension bridge over large river. Inventor (or
one of them) of tubular boiler construction. Considerable theoretical ability for an
engineer.

De l'influence des 8chemins de fer et de l'art de lea tracer et de les construire

paris, 1839 -- perhaps two editions in same year) is useful book on engineering
practice, costs, problems, etc. Also contains early conservation of energy statements
derived (he says) from his uncle Mongolfier and applied to steam engine computations.
(See my notes -- only giving essentials here).

On conservation S's statements are badly written and even worse thought out, but still
fascinating. Clear that Seguin has had little contact with either experimental or
theoretical literature on subject. Doesn't know Lapiace, Poisson, Gay Lussac (even
with Welter). No index that he knows Carnot (can't have), which makes coincidencect
problems particularly interesting. Doesn't even seem to know specific heats of gases,
but perhaps just isn't interested though they'd permit him to compute J which he does
not do.

Introduction is sociologically useful. Usual rapsody about effects of technology and
need for more. Reference to Michel Chevalier, Interets materiels en France. Also
indicates that his interest in steam engines was from youth. Deliberately went to
England to study them. Also fas-cinating remark that until recently all enterprises

(Publisher of the book is Librarie de .. pont. & chaussee & mines)



of public utility were monopolized by gov't which made it o.k. to write in learned
math way since gov't engineers could read it. Now private enterprise is sharing, and
men involved can't read math stuff.

66n9&rvation material is in penultimate chapter. Begins with new measure of horsepower.
Otuasioackadlyiticiahleteexisting measurements (including some by Mongolfier).
Also discusses rate of speed for maximum effect. Defines terms, tho doesn't always
use them consistently. Uses "dynamies" for number of kg raised 1 meter (measure of
effect -- word is not his own). Much stuff on values, costs, etc. in practice.

Takes as hyp. (from Mongolfief$ that effect developed by given mass of vapor is deter-
mined by temp & density at two ends of stroke; also that effect is indep of intermediary
and depends only on caloric consumed (later seems to forget part of this). Then points
to Watt's theorem (see Pambour) that amt of vapor formed by given amt of caloric is
indep of xat pressure & temp of vapor. Can be wrong, since expts are uncertain, and
seems incompatible with observation thatcan get more effect of from high tension steam.
(This isn't quite what he says, but it's obscure). If caloric isn't used up by engine
should be able to use it over & over again. Suggests that reservoir is heated less
by steam if its passed thru engine instead of directly to reservoir. Has tried to
measure reduction but with equivocal results. (Logic here is lousy & development doesn't
hang together, but many corredt conclusions).

Points to relevance of adiabatic compression & expansion. Suggest hypothesis, which
he adopts, that caloric disappears during adiabatic expansion & that work done is a



Seguin 2

precise measure of heat lost during expansion. Concludes that if saturated vapor is
expanded adiabatically while removed from water, it will still be exactly saturated.
(Cannot find any logic in this conclusion, but he thinks it's derived.) Points to
Recent results by Pambour as confirming this.

Phen computes work for given adiabatic expansions using Pambour's tables of t = f(p)
for saturated vapor to define adaabatic expansion curve. Inserts theorem that p varies
geometrically as v varies linearly. Notes that equal amounts of work don't quite
correspond to equal temperature decrements on mercury thermometer, but points out that
thermometric scale ignores double role of heat in expanding a substances i) to expand
it, and ii) to replace heat consumed by expansion itself. Thus has clear distinction
of difference between constant pressure and constant volume expansions.

Does some limited appliaations to computing power from actual engines. Notes his
method predicts much lower output than the usual method, which he claims as a par4  '
confirmation. Then gives a number of interesting examples of cooling by expansio
Refers to expt. by Babbage (communicated by letter in 1822) on Perkin's engine w
showed drop in boiler temp when steam flowed into cylinder. Also uses effect to
explain burns from low pressure steam (which doesn't cool by expanding) vs. cool
effect of high pressure jet. It's at this point that he explicitty rejects W1att's
steam law.

artial discussion of possibilities of usin gasos and solids xxt as workino



substances. Interesting partly as problem he shares viba Carnot, partly as index of
his ignorance of existing work that's highly relevant.

Reference to other works is principally Schbhuberger letter (q.v). Pambour. Nich. Wood.

Note, first, low caliber of logic, unnecessary computations, vs. omission of essential
steps, etc. A sort of illiteracy not common among good scientists in France at this
time. Also notice that this is my first clear case of the conversion process evolving
from the how much effect for how much coal question.



SILBERMANN,

Cited by Mach (History & Root, p 37) as one who supplied experimental evidence
(with Rumford, Joule, eto) for thermodynamic theory



SIEATON, JOHN (1724-1792)

Good discussion of various aspects of Smeaton's work in Wolf's XVIII Century.

Some bibliography there too.



SOCQUET,

Author of ESSAI SUR LE CALORIQUE, 1801. Disoussed in detail by Bachelard.
Apparently anearly expansion of Lavoisier's views

MustVtry to cheek into this. So far Bachelard is the only reference to this
th'tIt ever seen. May be useful book, but no evidence that anyone in the
p iio(n ev about it.

L &_ wtt r0



SOMMERVILLE, Mary

Mrs. Sommerville's On the Connexion of the Physical Sciences (London, 1834) is often
cited as an anticipation of the universal conversion idea, eg, by Clerke Maxwell
in his review of Grove's Correlation of Physical Foarces.(Works II, 400-405). But
as Maxwell points out, there's almost nothing it on connexion, excpet pedagogic and
methodlogical connexion. To know one science must know them all, etc. Only bi
really relevant to conservation of energy is in prefaces "The progress of modern
science, especially within the last five years, has been remarkable for a tendency to
simplify the laws of nature, and to unite detached branches by general principles.
In some cases identity has been proved where there appeared to be nothing in common,
as in the electric and magnetic influences; in others, as that of light and heat,
such analogies have been pointed out as to justify the expectation, that they will
ultimately be referred to the same agent: and in all there exists such a bond of
unionthat proficiency cannot be attained in any one without a knowledge of others."
Last independent clause shows only way in which "connexion" enters in text proper.



SOUND, speed of: Miso. experimental.

Newton quotes 1142 feet/sec as experimental result, though he's clearly
doctored either expt or theory to make this value fit so precisely.

There's a standard measurement (referred to by all the French) made by
Academie des Soiences in 1738. Gives 337,18 meters/sec.

Biot makes some measurements recorded in Arcueil I, 405-423.

Arago reporst some new experiments "faites, par ordie du Bureau des Longitudei
" Apparently these were proposed by Laplace. Give 337.2 m/sec. This
report is in Annde2 C & P 20, 210-223, 1822.

The Ann de c & - 7, p.98, 1817 describes some experiments (observations)
made in Peru and reported in a spanish dournal. Values aren't too good.
But there's a note saying, we wanted to collect other observations and
compare their value in order to discover the cirnumsetances "que peuvent faire
varier le developpement de la chaleur a l'aide duquel un geometre illustre
a charche a concilier lee resultats de la theories et ceux d'experiences.
(R)" IMay be "redacteur" or name of editor himself]. This gives some index
of faith in Laplaoe's theory by this date.



STOKES, GEORGE GABRIEL, SIR (1819-1903)
Early follower of Joule's. (OR 76)



SQERMAN

Much specific heat of gas stuff: Ann hu 41, 474-t 1837.
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THORSON, JAMES (

by brother William from Carnot's work. Transfer of heat in freezing water will do
work (thru expansion of ice) but without change of temp, which contradicts Carnot.
He predicts dependence of freezingtempt. on pressure & W. Thomson verifies it by
epperiment in 1850 (communicated with or near preceding)

"Crystallization and Liquifaction" Royal Society, 12/5/61, is a contribution of
importance to future school of independent Energetics. When will a given system pass
from state-to-state, established in terms of an independent axiom system.



THOSON, THOMAS (

1830).

Seems to make no mention (cursory inspection) of heating and cooling by
condensation and rarefaction, Does mention, however, experiments by
Berthollet, Pictet & Biot (Memoires de physique et de chimie de la Societe
d'Aroueil, ,g, p. 441) which show that hammered metal generates heat entirely
from the resulting condensation. Uses this to cast very severe doubt on
experiments of Rumford and other.
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URE, ANDREW

one of these who

Osborne Reynold's calls Ure/4axzxmitxthxttxx /to investigate quantitative effect of
thermal expansion. If this refers to more than work with Breguet, I don't know to
*hat.

Ure's A Dictionary of Chbmistry on the basis of Mr Nicholson's . . . (I have used
the somewhat revised edition published in philadelphia in 1821), 1, article caloric,
includes brief discussion of adiabatic compression and expansion. "Under the head of
specific heat, it has been shown to diminish in a gas, more rapidly than the diminution
of its volume; and therefore, heat will be disengaged by its condensation, whether we
regard the phenomenon as the expulsion of a fluid, or intnse actions excited among
the particles by their violent approximation." Then describes converse phenomenon
in detail as it occurs in mines at Schemnitz, and also tells about Gay Lussac's
demonstration apparatus. Then describes experiment he performed at house of "celebrated
artist", M. Breguet. He compared sensitive thermometer he happened to have with hi
with theirs. an '-ot 70 on one. 50 on the other. Amain sneaks of MM, TBreonet
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WAk T ESTON,

Occasional references to an ignored Kinetic Theory Manuscript (1845) in the archives
of the Royal Society.



4ATT, JAMES (1736-1819)

Enters here for definition of horsepower and for inida tor diagram, etc.

Sohofield knows of letter from Watt to Black desoribing experiments on
heating by hammering and saying that these confirm $your theory of heat.'
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YOUNG, THOMAS (1773-1829)

Osborne Reynolds calls Young coiner of term Energy for Ivis viva. This seems to be
a mistake: in 1807 ed of A Course of Lectures on Natural Philosophy and the Mechanical
Arts (London, 1801) Young deals with topic on pp. 44, 78ft. Here says energy is more
appropriate term than living force for my2 , since this measures tendency of body to
reach given hight. Term is new in application, but factor of J is missing. In same
plate (p. 79) Y points out that "In almost all cases of the forces employed in practi-
cal mechanics, the labour expended in producing any motion, is proportionalta not to
the momentum, but to the energy whichis bbtained; since these forces are seldom to
be considered as uniformly accelerating forces, but gerally act at some disadvantage
when the velocity is already considerable." Second clause indicates (as does it's
expianation in following passages) that Young has not entirely understood what's
involved. He still thinks my is only proper measure of force and that quarrel is
more than verbal. Furthermore the use of my2 comes out of secondary lit or out 6
theory. It's not really a matter of practical drive as with others.

Merp relates Young's practical interest and direction to fact that he's a doctor and
out of University tradition, but this doesn't work well. In lectures it probably has
more to do with fact that he at Royal Institution and must talk about machines (note
he doesn't do much with them). Also, despite work on 6ontinent, he's English and
underrates Laplace, Lagrange, etc. Can he really read their work. Doesn't quite
seem so.



pp. 130-134 discuss (following mostly Desaguliers and Coulomb) the most advantageous
li~p f '-n , )horcop, of r, , in 1fl7-njnp" 1. ti'vc+r'n n,-; -, ,- , of

Lectures 51 & 52 deal with heat. 632s Simplest heat production by compression of
rases, friction, percussion. Cites Dalton for first, and Rumford for 2nd. Much stuff
in radiant heat and correction of Rumford's radiant cold theory. Herschel's refraction
if radiant heat. Chemical change by ultra-violet in Ritter & Wollaston exptA. Thus
full spectrum noted. This on 639.

647-50: Various thermometers compared. 650-53: spec. ht., latent ht., & doctrine of
absolute zero. Latter doesn't work too well, particularly in generation of ht by
friction. Thus must really be discarded. 654-57: Strong plea for theory that heat
is vibration of particles of bodies and that it radiates by by exciting undulations
in aetherial fluid. Parallels to undulatory theory of light pointedoout. More detailed
argument on parallel to sound. Hint that he's aware of Bernoulli's argument on
kiretic thnory of Platicity if ases.



ZEUN ER,

GRUNDERGE DER MECHANISCHEN WAERMETHEORIES (1860). An engineer's version of Clausius,
Thomson, and Rankine applied to the steam engine. Major impact on continental engineerii
and on German industry. He and Hirn are to two who remake engineering on continent.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 2

the Board:

I. I troductory Remarks

._Contrast with Case 1

._Sub ect Matter of the Case

I11. Ancient & Mediaeval views about the void ( to 1600)

1. The horror vaoui

______ Plenists

Vacuists

2. Experimental & Observational basis of the horror vacui

Other knowledge of air & gases

III. The problem of pumps

1. Pumps by the XVII Century

2. Galileo's problem & his answer to it

IV. The first arometer experiment
1. Why performed

2. Results
3. Interpretations
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Critique of Case 1

I. General Remarks old the Case

1. Profit

2. EnJoyment

II. Evaluation of the Reading, Lectures, Sections, & Problems

1. Usefulness

2. En Joyment

. Difficulty

III. The balance of material: Technical vs. Historical vs. Philosophical

IV. Suggestions for future improvements.

Announcements

1. -srsaysheet -out- today.- Ne-eomments ew -Rad-it -andtalk to us

2.. Nooproblems-this-week.-B-a-B voluntary-Gritique of Case 1.

Would appreciate it if mestf--yeou ldAm-4o-this

Can-be anonymous, but it-would help-us if you signed them; in any

case we won't hold them against you

Go over outline with the class.
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I. SUBJEGT MATTER OF THE CASE

1. In this Case we deal with Pneumatics: the study of the physical

or mechanical properties of gases.

a) Physical properties means properties like whight& compresibilil
- - abiity-o exer- a -reeure-wh-eh--the-gas Josee baailn sarts

without any chhnge in in its makeup

b) It is contrasted with chemical p%opgrties, those properties
which are displayed in processes whichichange The gas toa
new gas-or to-emething-ther-han-a-gas, --- --

2. Once agai wen tbe-be-etudying-the--whol-of -the sublgot,
rather shall concentrate on the beginning of the modern study of
this subject in the XVII century

a) This really is"modern treatment", for the particular phenomena
----and- devise-we-mhall-etudywre sti-1Import-antodayand much

of the material and the explanations are still taught to
physics concentrators

3. But though we shall be dealing with a set of j.echnical phenomena

and o'Ve_ mxenal-explanations of theseen concern

will again be with a conceptual revolution, more particularly we
shall start by taking notice of

aa particular group of natural phenomena which at the beginning
of-the XVII-ceturyareall-explaire& by--Nature-s-abhorrene
ofaRaum hee. will be macine, like the pump etc.



b) Will go on to study the manner in which a particular shortcoming
of this explanation, in application to pumps, suggested a whoie
new-line oi' experimentation which resu1t-ed--

e) a completely new and reetienamy-eonoeptual-eoheme-and

a group of new-maehinesineluding, he--barometer and-the air
Pump, _hichopendub a whole new field of experimental
investigation

. Shall also take notice of a radical transformation in the social
attitude toward science & scientists which takes place in this

--per-o.
a) -Some of this change is- due to work we study in the case

--b The change-result-in-a-vaetly-inreased-interest in &cience,
and in the beginningof organized research.

a) Shall also cose our dkseb1y studying the earlystages of
the organization of science,b Itd1hot mychotheyU effeot the

- -- forms-of aas-researh-and the-relattn between research and
the techn6logical world in which we live

1 Our technio in approaching thh- can -will beabout the same as
before, except that this time



b) is far more fully covered in the reading, so that

c) I shall leave much more of the construction of this case to
you. 5hall more nearly limit myself-to llingfingaps,
helping at-the-difficult -point-.- and adding material not
covered in reading.

2. But--also- hi--eaSe--will-deal-with -ita-material in far more
detail;.1tstorical & technical than the last

a) That was really a block of history of sciencenot a case.
tot covered To much grundftUto o muohtehutcal

material.----

b)Herebeall our basicmaterl lies -bhtween 163 nd662, a
thirty year stretch, so we can pay real attention to the
wokdon wpatroul arianals ane ttwray-it-eects

.-building--th-new-#eheme-- -

In doingl--this-we-make-first-acquaintance-trith-onutdf _the mast
important of all scientific tools: the controlled experiment.

a) In astronomy investigators could only look to see what went
on. They were rest rict edo what nature alonwouldprovide.

bY Here we find men designing new machines to ask neW question-s,
quetionsthat couldnot have-been asked, much less answered
on the basis of unaided observation
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4. According, we shall concentrate most of our attention upon the

examination of this technic

ain particular we shall spend far moteceffort than before on
the--fourth-stage othe coneeptual revolut

b) the-stage-inbwhickhthe newconeptusalization has been suggested,
is testedand assumes its final form.

c) We rather neglected this, the post-Copernican stage, last time.

II. VIEWS ABOUT THE VOID AT THE BEGINNING OF THE -XVII -(ENTURY

1. May-rell beginnase -by- referring baek to the Ariestetelian notion
that the Universe is full,

a) This notion has survived the beginnings of the Copernican
Revolution, and ts held even by many Copernicans

2. In ancient & mediaeval science most popular argument for full
universe is that i -logical contradetin

a- Space-with-nothing in it is not-pace at all, for space is
that which marks the limit ofa body

b)'Empty space~means as little as Nround square"

3. This argument used to avoid difficulty about "whata outside the
celestial sphere?" ans. No matter whence no space.

4. This argument banned in XII Cent. (1277) as inconsistent with
iuKlnits power of u, ments
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i. No motion in a vacuum because no pusher and no indeg of where to go.

6. Lightsmagnetismtetc, seem to go everywhere: but they need something
to carry them

a) "Empty" bottle transmits light & magnetic effluvia

b) Light gets to us from sun, stars, etc.

7. The thid which fills in apparently empty spaces may be thought to
I r bt moptpeople know you -can-suckair-out-too-and-euppose

Iiat"it's a more aetherial sbstanoe, in fact itI's frequently called
aether.

8. These people are PLENISTS

9. Another group called the VAGUISTS

a) Ehey go back to another Greek school but are less impt. until
Renaissancey-for good reason

b)- We-sha l-see-ttat-this minority tradition has less trouble
than the Plenists in explainingthe limitation of pumps

c) and to1must mention the tradition because our principal
figures,_Galileo and Boyle are both ardent vacuists.

10. iaculsts might better be called atomists.

a) They believe that matter is split up into Vary small
indestrutible particles called atome.

b) These particles swim in a vacuum.
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11. But though they think there are empty spaces, they agree with

Plenists in holding that it is impossible to actually create a
local -space with nothing in t.

12. Thus both sools-f!iily believe that NATURE-ABROBB-A-VACUUM

III. EXPERIMENTALEVIDENCE FOR THE HORROR YQM

1. Suspect you don't find above too convincing.

a) Suggest that it can be developed logically to make a pretty
imposing argament

b4 But-thiisrnottoo imprtant,-for-what -shouid-like-meet
toOonvince you of is that it procedes from a set of sound
observations about the way nature behaves.

2. Like the Ptolemaic system, which we know is wrong, it derives
from so-und--notions,-makes sense,-and-explain-things.

.Something alwa fills in when you tried 'imak-hole in nature
alAir-fills in hole in the ground, water--fills in -itself if- -you

try to bore it.

4, The drinkin straw (DEMONSTRATION). When you suck air out water
follows in

a) Bellows and pump are just like this
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5. Similarly, if you fix things so that nothing can fill in, then

you can't draw anything out.

b) The Klepsydra, explain; Can't pour out of small bottle neck

b) DVMONSTRATE inverted tumbler

c) Whe plugged bellows that can' t be opened

d) Need for two holes in a beer can.

6. All of these get explained by horroracui, but since this is a

rettyvagu8ot-oul, two more- detailed and penetrating explanations
are advanced

a) Bes of these is the wantiperistasis" later used by
Descartes & Hobbes. In a full universe, any movement

dip efluidw hust fill J6iL

-b) Secondargument-tasthat-of a pull-bythe-vaeum -- Since

natuor-boravacuum, matter is pulled into any place a

vacuum might be formed.

c) Second argument suffers from attributing a force, a pull, to

something~Wbich aoesi't exist.a

7,One a portoa phenb-ehon-ust -beconsidered for it- plays

n impOrtant part in the Galileo election which you read in one
of the appendices to the Pascal book
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8. This is the difficulty in pulling apart two polished marble tabs

a) DEMONSTRATE with two portholes (slightly wet)-c.Ue

b) Argument from finite time to fill the vacuum made in pulling
them apart.* ', o a aA c alesd

IV. OTHER KNOWLEDGE OF AIRS & GASES

1. Above represents the most important background for this case.

-afilt's really what I've called the the first stage of
-conceptual revolution. The one in-which the first coneeptual
scheme is built up soundly

2. But we must also reoggnize one other sort of knowledge and of
concern with pneumatics in the XVII century

3. Actually this is a knowledge of trick machines run by compressed
air & steamed it goes b -- e-ere-et-Alexandria(fl_-first
century BC)

a) Fountains, machines to open temple doors, etc. made to run
by steam or compressed air.

b) This leads to a knowledge of compressibility of air, of what
Boyle later called "lthe spring-oef-the--ai-r"

- ,-This knowledge is recovered by time of our case, SL .-anyo
the figures of the Italian renaissance have greatfun building
such machines. The books of the day are full of them



Alsoan a a direct norillary of this much knowledge of air, must
realize too, that people knew air was a thing: that it was
definitelyaoorporeal,--ndn auparticular, tha bithad-weight.

a) Aristotle had known that it had weight, thohi-sprot athis
(by experiment) is almost certainly unsound.

b)-Tkis knowledge was radiAovered in 1ata XVI entur and there
are continuous experiments by a series of people, including

Ga111F until well into XVIIcentury

c) See the to te on pp. 27 2outhe Pascal reading.

V.THE PROBLEM OF PUMPS

1. The most important practical application of this knowledge is to
the qumps.
atRemember from Pirenne that there's a tremendous mining

-industry evelopedodubing heuRnange AJ(iszers &qaues
._Coeur), and mines require pumps to keep seapage water out.

b)_The ability to handle water really determined size and
depth of mines.

2. Misleading to call this a praetical application, for actually
mining pumps were developed by the miners themselves, not by
renaissance philosophers
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Two comments on the sheet of critiques of Case 1.

Weoen decide

Even if you don't sign, please put your section number on. We've
been 1hukd.1iugecttuiosdifferetlt-y-to-permit-experiment.

I. THE PROIL tOF PUMPS

I. Themost Important single applicationof knowledgeAeeloped in the
last lecture was to pumps,. particularly pumps for mining

a) Remember from Pirenne that there's a tremendous mining
indu -v y aev eloped-durmlug-theRnia(enais sani(ger&-Jaque
Coeur), and these mines required pumps to remove seage20

b) ThabiitAL handleohis water really determined size and
depth of the mines.

2. Our knoik.gdge of mining practice in this period comes almost
entize!, r Lomki the classictrt--s METATl"by-Agricola,
mining engineer who lived in the first half of the XVI cent,
a) text is in English translation by-Herb. Hoover & ifle.

b) He dexnriben the puMpa in use then & give illustrations

LIDES d 1, lO )
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3. Now it's a mistake to call these practical application of mediaeval

views on the void

a) These pumps were designed and made by the miners themselves.
Building pumps was a -pracial-art-not -a-poduct of science.
The scholastic philosophersnot involved.

b) But, the pumps could be explained by the theorists and our

next step is to understand how they would explain it.

4. SLIDE (1029), the fa ump. (BEFEROOUS3 foatber diagram)

a) For this we can look at a modenifarm p

b) This is just a drinking straw with a mechanical lung on top

c) The explanation, valves et. al.

5, The pumps used in XVI century were essentially of this sort except
-for valves, -but-

a ) They were-alI-limited in-length- ef-shaft-through which they
could draw water.and thiswasally known

b) SLIDE (1028) showing gricola' s stagering

6. On plenist of vacuist theories, pumps ought to work to any height.

al t nature abhorrs a vacuum, it abhors one just as much
at 80 ft as at 10ft over water.

b) Thus they explain limitations as proceding from structure,
leas,- etc*-itrooden-shafts-e.--thiWae--pareyu
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o) Scientists of the early EVI century do design pumps which

they claim are less leaky and hence will pump up to heights
of (sy) six y feet-.

.Burfortunately nooneuook them very seriously, for they- werewrong.

atW now knowthat pumps-of this -sort an't work over 34 feet.
no matter how well they are built

II. GALIELEO'S CONTRIBUTION

1. 7trt cod -important contribution is made-br Galileo

-a-)7 m1es Just-recoguitiun that-more than leak-arere-spotible,
that there is a limit to the potential height.

b) fDonit know sourceprobably just from a good craftsman who
had tried again and again.

c) His suggestion is that though nature abhors a vacuum, it does

so onlytoaimintedextent.

2. Galil'Is discussion-istncluded"I--your Pascal--assignmentrbut
thepassageislbadly mnt an& edited, soI want to give you some
comments and context to help you read it.

a) This is passage in Pascal pp. 159 - 163; you can find a
complete text inLALUGUMES-NCURNING-TWO N-,-NEW ES

on Lament shelves,
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3 Comments to be kept in mind when you read the passage.

a) Editors are nuts in saying that Galileo has gotten away from
the horror va2u, that he treats it as a metaphor.

b) Also passage is better understood if you know what comes first.
Passager-tisrealeynat-vbid-r at-or inident-ally,
but about cohesive forces.

4. Galileat9 argument

a) -Therear two fuce nvolvedy vacuug &6lay -Quote
DISCORSI p 11

~bLinue anUumforceis thatt- separate marle slabs

c) But to breakup marble blocks must break gluey force also.

&dt liquid are special, they don't have glue.

5.-The aAaalre:
aCopper wire breaks under its own weight: vac plus glue

b)Oblumn of water breaks sooner because no glue

a Thisis what happns in -apump.
6 The experiment to measure breaking strength -of water column

SSLT DE (1066)

-bi This 'was. not performe4 ii) Typical of gali4leo as experimentalis
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7. Recapitulate:---

-,-._a) Nature abhorre a vacuum, but not abeolutely Finite force does

b) This finite force holds liquids together it.

o)LThus a column of water will only be drawn up to a finite height
in a pump. After that it breaks

d) The height, thirty four feet of water, measures the finite
-fure-of the-vacuum.

III. THE FIRST BAROMETER EXPERIMENT

1. This is not the first suggestion that force of vacuum is finite,
though therehaven t beu many.

a) But noone has related thh o--pump problem- or-suggested means
of measuring -it.-

2 hen book appears in 1638-many of Galkleo's fans in Rome get quite
intrigued with the idea.

a) But even those who think force of vacuum may be finite
thiuk it will be muoh karger than-Galileouuppoes.

.3; Deoidetotry it out in a very ingenious manner

a)YThiswisbhat I call First (?) barometer experilment,-asso-ciated
with name of Berti whots ring leader in brining it -topass.,
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i. But the quantion mark is important-

a) Most hi-torians & Case book give Tortichlli oredit

b) Recent book brings additional evidence indicating that
Berti cam first.

c) Evidence not conclusive but it's good

d) Story makes better sense this way.

5. What they did: the pump without piston. This way fewer leaks

a) Lead tube with a copper (later a glassY aphere on top

b) Why this is a pump

o) They set it up, and sure enough the water falls down to
att131ry our-teet.

IV. INTERPRETATIONS

1. There are two sorts of questions: First is, What's on top?

a) Vaouists - followers of Galileo - say nothing is there.

b) Simple minded Plenists say air: got in through pores or
idrough water.

t) Other Pleniets say, subtle flu d,

2. Experimental difficulties lend. weight'to -lests.
t4-_Alf #*

aoaLeaksrdisCi bis up, ell g
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3. Second auestion is: What holds the water up

a) Plenists have no good answer, though they don't give up

A) Vacuists followGalileo,_though uncomfortable is having empty
space exert a force.

c) One man, at least, suggest "right" answer, which we will
-A. AA -.A w% M.....A - * 4

mewu e.sflan in conneon.UL1 Wvi vtrri et-ti

4. Net result is disagreement, but much thought and talk which continues

a) This is what I called second stage.

V _ETHE TORRICELLIEXPERIMENT

1.lNext important step is the Torricelli experiment

2~ This~ 1isinytreading in Pascal book: i.e. the lettersfrom
Torricelli to his friend Ricci are there, and this is our source.

a) So I won't comment in detail

b) But will show it, and give a few comments

3. START WORKING ON DEMONSTRATION: Meanwhile

a) It's a repitition of Berti's work but using Mercury, not
-wateT .

-1b -ThiAs is a reasonable extension, for Galileo'a suggestion
applied~ taiide-generally

--Vpl
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0) People were still uncertain, and repeating the same experiment

with different substances etc. is always a good way of finding
out what's eseential and iWhb~ast%#-isni-t

4w-The --experinment-&-it' 8- advantages

a) Perform it

b) Itks easy, inexpensive, so lots of people can do it

c/-ass--tbi so you can-see what's going on

.But most important of all is Torioelli's new explanation

at-This-is the only thing he claims is new

bt-Orux--isthat-the-vacuum- -exerts-rio force, no resistance to femat

c) The air does this

e) Think of the piston pressing down on mercury foreing it up

the tu3.1e. _

Y11 .DRO ST-ATICS-AND THE SEA-OF -AIR

1. Query lt where does Torivelli's idea come from

.2- Key phrase ia We lived submergedat-therbottom of an ocean of the
element airs

3. ThsTorricelli is drawing an analogy between the air which

surronds us, and to see the importance and relevenoe of this

analogytwe shall-be-forced-tomake a lengthy detour.

I

I
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4. Though not much is known about Pneumatics in this peliod, there's
a fairly complete knowledge of Hydrostatics

a) i.e of Physical properties of water and fluids

5. This work was done quite completely by Archimedes

6. The material is recovered in 16th century with Hero's

a) Note that both Archimedes and Hero are recove-red after
-Aritrotlerand-Ptlemy Whey-are mere-uniqu-ly -renaissance,
less in scholastic line.

7.In the beginning of the XVII oentury Dutch engineer, Stevin,
redevelopsHydrostatics systematically

a) Both these authors are known to the Italian group

8. Won't do hydroatatics as a case, but I will try to teach you a

little of it quickly

VII. SYSTEMATIC HYDROSTATICS

1. Start by reminding you of something you know already

a) The stacked pennies or metal discs.

b) Preuure or push on table is proportional to number of discs

2. The tube of water is the same.

a) Pressure on bottom is weight of water above it.

b) aressure on imaginary cut is less by less water.
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3, But an important difference: Water is a fluid

a) Thus need something around it or it busts out the side

b) Thus see that push works in all directions, But is still
proportional to depth

c) If this weren't true, if there were unequal pushes in dbfferent
directions, weld p perpetual motivn

4.This suggests-a useful-device-for thinking about hydrostatic problems

a) The bigbowl; wateris at-restini-it.

b) Introduce an imaginary membrane. This can't -have any effect
Pushes are equal and opposite,

o) Developthe membrane into a container of any shape. Still
same situation.

d) Now let membrane sblidify so that no push from outside
wa is*requlired.

d) Can nor-just--lift-i -the- who-le-thing out.

e) Thus pressures-can-be-oomputed-in-original-bowl.

f )Pressureis proportiol to---deThregardlee-ef shape

) This is the Pacal treading

5. Apply this to the ftwo tube^"apparatus

6. ApplyIths to the U-tube apparatuL
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I. THE ARGUMENT OF THE DISCS

_ 1. Suggested total push down depended on total height of column of weigt

a) Thus got notion that total push on table top was proportional
to number of wights-_______

b) Or oportionalto total height of column

2.W.uggested that exactly the same held for a column of water in a tube.

aT~an consider~t Iasa stac odieo ater.

II. FORCE, PRESSURE, AND PROPORTIONALITY

1. In talking about these phenomena we speak both of force & of
pressure. Mustlarn to tell t1iem apart.

2. Force is our name for the total pushI or pull. It can be measured
with spring-balonee,.- ------ -

a) ae-foreesif or-example4-used-in-apeaking of total push
on bottom of water container.

b) Applioation of balance (DIAGRAM)

. Since push is delivered all over the bottom, a larger plug will
be pushed harder,

a) Twice as big a plug will be pushed twice as hard,

b) Thus find it useful to talk of how much push there is on a
-un V area-o thts bottom. ----Tbsi rstw
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3, Pressure is the thing that'is over whole bottom,

Force is the total push on a defined area of bottom.

a Force has no meaning until you define area on which it is

4. Thi lgoesinto-FremulM Poe-srsure-x-Area P x A

a -Rea& thi.eC0Lvo e isap4-jvA-tional-to area (for contant
Dressure) lfor doublingzarea obviously doubles forceL etc.

TheQmZoQ tQprprtonality to which you're more used falls right out

A-= =,A
P22 A7 A

Since P = P

. & ub we hatv ath 10.-moreAimportant-tuse -fo--propottionality here
o 1 MR'1 4 - r a A 41mAm~m a v4 rA ne rtvom ii

Already O that Pressaire is u -to depth, iL.e. that:
P __ 1 - P

= - er that J - so that if we know the pressureat
2 2 1 2

SOmeLoeUrI fiA it n-oTher d.epth.

. =Ts amounts uo sayiug P/D unstLai, whduwe, uan find from some
one observation AfterthatJaT17 nntant

a--All-thisis--for-Sce-Oinsubtanceant nasO2P1D1 in water
nnA -n/T) in TTo--



III. PRESSURE IN BODY OF LIQUID

1._Alreadysuggested liquid had to be held in by container

2. Thus pressure is also exerted agAinst-side of container

3. And this pressure, though we only recognize it against sides,
actually istransmitted throughout liquid.

aNecoess ity of pressure on Tp o tto f -o6lrZTzointaIille to
to keep buling up towasrd th btt
Neeslsity of sideways pressure-to-at-present--rpetual motion

4.Conlude that-pr-ati onsaquaany
point under surgace of liquid, and that this pressure depends only
on depth and on wbight per unit volumeofthe iequid.

5. DEOSTTRATON
a)Tateield on by upward pressure from water

SItfdrops off wheintif above gets to same height aas water
b elow.

- SME USEFUL MNTAL EXPERIMT9

1.&heabove-sugeee---useful--way--of thIinking about many hydrostato
problems

2. Introduce the reservoir with liquid at rest throughout



- 3, .Introduce a small out in water and put in imaginary membrane

a) Pushfin each side of membrane balance just holding it in place

b) Thus it affects nothing. May be extedded to make a complete
vessel

StlL aveequal & opposil e
pressures everywhere on opposite
sides ot membrane.

a) Since waterisnIt moving, madn em e has no functionit will
change nothing if we freeze it into glass. Pressures will
atilebe tha-ame-throughout

d) Sut-nor canrl1ft- itout.

Now know-that pressures throughout ourodd shaped vessel are
just wbal they were when the thing was in thebig tub.

. This yields point of which Pascal made so muoh in your-reading,

a) Push on bottom of a bunch of oddly shaped vessels -(Draw them)
is the same if the size of bottom is the same & the vertical
depth is the same irr all cases.
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V. COIENT ON THE ABOVE ARGUMENT

1. You may well wonder what sort of an argument the above was.

atcertainly wasn't logical, not like proof in planegjeometiy

b) But it waen't experimental either. Doesn't pay to look for
a freezable perfect membrane like that I described.

2. But it's a very useful sort of argument in science, and it's used
all the time.

a) Have notion (or-concept-of-a.liquidwhich-is-abstracted
from any particular liquidJlike water.,_______

b) Can explorethe significance of our concept by weeing what its
consequences are in various situations

c) And these don't have to be truly possible experiments any more
than our copt-ofe- rfct1qujid sdto-be-oe-that- was

direotly drawn froeerit,

d) In fact the concept will always have more to it than caribe
confirmed by experiment.

VI, TETITUBE

-A further appliation of on concept. to devine on table.

2, Introdnce membrane at bottom. Equal pushes means equal heights.

a4-WhTiAe 4-of-courseFy-whywater seeks it&-owni levzel



%) So don It think thnt the~nnit~nt af Arencan tn ant. i th. rA-17

7
3.-The same would -be true evenwithifferent nize arma on the two

sides,

a) This is Pascal's other point in stuff you read.
4. Can also apply this to a U tube with different liquids in the two arm

5. Hg in one side causes total level to be lower on its side
a) Each inch of Hg repiaces fourteen inches of water, thus reducing

b) If wehave-all Hg on one side, then that side will be just
1/14 as high as the othe

6. Or could putia&omething2ligbter. This would ride above water,

a) DTARAM: PuNsh down of wter on one wide ia .gyw-as great as
that of larghrr thickness of stuff onx other side.

b) This is just what floating is. Same argument in tub, Push
up on bottmi just that necessary to-hold up lump of Water.
ithbus it will float a bhlock lighteor than water.,

7. What about a block sunk so low that nothings under it.

a) DEMONSTRAFTE&explain,

8A This demonstration4-Pae a1' S.

a But-I-t- I-rea11y-a-mental experiment for him. It cant be
done his way.
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VT. PARALLELS BETWEEN PNEMMATICS & HYDROSTATICS

.We-entered the hydrostatio digression because I suggested that the

previous understanding of hydrostatics had made Torkicafl's
~suggestiEtnpossibl-e.

2. We yw swe why-this is so

a) -Ntton is-that we-live-in-a-liquid-4--sea-Sof-ar) which acts

lust like water as to pressures.

b) Ian!Teabarometer of HC just a U tube with air on one side

Hg on the other.

c) Our U tube gave even levels but it had air on both sides

c) Remove air on one side & difference in levels must just balance
airan-aother-side

3Paralle1ism ges further. Our marble ab-That-weuldn- oome
apart aretlust like block onbottom of fish bowl. Explain:

a)Withioininhozizontal plane

b) With joint in vertical plane

4. This parallelism is clearly seen in the Pascal selections from

Equilibrium of Fluids & flagh of the Mans of the Air

a) He treats both of them in the same way

b) This is primary reason for asking you to read a 
bit of each.
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Announcements:

Thanks for the Critique sheets, but could we please have some more of em.

New Exhibit in Lamont to go with this case.

I. THE IMPORTANCE OF TORRICELLI'S EXPERIMENT

1. Now returnt orriceiee perimint from which we 8tarted

a) Want to see how it influbnees the Conceptual Revolution

2. Some historians say It-proved that nature does not abhor a vacuum.

7aT hould hn knd iEEtPstUFO ily remark aboutUriments

b-) BesideGaileo hadd already podnted outlimit4--abhorrence
and Berti had done a barometer experiment. Plenists not licked.

c) Torricelli makes no logical advances. The barometer had been
don, ndGalle'sconceptual ischeme would have piredict-ed

TorIeellits result-

3. But historically, if not logically, Torricelli is of first rat*
importance; THREE PRIMARY CONTRIBUTIONS

a) An experiment that many cofld do cheaply and easily, & this
experiment did make Plenists uncomfortable, even tho they could

stiho~tder-old-ve-



b He produced a reasonable & immensely economical explanation.
Note though that both reasonableness & economy derive no
from-inhe rent character-hJ is an-Jao i udgment) but
from preexistence of Hydrostatics & corporeal air notions.

c) He put vacuists in control of the field. They could always
admit the vacuum, but couldn't explain anything very welI.
Now-thty--ean-explain.

.4* This orhfirst great triumph -th-vaui-ste---Muoh,-though--nOt
all, of scientific progress from this point to the 19th century is
tied to further progress of the atomistio (vauisVt)conception if
the-natUeofMatt n the univree.

a-)Wewill-see-this--in-ease -after -ease.

II. THE PROBLEM OF PRECURSORS

1. Have given all credit for air pressure suggestion to Torricelli.
Might-as-Well-for -There- ne -real -evidence -that he heard it from
anyone else.

2. But it's very clear that others had said it considerably earlier.

a) Isaac Beeckman, dutch teacher. Son of a water engineer & pupil
of Stevin's. He understands limitations of pumps & gives
right explanation. Had even publishedthe story by 10nle
Work known inL rne- --- o o "a I~~un#
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b) Italian Baliani had suggested correct explanation to Galileo
in 1630 (before the DISCORSI) & correctly explained the Bertieqpi

c) Valerianus Magnus Performs independent mercury experiment in
oan Torrinlldeiirst byalittle, but Magnus Is1kdap.

3. Non of these Men had&-major ... l@ intproducingthe-revolution. Any
of themmight have done it. Their existence though does not

invalidate the story told. This was essentially what happened.

. But their existance does illustrate an essential character of science

a) For there are always precursors, always people who give the
vword-tbeore-ourseuogets-tt.

. Ha- something of the wame wort in Astronomy case,

a)jAristarchus said the whole thng, and Buridan, Cusa etc. said
a good deal of it.

. The existenne of this situation leads to two conclusions about scienct

a) History of science is not Justdependent upon the birth of a
new genius who sees things that noone could see before

b) It must mean something to say that the "time is ripe" for a
given contribution, for whousver you got such --- Coll5ribution
you find a lot of people working independently toward it.

7 a%-, tontativly suggest a second important aspect
I^ -rj

a, TXIIW near~n iur ~ .Lni~q~a~1. offThding man
% mi.. A Ak4otAkt o OktOk tff KA&4 tQf v LtA -of--finding man



who first expressed a given opinion, you find a receding
series of men who almost said it.

b) In modern terms these precursors are wrong, and thus irrelevent.
Actually they-may-presentsesential-intermediariea on theway
to the modern viewpoint.

c) Extreme but important case of this is with what we call speculat

ive conceptual schemes, e.g. the early atomists There evidefe

-i-s-of-~-ifferent sort and there meaningis di rent-from that

of the later chemical atomists. But isn't their existence a

necessary precondition for later atomistaU isn't-thisthe
--notion from which they take of f .

III. CIENTIFIC COMMUNICATION

1. Revolution is not completed by Torricelli

a) He publishes nothing & dies a few years later.

b) Besides, his demonstration leaves the oldprobl ems discussed

in-connection with Berti _His view is immediately attached

by Plenists

2. To see how the view is radhaily confirmed and established we have

to follow the dissemination of news of his experiment, and see te

new iUrwa of -experimentatin that it leads--toe.

3. In this period thereare no formal organizations of scientists &
mlregular o -a.Today --so-sovewrt- to--the -monthly
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house organ of his professional society. Not so then.

a) Instead much word of mouth & letter writing between friends.

L. Now among the people who write letters, one it of paramount importance

a)This is Pere Mersenne, a french Fransiscan, a truly remarkablegj.

b) Does some work on acoustics, but not really a scientist.

5. He's rather a friend of science& scientists.

Friend_(personal) of all the men we've mentioned and many more

b) Voluminous correspondence with all of them INTEMATIONAL
Four big volumes to hold the modern edition

6tHe translates & publishes the book in which Galileo upholds

disliked by many scientists, for he took their best ideas & passed
:hem on to other men who later took credit for them.

a) He prbably passed on an idea o resulted in
Pascal's running the Pauy 4e-DW e-

7 Whatve i tistmayhaveall-d him when his bak was turned
the manner in which he tus up, a efigure in all scientific
advance in first half of XVI Century, illustrates need for scientific
communioation at an internatimuallevwl, and illustrates the grat
benefit accruing fromu h communication..-



IV. THE FRENCH EXPERIMENTS

1. This sclearly illustrated byhiJs role in the vaouumeperiments.

)LHad been corresponding with Torricelli, Baliani et al.

b) In164 4 he goes to Italy & sees them in person. Hears at
least of the Berti experiment.

c) Returns & tries with friend to build water barometer, but
a 6ilt gt equipmnt-

d)F'i.enrgow-off asambassador to Sweden, Mersenne writes him
about mercury experiment.

e) From Sweden the friend writes his friend, Pierre Petit, the
superintendent of fortitioations in Rouen

f) Petit performs the experiment & shows it to Pascal in 1646

g) Pascal rushes home & builds a forty foot tbigger & better)
barometerwohh-he-triewithwine, -oil, & watr. -He was the
original P. T. Barnum.

2. Thus by 1647, four years after Torricolli experiment, Frenoch
science has gotten as far as Italian on it.

3. They procede to go further in the Puy de Dom &t(lle -
a) Difficulty is that all these experiments only show thatiZ*
b G-aileowasrfiht.

b uy de Dome can bhe dedd fo~~ rom Torrficelli' ac e no9 f'r-v I

M-- -- m M

7
I

I
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c) If limited abhorreno*,this is same at all distances up. Air
pressure, like fluid pressure, must decrease as you go up.
-Tu-t 1**TH~** from Torri0111's seheme04

4. -This classic-experimny nead-fo r youreelf; I will only
make a few suggestions.

a) This is first well worked out experiment you have run into.
At least it is first on which you have a full repoit.

b) Look in your reading for the things which are done to ensure
reliabilit-y of results

5. One excellent example is man left at bottom to watch a barome-trc.
that stays in the same plaoe.

a)This is the control. Experiment is only meaningful if pressure
stays about constant, so watch it.

6. The advantages of several observers. Objectivity is never
guarlited. with less. Wonderful-stories-to-whieh-we-wil-l-r-turn
about people who sincerely go results that noone else could ever
see. If you want to see something badly enough, you'rel1ikey to

7 -The-care taken- to- get- accuracy
a) Here we think Perier exaggerate--Butthere'--a important

moral_
bY 1o axprimntA&ibz lut ely armurate -Youoa DJonly see a
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certain number of divisions on a yarditick, et._-

e)Tbis-s-why-you-pick. a mountain. So that experimental effects
will be much larger than errors.

d) Afterwards Pascal repeats stuff on tower in Paris, but results
eifre wouldn't have been oonolusive without getttug an Authlul

large- scale variation:

V. The FIRST AIR PUMP -1
1. Thiaboveepresents some progress towaor mouernit uu-t e-omplete

story dependsonn a totally independent investigation and the
introductionat a new instrument.

2. The man who does this is Otto von Guericke, a military engineer
& occasionally the mayoZ -rM1gdburg.

3. Origin of his interest is obscure, but he appears to have been
particularly desirous of getting a vacuum in order toase.how
things would behave there, and this in order to test Copernican

4,H6 knowinothing aboutbarometer experiments until 1654 by which
time-hi-ao-en-VoHk-has-gons-wall-along-.--start&L onatotally
different tack.

a) He tries to pump air out of receivers
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5. It iAn't quite right to call thispas first pumjping of air, for any
water pump pulls air out at first.

a) But it is first deliberate attempt to get a vacuum this way.

6. Von G. actally starts by trying toppump water out of a barrel.

a) Two men pull hard, make little progress and bareel leaks
(tLDES-LO0 & 1IAThen&1O,81)

b) Then copper sIheres, b1 a I-pump.-First-sphere pope, then
8UiSB DLIE_1082)

7. The hemisphere experiments

a) The diet Of Ratiabon (whn ValerianusMagnus first tells him
of Torricelli experiment). Sixteen horses won't pull spheres

apart.,(SLIDE003

b) ThWeightreuiredtptapartSLIE )

8.lt7 !a these experiments that Byl* heas of thwugh-the-esuit
Bohottus (German equivalent Qf Mersenne), and which &ve his starting
point.

VI. ROBERT BOYLE

1. What ts his place in the case?

2. Summary: he contributes virtually nothing new - exppt additional
assurance - to the conceptual scheme, but it is in Boyle that we

aso _pito n tu -traifulnese.
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a-1-Completion in that Spring of Air takes over. This was
previously recognized - even by Torricelli - but it remained

-. se0ondary mode of discuss or-Aetually tAe-'siler &

b) Fruitfulness -ktame Lgt a whole new set of experiments
with a new instrument & showing new properties.
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For the Board

X. Boyle's Experiments

1. Boyle's role in development of Pneumatics

Establishment of the experimentat7i-ratlon

4. Commentsa on Boyle s experiments8

-Ro ertaB ~e- (3W4172----490,!1)

----obert ok 10-

Announcements:

Hour exam one week from today, Essay question for halt or slightly
levs than half of the exm.---Ret-wil- be--e4re-teh l-lot
necessarilyproblems tho.

Will cover all lectures thru Wednesday, and all reading except Ornstein.

Ornet ein, a mQnograph. Howyou should read it.
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I. BOYLE' S PLACE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PNEUMATICS

1. We now come to work of Robert Boyle

a) This is climax of our oase, tho I'm not going to say a great
deal about it, Tbecause it a so-weIlcovered-tn your rading.

2. In calling it climax of case, must recognize that in a senseitis
not the-teehnical elimax.

a) The -a -lot of people are still not convinced, the bonceptual
revolution has been accomplished

b) Nothing, of course, has been proved. Science isn't that way

c) But Torricell's view has explained easily enough things that
other theories couldn't so that future workers in pneumatics
would haVe adopted i ~t Wth or without Boyle. -_

Na-tt-ure-we-rke-rs, for contemporari-es-4ont' t-n=e-essarily agree.

a Thi 1 lg of & gerat1ions typi

b) Max-Plank--neof-gratest & wisestoff 20th cent physicists,
said, looking back at his own life & work, that a new scientific
truth usually finds acceptance not because the proponents of
the new view eenvinee their adversaries, but bause the
adversaries die of old age and the new generation unanimously
adheres to the new view.

c) In view of what we've said about the decision between
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conceptual schemes being a choice not a proof, this is not
surprising. For the choice is based on personal preference
and a man ralsed in the old conceptual seheme would natually
find Asatretchedform of this scheme more reasonable, than a
a radical new conceptual framework. Chanjing a conceptual frame-

d) Only the new generation can compare thafwo wioh omparatively
fresh-mind, & thus recognize-inherent economy,

4.Boy eeratinly acemlerat-es-this-shif-t,- but we-may be sure it would
have come anyway.

5. BIut jfBoyle does not make the conceptual revolution he alters its
form and proves its fruitfulness.

a) These two need separate consideration. Start with change of
form-.

6. This is- Beyl&ieaphasis-on "5pring of-the-A e -- om-P ealof-Aid)

at Up-to-this-point- e-have-emphasized- the -parallel-between air
and watek

bLTorricelli & Pascal recognized that air was not like-water

c)Thisiis clear from their wool analogy: the bottom more compressed
than the top which would not be true for water so far as they
could tell.

d) T eell even recognizes that it is the aspring" which keeps
abarometer--Up- eov -thebowl o-e-4hat-air-above eis out off.
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e) But they still do exah most discussion with weight of supervening

air. The historically crucial water analogy is upermost.

7. With Boyle the air once again asserts its independence as a gas,
-and--h makes& it possible t o aed, and makas it possibie--o"'

aimreognize & investigate those properties which are unique to gases

8.The switch in points of view is a real one.
a) Boyle obviously gets to it from workingwith pumps. AInyon

who has pumped a tireliknows how the air kicks back at you,
aand-kowhow differet th-is-- f rom water pumpi-ng.
e- I o needw4goso-far. DEMONSTRATE

-.8uggested other important contribution was fruitfulness

-a)This already suggested by my remark that Boyle goes on to
investigate properties of air as gas.Gets beyond the weight
experiments.

b) So far Puy de Dome is only experiment which is really a product
of Touiucll's view as against Gaflo'e. The -experimentation
with the Barometer alh for meteneology would Je another.

10, But Boyle goes far beyond these. He explores the vacuum

- a) Animalsmagets, srkn prolf.ec

iscoveirs uThingbt Soflel lawghich he consideranot very
Laportant._But builds up a knowledgeand an intimate acquaintance
ith the physical propertIes of gasses without which--hIOe 01
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developmentsn our next three ases (Cheynthesis,
& steam engine) would have been possible.

12. Here we see in full force the "conceptual scheme arising out of
experiment & observation and leading to new experimet & new
observations" which Mr. Conant has so well taken as the definition
of science.

II. THE-NEWOSG2IIFIC -TRADITION OF THE SEVENTEENTH ENTURY

1. The-easeand.-in -parieu1ar--Boy1,-has-an ditional-importance,
perhaps its greatest one, in illustrating important changes in science
in the XVII century.

a)These can be considered as social and internal.

2. The social I shall pass over until next week, simply reminding you
that we see t-seiengrespetaMe.

a) It-appeals-to a new class. - Gentlemen. -- Nolonger -ust- s cholastic
university professors, but engineers & gentlemen. It becomes
popular, .important, & promises to be practical.

3. Now want .to concentrate on what ITve eall eI eatablshment of the
--- experimental-traditon.

4-;- Rave- hlready pointed ou --bat-Dole is first egret experimental
Aseientsat we stud y, perhaps first one of all.

5. In anya e- llustratve of the sensin which experimentation



becomes a vital tool of science in this period. Get the end here of
the sloppy reporting etc. which we saw with Galileo & Pascal.

6.It's terribly tempting to say that we get birth of experimetal
-osience in this period. Yet here must preeee-with--hextreme- are,
for that it obviously not true.

7., In any literal sense there has been experimentation since antiquity

a) Observation (first cousin of experiment) has been carefully
done in Astronomy since the beginning of recorded history.

b) Similarly for medecine. Hippoorates in 4th century 'BC describes
diseases-weoredaoyize-n-he me-way.

c }Aristotle himself says that ultimate appeal must always be to
nature. He' s categoric about this.

&L edaetal alohmy

e) The experiments on the horror vacut

AdIthese are not exceptionals for from Roger Bacon in the XIII
century we get within the scholastic movement a body Ofphilosophers
who po~it agetiinad again-no-the-need-to-1hek-ands-ee --To--the---
needto confirm theory with experiment. To the fact that reason
alone can tell us nothing about the physical world.

9. But if the tradition that we must look at nature for the answer to
pphysical questions is an old one, some very radical changes occur

tr~od~ean~Resiig bltrature one bdgin, wt3y~ 7 ~
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-pot a very _dfferent attitud e toward experimentation & its importance

10, I it innuediblydificuto ioat this difficulty explicitly
tho I know you can spot it yourself comparing your Boyle reading
with the Copernicus or the Ptolemyor even the Pascal &-Galie,
but-o few of the -things that seem most

Important.

11. A new use for experiment and a new respect for it

a) Galileo "In order to be able to demonstrate to-my opponents the

truths or my concluelons, I1have been Greedto-provethem by
a-variety of experiments,-though-to satisfy myself alone I

have never felt it neossary to make very many" (Randall p 235)

b) This is the experiment as a final check on power of unaided
reason or as a emonst'tton.

12. Cont Ast this with Boyle who cares very little-for-theories, who
stumbles on his law by chance;

a) For Boyle .perimentwy-of-exploring. It can be used

(he thinks) independent of theory.

b) Experiment is now used to ask new questions of nature, to

create situations whicn nature unaided would not provde.

c) Get random experimentaton, undir tdexpeimwentonjust
for the joy of experimenting, of disdovering new things.

d) Experiment becomes tremendously exciting, not just routine check.
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1 With this ynewuse goes a new respect for experiment

s fAtbtime-get.- onnewen for-the detaila of an experiment.

.rbBEne eports everything, sornpulously. Succeses1A &failures.
Details completely irrelevent to the point at issue.

c) Eabofatkidescriptibneoftappapatus, and of the difficulties
encount dd:in taking it auidsgltt

.- Thi proodareisgoing towmakeit-posible to note new phenomena
& ultimately to explain them with nonnaeptual schmes

a) -These are phenomena which are-too fine grained to be caught
as course facts of observation.

b) They are not suggested by observation - rather are hidden by it.

c)_They could not be duplicated and made regular without the standard

15. Without methodology &_system illustrated by Boyle we'd have no

16. But if Boyle is to be our here, we must also recognize that he is

a) Both Boyle & Galileo are wrong. We will discover that. the
relation between experiment and new conceptualization is
infinitely more complex than either of them suppose.

b) As I suggested with Brahe, the notion of pure experiment without
o-- San mpossibilitry-
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_ The prolixityad the lack of apy descrimination between

important and unimportant aspects would create a situation in
hich novanycould keep Lup with the -rev-ear--h.in s-tAeldte.

d) It takes a good destof-iWidener-to hold the assembled works of
Robert Boyle - the -catalogue contains alone a stack of cards
that thick.

TTT, OYTEA&PTTMPieds

1.Break-off sharply to talk about Boyle's work itself_. Star
discussing his pumps, for without these none of hisVork would have

-- - Ten-ps -iblW.

This8Wis our -first important contact- (excepting Galileo' e-
telescope which came too late) with the way a new instrument
can open up a field of research.

2. Three of these: 1660, 1669,_1676.

a) First two by Hooke, third by Papin.

:) Mention these names because they are going to be important
in future oases,and we will-want to-remember thuis-as-eeeation
w;ith Boyle, for it will make us better able to understand the
nature of their contributions.

-- mWorn'-t--iiiacuss the a&"L 0o nxa otNr Ofte - p~U v N-or hau.1 q14 A - tio-
3. These pumps are reafLymreso nicfAgn 'y iy were

____-__ ____ __ ____ __-better than G's
a) Machining of a good btcpole pumpt (LIKE THIS ONE)_& each other.

was beyond their power.
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c_ Besides we do live in this "sea of air" & get so accustomed
to it, that we suppose it's easy to work with it.

d) We forget that itis itself the sourceo4 potent forces.

6)bemonstrate this and suggest some of Boyle's difficulties.

4. Am trying to suggest that from the laboratory pointo view pair is
tricky stuff." it has to be handled with-oere-.

) It cn break -things. -It-leak5 through -Joint, like water thru
a seive, eto.

5. _Conant iscquite right in calling it the Cyclotron of its day,
and I'd like to suggest one more point in whichit resemblesthe
ths Cylotroi;-,ite -'s-erribly expensive,

a) ioyal-Socie -had--waiv t-ll-Boyle contributed his.

b)-Onlymend-f dp-imean-H-ke-Beyle & von Guericke could do this
sort of thing.

c) Boyle recognized this himself, for he wrote to the nepher to
whom the new experiments are addressed uthat experimental
phi-losophy the pursuit of h reqre purseas-el as
a brain".

_d) This was undoubtedly a motive in writing to the nephew.

oin my more cynical moments I wonder whether it wasn't the
motive of the people who worked up Boyle's interest in the
New PhilasOhy. Ths was the age ofpaburous.
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6, But, howeyer you slice it, you have here a very modern-problem

which concerns you very greatly as citizens.

a) Many sciences require instruments that cost too much for any
1aividuia(Recenty they tve cost too much fo-rany-tlgle
University).

b) How do You then support science without abridgeing its freedom
and still guarrantee that you get your money back.

7. Or even if you can't get excited about this, you must at least
recognize, f orpurposes of this couse, that the pecuuiary blocke
to ^0litary v._ estigzation have fdone agreat deal"&prticula&rlZ in

the nineteenth century and after, to determine the form of scientific
rganation.Today eprblem is more -vital and imnmediate than it

has ever been.

IV. THE FIRST EXPERIMNT

1. Objet Is same of that as Pty de Dome.

a) Tried & successru.

b) Watch for the experimentaltechnic & the reporting

2. Another side light is the proiblem Boyle does not deal with

a) Irregular fall in the barometer tube on successive exhaustions.

bY ut he could have gotten Boyle's law here.
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I. BOYLE'S FIRST EXPERIMENT
A

1. Object is same as that of Puy do Dome

a) If air has spring & I take some away, then rest well expand
and7thus have leseapring.

2. Exp'riment is interesting as illustrating Boyles strengths & weaknest

3.Streggths-
aT echaical. ingenuity (Hook4-sso essential to good experimenta-

tien---rHistory o-sence could be-writtan-asa history-of
ingenuity in solving experimental difficulties, thus permitting
new sorts of observations.

b Unwillingness totike Justone sort of observafton: repetition
%-wi -h ,et tu e allreceiver,-pumpg -air-into eceiver.

e) -Reognistin-e-xperimental-difficulties: 11sts-ourss of
leaks, notes difficulties getting air out of tubes.

d) Conservatism in taking position on subtle fluidebetween
corpuscles - note tho that he always believes in corpuscles.

4 Weaknesses as a consequence of strengths.

a) Conservatism as an unwillingness to draw any conclusions
that gob eyond the results of the expeiment itself, -but
never get to a onceptu ascheme this way.

b) Try-everythi ngeand n everythingas Adiffualon oflatt entiQn



which is innompatible with the sort of imaginative interretatio'
which will follow up the truly unexpected to fruitful discovery.

--- IVSCIENCE TOO 'MU UT FIRST TN-FIRST

.5Th11ufstration of this weakness; tu little imagiuative lnterpreta

a) There-was one Interesting obseirvationwhich ouuld haver been
followed fruitfully. The manner in which Hg fell on successive
strokes of the pump.

b) This was unexpected orBoyle would have made more of it.

_) Could have gotten Boyle's law here.

d) The derivation: for a 1;1 ratio. Get pressure proportional

--This-aot-of interpretation of a scientist'Lsfailure is dangerous,
so won't insist upon it. But note that when Boyle does finally
get this Xo0gets it from an experimentt that putst 1-in -an

aextremnely- literal form.

7 ne AAmli-n' haie witt m nntraditin in my desriotion

a) T call Boyletfirst scientific.te erimentalist. Praise his
accuracy, his honesty, & his illinghess to withhold judgment.

b) Then I damn him for characteristics which grow directly from
these.

toaount-o-air for constatVolume,- or tLu vo.lumme fur-aunstant
S-Mnnt.* -.

W- WA g A w a maj



8. This contradiction is inherent in sioence, not in my lecture.

al Thus might better be called a paradox

ki-walinTh The most rigonous of all standards of accuracy
& honesty, must relax these for every creative idea.

d) Copernicus - lousy & infrequent observer - vs. Brahe, brilliant
observer-. -But-it filally took both.

-u) Bugwet that there's a similar onfict between rigors of
form_&riginalit_1nany creative process.

e)Msio, art; For the more erudite: conflict between naturalism
& symbolism in literature from which our greatest modern lit
has beenforged is of same sort.

tience where-this-confluthes most serious, we have e
alternative of giving the two jobs to different individuals

II. THE SECOND EXPERIMENT

1.Couled-dothe same thinig all ovs-again

)lu paicular could grow rapsodic over ingenuity involved
inusing the thread, and in recognition that youmigt be
able to hear a difference in a soft sound where you couldn't-
hear-one in a loud sound. Thus ties a watch.

b) This anticipates law of modern psychology: Fechtiers law,
wht ae taabilitytdiscrimiatedreaes with increassi
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c) But will choose one other point of interest.

2. Why did Boyle try it

LBer 1Mersenne & others had tried it. They continued to
get a sound. They weren't charlatans or fools.

b) Boyle knew it had been done, yet quite rightly he decided to
try again withhit sbett equipment.

) is~ uttion ws 1wtmight bo an werormA lthe-apparatus

. But he -ouldn't know that-until he'd-done hisrown0experiment

a)TE.,pertimental inadequAcyz--a-retrospective-eriterion if it's
Aariterion at all.

4.d eun at least imagine Birti'saying to vacuist who said the
the experiment was no good because sound was transmitted through
te e.lJl suppot;* WMW . Quittquibblirgiy!!rong.

-You get theexperiment-up wit me Why didn't you think of all
these troubles before. You wont be convIheedfuntil 5 hang the
damb k1i on a skydhooknd U f yOU canv ind-a+4r-hok, 1'11
admit that there's a vacuum at theAtop jf the 2te.

5, What Im trying togetatis tha ne experiment doe i' t ever
change a really good conceptual scheme.

a) If you don't get result expected you say experimental error,
or that some unsuspected conditionmoifiedth-e expeiment.



QAe v & it takes different
amounts to overwhelm different people.

III, THE THIRD ANDFOURTHEXPERIMENTS

1 Havn said so much about above two, there's not much left to
say for the remaining experiments, for obviously the nature of the
evidenoer-produced-in-these-is-even-moret-enuous.

2. But-th-history here is interesting.

3. Pascal et al-in France have not killed the Pleniet view.

at-Deseartes, their best philosopher holds to it.

4 ,His- easons are _tL*'(h ld*problem of--needing-&-
pusher for motion) & partly that he uses it in his celestial system/

5.JDeseartes vortex theory of the universe.

6. Boyle isn't turethat there isn't any such

a) Has admitted his little whirling atoms were surrounded by
a subtle fluid

b) And he speaks of the "subtler part of the air" as that
which gets in*thrgh the weak w sl

7. So this is a realiseue& he trie three tests of it

aTBellows, feathers, syring.
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8, This is reasonably convincing for Boyle. There is no effective

subtle fluid in the sort of experiment he's doing. Thus it's
metaphyical, throw it out.

0a6)Thisis sound scientific position with history as old as
nominalism. In a slightly different form it's Ockham's razor

b) Its modern equivalent is positivism which goes further and
says science produces no evidence about what really is.

9. But for Descartes these have no weight at all. He would have
predicted the result himself.- Fe'r-his-siubtle fluid quite- explicitly
doesn't exert any resistance.

a) And he can't drop it because he needs it for his mechanics.

10. We have here an early version of a continuing quarrel between
Cartesians and British science.

a) This becomes a famous quarrel in Newton versus Cartesians
where-there'. a real differen.e in celestial mechanics

b-W-r furtAnte-some backwash--i onection ith-Oti-e-s case next
term.

11 The funiculus of Franciscus Linus,_I propose to say nothing about

a) What it was

b) robably, in spite of my propensity for making sense out of
positions which seem absurd, couldn't have been held except
by a crank.
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12. The real importance is that it's way Boyle stubbles on his law,

and I propose to discuss this at length in next week's sections,
ai' t.r the hour xam.

! a) I rs finlm law, and thus-raise-- a-bunhof problems
that call for careful AineUtaoth.

IV. A CONCEPTUAL S0,EME FOR EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE

1. Aow Man~to~ break off disuion ofBoyle's experimerts, and
search for a way of organizing some of the things we've skid in
this asee A thsrtast.

aTheonemtsgong to discus-s is much lessradical than the
four part divisionI presented so tentatively at the end of
the Copernicus case, but I don't like it so well.

b) Never eleswe'll learnby setting it up and criticizing it.

2. Query: Relation'between experiments or observations & conceptual
-- suheme. 1lustngul5h two sorts Fiat .are those that go into it

t Gr ZL4-- Ca ljw t
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3, Now add the experiments & observations which are discovered as a result

of the conceptual scheme,

4. Deduction & Induction as names for the arrows.

a) Deduction from logicand geometry. It's a formal process of going
from premises to conclusions, general to particular.

b)-Induction is hypothetical reverse process. Tend to suppose it'a
formal-t-oo.

My-one-categori statement in the course: THERE ARE NO RULES FOR INDUC'WN

aTheprocses-of going from particular to general is one in which you
get something for nothing.

b)4This is the inspired guess - this is where genius enters.

Wecan andCdo talk about what makes induction possible: old
,(speculative) conceptual schemes; proper philosophical or religious

-~ - or- cas-ional) political climate;proper-state of technblogy.

d) May even hope to talk about how we create conditions in which
inductions are more likely toocur.

) n But not an? rles- No nave notion (Housetof Salomon) that you
M~~~ ~ amn t oh ft lokfo te

V I ajf=LxFFrmlWW anXww - W.
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-6 Thus first big trouble with diagram. Must add many new arrows on

left to represent non experimental factors going into the conceptual
scheme.

7.Dedction is neater. At least we have-a-conaensus-here. Though
S 

the re aren't as simpleftanthose of geometry for the premises aren't explicit. Conceptual schemes are vague.

8. he right hand experiments don't just test the conceptual scheme.

Tetestlimitedworking hypothes

a) That is they test some 1sieo usequencof thewn e ptual
scheme.

9 But.-thate--nnsequiences. don t onme from Just one such scheme

a) Pumps in BoyleInfirst ept.need mechanics

b ) Sund in his second need accoustina.

o) Subtle flid neAd- s-ome d cynamci f articles & fluids.

Thus-need a lot more arrows. Get notion of science as web of

interdependent parts

a) Thus negative result can be blamed on some other source 
of

the deduction,-etc.

11I. And must also admit Interaction betWeen coneeptual-schmes themselves,

a) Can't be a vaouiat in one area and a pienist inanoter.
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. 1Abuthe Only usefiul thing thaV '-s l ift is Lte CripatItet1

tIvision & thisg In ahintorinal Idivision notoJgical.

&)For thenoniiroe will later be justanother one of the
consequences of the conceptual scheme.
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FonutherBa-d-

XII. Sources of the "Eyriunual hiluough "

1. Fr Nles Bacon f 0Nw-Philosophy

2. lsonorre 15c atSourc es

Francis Bacon (1561 1626)

Announcements Hour exam in this room during the hour of Friday leoture.

THronwatitFceetwosfor'twolve minutes(rorl0s
technical), one for twenty-five minutes (essay). All
will require constant reference to the cov~ matiiial.
Avoid the roshman faltacy -of-beauitful nall e4Stons -
-right or wrong they get no credit.

- A -.Amditbt ta90on-. Blxabooks about seven minutes

after hour. Exam ends at 10:00 sharp.

Official time will be that of Mem Hall clock, not chem dept.
QUESTIONS
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I* THE DESTRUCTION OF THE DIAGRAM;

1. Reproduce the old diagram: brief review, Science proceding from
experimefttto Comeptual scheme
to -new exteriments.

2, Have-alredy-mentioned oeweakn e#s-the-__abovemakes induction look
like a direct step, like deduction. Actually this is the "inspired
guess.

3. But an even bigger difficulty lies in notion that the source of the
conceptual-sceme-is-purely-experimental and obse-rvational.

a) fHave already-noted & will note again that-philosophy, religion,
andpolities etc._ay enter in the formulation._(Lysenko)

b) Certainly residues of old speculative conceptual schemes
enter as an important ingredient.

o) So need new arrows for non-experimental sources.

+. Similar difficulties exist on other side; in fact they're worse.

5. Query a couple of you have asked me: Where does Boyle's Law go.

a) Takes off from Cone. Sch. & reacts back to modify it.
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b) The cone.. sch. is necessary requisite1 "spring of air", but it
doesn't endure thru experiment.

c) Add new arrows.

6. Even larger trouble: can't work normally from just one conceptual sch.

a) First exp. presupposes mechanics of pump, second presupposes
ccousts, ti Tquires-aknowledg-of how -wol- be
expctdtofall without any resistance.

b) Thus need a good many conceptual schemes for each experiment,
& thus get to see the entire body of scientific knowledge as a
vast iteuclgwwe.e

c) Da Onhfse useway-of ignoring u wxpwrilmntal- result-. ~-Blame-
it on a shortcoming in another conceptual scheme on which you're
not at work.

7. Finally, since all the conceptual schemes are in the mind of the

inilvidualworker, thietS a drCt interaction betwten the conceptual
SchemoS.themselveS,

a)an!t be a planist in dynamics (Descartes) & a vacuist in
pneumatics (Boyle). Thus get two notions of significance of
same conceptual schemea se noted last time.

. Diagram now too complex to be useful by itself. Still it' a
lonveindtwy to bezk tings down, if it shows us
the Implications of our vocabulary, and the true complexity that
lies behind it.....



TA THE'NEW PHILOSOPHY"

1. Have now finished everything I have to say about the technical
developments of the ease.

a) In partioular have finished talking about Boyle's experiments
and-itor the time beig-about-the-plao- ef-experiment in the
congtruction of noentificconceptual schemes.

2. But the case has raised one terribly important question that we've
so far scarcely considered:

a) If the Astronomy case was "Science" and this case is "Science",
why are they su different?

b) By different I don tiuaa just that one is observational & the
other experimental

3. On the contrary, I do mean the changed attitude toward nature,
toward science, and toward observation & experiment.

a) This is my "new i'espbot for eoperiment" hor for observation

b) It's alsd the joyous exploration of nature the confident
attempt-ta-uncover-matures wvrst.

c) It's the difference in ton ofeadingta the Bcyle & other
authors.

&) Ithan-the nciousness of doing something new & different.

vide "New Philosophy" or "Experimental Philosophy" running thru
the Boyle biography &thrutecasebook.
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III. Francis Bacon

1. The prophet of this new movement is Francis Bacon

aYNot a scientist - in fact wrong prettyregularly when he gives
a-soientifie- pinion. Rejeets--thoe-good -work- in-soience-being
done.

b) Actually he's a public servant: Fiaally Lord Chancellor & a gaol
2 ~impeache to brib r. u. .V ee& ~o~

c)-iis n iii:e or ginaN, s fffhas been -sAf eobD

2. He just says it louder, better (brilliant stylist), and more often.

a s the propagandist for theiNw ietnied tid iroot
- -- inspiration for Boyle & -th--eoy&l-- Soeet y-his--House-&f Salomon

is the model for the latter.

3. We can let him sum up the essence of the. new movement.

+. The refection of antiquity: "men have been kept back as by a kind
of enchantment from progress in the sciences by reverence for
antiquiyj-by-Atheathority of men ac-ounted rA-4in -phi1esophy-.
-a) This is a declaration ofindependonee. Science must -not and will

not look to the past

b) In partcular it's a rejection of large systematic philosohis,
particularly Aristotle's, based on a small amount of observation.

c) Contrast this with Copernicus



5, Th. call for a brand new start: "It would be an unsound fancy and
self-contradictory to expect that things which have never yet been
done can be done except by -means -whibhhave never yet been tried"

6. The method; reliance on senses: "The evidence of the sense, I retain.
But the-mentaloperation-whichIfolloetheaotof se I for the
most part reject; and instead of it, I open and lay out a new and
certain path for the mindxto proceed in, starting rdirwctly from the
1.simple- mennuous perception..

7How-these perceptions are lcollooted & arranged we will study more
____ carefully in connection with Royal Society next time. Now I just

want poin ut thatacons use of the ownses-1s to obeentirely
systematin; the freedom of the mind to be restricted.

a) He says "the mind itself (mst) be from the very outset not
left to take its own course, but guided at every step; and the
uiess be donf-K ltby macliinery.

b)Key werd here is machinery -Bacon's is the classic statement
ftheviewthat-innction is a systematic process with rules.

8nSo we will not be enrprised to find that Bacon i -a tremendous

opt&mist about the size of the job.

1) Hopes originally to do it himself, in his spare time,

b) Quotes are all from NOVUM ORGANUM, the only published volume
of a projected six volume series in which the work was to be
I utten off to a grand atart.
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9. Finally, the crucial question, what was all this for? Was_1t Just

to build up a new Aristotelian system.

a) Not at all. For Bacon "the true and lawful goal of the sciences
is non. other than tils -that human1ife be endowed with new
disovemries and powers".

b) This&is not a philosophical but a humanitarian goal

c) Immediate invention & resulting new prosperity is the promise.

a) So some investigate gun poved-erHooke works on watches & on
movable keel for ships, someone else on method of making wine.

e) Even Boyle justifies his work on the air by pointing out that
we must know air for its source of diseww and it in contact
with usall the time. His chemioal research was directed at
medicine.

10. This is Bacon's science, i.e. the New Philosophy. Summary:

a) Rejection of antiquity; call for a new start; the emphasis
one'n sw& the-ptumism that-thiswillWuringimmedate
fuit by sytematic search; and finally the goal is practical.

. THE7S0tRCE-tF' 'THIS APPROACH TO SOTENCE

1. To undwrtand this better must -ask wherw it came fro ; and this
gives-ueoneo f-thse-eunangworable-bistorical-qnestion. But
much lightcan be shed on the problem.
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')a) For Bacon lives in a new England andone which shows remarkable
parallels to his program.

2. Start with Economic - P o o a ialiica L&llty (

3. Bacon grows up in a period of great political stability and great
seconomic uniest.

a) Unrest is bad-wordk. Actually its tre endousprgres

1 It~s-th -piod in which Engflan &-gaie-.Atrl&tof-the seas

a) Armaa-defeatedin 158

b)-Periodt rfexploration-irFrancis -Drake ,--81Maler -aligh,
Hawkins.

c) And of new wealth, partly from-plunder by above, partly by
trade in an ever expanding region.

5. And at home tremendous changes are being made.

a) Britishehit bulz wgabma...a3A r industry

b) These call for much wood and much iron for fittings & cannons.

0)_Thus there's a great mining boom too.

1) But mining requires charcoal which is gotten from wood and

resulting wood shortage leads to first large scale use o7

e Btish-coalproduction goes-up by a factor of 14
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6. Even in agriculture & cattle breeding

a) Wool is basis of British export trade

b) SoQ nlosure. Withdraw public pasture land & put private sheep
on it.

c) Similarly increase in large farms for one crop.

d) Interest in reclaiming land. The Fenns. Pumps here & for mining

7. Now obviously all of the above are due in some sense to improved
tucnology&cat-Th- o tlL further-improvementa

a) AImad&L& 1ratts& explorers are all tAdent on new sort of-
ship (Spaniardsund a galleylade& with soldiers for use
when ships grapple)7 Britain used maneouverable ships with
canons tixed broadide & uo soldir, didn't grapple)

b) Miuing & furtttuation bring the suinhew & the craftsman into
great prominence, and put emphasis on tools like the pump,
the pulley and the orane.

c) Even in agriculture we find new methods based on need to
produoe for a larger group. Fewer peuple riing their own food,

8. Bacon's great mistakie ia confuig this technology witheco e.

a) Gunpowder and the compass are for him the great inventions.
theyfro equally the source of Britaines properdty

b ) Scinewllgtitftr oIn-a - i It-l-o.oekati-al--- Instead
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& IAL CHANGES

Ecnomic changes provide not only the motive and the new orientation
but also provide a new group tb..be the scientists

2. Fortunes are being made at home and abroad and with this comes a new
group of peope with-mony & wth-leisureand suffide y ou t-of
the antique tradition to take a swat at the new forms of knowledge.

3,BoRY1eIA father-a poor law clerkiwho makes the biggest fortune, in
England. Bacon's father is an estate manager.

4. Thus nucleus of group doing the "New Phil" is the group of amateurs
& glntemend( with a sprinki1ug mathmabtilanis & astruonomrs)
doing expriments partly for amusement and something to do,
partly for the general welfare of a society that has done pretty
alwlbyGthem.They are by and large a pretty responsible group of

lltheabove youe nore detail in the Boyle biography,

NTEtECTUAL-HANGES

1. Also to understandthe change must recognize that their entire
educational tradition is now different.

2, Scholasticism & Aristotelianism are dead.

) cd ofthe thoi~c~ curh in Eland in mid-16th cent.

b) Een i Catoliccounriestherefarmation has-.u- upth

hs o*t** -t**. :- .f nhr xtcin& n.* et w .at u:* ma iai



3, The classics are still the staple diet, but they're the humanist
classics. Read Aristotle's poetic not his physics. Mostly read
literary works & uu Aritutle

4. in act the Universitiwin-ths XVII-cntury-hav-gett mto b.
planenawhere gentlemen are trained. It's routine to snd4your son
to Oxford or Cambridge if you've the money. Mush as until recently

5.THI11tange marks-the nd -of-University- cience-(aV-les experimental
science) until well into the XIX century (Cavendish Labs)

6, Science is now done completely independently of theUniversities.

VII. The CONTRAST WITR CASE 1
1. Musnt Yotua tmanyuot- theseo rews -I -tw-whefr-I-trid to

explain ourceofnprnians

a) Pariodof prosperity & of riee of a new class.

b)Qeary why such different results this time

2. Must summarize:

a)ITnternal differences in the two economic revokutions. Mainly
England's great prosperity comes much later that prosperity of
the Italian city states.

b) More important is the change in the souroe of the intellectual
t radit-ien---eperniewue aehelstier Bacon-a-humanist -(tho--aotqm- A 4 4-*-4 a
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in England
a)Gile so - the pump, and the Venetian arsenal & antitAristot

b)Torrcl &Th group aro t ccademi del Cmento

4. Italiantradition Is hited )Tot purely Baconian but on its way.

5.7Killed by the end -ofP alian prosperity. They lose tradeas
-Eng1and -Fran-&--Spa1ngaint,
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Lecture 8 - 11/13/50

Tor the Board

XI-Sourtelfpr-t xenrtwentr1th-osphy i

3. Religious soirves

XIII. Rise of Scientific Societies

1._The Societies

2. Their successe a re !e.

Announcements: 7 a

Exae L oemIrgvs ome vack iuseatonsW111 e,

wewill discuss them in more cetal then;7Now a fewremarks.

You need to earn o write eas. I 1 hel 0 t oe sto find out how. e've trie o anoashem a t u _y ohep

you on this, and we will be glad to talk to you about what'ysthe

trouble, if you think that will help.
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You partiailarly need to learn to write essays. As expected these
were the least satisfactory part of the exam. There's no reason why
most or you shouldnw how to handle that sort of queston-it
-twl be of great vse aoyou to learn hom fnegeneral suggestion to
most of you. Given a chance, look at the question & start an outline.
Don't justwae the exam around & wait to istart writing.

After reading bluebooks I felt a bit like a friedd of mine who recently
at another university (IN CONETICUT) gave7 a-gro p-of- hisstudents
inan EXAMINATTON in ENGISH I some patry to 1kan. and discovered
that most of them hadJust "glanced"_at it.

I've tried to help by commenting fairly fully (RED PENCIL) on the
essays. Ucorewh aTuhile Ible & frequently-laoherentes~~i~~~Of course with that much Mll i11 &
matrial to get tru in a day I canian tgive rounded rtiueqs, so

I apologize in advance if you find most of my comments directed
specificallytoyour weaik points & if you find themt airly sharp.
uDESR-TZ--TOBE HELPFUL-& I'LL BE GALD TO DISCUSS THEM WITH YOU.

THIS IS MY SWAN SONG - WEDNESDAY LKN STARTS CHEMISTRY CASES.

-elay T want to glance more o lrefuly at a few aspects of XVII century
',ence which we've not yet considered.
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I. SCIENCE& PROTESTANTISM

1. Will start with a few words on relation between science & religion
in this period.

2. Butterfield and I have emphasized that origins of modern science
11,-inr a traditionofCatholic sholars! p-&- philosophy-known as
scholasticism. This is the primary scientific tradition from
XIII century until the Reformation. Itts not a Renaissance tradition.

3. Have also pointed out, more tentatively, that initial impact of
-Refmabunta s disasterous for science.

atLead er of Ref ormation were-ded-arti-seensfise,--because
they were for literal biblical interpretation, etc. & wanted to
get away from scholastic intellectualism which was the science
of their priod.

b-By-forcingCatholiac-churchto-mend-its fences,-they kill the
scholastic tradition,

. ButMifwe turnfrom the founders of Protestant theoiogy in the mid
XVI Century, to the practice of protestantism in the mid XVII century
we findfind that a radical change has taken plac4:

a) In England (Pretstant uv Atuy) arid France (Catholic country)
we find larger percentage of protestant scientist than
protestants make up in the country.

b) Don't take this too sweepingly: Galileo, Torricelli, Pascal, etc.
are all Catholics & devout ones.



) But Royle, Bacon, & founders of Royal Society are predominently
Protestants - But Charles II is a secret catholic.

5. To understand this: How anti-scientific movement becomes a source
otmpirtantsclence - must introduce distinction between Thouogy
& Rel igion, _____

a Theology meansexplioit body of principle of fouding Fathers.
Luther's theses, Calvin's Institutes etc.

b) By religion we mean attitudes & beliefs of practicing non-clerica
member of the religious groups - attitudes about God ethics etc.

o) c)Lattermaybe quite dif ferent from frme- o r rther may-go
beyond-former-&I k e directions unforseen by founders.

II. -SPEGIFIC ASPECTS OF PROTESTANTISM

1. In the teneqf- the practising protestant we can findatsof
beliefs that correlate closely with science: or more accurately
with the NEW PHILOSOPHY though not with mathematical or logica
sciences which are so real a part oef--aence-,-

2. Individualism: Have said rejectibn._ft-atholib nthority & of
it's phil. was initially antitscientific, but must also recognize
that effect was

a) No higher religious authority - man must commune directly with
god. This takes t zxtreme form l - Quakers- here-there- are
nopreachersat all.
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b) Even bibleInterpretation1ABi inally up to Andividual or lbttr

to groups of individuals.

c), And since there is real doubt about interpretations, all evidence,
particularly sensory evidence, becomes relevent.

3. ProssoeAM7'T VY MAN HIS OWN AUTHORITY

a)For Catholio major emphasis is on life after death. This life
i Axjt--a-frquently-4u"t "note transition perio&1d Tanially
painful.

b) Protestants care just as much about heaven & hell, but just as
they emphasize the individual rathe than the haty select body
of4he ohtheyarefamore xplici bout what one
must do to deserve salvation

c) Generally they reject the contemplative monastic virtues of
Catholicism & embrace virtues which we sho now call-Utill ariau.

d) The goodrtii stant, asnoe good aconlim rk ot rewbett erment
of -lif-e-on -this earth, wo-rks8 to glorify godl's creatnrea

e)-Thia may be done in gv',business:, egricultiire, sicence.
Generally only those with a call should do it thru clergy, others

must show love for Uod bydoing-good works - -which meanis donlg
your-appointed-job well.

f) The diret contact with tools & thus experimentation becomes a

major--V4rtu,---ep'ing -maketter Aes bec en major virtue.
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4. My third point is already cohtained in the preceding: Man is now

directed to look at nature.

a) In spite or concern of some scholastics with what actually
happens - -natusal-processes-&-concern *ithvthathines&-work of
the hands had always been slightly less respectable among
Gatholies than concern with thehigher- bstact truths of ethics,
logic, the heavens.

b) -Protestants on the contrary are directed to find God -in their
daily lives whatever they are doing. In particular they will
fihd hT7im illustrated in every natural accurrence.

o Glory of god is seen in nature - in his worits -and concern with
--- nature lesadsa to fuller app-recil-atio-n of G43od.

--4-Tii4idagain I clear from Boyle-biography- and in hymn you all
know from this period. ADDISON

--- The- spaci-ou firmament -on- high,
With all the blue ethereal sky,
And spangled heavens, a shining franie,
Thei-Ar great Original procilim,-
The'Unwearied Sun from day to day
Does his Creator's power display;
and publishes to every land-
The work of an Almighty hand.

THE TELESCOPE JOINS THE RRAYER BOOK AS AN INSTRUMENT OF WORSHIP
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TTT THE SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIER

1- Many of the elements disnumaed under headings of Boyle's eerimental
method, of Baconianism & of Prbtestantism come together in the

5 1  WT8Oi6 Bl O FFORacS MET HERE
2. These societes set the path for soien.eThey do much to determine

future problems & the methods for Anience

3. T'hbad nri ignally intended to dinu -theAforms of these societies
in some detail,_but time is short & I doubt that I can add anything
To excellt description in Ornetn & Boue1biography.

a) It stays as an item in my outline,-but you can fill it in
yourselves.

4. Instead Iwill assume this gap filled in and talk a bit about why
this development is so important

5. Science becomes attached to an Institution. IT GETS A HOME OF ITS OWN

A) Shibrnohere behomes asLsiddefendent pocapation'.'It ceases to or
be asidaeline conducted by-University-professure in z-n
ewent4t4y foreipenvironment o aAid e line of engineers.

Ex ept in-mathematics, aatrnomy & me acrnew seintffic research
has had no such status before. We

a) Galileo was prof. of mathematics who had trouble getting people
in the universities to-look through his telescope. Who had
to attraet his awn disci -a- naew-sert-of disctpline.
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b Contrast this with his Aupilswhothr Accademia del Cimento

(Academy of Experiments supported by the Medici, were able
as a group working together to do systematic perimentation
on so magy of the side suggestions made by Galileo: vacuum
experiments, the thermometer, the telescope, the microscope etc.

c) No more waiting for Berti. Ideas can be tried out at once.

5. Add it is as a place for collecting, testing, & above all circulating
bright ideas that the Societies serve their pilnuipal functiln-.-

a) For they are-a clearing house.-Their membership (uorrespouting)
in internationnal. They deliberately keep in touch with developme
all over the world, and circulate word among all their members

b) Most important of all they publish journal (Procedings published
trom o .Modere possible wiThout stuff this
represents.

6.But though in retrospect we can see tht foundations of the-se groups
as marking a turning point in the hispory of science, we must also
say that-in terms of the objectives of their founders these groups
were remarkably unaczeasful. THEY PROVIDE STATUS & COMMUNICATION

7, 1alt very Ilittle important research emerges from their direct effort.

)tn c swon w an la pw e od a he
ort ie ZT'1 of tht$ a4lat f e odpre geefily

edte vone thf mportart-oork.
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a) There program of random experimentation, of Baconian collection
of facts about all parts of nature leads to few or no Kew
wonceptualrchemes.

b The men, like Newton, whaiave-t-e-really -- creative bright new
scientific idean may be attracted toscience byzits new status
& aided in learning it by the new Journals, but they usually
mdon*t get to be members of the Sooiuties-until after theyve
done their work, had their bright ideas.

0) By reporting on the work and by exploring its conseguences in
detail the societies make it more influential more quickly,
bu t Ieresearch preformed by the S ieties is notin tself
a SoUrce of the bright ideas by which science advances.,

d) Thin presents a problem we will be studying in the future
cases. For having discovered the nature of experiment here,
the7Hadonlan program seems a reasonable eierstan. 1hy-tt
2oesn't work will be a problem for us.

8. The -aov-eapplied to new conceptual schemes. How about invention?

a) Stuation only slightly better. Watchae developed byHoke,
Watohmakbrs & British instrument makers generally become best
in worla in this period, and Royal Society has somethil to do
wi th thisa

b) And get better ientific instrments better thermometer8
telescopes, etc. and better standards of measurement.
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c) But on balance the improvement is small. These examples
virtually exhaust the improvements, (except minor ones)

d) In spite of Baonn's predictions for almost 200 years after this
time-meetv-nentions-sontinue eto-be made as gunpower & -compass
were.

-Th, -) Whhgebtd scibnohdone inthtst period does get applied to
industry finally, but it waits more than 100 years. We shall
s ee some -of these appiliations when we come to the steam egne3

This- ugggestsathat relation between aeience and technology islo
more complex than Bacon or Boyle supposed, and we can suggest that
more than inventiveness is required to supply tecnol6g1cal7change.
Importmant-invent ions are-iound-&-le n-this seriod

a) Papiin9-s-digester

b) The-flying-shuttle in Wilkin's catalogue of inventions.

10. And-this-leaves-us-with problem-of-integrating seience-&-human
welfare still to be faced, but with assurance of inadequacy of simple
Baconianism.

IV REACTIONS

1. To indicate that these weaknesses of the Baconian position don't go
entirely unobserved in the period let me introduce you to a new
character, SirYfolas Girack
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t. eir Lv~ieneia5 isa vimrueses an eperimeToa irlpnrna re P itys__
a major role in the play THE VIRTUOSO by XVllCentury playwright
2ir Thomas Shadwell.

3. He is furthermore the most notable Virtuoso of them all

a Has traded blood of bulldog & a sheep and changed characters of
-t-he-two- in-the process.

__- b-}-With hstlescpehe s evedhe inh ant-othe moon
& written a lengthy history of the wars between the nations
there. His description of the charge of the elephants isa
clasaice

-- e-}Galy l -us of ByleQwnetone .--'thbs

'Period, for he has fvaseors out all over England bottling air
under pressure. This he releases for his guests in his study

------- &-they sniff the boguot as114at of a -fine-win.

But the finest illustration of all of the- NEWJ-P-HILSOPHY is in the
description left us of the Virtuoso learning to swim

a) For this we need four characters: Lady G., Sir Formal Trifle
& a uauattax polite sceptical knquirer.

Read it: Act II, Scene I

ON THIS NOTE BOW OUT

n a& ftm ILYA w.U.,-Aot , - gbdk AM WOP -01, Ak shokA %01& A.-h Ift 40 0 1 -. U A I AR. " Ift.MU A% qW% Ok Oft A U Ift -0-1 1 0% 'V'r IM
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For the Board:

I. Introduction to the problem

II. The Steam Engine Before Watt

1.Until650- Fun and Games

2. Early applications of steam power

3. The Newoomen Engine , ,

III. The Science of Heat to 1800

1. Primitive Iddas of heat & temperature

2. The devblopment of thermomet ry

3. Blacks work and the concepts of specifio and latent heat
4. The notion of caloric

IV. The Development of Watt's Engine

1. Watt's criticism of Newoomen's engine

2. The new engine

3. The technical requisites for the engine

4. The promise of the engine.
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Announoements: _

Hour exam on Friday remarks onontent

Thepapers -Adue in on WednesdaZy January17. T1his i1ait1as be fore
the examination period, and the exam will be on the following Friday,
so you'd do-best-to get-them-tone-considerabl-sooner.-Know-it-a
bardship to Jam you up so, but we must get gradesAin-within a week
of the exam, so can't give much in the way of an extension.

Incidentally Dickinson & Vowles, from this reading list, will be of
use in po n induti'ta-Revolui-on

This weeks sections - Can everyone come 2:00 to 4:00 on either Monday
orTuesday1. not, can thao _oplecoame some other hour on those
days? If not must have a Wedneiday showing.

I* TEGHNOLOGY ANDLCIENCE

1. We- pointedouttbatone ofthereasonafor making you all take a
Gen Ed science course was that you live in a world that's been remade
byas ci en~ew,-yerare vouched ow nothing-inwourOaseir that aount a
to arexhapingof the world through aoiano

a) Have disousaede sranping of man's opinionA about nature -about
the world - and hope you begin to realize how large a difference
new orietatintowards the physical world can be in detemiiig
attitu4ee.
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b)_But people who speak of the modern age as the age of science

don't mean new opinions, but new machines (the auto & electric
motor)J 4rouuomitietechniques
machines,_ plastios and new sources of power (electricity,
gas & steam engines, possibly atomio).

2. Want to take our first look at the way science advances technology
and-engiebebing-for it is-hrough-these-fields-that-eeienee ,-pure
aGienOemodifies the world we live in.

3. First thing we mst recognize is that we can have a at alof

a)LK has tale b~ecIe''~ality of-ancient metal work
anotent - an-glass Anustry-,-Ma-y-of- ow-htheertain
otdhese _hniqugexcede our ent day _abilities; We can't
duplicate the famous mediaeval blue glass. THESE WITHOUTCHE THEO

b) All of you know of the tremendous engineering feats that
made-the pyramits-of egypt-one -of- the wonders -thvwvrld
Moveme tand apttingIn position of immense blocks of stone,
presumably using lever, pulley, garbwjek before the science
o thesenautmuentustbattc s, was-eveo thought-of.

0).PLuted out that pumps f'or mning ia XV &-XVI-century were

d esigned by miners not philosophers, etc.

4. Equallyo a-have agood deal of science without any technology

-- Astronomy-procede n- part from navigational-k needs, and astronom
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nsrvations bave given um knowlege about light - but so far

we've learned an awful lot about the position of the sun, about
galaillai atulse, 1t without getting a machine, an- industry,
orany-mor-aomfnot out of It.

5. An. we-oanbhave industries that could never have been conceived without
previous pure aseience

a) Electrical industry - radio - television

b) Atomiesenergy

These didn't come because someone went out to look for a way of
ibimprOVV~ng- t~w lot--- _Mnz

.1 nlymeait inaTate-thatrteproblem-s-damned
Compl.XSincednesn't automatitalli lead to - 11pp 0at ion and
search for improvement in teohnology doesn't necessaryily lead to
new sienod.

7.WeI appl our usual technique- the study of examplear- This tme
we conentrate on that-period of rapid technologicalbchange_in the
las4t two-thirds of the XVIII century known as the Industrial Revolution.

a) I'm going to spend the next three lectures talking about one
invention - the steam engine,

b) After vacation LKN will talk about other aspects of the period,
wibh emphasis on metallurgy & its relation tt-o Qksistny.

~~o) Just before vaation well1mve two -leeture from Pres. Conanant on
J- i7 4-1 Ff

I
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II. STEAM MACHINES BEFORE 1650

1. The first use of steam goes back to antiquity - in this case an
understanding of ancient knowlegge Is particularly important, for
theRenaissance takes It over completely literally an !builds--Airectly
on itt. - - ------ -entBC?

2. All our knowledge is from Hero of Alexandria,/who reports on engines
of his own and others,

a) Remember we spoke of Hero before as a source for Renaissance
-A-knoWL-ge-Mgas s-inB-Bye-ease.

3z--The-most-famous-of -these gin-e- theeolopi-le (Wind ball)

at-Sketch-of-ball in cross-section -- operation

bt)-8-lide-3

Also-a-Iot-of-engines--to-do-tricke-seide-&f-t-empe-do-r opener

adxa-Slide- 3oation - Opens&aoses-door.

5.-Mao machines-which made-model birds dance & whistle & many others.

6. AMl3-of-the-are-for-futn-and amazement

)May-havehelped-reliion by--doing trieks in Egyptian-temples

b#Someeviencerthat- n- 26th--enturyAeolopite-was- - t
spit In TT centuy Onewriter spanks ofi intsuae inivigr
"assurance to those paftaking of the feast, whose suspioious
-1tMtures tqsie qwwas wwappe9ttWi- Tha-tt h o aiot
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been pawed. sua by the turn pgt in the absence of the house-
wife's eye, for the pleasure of licking his unclean fingers.'

e) Benefiallyifun and games probsbly most'ofttero's machines weren't
even built ... _.

7. Ther&wanotahertiportantnitnstment designed--by--Here---the-steam
fountain(notaturkish bath) -which' I11 show you in a form in
which it's reported by dela Porta ((1538-1615) iate in the Renaissance

a) Slide 3107

8. This is direct continuation of Hero whose works were recovered late
in-The-x- enturya--1aiatnes-take -up--facnated-everyone.- But
~the~yaregames

a) Early intheXYII acentury someone noticed that you zualt boiled
water in a strong sealed metal container it made a hell of abomb.
Butcouldn't-finda way-of-throwing-the-firewit-the -bomb so
droppd it.

9.- Situation staysAthia. way until late in XVII century. Noapplication.
Around 1660 the situation changes suddenly - without any change in
the scientitic knowledge.,WRY?

80GSOIAL CHANGES

1. Im not going to anover this for you - except to say that this period
-is-one of large seale seeialkohanges & that these produce new demands.

xr1 ba r.u- ih7 b elnof *-in-connection with Bolea one
4ft 0& %F %F dam W&& " a" %F &A ,-, %0 4 .46 %0 %f %.%. w %f4W I &WJ6 X %00bA j W470&.A.&,UO%& G4WWSAW U&160b&*j %f 46
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and the practical orientation of the fNew Science. "

b) There'8 a good deal more of it in Dickinson & Vowles

c) Mr. Nash will have more to say about general social reorientation
in the Eighteenth century

2. But do want to point up one terribly important problem of this period -
-pumping.

-) -n into this -at he beginning of-the- eentury wit 4alileo

S- -b) -At-that-ti-ande-the-mistake-thet- pure-eeientits-like myself'
are particularly prone to make. Talked all about principles of
pumps never discusseed who ran them.

S) Those of you who ran the pumps section know that this is an
___--aportan-proble--o-e-guywhose- en the-pump handle.

-Ear us- -this--is-impo-tant--because,-though-you-hear-tak about at ear
ariagsand boata before the time of Watt (and even Watt didn't

take this application very serious1i, all the demand and afliost all
-thermsw-of-steam-power-befor'e 1--i--t--pumping.

.- Generafly you-know-whoran-te-pumps.

a-Men-ifthe-operation-wa-88 mal.

b } Animals a-Ms T s)-ntreadmilus-f or-larger-operati ons.

c) Water mills & wineI where ava.able.
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--5-,--But-thee eare re&lly'only adequate for small-scale operations.

a) H Ses annitgallkp-on aAreadmill for .ng. At aiwalk-they
don't deliver much power. Working them in relays get about one-
half-a horsepower.

b) Man pushinga oa-an-or turning a-apstan-delivers still less
-leas than 0 1horsepoWer.

e)-Wendmilla & ater wheela-arehetter (max of 4 & 5 ha repectively
but except in Holland t m wind isn't dependable; and water isn't
Inecessarily where you wantit. Ca hooseloatin of factory

And of course 4 it mines hat need - not of dr to 10 hp

but 50 to 75 hp. Thus mine in Cornwall that's lucky enought to be

near a stream uses ten Twenty foot water wheels,. Bub-thbl-Iato big
uheel4o-b reati al -&4t-aoet- of watarfall rarlv 1albl e.

7 yoje4 e $t C tD eiszgbiinir9

to force large numbers of people into the cities. Water supply
becomes a tremend6us pr6bl-em. -A1 on56 trol-offir--Fir- of London
at this time & sure enough,-now- we -get the fire engine.

IV. THE WATER COMMANDING ENGINE

1. First engine with which we concern ourselves is the water commanding
- i -esgne &-first patented-b71larquis-eO Worester
Built practicalYA ol by Ihomas Saary Ait I er4d,
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2, The Water Commanding Engine also called the miner's friend is a

combination vacuum pump & fountain,

a) Draw one lung engine & explain - say more lxt coming in section

3. Early engine erected in Kensington, London, j0ped water 1up
biewit- anothr 4z-~ -I-rai ed up-to 00 7hourVS-A-geo
job, DOUBLE LUNG & LARGER FOR MINES. USE RUN WATER WHEEL

4.These actually start going into mines._Seven of them are shipped
to the Czar of Russia. In some places they are used throughout the
century.

5, But generally they have two big draw backs

av)C&ieroui. To lift to largwe uheights--meana- big-presure-4-
boilers won&t take much, 40, is about maximum safe height
& even then we read of boiler explosions. Finaaly goturthomb.

b) Initially no safety valve. Even when theyfre put on, they don't
ho too-mu frnginesperating- na-margin % 4 they- blow
off steam. Engineers hang stuff on arm_& die. Stagger them

c) They're immensely expensive to run. An improved mine engine
late in the century delivers 0,OQ&01g2oAsin hour, but takes
ahundred-pounds--of-oal. & this cuts into profits pretty

~heavily.

6, They don't get used on a large scale. Fact that they're used at
all is more an index of the size of the problem than of their adequacy.
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W-MEWOEIENGINE

1. But-th stae nginenn - in-a form more f itrAto na comes from a

combination of the practical know-how as to boiler making, furnace
builing andipe ritting etc. witn an older idea -dattng back

totheIuse--of-na nn ons;

2 rmEver minne-elannons hd beenuaethere's notion of harnessing the

force of gunpowder for useful work (of atom bomb).

3. By XVII century when power is problem great dutch physicist, Hjyghens
draws plansa. DRAWING WITH PISTON AS GANNON BALL

a) He d n't take it up, but he passes on idea to Papin, the
French1hughnt who hadto-flee when Edict of Nantes was revoked,
who first assists Huyghens.

b) Papin tries it, finds it impracticle, can't control it.

o) Meanwhile he's working with steam - pressure cooker & safety
valv6itf.r it (SKORVAV.

dTTa nadTle inUXax out iice-qestionin eo. interp.
_-ggest rise of ooker* oincides with ealine of domestics as PART

Apin-a-y1inder -- but can it vt i ton and toff the ire

a)-But eombine4t-RAt th"plumbing& of" avery engine.

-This-isundertaken-by- Newoomen - working -th avery-who controlled

somaTecessary patents aNewoomen an obscure blacksmith



6. Slide 3126&explanation c

79 A-de'312",- 'eatures

aa4-Thewae-seal-&-water- n estion

b-The-plug rod & the automatic valves

81-lide--$324

~-T~e-era verking--eng#

a) Dr4ng-the-esightnth centurytheget- Installedan-all the
the larger English mines. Get statistics from D & V.

b) They are thoroughly effective - generating up to 75 hozsepower

o) They went right on being used well into the XIX century. At
least one con nued into theAX ent.

10. These engines were notloys ogetTey weren't taken on as
experimentea--aaalze this from statistics.

Bigengit #p p75 wa--n-inA diamaeterof-steam- cylinder,
and had a maximum piston stroke of 9 1/2 feet.0 Raised water
300 feet. "There were taree bilrers eeach 15 ettameter...
Th-great beam ofethisgenine was bilt np of Z0-boams of fir in
in two sets.. .It was over 6 feet deep at the middle and 5 feet at
the ends and was 2 feet thick... The cylinder weIghd612tons."



1. Show movie - look for clarification on technical points - but particula
r-y-for--si-zej- know-how ete.

h-Askfor advi eron fture use -eis it interesting or helpful

3.-Am-going-to-slow down a bit

4i-Roe-out - the-Bavery engine etc.

ai-Demnbrate

bWater- Inj-ection-developed first-for-thie-engine

c -The-condensationproblem-fr-the-good-engine - attempts at
solid & oil pistons

5~ starthe thermometerg1ing
6. OnQestions eto, on the Newoomen engine - emphasize that my evaluation

is different from the film's & from D&V

7. Review of thermometry. Ancients had feelings of Hot & Cold. Thus
hbad cmnspptual scheme.-

a) 4ot the important distinction between quantity & intensity

b) Even had a mediaaltemp seale--

c) But the wrong problems

8. Get beginning of our-cience with good thermometers from about 1700.

NOTES FOR SECTION & LECTURE
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- Thermometero & thair oAnibratton - nal es

4hissgoing- tgiom efutigenrazationssbout heat,
& temp but look what we've done to get it. Redefined temp



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 5
Lecture 2 -12/18/50

For the Board:

III. The-Science of Heat to 1800

1. Primitive Idee of heat & temperature

Z7 The GOve.opmenMO e thermometry

, othe-oncepts of speifi c and latent- heats

4.7 The notion-of-taloie

Announcements:

ORYti ri efor this morning & for the section meetings where I will
mostlyAlecture

Movie will start promptly at five past 2:00
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IL ThEEWOOMEN ENGINE

1. _Atend Qfo_hourHld ad up to and given preliminary description of
Newcomen engine. Now a bit more detail.

2. Repeat slide 3126

a) Describe operation - weight of rod overvalances except with vacuum

b) Mention pump is force type - thus piston one square foot in
cos-section w i-raise water-column-of-same eess-section thru
34ndoumn_of_half that section 68' etc. Actually only
raises about half this.

3. Slide 3127 - Features

a) The water reservoir pumped by plug rod - seals piston & injects.

b)"The valves - steam & injection valves.

4. Slide 3124
a) This is sketch of a working Newoomen engine

b) Archaic as it may seem, you all will recognize it as a stationary
ateam-engine on a ot unfmiticar4,-ype.

5. So youwwi atbte suraap:bised to-find-that the engine worked,
and that it nsaught on widely.

a) First engine for mining goes -up in 1712, first one in Scotland
in 1720, in Hungary in 1723.
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b) Thea are random statiAtioa - mor important to recognize tht

by midtlcentury every major mine in England has installed at
JItL ne N m e ewanginow7 Iw1797-there57suche 4engines
istalled -in the vicinity of Newcastle (place you don't ship
coal to).

c) Applications varied - mostly mining, but also public & private
wa ?pply And tpump sater-ta-viukfilY wheesforfactries,

dYIn last applcationIits anot too good - for its maximum spped is
once-every-ffive seconds which-is ok for slow- dzeep work but not
so good for shallow fast pumping.

6. These engines are not toys - not fun and games

a) Expense - up to S 2000 (# 10,000), an immense capital investment
jufne the period.

b)fSicomparative figures mean so Mttle at 200 year intervals,
bette-to-Just-try- to see how big thethings are. One engine
put up in 1775_had:

Piston 6' in diameter and of 9_1/2' stroke - wt of oyl 6 1/2 Tni

Three boilers each 15' in diameter

Beam made of twenty beams of fir bolted together - 2' thick

Engine got 75 hp. Equivalent of 1000 men on a shift, etc.



7. This invention does a great deal to revolutionize the English economy

a)-Improvement of mines - new ones opened that couldn't be run

profitably before - new depths in old mines (odoble hedepths
ofCornish AMinoo)AA

b) A - -new- b+ki&L4ndutry-f or-England-hey-3enopol-e engeM constructIon
for almost a hundred years.

Beginning of a new source of factory power a hint of what l8
to come.

8. This shows that

a) The legend of Watt and steam kettle must be wrong.

b) In some sense Newoomen is the real7hero of theeteam power story.
ofhe Newomen en a -ir-fetiv--&-practil
application of steampowe to the series of industrial problems
which the Watt engine only gradually to over

c) Some Newoomen engines go on until this century.

9. This engine has its drawbacks - primarily three

a) Too expensiveVto run ear for coal in Cornwall

b) Power delivered only on one stroke (air pressure) plus low

l Ocycle me It Impractical for'anythyinu e -besides

pu ng ----t-a lrl4o rotary-- mation.
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10. These difficulties are going to be remedied, mostly by Watt, and we'LL

spend mostaf the rest of our time finding out what Wat did * C.Jaft

11. But if we are to leamany part of our lesson about science & ooogy
we must, realize,-two things about V-er--a---------

a) The-steam -engine-had-gone-a-leng-way before Wa-ttgot to it.

I.-o-hhoieekenee - at-last from pure
science:

Doesn't need "sea of air" - without this it's a vacuum engine
instead of an atmospheric engine.

c) None of the important figures here are our old friends

Savery military engineer - has to get permission to show the
Roy&l-ocietyikengine

Newceomen - obscure-Blacksmith-about whom we still know little

d) Exceptionas-are Papin-&-Ho-kee-eh but Papin wasreall-a-teeoeian
& did little of importance here. Hooke tried to talk Newoomen
out of building the engine.

12. With Watt we get a different situation - Watt's contributions depend
onanmunderstanding-of the-way-heat-behaves - of-how-water is heat-ed
and turned to steam.

a ThiA isknowlege he gets mostlyjfrom Black who has gone at it
as a problem in pure scienee (the one of importance to Doctors)
-I.L _lmaueslal experimts- -(fiedairwork) -
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13. Thus we turn our attention to heat and the knowledge of it

I---ANOIENT--HEAT - 8- HMA

Ii--Prior to the 1eance e heat wasentirely qualitative

a) That---ther was no mmeter -phenome-iesed re-
those of hot & cold feelings & of qualitative heating_& coolings.

2, But these q alitative phenomena were very apparent (even a non-thermo
greek baby gets burned by fire or scalded by water , and we are not
-too- surpri ed- that-the-aneient --&me4eai-philosophers-4m-ad-quit-a
well developed conceptual scheme for it (tho not a very useful one)

a- In the first place they make the verimportant distinction
between the how intense a heat temp and how muchlie7

b) This arises from the very natural observation that twobodies
of-different -sies-may--feel the-same-heat- -but-have qui-e different
coQling effects - stones from same fire dropped into water etc.

3. And theyeven have a Aualitative temp scale with four divisions

a) From Galen for medecine - normal is the bottom Je'

. Bu theydon't get very far, for it is almost impossible to observe
any useful regularities about heat's behavor with the qualitative
Measurerprovid by he-lahda sAtants et-are-arery-mIp2X
heat mewuing inatrument.
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. Some experiments

a) The hot, cold & likewarm water - the third to be judged by hands
previously dipped in other two. What's the temp?

b) The standing water feels cooler than the air and its container.
- ifow didi-get this cool?

--u) The boiling water freeze sooner than the cool water of equal wt.
"Tcrsre ae Vf-t*I e -)-* %pi a Ir

6. Todaywe on-7explaia e-ut-e alway use our modern theory-
-that is we always assume that what we mean by temp is what the thermt-
meter reads

a) For example we know that container & standing water are at same
temeraure lookcat tthe thermometer.

bYDut-for-aarcwilth no. therm ih-mabr theame -
might as well say the stove's at the same temp. as the room.

III. Thy TEMOMETER--
1. The-thermometer-ohanges-all-hi-----or it givesia meas-ure tf temp.

a)-Butit dosnht mae the-tbing-tha-was called temperature
bere It provides a new definition that coincides often
enough with the old one & which txtar is unambiguous wihier
the other as't

b) Buitt makestemp mean a new thing. & thus makes the science of
*temp a- new fiel inVbnh -the problema oan be more eaaily solver.
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a) We have a case here in which science makes rapid progress by

narrowing its field; by giving to another field (physiology &
psychology) the difficult problem.

d) Partial parallel to chem case when research starts to center on
Lafexmatatala and a faaortrof-reations.

2. Yn can read history of theraometer in case book

a) YOU NEED NOT BUY THE BOOK

b) DTwonlworry toojmuch about names,dates & temp sales - just see
the sort of thing that had to be done.

3._Just let me remind you that first thing we can really call a thermo-
meuer 1 unkomx still aoouti6Qu.

a) -D orsctri erm-baroscope

b) uts sensitivity & its pressure registration

4. Two waysi to g~taz15RTdThis

a)Amonont a onstant-volume-thermometer -- theparallelto Boyle's
apparatus IET.T 3025 - Constant volume thermometer

--b -)-Teuse-of-the-mercury column

-uet-e-st-ill need calibration - something to convert this to a numerical
measure.

a) There are a lot of ways of doing this - see Case book - but one
ofthesehas proved most satisfactory &7tisis one on which all
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modern scales are based, ie.ethe two point calibration,

_b)Take two physically reproducible- w _wwww _ sorts of conditions,
find their temp. & divide distance between them.

c) The Centigrade. & Fahrenheit choices.

6. We now have an instrument that will give us a number which we are
-- goingto thetemperature of the-medium-with-whi ch-e-surround the

bulb - BUT NOTICE

a} ceall11itampbause it does thesort_of thing the band does

b_ 10t itatmore versatile than the hand in this application
MORE SENSITIVITY & MORE RANGE

o) But inspite of these things we must realize that it's different
thng tha.t t'1me surng, No trouble -thto -bwes--of---wate',
sor-does itgive. different temp for water, air & container.

d) As for the aal it's oolpletely arbitrary. It's chosen for
convenience only. It bears no relation to what we feel except
that-usually higheris i hotter. L-js

e ttr-evr-though it' choenonly-fr-convenience--4--eee--yied
nice-Aimple relationships, as we'll see,

f)This makes it an uncommon incident in scienoe. Have already
seen that simple quantitative measure, chosen arbitrarily, is
rarely good for sclence (contrast Haleag er.)



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - CAse 5

- -Lecture-3 -- 1-2/20/50

I. REMARKS

1. As I remarked to most of you in section meeting, this is a block with
a donba objotive:

1Learn something about the relation of technology to science -
-his threw the steam engine & LKN on metallurgy, lii0o.

b) As a sideligth - since we must learn something about heat anyway
want rake-a-oloser-look-at-another subtle-i44heat.

)This ht uid par elene We ewwe oanst-handle
or measure its, know in fact that it doesn't exist - we've a

more basic explanation of heat phenomena; but we use it on all
r -of-problems - we teach it in normal physics courses.

2-H ave talked-so-far about temperature

e Redefining-our-ideav about what we -mean by temperature with aid

b) How- we magetoput numbers down for each temperature and what
our motives are in doing so.

3. This brings us to part of material that's in case book as work of

BlaR.THeeiamigoIngtso ea msatically, noa a hi ry.

_--You-can road-hi-sto-ry-in-the case book. the realze.A Itiinn'tiallthere
either.
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- _4. emphasis will be on the Iogical structure Ofte DLotiozL

II. GENERAL NOTIONS

I* T~rs Asurde of notion I that of quantity -of Heat as against its
inteza'ty.

a ) PartIonaryto notion that will aount forgreater heating o'

1f. erbody0pCA01-
2. This leads us to our first tatement or a law aboutronfsbstance. I'*

At any temperature the quantity of heat contained in a
-bd-_-y8-roportlnlto the montfthattedY0y.ii iI_

a) 1H2 1 2 __Y nora tiedtemperture__M

b) This is not experimentally derived. Can only be checked with
thea&id Of a lot of other t azeiem aud -grpetheserashout-heat,
and-we-ahwan-it gOtt en t hene yet.

e )Learer -to-osay tbat this is just one partof the conceptual
scheme for heat, and that the conceptual scheme can only be checked
as a whole.

d) Thisd-isplays a. simple corrvespondence to our basic thoughts about
hea- hat-- bdie thAMintensity of heat but different
sizes must have more heat in larger body,

qe) Major Justification will be that it's going to build in to a workin
concop ilii iiie.
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3. Experiment suggests another property of heat

ONBOARD
-- sh caneof --temperature--t a prop ortional

to the amount of heat it gains or loses in making the change.

a) 4 H1/dH = 4t/d for a given body

b) Explain meaning of Z and its use - make difference from case
book rotation exp iolt.

o1 This notion is suggested by our experimental heating curve -
-i -heat-- e-a--phy-sieally--neeful-notion-4t--ought to cor-respond to
the heating effect of a constant source.

d) Heat to raise substance ten degrees is twice that to raise it
five degrees, etc.

e) WE UBE THIWTODETINE OUR UNIT OF HEAT - the Btu. DEFINE IT

4. For water this gives us the formu la A W= At in Btu

a Explain why this gives proportionality and right units.

5. If we accept the above - we can discover from experimetthat

ON BOARD Heat is conserved.

a That is - all the heat that comes out of cooled body goes into
hot one - provided careful insulation - actually approach this
result anymptoteally.



' Or mixing two different amounts of water at different
emperatures

W1atH= /1H1 = 0+H2  2 2

A t + At= t -t

c )--Spell the above out.

6-But-taugh we said kt above could be proved from experiment if
we took the precedingfor granted - actually the whole conceptual'
scheme comes in at once,

a) For example - if heat were not conserved - if some of it always
vashed, no matter how wel-we- inslatedy- &e-ten&-to-throw
out the notion of heat altogether.

b) The value of our previous suppositions lies in that they give
us this nice relationship of conservation for coolig gJbut
equally--one-efi-the -hnbge-4hat-lead-to- e e ng-tions
was that xxIaNXR3axx two equal weights of water, when
mixed give a temp half way between the original temps.

III. SPECIFIC HEATS

1. The above all supposed we were working with water: for this

H=w At Btu

2. What about other substances
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3.irtsa estion is that we use the same formula - This is weigjhtkhyp

a)It gives the proportionality to amount and to temp ichange.

b) -Doenint workiLmixing equal a otHg and water gives large change
in temp of Hg only.

4. Also suggest putting in volume instead of weight - this doesn't work
eixhr. Mercury of equal volume still changes tempo tre thaUn water.

. I 1wgets us on the track. Itheat ita bebthe sortof- thing- we
iave 4Amind lthen

H = wat

where s is some constant or other.

a) All we are saying is that H is proportional to amount and
tedggrew-toesn't give- one Btu.

b )wFor v = wesee-that s is just the amaont of heat
remquired to raiaeXh lb aofthe-substancaone degree.

6. s the thing we call specifia heat. That's really all there is to
it.

7. Plunge blook of hot iron (1 b) in 2 lb of cool water, Hold it
wrisen five degrees.-How much has iron oooled.

ar)Water has gained 10 Btu fromiro'. By conservation this is
-wht-rMon-has-4st. 10 .llAt. Thus iron will have cooled

about 90 degrees,
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8. 1 said this was all there is to specific heat. You may well ask
how it could have taken so long to discover that there was such a
thig;-Whd7-ail the fusar-if-4-tea-be-aught-nompe-tely if five mbnutei

a To askthis-question seomies whole-manner-in-which scientists

gain knowledge.

b) Point is we could get it this quickly by stating two or three
characters that It heat had to have & dismissing a lot of others

--- tat-At might have had.,

Anotion o heat is ague-ntil-after-all-ti-work.
We're not too sure that our eary laws are true and there are
a lot of other properties (e.g. law of wights etc.)Ythat might
-be-true.

d ) In-factt-notion-of-heat -is vague--before -Blaese-work--Its a made
proise thruthe work as a whole. It's just the total precision
& usefulness for problems etc. that gives heatit's Tull-meaning.

9. This is typical. It's the fact that scientific results canbe
boldown-lkethis-Thatgive--thet-hei neme---that
makes it possible for a student to learn so much of it, so many facts

about nature, so fast. This is one reason science progresses.

Bu7- t s loglcal structure tells litt1eor ntling-about- what-you
- hay-e-to- to get the final logical form.
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IV. LATENT HEATS

1. All the above applies to one phase only.

2.iJUsed to be supposed that all you had to do to bbange phase was heat
a little more.

3. Observations in nature & kitchen contradict this.

_F Li. Find that actually it takes finite - constant - measurable amount
-- of-teat-to- 4o-this,

70onater si !44-134--Btw,-vapori zation 970 Btu for a potnd of water.

6.0Prblem How much mustiron cool to melt two pounds of ice.

2x 1 - -2620o-F.-,--4Melts--at--27950

V. CALORIC

1. 1 have said that heat is nothing you measure. You measure temp change
a -- en-alculata-thetaunt-of-heat.

2. Then-may-ashy talk about heat at all. Could just talk about

temp.1hange. 1 lb
.&-old- Ju say/iron has to cool 90 to heat 2 lb water 50

or has to cool 2620 to melt a lb of water.

3. The difficulty is that, though we could do this, we could eliminate

the notion of heat entirely, it would be much more difficult to do
iproblems e-01cone ot--Heat-k-s-an aideto-thought-
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a)LMore important - reduction is only made after we've got the
temp relations straightened out - after Black's work. But
-Black's work probably mouldnithave nu udone twithout a previous
iaguaention-ofiheat-. -Thevaguer conceptual scheme is a necessary
prerequisite.

4. This receives striking historical confirmation

a) Black states he doesn't know what heat is - though his work
al inTcates thatVhe thinks of i-tmpliatt aS a-fluid,.

71ut n r ae r-Blaka-workerery one thinks-of-it as
a fluiA until mid-ninateenth century,

--C Once itI shown to provide- a clear workable useful system noone
doubts its physical reality.

5. At that juncture they do start worrying about its weight and there
are 6iTconut0I e experiments for manyy yrsafterBack-in attempts

- -. t uow-its-weight T heyareable- to showit must be awfully small -
but you can't show that it has none.

6. Meanwhile this new subtle flui44'!ib* with physical reality -
gets built- into onther soIenoese,

& In particular in the photosynthesis -case you saw how it got built
__ ntoChemistry ftrom Lviir' ieon.

Fr--------av eri'samsomething that's absorbed by the fundamental
particles of_ chmioal elements. The gas oxygen particularly takes
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up a lot of it,

b) Thus it provides both a notion as to the structure of matter-
and in this role we'll-seeI t very 2clearlywhen wvecome-tothe

tdof matter in the Dalton -ase.

) 13xt mum tal - it1 1+hia enhatanc sai htaounts

for the Heat & light given off and taken up in Chemical reactions,

d) Here again the notion of caloric is vague. But it is just in
Cimistry al tiorfata no ThatwnfS res pewtabizity trom
-physica is now being-explored for Its other aspect

e4-As--mentioned at an earlierjun e.-aYou. anItb ve the notIOn

of a particular subtle fluid in yourwmind for one set of phenomena
& avoid using it in explaining-behavior in another field.
This is one of the fundamental modes of interaction of the scienoei



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 5
Leturo - 1/5/50

For the Board:

IV. The Development of Watt' a Engine

1.More worktr less fuel

2. The new e gine

3 Other inventions

I. REVIEW

-3 Happy New ear-**-1 know -how-glad -you a- are beback% L -et 16

e er re-vwe -were-when-eu left

-a+-We- had-Aiseussed-developm-ent of Nwoomen engine

the-development of the fluid theory of heat thru work of
Joseph Black

._In particular ha4dointed out how little importance any science of

heat had for early engine developmenVii.

II. THE CONTROVERSY ON WATT

* Have already indicated that I think the situation different with Watt:
att Ldependetoon-Black, et c.
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2. But it's well to recognize that this matter is one of interpretation.

a) Many of the books say that Watt got started experimenting with
temodel Newcomen engine and thus re~discoverd independemntly

-the existence of a heat of vapor-ization etc,

b-4-An4-th- ntroversy-on- tI4a-%oint--baa--beenl heated because the
interpretation of this point is key in the Marxist account of the
history of soience.

3. Marxist say that great demand for a cheap source ofpower, indep of
leeati en- of- wat erj-eIsdWatt to tirn hisg at tent on toimpravIng
Newoomen engine,_and that his activity inevitably produced the improve-
ment If not he, someone else): but

a Sixty years of hardworkby excellent engineers had succeded in
building-larger engines, & in-making-them safer & more reliable,
but had scarcely effected fuel economy.

b) We know that two or three years before he got the Newcomen model
& set to work on steam enginejhe had done a series of experiments

f-0-11- Ao todetrmine heat of-vaperiation.--

c)-Blachis-work not undertaken-with-ref4erence-to--the--sateam engine -
practical yes, thru animal heats.

d) Watt's knowledge of heat phenomena not turned to steam engine
application before the request to repatr.

4. Safe to conblude - Marxists right for Newcomen, wrong for Watt.

a) Of course technical development & construction depended on economic
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III. WATTIS MAJOR IMPROVEMENT

1. 1763 - the model - previously normal mechanical repairs in London
had not done trick.

YWatt finds. boiler only big enough to give it a few turns

b) Thus attention to how much steam to turn the engine

2. Watt knows from work with lactha8V takeW a arge amounts of heat

and- -tme-f--f uel-to-turn -water at-boiling-temp-to-s-team

a4)biWopiin, - u4&- LkghtyW eat-the-watei--thts na atingd ima-ma4or

b)-wrecognze that amount of he-s.t -problem & know not

7 cu. ft, of water from room temp to much coa
boiling will only boil one cubic f6ot
of water alrea-Yheatie,

c) Major problem is-net-then design of-itovea-& boilers-bwhich-has
already gotten much attention from a number of people, but of

preventing loss of steam.

3. Watt attempts insulation of boiler & of cylinder etc. to minimize
heatloss.

4. Carefulexprimtntsnmodel toee-where-eles-het-i9 being lost

a )Ma-orsin iehating cylinder after each str protlem

b) Also notee efffot of residual steam pressure during cing7in
Newomen engina.

I
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5, With these two primary difficulties understood, so that attention
was directed in a fruitful avenue, the next step was quite direct -
in-fact it occurred-as a flash ofin-piration-fr-wheh -ese-Diekinson
& Vowles.

a) This situation in which the requisite fruitful facts have eome
to hand & the solution occurs in the midst of some other ativity
or---i-a-dream8notUuu-i-sciene.

6. The-essential-ideafor the-sepewate oondenser:

a)-Stmearn -isagas-, thus would rush into a eontaainer at reduced pressu:

bm-Jet-vold-aintain low pressure, keep steam rushing out.

o-Phus-rolve-two-problems-'coolipge eylionder-&-bakpressure.

7.0SlD l--te ortginal-G la57sgowmoe

8. SLIDE 3139---the-first-single -aeting steam engine

9. q-SLDE- 1t4--Diagrams of-Nweomen-&-WattEvitals - EXPLAIN IN DETAIL ON
THISSLIDE

10,This is a start, but with the correct idea as to the manner of
economizing Watt carries further.

a) Tallow and animal grease packing avoids water cooling in seal

b) The steam jacket on the piston & the prevention of air cooling
ave f-cyinder, AND substitutes al f ileaye.

&) Draw the three valve system.
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11. Later Watt outs off steam with cylinder half full, lets it expand

the rest of the way itself.

aT This woris silI itVer with high pressure steam, which Watt
knowsAbut-whichisnLtie A Itilk later for it's not safe with
building materials of his day.

IV. WATT-'-INVENTSIVE-GENIUS

. hisntotital of science's, thatt
to thesteam engine until well into XIX century -

2. And must remember that though it is this that opens up new avenues of

at eam engizin e 4gn eiun mort rrte o- maktersteam
engine-a-praetical-success.

.-Oe--theeextraningsredients 4st-Anventive genins- the thing-
which Newoomen had - and Smeaton and others - but which is given far

more room offThe new engine.

4. Watt had it in large measure -

a) New valves & valve controls

b:lercury pressure guages - application of Boyle - (Also air pumps)

c7) Modern water guage onboiler.

d)Iany, many other devices

5, Also more important i"vations - the governor - demonstrate, and
- -- ex-plait-the--eenvere-e ction.
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6. SLIDE 3146 - the Governor

7. Butthe most important improvement idn design is the double acting
engine,

a) This was impossible with Newcomen

b) It's direct step once head of cylinder is covered.

8. SLIDE 3143 -Double acting engine - emphasize extra valve.- ejection
from ubot -1- -.

. The- importanceo v this engluelr mal-thit-ean be&pplied t.o
rotary motion,

a) It gives morexpower for a. given size, but very little more
e fficifff .faster

b) But it/supplies power on both strokes & the two strokes take the
same t me which is esential -fit 'bsyturn a whee-1-

10. SLIDE 4i-an early otatte- walues and the -0 & plant gear.

11. Imptance-ofthstep -mears-caI-runrrmaohi nes-- mills, -looms, power
driven tools, THIS IS WHERE ENGINE STEPS INTO INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

a) Remember early application to pump water to run wheel - this is
much more efficient.

12. In fact the adaption to rotary motion is so important, that you
occasionally see some veryiaEstory -

a) Watt's major contribution said to be invention of thegear-system
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-----t -made rotary motion poseibl e.

1 * t -eMtually the-only reason he-id this wan that other. eaey
;a#, the crank, had already been patented by someone else. The
)ther guy was going to use it onthieiNewoomen engine, but-the-
engine wouldn't pull it.

V. ECONOMIC & TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS

1. This is ilI6nly a partial story of what it took to make the steam
engine---whioh so revolutionized the-Indust rie world.

2. I-must treat these very briefly - Mr. Nash will have somewhat more to

3. In the first place let me simply remind you of the amount of economic
of finianoi&lTngeiiulty-requre-to-b@Iit' the steam-engine properly.

aY)Witgtr experiimentaI model was 1763 T Ufirstsengines up
fer-someone-else-was-1776 - thirteen long years later.

b) Watt-went--broke-and-a-4Atgo toworkurreying huok went
bankrupt - the engine might have been lost except for Boulton

4. The story of Mathew Boulton is almost as large a part of the

story of the industril revolUuionas that of t

a.He's a pioneer Capitalist. A pioneer in adapting tools to
fwrand-themanipulation
of industrial capital.
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b) His scheme of renting the engines at a rate determined by the
amount of work they did instead of selling them is so far as I
Skntew-t--irr-thing-ef--iteseort. -- Sti-1-don-byB-4-Unit-ed
Shoe. Permits people to use machines who couldn't afford the
capital investment, and thus increases everybodies profits.

e) Again note how the two genius's cooperated.7Boulton does above,
-8eWat4invent--first- meehanieal-eounte - -e eeunt -piston strokes

Sd4And-it -wa-- hroughoutthe-elese solaboration --ef-these- two sorts
of genius that made it possible for the Watt engine to-play so
major a role in the revolutionizing of British industry.

5. But it wasn't just the lack of financial backing and of economic
knr-h4w that held up the Watt engine, -waV equ ally the-t-eehnieal
difficulty of fabricating the engine.

6. From the beginning the Newcomen and Watt engines had strained the
abilities of British machinists & metalworkers.

a )Thru the seventeenth century most metal working had been for
, 0- -guns-and-cannons-which weresmalland- &omperatively-erude.

)TowaFd the end of th XVI-century -watchmakere-ad-begen-4
develop accurate machining techniques, but these were for small
parts.

7. Some index of the state of the industry will be given by

a) Metal casting in sand molds not till early XVIIIlcentury.
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b)- No a)1- amal-la the 3unt-ilaend. -of XV T Tcentury

c) No-machines-for- cutting-accurate serew-threadsuntil-early in the
XIX century 0- I

8. We are thus not too surprised to hear of Watt's writing in great glee
of finally receiving a steam oylinderthatVwas only 37Sinch Mro
being-truliy-eeylindZ -a nse-ea -in modern terms.

9. In faet the-date 1776 for the fiRSS E Titione.-was probably determined
bit he m aix tag invention in 1774 of John Wilkinson's new cannon
boring apparatus, whichI 7was immediately employed for the production
of enginee-by Boulton & Watt.

a) Wilkineeo---apioneer-4imany aspect of- heavy-netalwork. - also
occupies animportant place in the full story of the Watt engine.

10. Even from this brief sketch you begin to get a notion of the manner
in which by the end of the XVIII centuryallthese developm1nts fit
togethker.--- --

a) Wilkinson-makes Watt'seylinder-and-Watt- designs a steam driven
hammer of 7 1/2 tons weight for Wilkinson,

b) The precision tools & heavy metal tools being developed in
part for the engine are soon being driven by the enggne itself.

C) By the end of the century machines are becoming precise enough
tb permit the beginning of the develupment of interchangable
part manufaoture ButthatIs aXTX atort yandan American one.
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NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 9

Leoture 1 -4/13/51

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Now in last lap for this academic year I imagine it would help
A *%l M^9 = Av4Yr-vAg-e3-41-411 - r

to this course. Will be as specific as I can.

2. Final as yet unscheduled - probably late in exam period.

3,. No more hour exams -'may replace it with one or more scheduled
quizzes either in lectura or section

a If not, the material will be on final exam.

4. There will be one more term paper though

aT7Due on Friday, May 25. Five weeks from today, one week berore
bUgi-nning-of exa Aa0 Noxt oneexceptfrmedi

b) Paper-Will-be-normal-1-ength,--but-ther- se bit diff erent from
earlierpaper assignments.

o We are not offering so wide a range of suggested topics. All on
some aspect of Atomic Energy.

di In order to provide you with some background on the technical
aspUects of A. E. am assigning Hecht see this sheet.

e) From this you may branch off to any one of a number of special
t opin SLeurity, organizationnof research, atomi pawer, netc

n
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f) But you'll need Hecht for all of these, so start soon to

acquire the background for your further research.

g) Further reading l1st and sggested topics next week.

5. One word or warning: In allof these papers we want you to try to
balanea technioal-and-non-technical information in discussion of. a

problem.

a) Thus want in part to see some evidence of your UNDERSTANDING SCIENGE

b) Neither a recount of what happens when a nucleus splits, nor an
imaginative reconstructionof the ftae of mankidas-aresult of
atomic bomba will be acceptableP Thongh ynu will undoubtedly
read a good deal of both of these in the course of getting your
material.

o)FThus one of your most dificult -Job7 es going tobe -separating
-the -weat f rom the -haf-f -on- this hi hl y controversial subje t.

6.-If-there areany-oftyou-who donlt want to work on this topic, thatls
o.k. But get your own topic cleared, and read Hecht.

a) In the past it's been a popular item of course reading, you'll like

- THE GOURSE SUBJE QT-S FROM HERE

1.r% W CWWIthe-..4-de-nct-going to be a subject for lectures.
You will have to dig it out for yourself.

a) One thing we should like you to discover is hat you can dig such
information our for yourself, and learn to evaluate it.
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b) After all one purpose of this course is to provide some background

against which you evaluate reports about scientists and their
activities.

)- )I hopelater e-o get -a ehanee-to--talk-further-abot-the ways- open
to you to pursue the study of science, and At that time we will
try to considek some of the steps which one would have to ke
to make Heht aese.

d) At that time-we -wil- -have- -some demonst-rat-ions -concerni-n-nuclear
processes._Meanwhile you're on your own. Don't hesitate to ask
questions, but get started now.

2. In the remaining lectures, wan't to try to fill in a variety of
gaps left in our previous material, to introduce you to a few new
ideas about the elements entering into science, and to see if we
can't pull some of the disparate elements in the course together.

3. A gbod deal of this material does not necessarily belong in lsthrs
---part -of the course, so you Uil1- find some of my ransltions -pretty
abrupt and some of the material somewhat disorganized.

a) Actually I want to do a good deal of experimenting in this
part of the course. None of this material has been in the
oouuse befor'e, perhaps very little of it will be in again.

b) So Il-be-very grateful-for-any-reaetions to it. What parts
do you find interesting and useful, etc.

c) ALSO, what parts do you find convincing. Much of this is my own
stuff. Try to separate the parts that look speculatve fr'ombthere
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FOR BOARD:

Read:ARichardson, M: Fundamentals of Mathematics, Chapter II.

Referenes-en-Belean--Algebra

-Lewi -O-M -mbolie- ,&-ChaptgersT&-II I

--Lewis G-.-In. ~~Langfer4-ble-Lni e Chapters II, III, & IV

BEMARKS ON ASSIG-NMENTS

In reading Richardson concentrate particularly on-what he_ has to aay
about the nature of logical truth and logical necessity and on the

structure of an abstract mathematical system. Thus be clear about

relation-of-trutmh-ofpremis4e--truth of conclusion and to truth of

argument (in "If...then...." form).

RussellAquote will be on final. You'll have more material than Richardson

provides for your answer, and you may not wantto use 19s answer.

ertainly, if you do use ityeu,11-want-to-give a fuller discussion.

Peronally I don't like it.

The Boolean algebra references give much more material than we will

discuss. Some of you may wish to follow the subject further. The

restof you will be able, if you need. t-oto find there a straightforward
account of some of the things we discuss here.



NATUHALSCIENCES 4 - Case 9

Lecture - 4/14/51

I. REMARKS ON LAST LECTURE

1. Let me start by correcting on pointor rather cmpl tTrg in lst
lecture. Wrote A = wr2

a )- This-is-simply-an algebraicstatement of the-plaxne geometry_
theorem that the areas of any similar figures are proportional
to the square of sum linear dimension.

b) Illustrate for a set of similar triangles

c0Prove that A,/A2 = r2 2is equivalentto For some value of 

A = wr'. Rest follows

2. In discussing means of determining r experimentally, we discussed only
Wayswhich were deehdent up-ndireet-measurement.-These may have
seemed trivial, but they're not all like this,

a) Need not determine the area of the circle by direct measurement.
Fill a cylindrical can; measure height of can and weightf- water.
Then get -" from known density of wate-r.

3.fHere eiooe flrther example inditatingthowlendi re
trivial these determinations can become. Don't memorize this. I
give it because it's amusing.

4. Ruled board (parallel lines separated by distance, dX Needle of
IengT- - -x----- -s



and if on P of these times the needle lies across some one of the
1ns, -then for 1uficlentlylarge1NXwe-will have

PI/N--=L-d satisfied- arbitrarily closely. This enables us

to eOmpute--.

a4--Ca eef-in to fiustrete probability natu of-equation.

b-)-Eswaple:T-mao-"ii taea a 48 times, got r =3-145929.
__KTYithcrude equipment)_tossed 330 times, got Tr = 2.82.

6. How many would like a crude derivation of this formula? If enough,
tell them not to worry about understanding It.

a TLikeliho6odofneedles crossing is justikelihoodatsome part
of-needle'Is crossing. Thus- can bend.Jit I nto any shape.

b)-For a-hairpin bend it's less likely tDo ss-at all-,but may
cross twice which evens the situation.

c) Bend in a circle, Radius of circle= 1/f1._Likelihood of it's
intersecting is 2r/d = /T.BuitIt-crosses once, it crosses

-- twie--e- ^P/N 1V--- 4w

II, HISTORY OF DEBATE ON SO URCES OF KNOWLEITGE.

1. Last time posed problem as to whether we could get knowledge about
nature-without observina nature. Sumested that mathematis.-in
general and geojmet ryILpartiCular might give expm0pl e of this.

I
2

.Then if we toss the needle N times and N is a very large number,
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2. Examination last time indicated that some things found by experiment

might also be found by pure reason, and that second.--source was more
certain and accurate than the first soure .

3. Technius of deduution go bak to greeksan__the-aguesti on of the
relative validity and relationship of these two sorts of knowledge is
that old too.

afYtOs been a major debate throughout history of ofenice and history
of philosophy.

beb )hhd lae. ue_
m) edpiaeval t hugte(includigtmany sholascs)idak-anattmp
mediaeval thought (including many scholastics ) did make an a tt empt

to get all knowledge 2W(except that through revelation) by
applying-logc to self evident-postulates

cThey made--very little proge s,--and by XVII -entury there ws
great rebellion (Baconian) against logic chopping which lead to
under-rating math. EMPiRiIbM. Bacon, Locke, Hume,Mi,1I t c.

a) But simultaneously get the diametrically opposed position.
?ATINALIM. Descarte's (.,ogloer o1um. llknowl&dge
reduced to logical consequences of self-evident propositions.

4. Science has generally lent weight to empiricist's side of great
battle, but the laws with which science (at least physics) ends up
-- have frequently been so sim-e and so far fromany inag--n-whh--
one could experiment, that attempts have been made to show that they're
really a priori. Newton's laws and conservation of energy as exampples



5- Battle was tremendous and inconclusive. And there were no really
fundamental contributions to it before 1850. In the past 100 years

- , 'e learned a great deal -more. -Oanow--give- -a--ire-tty goed--anew-er
to the question I raised.

a) Thereare still portions that are debatable, but at the level of
my question the answer is an emphatic, NO

b) This increased understanding of logio and math has had immeasurable
ousequeuve for sienuce. Much odezrn progrsa would be impossible

without it, And it has effected our understanding of the nature
of knowledge.

c) I think this intellectual revolution is more important than anythiqE
that a happened to knowledge since XVII century. Certainly it
trAnaends things like relativity and quantum mechanics.

6. Wespend next few weeks trying to understand this revolution and its
importance for science. But

a) Not historical treatment, and not complete.

b) We use elementary examples.

III. OUR PROGRAM

1. To find out more about this knowledge which is indep of experience,
we wil. examine the sorts or systems which provide it.

2. That's what we startedot on las tmwheweexamIned geometry.
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. Geometry illustrates a general characteristic of all such systems.

a) Get's conclusions we cannot doubt by applying logic to premises
we cannot doubt.

4. This certainty can't come from logic, for though logic is admittedly
itdoubtabie it isnt about anythingi.

a) Examine Barbara to illustrate this

b) So certainty must lie- in the- premises.

5. Geomietry is now a bad place to examine the--role Of--pre~iaes.
You've been told it is an ideal model of a l9gical system. It isn't.

a) Basically my proof of this will be in exhibiting some systems
that do the job better, but meanwhile can qee what we're after

Slooking at some shertcomings of Euclid's.

6. Definitione- are-eireular and frequently meaningless.

a) Point is-that which has not -partd or has -ne-magnitude.--But
what do the wordsmean? And how do you determine parts without
division which implies knowing line, etc?

b) Line is length without breadth. But doesn't "length" imply
--- knowledge of &"LAe" etc.

-c#A abtraight linei lwthatwhich lies eveuly between 16s endpoiluts.
This i comp3etely oircuilar Shortent distance is no better,
for need straight line to get at distance.
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7. Axioms have same difficulties, and besides they are by no means

obvious i Rllcases .

aj Grant the ones likre "Things which are double of the same thing
are- equal to one antther", but what about "If a straight line
meets two straight line so astto make sum of angles on one side
lees than 1 80P, then...*- - - - -

b) I admit this is difficult to doubt, but it's obviously of a
different-sort from first; it seems dependent upon experience;
and it turns out that it can quite profitably be doubted.

8. The logical techniquestof proof are not at all clearly specified.

a) One would like to reduce logical manipulations to a small set
of rules like the syllogiIu, and then seu-only thee. This
an't be done for geometry proofs.

b) Granting that many of the steps seem indubbable, there are others
that cause real trouble. Sliding figures to prove congruence.
Nteedaxome or postulates for this and don't have them.

c) Actuallyusea-go oid deal of intuition derived from experience.
These are usually contained in the diagrams which should be
be dispensable. But they're not, and they can mislead.

d) Example of this: All triangles are isoeceles.



9. General conclusion, Plane Geometry illustrates a powerful method.
But it doesn't show what the method is.

a) Definitions incomplete,etc. Axioms not obvious always, and we
need. a lot more of them. -

b) Greatdependene on intuitive understanding of straight line etc.

d) None of this stops our getting correct theorems, tho in some
cases it may lead to errors and it did so (vide trisection problem)
but certainly we haven't got a "pure anything" here to examine.

10. It can be cleaned up: we'll discuss this later. But then T's
verycomplieated. Many axioms, ete., many sorts of entities.

- 11. We do betterst~arting with a simperset ofxiom -and _-ano.
Our choice is a sort of algebra invented by the Englishman George
Boole (definitive statement, 7154)

III. BOOLEAN ALGEBRA.

1. Our real object here is to discover logical structure, but -first
had better learn something about the intuitive nature of this system.
Return-t-o- the purely logical next time.

In-onel-uterpretation o this algebra 1t-saubject matter is areas.

a) We can make these, for example, the areas on the black board or
of some partof the blackboard.

b) Draw the whole area of concern. this we label 1,



3.3Definition of a sub-area, a, b, c,... within 1 (DIAGRAM)

a) The negative of an area (SIGN IS NOT A MINUS SIGN)

b) Every Area has a conjugate

c) The null area, 0. 0 = -1

4The two operations: + and x.
a) These make new areas in terms of existing areas.

b) Diagramatic and verbal definitions.

. Dirgrams of the four cases for two indep areas.

a) a = b. a=b-a+b-axb (DIAGRAMATIC REPRESENTATION)

b) axb=0. DIAGRAM for a+b

c) axb # 0. DIAGRAMS for a+b and axb

d) a b. DIAGRAM axb = a, a+b = b
6. Veral. definition of inclusion symbol

a) Arbitrary inclusion of ambiguous case (a) above as an inclusion.

7.. We've got here something very like an algebra:

a) Sum and products of any two elements give an element

b) We will see that we can get equations and solve them, etc.

I

8



a) axb = bxa; a+b = b+a; ax bxo) = axb)Ac;(ax(b+o)= ab+z

b a = +0 a ax1 aProve byI

9 . Buti

aaxa=a a: a+ ; a + axb=a
10. And examineome laws of the algebra.

Ballantines

a4Lu+b = -(-ax-b).

b)1= a*-a; 0=

Prove by diagrams starting by superposing those
for -a and -b

ax-a

c) If ax-b 0 then axb a

d.)If axb=a and ax-b=a then a=0

9
8, Properties which resemble a normal algeba



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 9
-Letu~re 3 /85

FOR BOARD

1. No kitten that loves fish is unteachable

2.-Noitttenwithout a tail will play withb a gorilla

3.Kittens with whskers always iove fish

4,jNo teachable kitten has green eyes

5.- kittens have tails unless they have whiskers.

Courtesy of Lewis Carroll
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Let's begin by remembering where we are going

a) We are trying to determine something about the way in which
logic and mathematics enter into science.

b) Particularly anxious to discover what sort of non-observational
knowledge we can have about the wold

TAd we re nuw taking a quick look at -a-- peeia1mathematical
-syste to give us an example of' logical structure.

2Ti E sytem is Boolean algebra,

a) Hope to show you by the end of the hour certain of the sorts of
things you can do with thks algebra.

b) But emphasize that we are less interested in this algebra itself,
-than-in-thre-oharacrristics whiit- ehareewithall-algebrs-.

~~t~hsy dom t tI, aly vwant t-teach you Dooleanalbrutwn
to show you enough about it so that we can examine its logical
structure.

d) For its structure is just like that of all mathematical systems,
andrt 1 thils Structre-tatwe~re after.

3, Unf ortunately the sections arewa bit out of' step, one hasnft met,
0so I wi1 have to review some things that some of' you ready know,

and this wihl probably mean that I get ahead of others.
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TT ELEMENTS OF THE AGEBRA-

1. Lat time spoke of our subject as that cnoerned with areas on the
board. This time adopt an alternate interpretation discussed in sectia

a) This is the interpretation in which our a, b, c,.. are classes,
i.e. collections of objects-.

b)iThe universe of discourse, -.-- Examplesospeialize-to-houses

o Particulr ciasses(HouseI',and-their conjugates. a, and -a

T er nu.wIt class. Spheriual cubi houses. -O-= --1

2. The-Woo-peatuons that makenew classes out-of twopc-pre-existing--cls.

a ), arax. n1ouses with red rooves. Houses with green -shutters.

a =}b. R ftuses with two floors & Houses with two ceilings.
Then a + _b =axa = a b

)-House with red rooves Houses with green rooves. axb=O, a+b=a+b

c) Huses-with " Houses with-green shutters. Diagram.

A n a nI nL Houea with red tile rooves. Diagram.

.he flousionshelatiohaibip.-

5.Tk pevial-relationships.-
ad Bxxxx~x taxapo ta -)- -- c



3.
a) a C b is equ. axb=a, is equiv. ax-b=O, -axb=b. Also a set

or equivalent expressions involving +.

6Comittive properties: axT=.ba; a+Tb+c.

7. The divisions of the universe:

a)Label a two element diagram

b) Label a three elemenitdiagram

c) Note tha ann element diagram gives up to 2n areas so it gets

-8-Onemore -rva pDs uv lawsf-or multiplication and
addition. Also: ax(b+c) = axb + axe.

9. So it is an algebra in some sense:

a)_Sums and products of elements are elements

b) axb = bxa q etc.

c) a + 0 = axl= a, and ax0 =0

10. But it's not quite like normal algebra

al axa = a = a+a. a + 1 = 1. a + axb a, etc.

III. WHAT YOU C AN DO WITHIT
pertiee-are-ehoen more or less at random, The cpletveI
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structure is far more complex, but this is enough.

2. Now what can we do with it. Start with some trivial e

3. The syllogism: Let M be mortals; m be men; s be socr

a) Then premises are mC M, and s C m; we want s C M.

b) Directly from diagram. But can get it from algebra

c) Rewrite premises as: mxM =m; sxm = s. To show ex

xamples.

ates.

no diagrams.

M =s

d)_b::M = (sxm)xM = sx( mxM) = sxm = s by pure algebra.

4. Another trivial example, but not usual syllogism.

a) Human beings are either male or female.
--- Charley is a humanben

Charly fs not remale
Charley is a male

b) h = m + f
exh =a

cxm 0

c cxh = ox(m+f) oxm + cxf

0 = oxm + 0 = cxm

5. These are trivial. You wouldn't bother developing the algebra for

this. So to a less trivial example.
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6. The problem of the kittens:

a) Let the universe be kittens

b) f = fish lover; T = .iTeachable; t = with tail; p = will play
with gorilla; w withwikters; g = green eyes.

---- 7-.The postuhates:

M2txp = 0 or txp =p

V.wt or wxf w

4.Txg = o or -gxT=1

8. IWant to prove: Green eyed kittens will not play with a gorilla

a) That is want to show gxp == 0 or -gxp = p

b) Here I make use of whatVI'want to show. Thatia Idirt my
proo in that direction. But there are more elaborate techniques
that enable you to discover just what you can show.

9, Proof.

a) -gxp = -gx(txp) (2)

(txp)x-g

= tx(px-g)



(5)6
=(txw)x (x-g) At this point dror parentheses and rearrange

at will.

= txwxpx-7g

= tx wxfx p x -g
t x w x T x ftx p x -g j)

= txwxTxfxp ~ (4)
tx w x Txp _ (1

txWxfp (3)

P _(2)

IV. THE UTILITY OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

1. In-case-some-of-yo7-think that this was an elaborate way to get an
obvious result

a) It would take you longer if you didn't use the standard symbolism

b And- this is a very easy problem

2. Here's a more difficult_ one (Quote S.A. Dec. 1950) off of a recent
1MIT exam.
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I. CONTMUING-THE PROBLEM

1. (TSK - get on board - 1. No kitten that loves fish is unteachable.
---~---2-;. -No- kitten withut a tal Will play1 with a gorilla. . Kitt-ene

with whiskers always love fish. 4No teachable kitten has green
eyes. 5. No kittens have tails inless they have whiskers.)

2. Last time introduced the following symbolism (Don't put on board).
aTUiverse = kittens. f = fish lovers; T = teachable; t = withtai2

pl-=wi-eay with gorillas; w - withwh e -g=-gren-ye.
b) These are already in your notes,but we will-see-their meaning

again as we phrase the set of conditions symbollbally.
The Postulates: For which we will want the old equivalents:
a-C b is equiv ax-b = 0 isequiv. axb = a.

1. fx-T =O or fxT =-f

2 x. b, 0 or pxt p

3. w0f or wxf=w
4. Txg = 0 or Tx-g= T using g =-(-g)

5. tx-w = 0 or txw- t

4. Want to show that "No green-eyed kitten will play with a gorilla",
1.c _g~
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5. The proof

px-g = pxO-g By meaning of equals

= (I$xf)x-g (2)
= tx(px-g)
= (txw)x(px-g) (5). Now let's short cut by dropping the (

= tx w x p x -g
At this point let's pause to see what we're trying to do. Want
to 1ndwnat px-g equals. To do this we want u get rid uf g.
Now 'g ocura only in 4. So if we can get T on left, then we will
be able to get rid of -g, and then can collapse themepression we
are now expanding. Continue;

=txxxfx px -g (3)
= twxxxxTpx x g 1)

ti-x -w- -x Ix x - 4
t W X f X -Tp - ---

t w xp

t x p V5)
= p-- (2

Q. E. 33.

(3)
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II, THE UTILITY OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

1. Ths example scarcely begins to show you the power of the algebra

a) All the conditions are straightforwardly stated, and they
involve only two kittens each.

b) Thus the manipulations are extremely straightforward, and all of
the same-sort-.

oIifrle of these conditions had been of the formlnAnykitten
without a tail either loves fish and does not have green-eyes
or has green-eyes and will not play with a gorilla or *m
UnteblenSyou can easily see that the manipulatluns would
have been more difficult. YetiJ is for precisely such problems
that the algebra is most suitable.

2. How many of you would like to see one such problem worked out in
-sezttormeeting.

ai-tY-enoughea7re read them the Mathematician problem from S.A
Decmber950.

3,. But even without further examples you can see that this algebra
provides you with a very powerful technic for abridging elaborate
statements about the relationships between various classes.

aIThis symbolic summary enables you to work out the caequences
-of-classificatory relationships which are so omaplex that they
can scarcely be handled with words alone.



-,-b) Theoretically, .the symbol system is superfluous. You can do it
all in words. But the same is true of algebra, and the abridpment
remains necessary t o nable-yyeut---geep-the-pr mad-to'ee
through t to its solution.

But some of you will be bothered because the applications here illus-
trated are all games. They don't seem useful for anything,.

a) But this is not a legitimate criticism of a mathematical system.

b) Many mathematical systems have been pursued purely for thir own
sake-, yet have later turned-out tobf-s-great use to science.

e) ur~her, in these eases, the-eientifie-advanee o-uld scarcely
have occurred without the preexistence of the math system.

d) We'll see that Gen. Relativity ts one advance of this sort, but
we've already considered one in thit course. The geometry of the
eliipse,-developed by-the-greeks as pure-math wee-a-ncesaary
prerequisite of the discovery of Kepler's laws.

5._Boolean algebra was developed as a purely abstract mathematical system.

a Perhaps its greatest contribution was providing an index of just
how strange math systems could get. It gave mathematiciansthe
begiriiitig of a. new freedomn in eonstrueting symb41ol cysteams.

- A - -~ - ~ ~3

been usedv)/ iLUJ uLiu1gU vUeUn asb a ameLV 5M u, m ptc u

-inrea ingly in scientific and indusltrial applications.
il 4 *a .2 0%
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6, Perhaps the most important such application is in the design of

computing machines.

a) Successive banks of relays, fanning out. Given combination of
_----imulsea heremust-produce-particlar repnses, etn. This n

ehandled with the algebra, which has the particular virtue of
showing the simplest combinations which can be used to give
particular effeots.

-;t evn with the sor of game we've considered, you may already haveL
recognized the kinship of these complex "if this and this or this,
than this and that of that and not this" to life insurance oonditions
or--extremely com.lex legal and .ntractual arrangemente.

a) Transl1ted from legal langu1e one portion of a set of-e
insurance rules read "if a policy-holder was makAhng premium
payments several times a year, with one of the payments
fa-ling-due-on-the policy-anniversary, and-if-he-requested that
the schedule be changed to one annual payment on the policy
anniversary, and if he was paid up to a date which was not an
anniv -sary, and if he made this request me than-two months
after the issue date, and if his request also came within two
months after a policy anniversary - then a certain action whould
be-taken.#t-Under othe- itumcstenese other actions, etc.

tiA-plication xtf logical calculus, like Boolean algebra, makes it
possible to simplify rules, eliminate contradictions within
rules, etc.
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c) Today many life insurance companies, and other employ people who

know how to handle analyses of this sort.

III. BEGINNINGS OF LOGICAL STRUCTURE.

1. This is all I've got to say about what Boolean algebra can do. No
more puoblems to be done here.

2. For what I'm particularly concerned to discover is what are its
- -foundations. - desa-ee--aket-ma.ke-a-m ihematical-eyet-m-of fthis-

sort.

3.So far in our development, we've relied heavily on intuition.

a) Use 6f diagrams, knowledge of classes,__

b) These have been involved in our discussion of the sorts of
entities we use, and in setting up properties of the algebra,

c) Our aC0b is equiv. axb = a, and our -(ca a, etc. were all
-__- arrived at in ~h#-a-- e eer-ht~&reau-a

knowledge is.

d) Are they consequences of some postualtes, and if so what are these
powtulhtes? And how do we get from postulates to results?

4. These remarks are not intedded as a criticism of our intuitive procedre

a) Most of our math and much of our science has been gotten by the
sort of intuyiive understanding of subject matter which weave
employed in thi evopmnt
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b) Euclidean geometry, as we know it, isn't much more rigorous than

this, Still it's results are normally right.

c) Rigorous logical developments come afte the initial insight.
- Discovery and. initial development are done dfferently~.

------ 5---But- there is another aot f development, a final-, ^ml4te-form;
and that's what we are now after.

6. The problem which is posed for us is: Just how little do we have to
know about the algebra in order to get everything else by logical

---------manipulations.

IV. THE SYSTEM OF POSTULATES

1. I will now ask you to forget everything you've heard about classes,
-- areas, etc. We start-ever-again-b-y a different route.

2.-The-firsi---que -- be- isoene -is What are the elements of this
algebra.

a) Answer is, they're: a, b, c,....

b) But note that I'm not calling these classes, or areas or anything.
They're just snurbugs, or elements or what you will. ' o

2. Next we reauire ways of developing elements from elements. tat.

a) The conjugate operator -. From a (an element) get -a (an element).

) But say nothing about what -a is. Call is boojum a7and forget
you have aniy idea. of a. significance for it,
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3. Also need one operator that will develop a new element from two

o)-The-alternative to circularity is to-agree totakee-erta&in
notions as totally undefined and then treat all others in terms
of them. If we carry this through our undefined words orsbjiniols
are-the-primitivesof-the system,-and we've-now-euali ed the
lijtfor Boolean algebra.

6. These primitives are going to have to be manipulated, and this
manipulation also requires a language. For this we use the language

) aThis is also a very poor language-- few-t erms.

b) It includes those terms which we apply indtscussion of all
athematiaatndher-ystems.

elements. This is the operator denoted by x. Thus axb is an element,

a) Once again, no interpretation. Call it product, but don't say
"what pludut is.-

4.oe- et uld eM eal lment-which we-all- 0.

These uL a etego tie- (a,.. - aa,..., , and-0), we call the primitives
of our Zgzalgebra.

a) B y"primitiven we mean undefinable in terms of other things in
the system. These we must leave undefined.

b) In dictionaries we define some words in terms of other words,
M----~A i+ ~~ Iw~ 4-+4 ~ 4 i ~r1~jr 4 .1-114 M a * a V~l MWa % A Vt*f It ampL'J. J J. b 113
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_c)Thus uses words like: "and-", or"1 , "All", !!ot , iif.. then ."

"equivalent", and "equal".

d) Actually if one analyses this vocabulary one finds that these
words are not all primitives. Two or threeeof-them-will do- to
definesall the others.

e) The)processwhich we are about to apply in constructing our
algebra from its primitives, can actually be applied to logic
10tsel. Logic can be constructed from primitive elements-ef
small number, plus a few postulates about them.

f) But, at least for the moment, we will take logic for granted in
constructing our algebra.

7 That is, I take it for granted that you know what words like "if..then.,
areabout, though I state that if we had more time we could develoD
thesetwo

a) The one logical term far which I wan't assume this Is "=".

b) )Bythis I mean a terma such that the staement a =a is always true,
and such that "If a = b, then $(a) = $(b)nixxt. This last is
just a way of saying we may substitute - for--.

8. And with thisminimalvocbuIliry, we can build our-wholeeystem.

aT)For although I will not tell you what the elements and operations
of our~ algebra axre,Ican with theaidof this minma-veeaulary
of 1&giCtAlyUartainthings about them.
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b) And these things which I tell you about them are THE POSTULATES

9. The Postulates are just six in number

1.-axa = a

__Z1axb =bxa-

3.ax(bxa) =(axb)xc

4ax0 =0

SI ax-b 0 then axb a

6, _Ifaxb= a and ax-b = a, thena=0

1-0,iththene and with ka dclefnitions we can build back our entire
structure.

11. The definitions:

a) 1 = -0

b)a+b =-(-ax-b)

c) a 0 b is equivalent to axb = a.

V. THEOREMS

1. If a = b, then axc bxc. 1Folowe directly from-our definition of'



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 9

Lecture 5- 4/23/51

1, RVIEWOF-FORMAL-ELEMENT

1. The mathematical primitives:

1. -The element a: a, b, c,...

2. The conjugate of the elements: -a,...

3.-The product of two elements-i- -axb

4. The special element' 0

2. By primitive we meant -undefined but adequate for defining all others.
We did not define these. But in terms of these we defined all others.

3. The definitions:

a) 1 = -0

b) a+b= -(-ax-b)

c) a C b is equivalent to axb = a. This is an abreviation. Can
always revert to the longer form in terms of primitive signs.

4. Note from definitions that we are also using terms,, from logic.

a) Stated that these were few in number, and that they were the
-term.s needed ftor- al-I -mathematical etc.- systems.

b T ey a particularly "if ... then... & "and1 & "nor, et c.

an be developede bebut ot -here SETIONS)

I
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5. In terms of primitives and the logical terms we restrict properties
(or specify properties) of the primitives. These are the ?ostulites.

1. axa = a

2. axb = bxa

. ax (bxo) _= axb)xc

5. If ax-b 0, then axb = a

6. If axb = a and ax-b = a, th-ena 0

6. This last postulate can use a couple of further comments:

aTSorry for the fiasco caused by my error in last lecture.

bT cannot claim that I'm glad it happened, but it illustrates one
of-the-great--virtuee-of-this mehod of--eveloping a mathematical
system.

c) If you develop things this way it's very hard to hide a mistake.
Intuition is required for development of any system, but it-can
msaMd-aswell as lead, partioul-a-rly- if you-know result you want
to get, which you usually do.

) But results presented in this form can be checked by people who
know far less than you about subject. Hard to fool yourself this
way, and almost impossible to toolothere.

e)-if-geometry Was handled this way, no angle trisectors.
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II. SOME THEOREMS _______

1. If a = b, then axe = bxo. By props of = . xe = axe, and then

2= 0: Obviously must use P 6 for this. Only way to show = 0.

So: (ax-a)xa = ax (-axa) (P3)

- ax (ax-a) (P2)

(axa)x-a (P3)

ax-a (P1)

(ax-a)x-a a ax-a---a) -1)

ax-a = 0 qed (P6)

3. -(-a) = a: This is a tougher proof. To get it will show that
--------~-----(a~a I-)and.(-xa a whence qed.

t) (a)x-a -0

t - ( aza - (-) ( 1, P5)

(5) - (--) ) xa =-((-a)) a (bT



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 9
Lecture I -4/25/51

I. TRANSITION

1. For Board:

aL1 a =.a

P2 ab =bxa

(P3 ax bxo = (axb)xc

(P-4haxQ 0
?5L If ax-b=0, thenaxb=a
(P6) If axb=a and ax-b=a,thena=0

(D1)1= -0
(D2) -a+b =-(-ax-b)

(D3) a0b is equivalent to axb = a

__T If a = b-, then axb=axc

T2) ax!-a = 0

2. Beginning of Theorem 3:

- a4-This-i&_ tougher Wil _show -4)4= -(- and -(-4 whence
ed
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3. Repeat of beginning from last time:

a) Explain new notation, and why: so don't go from a for -a, etc.

(14 -dx&-(-a) =-- ______________ 2I

12--- .(-d~x-a - (2
(3),,-)xa - -(-a) (,5

uestibn8 onthismueh
- - e adr-- what we nee. At first thing the other half

should be Just as easy.

a) It would be if we had from (P): If axd = 0, then ax-s = a.

b) Then could go from AX-d = 0, to dx-(-d) = d
c) The above looks like a trivial rewrite, Kbut it isn't.

d) We can -outafor-b in(P5). but then don't know what to put in
for b. Or we can put in -(-c) for -b and -6for b, but then
need-the heoremwe--are-trying to prove.

a)---5o must go round the bleek.

AOw-t- ---. )-_

(6- )L--4 -- C11 k )k i. tT-)ri)



(7~ -(-~~flT(-'tiYe9~ =

(10)dx-(-")) 0

(12)- (-ad )xo=_d

_LL - -(-dV =

7. Questions:

TI.AFEV ~TMORE THEOREMS

(P2)
- - (8, T2, P4)

(P2)

(Lo,P5)

(P2)

qed (3, 12, =)

1.Diretlyr from thebouve. A - e-is-equivalent to -d = e, and
-. = -e in equivalent to d = e.

)aIftwo sitatements are equivalent then whenever one is time the
other must be true also. This is equivalent to showing that

+ ~ ~ a in a tSW nr - ~-%*4e in
11. . .,0 ten.0.*.#. .1JJLV..L~b Lli uLDVJYJ is U.L&

b).r&=-e, then (!3)

If -d = e, then - (-d -e

0 Tiiilaly~YoT~6tlh iequlValene. Note use carr add -, not substract

I (pin

3

36 f

(8) -(--a))Xde -a

% 36

f



.-;-CeIs equivalent to de - e is equivalent to c-

aAM Fir-t qi enee is a congeuseree -fof- the definition.

b) nalf-n o eve4-6-a-L xi e- t

- So need only-nprv+- dx - d, the n dx-e =0

(e(= ( xe-x -
(Hyp)

-(TI)

,4P3)
0-

Sofarhave inbn get a few preperties qauic
from the definition. Omit-full proof.

a) ax-a = -(-a)x-a = 0. So - -(-a)x-a= -o =1
Or, from definition: a + -a = 1

b)_Similarly, for -axO = O, get a + 1 = 1

c) Also: -ax-1 = ,Ogives -axl =-~a, gives a - 0 = a

d) And axb = bxa gives a+b = b+a, etc. 7 s
J1"k L*4W 0 s

I~~~~ 0t- -- TuTR ~F-A-

kly

t4 l ,(J4
rf^p jl*

1 From-the- potulte-and-th definitin-we-have& number of equalities
and of vlf..., then... " relations andof equivalences-(double-"If,, then

-''V_________________ I

- -- ---- - -----------

I



8.

the deduction of' dfrom the joint deduction of' $and of If $ then .

I
I

I

2. These we take-agiven:Thiey give properties of ourr otherwise undefdine
primitives.

3. From these we prove other properties, by steps which can be completely
described.

4 One such-route.
at Start with an- equality from Postul&tes or one previously proved.

A = B. By substituting equals for equals successively on one or
both sides get a new equality A' = B'. This can then be used
as a starting point for new proofs.

5. Another route: Start with an "If..., then..." Postulate or theorem.

From "If' $, then d can get # by proving 1j. Greek letters are
statements i1keequ-aItIe. This routegive an equality again.
Get4,'bequala for equal; 'n5above,.

-6. Or can get theorems of the If..then.. f orm. Take $ and by manipulatin
equals for equals in it, that follows.

7. Examine proofs we have done for this structure. Every step is
completely describable, eitheras equals for equals in some previous
stn or in a postulate (1timately alway in a nostulate). or as

5.
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For Board:

R-bg1y-Ma 4:
Rlao!Tu.Foundations, Chapters XVII and XVI

Eiustein. 'Geometry and Experience" (Mimeugraphed document)

onare-.The Foundatlous of Sene PP55-92

I. INTRDUCTION

1. In lastectre finished finally everything I've got to say about
Boolean algebra.

a) Suggest to you that it's fun and of considerable interest in itself.

b) But it is of greatest importance as typifying a mathematical system.

c) That is why we did it, and that is the point of view from which
youVwI1 De examined on it.

2. On- examhV No algebra problems. ButyotuWill -be asked to discuss nature
of abetract -mathematics.

a) Russell quote in Richardson is a probable question-. Dontt use
SRihadsons answer though, unless you can document it more fully.
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b) And be prepared to give some specific documentation from the
material which we have examined in lectures or in section.

Ii. MATH1TMATIS AS A GAME

1., Have already seen that relation of sort of math system examined last
time to experience is very different from that of the sort of scientific

conceptual scheme we examined befbrO, r*NHISWALL MATH-SGHEM

ad)No need to say what we are talkilg about. -a,, b... etc. undefin-ed

b) -- m larly though we had to give these undefined-elements some
propertien contained in the postulates, we did not have to do any

experiments or make any observations to do this.

c) Nor did we have to check our deductions.

e) In fact we couldn't have done this, for we wouldn't have known

whiatto oneo. For we have Athlng ia nature to oheck againet.
M 'Ino referents.

2. Thusour mat ysystem has a complete generality - rfrns
gainedsat the-epense of arence to the physical world of our percepts

ofoleoniannalgbra- like most butnot all math systems is not

historically independent of experience.

a) It was developed for classes of entities, etc.

bi It was developed by the intuitive approach, and.the postulates

were only squeazed out later, whenKthe system was developed.



B.kut from oeur present viewpoinit( ad GonZL f rom--our l-res-enr vi ewpot) ,
this historical dependence is incidental and unimportant.

a) Whatever the original dependence of this structure on intuition and
experience may have been, we have certainly squeezed all such
dependene-eoutin4he me.ure of erecting the postualatJonal syste.

-5IT 'you abe oubtVAl of thi try -T--think- -of--eme--ex eri-e-ewhich would

disproveBoolean algebra.

a) You might decide that it was useless, that you couldnAt find any-

thing for the a, b, c... etc. to be.

bBut you simply can't get hold of it to disprove it by experience.
It has net got any reference in experience at -all-

is illuminating to suggest that what we are left with at the end of

this procedure of setting up postuLttes, etc. is just a game.

a) The a, b, c, are the things we play with. The cards, the checkers,
the chess men. It makes no differenct what they are so long as

---they can be distingpuisJQh..ed each.. from each. -

-We-adThe 0conentions-

in our postulates and in our logical rules and these are the rules

of the game1

c) And we play the game (ITS REALLY SOLITAIRE by seeing what new

icontigurations or consequences we can get out of the r1xiotThnal

set b pligtemniuainste b-y .1L. hthenIm
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7.,Just as it turns out that you can play an awful lotof different games

so you can pla have a great many quite different mathematical systems.

a) Of course you dogat have complete freedom: Consistency and
(3nitee-- What these are.

b) But-thie--same-restriction -holds-tfr-gamee---Ghess- on various -si-zee
of board or on sphere, but not on a one dimensional strip. Can't
make moves larger than board, or give complete freedom.

c)Andagain the two restrictions are: rules must permit the game
to -be-played -(-like consiste-ncy4 -and -must prevent its- -being trivial.

d) And-again the nature of these re-strictions does not lie in experienc
Don't have to try the game out to see whether they're going to make
trouble. Can( if you're clever enough) figure it out with a pencil
and paer- o-r-- i-f really elever - in your head.

8.This whole notion of math as a game without specific- reference to
eperience is a new one,

a)-Evolved during the passed 100 years,a and has really only reached
its full maturity in this century.

b) The full classic statement was that of Whitehead and Russel (1910)
~o the problems raised are still mueh with It us.

9. The development has had many important philoephiual eonequenue-es-which
areonlY granally maling themselves felt at non-esoteric level aand
for which I refer to you Phil courses. They are I think dybamite,



for they reflect upon the entire question of the nature of knowledge,
and of where we get our beliefs, and I would venture the prediction
that in future intelleetual-historieo of the sentury, these technes
for the analysis of abstract ideas in math and other fields will rank
very large.

10. But from the point of vtew of a science course they have had a more
direct-and-immediate-eenequene,

-a) The discvery of those tchniqueAasa- suggested e-u--that-there
might be a lot more mathematical games than we had previously
supposed. Maybe more algebras than that of real numbers and maybe
more--geometries than Euclid

b) Adu the redution of partiular-mati -systeme to -- pure-poetulational
form has wwggwwtwe showed us that if you strip off intuitive
content, some of these postulates look so odd and unnecessary that
iV-ci-ght- pay to try some others-.

11. -had-hoped to-have time-to ashoyyou -some-mere-et the-many--new sorts
of-postulational schemes modern math employes. But must move on

a) But ihrpth XVII in Richardson will suggest a couple of such systems
though it doesn't follow them far enough to show their greattutility
-and power for science .

W e-wit discussa at least t-he postulateas for--numbers in section

0) And we are going to xx discuss the impact of the new freedom in
gnmetr upon Aienc,_
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12, For as we have already indicated, even though pure math as now
envisaged has had all the experience squeezed out of it, it car be
reapplied. to experience in many cases

a)-We-can loOk in nature for thingeto--whih- the a-b etc.
refer, and we can use the math system in dealing with these things.

b) So that from our viewpoint the most important thing about hhis
whose development is not so much that it has taught us new games
-t that it has suggested new -things to look for innaire-,

c) -Once associated. hysico with Euclidean-geometry description and
number algebra alone. Now deal with spaces Exxwhich have non-Euclid
properties and with non-commuting algebras7whose entities are not
numbers alo-nve ot-et.

III. APPLYING MATHEMATICS

1. Of course what I'm trying to suggest is that math can on occasions be
appi ed,-

a) Fact-that-it can be develop-ed as a game does not mean that we alone
can play it.

b) Perhaps we can discover things in nature that play it too.

2, But whether there are such things is something we can only determine
by experience. We have to look for these things, and then we have to

make certainthat the rules apply.
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a) This means we have to find things to give the a, b,..etc. as
-re f e r e rt E;na~d-- - - __ -

H t ecertain that these things satisfy the postulates.

)And this we can do unly be observing-

d) The apples & pears in two basket-s-give the same combination rega&rd-
leas of order (CLASS INTERP). But two chemicals react differently
together depending on order (THE PRODUCT INTERP). The class
intery works the product doen't -.

. Isaywe have to fid enittle- sand check the postulates, bt- there
are two important qualifications necessary.

4. Chaking the postulates directly frequently turns out to be difficult
or impossible. We shall see for example that this is the case with
resogeometryandyou-may remark-it for law of knertia. -

aSotfrequently-c ly heck theorems. This is not equivalent,
for ifApostulates then theorems can't be reversed. We substitut
by checking a lot of consequences, but this isn't- the same at all.

b) This is one of the vertues of the approach. We discover alternate
postulates which will give all the things we've checked, but4d-f-fer
-elsewhare, and this suggests a manner of distinguishing.

5 The other qualification is more difficult.

q) Suggest we check the postulatess But the game also contains the

set of rules from logic. I haven't suggested we check these.



_ b And noone has ever proposed a technique which would enable us to
check them. To decide whetherthings innature behaved this way
or not. APPARENTLY THERE I18NO UC TEC3HNIQFUE

c) WMich-raises the whole questi-on-as-to whywe feel justified in
using _them,

6. Tis is a difficult problem and one on which many philosophical
divergences have occurred, and are still occuring,

a) For a full elucidation of the various viewpoInts I refe'r you to
uourses in philosophy.

bi I think the problem exciting and important- but this is not the
plac&_t cons ider it fully

7. Brieflywe can say this:

a) Al philosophers have agreed cesn't get around these logical rules
of the game

b) Some have felt that this was just because they were embedded in
nmature. They-w ere-in-some sense the ppmary phyeicallaws,--but
basically like other natural laws, This seems a bit unlikely since
the sorts of things we discover by experience usually have imaginabl
contracles, and there 'b nothig parall-el here.-,---

a) Others have made them laws of the mind. They're not xxxxtx
Txw xwt given by our experience.bt nre things whcweput into

experience, since without them we couldn't have any.
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c) A third view which I prefer, though It is obviously incomplete

and possibly quite wVong as tnat these are just o
ascome sense or -other

&-Acording to thia view the reason we mnst aaoent a belief in B if

we accept both A and If A then B, is simply that we have agreed in
adV ance ta thatb is part or what we mqanby A-and If' A then B.

a) Or, put more accurately, we don't have to take B at- all, but it
deprives us, as oeSany othereanti- oial actof- the privilege

of much communication.

9. This part is important, but not for this sourse or exams. For the

moment just-take the logical rules as the ones we don't have tu -check
xplit)y4in checking the postul ates or asnumeAthat rthey are checked

when we check the conclusions, etc.

W-I-V HE-PROBLEM-OF iT

-1. Now this shows us something about the_ pointfrom which we startdd.

-2.i-f- Eulidean s-mathemticsa was pure math then our derivation of r was
indep of experience, just as our Boolean derivations were.

3. But in this case the derivation wasn't about anything and gave us

no right to suppose we were determining the same thlug at all when

we made-a-physical-measurement -of--khe -area--of a rcle or when we

counted needle crossings.
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. O0n the other hand., if our derivation was supposed to apply to
real circles, etc. then our belief in our right to make a measurement
murtihaWve been due to a belief1 that reali11ues alefiedrthe o-tau lates

a) But this can have come only from experience

b)And we now think that this experience was wrong
a) For we suppose that if we could. measure the area of a big- enough

circle (extra- terrestrialwe would norget the result given by
our abstract derivation

d) And this means that the postulates of Euclid don't apply to the
real world.

now our objlect tosuhodw tha this might be so.

6. And our first step is to see whether thereare alternate sorts of
geometries,

7. In particular we want to discover whether there are geometries in
which more than one line can be drawn thru a point parallel to some
external line.

V. PSTULATIONAL GEOMETRIES

1. If we are to stand a cIihnce of answeriYng-th We mut egn-y
looing ome -of or intuitive underStanding of geometry. We mnst
forget all our inbred understanding of what a line, etc. means.

2. For this we may at least examine briefly how we could set up a
geome ry in terms of uninterpreted primitives.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 9
t ecture J.4/.0/1 -

I. WHE FROM & WHERE TO:

1. Started-this- 1k-y-nt ha apetl hatwo-quite -istinct
ways of learning certain thingseabout the physical world: Illustrated
this with reference tothe constant relating the area of aiTrcle to
-ite- rad -tas;-i.e. T-

a-)-Could-get-this-by-measurement - area--or-needle, etc. PYSICAL means

b) Coul4 gett-4hi8 alsob r e vet -ncinvolving no
physical measure. This looked better. Its particular advantage
was that it se suppose no knowledge about the world, tihis
was -u e6--

2.- Se-e- Aked--whether- e coulave knowledge which applied to the world
without having experience of the world?
a)_Decided that if so, math knowledge was of this sort.

b) Thus had to see what math would be like if we took all the intuition
out of our proofs, etc.

3. Examined Boolean algebra as a purely abstract'mathematical postulational
eem Foudthat pure -math s-ystems were- builte&f-:

a) Undefined entities

b) A-few relat-ively-arbitrary postruates like- the rules-o-a-game.
_- --- e-)-Theoremn(onsequensededuod3y a few perfectly standard and
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__--_ completely describable manipulations which we call logic and
which the human mind can not doubft.

4. Thus concludedthat anythihg which could be gotten by mathematics plus
itition culd be gotten by purepoultna technics, and thuis

a) Math knoledge could eit be confirmed.nor ref-ted by experience,
for observation and experiment can't get hold of it.

b) Similarly, pure math as such, can't tell us anything about the
results of an experiment or observation. -

5. Predictions about the world from math come only if we identify physical
thinge-with-absteast-entities of postu32tionaescheme

a- this identifiation requires experiment or bservation to
show that physical entities obey the postulates.

b) This confirmation turns out to be tricky, and we may find in the
process of investigating alternatepostulat-o aI ~yi -ilrT-t the
Ihysle..].world hnas some very surprising properties,

6--T ip what we nw propose too with respecto---geometry. And here
I want to do three thjnge:

a) Geometry as a postulational system:

b Alternate sets of postulates

c) The physical consequences of alternate postulates and the choice
of a "best" or "simplest" geometry.



7. In short, I want to discover what sorts of relationships the entities
we think of as lines and points might satisfy, and then to see why this
abstract understanding of geometry iight lead the phy Iw4st-r-applied
mathematician to say space was curved, etc.

II. POSTULATIONAL GEOMETRY

1. Start by showing how you'd go about setting up geometry as a pure
postulational set. But it would take too long to get there.

2. Primitives: 14

a) A sipp-e set of entities: ABC....

b) A primitive relation: fA,B,O . This is not a generator, but
something which states a relation between three entities. Thus
it!snot-like x but like C. For any A,B,& 0 it will be either
true or false.

3 We need not interpret these, but it will help for clarity:

a AB, are "points", but could be "snobles", and will actually be
anything satisfying the postulates.

b ~AB, is points on traight line in order. But again need only
atisfy expliit postu&Ates.

o)-Thus you may not-ask what Imean by ine t.

4, Postulate 1: 11 tA,,47, t AeAOB, BC, and OD



5, Postulate 2: If JABIICj, then not JB,CA?
6 0Definition 1: The Line AB consists of points A & B aid of all points X

such that XABI, or AXBi ,or AB,Xf.

7. Postulate 3: If points 0 and D (O 87 are in line AB, then A is in the

a) Point out that can remove abreviation:

bt"Anytwo points on a lie deteriwne that--l1ie"

~~o~t t&4IP A1 Bthen ther~e is somne C such that A-,B-j.

a) Can extend a ltne begment

9. ABv are distinct-a not1inear at
, D4and E are pi nt suaotthat B.C.D and AEO , then there is a

point F such that tA,F,B andjR,E,D;.

a) Diagram

b) Actually need only specify that there are points D, E, & F are
colinear. Order can be proved,

1O. Postutte-6bThere are at least three distinct points not on a line.

31, From tnese can get a whole group of theorems about the manner in
which points lie on a li , in which lines divide
planes into two halves, etc.

) Particularly important theorem from above alone is that a straight
line intersecting one point onfly ufuneon must
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meet triangle in some othef7point.

11. -G

b) Also triangle divides plane into two regions, interior and exterior,
such that any two points on interior can be Ax connected oninterior
al. No0aso FWoroint -oin exterior, etc.

e) ObvAieue defin4tie-n of tr-iangle.

an -continue- -in -this---manner- and-deve-lop -all-of solid -geometry,

a) da iA, furtn for plaegeometr-y

.4- - A 13 !*:]A A aA23 o n3!wmAnt +1: 6 aVI 4n ' t T1 nni 4Vt1 r r t

"being in a certain order on a straight line" are. Just must
aatisfy the primitives.

c YBut it would take us all year to get back to Euclid, so wontt carry
through

12. But want- t-o show you -how--a-couple- of more familiar ideas come in:

-a Gong,,rIenee introduced as a primitive relation between point pairs:

&.A,)Isacongruent to (C,D)

- )- inintutively this meanst but in
development only give certain postulated properties for it:

cbTransitivity of congruence; congruence of sum of tutuanly cong.
segments of two straight lines, etc,

d) This permits a good deal more of geometry. Can get to congruence
of briangles, andUgles,-and figuresiet-c.- -

-- i o I - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - . .. . . . IL I-W 1---t
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e) Notice, that though our notion of congruence is intuitively that
of distances, it applies (postulationally) to a model in which
line segments deform uniformly ontlinear displaemeit

13.Al nedt , a notion of distane.tAimitive-functon-d4-) :

a) Tis correlates a number-with-every point-pair. Complicated to
biild up, but properties like:

b) If (A.B) is congruent to (CjD), then d(A,B) = d(C0,D).

SIf a n (BC) andABCT, then d(A,0) = 2d(AB)

14. For further development see Chapt I in monographs from last time.

III. Non-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY - LOBOCHEVSKIAN

1. Now go back to a more nearly intuitive treatment. That is, we use
diagrams.

at-But-remember-that- diagrams-are-not the entities we are talking
about,. but simply memory aids, etc.

b) Linetson a two dimensional board like this will not have all the
postulated properties, even if idealized. So don't say the
thilgs I draw arn the 1res)but -siimplr-that- they -stand for them.

O-DO-NOT-REQUIRET-E -DIAGAMS TO SHOW THE POSTULATED PROPETIES.
THAT IS NOT THE FUNCTION OF A DIAGRAM, AND YOU WILL HAVE A LOT OF
TROUBLE IF YOU TRY TO GET THIS PROPERTY,
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2. The only postulate of Euclidas not considered intuitively obvious
was the parallel postulate.

a) State it and draw it.

3. So many attempts to derive it from the other postulates which were thou-
ght to bebee obvtious. - NO SUCCESS

a) Next attempt was to show it by a reductio ad absurdum

b) Lookedforacntradicti ro- mntrary-a sumtion plus the
other postulates.

C) Got no logical contradiction. But got queer properties, which
was thought sufficient, though not very satisfactory.

4. Finally in early 130s two men, independently, Lobachevsky and. Bolyal,
got thtnotion that-they-veren't-proving-the-tah nc-ie of-the paralle
Qostulate, but were actually showing that the sorts of things we think
of as points and lines could show an awful lot of their usual properties
butot- show the parallel postulate-, but some other. -

oa) _ they lvesbgated an alternate poetulate care-fully.

b) We now examine briefly, resulting Lobachev-ekian, geometry.

5. Start from new notion of parallel.

a) From point A off PQ, does not meet PQ

b) Any ray from A, lying below it does meet PQ
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Le-cture L-/2/51

I. INTRCDUCTION TO LOBOCHEVSKIAN GEOMETRY:

1Last'time showed how to set up apout-ulate system for geometry a
trmsof- undefined primitives; took XVI for normal geometry.

a) Treatment that way is too slow, so will go back to useof diagrams
and to highly non-rigorous procedures. Try to show you what bapperr

not to prove it.

btThilwmeans we'll go back to use of diagrame. But-Okn'l tryu
-take-diagrams as pictures. I reserve right to represent straiit
lines by curves, etc.

c) That is: when I draw a mark and call it a line, I'li doing same
thing -didwhen1I called a circle "houses with red rouves".
My muarkJin not intended to be the entity nIa straight linel.

2, One ofth-e-geometries we get withpoatulates discussed last time is
Eclidean geometry. You know it. No more discussion.

, 3.But for a long time people were bothered about one postulate. Parallel

a) Didn't seem so obvious as others. Tried to prove it from others.

b) No success, so tried reductio ad absurdum.

c) Got odd geometries this way, but no logical contradictions.

d Finally someone decided these odd geometries might be just as good
as ucIdhnd investigated themore clsl.Thi iourograi
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. Actually we've already discussed portions of one such geometry in
section. That was Rieman's geometry. He said that you could draw
no parallels so that all lines must interseot.

a) Thue--perpendieulars-from-some one line cross out to the side,

t) ndso do the other perpendiculars

en e-um-t-a-angee-esofthe-4 ngles in thisgeometry are
___ greater than 180 . AND THIS LOOKED ABSURD, so

5. This raised a large and not unexpected protest, which I want to deal
with again now, for it is based on a group of deap seated prejudIces
wh~ch this block aims to *---nte -In tact that's a mjor purpose.
80 WHY DID THIS LOOK ASURD UW 1e're (4- o fk k

a) Becaus0 the lines weren't straight. Dismiss this as irrelevant,
this isn't a picture.

b) You say you know that straight lines won't intersect under those
-ereumstanoees. Why not. What poetulate does this contradict

, - you say-I -haven't proved-the postulate. But you never do
prove postulates.

d) But then you say the sort of thing you mean by straight lines
are things which behave like the lines on a blackboard, and these
A C34T In Ih b lin- th4 4 +%A i t1 I

oUn, Iu ave noA.0V U ueLsL LJ.0a ng 61.LD ra Luts. LJ"

yoUli keTIll nll them nsomething else; but I am going to show

you that, at least if the blackboard were big enough the sort of
things you mez-n ystiht lneIghthave th properle-and
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I will point out now that modern physics believes that they do.

&~6. frthe moment lets play geometry as a game. Later we'll see that
if it' ISagameit tnrns out toh b awvryimportant one.

7. Aid now proceedto-further discussion of the oddgeometry we started
--outon-last -time,

II. L0BfT CHEVSKIAN GEOIETRY-4T 44

1.7This one starts from two parallel ines through a point parallel to

a given line.

.-Tounderstand-it we-need. to be a&bIt-moereprecise about what we mean
by a parallelc

3. Draw ray to the right from point A, above PQ. This is a parallel if:

a) It does not intersect PQ

b) Any other ray drawn below it to the right does intersect.

c) Obviously the rays drawn above don't intersect (at least to the
right) but we won't call them parallels.

3. The similar situation to the left, givingtwo parallels.

4. Go over to 8 on next page.



6. In Euclidean geometry the two conditions are unnecessary. If any
lower 11 -meb- h PQ there would be two palles

. otoudevelop a geometryi whare two parallels,

e barelledC isus eful

b )raras wirun-Point out double barrelled condition
rmi t A no more ese two, that they depend upon direction,

but that there be swhich do not meet and which are still
notL Paxall

)T-ag o1eYs lntroduce the new condition.
have--to have it, but it's conveni

8. TOREM: Angle of parallelism (Define it) is less than 9 0
a) If it is greater, then can draw another ray inside it for which

angle is just a right angle. This can't touch PQ or (by a mirror
inversion in the perpendloula.rr-) we'd have two ditiluot lines through
a pair of points. So it is below the first parallel and still
doesn't touch, which contradicts definition.

b) Can't equal 900 for this would give the Euclidean assumption, only 1

c) Thus less than 90w, EXTEND TO GENERAL CROSS LINE. SUM LESS THAN i81

9. THEOREM: PARALLELISM is independent of which point on line you start
t'rom. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

a) Point out ths requires proof because of double barrelled definition
of arallelism. B det n't-preve-i4. ___



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 9
Lecture 10 - 5/4/51C

I. REMINDER

1. Last time discussed some theorems from the Geometxy Of Lobachevsky

a) I say discussed, because we certainly did not give formal proofs
of-them.

2.-First-ahowed-thatn- these geometries angle of parallelism at a point
A-was less than 90

3. Amore general statement which fpllows from this is that sum of
interior angles is less than 180

4. Next showed that a line parallel at A was parallel everywhere else.

5. And that two lines parallel to the same line were parallel to each
other.

II. BRIEF CONTINUATION

1. Continue will no. 12.next page.



10. o lines parallel to the same line are parallel to each other

a) tart with two lines spaced on both sides of given line: Then

outer lines can't nberect. MAd any line cutting two -ust

b) Fa to 5a bove:Onnatn t a new line at topmost point

parall o middle line. This must be parallel to lower line by
ID , amst be paraxxxxxmxaxmaI x11 Issmidentica withOvy line.

11. e or para sm s constant for consta u Gdltanue of A from PQ
rove by snperpnxt i on

12. Angle of parallelisam der ases with Increasing distance.

F?

4 e4C-

a a<rg
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13. Some general unproved properties of this geometry:

a) Parallels get closer and closer, never meet.

b) Non-paralle. non-intersecting lines diverge ultimately. But
there's always some point at which they have a mutual perpendicular.

14. The sum of the angles of a triangle must be less than 180

a) Use intuitive proof, though admit it stinks:

b) Two anles are less than 1800 by a fixed amount. Say 10, But
the third angle canbe --mall as you like, say 1/20. Then

sum is less than 179 1/2

c) It can be shown that if this holds for one triangle it holds for
all. RICHARDSON

15. Sum is obviously nearer 1800 for smaller triangles. 
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III. THE APPROACH THRU MODELS

1. The sort of diagrams I have been using have one grave difficulty.

a) I draw my "straight lines" differently depending on where I
draw them.

b) Thus could have drawn line thru A to look straight and then
eve~d-PQ, te. This is legitimate since these aren't pictures,-
but it is particularly confusing.

c) Particular confusion in terms of line at constant distance which
I claim is not straight.

d) Reason I have to claim this is that if consequences are as I have
stated them, te must have a whole group of lines whch
cross the constant distance line twice. So constant distance
line can't be straight.

2. But we can avoid many of these difficulties with an alternate model

3,P1ane as interior of circle. Straight lines as other circles which
amass intersect boundary at right angles. Points as points. Angles
as angles.

a)- These satisfy theestulates: two points de-termine a i

c)Lowest non grwn-et.

c~Incroase of angle of parallelism- with distance,

d) Sum ofnangles o gle AeE-stthan 18

I

I



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 9
Lecture 11 - 5/7/51

I. The MODEL FOR LGBAGHEVSKY

1. Remind- younee-more-that the--entitis -we-eall pOint"-n-lines etc
are primitives or defined ih terms of primitives. We can take them
to represent anything we please.

2. Last time were considering a rather odd representation of Lobachevay's
geometry
a) -The-dterier ofsthe-eireleas--space (the plane). That is all

points-we discuss withour primitives are in here.

b) Straight lines as sections of circles meeting sides perpendicular.

c) Angles as angles, etc.



Just one big difficulty., which prevented my givingthis model sooner,
for proofs become difficult

a) Have to alter our notion of distance.

b) Obvious, since must always be able to extend lines, and can't here.

a) So have distance shrink as we move toward boundary.

6. Necessity of device also shown by problem of trans orting(sl ding)

TThis notion ofi thbauce shows why vur consaut dieveit apme1ad

are not straight.
a Must come together at edges for anyf inite distance but then

isn't a circle elsewhere, etc.

8. Possibility of drawing this model is very important, for it permits
WR-b ourrelate every theorem in this geometry -th-a-theren--in

Ennci6.

a) Each line here is a a toe in Euclid

b) So every theorem here has a corresponding theorem in Euclid

Sa So any contradiction you can show to exist in this geometry, I
can show to be a contradiction about circles in Euclid.

But this is most important here because it gives a good clear model
which we can grasp and from which we can Iearn the properties of our
Geometry.
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10. ADVISE YOU TO FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF THOROUGHLY WITH THE PROPERTIES

OF THIS MODEL AND WITH THOSE OF THE SPHERE MODEL, DISCUSSED IN SECTION,
OF A RIEMANIAN GEOMETRY-.~

a) In immediate future we'-re gulag-tobe leaningvery heavily on them.

III. 1HE GEOMETRY OF SPACE

1. At this point I hope I have convinced you that the game of Non-Euclide-
urgeometryi l one which can be plaTd.

a) That l I hope you see that we can takle most of the postulates
to which the sort of thing you call a straight line conforms
and that you can then alter just a few and get consistent, if
-a s.

b) It is because these lines etc. satisfy so many of the Euclidean
postulate that we go on calling these things geometries at all.

2. But I uistn though you may be convince that this isan
ok game, COMPLICATED AND NOT ALWAYS INTERESTING TO A NONMATHEMATICIAN,
you wonder both whether it i of use, and why I lisit on confuig
youi by calling these things straight lines.

3. Now the term straight line is one which you obviously didn't take
as an arbitrary name for something in a mathematical postulate set.

a) It's something you had clearly in mand before that exposure
to high school geometry.

b) Ditto-for distance.



4. Pretty obviously you got these notions as abstractions from everyday
experience.

a Straight line as light ray or stretched string. Thus sight along
-~yardstick, then draw line on board.

b bSimilarly distance is determined by TI ST-IGK-subdivied.
Too things of equal length if same stick can be layed along each,

5. Now as we'e pointed out again an agaitthese observations have only
the vaguest ratattaasts historical relationship to t-he terms used in
geometry,_etc.
a We can play these games whether or not we know about the behavior

of yard stick and light rays.

b) But equally clearly the reason you find Euclidean geometry natural
and -like-to apply) the wor~d straight line to its e-t "Ie-- --- -- -
because Tha you believe the axtIttzx light rays and yardsticks
have the properties represented in the postulates of Euclidean

6. it. &W4-X k Fe____%__nn

a) The point is that we can only Justify our defense of EucicLaandL
our desire to reserve the term straight line for that geometry
on the basis or experience.

b i.e. must show by experimen etc. that the postulates hold.



easy for most but

7. This turns out to be/very very difficult. FOR A FEW OF THEM

8. Most of the postulates turn out to be true just because of the
ways we construct the physical entities

a) Can always extedd a line by laying down ruler and drawing some more

b) If A,B,C then C,BA but not B,0,A without breakingth-estio6

c) Two sticks of the same length, one of which has length of third,
are 8*1Ll01 of tM enghet .We an switch yrltcsafter
a comparison, etc. THIS CONTAINS A LITTLE PHYSICAL INFO, BUT
WITHOUT THIS WE COULDN'T MEASURE

d) Problem of idealization with line through two points, but by
- --- A s - - I14 41,- .- --- --U .- ,f- 0 a--= ! 0 ! at. A3A* 3a 1n n - ^n 1 nour- . er

that we have a unique definition, and to violate the postulate
we would have to show that as things got smaller they fto nbXh

9. But

a)

b)

a duireviu pxupt Y1,
with two of-the pottulates, we have grea-dii#%olty

Only one line through two points. Yr-stiek---lp Ig, -- there
no space between them, Can't tell because my chalks too broad

Andhow about the two lines perpendicular to the same line
never meeting, can't extend very far on the board.

10. In both these cases can only say that they're satisfied locally,
can't &check at large distances.

4z-p



YARDSTICK NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 9 PAPERiS DUE

.- 1 .... Lecture 12 - 5/9/51

I, INTRODUGTTON

1; Last time con.cluded our discussion of- abstraetgeometry a a game.

Asked then what was the relation of the primitives of this game to the
the things we called physical straight lines and physical disnce.

2. Concluded that this was a question for experiment and only for epr-
rnt-- Have-to find out whether-the-thinge we--ealla-p-yst-l-str-aight
lines have the postui&ted properties or not.

3. Decided generally that what we meant by a straight line was:

) Path of light ray or line ruled with a stick whose "1straightness"
had been checked by holding it up to the light.,

b) By congruence we meant yardsticks or frame figures made of wood

or mtal, etc. could be slid so as to conincido.

c) Then-we take-aeparticular stiek and-by la-ying out successive

congruent sections we determine physical distance,

4. Questionwas do these physical things obey postulates:

a) Most of the postulates check directly but two give trouble

b These are: only one line through a pair of points, for we can't

check all points. Parallel postulate.

- -c) In both cases we have difficulty designing an experiment because

we- hnave o investiate"all pa&ce"rtorbe-sure.



. But we can try an indirect check, through theorems.

11. But don't we have a way of checking, for some consequences are
shown locally. SUM OF ANGLES OF A TRIANULE & AkAS AND Tr

a) So try to measure it. All you can show is that itis very nearly
true.-Say- itLe -t-rue-within- one -ten-thousanth of -a -degree--or
better.

b) Under most circumstances this would be enough. If we could say
that the sum of t~e angles of a physical triangle were always
t00haClos* 0-e to 180.6 it would be all we would need to know.

12- Bu-tin our non-Euelidean geometriswe know that small triangles
have a different sum than large ones.

a) Thus even though our measurements tell us that Euclidean geometry
is good enough for use on earth and for surveying, it may not
be-goo-eneugh-for the very large triangles with which we employ
it in astronomy.

b) That is, it remains perfectly possible that although our yardsticks
and light rays behave according to Euclid locally, they .may
--in-larger regionsgive-nmvEuclidean properties.

c,.Poinarei sparallax experiment-(Permits us to examine larger distances)

a) -Has not werked, distaneesos-our-presentelecomes arenit great
enough. Or accurate enough.

b) But we have some less direct evidence. (Remember needle & r)

_ If we continue to take straight lines as light rays and distance



in terms- of' . phynIc1 stIck then if we write the eavmtions of
certain parts of physics in a form which. supposes that they
remain simple for a non-Euclidean world, we get some new a

b) Bending of lihto tng f lght, preenslon-of the _par'helion -of-me-rcury *
Oir 4Jh two( ofd, oaO~q". EA&

. Have tried to suggest that all-- of these geometries are- correct-as
pure math- and problem of deciding which one Is rightforphysical
world is one for experimant and only for experiment.

2. The bulk of the experimental evidence is that the things which we
normally determine straightness and 4istanow behave in a way compabible
with a non-Eclidean gaeometry mnach like Rleman Ia and giute unlike
Euclid's,_if we consider a sufficiently large portion of space.

3. But I'm sure our approach to the problems involved raises in your
mindthe question: suppose ligt does have such an odd behavior,
eta. Can't we just say lignt dntanstrqel in a traight line
and keep our old geometry. iU ead4.41 t iA.h Iag m  a ii ke.t(refl a 'j!. - a.4m E ' UN
a) an'trwe'go on saying spaces Euclidea rays and

yard sticks behave dirrerently tnan we supposea. Mayn#t we
just-tchange our-phyaisnot our mathematica LApplied)

4,- Two_ majlor answers to this:I R a~'k
C I.. . . .

angtIDe-awao-naur e. -- o can _z provea) Poincare: Can always-Sef)h

3?

ou e mr "w4cosc C),ba S,I -

11 POIN('1.,1NSEI

I AMqPOAft Jft 4P Wft 060 ft 4 dW& A0%



space is non-Euclidean.

b) This is undoubtedly correct. It dpends on our re cognition that
geometry needn't be about anything, or conversely thatwecnmke
-it be about anything which will obey the postulat e

"v} Y-o- ever-if w-we an't make yard-sticks and light-rays behave
properly, we can certainly find something else which will, and
then just say we were wrong.

d) Poincare, then says, we must' eec o ciilstead of
-hanging our C5eWLer e~~pqReiengoer ssmlr

5. Actually, tho there s nothing wrong with his answer in tory, it
turns-out- to be extremely difficult to put into prsactice. Want to
turn to this difficulty in a moment, but first study the alternate

answer to the question presented by Einstein.

A) Einstein would say: Query as to whether space is Euclidean can
ly legitimately be a question about the Perties of light

rays, yardsticks, etc. It thus has an experimental answer, and
the answer is almost certainly that space is not Euclidean.7

b) For in view of the difficulties of making Euclidean space
meaningful-fr -4 t- -py-seal-weeperties-there- i litt1nracti cal

a'lternive.

led~_
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IV. EUCLIDEAN VS. NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRIES OF SPACE

1. Suppose that experiment has given us reason to suppose that the
light rays and yardsticks behave as in a Riemanian geometry.

a) This means that light rays satisfy the postulates of ie:an for
the -entities called straight lines

b And that a physical yard. stick, carried around. from place to p&ce,
gives us a measure of the thing we get as distance in our Z= non-
Euclidean geometry.

2. Questiont is can't we just say that these are not true measures an"
straight lines, and thus preserve- Euclid.

a-)-Anewe-r- !is- you can but you want like -wia-t--yoa- t

3. DISCUSSION IN TWO DIMENSION. can do it in three, but thnen cn'-Et
draw it. Two dimensional space is flat animals, one angle for pointing

'. The properties of two dimensional Riemanian plane. The surface of
a sphere.

aYRhmind you that though ouk picture is three dimensional we are
3still concerned only with the plane.,

5. Two- elightaraysostartingofromm ogeher
and those starting off at right angles to same line, come back to
together.

6. Can we just say that we've learned light travels in curves.
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7. Poincare would say yes we can, which is true, but what are the

consequencewof this CHOICE

a Consider three light rays emanating perpendicularly from the same
etra-ightline.-

b)RSincetheyhavetyemanian-propertsetheymeet -
yardsticks have Riemanian properties we can lay off a yardstick
the same number of times along each light ray between base line
and point of interocotion.

8 This-says-nething about space1 it's restricted to light rays and yard-
sticks.

a) If we take light rays to be straight lines must say space is Riema-
nian. But try saying space is Euclidean, but straight lie
actually these lines(D ) and light travels in eux~es.

- b-Th-iscan't-be disproved, but: to-Npasx-esy space is Euclidean is
to say something about dLatatoe.too.

o It's a theorem about Euclidean distance that It the middle light
ray must be shorter than other two.

d) Thus if space is Euclidean, we must say yardstick shrank because
we wexe able to lay it out too many times along center line.-

9. Now this is erfectly obe as averbalism. -But it-u-t selsto
try to carry oit_

a) The love ophysian benometremendously-complex if stated in terms
of lines and distances which aren't light rays and yardsticks.
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b) Besides, if light rays and yardsticks aren't what we mean by phys.
straight lines and distance - and if space is to be Euclidean, thVen
we-must find seme-ether-meanings for-thba-terms - then-how-do
we find out what things are to be straight lines, etc.

c) But our only way of getting this information is to discover first
what the properties of light rays and yardsticks are, that is
iscover that they behave like lines etc . of a Riemanian geometry
and then we can find the laws according to which our yardsticks
must be allowed to shrink to determine the thing we call Euclidean
distance, etc.

10. Poincare was right; we can do this; we- can s&y that, regardless of
experimert- VbfaOsi Euclideant:but it'a useless, >l

a) For -weId fi rst have to disebver by expekiment thatli ght rays
were 1ftinn, and then we'd have to construct the odd and unphysic
a! Euclidea; st4W~righte, ad why bother with the next etep

b) Tant-it"better to stop by- ying-apsee obeys a non-Euelidean
geometry,

V. THE FINITE BUT UNBCUNDED UNIVERSE

1. This last quetion receies a particularly foreeflilluctraion
1n the examination of one last property of space which we believe
axix to hold though we are not yet perfectly sure.

a) That is we say space is finite but unbounded.
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NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 9 y
Lee-ture 13 - 5/11/51

INTRODUUTORY

1. To start on a grim note this morning, let me remind you t at pp re
are due in at lecture one week from today.

-ca) Extensions will be tough to get, but retroactive extensions will
be impossible to get.

b) But you should have time for this - there will be no further
reading.

2. All of which amounts to reminding you that whatever modern physics
may have discovered about space, they have not yet been able to slow
down time.

a) We must all still abide by the clock, and the calendar.

b) Next year we may be able to announce a ncu scientific discovery
on this point, but for the moment we are stuck.

3. Now actually I trust that you now realize that the situation is
just the same with our physical rules about space.

a) We can play any game of mathematical geometry we want. TASTE

b) But when we come to physical geometry we must ultimately take
the sort of geometry which nature supplies. Light behaves only ONE

c) Our math games help suggest new things to look for and new possi-
)ilities which we should not have guessed or noticed. without their



assistance by we must make a choice between them.

4. Now in making our choice we have to do TWO DISTINCT THINGS

a) Decide to what physical entities our mathematical primitives

b) Decide whether thee physical entities satisfy the postulates of
our game .(A)C esk -A-* 4 t a

c) THIS IS A VERY IMPORTANT DISTINCTION - WRITE ON BOARD

5. In our investigation of space we have very little difficulty
deciding that what we have always meant by straight and by distance
are light rays and yardsticks

6. This decides FIRST POINT above; evidence like Einstein's star position
helps us decide second.

a) This is indirect. Doesn't prove a thing, but is surprising evidens
of an unexpected sort for an existing theory. Like Galileo and
moon's of Jupiter.

b) Surprising evidence pointed up by a new theory is always mcore

convincing than a slightly better prediction of something handled
before, for it's less likely to !?ve been built into the constru-

otion of the theory.

c) Tor the record: correct direction of bending. Stars move closer

during the eclipse.
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7. Thus iAfwe take first step suggested above, then physical evidence

forces us to say, Space is not Euclidean,

a) This is Einstein's point

b) But Poincare points out that it is a two step process, and, we
are at'liberty to change our physical identification of straight
line

8. This is rather like a situation we have mnt again and again in our
study of science:

a) New observations always leave us with a choice like this: We
either change our theory or we change our notions about the things
to, which our theory refers.

7: hus in our study of the Phlog theory, the evidence produced by
Lavoisier could not force a convinced Phlogisticist to change
his mind. It could only force him to change his nrotions about
the propefties of phlogiston.

c) The choice was between appl7t iga new conceptual scheme to
combustion or modifying the properties attributed to the particular
concepts like phlogiston entering into the old one.

dI8Similarly all the barometer experiments in the world can't force
a plenist to say there's a vacuum at the top of the tube: All
he has to say is that the stuff which fills it doesn't have the
normal properties of material media - it doesn't retard feathere,
etc.
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e LAnd_ultimatel cthecbger e madie on*grunds of convenience.
Which of these is simpler to use - which involves fewer extra
concepts. Which is most direct and most natural.

9. And this is just our situation here.

a) instein's work forces us to say light and yardsticks don't
behave as we thought - but we may still preserve the Euclidean
physical conceptual scheme, by alterinL our notions of thes
physical identity of straight lines.

Xnd again our decision in favor of Einstein's CECCisdetermined
ntirely as a matter of convenience.

L tried to show you how awkward Poincare's view was last time
inIdiscussing how we discuss in a Euclidean conceptual scheme,the
physical facts about the three search lights mounted perpendicular
to a base line;

a) Could stick to Euclidean conceptual scheme for ph7sIcal space
and say light bends.

b) But then had to say yardsticks shrink.

c) And this got terribly awkward and inconvenient. For we had nothing
to measure "real distance" with, so we had to discover a law of
shrinking for yardsticks.

d) Price of sticking to Euclidean space is to admit that we do our
measuring with a rubber band. Can stiffen it by making a different
choice. through the work of learning a new conceptual scheme.



THE FINITE UNIVERSE

1. Let me give you one more example of the sort of criteriawhich
determine our choice.

2. One of the things which we think is true of physical yardsticks and
light rays is that they show a property very like the reentrent
character of lines in a Riemannian geometry

a) Thus travel along a physical straight line (light ray) and get
back to where you started, etc.

b) This is what we mean when we say space is "finite but unbounded"

c) Only a certain amount of volume measured with a physical bucket,
but no boundaries.

3. This is hard to visualize. I can't draw it for you. Dut you have
a picture for thoediineions which helps.

a) Imagine we lived in a two dimensional world. Like a table surface.
One parameter of pointing instead of two.

b) Then question is: Is plane like surface of sphere or like table
surface.

4. If we take physical definition of straight line in terms of light
5 then must say it's like surface of a sphere.

But we can also say It's Euclidean like surface of a table and



NC

5. Do this by the device described in Einstein document. AND SECTION

a) In terms of model. Take space as surface of a sphere. Light
rays as circles on sphere - yardstick as a pointer.

b) Down below we takc a Euclidean plane. Straight line is what you
think of normally as straight - ditto for distance.

c) And we can map light rays, and sticks into our Euclidean opace.

6. Now here is our choice:

a) If light rays are straight etc. then space is finite but unbounded.

b) But can say space is Euclidean, then say light rays go in circles
in this space, and yardsticks grow longer as they move away, from
th4 origh . At such and such a distance must correct stick so

7. And this is an ok set of physical laws. and so much.

So wpageAgmple pe q l1brty toma a free choice between them.
Bth fit th f its effctly.

a) EVEN THOUGH ONE IS INFINITE AND ONE FINITE

8, But this paradox resolves itself when we remember that we are
yardsticks too. Now consider us walking out toward infinity in this
direction

a) Steps get longer - finally take an infinite step and find ourselves
coming back.

9. Effects of this sort cause us to decide for Rliemann AS MOST CONVENIENT
GEOMETRY.



III. A LOCK AT WHAT WE'VE DONE

1. Except for sections this is all we'll say about abstract math and
physical space, but let's take a look at where we've been.

a) Put this in form of things I hope you may have learned about
science from the material we've been considering during the last
four weeks.

2. First, but far from formost: I would hope you have learned something
about some modern and controversial scientific ideas.

a) Have not given the evidence that space has these odd properties,
but hope I have showed that it could have them qui.te reasc'onably,
for this is more than half the battle.

3. Iiight suggest to you that a second more important aspect of this
most recent block lies in its being our first example of a scientific
revolution which (for the non-professional) is still in the future.

a) Essentially these ideas are unfamiliar, difficult, extremely hard
to accept.

b) The difficulty you find in them was shared by all scientists once

and is still shared by many.

c) The problem of reorientation here is not too unlike the one called

for in the Phlogiston case - and is very like the one called for

in the transition from Ptolemy to Copernicus, or Aristotle to

Newton, where we deal with more deaply rooted ways of looking

at the world.



) So I'd hope the block might help you appreciate the reasons for
certain of the great scientific controversies of the past and to
feHi a greazter kinship with the loser in some of those battles.

4.And I certainly hope this will hebp you grasp certain of the difficultiae
inherent in brief summaries of scientific conceptualizations.

a) Space is curved is not a good summary of the outcome of the
general theory of relativkty.

b) It is uninformative - and essentially misleading if addressed in
this form to anyone who is not an abstract mathematician.

c) I wish it were dead, but it won't be - so apply the same scepticism
to phrases like: "Time is the fourth dimension" or "the electron
is sometimes a particle, sometimes a wave".

d) Such phrases are fine in context - lousy in popularizations, and
that's where they're used.

5. There are also a group of far more fundamental lessons to be learned
with regard to the abstract postulational system.

a) We see here in a pure form a situation which has run through
every case we've studied, but there it is more difficult to see.

b) Conceptual schemes are all in part gree creations of the human
mind - as such they are games -

c) This is one of the reasons they are so hard to upset - they can
be changed at the level of identification with nature.



At m e be moore proctso It is in theory possible to take any scientific
onceptual scheme and break it down into a postulational system, a
re played with undefined entities.

To this we must then add a set of rules for identifying the entitief
with things in nature and a set of operations which will check the
postulates.

7. I say in theory, for very little of science has adtually been completel;
reduced. But an attempt is always made to state scientific results
in something which begins to approach this form, and there are many
advantages to this attempt:

a) Postulational sets strip off irrelevancies. They tell you just
how much you need to check to hold a scientific theory, and they
frequently tell you that you need to check things which you would
otherwise have taken for granted.

b) They open up alternate possibilities by suggesting changes in
the postulates which are most difficult or impossible to check.
Thus suggest new experiments and new sorts of behaviors to look
for and to take seriously.

c) They are tremendously economical. The postulates are the laws.
The deductive techniques are standard and need not be repeated.
Thing of all the information (theorems) which are embodied in
the mere statement of a set of postulates, etc. Six for Boole,
six for the system of prime numbers.
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8. I thus suggest that in the postulational system plus rules of
identification, we have a versionoof the ideal scientific text, and
that many of the most outstanding characteristics of science derive
from this characteristic of their texts.

a) Economy as a teaching aid and a mneumonic device. CUMULATIVE

b) Prescription of the ophrations necessary to check a theory. OBJECTI
VITY

c) The shearing away of irrelevant associations - the game.FACTS ONLY

9, Now these are just the characteristics of science which we have spent
a good deal of thesyear trying to debunk: I THINK WE WERE RIGHT IN
BOTH CASES.

a) That is why I said this was an ideal model of a scientific TEXT

b) This is an important thing to do with scientific conceptual
schemes once you've got them. Useful even if you only go a little
bit of the way, which is what you do.

c) But it isn't a way you can do researcL. It's a retrospective
technique. You can only do it to a conceptual scheme after you'VE
got it by other means.

10. And from thbEFAILUREsTS RAW"THIS'DISTINOTION DERIVES MUCH OF THE
CONFUSION ABOUT SCIENCE.



tlss toN



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 10:

I. TEXTBOOK SCIENC1 11EATIVE SCIENCE, AND HECHT

1. In the last ledture we closed by discussing the relationship of
an applied postulate set to the structure of a sCience as oresented
in the texts Of that science.

a) The three elements of the structure: The pobtulates or laws;
the rules creating a correspondence of physical and conceptual
entities; and the rules for checking the postulates or theorems

by observation and/or experiment.

b) In this connection, we stressed that though texts do not achieve

the sort of ideal of purity which we have examined, they do
strive toward it, and that mapy important characteristics of
science as a form of human knowledge derive from the possibility
of putting he its results in this systematic logical form.

2. But I closed by pointing out that - powerful and important as this
device was - it could only be employed for the organization and.
transmission of existing scientific knowledge.

a) Without any emphasis from me you have all noted that before one

can set up a postulational set - squeeze out the empirical elements-
one needs a pretty precise i-ea; arrived at by guess, gosh and

experiment, of what sort of results one wants to get from one's

nostulates.
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b) The alternative sorts of pstukate sets built from primitives
is hopelessly large. We can apply the technic to conceptual
schemes we've got, and we can get new ideas for modifications
of our conceptual schemes in the process, but speaking broadly
speaking, we cannot start from scratch to look for nostulational
schemes in nature.

c) Conceptual schemes as we have studied them in previous cases
are products of a far more complex and far less logical process.
To what one gets one can apply the logical technics of postulational
thinking, and we do this in our texts, but there is no possibility
of using the technics tofget the pvtgtiationakeptual scheme.

3. This leads me to suggest to you an impe'ant distinction between two
seperate aspects of every science.

a) I think it a tremendously important, really a vital distinction,
because I find that it illuminates the evaluation of a great deal
that is written about particular sciences and about scientific
method.

b) This is the distinction between textbook science and creative
science.

4. You already know what I mean by these:

a) 95tstie scienOe is the technics of experiment, and thought, and
argument with ourselves, with other scientists, and with nature,
which goes into the discovery and erection of conceptual schemes.

4J~ "W~?'rl-/ '(%
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b) Textbook science is the logical form intO, which we put these

for purposes of transmission and teaching. DESURIBABIL
c) They're both important but they're different, and much confusion

has been created by the failure to keep their difference in mind.

5. That is, many descriptions of science and of the methods of science
are written on the basis of an analysis of texts but are aprlied to
a description of what the scientist does.

a) One of you suggested to me that an example of this distinction,
and perhaps of the confusion was presented by contrastin Conant
and Beveridge, and I think this is an excellent point. C

b) But it is not intended to deny the merits of either book, but
simply to point out that on many occasions they're talking about
different aspects of science, although Beveridggehides this.

6. I emphasize this distinction because I think it will be important to
you, and because it will be ignored by virtually everything you read
about science.

a) Those of you who like discussions about "Is there a scientific
method" or "Is history (read psychology or economics or....)
a science?" or (at the extrmme end) "Can science applied to
International r&lations (read politics, etc.) save us?"
will find that the favorite device is to compare Textbook science
Irom physics withcreative science in one cf the other field and

t f-foot, argument from scratch.
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b) I'm not sure that these arguments are useful, but they're

important, for they effect the design and direction of research
programs in all these fields, particularly in the days of Natonal
Science foundations. So here's something for which to watch and
a confusion of which to beware.

c) But even at the more mundane level, since you willl not all be
)olicy makers, the distinction is an important one in all your
relations with science and with scientists

7. Whether as citizen, lawyer, public administrator, business man, or
professional historian, you will all have to make decisions which
revolve around some understanding of the elements of some particular
body of science. You will have to evaluate projects in which science
and scientists are involved.

a) These will almost invariably be evaluations of past or present
research science - the evaluation o-txThad be-be-leto

b) But the information available to you will almost invariably be

textbook information.

c) This is true whether you go to books or to scientists. And
there's good reason for it. It's shorter, more concise and much

clear-r in this form.

d) Still you need to be able to make the transittibn from one to

the otler. THE CASE METHOD, THIS COURSE, IS DESIGNED TO HELP

YOU IN THAT. IT'S WHY WE PAY SO MUCH ATTENTION TO CREATTIVE, SO
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LITTLE TO TEXTBOOK SCIENCE.

e) A great deal of what we mean by the "feel" for science which we
should like to give you is the ability to tell from some interro-
gation of texts and scientists something more about the state
of research in particular fields, etc.

8. This is not an easy thing to do:

a) Have tried to give you a crack at in this final term paper assign-
ment. Asked you to apply your understanding of science to problems
about atomic energy and have asked you to do it from the sort of
material that is available to the layman.

b) In particular akked you to read Hecht's "Explaining the Atom"
which supplies and ideal example of the sorts of problems with
which you will be confronted.

9. Hecht is a fine book. It is about the best of an immense number of
semi-popular summaries of a complex txtt and important field.

a) But I suspect most of you recognized in reading it that if you
had drawn your general picture of the way science works from
Hecht alone, without the background of this course, you'd have
a very different idea of the way science progresses.

b) In Hecht: one experiment leads to a unique conclusion, and
immediately suggests a new experiment from which great new
knowledge is derived. 4 C oA s Scie ce as auveX se%-
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Must certainly have realized this in reading treatment of Dalton,
Lavoisier, Prout, et al. Did you step to wonder whether the same
contrast between actual route and Hecht's route existed in the
modern period where H gives more detail? Or did you take it
for granted that modern science has so perfedted its methods thalt
it can proceed by nice step by step processes?

d) My question is, Did youU* ethat in effect Hecht was giving
you text-book science? Even though its called Historical approach.

10. This is not a criticism of Hecht. The case presentation would have
been incredibly long, infinitely more difficult, and extremely confusing
Would not have done the required job.

a) And here it would not have made a difference. This whole episode
is done.

b) But supposedyou had been dumped into the middle of this story,
at the beginning of the last war. BEFORE THTE B12M. Suppose
you had had decisions to make then. Then you would have needed
more than Hecht, and to some extent you would have needed an
ability to read between the lines, or to ask the questions which
would have made someone else read between the lines for you.

11. And there's a lot of such reading to be done.

II. IMMEDIATE OBJECTIVES

1. To show you this I propose to do a bit of this reading for you.
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2. That is, want to tell you, in much abridged, but nevertheless "Caee"

form, something more about one particular incident which occurs in the
Hecht and which will be our last illustration in this course of the
scientist at work.

a)Our incident is central. The discovery of the fission of Uranium
and Thorium.

b) And it is modern: 1934-1939

3. From it I hope you will get a number of things

a) Some more knowledge about nuclear physics

b) An object lesson in how to read books about science

c) A conviction that science as "research" has not changed much since
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, that the lessons you've
learned from the otherocases are applicable here.

d) A last look at some general characteristics of science which
you've seen before, and which are neatly summarized here for some
more general remarks next week.

III. SOME BACKGROUND TO BE PULLED FROM HAT

1. For this you require a reminder about some scientific theories you've
already learned from Hecht and which lie behind our story. I'll
use Textbook science too. Pull them from HAT
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2. The periodic table: Fotlow Hecht and say it was pulled out of air
by Mandeleev in 1869. But don't believe it. arx Ni nxx We could
put our case approach here and find the same features.

a) Roughly atoms are numbered according to Atomic Weight. Some
gaps, some inversions of weight.

b) Then can keep running out and back putting like elements under
each other. Get grouped properties this way and a regularity
in the size of the cycles

c) If you take a careful look, you'll find it's not so simple as this
sounds. There are plenty of irregularities. But still it was
good enough to predict the existence and the properties of
several elements which have been found since the design of the
table.

3. Stepping way out of historical order we find the periodic table
olosely associated with a secend conceptual scheme of tremendous
importance; THE NUCLEAR ATOM

a) Only one model exh iliits hey-day. But the central one for us.

b) The small nucleus plus orbital electrons

c) Number of electrons is atomic number.

d) The electron is charged, the atom is neutral; so nuulkaia charge
just balances charge of xasm electrons. Atomic number is just
charge on nucleus.
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4 iBy the time on" Atory opiAWFeVe alAO got aprettygoQW dea Of
whrtts in the nucleus

a) Protons, charge & number equal to electrons. Weight almost 2000
times as great.

b) Neutron. Weight equal to proton but no charge.

5. Express the construction of a nucleus in a formula.

a) 1H1 , 8 016 3 0 Zn66, 92U238 1? ,, C ew 4- as -C a er.

b) Lower number determines chem properties.
2 17)18 ,64,66,67.,68)70c) Isotopes: Change in mass H has 1H ,O7, Zn 66, '

U234 , 235,238

d) Isomers: Same mass number (TOTAL) but different atomic numbers.

Very rare.

IV. SOME TOOLS

1. The gas disCharge:

a) Potential difference (battery), low pressure, electric current
passes. This will cause glow from ZnS etc. and separate
sintillations indicate discrete nature of charge

b) They can be bent, and thus can find the ratio of their charge
to their mass, etc. SIGN OF CHARGE.
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2. The inve rseoeaininteth

a) Atoms have electrons knocked off. Thus charged. When charged
they travel in tube toward negative end. Thus they can be
investigated.

b) Much heavier so it takes a mxgn bigger magnet to bend them.

3. The Geigar Conter.

a) Mechanism of gas discharge provides us with an important tool.

b) At lower voltage can't get electricity to pass. No ions.

c) But if you can get a charged particle in, then current will
start. _ o.--_ %. p "te

d) Picture of tube. Particle entering ionizes something inside
and causes discharge.

4. Demonstrate:

a) Cosmic rays

b) Electron source C o
c) Bend them

5. So far have too sources cf these charged particles. Electrons

and positive ions.

6. Another important one is naturally radioactive substances.
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7. Some heavier nuclei break up und.er their own weight.

Pa, Th, U2, etc.

8. The three sorts of radiation,

9. The high energies.

10. The other counter. Stopping power.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 10

Lecture 1Z-5/16/$L

. INTRODUCTIOlN:

1. In the last lecture and in thbs section meetings we've been
summarizing the knowledge about the structure of the nucleus and the
tools of the trade avgl1able for the identification of Uranium fission
in the period 1934-1939

2. Now we must discover what was known about nuclear reactions:

a) This is of course the first essential in the reconstruction in
any case. The route of any discovery is intimately determined

by the titure of what is known in advance of that discovery.

b) In science as elsewhere, what we can see is dependent to a great
extent on what we have already seen.

3. By.1934 nuclear reactions were divisible into 44categories:

a) Natural or spontaneous radioactivity. The first to be discovered.

dor inucedireactons

4. In all of these a nucleus reacts in such a way as to give up c-
gaitnsome one of the fundamental particles and is changed to something

else.

a) Contrast with chem reactions. Here the elements arc not preserved/
Gc from one spot on pericic table to another.



b) Thiz is transmutation a thing which i. impossible so long as
atoms arethough-or as distinct onerom the other, but which

becomes possible when they are conceived as made up of the same
sorts of blocks,

_z) Thus we here reach the true goal of the Alchemist's. We can make
gold. But it turns out to cost more than It does to dig the stuff.
Besides we're off the gold standard.

II. NATUJAL LADIOACTIVTY

1. Of the various sorts of nuclear reactions, the mmt important for

present purposes is the group called natural radio-activity.

2. As the nuclets grows larger ($ncreasing atomic number), it get less
stable; less able to hold itself together. (For LARGE A ONLY)

a) This is a consequence of its structure, just as chalk is easierto
crumble up than sand particles.

3. Reasons for this are interesting:

a) Protons are charged, they repel each other even at quite labge
distances.

b) Thus couldn't have any nuclei, id6oe Wydrogen, if it werent'

for an attractive forde which acts at shbrt range only. We have

no direct knowledge of this force, but we have to posit it.

Its natiure 'c. law constitute the outstanding problem of contem-

nhysics. If 1 found it today, I'd get Nobel prize tomorrow.!
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size of the nucleus. Proton repels proton anywhere in hucleus,
but only neighboring particles attract it. DRAW

5. Thus all the heavies elements, t least from En (86) gradually break
up by themselves.

6. One such typical route for breah up is illustrated by Uranium.

a) Start with a single atom of 92U238 9 0 Th 23 4 + a4 (.5 bil yrs)

ormal Thorium is 0 Th23 2, so this is an isotope. Normal Th starts
902e another series.

b) But this ain't stable: 0Th234a234 - .5 d)

Normal Protoactinium is 91Pa231 , tart still another series.

c) 91Pa23k __ 92U23
4 + e (1.JAlkiP) Another isotope

) U234Th 2 3 0 + -( Million yrs) Thorium2an, but diff.
92 -- 9

e) 90 Th
2 3 0  - Ra + bL (76 Thous. yrs) Which is a form of radium.

.4 88
7. Radium is also radioactive. Takes nine more dtages before atom gets

small enough to settle down. Gives off five alphas, four betas.
Binally reaches: 206

82 Pb which is an isotope of lead (most abund is 2038

821



8. Actually get a few branches in this decay, but this istypical of
this and all decays.

III. INDUCED REACTIONS

1. It was not long after the nature of these decays was full figured out,
that we get the products of the decays put to work

2. The %c are quite heavy, and come off very fast. They nheya bullet
which goes very much faster than anyone had ever been able to make
any particle go before. Thus looked good for breaking up other nuclei

3. This was first tried by TRutherford in 1919 (at least first succeoefully)
4. His reaction: N+4 2He'- 017  + -H1  (The proton)

7 2 81
a) Thus Helium is the true dephlogisticating agent

b) And we have the first controlled transmutation

5. From this date on everyone tries it (Parallel to MODERN NUCLEAR PYSICS)

a) Many new reactions of the above sort: Iron to Necn, etc.
Aluminum into silicon

6. Also a set of reaction using protons speedeu p by artifical me-ns.
a) ypal jL7 + H4 4a) Typical 3 Li +1H1 2He + 2 He (or two alphas)

b) Also Iron to Oxygen (plus alpha), etc.

t g V



7. This was the cook-book, cut and try, period. And something
very important came out of it.

8. This was the discovery of the neutron:

a) 1930: 4 Beg+ 2He
4 - 6 0?? + very penetrating radiation

b) Query: Which isotope of carbon

9. Un'ttell unless you know what's coming off.

a) The penetrating radiation was only cut down to one-half strengh
by 2 cm of lead, which was more oowerful than anything known at
time.

b) But it was probably just a more potent form of radiation
than normal, since this was only comparable sort of thing.

c) so 601 + gamma

10. This held up pretty well for a couple of years, but there was still
some reason to be sceptical about such notent gammas and the situation
blew sky high again in 1932.

a) Madame Curke's daughter Irene and her husband Frederick Joliot
(Nobel prize 1935 - ousted head French atomic energy commission)
discovered that this radiation would knock very high epeed protons
out of paraffine.

' This was highly unlikely, bedause there was good reason to
uppose that rays couldntt do this, at least on this scale, so
.t was proposed, particularly by Chadwick, that what one actually
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were neutrons, the hypothetical particle never before isolated
experimentally. Many people had bern sceptical about its
existence.

cO With this hypothesis could account for quantitative relatiops
(speeds)in reactions, so it was accepted. Cf *,; ( 3'6%P )

11. Like all the stories indicated. so far the neutron story is really
more complex than this

a) But even this little indicates the existence of a whIle set of
problems we Haven't even hinted at in this nice, dogmatic, text-
book presentation.

b) I've given you a whole bunch of formulas evolved out of a great
deal of research undertaken by many men.

c) Even have given you a theory of the atom to help you understand
the experiments, thought the theory was actually developed only
as the experiments went on, so during the early experiments at
least no such neat formulas could be written.

d) Tha x So you will not be surprised to discover that the story
which lies behind this theory and these formulas is not so far
unlike the Dalton story. The technics for exploring these
reactions are interrelated; the theory and the experiments grow
together and continuously iftteract with each other.

e) The full story is incredibly messy. Depending upon how you
feel about history, it is fascinating or dull, but in any casc
it's very different.
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12. And the difference is the key of the textbook cfeative science

IV. THE DISCOVERY OF FISSION

1. For this reason, and because it's a fascinating story, I now want
to turn back and give you the next step, which is the last step,
in a relatively fuller version.

a) This is story of discovery of new sort of reaction, fission.

b) All reactions thts far have been element plus a bullet yields
element plus bullet or something of the sort.

c) Now element plus bullet yields two elements.

2. And for this story the identification of the neutron in 1932 serves
as prologue.

3. The neutron is a very different sort of bullet from the other particles.

a) Its lack of charge and why this is an advantage.

4. That is, this development, like so many developments in 2cience is
precipitated by the development of a new tool.

5. Immediately after 1932 many people start doing neutron experiments.

a) Found that with these you could transmute practically any element

in the periodic table. Before you'd been quite limited.

b) Were able to investigate in some detail a newc sort of nuclear
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reactinA ld dradi=-actiity.

:c) This was actually noted earlier (Joliot-Curie 1952), but not
much was known about it until the neutron exneriments became

available.
123 124 c 24

d) Description: Typical 1 a 2+ 01 _ 11Na 12M e

") ~ ~ UWPFTL by PrO*e4---

6. During the years from 1932-1934 an immense number of such reactions
were explored by a number of investigators. They discovered isotopCs

(mostly radioactige) of almost every element in the periodic table.

7. Finally in 1934, they were working their way toward the end of the

periodic table and got to Uranium and Thorium.

a) Uranium int:ptituharse investigated by Enrico Fermi, and
coworker at the University of Rome Exx1kx

b) In this case therets some evidence that something a bit more
comDlex is happening than in most of the reactions discussed.

c) Stuff is definitely radioactive, and. it appears that there's
more than one radio-active product to be identified.

8. It will help us now to rocognize what does happen:

a) Uranium (235) splits when hit by a neutron. GCives Bariua and

some other middle wtight element; some neutronA etc.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 10

Lecture 3 -0 /W1

I. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND TRANSITION TO CASE

1. Had announced some demonstrations of the effects of bombardment with
neutrons. Want to show you induced radioactivity, and an experimental
demonstration of the existence of fission. WON'T DETONATE A BOMB THO.
a) For health and equipment weight reasons can't do those here. Can

have them Monday at Cruft which isn't far. But will slow us up
a bit, alow less time for summing up. Do you want it anyway.

b) If so - Craft Lecture room. Continue up Oxford street, past
excavation. Take first major path to left. In door on left.
Up two flights. Lecture room in front of you.

2. Cylolotron visit for those interested Tuesday, PM.
a) Starts with a talk on cyclotron in Jefferson 250 at 4:00. SLIDES

Continues to cyclotron building.
b) In view of necessity of closing down shop for such visits and

probability of more stringent security restrictionsthis may be
only chance.for a peak at this multi-million dollar equipment.

c) But it's optional!
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3. At the endo last our ver iaaing~ the~ cons equenes ofthe
discovery of the neutron as a new bullet to use in nuclear reactions.

a) Since uncharged it would break up any (almost) elements, so a whole
new horizon is opened by its discovery. 1932 for identification

b) In particular we noted that it led to a thorough investigation of
a relatigely new phenomenon: Induced radioactivity.

c) Which we illustrated by: 11Na23 + 0 n -->11Na2 4 -- 12Mg + e

4. Let me give you one more illustration - this one you will see:

a) 47 Ag107 + 0 n1 -- Ag08 -- 4Gdl0 + e (2.3 minutes)

b) But also: 4 7Agl 0 7 +on1 -- 4Ag06 + 20n1  and

Agl06 -- 46 Pdl0
6 + e (24.5 minutes)

a) Relative strength of two reactions depends upon speed of bullets.
Big debate at moment as to which we see most of on Monday.

5. From 1932-34 many such reactions investigated.

a) Einyattrr raketiont buththeyofitoa pte.ami, a v onoe~tust >
scheme;

b) Most reactions are (not) (n,p) or (nO). Small mass change, etc.



6 Finally in 1934 get to upper end of table: Th & U.

a) Evidence that something fairly complex goes on. i.e. several
simultanbouasthings going on, as in NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY

b) But this isn't surprising for these are elements which give
chkins. Why shouldn't the new isotopes do the same?

. c) In fact one of the motives stated for doing the expt. was to see
whether they couldn't get some new radioactive series from the
naturally radioactive elements.

7. It will help to be clear on what actually happens in these cases
(or what we now say happens)

a) The Uranium atoms (only 235) take up a neutron and then split into
two lighter atoms. One such typical split would be to: 56Ba
and ,6 Kr.

b) Other products too, depending on circumstances. All these things
decay further by short steps, etc.

c) Neutron excess.

8. The reaction in detail is tough. As of 1939-1940 when results on this
subject began to begatnto be voluntarily withheld, it was still not
entirely tyed down.

a) Number of extra neutrons; probability and speed of the various
reactions; all the products and relative abundance was still
unkown.



b) But-that there _6attiion and some of the things which came out
of it was clearly recognized.

9. Nor is this surprising on the basis of our model of the nucleus. Why
whouldn't fission occur?

10. furthermore, it's a snap to show that fission does occur.

a) This is the demonstration for Monday. It could have been easiby
and immediately performed (perhaps two days work) with equipment
around the labs in those days,

b) For as you know from Hecht, this reaction releases much more
energy (mass defect greater) so particles are thrown out much
more violently.

c) This can be detected by the much greater pulse in a geiger counter.
It's a big effect and you can make it visible to the eye by putting
the pulse on a cathode ray screen (early TV tube)

d) And this is what we'll do.

11. Yet although process is easily fitted to conceptual scheme (from our
retrospect) and though a clear experimental demonstration that some-
thing was releasing very high energies would have been a sanap,

a) Fermi and his collaborators diagnosed (tentatively) that thay'd

gotten a transuranic element (93?) and a new radioactive series.

b) And between 1934 and 1939 all the work done on this problem was

done in an attempt to identify the new element and the 
decay series
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12. But Fermi is no fool. Nobel prize in 1938. Star of staff at

Chtoago.a-1tg-man-on bomb-prcrfet---

a) Also one of those rare birds who combines first-rate experimental
and theoretical ability, so should have been ideal for job.

b) Remarks on the two traditions: Galileo, Newton, Datb&n, vs, Boyle,
& Gay-Lussac, and Priestley.

13. So why did he and the other physicists of the period miss.

14. This is just the part of the story that we miss with the dogmatic
textbook approach we've been using.

a) Hecht misses it too, even tho he calls his history

b) And it is just this patt which you must be prepared to spot in
making decisions.

c) And it is this part which I now wish briefly to try to indicate
for you in this story. BUT COULD DO SAME FOR ALL OF THIS

15. Actually our answer must fall into several parts:

a) Obviously Fermi's answer fittb& much better with the known
nuclear reactions of the day. It fitted the existing concepts
of nuclear reactions better.

b) Natural radioactivity was known. So were a whole group of
induced reactions with small change of A, and M.

c) But this scarcely provides an answer, foras we've noted, there
was an easy way of spotting this, and besides Ba and element 93
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are very different. They ought not be confused.

II. TECHNIQUESTFOR STUDYING NUCLEAR REACTIONS

1. Of course the answer lies in the normal technics applied to the stuy
of nuclear reactions. It's just this that we've ignored in writing
down the final textbook answers.

2. There are really just three important sorts of devices in use at the

time.

3. First of these is the application of magnetic field to beam of the

ions or charged particles. Determines (A/M) which simplifies.

a) Good for use on bullets, and for isotopes which exist in consider-

able quantities in samples.

b) No use here, for the irradiation transmutes only a few atoms.
A few thousandths of a per-cent. Wouldn't get a spot on the

negative. REMEMBER UREY AND THE HEAVY HYDROGEN IDENTIFICATION

4. A second, far more important technique involves the geiger counter.

a) Doesn't identify the element, but tells you a good deal about the

process.

5. The decay curve for a single radioactive element:

Clish /-T Can show T is time after which
half the original sample has

vi e gone over.

HALF LIFE



Some samples:

92U 34+ alpha

Pa2 34  92U234 +e

9 2U234 9 0 Th230 + alpha

4.5 Billion yrs.

1.4 Minutes

1 million yr's.
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b) Curve can be described analytically. Fixed by two points.

6. Actual situation is almost always more complex. The product decays
too. Also original sample need not be pure, so you hhve several of
these curves together.

7. But can still get a good deal of information. Suppose fast decay
followed by a slow one:

This ain't bad; converse is harder to
analyse, but can get a good deal out of it.

8. Thus you get a useful guide to what you're after here.

9. In this application Fermi spots half-lives of: BETA EMITTERS.

10 sec., 40 sec., 13 minutes., 90 minutes., a longer one.

But can't tell whether the elements come in a series or are all
products of the reaction

10. Obviously this is a big step forward. It gives you a notion of what
to look for. But it's crude and incomplete. For further information

must use chemical techniques.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 10

Lecture 4 - 5/21/51

I. REMARKS ON DEMONSTRATIONS:

1. Unfortunately an unexpected conflict with one of the research problems
has made it impossible to shut down the cyclotron for our visit.

a) Still hope to be. able to arrange a visit later on, and if so it
will be announced. In any case there will probably be an open
house sometime between now and commencement. Too bad.

b) But will have a talk by Professor Harlow Shapleighton "The Size
of the Universe". This will deal with some of the astronomical
evidence for finite volume of space and with (I think) the possibi-
lity that the size isn't fixed but changes in time. WED. 4:00

c) Please pass the word on to those not yet arrived. Jeff 250

2. This morniggwec-aret indebted to the' kindness of Dr. Meadows of the
Nuclear Laboratory who has consented to take the time and borrow the
equipment necessary to show us all some of the effects of irradiating
various substances with neutrons:

a) While waiting for a few stragglers let me make a few remarks
relating these demonstrations to certain of the remarks we've made
earlier.

ouuroe of neutrons is the reaction we discussed earlier - the one which
was bsiso in the experimental isolation of the particle:

a) 4Be + 2He (from Radium) - 6C12 On1 (+ gamma)
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b) This reaction goes on within a minute capsule, located atcenter
of this large lead cylinder. It's almost all lead, yet, as Dr.
Meadows will show, there's still a good deal of neutron radiation
getting through it.

a) It's this great penetrating power which makes it necessary to use
such care in handling the capsule and in protecting both experimen-
ter and audience from a prolonged exposure to its radiation.

4. We want to do two things with thise neutrons,

a) Make radioactive silver: This is Ag1 08 made fuom Ag1 07 and
decaying by emitting negative electrons. BORROW 4 QUARTERS

b) Other reaction discussed last time requires faster neutrons.

5. Actually the neutrons from radium-Berillium source, though too alow
for 4n"2p reaction discussed last time are too fast for the reactions
we're after, so we slow them down by making them pass through water.
Water is therefore a moderator.

6. Other experiment is the test for fission

a) Refer to drawing. Slightly revised version of Geiger Counter
arranged to measure total number of ions formed.

b) Point out ionization chamber. Neutrons enter through brass.
Uranium coating on inside of brass.

c) Scope display as "picture" of current.

7. Over to Meadows:
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8. Questions on demonstrations:

II. CONTINUE FERMI'8 IDENTIFICATION

1. Last time discussed a technique which gavblidformation about the
puocess taking place by use of a Geiger counter,

a) Counted number of particles emitted per unit time. By graphing
this got info on how many processes were going on.

2. Applying this to irradiated Uranium, Fermi got periods of 10 seconds,
40 seconds, 13 minutes, and 90 minutes, plus one still longer one.

a) But could not tell whether these periods were produced in a series
or simultaneously.

3. So this is helpful - gives you a notion of the complexity of the
reaction and of the number of processes to be simultaneously explained:

a) But it's obviously only a guide, and for more domplete information
must try to find out what's produced. For this can only use
chemical techniques.



fII QEMIQA. TECHNIQUES

1. Theoretkbally a chemist can analyse any unknown using well developed
techniques. Of course they do so all th& time.

a) But in practice it is highly desirable to have a very good notion
what you are looking for. Separating all the 92 elements out of
a mixture can be done, but it takes for ever. HERE TIME IS SHORT FOB

ACTIVITY GOES
b) AndAeishoose the chemist always can eliminate certain ngs

pretty such from the start.

2. In applying chemistry to this group of reactions the problem is even
tougher.

a) This is the odd end of the periodic table. Periods are no longer
the same size. Odd loop for alkaline earths with closely similar
properties. It's harder to cut one column from the next up here.

b) The products for which you are looking are available in sub-
microscopic quantity. Thus the standard precipitation technique
would produce no results. You'd lose the precipitate. DESCRIBE

c) So use coprecipitation. Add a large amount of a chemical
substance with similar properties and see whether the trace goes
with it in a reaction.

d) But beware again, for this is the upper end of the table.

3. This is the sort of technique employed by Fermi and the others in
in the field. Can't follow all the reactions, no point in it, but
look at the early ones to see the difficulties, etc.



4,Fermi's method: Look_onlyat 13 min and 90 min traces. Other go too
fast.

a) Uranium Nitratei ralated. Heat with 50% HNO3 solution. Add
Mn salt to mixture. Then add K610 and get MnO2 precipitated

b) MnO2 is gellid. Brings down many other elements with it.

c) In this case, it leaves Uranium in solution but brings down both
the activities in large quantithes.

d) CONCLUDE THEY CAN'T BE 18TO2ESEOF URANIUM

5. By a somewhat more complex procedure he rules out Th (90) and Pa (91).

a) Won't follow this, for next is the same and more interesting.

6. Continuing on down to rule out Ra (88) and Ac (89)

a) Adds trace 88Ra2 2 8 and 89Ac 2 2 8

b) These are products of Thorium series. Available again only in
minute quantities,

e) Rationale: Know unkouns are brought down. Want to discover
whether these knowas are brought down too. But they're available
in overly small quantities to follow.

d) So add Ba and La as carriers. They have similar chem properties,

e) Finds these can't be detected in precipitate.

f) Conclude that you're not concerned with (88) or (89)



7. This result is a little queer for almost certainly some of the
unkown activity was Ba or La, so on the rationaliza7fioH -oTW11ie method
they should have gotten same behavior fvvm their test traces.

8. B 'similar means Fermi rules out oter elements in the vicinity and
suggests tentatively that since it's not near U (from below) it must
be above (93).

9. In justice it must be said be was quite tentative.

50V NOIAKIS CRITICISM

1, Fermi's result was immediately jumped on by a German Chemist, Ida Noddak

2. She points out how many things Fermi hasn't even pretended to test for.
Says "he should have tested for every element in the periodic table".

3. She tries and finds that MnO2 will precipitate

Titaniuml Niobium, Tantalum, Tungsten, Iridium, Platinum, Gold
in large quantities, and Antimony, Lead, Bismuth, Nickel, and
Cobalt in slightly smaller quantite (percentagewise)

4. Suggested that Fermi's identification was no good at all, and that
they shouldn't take it for granted tha t a familiar sort of reaction
was occuring.

5. Suggested fission.

6. Difficulty evaluating. Chem of Fermi was sloppy. But Noddak's paper
was the "you didn't check aerything as a good scientist should" sort,
which profits noone. The fission suggestion was bright, but was only



5. They do carel urements xi gr tert

a) Do ottion firs -, get of some radioactivity

b o use shield W1smi te some of t reactions.

nd ore p s, makin reaction e M
6UaRu oto ma6 ia r42"yMulnacmorqear ul t ntqI ot
etaile&-'s~dy

7. BuVthey nue to tb6the anatsis within the same conceptual scheme

1 7the tuti f aman&Mbitner have led to the
folTU-Mg scheme for tlEWI6fYYYaWW

1) 9 2U238 4 0  
1 -- U (10 see) --t 9 3EkaRe(2.2 min)

-t 9 4 Eka0s(59 Min) --t 95EkaIr(66 Hrs. ) - 9 6 EkaPt(2.5 Brs)

--t 9EkaAu(?) -- 0')

2) 92[238+ on -*92U(40 Seo) --+ 93EkaRe(16 min)

4-+QEka0s(5.7 re) 95Ekalr(?)-t ?

3) 92U3 0on 9 U (23Mi) -- 9EkaRe (2) -



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 10

Lecture 5 - 5/23/51

I. ANNOUNCEMENTS:

1. Remind you that Professor Harlow Shapleth4 Director of the Harvard

Observatory and one of America's leading scientists will speak to

interested memberscof the Science Gen Ed group this afternoon at

4:00 in Jefferson 250

2. About half of you still owe us the $2.00 fee for mimeographed

material. Please let us have it today or Friday

b) Since the course is now azztupakux1axzcts in debt to the

office where the stuff is mimeographed, we will have great
difficulty closing our books and getting grades in until you are

all payed up.

3. Finally: are distributing this morning a questionnaire designed to

help us gather your reactions to the course. Eaa-\ h6. o. 9 4114v.s:- ,1

a) Here I make no pretence that we are doing you a favor. On the

contrary, the improvements which will undoubtedly be made in this

course in its second and third years, etc. will be of little or

no use to you, for which I'm sorry.

b) But they will be of great use to your successors in this course,

and there will be successors, since gen ed is with us for a while.
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c) So anything you can do help us' figure what parts of the course
go over, what should be expanded, what omitted, will show results
I PROMISE. And it will give us a better crack at making this
course do a job which normal science education has not done for
anyone but the scientists.

II. THE LAST DEMONSTRATION:

1. Demonstration of the use of a trace element.

a) Radioactive Phosphorus: 15p3&.4 631 4

b) Kick counter with it.

2. Plant bean sprout.

3. Demonstrate no radioactivity

4. Plant will grow during the hour: lamp and fan for that. Try it at

end of hour.

III. THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE TRAN8URANIC ELEMENTS

1. Last time sketched quickly the sorts of difficulties faced by anyone
attempting a chemical analysis of the products of a transmutation.

a) Emphasized the difficulty caused by the microscopic quantities

in which the products were available.

b) And pointed out that this necessitated using carriers in analysis.
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c)That is: you GUESS what the trace of radioactive substance is.

Then you put in allarge amount of a non-radioactiveisotope-of
the same element or of some element with similar chemical properties
THIS IS THE CARRIER

d) The perform ohem manipulations which get the carrier into a
seperate vessel

e) If your guess was a good one, then the radioactive trace will wind

up in the same vessel as the carrier, and can be detected with a

counter.

f) But in Adentifying stuff at the top of the periodio table have

to use elements from the middle of the tabIbeasaearriers. The
others are not available in sufficient quantity, etc. And this

makes work even more indirect and less reliable, for properties
are not so clearly separated column by column at this end.

3. These techniques are used by Fermi in ruling out 92 - 86. So he

concludes it's 93.

4. This conclusion was attacked almost immediately (1934) by Ida
Noddack, german chemist. Good chemist, bad personality.

5. Gist of attack: Technics not conclusive. Can't really tell whether

you've got 93 or not.

a) Finds by experiment that EnO 2 will precipttate: Titanium, Niobium,

Tantalum, Tungsten, Iridium, Platinfim, Gold, Antimony, Lead, Bismutl

Nickel, and Cobalt



b) Says, before concluding for 93 Fermi ought to have tried every
element in the periodioctable.

6. It was in many respects a very silly article. It took the obvious
weakaese of Fermi's paper and made a crime out of it. It was in many
wggs a piece of gratitluts unpleasantness.

a) Fermi's identification was tentative. The work was not over.

b) It's always possible to find things that were left undone.

c) Noddabk suggests no elements near Uranium which MnO2 will precipitat
and that's all Fermi was after.

7. But Noddack had one very significant remark to make. Said, why take
it for granted you need only look for things near Uranium? And
suggested fission as a possibility which would give elements in middle
of periodic table.

8. Suggestion was speculative - no evidence advanced. But it was a good
idea. And no one took it seriounly, thoughppublished in reputable
journal. Certainly it was read.

a) She was unpleasant and so was article.

b) But more fundamentally* Fermi's explanation fit the available
data perfectly well. Why go further. Fermi is more in step with
what's known about the way these things occur.

. Apparently Noddack's contribution has no effect. But it's important
for it's so typical of the manner in which correct ideas may be
ignored if they come before research is prepared for them. RIPENESS.



III RIPENING THE TIMES

1. We've seen this situation before. A good suggestion passed up, because
existing conceptual scheme takes care of matters quite adequately.

a) And we know a good deal about what it takes to ripen the times!

b) You keep on working withingthe old conceptual scheme, find it
behaving less and less adequately as more experiments pile up.

o) Finally you're so uncomfortable in the mx old scheme that you
take the old idea more serioualy or are forced to get hold of a
new one. And then you get the "scientific revolution."

2. That's just what happens in this case, though we must just skim it.

3. Fermi's suggestion was preliminary and uncertain. But it's interesting
and many people now reexamine the reaction.

a) Particularly important work done by Joliot-Curies and by
Hahn, Strassmans Meitner

b) Technics essentially those used by Fermi, but chemistry is more
careful, and they sort out various sorts of decay reactions with
shields, thus discovering more half-lives, more things going on.

4. Discuss briefly the state of affairs in 1937, The Hahn, Strassmann,
Meitner scheme.

a) Five transuranic elements: What "Eka" means.

b) Point out incompleteness to of the notation.

e Remind you that these behave like things lower in table, but can'ttb
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5. In short we have here an extension of Fermi's original line of thought,

przserted-an extended-to- fit now obeervatiezasi

a) The line of thought was certainly fruitful. Led to new experiments
and observations which fitted it. Got many new elements, etc.

6. But there's a great big difficulty created in the process.

a) Hive gotten away from real virtue of Fermi's suggestion. What we

have constructed now, no longer fits what we already knew.

b) Isomeric series are a new thing, and they're not very probable

theoretically.

c) And the chemical evidence is still pretty xkxy indirect.

d) So by now we have an elaborate structure on a thin foundation,
and the original motive for building in this direction has been

completely lost.

e) AND THIS AGAIN, I THINK, IS TYPICAL OF A STATE OF AFFAIRS YOU'VE

SEEN AGAIN AND AGAIN. Astronomy case, pneumatics, Daltonian

atomism, phlogiston, anything you like. All start with a sound

motive, follow it against good suggestions for as long as it works

find it getting more and more cumbersome, so that original motive

is destroyed.

7. And indeed this structure is getting cumbersome, and ready for the
axe. For new discoveries are piling up all the time.

a) Curie and Sayvitch use slightly different analytic technics and
find an entirely new half-life of 3.5 hours.
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b) Try chem tests. Find it follows Lanthanum, so ought to be Ac,

but is chemically distinct -from Actinium.

c) They can't fit it in at all.

8. Hahn & Strassman repeat the work: s, bttrm it, but find a whole bunch
of other new half-lifet4 too.

a) These follow a Barium carrier, so meut be Radium

b) And they start to build up a whole new set of four isomeric
series starting from Radium. The radium they suppose is gotten
from Wkaniu by a decay involving two alpha particles.

9. And this is real trouble. For though it works, we've now got nine
reactions all starting from the same Uranium. All using isomeric
series. And thingis just too much of a mess.

10. So they trrea particularly careful check. They try to show that the
radioactive stuff in the Barium can be shown to behave like Radium
rather than Barium.

a) In all cases they find that it behaves like Barium and not like
Radium.

b) Try many many tests. Same behavior throughout.

ill. Conclusion: "As chemists we would be forced to aWy that we have
been calling a radium isotope is really a barium isotope and to

rewrite all our Chwmthai. But as nuclear physicists we can not yet
bring ourselves to make this step which contradicts everything we
know about nuclear transmutations. There are still too many possible
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accidents whihomight have misledus in this result."

12. And this is the break which brings on the revolution:

a) It shows misinterpretation of the previous chemical evidence,
which throws doubt on all the previous analyses.

b) It locates an element which can only be accountet for by a process
quite different than any nuclear reaction pretiously analysed.

d) And it provides a clue to the process: If Ba is formed without
the formation of the intermediate elements, then some other
element, probably Krypton, must be formed to use up other particles
and this is fission.

13. atT-is experiment, or its equivalent, might have been performed at
any time after Fermi's original work. There's nothing radical about
it exoet its result

a) Yet this very careful test of a conclusion which was completely
obvious but false would not have been performed until there was
real reason for great uncertainly about the validity of the details
of the existing interpretation.

b) Or if performed would not have been taken seriously. For an
examination of the literature of the years 1934-39 shows a great
many experiments by Hahn, etc. by the Curies and by others from
which the same conclusion might have been drawn.

c) In LKN's phrase, this was the trigger experiment, but there had
ben a large number of others which might have been. First had to
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a crisis in the science. This you had by 1939 and not before.

V. THE POSTSCRIPT

1. The rest of this story sdArcely needs to be told, for the way in which
a new breakthrough is capitalized upon is one you know very well.

2. But there are two characteristics of this one which you've not seen
so clearly in other cases and which are perhaps more typical of modern
science than of the older period.

a) International character of the result, and its speed.

3. Jevelopment is immediate,

a) Within a matter of weeks Hahn, etc. are back with positive identifi-
cation of La, Sr, Yt.

b) Simultaneously: Joliot in Paris and Frisch in Stockholm publish
positive confirmation of fission. Joliot shows it by trajectory
of fragments, Frish by technic we demonstrated.

4. Abelson in California identifies one of the Transuranics as a ratho-
active iodine, and so on.

5. In 1939 over 100 articles are published by workers all over the world.
In the years before 1939 only 29 had appeared.

6. Furthermore these articles are virtually never trivial. Each adds
a piece to the puzzle. Some make great strides forward.
a) Importance of neutrons recognized immediately, and measurements
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start, Much talk about the possibility of chain reaction and
some theoretical work on it started.

7. By January 1940 a long article can be published reviewing the work
as a whole, giving a clear picture, theoretical and experimental of
the maoor parts of the fission story and showing what work still needs
to be done

a) And this article lists important contributions from every European
country, from America and from Japan.

b) But that's the end of it. Here comes the fruition of an effort
started in June 1939 to stop publication.

c) And the rest of the story is history - but unfortunately unwritten
history. Much of it likely to remain so

DEMONSTRATION



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Conclusion

5/25/51

I. ANNOUNCEMENTS - DISTRIBUTE QUESTIONNAIRES TO THOSE WITHOiff ( 7
1. 1 don't suppose any here this morning requires a reminder t

is the last meeting of this course.

a) If anyone does need one, he can see me at the end of the hour.

2. But since I can count, I know that there are still a few who need a
reminder that SINCE IS THE LAST CLASS, we must collect the pittance
for the mimeographed material.

a) So please see me at the end of the hour.

3. Except for this crass monetary matter, you now have but one responsibi-
lity left to this course. That is, THE FINAL EXAM

4. Now on the final exam, it is our hope to discover what you know about
physical science in general, and to spot cheek what you know about
some particular sciences

a) Since Mr. Nash and I have spent the entire year preparing you for
this ordeal (YOU KNOW, OF COURSE, T AT THE ULTIMATE OBJECTIVE OF
EVERY COLLEGE COURSE IS THE FINAL EXAM) I doubt that there's
much I can say thhs morning that will be any use to you on it,

b) But I'll be very bold and try!
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5._As to mechanics:

a) Two parts of equal length - 90 minutes

b) First part will be concerned w)bhiitbally,wbth the material in
the second semester. The emphasis will be on that portion of the
material not tested on the 58 at*hour exam.

c) Three out of four questions on this part. Questions will be
directed to specific points in the various blocks covered, but
the points will not be obscure ones. You won't be asked to
identify obscure characters or to reproduce obscure derivations.

d) The second part will contain three essay questions. You will
be asked to do all three,

e) As usual you will be asked to use material drawn from various
portions of the course in a discussion of some generalization about
science. YOU DECIDE WHAT MATERIAL BUT PLAN TO GET IT FROM BOTH
SEMESTERS

6. This is really about all 1 can tell you about the exam itself, but I
may be able to tell you a little bit more about how to take it,

a) =m of these sage words of wisdom you have heard before, but hope
springs eternal, so I like to 'e persuaded that with sufficient
repetition you will begin to show more sense about the technical
businets of taking an examination* ,less

b) It is a special te oTests more3an5 what you've learned
and is not equivalent to fitness for life, and you might just as



learn how it's done. It requires considerable psychological
effort, but not extra time or work; and it has considerable to do
with determining your academic status.

7. Read the whole exam before you start sufficiently carefully so that
you have a pretty clear idea of what each question is about

a) Do the easy ones (THE ONES YOU HAVE DOWN COLD) first. This has
two big advantages.

b) Saves you time for the stuff you know less well

c) Gives your subconscious a good chance to percolate on some of the
questions you think you're not prepared for. This does wonders.

8. The other particularly useful word is ANSWERSTHE QUESTIONS

a) Remember that we, at least, think they do have answers. Otherwise
wouldn't ask. Not how much you know, but can you apply it.

b) This will hold particularly true for the first part. Some of
these may look like essays but they're not. They have good short
answevrs, a few sentences.

c) You ought to be able to pick up a half hour here, and you will be
able to use it.

9. I'm quite sure you'll do better if you follow some such procedure,
but my motives in recommending it are not entirely unselfish. Good
exams are both easier and more fun to read. You'd be amazed at what

a difference it makes to the instructor, sweating over bluebooks.



Most of the prep. you'll have to do for yourselves; and you sho 1d
10. Just one more remark/#t started on your reviewing as soon as you

can; but don't hesitate to come ask questions when they arise.

a) Vn616ratthaer tfaubewillbehwvalkable by appointment between now
and the exam. No office hours, but by appointment.

b) Review session Tuesday, June 5, 7:15 in MB-23
11. We'll see you then, beyhnd that, Good Luck, on this exam and, to those

who are taking it, on tomorrow's selective service exam.

II. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS - N S 4 & Scientific Subject matter.

1. We are ending the course today, but you are just starting your contact
with science.

a) I am sure that there are a certain number of you who wish very
strongly that this were not the case. Some have sworn that after
the sixth of June you've read your last science book and your last
book about science,

b) But in 195# you can't get away from science that easily. Like
death and taxes, it's with you to stay.

2. Perhaps the phrase "It's with you" is the correct one: You can refuse
to have anything to do with science, but science is going to have a
great deal to do with you.

a) In 1951 It determines standards of living, national prices and
productivity, national and international security1
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5. Perhaps the analogy would be better drawn to politics, and indeed

your relation to science will be largely political;

a) You can be a direct participant - go into politics, or you can
throw up your hands in dispair at the dirty game. But you cannot
avoid being effected by it.

b) And this being case, most of you will I hope recognize an obligation
to take a middle position:

c) A position which we have phrased as the attempt to Understand
Science or to Understand Politics, but which might better be
phrased as the attempt to be intelligent about science,

4. Now with science, as with almost anything else, the first sign of
intelligence, is likely to be kaowgnzAngething-ab at the part of
the subject which you do not know and perhaps cannot know.

5. And in looking back over this course, it should I ththk be obvious
to all of you that one of the things you htve not learned is much
about the subject matter of the physical sciences.

a) Those of you who have a friend or roommate in an elementary
Physics, or Chemistry or Math or Astronomy or Geology ovuree
will recognize that he has somehow or other learned this year
a good many more sdientific facts than and theories than you have,

b) You may wonder, and I am sure your friend the science concentrator
does wonder, whether all this talk about science is any substitute
for learning a few more scientific laws or facts.
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6. Quite clearly he haA learned something that you have not learned and
that you may never learn

a) He may, for example, have learned how to calculate the speed of
a body rolling down an inclined plane, and if you learned that you
didn't learn it here.

b) But I suspect you both forgethhow very small an advantage this is.
For neither he nor you nor anymember of this faculty really knows
much about the contant of modern science.

o) The content of modern physical science cannot be taught in one
year or ten years by any known pedagogical technics.

L7.Cd) 1ll opn do ij at rain specjall*tf,,ne-
7. This is clearly \llustt ed in my own pro ession: Phy los

a) Four years undergraduate work plus another three or four for the
doctorate degree. Then the guy has done original research and
published.

b) Still can only read about lone article in ten in the Physical
Review, the standard professional journal for American physicsits.

8. Even if he could read them all he wouldn't be able to

a) Physical Review comes out twice a month; about 40 items per
copy

b) The Phys. Rev, is only one of a number of Journal's on the subject
published in this country, and the modern specialist must keep up
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not only with these, but also with foreign periodicals, or at
lea witb the ~ones published rIthe major European languages.

c) Obviously he cannot see them all, so he is aided by a journal
which publishes brief abstracts of articles in the major periodicals
devoted to physics.

d) This is called PHYSICS ABSTRACTS. It appears once a month, and it
indexes about 7,000 articles a year.

9. And this is not all: A great deal of research does not eventuate in
publisation. It's either fruitless or it doesn't give really signific-
ant results.

a) Yet to avoid duplication of results it's important to know of the
fruitless efforts too - need some coordination.

b) So much letter writing among the specialists plusttabout a dozen
meetings each year at which work in pvogress is discussed.

10. This should give you at least a glimpse of the complexity of modern
research in physics, and may also supply some notion of what has happene
to the organization of science since the modest beginnings of the
Royal Society and its Preceedings

a) In any case it should show you the impossibility of keeping up
with science - not even the scientist does that.

b) And remember that the situation I've sketched for physics is
equally true for Chemistry, Astronomy, Biology or what you will!
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11. And I would suggest to you thattthe existence of this whole situation

is particularly important because any decisions you have to make about
science will normally involve just that part of science which is still
in the periodicals.

a) The part that has been boiled down into standard texts is more
nearly managable

b) But you ar unlikely to be called on to decide between Newton's
Laws and Einstein's Laws, or to make a decision in which the
difference between these is of importance.

111 WHATIS TO DO

1. Unfortunately the sort of remarks I've just been making are normally
taken to imply that everyone ought to mind their own business. Let
the scientist hoe is own row; take his word about any problem involving
science. Leave it to the specialist

2. That is, many people react to the above by saying "Give up and leave
it alone."

3. Nothing I think could be further from the mark

a) From the above we can draw the conclusion that the day of the
amateur scientist is past

b) and that you are not likely ever to be able to tell the scientist

better ways to run his experiments, better subjects for experimen-
tation or better conclusions to draw.
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4. And this undoubtedly means that we have today a far wider gap tk between

the scientist and the non-scientist then we've ever had before.

a) And I would suggest that the gxistahoe of a gap of this magnitude

is among the primary novelties of twentieth century society

b) And that finding ways of bridging it is one of our greatest

twentieth century problems.

5. And I believe that we must find a way of bridging it

a) For science impinges too directly on public policy, on business

decisions, on daily life to permit our avoiding decisions to which

judgments about science are relevent

b) And since I don't believe that there's some one scientific 
method

which can be applied to all the problems of life, I do not feel

that the scientist as scientist is particularly equipped to make

these decisions.

c) The scientist is no better equipped than the general 
to make

foreign policy decisions, and he is less well equipped than 
the

general to make business decisions, yet both sorts of decisions

demand an understanding of science.
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IV, YOUR PROGRAM

1. I think this is a reasonably fair statement of the situation which
you and I face. It's extremely serious, but I think it can be worked
out.

a) It will take a good deal of work from both sides, but for the
first time in some time, a good many scientists are ready to make
the effort.

b) And by making the effort I mean giving serious answers to questions
asked them by non-solentists - an effort which requires considerable
patience and a sort of skill for which scientists are not renowned

2. But you have to ask the questions, and you have to ask good questions,
and this requires, I believe, two sorts of continuing effort on your
part.

3. In the first place you have to know something about the vocabulary
of the science with which you are concerned and something about the
basic concepts in terms of which research in that science is carrie on.

a) This is very different from keeping up with the progress of the
science in the sense which we have declared to be impossible,

b) But as you've seen in case after case, during long periods of
time particular sciences work within a particular conceptual mode
and on particular sorts of problems with particular sorts of
equipment.

c) Knoftgg in a general way what these basic conceptual entities are,
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how they are related to the equipment the scientist employs,
what sorts of problems They can be applied~to, is not at all beyond
your grasp.

4. It is not something we can do for you.

a) It's too big for a year. There are too many sciences. You'll
have to select according to your needs.

b) But if you know your need4 you can do it for yourselves. There
are lots of other books like Hecht and more advanced books which

you can read and from which you can get guides to further reading.

o) After all, the best a college education can do for you is show you
how to continue on your own.

5. In this course we have kxzxxt tried to show you that you can do

this, and in the second term we have tried to help you do it with

respect to a few fragments of physics and chemistry.

6. But primarily we have tried in this course to give you a lead to
a the secoondI aspect of your preparation which is much harder to get
out of books about science.

a) We've tried to show you enough of science at work to give you a
lead as to what questions to ask.

7. For it is our belief that however different the vocabularies axThx
and the concepts and the tools of the various sciences, they conduct

their search for knowledge in very much the same way.
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8. There is no one summary of these questions, and they're not the same

ones for all people and in all situations, but at least in fragmentary
form, they exist. working

a) They are the questions which a/scientist in one field asks a
scientist in another and totally different specialty

b) And they are the questions that the layman rarely asks and should
ask.

9. 1 can't,as I say, provide you with a set of these questions. I hope
you will find them emerging from your notes as you review the course
as a whole, but perhaps I can suggest a few lines of questioning

10. Yva Nan ask about the conceptual scheme within which a scientist is
working:

a) How wide a range of phenomena is it known to cover. How precise
is its agreement with experiment, and what sorts of experiments
is it used with.

b) You can find something about the state of the conopptualizations
involved: how old is the scheme? How great is the degree of
prqfessional unanimity about it? How much is it varied by each
new experiment? And so on.

11. Or you can ask about new disettk't# or new processes.

a) questions aimed at discovering the degree of empiricism 
which are

involved in this area of work,
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b) Or questions aimedat determining the ease with which, in this

field, laboratory processes can be transplanted to industry; and
the sort of relevant experience available for such transplantation.

12. 1hzxxat1 you can, I think, learn tomehingabdtudpotting the fraud,
the phony, the patent medeoine man among your advisors.

a) We're particularly full of these today

13 Vbi) AhduIdbaft mean sincere scientists advancing theories which will
later turn out to be wrong, but rather the man who is either
pathologically or deliberately outside of the tradition of
the genuine search for knowledge about nature.

c) Dianeties and Velikovsky

13. I could, I suppose, go on, but they would be my words not yours, and
I really doubt whether the direct transmission is useful.

a) This is the sort of thing which has only been learned by direct
exposure to some science

b) And it's what Mr. Nash and I hope you may have begun to learn from
yours.
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T I) I* *V NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 2

Lecture 1 - 10/26/51

I. INTRODUCTION TO A NEW CASE

1. This morning we start a ner block of material, and in it we should come

more closely to grips with just what it is that the scientist does from

(ay to day in his laboratory.

2. We saw little of this in the last case, and if we'd quit with it there

would be grave danger of very severe misunderstanding of science. For

in the last case we never really got a look at anybody doing science.

a) To be sure we introduced names of some scientists: Ptolemy, CopernicuE

Kepler, etc.,

b) And we took a look at some of the writings in which, after they were

all through doing the work, they announced their grand conceptual
schemes to the world.

c) And since they were immense conceptual schemes, involting the structui

of the universe, we had a glimpse at the large philosophical, social,

religious arguments which followed on the announcements of these

big ideas.

. There were important lessons about science and about the universe 
in the

last case - But there's also a sense in which we weren't talking about

science at all.

a) The ideas were toa big, the problrms too all embracing to be typical.

W Ye met each scheme in its finished form, an6 the debates about them
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were in the real sense laymen's debates about ideas which rofesional
haU WoT ot and EvalunAt in totally different terms.

c) In fact, there's a sense in which we came closest to what the profes-

sional scientist was doing in the last case, when we did the problems.

d) F6 ' Luther the issue was does the earth move, but for Copernicus it
was determination of distance between the planets.

3. It is b6cuse science does produce new ideas about the structure of the
universe and of man and because scientific work produces new machines,
new products, new sources of power, etc. which effect the way we live
that we study it in a Gen Ed course. But it is equally true that many
of these big ideas and new machines are unf6rseen and probably unforseeab1
nroducts of the york of men who go into the laboratory or sit at the
Cesk to solve quite different sorts of problems.

a) Those of you who know scientists know that they're not usually

engaged with earth shaking problems, but rather that they're normally
engaged in laboriously digging up small details about the behavior
of obscure corners of nature that most of us never get to see at all.

b) The results of this routine, dirty digging, ultimately impinge on all
of us, but the manner in which they impinge -ivEATy60MES OUT OF THESE
FREQUENTLY ROUTINE SEARCHES - gives very little idea of the quite
different sort of activity which went into them.

4. So between now and Christmas, we'll be trying to get a more intimate

look at what scientists actually do in the course of developing, document-

ing and defending their ideas. get



5. In. this programa our~ first igur ia Ro:ertBoyle, and we deal with a
series of experiments which he performed to test and develop a new
conceptual scheme for the role or air in pumping, in holding up columns
of water.

a) The conceptual scheme is not his - gets it, or at least the outline
of it by reading about some experiments performed by the Italian
Toricelli and the German von Guericke.

b) His major contribution was the careful development of the scheme, the
development of new experimental ttchnics of great power, and the
application of these technics to the investigation of other problems
involving the atmosphere.

6. The experiments are described in the Case book which you can read for

yourselves. It's the central reading in th present case.

a) I'm going to limit my attention to pointing up what seem to me the

most essential extra lessons to be drawn from the case book and to

trying to put Boyle's work into the context of the time in which he
lived.

b) Some of what I'll have to say - particularly Honday - ;on't mKe

much sense unless you've read the case book.

II. IDEAS ON VACUA BEFORE BOYLE

1. Conceptual scheme which B aids in developing is: We live at bottom of

an ocean of air, just as fish live in an ocean of water,
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a) Just as the water presses in on fish sotthat if it goes to deep

avoiding a pursuer it may be erushe&,sc the air presse-in In us
and this pressure or push may be used to hold up weights Pn to do
Various jobs for us.

b) Among the jobs it does are cause water to rise in pumps (DRAW PIPE
WITH PISTON ON BOARD - INITIALLY AIR PRESSES ON BOTH, THEN MAN TAKE
PART OF PRESURE THAT'S ON PISTON SO WATER IS FORCED UP INTO TUBE)

c) Similarly for the barometer.

2. When Boyle was born in 1627 noone had ever heard of such an idea. When
he took up his investigations of it in 1660 it was still a very radical
idea, so that Boyle's writings on th-e subject were hotly contended by
a number of men in England.

a In this case we can tell fairly clearl why it wassuch a nw and.
radical idea.

b) There was no need for it until mining activities in the Renaissance
made it necessary to pump water through great heights,and theit was
no possibility of investigating it until the improved technics of
fabricating glass which were developed in by Renaissance industry,
particularly Venice. Venetian glass is still famous.

3. In antiquity there were pumps but throuLh low heights, and there were
no glass tubes with mercury in them. Why even try it? Why for that
matter did Toricelli try it.

a) And in absence of phenomena like these, there's a much simpler way
of discussing these effedts we now blame on nr air pressure.



k. This is the notion that nature abhors a vacuum, that any attempt to
produce a vacuum will be resisted. THE TS EXCELLENT EXPERIMENTAL EVID7iTU
FOR THIS VIEW, and we still use it,.

a) For example, you've all taken a drink through a straw: You do it by
sucking in. DO IT. You don't say air puihed but that your sucking
in pulled the soda into your mouth.

b) Getting your tongue nulled into a boke or beer bottle. Vacuum really
does pull.

5. Or another set of arguments very popular in antiquity. Revolve around
a device called the Klepsydra. Used for dipping un water or oiId or
wine.

a) DRAW, stuff can't run out because it would create a- vacuum.

b) And this is still the argument for two holes in a beer can. The
second one is to let the air in.

6. Or a third sort of argument. The two polished marble slabs. Can't pull
them apart. It would create a vacuum, torlair fieedbtimtbgetain I .

7. All of these phenomena which a scientist at least would now eay were
due to air-pressure could be quite adequately explained by resistnce
to a vacuum.

1 ,nd once again there were phil arguments too. Thjs was built into the
ristotelian universe.

a) It was a full universe. Motion could only occur by continual chain
of displacements.
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b) This is the view of a PLENIST, which you alto get from Hobbes in

the case ook.

c) It really explains why Nature abhors a vacuum

ad And if you upset it you upset the whole notion of what's outside the
sphere of the stars. Present idea is that there's no space there,
tor space is just the same thing as matter. If we can conceive of
unfilled space then we have trouble with outside of sphere. Can't
just say things stop, for matter steps is no longer the sam- as
space stops. THE VERY NOTION OF A VACUUM AS FELD TO BE LOGICAL
CONTRADICTION LIKE SQUARE CIRCLE.

e) Vacuum is space with nothing in it1 What do you mean "nothing's therA
Can put a box around it. But nothing's in the box. But if nothing's
in the box how can you even talk about what's in the box. Nothing
must be something.

9. In any case, in antiquity there was a well developed physical theory,
with good observational and experimental evidence, and cohereing with
other parts of ancient logica and the ancient view of t e worlC all
fitting together into the horror vacui.

III. MEDIAEVAL AND RENAISSANCE CHANGES

1. By the renaissance there have been marked changes

2. a) In fact can enumerate just about the same factors we roted for
Copernicus.



2. Onceqagain the tradition of scholastic criticism of Aristotelian physicz

plays ant important role.

a) Among the logical arguments is the one about whet er a vacuum i a

contradiction in terms.

b) This gets hot enough so that in 13th century Council at Paris declares

that it's heresy to say it's logical contradiction, because God, as
ll nowerful mnut b- able to ct thi

C) nd ar all thi o-ebate grows up a speculative minority opinion
that if you pulled hard enough you couT make one, tho nature doesn't

ever do it unaided.

It's purely speculative. Noone suggests th t it's Ever been done,

that there's any evidence.

3ut it's a strong minority Scholastic opinion. Bruno is on- of the

nat none of the scholastics apparently noted or would have soiled their

Ins with if they had.

Torl 0 t ee ;its r This means pumps.

) o a v p much over thirty feet it ouite cold.

C, This was known well before the time of Torricelli, we have ictures

of tandem pumps (into bucket, then a.new lInk) from dscrition: cf

1mines.
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4. Apparently this didn't bother people much. Wooden shafts, exrect them

a) Besides pumps are built 'py craftsmen - miners who were suns of miners
etc. It's a trade, ad distinct from the philosophy which says vac.
is impossible.

The conception of the active role of air pressure emerges from an
lision of these two traditions, the speculative which says maybe it is
Dsible, and the practical mommercial development.

New sort of man who is both university trained, a skilled logician
nd mathematician and capable of scholastic debate.

) And a man who is interested in engineering problems, who worries
.bout fortifications, and ballastics, and shipbuilding, etc.

. In'this case the figure is Galileo wiho maes the suggestion which stats
the conceptual revolution.

) You can make a vacuum and have been making one for a century.

. Slide 1028, Agricola mine pumps in series.

0. Galileo's experiment, Slide 1066. Vac. holds water together. Then it br

9. Wasn't performed, probably couldn't have been. The argument. The
Berti experiments (1640 ?) as nearest to leakless pump.

10. The Toricelli experiment as neater way. It's heavier, breaks sooner.
And the new conceptual scheme. Where it came from nobody knows.

No force resists a vacuum.- You don't pull against vac. but push against
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11. Which is where Boyle comes in.

1?. Check them out on three conotual s1chrmes.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 2

Business:

1. A word on how to read Ornstein. It's a monograph. Full of lists, etc.

Written for professionals. But it's also a good book. Look for names

you know, eorts of activity, but not .etails.

P) For an exam you might find it useful to know about the sorts of
activitiec undertaken by the Rpyal Society, but we'd certainly never
ask you whether or not the RS ever prepared a crtalogue of all the

I. YLE'S POhIO I TH FNEUMAIC CASE

1. In the last lecture we eolored the 64.- concepions of thc vcu C
before Boyle in order to place Boyle's research an(d the concentual
scheme he was developing in historical context.

a) With the Torricellean experiment in 1643 ( 0ARD), we reacht-e
reakthrough to the new conceptual scheme.

Boyle's position is that of a leader in the group that follows un
-the breakthrough. He consolidastes anj extends the oosition.

c) AndItstAdwthl ht1'adnique at this mopping p 6operaionso
minutelyIdescribed ii- the.CseoBookrthAt ,eareoptimrily concerned.

5) For it i"th a thi6e 1 pi Ed 6@@*that the success of Toricelli's
scheme was assured, and that other breakthroughs which B never dreamc
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2. Tn retrospet-iis N ry asY to see whyToricelli's new conceptual
scheme triumphed. It explains more things: In fact each of Thethree
schemes we examined last time explains more than the one which came
before.

a) Let's examine this with "nesting" diagram: -0ARD

b) The absolute abhorence scheme; call it Aristotle's; what it explai.ns.

c) The initial brea.kthrough; Galileo's scheme; explains pumps and a-l
barometers.

d) The real breakthrough; Toricelli's scheme; initially nothing new
explained, but shortly new phenomena were found which suggested new

experiments.

3. Pascal, for example, in 1648 sends brother-in- law up mountain.

a) Why it should work on sea of air analogue; why G's scheme can't take

care of it.

b) Or Boyle's first expteriment. T it's air, enclose it and num some
out.

4. So a series of three circles each enclosing the other. Each concentual

scheme explains everything other would take care of and more.

a) Contrast with Cop. Kep. Rev. (ex Galileo's obs). There triumphh eue

not to explaining more, just to neatness. Here each conceptual

pceme 1 as more sonp,



5. This is a beautiful chart. It explains just why things happened the
warThfff-id. -- B1ggeb-t--6 c.e-TwTys-w1Y.
a) Trouble is you can only draw a chart like this twenty-five to fifty

years after the develorment is all over, after everyone is convinced
anyway.

b) So this technic is not one that can ever be applied to the evaluation
of a point at issue in contemporary science, and it is with contemp.
science which you will have to deal in future life.

6. And from point of view of contemporaries (whether you with modern prob.)
or Toricelli's problem and his contemporaries, these demonstrations of
superiority prove nothing.

a) Well, they do prove facts. What happens to inverted tuble of mero.,
or when you pump.

b) But not the conceptual scheme. People can and did sy o.h. these
things happen, but it doesn't prove you can make a vacuum.

c) Descartes, Hobbes and subtle fluids. Funiculus, of Linus's.

7. These are, of course, weaseling. Those who hold the ol7 cchme are on
the hook and squirming.

a) At best they can say, I didn't expect the mercury to fall, but I can
invent another reason for itt falling that doesn't commit me to your
.onceptual scheme.

3ut this is all someone who wants to hold on to a firmly intrenched
belief needs to say. He's ouite right that hism opponents haven't



proved their case, and so long as he demands proof, they never
will coinTTnTTh. 12f1fr-TrTt~ 11ell-3ndBole s
never do prove anything.

o) There is always a way for the holder of the old adheme to fit the
new observation to it. (Just like adding an epttycle). As in adding
epicycles, the effect is to complicate the old scheme, but it's a
small price to paylfor the privilege of continuing to explain things
the way you used to.

8. So we can draw the nest of circles, but no contemporary of Toricelli's
(except his supporters) woule have ree@. Each group says no I can

a) So when -uch new scheme: are first advanced, all that one normally
sets i a ig argument about whose sche'me is bett.

b) And actually unless the old scheme is in some trouble, unless its
proponents feel insecure you may not evrn get &g argumnt. The
scheme may be entirely ignored.

9. You saw something of gights like ti in Coernicus c. fou'll se
more in Nash's next two cases.

al They're bitter and vituerai <e

b) They're technical

c) But they're typical of all arum ents ione imortant sc oone
ever wi ns them.
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10. P ank7 -- nerman Nob- 1r-izwinner and father of the Quantum which so

so dominates modern physics, buts up his recent exp. in remarks which
could equally well pp-Nly to anyctr cetl chae in E of a.

n The story
The young men as thoe who can recognize the weazeling of teir
elderT, since they h a 1o commitment to t 7 Tor e-cheme.

11, And this is where BoiIe etnters the story of the argument about Pneumatics.

.) He's fresh to the field. H& is convinced himself. And he proceeds
to show what you can do if you take the new conceptual scheme
seriously and let it direct your research.

'2 For the real demonstration of the value of the scheme is in Boyle's
work itself. It's a demonstration of what the man can do who takes
the scheme seriously. It's a demonstration of FRUITFULNESS.

12. We saw little of fruitfulness in lhst case, but we've already met it

a) he sea of air plus the baroMeter to measure nmount of air leads
to noticing of variations in height of sea (barometer fluctuation)
and thus to first systematic investigation of correlation of nressure

a.L 7

b) Pascal and altitude measurement.

13. Boyle and his new machine, the air pump, are the best examples of all.

o) Machine is tied to Cone. chnge. Sea of air. Can pump water. Why
"n rv n~vnr - rl



,) hdhiit,-ihe pump.thaadds most to the conceptual so .

1.hingehe does

a) First experiment makes it more difficult to explain away sea of air.

) econd investigates role of "sea" in transmission of sound

c) Investigations of subtle fluid which may remain in receiver. Primary
importanc, btcause it's first time athers have been droppd in vac.

15. Or the many other exrimn

a) Gases absorbed in water. ROLE OF AIL IN COMBUSTION

b) Boiling at reduced pressure

c) Resp-iration of animals in a. near vacuum.

16. None of these discoveries were earth shaki-ng. Many of themn were not
entirely original, though Boyle usually does them better,

a) But whatever the value of the individual experiments, their outcome
it to add new ideas and technics to many different sciences.

b) That is, the Toricellian, sea of air notion gets made part of the
background for much interesting work. It beeomes a source of progress
in all sorts of fields. Twe j7

c) And this makes it almost impossible to -et rid of. It's contributed
too much.



Am not going to go over the experiments in Case Book with you. ead
m and we'll do more in section.

will try to -luck out a few points that seem to me of prticular
importance.

b) And the firt of these revolves around Boylets new machine.

.Tes' expriments of Boyle's would have been imposible without the fum.

a) Just as telescope opens up new 4eavens to G, so pump for B.

b) Not all sci, depends on new , next case won't, but an
increasing amount does, so ask what it's all about.

3. And Boyless pumps are pretty typical

a) They are a product of a new sort of conceptual thinking aout tI
atmosphere - Toricelli and Bayb and von Guericke, ete.

;) But they require an adequate technology too. They couldn't have
been built muchiearlier. Today a good brcycle pump will do as
well as Boyle's pumps did, but in his day the technological problems
of building a good bycycle pump were comparable to those today in
builcin cyclotrons.

d) The scrapbasckets of every good physics lab today are filled with
rough sketches of machines which scientists dreamed up to solve
almost any problem you can think of - and got excited about - until
a good machinist told him it couldn't be built. Don't eneee off
t of tcunology.



4. The gooda manbinist s aaimportant. M ine like this require a
large amount of straight ingenuity and manipulative skill.

a) To be a good. scientist, you don't have to have this sort of skill.

b) Boyle didn't build his own machine. He got Hooke to do it for him
(first two). Hooke will play a role in next case. He was both
a good mechanic and one o th* greatest scientists of the century

c) Papin of th ressure cooker built the third machine.

5. The fact that there were three machines suggests still a fourth things
that is needed to get satisfactory -achines. Experience with the machirnes

a) Partly because machines never come out right first time. Why you
ought always build a trial version before mass production. Attention
irmy procurement.

ind partly becaust experience with one machine suggests all sorts of
things you wish you'd done the first time. And these improvements
do permit new experiments. BOYLE'S REAL SUCCESS IN SOUND EXPERIEN'T
CAME WITH A LATER VERSION OF THE PUMP.

.o rapid progress toward a stable model is to be expected ot begjinning,
of life of machine, and that's what you get with Boyle.

8) Three engines: Slides 1098, 1100, and ???.

b) 160,1667, 16"0

7. By mdc.ern standards these are crude machines. They have value only as
antiaues. But in their own day they were mrvels. And they cost a
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great deal of money. This is last of factors which go into scientific
machines on which I will dwell here.

a) Boyle had it. Father was England's richest man, etc.

b) So he was a patron of the sciences in a day when patronage was a

standard means of supporting "Good Causes" - and in this day science
was just a Good Cause, like poetry and- lays.

c) In fact, financial support was perhaps Boyle's nost important
contribution to the growth of science in seventeenth century England,
THOUGH THIS IS HERESY.

d) Certainly he was an Angel for many many scientific enterprises.
Even Roggl Society, the official organ set up by Charles II as one
of first steps after assuming throne,to foster English science, has
tox wait for Boyle to give them an air pump'

8. It is commonly pointed out science n this period was largely pursul-d
by amateurs. At least one reason for this is that only th- amanteur
could afford it.

a) A few people like Hooke could g t jobs as secretary Lo; the Royal
Society, etc.

A few scientists, like Newton, tauht math an the classic ciences
at the Universities.

c) But by and large there were no professional c cientists Decause there

rfew ways of 0ng amateur standing.

T, A 11 1 el. F, rIIee- A - to- Atr! - ar.
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10. For this very crass problem which we meet first with Boyle of the

cost of researchIison-e7 sdiEce YTeI'a t ntveryt 0rdbteon----
the advisability of letting military spend money on us, NSF, and industria
vs. university science, we're closer to it than ever.

III. WHY MACHINES

1. Conclude this morncing by raising a question. What does science g et with
machines.

a) Suggest now that we take machines in a btoader sense than the
expensive difficult machines like pump and cyclotron.

b) Mean just use of things that have to be built, fabricated, that are
not found loose in nature.

c) Thus this includes devices like the baromIter, too.

2. I raise this as a question because I don't begin to know a complete
answer to it, but it's a question that must be faced because it is just
the development of such new tools, new artifacts and technics which
marks the separates the development of the physical sciences from the
seventeenth century on, from the developments in science before that time

a) In last case dealt with an observational science. Could all be
done with eyes plus a few devices used to determine position more
accurat ely.

b) By these observational technics you can find out a great deal. Most
of ancient science was of this sort and much was discovered.



NATURAL SCIENC3E 4 - Case 2 2

Lecture 3 - 10/31151

Business: ;4%t

1. On Pneumatics Assignment 3het, Bacon Document is dcribed .os Doc. 4.
It should be Doc. 3.

a) Since it was naaed I imagine this didn't incon-venience any of you much

b) Document 2 is the Chron. outline, for your convenience, but not assigD

2. Next week start a discussion of Newton's Ontics, which will continue
until the Friday after Thanksgiving .

a) So torfacilitate demonstration material, of which there will be .
good deal, we'll move to Byerly 7, room where we've been holdin
section mTings.

B) BUT BACK HER4 FOR XAM. Someone will not h-Oaro orill frehet, so
as1cr t word along.

I PRIMTATION AEFCIENCE (to us)
A N I", F .'PLLJ ~ ~ ~

1. At end of lat lecture w' consife&-, with anecific reerrnce to Boylos's
air numn,

a What it takes to Let machines into ciencc

b) Certain of the problems which the need for machines raises for the
organization of science. The need for adequate technology, the
need for achi ts as well as pencil push rs, th- need for acuate
finan&&ng.
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2. Andtht questipn I'd like to raise first this morning could ecually
well be tied to Boyle's air pump.

a) For the question, I should now like to consider is, What t s Boyle
doing with the pump.

b) For the sort of science you read about in the Case Book - Boyle

pulling away at the handle on his pump (or sitting around while 0
healthier amanuensis pulled away) - is something cuite di fferent
from anything we've seen before.

c) Boyle is experimenting, he's manipulating iature, he' s trying new

things.

d) Copernicus, or Ptolemvy, or Kepler, just observed what nature would

give them.

3. Astronomy, or the part of it welve considered, is an observationl
Sccience.

a) Not completely independent of instruments or ines (t lscopes,
and accurate measuring instruments).

b But for date it must d nd upon what atture Left all to itslf will

supply.

c) There was nothing Copernicus or his contemooraries could do to change
the course of the stars or the planets. We still can't, though tis

may change somewhat in the next 100 years. Astronomy is still an

observational science.

d) Data to which Con. 76h. rre fitted, ar suplid by na-ture wihout



any intervention by human beings
. With Torricelli )nc Boyle, v 3 et quite a different sort of activity.

a) Nature doesi't build barometers or pumps all by itself.

b) And the sorts of questions which get answered using instruments of
this sort are questions which nature would never answer left to run
it's natural course.

c) In contrast to Cepernicus, etc. who just look at what's there, Bole
Is manipulating nature and disruptIng her normal course.

4. Ar4 this. technic of manipula"tinG nature ai two vdry important effects
upon the sciences in which it is employed.

a) It tremendously increases the total amount of data, of observationr,
available.

z) It is as though, to take an extreme example, Cop. could have addeJ
to his bag of tricks: "If sun's position determines earth's position,
then if I shoot at sun an move It e rth wVill m7ove."'% An then could
try it.

c) Can't shoot pieces out of sun, but can and do do just this in
exploring structure of matter. That's what cyclotront are for.

d) So astronomy is cbservational while nuclear physics is experimentc%
and we'd never havie gotten to -ur present conceptual schemes f.Lr
the atom without this experimental technic which permits getting
information beyond that normally given.

This reouires machines designe. to 6o scIfic Jobs.in our camnign
nd the pump in one such manchIne.



z, So fisteLie inxerimettion is to trem~endously expand the horizon
of the scientists vision. It makes him a more far ranging explorer.
That is it gives him more data. Boyle and SOUND, creation of new set of

conditions.
F) But it also gives him something new to do with the data, something

which is occasionally, but not often available to the observational

) L Cives hm a new tchic for dn Steen pti
hypotheses. The "If...then. .. frcm a cr-ceptual hES
FIRST EXPERIMENT or the Barometer.

) These aon't Lead to immediate decision, but they e tnw
sort of argument, and an important new technic.

6. There are today a number of people who believe that experientaioI,
eliberite manipulation of netuire, is so essential to science that you

can't get along without it,

a) In particular there are those who say that this is why we'll eyr
have any Social Science tht esves the nme of science. You. can't
experiment with societies,

b.) And the counter argument is that, there's plenty of obsvational
science. Most of ancient science, much of astronomy, biology, and

olo7 tocay. EDICAL RESEARCH offers but limited scop for experim.

7. I don't know the answer. L it is an e cit and importatV-l cLestion
to many soc. Scientists and philosophers. For the present suggest tha't
we really have a continuous spectrum, running from Nuclear physics and
Organ ic chemitry, to t-rnocy, and possibly to co. ciences.



r) Even in the Locial c.enrices one can do some s orts of experi-en'tation.
SM t-OOUPThTO STRAN ESITUAYION~ -4e,

2 And clearly many acknowledged sciences have gone a long; : th very
little experimentation

lotsof
3. 0 omaybe/experiment isn't a prerequisite to the existence of a science.

a) eahhihAd h4'- greatest scopoe for eperIments
tion were the ones which moved furthest fastest.

b) For it Is the elaboration of this technique of exploration and
questioning which most clearly characterizes the science of the
seventeenth century; it is from the seventeenth century hAthwe date
the sudden increase in the rate of scientific advance which has so
r em enously changed the character of the world in whlch we live;

. And it is Boyle, who was really the first of the great e;pwrimntalic s,

who shows most clearly this new tecnic and spit in Its pure form.

II. SMMW@ EAND THE EXPERI4ENTAL TAION

1. Of course, experimentation isn't somethihg that just suddenly 1prings

up in the middle of the sevent.enth century. It ha existed in a small

Vy all along

a) Empeaccles demonstrating corporeality of air with boucket. A wighs it

2 And of course there's b en hight Cevelopnent of cbserta< <einces
A'S BIOLOGY UNRIVALLED, etc. Mediaeval alchemy

c) But what we're looiing for is the new science which builds things and.
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d) The system builders in antiquity and middle agos qare cootent to
build upon simple.,everyday observaTions.

e) The scholastics who develop system building won't get their hands
dirty with machine builidg.

2. Even as late as the end of the 16th century a great scientist like
Galileo says: "In order to be able to demonstrate to my opponents the
truths of my conclusions, I have been forced to prove them by a variety
of experiments, though to satisfy myself alone I have never felt it
necessary to make very many" (Randall, 235)

a) Galileo is a great scientist, but on the whole hes still regarding

observation and experiment not as a tool of exploration, but as a way
of checking conclusions already arrifed at by thinking about crude

observations.

b) Or the case of Pascal, who describes many experiments to demonstrate
his conclusions, but obviously never nerformed any of them, for
they're impossible.

c) For example hydrostatics demonstraion witIh man sittin on bottom

of twelve foot tub of water.

d) Boyle has a great time with this. "How does the man do it?"

3. For the spirit of Boyle's science is quite different from the spi"Lrit of

Aristotle's or of Ptolemy's or of Copernicus's or Galileo's even.

a) The devil with system building

b) The devil even with long mathematical arguments with proofs, with
i- n1 -%r lAngast *about m there are subtle fluids.



7. In Boyle you get the rejection of speculation, of system and in its

roll O sl ake.
pl)acrw-aj oy-in-wperimentl- CAplV &.e e 4-amass

a) Experiments now become tremendously exciting, not just routine checks

b) Continually asking new questions of nature and finding new things,

and in the seventeenth century when the process was just starting
it was very easy to discover new things that noone had tver cean

before.

c) What happens with mouse in receiver, or feather, or food? What

happens if I drop sulphur on a hot iron plate, etc.

d) The air pump as a toy. Something to be played with. Squeezed for

all it's worth. RANDOM EXPERIMENTATION, THE SCATTER TECHNIQUE

e) And some mkx of the thiggs it's worth are worth something to furthr

scientific conceptualizations, though Boyle is not a man who does
thL-e conce-ptuali zing. "D, r7tuata ,wsot

f) Boyle, of course, was overdoing it.Y :nL day and in ours he gets

quite justly criticized for making so little out of his experiments.

"Only conceptual conclusions are one's thAt could -have ben drawn

without rne-iments."

3. With this new joy in experiment goes a new espect for it.

q) Boyle won't report on anything he hasn't done.

b) And the things he has done. he takes with tremendous seriousness.

c) He reports things in tremendous detail. What happened at each step;
fitlure are given as much space as successes; detailn which are



appartyirrlvant.

d) These things happened, and what happened is what's inmortant.

e) And in the same spirit is the detailed description of ex>eriental
apparatus. What it was; what were thb difficulties in building;
(HOW TO MAKE GOOD BAROMETERS, ETC.)

f) And the object here is to enbble other people to check and to share
in your work. Science becoming communal, a group activity.

9. Suggest that this is really Boyle's greatest contribution to science.

a) It's not any one particular experiment he did, or theory he developed.

b) It's the example of the fun that experimenting can be, and the example
of what it means to be a sober resonsible renorter of exeriments.

c) Tryingij everytiing- did telling everything.

10. It is this above all which you should be looking for in your readingr of
the Case BooT:.

11. Just as thexnis a good deal wrong with a picture of science taken from
a system builder like Copernicus and from Astronomy case, so there's
much the matter with a picture taken just from Boylb and this case:

a) Boyle's an exaggeration. The scatter experiment is a pretty fruitless
procedure. Need combination of conceptual scheme and experiment
throughout. Good experimentation is organized, looks toward a goal.
Very few really important discoveries are made just looking, though
many are made by accident. tht io whle lookrinrr for prmatlir r p,



Science is combination of system building (SCHOLASTICS) and this 9Net Cse.
b)-And-Beylel-&se uupse-in-reporting detailisalm Na

on what today would be considered responsible procedure. Noone could
afford the money to print or the time to read experiments treated
the way Boyle treate his.

12. But on the other hand the things which worry Boyle, the things he's
trying to get across in his reports, are things with which science is
still very much concerned.

a) This sort of standard and this sort of attitude toward experiment
are new things in this period, and they form an important core of
the tradition which has mare modern science nossible.

III. BACONIANISM

1. Boyle didn't invent this new attitude towar' experiment, but he's the
first to fully exemplify it.

a) His importance here is as the greatest representative of a tradition

b) A tradition which bore the name of "The New Philosonhy" or "The
Experimental Philosophy"

2. And the prophet of this new movement is Francis 'aCon

a) He's older 1561-1626, than Boyle 1627-1691

b) And it's quite possible to trace the movement still further back

c) His main virtue is as the man who most clearly dad LOUDLY described
a spirit in science which was just coming into being, which was new,
and which was to be immensely influential.
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3. Hiele-avery--eang-4igure, and a very controversial one.

a) Not a scientist himself and one who is frequently wrong in his
evaluations of other scientists.

b) He seems scarcely to have heard of Galileo, and at one point he
refers to Copernicus as a man who would say almost anythIng if it
made his mathematics work out a little better.

c) Harvey, one of L7th century greats, taid 'that Bacon wrote science
like a lore Chancelar.

. Which is just what he was. A civil servant with an interest in pilosoph

a) But a brilliant prose stylist and publiaist. A great propagandist,
and it's as a propagandist that you should read him, for he sets stag

b) Refsverytinfluentigh, on Boyle and othere, the inspiration of the
Roy&l Society (models it, etc.)

c) Indeed he's man of such unbounded energies that there's still a large
and vocal group which thinks he wrote Shakesoere.

5. Many of the important points of the Baconian program are contained in
your document. It's for the program of the New Science, and for the
manner in which the program was built into the structure of the new
scientific institutions that you should read it.
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7 The rejection of the past: (Quote VIII 26) Note the style

Tr"lce it wit> r ne method *hich makes everything easy (VIII 34<5
9. Te~ new iethuod is the one described (iicomprletely) in the NOVUM ORGANCN

a) Trust the senses not the int ect

>) iak syeic observations and collect them"

c) Particularly go the crafts. Look at r-ll the kn0wldge that' l y
reoresented in the work of craftsmen.

) t's gunpowder and the compass which are the great things for Bacon,
and here is the rise of Renaiseance industry and technics enterinc
science in its full force.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case

Lecure 4 - 11/2/51

Business:

1. Remind you of move to Byerly 7 for next three weeks.

a) This means a new seating list which will be posted mntat in the
lecture room before class. Please try to arrive a bit early.

bJ Also exception to rule is the hour exam, one week from tody. That

we will hold here.

2. With the hour exam just a week off, you may fin-d. a few words on the

subject useful.

a) It will have three twenty-minute questions. Read Carefully and. limit
answer to what we ask.

b) All of the questions will be in some part essay questions. One
Thatet they will all be aimed, in part, at some of the larger aspects

of science which we've tried to draw out of our work in the cases.

c) But all will demand some understanding of some noruion of th techni-

cal material.

3. Material to be covered will be the material assigned to this date, except

a) No optics Document 2, and no stuff from next weeps lectures. These

will be covered on the second exam.

b) There seems to be plenty of material to date for usI to try you out on
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ATURAL SCIENCES 4 - Case 2

r C

kt end of last lecture, we opened discussion of the Baconian program,

hich describes so many aspects of the new program of XVII century'spience
t the group which described themselves as The Virtuosi, the practit)onere

S of THE NEW PHILOSOPHY , 0 4 *r Agvk 7 A44o A SPAerO

legan by noting that,one major tenet of the new philosophy as expresse(
)y Bacon was the rejection of all past effortb at knowledge: the rejec-
tionyngsthoughout much of both his writings in Boyle, as in quote

1 fi~otirt, or as in:

6 men have been kept back as by a kind of enchantment from -*rress in

the sciences by reverence for antiquity, by the authority of men accounted
griat in philosophy" From your document. NOTE CONTRAST WITH COPERNICUS

a) So science declares its independence of the past. And simultaneously:

b) Rejecting Aristotle and system builders who observed little but built

much. And rejecting with Aristotle his scholastic critics and followe

c) Equally he rejects Humanists as attending just to words not too thinge
Vanity of rhetoric and of their elaborate style, etc.

3. In rejecting the literary humanists and the logical scholastics Bacon

and the new Philosophers are rejecting just those portions of learning'
which are being most encouraged by the Uniersities of the day.

r~. .~-

, 1--11X AO'NIAN PROGRAM

T T



- -taughti--n mtheeuniversities n-meet tof its prantition s not
associated with universities. They are noblement, Doctors, Tradesmen

even.
b) Mathematics, astronomy, medicine (the classical sciences) stay'in

universities. Chemistry and experimental sciences in general are

6) So situation in which Universities are home of sciences is of
comparatively recent origin, and there is some evidence that it m"ay
iot last too long. At least there are great pressures on scientists

today to work for gov't. or industry.

4. In rejecting past knowledge as vain, and in rejecting past methods of
gaining knowledge as fruitless, Bacon is not rejecting the nursuit of
lnowledge.

') On the contrary, he wants to advance knowledge and thinks heJ has a
brand spang new way of doing it more or less overnight.

b) Bacon's optimism, confidence, and vanity are incredible: "without
a natural and experimental history such as I am going to prescribQ,
no progress worthy of the human race could have been made or can be
made in philosophy andtheneeiences. Whereas on the other hand,
let such a history be once provided and well set forth, and let
there be added to it such auxiliary and light-giving experiments as
in the very course of interpretation will present themselves or
will be found out; and the investigation of nature and of all science
will be the work of a few years." (Intro. to Paraseeve)



o) Though we adopted portions of the program, it's now 300 years later
and we're still just beginnin-.

. in the passage just read the keyfhwatfor an understand6ing of Bacons
method is the words Natural or Experimental Histories.

P) These are simply lists of observations and experiments. This is
the word history used in sense of "compilation facts", not a
nearrative of past events, etc.

b) Anything observable about nature is useful to science; So keep
records of your own observations, write letters asking other people
what they've seen, and make .reat efforth to try as many new experine

c) :Lecod so that others may see them a;nd fit them togoether and internret

& ) F~or aconl &elt stronJly tLat the facts w:ouzI speak foi tvmsly,
that if you just collected enough miscellaneous facts, the step of
arranging them and getting conceptual schemes out of them would be

H still wants to get conceptual schemes, science still consists of
both, but the emphasis is now completely reversed. Whereas in the
ancient physical sciences observation was routine and the interpreta-
tion was the work of genius, now Bacon very nearly says that
conceptualizing can be reduced to a purely mechanical process and
the design and performance of experiments is the work of genius.

f) This Is what's clsplayed in HOUS5E OF SALOMON



_So the new key 2is complitt.on of facts.

a) Initially Bacon thinks he can :o i all himsilf. Later admits that
it may take a little longer.

b) The job of compilation gets handed on to peol like B

7. And Boyle is just this sort of compiler. The epriiments you read it
the case book are originally publishee in just that 2orm as ea

he pump (THOUGH WIT ABOUT 75 OTEERS)

a2 Later their substance i ris' t'E ess last , crt wic is just
-uch a compilation.

2. It's the GETERAL HISTORY OF T"I-AI ernatlh' BThconian comnilation.

a) v-o .1 . > takez u 0 0 pages in tlic n J ncw.

Boyle's complete worke take five, so your assinmpnt wac :Mall
not suc> an ordeal.

c) It's the typical compilation, everythinwt13in it: facts for teir
own agggxggry crudely ordered by ITitles" or clssification.

9. Read. some "Titlesn With a few words about each. Wind up by pointiy3
-ut that side by side with the air pump you get narrations ike tTe

following from section on heat and cold in the air:

e) lida ec. or on nex:t p irecotion and tcemp. of wi in New iamp.

10. In the perapaiv% of 300 ye1 o xperimental scCeC, this eviw of
its origin in the 17th century is very strange; -adnw n

COoking< X back &JrC l su cUIv- i o ;e o 'ournals of the



Royal Society, the organization set up to give this new sort of
slawvesfind-id-by-id+repor-s1-94ic

experiments - Newton's in Optics or Boyle's in chemistry or pneumatic-
- and a report from Boyle in Ireland about William Greatraks, an
Irish epileptic-who was reported to be healing people by touching
them them, or upon the Strange Head of a Monstrous Colt born in
Devon.

b) And tiis sort of uidirected comuilation of assorted observations anC
experiments is not the sort of pursuit that leads to conceptua1
schemes and from these to new experiments.

c) Except in the sense that oMlpcting always leads to more coleting:
one stamp gotten you want another.

d) Some of the experiments do lead on - but the program a collectIng
as such does not. It still looks like stamp collecting.

11. Needless to say thoui the neonle Coing it id not tink of themselves
simply as stamp collectors

a) Nor - in contrast to their predecessors - did they think o: themive

as just interested in acquiring knowledge for its own sake.

b) We find in this group a big new motive with- their other noveltis.

12. They are going to change the face of the world - to alleviate humn

suffering - to bring new wealth through new inventions.

A) For Bacon the great and almost the only examples of successful
cientific work in the past Pre gunpowder and the compass. One has



Yolutionized warfare,the other navigation an' our knowiede
of the earth, as well as the economy of Europe.

b) )Boyle pursues the study of the air at least partly, .ecauseP -ir as
the stuff we breath, supports life. Also it carries disease -
we're in contact with it all the time.

c) Boyle's life long interest in cohemistry was lrely erived from a
;ersonal concern with drugs, with medicaments.

d) Men like Hodke - first Boyle's assistan , atr ecrvkary 1o the
Roy&l Society - work on practical devices: aWtch, ovable keel cr
ships, better gun powder.

e) And this is the Baconian goal summed up in your reading by the
phrase: "the true and lawful goal of the sciences is none other than

this, that human life be endowed with new discoveries and povers."

II. THE EVALUATION: Th.s it;)progr( mYf objectivejbeo tbh' icoyal Societ

1. It's an immense program, -nd ambitos program, and in som ways a 'very
f oolish rogrn.m.

a) If I had been judged on the basis of immedIate results, Lt woul.

have bern scrapped, for remarkably little came of it for some time

2 The bigest discoveries of the period really came from men like

Newton who were outside the programyn cutscle the Society until

they'd completed their best work.

2. But looking back upon it, it contributes to the growth of scipnce a
number of things without which scIence could not have achieved its present



nositio n. LIST 3 ProfEssion

a) It begins to create a scientific profession frolm te isolated
cI.ric Copernicus we go the group activity.

b) This is priod in which scilce begins to get a me a hoie.

c) Annd, though it's slow, this means a way to loose amateur staning.

6) In England Robert Hooke i. rh- s the first scientint to be sunnorted
wholy outside a University.

3. poond imbtweeniscentists

a) The Royal Society as a clearing house for ideas, brijht an othr-

wise. Permanent scientific records.

b) T. Journal, regularublcation c &iscovees inventions and. idC.s

o) Some of t he trermendous 6iuplication of research which meant that
Torricolli, Pascal, nd Boyle all iscovered many of the same i

4. And as 4. Te Cross-fertiliatitn with tc'nolo

a Interest in mxkxxx improvement of society m ean an interest 1n th

crafts, and a willingness to learn from them.

b) The Royal Society collected instr&U,ents, machines, etLc.

c) The Navy contantly cdlli 7 ts nembers to overcome khippin

problems, etc.

) And slowly very slowly - this provided sclence with new -ovblems
1fm lvin rnroblemp. Ultimately,



but not in any very full fashion until the 19th century, tiLs
reacted back uponTIihniTly- t55.

e) In the beginning technology probably did more for science than
science did. for technology. tL.t L i0" it a*

d Vu-.) e- )-#,/ C W-&,- 10AG

I. The SATIRES eS - y e

1. This is evaluation provided by a perspectige of almost 300 years. The
attitude of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries toward the
Ner Philosophy and its new Institution were by :1o means so oh&i&table.

a) From the very beginning some of the we knesses we've noted were
parodied and criticized. e'k ' *J, to r , -4. - o

b) Particularly by the literary who thought they'd been rather snubbed.

2. To give you some notion of this negative reaction of some of those who
were present at the launching of experimental science, let me intro c
you to one new chara cter in our story - Sir Nicholas Gincrack



INSERTED CARD 11 FROM LAST PNEUMATICS LECTURE OF 1950-51



5. Our second satire is later and much more damaging, because it's much
better aimed. P #t ,U ck. &

a ) it's by the greatest satirist of them all, Dean Johnathat Swi t
and aimed not at an individual but at the Royal Society itself.

b) Gulliver's third voyage - to Laputa. Guided through the academy of
La rcoda

7 roubloisy mso s thinsw b don
very closely resembling tem
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NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - ELECTRICITY III

Lecture 1 - 5/14/52

I. WHERE WE GO NOW

1. During the past four weeks we've considered two different blocks of
material involving the science of electricity.

a) First dealt briefly with the development of electrical concepts to
the time of Faraday.

b) Then examined the way in which these concepts were employed to build
a ney industry, some of the factors which governed the growth of
that industry, and some of ,the problems which had to be solved before
that industry could be firmly established.

2. We now turn from these to our third and last block of electrical material,
Having seen manner in which concepts were developed, and manner in which
they were applied to thdustry and commerce, I now want to examine the
manner in which these same concepts reacted back to change the character
of science itself.

a) More particularly want to show how electrical science, since the
last decade of the nineteenth century, has provided fundamental tools
to the physicist in his largest contemporary problem - the attempt
to understand the nature of matter.

3. We are not going to try, in the five lecturee remaining, to provide a
historical or technical view of modern atomic and nuclear physics.

a) For present purposes can get that from Hecht, which you all ought to
have started by now.
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b) I Droposeto take it more or less for granted that you have read
Hecht or an equivalent semi-popular account of the fundamental ideas
of modern atomic physics.

c) And I shall restrict myself to pointing up some of this material by
illustrating the crucial role which electricity has played and is
payjn5 i j the development of the e modern concepts.

4. And Isuggest that in addition to thEsdtrct technical Taterial itself
which I believe you'll find interesting and not too difficult, that you
watch during the remainder of this block for two additional sorts of
overtones which evolve from this material.

a) Have suggested that we can follow an industry and a new sort of
technical civilization emerging from electricity. Now suggest that
you notice the way in which discoveries in electricity play back to
revolutionize science itself.

b) This hAs been called a sense of THE FABRIC OF SCIENCE. The manner
in which developments internal to one scientific field may transform
entirely a radically different field, so that all sciences are
finally more or less closely knit together. This is an aspect of
science which thte Case approach occasionally obscures by isolating
individuals or Particular developments too much. But you've seen
it.again and again. Perhaps most strongly in the Photosynthesis
case where you observed the revolution in thought about plant-nutri-
tion which the success of the Oxygen theory produced.

5. That's the direct playback of science (or one scientific field) into anot-
her
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a. There's also an indirect playback - through technology.

b) One thing you'll see again and again during the next five lectures
is the manner in which the modern nuclear physicist, in his use of
electricity, has profited from the technological developments which
themselves grew out of the application of electricity to industry.

c) That is, keep your eyes peeled for things like the immense magnets
which go into a tool like the cyclatron - much of the fundamental
technology required for the construction of such magnets was acquired
in the attempt to build better dynamo fields.

d) Or notice that for all of these experiments and all these tools,
very high vacuua are required. In 1860 noone could produce vacua
like this. The basic tools needed to do the job, particularly the
mercury vapor pumps, were developed in conjunction with the develop-
ment of the electric lamp, where very high vacua are needed.to produc
bulbs which will last long enough to be salable.

e) Or just a technique as apparently simple as a vacuum tight seal betwes
als glass and wires going through glass, which again reaches its
present state because of the necessity of achieving these seals to
build incandescent lamps

6, So these are the overtones I suggest you keep in mind, as we examine
three sorts of electrical experiments on matter:

a) GAS DISCHARGES, /ATOM SMASHERS, EIGER COUNTERS
b) These ought to be treated in this order, which is in fact the order,

AT LEAST GAS DISCHARGES OUGHT A LOGICALLY OR HISTORICALLY- come first
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c) But the Harvard Nuclear Laboratory has kindly arranged an open house
forGen Nd students at hne cyclotron tmorurow afteruon Se I-i-m---
going to try to move some rapid remarks about atoms smashers into
this morning's lecture,

d) Cyclatron visit - Meet in Burr A - 4:00 PM, Thursday. Proceed to
cyclotron from here at about 4:25. After some introductory remarks

e) THIS IS, OF COURSE, A VOLUNTARY TRIP, BUT I THINK MANY OF YOU WILL
FIND IT WORTH THE TROUBLE. IT'S A FASCINATING INSTALLATION

7. One further remark. NO ASSIGNED READING EXCEPT HECHT FROM ii-ERE IN -
AND YOU WILL NOT BE HELD FOR A DETAILED KNOWLEDGE OF THAMQ- I want you
to put your major emphasis on the term papers in the time that remains.

a) Those of you who want more-detailon these machines should look at
Taylor - you will be able to get etoughdetail from lectures and
section. I'm quite willing now to have yotx sacrifice technical
detail on the remaining material in favor of an original and thoughful
application to the papers.

II. INTRODUCTION TO ATOM SMASHERS

1. At this point I depart from normal order, so let me start by introducing
you to some things you know already.

a) Whether you've read the Hecht or not, you know that a major concern
of the modern physicist is to break up atoms. For atoms you can
understand the chemists elementary particles, though xtheat more
nearly in the form left by Dalton than by Kekule.
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b) The modern physicist discovered about fifty years ago that these

eentayar rticles were not so elementary u ndestrctible as
Dalton and his successors had thought, and at set out to split them
under controlleddeonditions to see what he could learn about their
internal structure.

c) And the technique evolved for breaking atoms is much like that for
breaking anything else. You hit them terribly hard with a very hard
body. THEN EXAMINE THE FRAGMENTS

2. What this amounts to is this:

a) T r irojcile

17 f Fire the projectile at the target and look for the
imputities that are produced if some atoms are smashed,
TRANSMUTED, as a result of the projectile's impact.

b) But the projectile must be very small. If you provide a certain
amount of initial energy to a large projectile - A CERTAIN INITIAL
PUSH - then this energy will be absorbed and shared by a large
number of atoms in the target. No one atom in the target will get
enough of the energy put into the projectile to break it up.

c) If you can give the same push - the same energy - to a very small
body, then this body can hit only a few - preferably only one atom

in the target - so all energy can go to the-atom struck and this

gives a chance of breaking up the atoms of the target.
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3. Thusprojectiles must have size comparable to that of the atoms of the

target - this means they must be atoms themselves - so the set up t.-

a) Target Beam of Atoms

b) And we are now concerned with the techniques availakle for producing
the beam of atomte projectiles. This is what atoms smashers are -
machines to produce streams of very fast moving atoms headed for a

target.

4. The job isn't easy. You can't put a single atom into a gun, put powder

behind it, and let the powder drite the atom down the gun barrel.

a) You can't bore a gun barrel whose diameter is the diameter of one
atom in material made up of atoms. And if you could, this channel
(which would look smooth to the eye or to a bullet sized projectile)
would be immensely bumpy from the viewpoint of another atom.

b) More generally you can't use mechanical techniques at all to produce

your projectiles. Can't push it or throw it by contact, for all

the pushers or hurlers which operate by contact are made of atoms,
and are thus too crude to permit you to handle atoms with them.

5. The forces which get the atoms going must be transmitted to them at a

distance, and for this purpose electrical forces are ideal. They have

just this characteristic - don't demand contact.

a) So electrical attractions and repulsions are normally used to supply
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the velocity of the atomic projectiles used for atom smashing.

6. Now again pull something you all know from hat.
a) It's a comparatively simple task to transform an atom which is

initially neutral into a charged atom or an ion. This is problem
we'll examine in much more detail when we come to gas discharges.

b) If the target is then attached to ground and a large positive charge
put on a plate above the 1tem ion, then the stam ionnwill be rerelled

et.

ALL THE EARLIEST ATOM SMASHERS ARE
BASED UPON THIS PRINCIPLE. AN IMMENSE
CHARGE IS PILED UP IN ONE SPOT AND
USED TO DRIVE IONS - CHARGED ATOMS -
INTO THE TARGET MATERIAL.

7. I'd like to discuss one of these machines very briefly, for it sets
up our problem. It's one of the earliest forms of atom smasher:
VAN DE GRAAFF MACHINE.

a) We'll look at this quickly - so try don't take notes - just try to
follow the general principles involved.

b) SLIDE - Physics number 532. GET AT ION SOURCE, POSITIVE SHELL,
DISCHARGE TUBE, PUMPS, TARGET.

c) SLIDE - Physics number 533. Electrical portion of apparatus.
Endless belt. SPEED. Combs. etc.

d) SLIDES Physics number 531, and Gen Ed 676. General size and dimen.



81 1 have here a little model of electrical nortions of this mach n -
Point out parts and draw spark

III. TRANSITION TO CYOLATRON

1. This model demonstrates both the working principles of the Van de Graff
machine and the inherent limitations of machines of this type. If you
build up enough charge they spark over.

a) Either they spark to ground or a beam of the building, or the charge
leaks off at the pointed corners, as with lightning rods,

b) So there's a limit to the amount of push you can deliver to an ion
sith such a machine. Actually do get xxxz over 5,000,000 Volts this
way, but that's still a feable machine.

2. But you can't handle more voltage - pile up more charge-than this. If
you're going to get ions going faster need a new technique, and that's
to hit the atom over and over again.

a) Van de Graaff exerts its push only once. If it could take a fast

particle and push it still more you could get much faster particles.

b) ANALOGY TO THE SWING. First push doesn't do much, next more, etc.

3. But to be able to deliver repeate6 pushes have to have the ion coming
back again and again over the same course. Ideally you'd like to have
it going in a circle or something very like a circle, and then give
it a bit more push every time it comes around.

a) This is essentially what the Cyclotron does.
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b)PRAW - IeCyclotron actually kicks it twice, get's
an orbit which 1s a slowly expantnugs iral

But we'll take this as our initial model.

4. Now this model raises two problems. How do we make an atom go around in

a circular orbit or trajectory like this, and how do we manage to 
kick

it each time,

a) Will discuss the circular motion now - leave the kick for the remarks

on cyclotrons xx tomorrow afternoon.

5. Now you all know what it takes to make a body move in a circle. 
It

requires a constant pull on the body directed toward the center 
of the

circle.

a) Stone on xlZxg string whirled around head. The pull is exherted by

the string which is at center of circle.

b) Apply to diagram above. Draw in pull.

c) And notice that this is a pull which is always just perpendicular to

direction which the particle would take without any pull on it.

d) ELABORATE. If pull stopped particle would fly off along tangent.
Tangent gives direction of its motion. The pull is constantly

deflecting it, and this pull is just perpendicular to the motion of

the particle.

6. So we need a force on a moving charged particle which is at all 
times

just perpendicular to the motion of the particle, and we have a perfectly
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good-wayot gettingr;W WITH A MAGNETIC FIELD.

a) Remind you But what's in the wire? Moving
charge' And the push up on it is
just a push perpendicular to its
direction of motion.

b) But we don't need the wire. Shoot charged particles into the field
these partitles are a current too. They'll be pushed up. They will
be deflected perpendicular to their motion, and they'll travel
in circles.

c ) Draw: *

r
Pos. Charge wants to be horizontal current.
Get's bent. Moves arount irn circle.(p.

. SHOW IT.

a) Magnetic field in horizontal plane is produced by the two loops.
Draw if time,

b) Ions are injected by near bottom. Draw:

c) These ions are made visible by a
technique which we'll examine at length
in the next lecture.

Or ~

d) Run it.

N



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - ELECTRICITY II

Lecture 2 - 5/16/52

I. INTRODUCTION TO GAS DISCHARGES

1. Last time we considered very briefly the subject of atom smashers, and
illustrated certain of the modes in which electrical and magnetic forces
re applied to the construction of modern research tools for nuclear

'ysics.
Lecture was out of it's normal place, but I hope it provided helpful
background for those of you who went along on the visit to the
cyclotron yesterday afternoon. in future years

b) For my own future reference - should this be repeated/- how many of
you found the trip worthwhile.

2. Now we turn around and go back to a somewhat earlier stage in the
development of ideas about the structure of the atom. Want to show you
gr upof experiments which 1yed an kcal role
a) These eXperiments are raiy te irst ones xhtk from which the

immense revolution of the past sixty years in our Ata ideas about
the nature of matter stem.

b) They are a direct application of electrical science to the study of
of matter, and they prove the source of many of our most imnortant
ideas about atoms.

c) These are the experiments, performed from about 1890, dealing with
the events which occur when you pass a current of electricity thru
a gas. They're very revealing experiments.



II. REMARKS ON KINETIC THEORY

1. I'm not quite sure why people got started on this rather improbable
set of investigations. It's a difficult problem in the motivation of
research.

a) Partly, the subject has some practical interest and importance.
Lightning is a discharge thru a gas. There's the whole question of
reducing leakage from power lines and transformers, of building better
insulators.

b) But the experiments start a little too early to make this a convincinE
explanation. Think we come closer to the truth if we ascribe this
to scientific curiosity, to a desire to know what electricity was.

2. For the nineteenthE century did not solve this problem. The present
century has come much closer, and thts morning's and Monday morning's
experiments have played a crucial role in the explanation.

a) Now if we suppose that the object of the work was to learn about the
nature of electricity, than the attempt to study at the effects of
currents thru gases isn't xxx xxs an unreasonable starting point.

b) For electricity always occurs in conjunction with some form of matter
FLOWS IN WIRE, OR THROUGH A LIQUID (ELECTROLYSIS), OR THROUGH A
GAS (SPARKING)

c) If you want to investigate it, you must investigate it as it exists
in conjunction with some form of matter, and you naturally choose

the form of matter about which you know the most.
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3. And by the close of the nineteenth century knew much more about gases

than about any other form or matter - we still do - THIS WAS ZNEXZX
ONE OF THE GREATEST TRIUMPHS OF NINETEENTH CENTURY THEORETICAL PHYSICS.

a) It's KINETIC THEORY OF GASES.

4. this theory is really a highly mathematical, extremely abstract theory,
which yields very precise predictions capable of extremely accurate

experimental verification.

a) But beyond its detail - it yields a very satisfactory picture of the

the mxxxxx nature of a gas - what it is and why it behaves as it does

b) And we'll require a sketch of this before we start.

5. Container full of gas:
a) Hard particles - very small - separated by

immense distance.

b) Inmconstagt very rapid motion - KT tells us

that at 0 Centigrade He atoms move around with

V = 4,260 mph.

c) They constantly hit each other and bounce away.
And they constantly hit the walls of the containe3

d) In fact it's the constant pushing on the walls of the container by

the individual atoms that IS the pressure of a gas. YOU KNOW THAT

A SUCCESSION OF IM LITTLE BLOWS ONE AFTER ANOTHER ADD UP TO SOMETHING

LIKE A STEADY FORCE. The pza WESTERN - hero demonstrates marksmanshii
on tin can - keeps it rolling.
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eq Sjimilarlyjfor pressure - succession of impacts - average effect on
a square cm of sufface is just the pressure.

f) And this increases with temperature, because speed of ma atoms is
just the xxxxxxat thing which is measured by temperature. Higher
temperature means higher speed, means harder impact, means more
pressure, etc.

6. If developed mathematically this theory enables us to understand a great
deal about the observed behavior of gases,

a) Both Boyle's law and also Charles' Law come out of this. Neatly &

b) And a great deal about the way heat is conducted. Faster (hotter)
spedd up slower (coober) atoms, etc.

7. But the theory - for all its power - doesn't tell us how gases could
conduct electricity. In fact it tells us gases ought to be insulators.

a) For the theory will work only if the particles are uncharged - neutr
Can't have forces at a distance between them or don't get B's law,
etc. out.

b) Besides if each atom were charged, then a lot of them collected

together in a container ought to deflect an electroscome, and they
don't.

c) But if the atoms are not charged then what it is that passes through
a gas when a current does.
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III. GAS DISCHARGES

1. So far I've said a great deal about passage of electricity thth* gnes
without making it quite clear what the term menrp, Let m markeit
more explicit; by showing you some dischargy

2.RAa) 
Under normal conditions get no current

o f - just what kinetic theory says should
lb happen.

b) But there are a number of ways of
getting a current through here.

c) Can just raise the voltage way up. Get a tremendous spark - probably
breaking bulb - this is lightning - WAY THTNGS HAPPEN AT NORMAL
PRESSURES.

d) Or you can start lowering the pressure of the gas - in which case
get a current through at even moderate voltages.

ee) Ot there are a few other stunts you can do to the gas to make-it
less of an insulator.

3. Let's take a look.

a) Point out tube - Start HT telling them clicker indicates voltage
apphied. Start pump & run through onee - WATCH THE METER

b) Ditto but this time with the lights out. Point out various
stages.



c) SLIDE - Emphasize three stages - No current no light (not shown),
uurrena & light - Les Ourrent n-1light.

d) This is an immensely complex phenomenon - we still don't understand
it all - and we won't here explain all we do understand - but this
much we are going to treat - OFF, ON, OFF variation with pressure.

So a gas which is normally an insulator, can be made a conductor -
his isn't what Kinetic Theory tells us. We will.have to modify the

ed particle at all times.

_________ .u .he gas isn't participating here at all -
oerhaps there's a subtle fluid - an aether (some people in the nine-
3enth century thought that there was and that it was responsible)

jut it seems improbable. Pump works on gas - that it change of
gas pressure changes the phenomenon, so it seems to depend upon the

gas.

And you can get even better evidence that gas is involved essentially.
Demonstrate the board. Remember they've seen it before.

So the gas is involved essentially, Presumably it becomes charged &
.es to the electrodes.

In view of my rearrangement of lectures, you know the answer to the

problem, THE GAS BECOMES IONIZED. The atoms get split.

b) But before seeing the good which thtkx this hypothesis can do us,
want to see a bit more of how athx people arrived at it, for it
was a very unattractive hypothesis at the beginning to scientists



brought up on the kinetic theory 1and Daltonian) idea that atoms
were i7ncdestructible.s

IV. OTHER IONIZING TECHNIQUES

1. And these clues to the phenomenon involved when gases start to conduct
~mpIaT"4-1 JPeem some other means by which gases can be made conductix

2. There e man such ways - Can heat them - can shine X-Rays thru them -
can bombard them with the products of naturally radioactive substances,
Uranium & radium, etc.

3. I'll show you a couple of these means. Starting with X-Rays.

a) Prop6se to say very little about them - except they're side product
of these same experiments on gas discharges.

b) These give visible light, people knew that at ends of the spectrum
there was also invisible light - eyes not sensitive to it, but it
effects photographic film, etc.

c) Looked for it in gas discharges and found a penetrating radiation.

d) Draw - SURPRISE IS NOT PRESENWE OF RADIATION BUT
THE FACT THAT IT GOES THRU NORMALLY OPAQUE
MATERIALS.

4. It does - show keys and left hand.

50 Also it makes air conducting. PISCHALGE ELECTROSCOPE



6. A flame will do almost this well - Show it.

7. And so will a piece of radioactive material - Try aliha particIes.

8. In eaeh of these cases something is striking the gas and making it
conduct when it wouldn't have conducted before.

a) Conclusion is - normally neutral atom is broken into a positive and
negative portion and these are attracted to the electrodes and
constitute the current.

9. Monday we'll apply this notion back to the gas discharge and see what

how it explains what we know. Also then we'll examine with more care
the remarkable properties of these discharges when the nressure is

very low.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - ELECTRICITY III

Lec- 5/19/52

I. THE MECHANISM OF THE GAS DISCHARGE

1. In the last lecture we discovered that there are a number of processes
by which an electric current may be made to flow betweeh two electrodes

isolated in a gas.

a) Reducing the pressure in a discharge tube temporarily caused a
current to flow, and the current was accompanied by the emission of
light from the ghs. This current, however, grew very small and
finally stopped when the gas pressure got low enough

b) But even at norml pressures gases could be made to conduct electridlt
Heating them - Bombarding them with X ays - Irradiating them with thE

products of radionactive disintegrations. (Any of the rays - alpha,
beta, or gamma will do the job).

2. 1 pointed out last time that each of these phenomena suggests that in

order to make a gas conducting, it is necessary to break up the normally
neutral atoms into positively and negatively charged fragments.

a)-* * . DRAW

b) For if this process happened to gases between the electrodes, then
the passage of the + ions to the negative plate (CATHODE) and of
the - ions to the + plate (ANODE) would just constitute the currnt.
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3. Of course, the experiments don't make the explanation necessary - NEED
I REMIND YOU THAT EXPERIMENTS NER DO - but they can all be neatly
handled by this conceptual hypothesis.

) Actually the conduction by heating provided the original impetus
for this ionization theory of conduction - IT IS THE MOST SUGGESTIVE
OF THE EXPERIMENTS, BECAUSE IT'S THE SIMPLEST (Less that's not under-
stood involved in the apparatus), and because people thought they
new what the effedt of raising temperature of gases was.

b) Faster velocity - harder collistons, means break up. Production of
charged particles.

a) And though the idea was strongly resisted, ftr it conflicted with
fundamettal concepts about the indestructibility of atoms, it gradudl
triumphed as people learned how powerful a tam conceptual tool for the
analysis of these conduction experiments it provided.

4. Let me illustrate this power just once by showing how this concept of
ionization can be applied to explain the variation of the strength of the
discharge with pressure - a phenomenon which we observed in detail last
time.

a) We suppose that there are always a few positive and negative ions
present in a gas. They are produced by collisions of atoms which
happen to be moving particularly faster than the average, or by
light from outside (ultra-violet light in particular will give ions),
or by some stray radioactivity (there's always a little around), or
by cosmic rays - OR BY SOMETHING. This can be checked - with sensitiv
enough apparatus you'll show immensely small but finite current thru
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a-gas which seems an insulator in the crudor excerimnents like those
we did on Friday.

b) Under normal circumstance (Pressures) these xts ions will drift
slightly toward the positive & negative electrodes, but before they
build up much speed under the influence of the electrodes they hit
a neutral atom and are bounced back. Very few of them get to the
electrodes (MAKE A CURRENT) before they bump an ion ofthe opposite
sign (this is easy for they attract them), and thus get neutralized.

2. If you now reduce the pressure in the tube this situation is changed.

a) Still a few ions present, and they're still attracted & repelled by
the electrodes.

b) But now - lower pressure - the atoms of the gas are further apart, so
these ions moving toward the electrodes build up more speed before
they have a collision with some atMw atom or before they are
neutralized by recombination with an ion of the oppositesi

c) This average energy (or speed) gained before colltsion inces
the pressure goes down and the spacing between atoms of the gas r-
up.

d) Finally at pressures just a bit under 1 mm. of Hg. the few ever-
present ions get going fast enough before collision so that when they
do collide with some other atom they can break it up -- IONIZE TT,

e) Thts contributes another current w a v
one may produce still other ionc.
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f) Thus continued build up,of speed, collision ionization, repeat gives

the first Knarn/atomic chaln reaction.... Recognize it. Major curren
through a gas starts when pressure is low enough to permit this chain
reaction to start.

g) It used to be thought - and still is in some circles- that the
lozenges or striations which appear in the discharge and which we
saw last time were direct evidence of this multiple ionization process
EXPLAIN, but there are a number of difficulties about this explanatic
and the striations remain a feature of the discharge which we can't
entirely underand - at least we're not confident we do understand it

3. Needless to say this same mechanism will work at higher pressures if the
voltage is big enough. The ion needs space to build up the velocity
necessary to produce another ion, but if' its being pushed hard enough
it doesn't need much space.

a) Lightning is a discharge of this sort, so is all sparking. Normal
pressure, but either high voltage or a very shvrt distance between
the electrodes.

b) And it's bbeause these sparking discharges do produce ions that
they create so many difficulties for the power industry.

c) Example - lightning. Strikes a transmission line, sparks over to
a tower or to the other line. It's momentary, but it leaves a path
of ions, and with this path of conducting gas established the power
in the cable which would normally not spark over, can follow the
ionized path to ground.
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d) Thus lightning can short circuit a high tension line by making the

air conducting. Then power continues to pass.

e) So special steps must be taken to get the lightning to jump at
special places on the line at which other special steps are taken to
make certain that any temporary ionization due to lightning will be
very rapidly suppressed.

II. LOW PRESSURE DISCHARGES

1. Thus the ionization Ph concept indicates why discharges start at low
pressures or at high voltages. It also indicates why they decrease and
finally cease at low enough pressures.

a) Simply pump out so many atoms that there are not many left to be
ionized. The few that are created go the whole length of the tube
without hitting another atom and creating another ion.

b) The process goes on, but not with the intensity it shows in the
discharge we examined yesterday. LITTLE CURRENT AND ALMOST NO LIGHT.

2. But these low pressure discharges have some special and peculiar charact--
istics which sharply differentiates them from the higher pressure dischar-
ge, and which has added considerably to out knowledge of the atom.

a) The kighxpxaxxm glowing discharge widch we looked at last time
informed the scientific world that the atom could be broken into
positive and negative fragments.

b) The lower pressure discharge told physicists quite a bit about the
fragmentP into which the atoms were broken.



3. oInothese l.werressure discharges et no light directly. This light
is given off hxxtaxxxz PR ILY when Ions recombine, and there are
now too few recombinations to show much.

a) Must introduce something into the paths of the moving ions which will
glow when struck. OTHERWISE SEE ALMOST NOTHING.

b) But there are many substances which will emit light (FLUORESCE) when
struck. Many semi-preskous stones have this property. SOME - like
diamonds - will glow in the dark if you just rub them hard - a XVII
century discovery which kept the Royal Society busy and on which
Robert Boyle wrote a number of rather verbose papers.

4. Can see this ftuoresence here: SHOW TUBE WTTH STONES. ALREADY EVACUATED.

a) Connect it and show glow.

b) USE MAGNET TO DEFLECT THE PARTICLES. So it is the current of charged
particles striking that cause the glow.

5. So these streams of ions can be investiggbed by this indirect techniques,

a) Don't need stones. Can make metallic glasses which will also glow.

b) Show Maltese cross. These rays or particles travel in straight
lines. They're stopped by metal.

6. If the metal is Zhtx small enough it will actually get red hot under the
impact of these rays. SHOW IT. Aluminum foil demonstration.
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I. CATHODE RAYS

1. Up to this point I've simply assumed that these effects were due to the
passage of ions between the electrodes.

a) Actually when these effects were first discovered nox such assumption
was immediately made.

b) Partly because the ionization explanation of the gas discharge was
not itself very firmly established.

c) But mostly because the characteristics of this discharge show some
very marked differences from those of the higher oressure one examined
earlier.

2. For one thing there's not much light - except fluorescence-associated
with them. But more important.

a) Always traveiraway ftot Cathode --- Whence CATHODE RAYS.

) Effects independent of gas employed.

Tustrate the first of these facts.

Draw Slotted Tube +4 Rays moving from Cathode will

) Show it. be selected to form a beam.

c) This behavior can be accounted for by assuming that what is travelling
is negative ions. But actually some form of light might behave the
same way. This is a shadow casting phenomenon.

d) And the fact that you get the same effect regardless of the gas makes
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em that this effect is something like light coming off of
the cathode

e) Actually get an immense argument - German school for light, English
school for negative particles.

f) Finallo won by the English largt&y bedause of the difficulty under-

standing what sart of light would be so easily deflected by a magnet.
SHOW THIS.

4. As a matter of fact it's not impossible to expdin such strange .behavior

for light, tho it requires some odd assumptions and the cornuscularians
do win.

a) But there victory leads to a surprising conclusion. At Negative

fragments of all atoms are identical.

b) There is some one particle which constitutes the negative portion
of all atoms (perhaps several of them per atom).

c) THIS PARTICLE THEN IS THE ELECTRON, AND THIS SERIES OF EXPERIMENTS
ARE THE ONES WHICH LEAD TO THE DISCOVERY AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE
ELECTRON.

5. Further this series of experiments txx yields not only the first of

the particles of modern physics but also an important tool for dealing

with them.

a) It enables us frxx" to tell something about their properties.



6. For we can bend this beam of electrons with a magnet just because each
moving part ic-le act-sIlike a current.

a) The amount of push on the particle will therefore depend upon how
big the shxagxat equivalent current is. That is it will depend unon
the size of the charge e, associated with each electron.

bb) But td lensonpon more than the charge; it depends upon the
velocity (which we can normally determine fairly directly), and upon
the mass (the amount of material) of each particle. Bigger particles
are deflected less than small ones by the same push.

c) It turns out that by measuring the amount of deflection, we can

determine not the charge or the mass, but the ration of the two:
gmax Beam bending yields e/m.M t= e/-

d) And this is a good deal of information about a particle we can't

ever manipulate directly.

Purthermore the information can be extended - There are techniques - whic!

won't discuss - for measuring the charge, but even without this we can

se the same techniques to compare these negative ions - the electrons -
ith the nositive ions which they leave behind.

.TTp to this point we've lost sight of the positive ions x generated in

'he formation of Cathode rays. But they are there and they can be

maninulated too.

a) Will illustrate with just one technique.
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b)_DBAk Electrons move from Cathode to the right.

Positive ions move toward Cathode and some
slip on thru and are visible to the left.

c) Show it.

2. But these beams on right are different. DO THIS IN DARK

a) Give own light - glowing when they pick up stray electrons in the
chamber on the right. LL vc" ( oe 0 .

b) And they can't be bent nearly so easily. Show it.

c) Which (since their charge must be the same as that of the electron
with which they constitute a neutral atom) must mean that they are
much heavier.

3. Actually they can be deflected with atrong enough magnets. Here one
gets towards the sorts of magnets used in Cyclotrons, not the piddling
little horseshoe magnets which one can use with electrons.

a) Can find e/M. AM4n cJ rotL
b) It varies with the various gases used. But even with the lightest

onex it turns out that the positive ion is about 1800 times as
heavy as the negative ion - it carries most of the weight and
most other characteristics of the atom.

c) And the other atoms are corresponding?
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4. Actually you can see that the electrons are a negligable fraction of the

atomic wtight, so that these beam bending experiments with positive ions
turn out to be a direct means of comparthg the weights of the various
positive ions and therefore of the atoms from which they're formed.

a) Thus the physicist contributes a technique for constructing-r a table
of atomic weights.

b) And his results - adjusted for the relative prevalence of the various
isotopes - are in remarkable agreement with the chemists.

c) Agreement so good, that this technique, which is inherently capable
of more accuracy is now a standard one in the construction of atomic
weight tables.

5. ELECTRICITY HAS PLAYED BACK INTO STILL ANOTHER FIELD.
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NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - ELECTRICITY III

Lecture 4 5/21/52

I. INTRODUCTION P f tv z b t-ni0 .e e
1. In the last two lectures I've examined for you the manner in whic&

wlectricity reentered a new branch of physics as a basic concept
increasing man's knowledge of the ultimate constituents of matte

a) In particular have seen how the direct study of the passage of elec
thru gases - more particularly the study of Glow Discharge, and of
Cathode Ray Discharge - provides the lessom that the atom can be
split into two or more particles.

b) Electrons - same from all atoms. Plus positive ion - heavy - which
vary from one atom to the next. have

c) At end of hour suggested technics by which these discharges zght be
used to give quantitative informationaabout stanXx electrons and about
the residual positive ions.

2. There's a great deal more to atomic structure than this, and electrical
exneriments play a continuing role. 2

a) But these are typical. You can get an idea of many of the others
from the earlier chapters of Hecht. I won't pursue this theme
further.

I
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a)Th ' aga t al mre tothe tu a"an v e.z w jb t t k

b) In particular I will now take it for gr nted that you understand that
further study pf the subdivision of atoms indicated that almost all
atomsl $2.2I*-;ore than a single electron. Hydrogen has one, Helium
has two, Lithium 3, and so on to Uraniumxhtx which has 92, and (since
the war to man made elements with even more),

c) And we have further, some quite convincing reasons to think that
we can usefully think of these electrons as travelling in orbits, not
unlike planetary orbits, about a positigely charged central nub or
hub, which is the atomic nucleus.

d) DRAW:
Small nucleus containing most of the
weight of the atoms. Smaller electrons
at relatively immense distances from the
nucleus.

3. The contemporary physicist believes that he has a comparatively complete
and satisfactory picture of this aspect of atomic physics. The concepts
iinvolved are somewhat more complex and further removed from common sense
than would be indicated by the diagram on the board or by Hecht, but
whether far from or close to common sense the concepts do work with
amazing thoroughness to give us quite a clear understanding of many of
the physical and chemical properties of most atoms.

a) And with the completion of this picture, the emphasis in physics has



nucleus to a study of the nucleus itself. NOT IN SUCH GOOD SHAPE

b) Fundamental questions .of modern physics - What sort of particles is
the nucleus made up of, and what forces hold these particles together.

IT'S ELECTRICAL FORCES FOR ELECTRON-NUCLEAR TIE, but these would be
just repulsive for the nucleus itself,

c) These question we stil1 don't know how to answer - we begin to think
that we may get know answers if we continue to ask them in so simple
minded a way. Perhpps these aren't things we can think of as particlE
and forces. But we don't have alternate concepts at the moment.

4. Meanwhile we work away at the problem, and in this work electricity

continues to supply us with many of our fundamental tools.

a) Here they're not so much conceptual. Nuclear experiments are not
themselves experiments on currents bhrough gases or solids as these
earlier experiments were.

b) But we are constantlycbpendent upon electricity in the construction
of the tools which we use to study the nucleus, and I want to spend
the rest of the morning illustrating these tools.

5. Actually this is a job we've already sta'fted. One such important tool

or set of bools is the atom smasher, which we've already considered and

which belong at this point in the course,

a) You'll now recognize that in some sense this is amisnomer. It's not

Switclhe from a qtinrv of the arranaement of electrons around the



the entire atom we want to smakh - it's quite easy to get the electror
off, to ionize the atom. It's actually this small central nucleus
which we want to break up. It's for this job that we require the
immense machines, like the cyclotron or the smaller Van e Graaff
generators.

b) So if you'll substitute the word nucleus for the word atom in last
Wednesday's lecture, you'll come out with a more accurate idea of the
nature of the problem to be solved.

6. Now in that lecture I suggested to you that the fundamental Pra technic
employed in studying the nucleus was to break it up and study the new
sorts of element produced.

a) Draw: -Sxaxhxax Bombard or in heavier elements some nucle
break of themselves. D) 4=%--I&

b) Znggreted in knowing what element we wind up with after the nucleus
breaks or is broken.

c) Suggested last time that we use chemical techniques to discover what
the new element showing up in the target or sample is. Originally
we had no lead in the sample, after disintegration we have a new
substance which behaves just like lead in chem reactions. Lead has
been produced. This tells us much about what's happened to the

nucleus.

ut these technics won't usually give unambiguous answers. The samples
f new material are much too small. Can't do much chem analysis with

Just a few thousand atoms or even a few million atoms. Need surplementar
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technics. AND THESE TECHNICS USED IN DIAGNOSING WHAT HAS OCCURED DURING
A NUULEAR RAUTION, are frequently able to replace the more tht bt
tore cumbersome and ambiguous chemical technics entirely).

a) They involve examining - not the new nucleus which is left behind
after the reaction - but the small particles and rays given off kax
xzazxrzaxataxx during the reaction.

b) There always are such particles. Examples (Don't write them down)

Natural Radioactivity: Ra -#Rn + o<

Induced Radioactivity: e1 + p - P + n

c) In principle ought to be able to identify element on right with chem
techniques. In practice we normally don't have enough.

d) But these are equations of nuclear reactions - like equations for
chem reactions. There are technics for balancing them. So if we
can identify the particles which come off, we can work backwards
to get a clue to the element produced by the reaction.

e) Just as - if we start with water 2H20 and break it up into two
ggses, if we find one is hydrogen the other must be oxygen.

8. So a major problem in nuclear physics is the identification of the
small side products of nuclear reactions.

a) And here chem technics are no good at all - the particles are given
off at immense velocities in all directions. Can't usually collect
them for study. Have to identify them on the run.



h bEnTt y3n c1an cb this uite successfully, for these fragments, alpha,
beta, and gamma rays all leave tracks. They don't just vanish.
As they move from the scene of the nuclear explosion they ionize
atoms which they collide with, and they can be trace by this trail
of ions which they leave behind.

II. THE CLOUD CHAMBER

1. There are two basic techniques xk for examining these trails of wrecked
atoms which I want to examine this morning - Cloud Chamber , Geiger
Counter.

2. The first of these is very simple indeed, working on every-day principles
known since the seventeenth century, but in a new application. I'LL
DO IT FAST * SUGGEST YOU LISTEN AND DON'T TAKE NOTES,

3. If you have a confined volume of vzt gas in a cyliner DRAW, and you
suddenly expand it, then the gas gets coaler. FJi
a) Used in refrigeration or seen with FIRE EXTINGUISHER

4. If the xxm a egas is filled with water vapor, then the cooler gas
can't hold so much vapor so some of it must condense out as tiny water
droplets.

a) Cold windows in a warm room or cold gye glasses barried into a warm
building fog. Collect moisture. I HAD THIS TROUBLE IN LAMONT ALL

j. But asis indicatedty the~ exav.lcs, the drolets won't start to form
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unless there's something for them to form on. They'll form on a surface
like gas or on dust particles. THAT'S WHY SEEING TECHNICS WUH FUR AIN
MAKING, provide a nucleus for the drops to form on.

a) And in particular they'll form on charged atoms NX ON ions to which
they are attracted by the charge of the ion.

6. So if you suddenly expand the cylinder and simultaneously let particles
from a nuclear reaction dash through the cooler aid, the water vapor will
condense on the ions formed, and xi xxkxtxxipxxx the path will then be
visible as a trail of water drops.

a) Sometimes we speak loosely and say we see these particles. What we
see is water condensed on the residue they leave behind.

b) SHOW THEM - projecting up through so you see shadow only.

7. In this case the tracks are produced by alpha particles. These are
characteristically short, thick, straight, etc.

a) Beta particles or electrons wonder more. The various particles
have characteristic tracks so that examination of them will tell
you which particle you're dealing with,

b) Slide if you've got tnem and got time.

III. COUNTERS.

1. This technique, the clould chamber Zeally gives us a picture of the

passage of a nuclear particle. From these pictures we can get more

information than we can by any other technic.
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a) But we get a corresponding disadvantage. We can take only one picture
at a time.

b) Can't get a continuous picture of what's occuring, and can't necessari
ly get any picture at all, if we're concerned with events that occur
infrequently and at spasmodic intervals.

c) We need a continuous monitor of nuclear processes, one which is a
watch dog at all times.

d) The cloud chamber is a still camera - need a movie camera too.

e) And for this we use the Geiger counter - which provides less informa-
tion, but provides it all the time.

2. And this device is again a very direct application of the principles
already illustrated. Ztixxzx~x

detectin nnization and
a) It's a device for/measu ing the amoun of ionization produced

each time a pargicle or a ray enters a confined volume of gas.

3. This can be done as follows:

ttri-

11dwr ,g

Each time'ions are formed they
are attracted to the conductors,
a current flows.

So the times when current flows
are the times when something has
ionized the gas, and the amount
of current which flows can be made
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to give an index of the number of ions formed, which in turn tells
something about the nature and speeds of the narticles which have
produced the ionization.

4. Let me now just show you such a device in operation. We'll illustrate
the operation in more detail in the next lecture.

a) Turn it on. EXPLAIN BACKGROUND COUNTS. COSMIC RAYS. VERY PENETRAT-
ING. Fortunately they don't do much harm for a lead umbrella.which

would be able to stop them would crush you by its weight even more
quickly than the rays would harm you* probably

b) On the contrary, we think they help. They/produce the mutations
which permit the basic mechanism of evolution to proceed.

5. So we turn the Sounter down until the background is low. Then bring up
a sample. USE THE CARNETITE. Closer and closer.

SO FAR THIS WORKS ON ANY IONS -- BUT CAN SELECT PARTICULAR SORTS.

6. Ad lib on shielding and on beam bending if there's tirje.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - ELECTRICITY III

Lecture 5 -72/2/52

I. CONCLUDE THE GEIGER COUNTER

1. At the end of Wednesday's lecture, you met the last of these electrical

tools of modern physics whith we'll be discussing - THE GEIGER COUNTER

a) Itts the device in which a difference of potential between a central
wire and a contattric cylinder of metal is used to collect the ions
formed whenever radiation or fragments released in a nuclear explosior
enter the volume enclosed by the cylinder.

b) Its fundamental function is to detect the presence of radiation and
to measure its amount. Frequency of clicks tells how often pulses

occur -

c) It can also be used to tell what sort of radiation is producing the
clicks.

2. For example (HAVE THIS SET UP IN ADVANCE), I-showed you last time a hy
of determining the presence of beta particles.

a) fOnly negative particles bent in this direction -
only light ones bent enough to enter the window,

b) Or can interpOse shields which cut out some particles, not others.
PUT ALUMINUM SCREEN IN. SHOW THAT CARNETITE (Gamma Radiation) still
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LckatheJcounter,

c) So the counter can actually be used to identify the radiation, or to
determine properties of new sorts of radiatiln. It's more than a
health instrument - it's a tool for research.

3. During today's lecture want to show it in a sample of Ut one of itA most
modern and promising research roles.

II. RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES & THE BEAN PLANT

1. As you know from Hecht, te of the important side discoveries which has
been made during the investigation of nuclear structure is that it is
possible to find in nature - or to construct in the laboratory, atoms
which have all the chemical properties atxwarnk the most normal atoms
of a particular element, but which differ from other atoms of the same
element in wkwtum weight. atoms
a) We call such atoms "ISOT6BE8". Two staawxtx are isotopes of one

another if they have the same chemical properties, but slightly
different weights.

2. We explain this anomoulous behavior of the atom by supposing that two
isotopes have the same number of circulating orbital electrons - whence
the same chemical properties - but that the heavier of the two has one
or more extra neutrons in the nucleus. Neutrons contribute to the weight
but not to the charge of the nucleus - therefore they don't call for any
change in number of orbital electrons.
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3.For example, Phosphorusas it normally occurs in nature - has just 15
ovbital electrons. Since the whole atom must be electrically neutral

this means it a nucleus containing 15 protons in nucleus. But it also

has an additional number of 16 neutrons, bringing the total atomic wt.

to 31.= at. wt.

a) We write this 15 31
b) All the phosphorus which occurs free in nature is of this sort.

4. But it is possible to manufacture another sort of phosphorous in an

an atomic pile: This is

a) 152 It's still phosphorous, because it has 15 electrons, and
therefore 15 protons. But it has 17 neutrons, one extra.

b) But a nucleus with 17 neutrons and only 15 protons isn't stable.

In general, the nuclei of stable atoms - of atoms which will stay
as they are - have to have almost the same number of protons & neutr.

c) This one redresses the balance by giving up an electron after a while:

p32 16832 + electron. The sulph has equal p & n.

5. I have some of this special phosphorous here. It's made at Oak Ridge,
at the Atomic Energy Commission's nuclear pile, by irradiating sulphur
with neutrons from the pile.

a) Flow up here by air mail, so that we will receive it before it all

transmutes itself back into sulphurr

b) In the flask the atoms are in a water solution -
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-at-anytime, some of the atoms of phosphoraa are transmuting and
giving up an electron and turning to sulphur.

c) So they'll kick a Geiger Counter - Show it.

6. So,fin thtsbottl We eave a radioaotiye isotope of normal phosphorous

a) Acts just like phosphorus up to the transmutation. Then it can be

spotted with a geiger counter.

b) Axtxxgh This behavior was initially just a scientific curiosity,
which somewhat increased our knowledge of nuclear structure,

c) But needless to say the Atomic Energy Commission isn't making this
and other radioactive isotopes in quantity and flying them to Boston

just so we can show people in NS 4 scentific curiosities.

d) Radioactive isotopes have become a major tool of modern research -
their increased availability and the large number of new ones discove2

is perhaps the most promising and fruitful bi-product of the war-time

research on atomic bombs.

7. For these are "tagged" atoms, and they've become a gajor tool of medical

research.

a) Since, before transmutation, they behave just like phosphorusy they
react chemically just like phosphoras, and they are digested x:Px by
plants and by human beings just like phosphorus.

b) But sinee these atoms decay now and then a group of these atoms can
be located at every instant of time. They canle followed throughi



c) the digestive cycle or through a chemical reaction. They're labelled,

c) And this is immensely useful. You can tell, for example, that the
normal human body or a normal plant contains phosphorus by killing
it and analysing it chemically. You can tell --xxixawhere it
gets it by analysing, food or soil. But you can'ttell the route or
the process by which it's digested because you can't follow it from
source to final resting place. CAN'T TELL HOW LONG OR THRU WHICH ORGAN~

d) The difficulty of solving these problems of metabolism by the older
indirect techniques is surely suggested to you by the photosynthesis
case.

8. But these labelled atoms can be followed with A Geiger Counter. If you
feed them to a human being or inject them, you can follow their spread
thru the body by moving a geiger counter around on the surgace and noting
when it clicks., You can see how much goes to various organs, how long
it stays, where it goes next.

a) And you can see how this metabolic pattern varies in the diseased

organism.

b) And it's a technique with immense promise for the study of the normal

and abnormal organism.

We can't make any discoVeries with it this morning, but we can watch it

i thru a plant - AT LEAST I HOPE WE CAN THO THIS DOESN'T ALWAYS WORK

) Bean plant - NOT ACTIVATED - Phosphorussis. SHOW IT.

j) Pour Phosph. into plant. SHOW LEAF STILL NOT ACTIVE.
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c) But it should get active WE'LL WAIT.FOR THE PLANT TO EAT ITS
DINNER,IT BNE NT..STILLED WATER SINCE NOON YESTERDAY

II. SOME ANNOUNCEMENTS

1. Now whle we're waiting let me make a few announcements and requests of
the sort which always take up so much time in the last lecture.

2. In the first place, I'd like, bj the end of the hour, to get from every
one of you, a filled out copy of the Questionnaire we distributed. last
week.

a) Your individual reactions are very useful - but the Questionnair will

have much more valLe if we can get a cross-section of opinion, and
those people who return them without urging are a special group.

b) How many of you don't have one ready to hand in.

c) OK Mr. Towne will pass some blank ones to you. Please fill in at

least the easy blanks and give them back at the end of the hour.

3. I have something here for which a number of you have akked.

Many wanted a copy of the reading assigned this term by Mr Nash, and
by superhuman urging we've got it. PICK IT UP AT THE END OF THE HOUR.

4. Also, the General Education Office has asked me to make two announcements

a) Please don't go there for you grades - they won't be given out.

Use post cards. Apparently they've been getting deluged by students
in all the courses.

b) Also - they inform me that about half the class still hasn't nayed
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their three donlers for the mimeogrnphed material, Llease do it

today. So far you've been supplied a three hundred page book at
their expense. You do owe them for it. And no grades go through
that office until they've got your money,

5. From which unpleasant subject, we turn to the one you're all gleefully
anticipating - the exam.

a) Let me start by announcing that there will be a review session -
iON DAY EVENING, JUNE , 7:00 PM, BURR ROOM A. Voluntary

) By that time I hope you'll all haver reviewed the material, and will
be full of intelligent questions. It will be a better meeting if you
have.

6. To help you with-this review, I'll try to tell you something about the
sort of exam to expect.

a) First hour-and- a-half will be 3 1/2 hour questions.E x
Directed quite explicitty to some portion of the material simee the

last hour exam.

b) Two on electricity - one of which will be in large part a xNXKarx1

oroblem like the ones in homework and done in sections and lectures.

One on chemistry - again including soige problem material like the

homework.

c) But on each of these questions - as in the ones on other exams -

you'll be asked to do some technical work, and then to show its

significance to the science or something of the sort. X
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ESSAY RAILS TO NON-ESSAY QUESTIONS

7. The last half of the exam will consist entirely of essay questions.

a) Probably three such questions - two twenty five one forty minute.

b) B&lance of the emphasis again on second half year. But the best
answers will be written by people with a thorough awareness of the
issues raised in both semesters and with a good grasp of the
illustratkve examples in both semesters.

c) Won't need detailed technical knowledge of first half year - no prob.
or diagrams. But issues and sorts of scientific behaviony etc.
SUGGEST AS A MINUMUM THAT YOU GO OVER YOUR LECTURE NOTES AND ANY OF
THE READING THAT YOU XIUM FOUND PARTICU4ARLY CENTRAL.

8. I can't tell you what the answers to the questions are:

a) But I can tell you that they have answers - OR WE THINK THEY DO.
If you'll remebber that these are questions with answers, and read
them carefully enough to see what's asked you'll do better.

nwers to
b) Jhe major shortcoming of most of tesessaytoquestion I've read is that

never having recognized the question, kxgiz the author is in a poor
position to spot the answer.

o read the questions carefully - take the time to do it - even tho
t means you write less. WE DON'T EXPECT YOU TO WRITE A GREAT DEAL.

d) After all we do ask big questions - books could be written about them
They are. You've read a book devoted to one of the questions on your
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exam. I'm writing one about another. But you're not supposed to
write a book -in half --an Hour AND~ YOU'LL DO MUCH BETTER IF YO)U DON'TL
TRY. It's not what we're asking for. Just a precis. What sort of
book would you write? What conclusions? What sort of material would
you use to document these?

e) And this you won't be able to do unless you spend about a third of
time allowed for the essay in reading the question and organizing
your answer. On a half hour essay allow about ten minutes for readinE
and organization - THEN GET IT DOWN FAST AND HARD. Stick to the pol

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. I wish you luck on the exam, and I wish you even more luck on your review
for the exam.

a) I emphasize the review, but because I hope a good mahy of you will
have, in the course of reviewing, an experience which I remember
vividly and repeatedly from my own undergraduate days.

b) This is the experience of suddenly discovering, as I viewed a course
all at once for the first time the existance of a groun of coherent
patterns of organization and growth within the course.

c) These were patterns which had escaped me as I approached the separate
parts of the course individually and piecemeal. They were also

generally the portions of the course which Mad most impact upon me
4- - -fr TI'e f-reotten the detail.

2. It seems to me particularl imortant that you should achieve some such
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Antegration in your General Education science course.

a) Partly this is just because I recognize that for almost all of you
this will be *our last contact with science, or with scientists.

This is a terminal course in a sense which your other courses this

year are not.

b) But more particularly I feel this way because of a rather special

and I think quite awful thing which has happened to science in the

middle of the twentieth century.

3. We've said very little about the relations of science to society in the

year 1952 during this course.

a) It's too near and we have too little versnective to permit very

meaningful generalization.

b) And so you can dismiss my last glasy remarks, which represent,only

my own view and. may be quite absurd if viewed from a larger distance

of Itm time.

4. But it strikes me that one rather novel, and extremely dangerous asnect

of the present relation between scientists and their society is the

extent to which scientists have come to be regarded as workers of inhuman

miracles, as mystery men.

a) Einstein as the man whom only six people can understand.

drugs, of wonder plastics.

C) i, Ueaming white lab coat in the
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room full of shiny and incomprehensible machines.

5. The ecientist then m *Ko9 power taxi xm&x xxaA is unquestione
though there's much debate as to whether it's nower for evil or cower

for good.

a) But whichever it is, it's a mysteriouspower.

;b) The scientist has become a man apart in a sense whzch does not apply
to other orofessions or other learned activities.

c) And the attitude of the layman towards the scientist is much too ofter
that of awe and of willing ignorance. AND THIS IS A NEW ATTITUDE

6. Now I trust I need not persuade you this late in the year that the

scientist is not a mystery man and is not a prophet, and that he is not

very different in his activities from other human beings.

a) But I may need to remind you how very dangerous it is to regard him

as a superman or as a super demon.- as a man apart

b' For an attitude of awe and of willing ignorance towards a human

activity as consequential as that of the professional scientist zxx
antyxxxth is a surrender t Maxfazzrn x of control to unkown
forces.

c) And it is dangerous in exactly the same way and for exactly the

same reasons that it's dangerous to take your hands off the wheel

of a speeding car.

7. 1 should like to think that Natural Sciences 4 a- indicated that
such a surrender is not really necessary. BACK TO ANT
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NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - EL. PWR.

Lecture 1 -- 4/6/53

I. INTRODUCTION

1. This morning I feel very much like Rip Van Winkle.

k) When I left this platform just before Thankggiving, Isaac Newton was
dying. The scientific world had oust been shaken by the discovery
that white light was really a mixture of colors.

b) When I awakened from my Eibngevinter nap just before vacation, I
overheard remarks about a multibillion dollar chemical industry,
about miracle drugs - pulpha and the antibiotics.

2. You who have lived through it while I was sleeping may have missed the
immense magnitude of the change which I find so striking as soon as I
open my eyes here,

a) After all, it's generally taken for granted today that science is
the sort of enterprise which does produce concrete, practical results
Miracle drugs, television, plastics, the atom bomb. Or millions othe

b) Andeftom the beginning scientists have said that his is just what
science would do. Remember Bacon -- the new method is to be pursued
because it will yield fruits.-- new inventions, new techniques, new
products. This is what members of the Royal Soo, & French Academy
thought they were going to do. That's why they could get charters
and occasional financial support from governments 

3. But I remind you that it didn't happen.A Practical arts continued o be
limproved, but not due to the Royal Society or to pure science.
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a) If the success of science is to be measured by the extent of its
impact upon industrial processes and products, 1bylhe amouif Il
alters national econhmies, by the extent to which it changes social
patterns through new means of transportation and communication and
amusement -- then it's hard to see that pure science had any real
importance before about 1860.

b) The Royal Society was a flop - from the viewpoint taken by its found-
ers - for almost 200Oear. . '

C) Qai ,Around 1860,Athe relation of science to the social and economic
environment does begin to change radically and with immense rapidity.
Now for the first time get immense new industries and new products
which would not have been available without prior work in pure scienc
and whose maintenance demanded the constant participation of the
pure scientist. No dye & drug without Lavoisier & Dalton. No radio
& teley ai wthout Galvani Faraday & Volta. No Iatomic energy
Withot , -laflkiid Zinsteia.n,~ j

d) But what long-haireA--ocientist made a major contribution to the
steam engine, the __ =&$ the iron & steel industries as
these existed durigg 1te first half of the nighteepth century.

. It's this new social and technologtoal roie of science which has made the

scientist a truly national figure for the first time and which has
contributed our sometimes misleading image of science.

a) As a matter of fact without this change in the importance of science
we'd not be giving this course. I'm not convinced that science gains
its chief importance through it's applications, but certainly before
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:LLOaitheste ma4or applicationa.,noone. thought of science as a subjec
whichoould compete with greek and latin as the prerequisites of an

Jnimpoat ansiin, and-L it raiSes a lot o proolems wic
peculiarly important today:

How is trans. made?
Pure Science "w'r~i.P-vr 7roblems?

-L A.1 -; v - tarVob1v emoa ?

-o jU V m u A,"" 'eLwa a W and Drug industry,., Now
iant a second -- less comprehensive, more concentration on a few
typical problems -- drawn in this case from the electric power ind.

c) How did we canege from the day of the candle and gas light to a syster
like the one in this room which no self-respecting man can be extecte(
to operate?

d) How did we go from an economy in which factories were restricted to
river banks and areas where coal was cheap for their power to an age
in which power could be shipped in copper wires to any part of the

A" country .Or from factories in which every machine had to be hitched
- b To to the shaft of a single steam engine to a system of

manufacture in which each machine has its own motor and can be
plugged in anywhere in the plant or in the home? Would emph. home

e) side of it more, but suspect that most of you won't realize quite
how electrical appliances have transformed American family life
until you set up your own homes.

e) Won't do the whole transition, but a few lypical problems to see
what an alteration of this sort requires.



6._This will take us about the next four weeks. Then I am going to retire
again, temporarily, and PROMThs IITtalU~ov4.

a) He will examine examine the applkoation of some of the concepts and
teohniqueswhioh we've been examining in the physical sciencesto
the social sciences.

b) More particularly - will examine the development of a set of concepts
from economics -- look particularly for similarities and differences
to development of xata concepts in the physical sciences. Eye on
questions are the social sciences really sciencesxtNx Can we have
any reason to expect the same sorts of results in the social field?

7. This brings me to beginning of block on the electric power industry.
At least it brings me there except for two remarks.

a) Please, Please do not be mislead by the rather peculiar organization
of this course,

b) I began adp nt~andtalked about astronom ndpk sics or part of it 71
the end of the seventeenth century. But I quit at Thanksgiving and
Mr Nash came on and spoke of Chemistry in the XVIII and XIX century,
Now I'm back with electricity at the end of XIX century.

c) That's allright. Nash is a pk chemist, I'm a physicist. We pick
subjects about which we know something and which we think will
illustrate useful facets of science.

d) But though this organization fits us, it does not fit the history
of science. Physics didn't stop when Newton died and pick up again
suddenly with electricity in the XIX century.
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e) The XVIII & XIX centuries are full of other developments in astronomy,

in sthe bstudy of motlou,-heat-,7and--the physical -properties of atoms.
Tie physicists had their atoms too.

f) We trace threads very very selectively, We are a very long way from
a rounded survey of the various fields to which the physical sciences
have contributed.

g) So please don't any of you ask me what happened to the physicists
between 1700 and 1860. They were busy.

8. Other remarks is also a warling.

a) Like the Dye & Drug industry, elec. ind. couldn't have existed without
previous progress in puie science.

b) For all of the role of accident in Perkin's discovery of Mauve and
for all the trial and error in the early development of the industry,
Perkin, Hoffman and the rest were totally dependent upon the work of
men like Lavoisier and Dalton,

c) You studied, at some length, the work of these men before starting
the Dye and Drug industry. If we had six weeks to preparewe could
do the same sort of case studies of the men who prepared the way for

d electrical industry.

d) We don't have the time and Ism not sure that another case would contr
that much. Instead, I'm going to pretend for next four or five
lectures that this is an elementary science course. Will give you
Systematic Introduction to Electricity,

e) Bring you rapidly to 1835, when the pure science necessary to the
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power indusjtry_was essentially complete, Reading gives some hist. bu'

f) And will start this morning with Electrostatics and Concept of Charge

g) I warn you now. It's going to be slow for those of you who have had
high-school electricity and fast for those of you who haven't.

II. ELEMENTARY ELECTROSTATICS

1. We will get to XIX century quickly, but electricity doesn't start there,

a) Word electricity from grk, electron = amber. In antiquity amber,
glass, and a few semi-precious stones were known to have the peculiar
property that when rubbed they would attact hair, straws, other light
bodies.

b) We have more bodies like that today, in fact with more sensitive
instruments we find that all bodies except the metals have this
strange property to some extent. But it's only obvious with a few.

c) One of the most striking is hard rubber. Attract cork bob, metal
bob, wood pointer on cradit.

d) First law:1.Charged bodies attract uncharged bodie C is name for
DAis strange state.

e) Not unfair to say that this is total content of science of eIectricit;
until about 1620.

f) Plus lists of bodies which will charge by friction:

Electrics = Will charge with friction = Insulators.

Non-electrics=Won't n # = Metals = Conductors.



2. During XVIIcantury one very important item is added to the knowledge
of electricity. There are also electrical r o.

a) Repel Rubber in oradba with rubber.

b) Charge metal ball by contact show repulsion.

c) Second Law:2.Bodies with like charges repel each other.

d) And this is the big contribution of the XVII century . You see there

1 was a science.

3. But it's in the XVIII that the "electricians" really break loose. Many
discoveries and even more gadgets -- electricity now becomes a field with
lots of people working at it. With chemistry it's big new field of the
period. Priestley's first scientific work was electrical. And here
emphasize two important discoveries of this period. Two sorts of
electricity and the trouble with metals.

a) Two charged bodies don't always repel. Hope to show this, but glass
isn't nearly so good as rubber and the effects will be weaker,

b) Rub glass - Show glass attracts balls. It's charged.

c) Rub again - put in cradle -- attract with rubber.

d) Or charge metal ball with rubber -- show repulsion -- glass attradts.

e) So two more laws:
Glass charged minus (-) by silk

3.Two sorts of chg. Rubber H plus (+) by fur

k.Bodies with unlike charge repel.
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4,__egond__great discovery has to do with metals. It's been known that they

won't attract.

a) Show this - rub aluminum rod.

b) But they will conduct. Put aluminum in cradle -- chg with rubber

c) Charge moves freely; if nowhere to go it attractsq here too.

d) Didn't charge by friction, because charge generated just ran out
through body to ground. Can get a charge on by friction with an ins.
handle, though it's weak.

e4 So new law:(Chg moves freely on metals, with difficulty on insulatori

5. This much -- if you can apply it to devices -- is really all the electro-
statics you'll need. There is more, but it's quantitative

III. THE TWO FLUID THEORY

I: Bu really it's a great deal. We've snuck in a lot of conepts, of
interpretation, with very few experiments. I've picked the laws and the
experiments and the concepts,because they're the ones which turned out
to work best. You've seen enough case histories by now to know that no
science ever developed this straightforwardly and with this little revis.

2. We can make this conceptual content more explicit by tieing it to one of
a number of competing XVIII century theories. Choosing again because it'l
easiest to work with. The so called two-fluid theory. + attrats
a) Two wbightless electrical fluids: One + and - Fluids. repels) t

b) Equal1ff neutral bodies. Friction rubs one off more than
other.



c LFluidafre-in metala. boun in inulators.

d) And with this you can explain all electrostatic effects. For instanco
can show why charged bodies attract uncharged bodies.

IV. THE ELECTRICAL DEMONSTRATORS

1. With this much of electrical theory well in hand many XVIII century
scientists go hog wild designing bigger and better ways of charging
bodies and finding new sorts of electtical effects.

a) Get a concentration of electrical machines rather like today's on
cyclatrons.

b) Slide El 2:5. Priestley's machine. ExrlAin

c) Can get some pretty spectacular effects with a generator of this
sort

2. Here have one which is similar in principle and which we'll examine in
section. Now just whnt to see what it will do.

a) CranRk. Well, you can draw a spark. Jumpl!l Dim lights some.
Show it through paper. Incidently -- by Eighteenth century standards
this is a small spark,

b) And the effect is really the same as that with rubber rods. Those
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of you near front will have heard some asarking from the rods. They
do. And can show you the repulsion & attraction we noted befEoe
but using this machine.

Attract big cork. Use tree.

c) Or we can use it to run gadgets. Here's one which Franklin rigged
up so it would warn him when a thunder-storm was coming.

d) Two parallel plates with metal ball between them:
Here I substitute the generator for thunder clouds,
we'll do the full effect in sections.

e) Crank & bell rings.

3. It was a useful device to Franklin, and it's useful here too,
for it contains onee again aliost all of our eleotrostatic principles.

4C)2
fl-
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4. Until 1800, tricks like these with ixxxxxt charges and sparks were the

primary outcome of electrical investigation.

a) Only, just as XVIII century chemists used mice to test their gasses,
they used boys to test their generators.

b) Buy hung from eieling by insulated threads -- draw two inch spark
from nose.

c) The french Abbe Nollet, who is usally desdribed as "electrician"
to the court of Louis XV, gained the eternal gratitude of his monarch
by lining up 700 monks from the convent of Paris, each linked to his
neighbor with a piece of iron, and then getting the end men to touch
the opposite poles of a generator. It's reported that the entire
line rose in the air with a precision exceeding that of the Royal
Corps de Ballet.

d) And it wasn't restricted to the Courts and to organizations like the
Royal Society. Travelling electrical demonstrators attracted great
attention. Franklin learned about electricity first from one of
them. The XVIII cent, papers are full of their advertisements.

e) For example, Boston Evening Post of August 24, 1747. (IB's Franklin
page 54).

5. In this period electricity was popular and spectacular. But, excepting
the lightning rod it led nowhere, practical.

a) Even today, this piAtax of electricity is largely a nuisance. Lights
ing and gasoline trucks.

b) Only two applications. One sort of atom-smasher and lint removers.
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Leetiire 2 --4J/3*P$

I. EIgHTEENTH CENTURY ELECTRICITY

1. At the end of the last lecture I summarized the systematic concepts of
qualitative static electricity as they were understood in the second half
of the eighteenth century. T40y07bh0.before 1800

a) I underline this date, because though I'm not much concerned with
the history of electrical theory and practice before about 1835, I dO
want to emphasize the radicalness of the change in the study of
electricity which occurs with the discovery of the battery about this
time. It's not really elec.stat. but battery which starts us towards
power industry. El. stat, blind alley, except in providhtg concepts
and experiments leading to batt&ry.,-tr

2.Theimagnitude of the alley can be illustrated by ex ing the nature of the
major activities in electricity in the second half of the eighteenth cent.

a) Really just fun and games. With fundamentals understood by 1760
people vie with each other building bigger charge generators to try
out the effects. * A CnJak , ,

b) Slide El 2:5. Priestley's machine. Explain.

c) There's a smaller one in Cabinet in Hall. Here's another version --

developed later -- What do they do with them. Make sparks. And
they learn to make pretty big ones.

3. Like this: Sparks with Whimshurst. Big enough to go through wood or

around it. Front lights out.
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a) These effects are still electrical. At least they show the charact.

repulsions,.T .

b) And this is sort of thing XVIII century did with them. Except they
more often used animals. PriestIly's mice. In electricity they used
boys. Instead ob tree. Boy on glass. Make hair rise. Or draw sprke

4. Or gadgets- of which just one example. Which gives final ill, of electr

a) You know Franklin interested in electrical effects of

storms. Studied them. Kite experiment just one example.

b) But they don't always occur at a convenient time. And are sudden.
No warning to get ready.

c) So gadget. Demonstrate, Move cloud over.

-- Franklin runs out in his slippers.

d) Explain:

5. The lightning rod -- and possibly this bell -- are so far as I know the

only permanent residues of XVIII century electricity. And this is not a

a typical story.



a) Far more typial Is. t atory oftha French AbbeANllet. Eeo. to
Louis XV. zx 700 MonRs from Convent of Paris. Linked with iron.
Touch poles of generator. Rise in air with precision exceding that
od Ez Paris Corps de Bakllet.

b) And experiments like this are duplicated by travelling electricians
throughout the globe. Ad. from Boston Evening Post. Aug. 24, 1744,
IB's Franklin, p. 54

6. In a very real sense -- these are the major outcomes of electriaal scienc
to 1800. o a'* sA LaS Ceor4cC.. c 4 toE3ac t F P twre*,

II* THE BATTERY

1. It is the battery, announced in 1800, as a result of four years of work
by two Italians, Galvani & Volta, which changes the course of research
in electricity and provides the new tool necessary to the experiments
which lead to the development of electric power.

2. You know what it 8:

a) Draw: Continuous passage of charge -- Steady Current --
is the immense novelty. And large quanities of
charge at that. Contrast with machines. Const.
rubbing or cranking. Small charge passes.

3. Extaxi The story of the discovery is well told in your reading in
Dibner's Galvani- Volta* so I won't repeat it here.1Tv- d-C,%.-a-,

a) But-ose thbn Jyun should leek-for-very carefullytin-this reading-that
I would like to emphasize. The battery, with all of its surprising

I

3
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consequences, is hailed as one of the great accidents in the history
of science.

b) In your reading I suggest you try to answer the question, where's the
acciddtIdJ It's there in the sense that neither Galvani nor o
expected to find this device. But it's hard to find.

c) Clearly it isn't dropping two different metals into acid. That had
been done before. Nobody noticed anything. Indeed effects are so
small that I had to give up doing it this morning, since I can only
show the effects to the whole class with instruments which could
only be developed after the battery, so that they reallf wouldn't
show anything. VOLTA WAS LOOKING FOR ELECTRICITY WHEN HE DID THIS.

and he#1had tofbe a trained-electrician to findt.
c) But it' hard tofind the accident In Galvani andheFrog's leg

either. For Galvani was a trained electrician and physiologist
trying to find out how and why electricity made muscles convulse.
Shock does this -- you've seen it. And it was known to do it dead
muscles too.

d) Galvani gets an5effect he didn't expect, but the effect almost had
to show up as soon as somebody got into the field. And someone wa
bound to get into the field almost as soon as good generators were
available.

4. So I pose you the problem: Where's the accident?

a) I remind you, you've had this problem before. Priestley & Oxygen.
Perkin and Mauve,

b) And I suggest that it's of immense importance, because through



such accidents important novelties tapanxx enter science and 5
rainallychagtheirection of research.

c) Si And it's worth studying, as the accident of slipping on a banana
peel is not worth studying, because 3n science one can say so much
more about what produces the accident. Accidents only happen to
certain sorts of people under certain sorts of circumstances.

d) Priestbhy, the best gas analyst with the best teoniques, discovers
a new gas by accident, Perkin, who has been interested in organic
dies, discovers one by accident. After a lot of other work has been

done. Sometimes think you might almost say: Accidents don't happen
in science until they have to. WHEN THEY HAPPEN, THEYBREQUENTLY
HAPPEN TO A LOT OF PEOPLE AT ONCE.

III2IEFFECTS OF BATTERIES.

1. That's your problem. Mine is to examine outcome of batteries. It's
effects.

a) Have already pointed out that they don't show up much with a single
cell. But once the single cell is discovered, it is easy to multi=

ply effect which is what Volta does. Slide EL 6:1. Zinc & Silver.

7.2. Have a similar arrangament here. Five storage batteries. Each with

about 36 plates. Total of 180, This is a child's battery. When Sir

Humphrey Davey demonstrated the battery at the Royal Inst. he had a

batry with 2000 plates.

3. But we can get the effects.

a) In the first place, they're electrical. Spark. And can also show

electrical reoulsion with Bat. but will save that for section.
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4.But these are the old effects_ ftaz And the battery giyes them only

weakly. Important ones are those in whibb battery shows that the charge
will pass continuously,

a) Hot Wire. (Try to show steady state)
' A second effect, with much more immediate importance: the arc light.

Two years after the battery in Paris, a little later by Davy in Lond.
how it. WATCH YOUR EYES. Ematxk

This is both the greatest light and greatest heat man has every
generated. Immediate talk of using it lighthouses. But it uses up
batteries so fast that nothing comes of it.

5. A less spectacular, but even more important set of effects are the
chemical,

a) These are discovered immediately. 1800 is electrical separation of
water. Start immediately on other substances. By 1807 two new
elements, Na & K, have been discovered by Davey in England.

b) Immediate talk of and experiments on telegraphy. Wires between two
towns. Battery in one. Wires end in xxts water at other. Bubbles
indicate contact.

c) You've seen the decomposition of water. Illustrate how solids come
of solution. Do CuS04 onto Carbon. Reversing procedure.

6. So this is the breakthrough. All sorts of immediate new directions
for research provided by the Battery.



IV. STEADY CURRENTS

1. All these new effects, as well as the effects which give us motors and
the electric light, are dependent upon the single property of the battery
It supplies a Steady Current.

a) Since essential problem of Power Industry is to find a commercially
feasible means of delivering current in sufficient quantity and with
sufficient steadiness, we need technics of comparing currents and of
comparing instruments like batteries which generate them.

b) Means we need to learn to measure electricity -- For which I want to
introduce you to Four New sorts of Units.

Q =Chargge& L Coulomb=??

I = Current: L Ampere =/J SPACE THESE OUT
?otential: I Volt = ?

-esistance: 1 Ohm =

)elve already talked about what charge is: Some vaguely conceived fluid
or pakr of fluids which passes thru wires connecting battery, or stacks
up on bodies to produce attractions.
a) But you can't get it pure and measure it - weight or size. Can only

measure it indivectly, througvitA effe sh And actuallyyou can use
any of these. s Could use amount of ght generated under some
standard conditions. We do have meters which measure amount of heat
or amount of stretch - Hot wire meters. Can use repil1sions. Mostly
use an instrument depending on still another effect.



b But for pu Rtntardisqussjono accurate
measurement the effects most easily dealt with are the alustatxX
chemical. Measure amount of charge which flows by amount of metal
which it deposits out of solution. Seldom see these instruments now,
but Edison used them when he first started to sell electricity.
Had to replace when meter reader clipped lead too. Qu&ntupled bill.

c) Pretty clearly if our general conception of battery and charge is
ok, we can use this as measure. Battery acts steadily. Same way
one day as next (If Frehh). But leave it on for twice as long,
twice as much uzra charge flows and twice as much metal is dep.

d) Could use any metal, but Ag is standard. L Coulomb = Charge which
deposits .00111793 grams of silver from solution. Don't remember
the number. Do remember the nature of the coulomb. Chg. to dep.

3. With a way of measuring wwwwww charge, measuring current is easy. For
by curr~nt we mean rate of flow of charge.

a) Like current in a river. Measure quantity of water in cu. ft. Amoun'
of current in cubic feet per second.

b) 1 Ampere = Current of one coulomb per second. Measure of rate at
which silver is deposited. Use a scale and a stop watch.

4. This tells us about the current in the circuit -- about what happens
outside the battery, how much charge it pushes throggh how fast -- but
it tells us very little about the battery itself. It's not a measure
directly applkcable to battery. Same battery produces different currents
through different wires or solutions. Different batteries produce
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different currents through same solution. We need a way of comparing
them directly.

b) And what we need to measure is the push exherted by battery driving
charge thru circuit. This "push" is potenc of Battery or Potential

)xxxmxa
c) Analgue to cisterns: Can meadure how much

water out, xkzkxtx
per second, which is
current. Or amount of
push exherted by water
which depends on heighi

5. Ia)case of these cisterns we can compare push by connecting them, see
which outpushes the other. Draw in & po~nt out water seeks own level.

a) So can compare strength of two batteries by seeing which will drive
current through others. I

b) For this define 1 Volt = Potential (or push) of 1 'htandard' cell.
* Directions for building'btandard".

c) That is: What metals as electrodes, how arranged, etc. There is
such a cell. Actually it's not one volt but .94 volts. Kept at
Bureau of standards, etc.

a) Then to find strength of another battery: See how many standard
batteries it will outpush.
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Lecture 3 - 4/10/53

Before Hour -- Write on Board

Q =Charge : 1 Coulomb = Charge which deposits .00111793 grams of silver
from solution

I = Current 1 Ampere = Current of one Coulomb per second

V = Potential : 1 Volt = f1
R = Resistance : 1 Ohm = ??

I. CONCEPTS FOR CURRENT FLOW

1. In our search for concepts and units which permit us to discuss the
properties of batteries and to compare batteries as sources of power,
we had defined, at the end of the last hour, two sorts of units. The
Coulomb, a unit of charge, and the ampere a unit of current.

a) Unit of charge, we defined indirectly, through one of the effects of
charge transfer. Since charge flowing through a solution of silver
chloride deposits silver as it flows, we can determine the amount of
charge by amount of silver.

b))And since the current is just the rate at which the charge flows, we
can measure it ik in units of coulombs reaching the electrode per
second. Unit is the Ampere, one coulomb gets there per second.

2. These units, and the concepts which underlie them, tell us what happens
in the region outside of the battery, because of the action of the batter
Charge which passes in a given time or current which flows steadily is
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seen to be determined both by battery and by the things/which we attachit

) If, in electroplating demonst. last time, I had moved electrodes
closer, more current would have flowed. Ditto for larger electrodes.

b) But if I'd left them unchanged and changed the battery then I could
also have gotten stronger or weaker current, depending on new batt.

c) So current depends on factors in both -- A measure of current is not
in itself a measure of battery power nor a measure of ctrouitsand we
need concepts which will separate the role of the battery and that of
circuit in producing currents.

d) These are the two remaining: Voltage, a measure of potency or pushi-
ness of battery,-- Call it potential. Resistance -- measure ofvhat
battery has to push current against.

3. Going after the battery first and trying to isolate concept of Voltage
or potential, I suggest thinking of battery as a pusher of charge.

a) Strength of battery is not how much charge it has in it. Until
battery wears out it acts as though it had an indefinitely large
amount of charge in it, as though it would act in same way forever.
But some batteries shovel charge out faster, push it harderthan
other#, make larger currents.

b) Parallel, tho not perfect to PUSH DEL.
situation with water in cisterns. AT ORIF.
Water thru pipe per seo. is current. OF CIST.

epends on size, ioughness of pipe
hich we come back to as resistance. Also deps. on ht. of water.
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c) AndJust as we can compare etrenghof two cisterns by connecting

them together, see which drives waterEtHiu ote7r, so we can compare
strength of two batteries by seeing which drives current thru other,
Draw in connecting pipe. Discuss water seeks its own level.

4. Have a similar stunt for batteries: But to start it we need some standar
battery to which we refer the others.

a) Def. 1 Volt = Potential ("Push") 6f one "Standard" * Cell.
* Directions for building %tandard cell.

b) i.e. what electrode size & separation, etc. What electrolytes.
There is such a cell, Actually not one volt, but .94 volts. They
exist at places like bureau of standards.

c) Then voltage of any other battery is determined by eomparison as fobh

d) Use symbolic abreviation: " is any battery. A usual notation.
-Na Standard Cell. Unknown cell.

e) -

'5T

f) As most of you know there are other 3 WeF. ways to make this
measurement, but they're further from the nature of the concept and
far less direct. This is feasible and gets at nature of case.



Thus we've handled the battery by itself - Voltsarnd the effect of the
battery on the circuit to which it is connected, the interaction, or
Current. But since current depends on both battery and circuit, we also
need an electrical concept to characterize circuit. This is Resistance.

a) Start withiUefinition, then show why it's good and useful. If batter
of Voltag4 V, can push current I thru circuit, then circuit has resis
tance, R = V/I.

bl That is to determine resistance of a circuit we attach it to a batte
of known voltage, measure the current, and then divkde the known volt
by the known current.

c) Clearly this does give us some measure of difficulty the battery has.
For if we apply a battery of (say) IxaI 1JOv"b1t to a series of
different circuits and this gives 1 amp, 5 amps, 10 amps, 15 amps
in different circuits. Then resistances are3ID ohm, 2 ohmp 1 ohm,
2/3 ohm. That is, more difficulty battery has the higher the resist.
And this is in line with out concept.

) But this definition has another property, even more important, which
I now want to demonstrate. It depends only on the circuit, not on
the battery or the current. FIVE STORAGE BATTERIES, EACH SIX VOLTS.
By connecting them get anywhere from six to 30 volts. HERE IS A
CURRENT METER, could use chemical effects and haven't explained this
Weewill, Chem would take too long. Take my word for it. Here have
a circuit. (W of Chromel a no. 30 - meter on 5 amp scale). Want to
measure its resistance. Need a table, and volunteer. J.-&r
IVNP-rs ~ C c ~ '
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12
18
24
30

e) And now notice that having got these three quantities V for bat,
R for circuit, and I for interaction. Can determine any one from
other two, V/R = I, V = IR, R = V/I.

6. Have emphasized one experimental property of resistance which makes it
useful. Now want to show another experimental property. How resistances
add.

a) I have a 2 foot wire, another wire 4 ft., another 6 ft. Call the
first one "a length of wire", then others are two of these attached
together, and three together. Now measure resistance of each.

Avo L~ Le sr 11c)
/

1+) !
4/

Do Te ivide w it ame.So
resistance depends only on circuit. Get same
result, whatever battery you attach it to.

And this didn't have to be the case. Might have
gotten different =s number for the resistance
with different voltages, Then wouldn't have had
a useful measure. It's only because an expt.
of this sort gives this result that we are entit
led to call this quantity a characteristic of
circuit alone.
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b) And this tells us: If two circuits of resistances 1and R.are

connected in a series, resistance of total circuit is R + R2*
Which is a second useful property of resittance.

7 Now illustrate just one more situation on combining resistances, then
leave subject until we come back to it with the problem of power transm.
Suppose instead of connecting our two equal wires end to end we connect
them in parallel with each other* Since add, wire doesntt

a) From To A2__change situation for fi r

Tooj
-0. .1 1 4-

IL V ozv+
R4

b z uzk*x. Resistance offered by two equal circuits in parallel is
1/2 resistance of each circuit alone. You can figure out other
cases for yourselves.

II. BEGINNING OF MAGNETIC EFFECTS

I. I needn't point out to you that these concepts didn't come all neatly
written out in a little book with Volta's first battery. On the contrary
I txtazkxuzza -ma 1Nz tho the notions of voltage and current came
fairly quickly their relationship to each other and to resistance was
only worked out slowly. Quantitative formulation by Ohm around 1825.

Perhaps another 15 years before they were generally accepted. Ohm is
another one of the people who ran into great resistance from his contemp.
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2. Meanwhile the electrical world was getting very excited about another

set of qualitative effects,of currents. Start them now. ioftinue
Monday & Wednesday. That brings us to power Industry.

a) Effects are: Interaction of Magnets & Gurrejid or steel.
3. You all know what magnets are: Little pieces of/iron/with special

property of pointing North when freely hung and that they attract other
pieces of iron. Know, goes back long way. No comp. No Columb. No NS 4

a) Bar magnet on Cradle.

b) Pick up keyes.,

4. Already you see sense in which magnetized bodies are like charged bodies.
Magnetized bodies attract unmagnetized bodies. They have another import
similarity too. Can get repulsions.

a) Unlike poles do attract, and like repel. Do this.

b) Thus they look Just like charged bodies except in one important
respect. Can't get North and South separately. Break one or draw.

5. Nevertheless the similarity of magnetic effects and effects of charge is
sufficient that many many scientists had always considered them related.
Only they'd never been able to find any such relation.

a) They couldn't without the battery, for thanghx charges &th rest don't
show any magnetic properties. But charges in motion - Currents - do.

b) And again for the sake of- chronolbgy. This effect is the one disc.
by Oersted in 1820 Oersted. Battery 1800, chem effects etc. immed.
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),Demonstrate with overhead projector and drygcell.

d) Can be magnified. Demonstrate with big magnet & 30 Volts on jump-
wire. SHOW THEM WIRE. Then bounce it.

6. To talk about these effects in an economical manner -- in a manner which
woHi't foree us to take each one as an original, as a case unto itself we
again need concepts & again I want to pull these out of thin air and let
their usefulness speak for itself as we apply it,

a) And concept particularly needed is that of Magnetic field.

b) This isn't an easy concept entirely, for though it's simple to define
it's a new sort of influence. Something again which you can't see,
Know only thru it's effects.

7. Take a big magnet Draw Bar. Place a little one ear it. Eittle one as
arrow with point at North, etc.

a) Start dead off North. Attraction &
Repulsion lign it up.

b) Off to side,. attraction of South pole N
gets relatively stronger. North pole
was overwhelming near by.

c) Fill in -- symmetry etc.
8. The lines traced in this way are called lines

of mag. field,

a) Phys. sign. is direction of little compass needle placed near the

bia maznete
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b)(r an alternativeway of saying the same thing, which is sometimes

more useful. These are the direction 1in w~folTHteNEFY-Zh T o Te
long magnet would be pulled by the other magnet. South pole goes in
opposite direction.

--... Lines up because of push and pull on individ.
Poles,

9. This works fine and easy for a single straight magnet. But clearly we
can apply description to any combination of objects which will act on a
compass needle. That is can have fields for combinations of several
maggets or for a wire with current in it. And that's what we're after
on Monday.
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NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - EL, PWR . 5

Le ture-4fl3/53

I. MAGNETIC FIELDS

1. At the end of the last hour we discussed certain of the defining proper-
ties of magnets -- these are properties like attracting unmagnetized iron
or repelling or attracting other magnetized ion which constitute our
basic notion of magnetizatLon.

a) And wellooked at the experiment, first performed by Oerated in 1820,
which had first showed the long suspected interaction betweent cur-
rents and magnets. Compass needle sets itself at right angles to curr

b) This first discovery was, of course, folowed by many other examples
showing same sort of behavior. Gersted's expt. is only tle clue.
There are many other equally fundamental examples of the interaction.

c) For example -- JUMP WIRE -- Show them magnet -- and test polarity
with a bar. Show them little wire connected to a source of current
in stick. Make it jump.

2. There are lots of other effects. We can either tqke them one-by-one,
describe each one as an isolated, separate phenomenon, or we look for a
conceptual scheme which enables us to tie them all together. An econo-
mical description of the whole range of interactions deriving from one sh

a) As always we're after the scheme, but again drive for it straight,
without the history which necessarily intervenes in practice of sci.

b) And our first basic requirement is at the concept of a magnetic field
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3 Aunagnetio fieldAsientiallyauapmof .thes._iff ctsxhiraiaagnetor
any other object exerts outside itself. Consider that you draw this map
by examinkng the region around a magnetic object with a very small compas

a) For example, Draw big bar mggnet

b) Arrow as little Comp. start ddd/P
off North pole.

c) Standard procedure, move comp.
needle along itself.

d) Draw, off the end, effects,

e) Tougher elsewhere. Take eff. of N
then of S, compromise in favor of
nearer pole. Do on left. With some
other color.

4. Zhis diagram is magnetic field of a bar magnet. Other magnets have
other sorts of fields which can be mapped in this way, tho they don't
look the same in all magnets.

a) But all fields, from any magnet or arrangement of magnets, have
certain properties which show up in this first diagram, and which --

when grasped -- make it much easier to sketch in these fields and
which finally, when thoroughly familial, give the field a life of
itd own, so one learns to speak of fields without thinking about the
magnet which produces them, or at bnst withott deriving them.

b) For example. All lines begin at North Pote, end at South, except the



c) Equal no. from equal poles. 3

d) By shortest nit e (Start examining fmside) compatible with mutual

repulsion. Think of lines as behaving like rubber bands with strong
electrostatic charge on them.

5. And now these rules can themselv bds. Fpr example

a) Start by joining near
N & S poles.

b) The (repul) join N & S
on single magnet.

Then note missing lines & carry the outside ones around.

.ntice here how complicated it would be to think about the test compass
itself. Here you have four poles each working on it. Can do it thhkt

way, but with a little experience this is much simpler.

a) And it has the further virtue of letting you think directly 
about

effects of changing the arrangements of the magnets.,

b) Example -- push them closer -- then
lines from N to S between are shorter.
Attraction between poles greater, so
they come closer. More lines get in
before repulsion drives them bask on themselves.

Note as addition here that the shorter the path the less the effect

of the repulsion.
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II, FIELDS OF CURRENTS

1. So far we've dealt entirely with magnets and combinations of magnets, but
there's clearly no reason to insist upon this restriction.

a) Can apply the notion of magnetic field to anything which will move
a compass needle, effect a magnet, and this includes currents.

2. Ybi remember last time, Oersted. Compass needle lines up perpendicular
to current.

a) Draw. Wire carrying current straight into
board. INTRODUCE THE NEW NOTATION.

b) Compass needle. Put in direction which we
could have gotten.

c) Ditto everywhere. So circles.

3. Same on slide: EL: 7:9.
And show it with overhead projector -- explaining iron filings as you do.

4. All this is perfectly straightforward and easy to remember, except for
one thing, WHAT DIRECTION DO THE CIRCLES GO IN. WHICH IS NORTH.

a) For this need a rule to aid the memory. And as most of you know --
it's the hitch-hike rule. Phrase for cars and again for currents,
USING POINTER.

b) Remarks on this. I find this gives many students trouble. And
certainly if you don't use it here you never will. So I don't care
whether you get it right way round or not.
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co u And you'.re goingto need to understand

what I do when I do use it.
thwrttwte Illust"pte with reforence to diagram of field of wire.

d) But if you'll remember shape of field and that changing direction of
current changes direction of field, that will be enough.

5. But this last part you will need to remember. For just as pna can do
diagrams of field of several magnets knowing field of one, so you can do
att field for combination of wires, And there rel, directions of the
various fields does become important.

a) For example, can apply our notions of field so farto examinging
field of a loop.

b) Draw it. Little circles near
top and bottom wires,

c) Mutual repulsion towards center
where the fields begin to overlap.

d) And show slide: EL 7:1

6. You'll observe that this field of a loop is just the field which youtd
get from a very short fat bar magnet. Draw it in above.

a) So a loop with a current running through it should behave as a magnet
and it does. Deflect loop with two bar magnets.

b) And just as a single loop acts like a xu=xxagant very short magnet
so a series of loops sonnected together acts like a long powerful
one.



Al &
c From: To: A6

d) Overhead projector: Demonet. Slide EL 1x 7:7 if not clear.

e) Coil as a compass Demonst.

7, So far te've dealt entirely with the fields due to currents and said
nothing about the problem from which we started -- that is, the interact.
of currents with magnets -- the force exherated by a current on a magnet
or vice versa -- the force which produces the motion. BUT THIS FOLLOWS
DIRECTLY.

a) Compass moves to align itshlf With field from definition of field.
Thus our first case.

b) Similarly for jump wire:
DRAW, and explain about
fields piling up.

8. Or we can check by application to one more of the many cases in which
a current and field interact. This time the case of one of the very
first devices built which converted a steady current into a steady
motion. Built by Faraday. 1821. First Eleo. Motor

a) Draw. i Tries to
b) Show it. North role

South up.
c) Explain by Drawing top view* fixe
d) Current tries to drag pole around,

swin
down
It's

d so wire
is moved

AJ
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TELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION.

1. This is all we require of the first sort of interaction between fields
and currents.

a) Already though you can see how the various elements of an electrical
industry are building up. Lamps by 1S2x 1810 arc and glow wire.

b) And here, by 1821 is the rudimentary electric motor.

c) But there's one big theoretical item lacking. The generation of
currents by dynamos. The conversion of motion into current. So far
the battery is only source.

2. Naxx This discovery is sat the one made by Faraday in 1831. Electvo-
Magn ic Induction. Found by a route much like that which led to
Oeeqd's basic discovery.

a) Remember Oersted's discovery was a response to a longstanding belief
that electrical and magnetic Stzaxaataxxmxx effects were basicall
related.

b) Sanse of this basic relationship is now clear for we can think of
any magnet as replaced by currents flowing around the magnet in
coils or sheets and producing the field. For example, a sheet of
current flowing eastward around the earth would produce its field.

c) But to many, tho the discovery way very satisfying, it still seemed
aesthetically incomplete. For tho one co61d now produce magnetism
with a current, there were a few who felt -- for no very good reason
-- except the sort of hunch which is so useful in science, that one
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ought-by*the same token beablet reverse the procedure and
use a magnet to produce a current.

3. That's the problem on which Faraday p6t in ten years, until he finally
stumbled on the answer.

a) Draw:

b) Show it.

c) This is effect for examination on Wednesday. Now only notice that
it exists only when current is made or broken. Opposite in the two
cases,

d) IF NECESSARY GO ON AND DO IT WITH BAR MAGNETIS IN MOTION, ETC.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - EL. PWR.

-- Lecttire 5 - 4/15/53
II.FIELDS OF CURRENTS -- CONTINUED.

1. At the end of the last hour we had discovered that a single loop with
current flowing in it has magnetic properties just like those of a
very short fat magnet.

a) Can get by drawing field from
what's already known of field
of wire.

b) Or by examining the behavior
of a loops when two magnets
are brought near it, as we did
at very end of hour.

2. We can apply the same set of techniques to examining the fields, or magn
etic effects of a combination of loops or other wires.

a) Example: Field of a coil or
solenoid. Usual represent, our
diagram.

b) By noting that we stack small magnets:L
5

N ~ -

c) LUr by drawing if field -- see above.

d) Or by actually investigating the field with a compass, or with
filings. OVERHEAD PROJECTOR.

e) Slide EL 7:7 if needed, f) ALL TECHNICS USEFUL, ALL USED,

-14 1
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Thisa n'-t ink like -the3, woiv-edeelt so fgr only with awing fielan

'V
c) Same technics for any of these devices. For

example: Slid e EL 8:8. Concentrate on
moving wire version. Diagram is also in your
Y reading. This is Faraday's first device to
convert continuous elect, flow into contin.
motion. First MOTOR. 9ITII

c) SHOW ITS

d) Explain in terms of fields.
Wire wants to throw magnet
in one direction. But magnet
is fixed, so the same force
throws wire in opposite dir.
As when I pull on immovable
lecture table.

m m

question from which we started which was that of finding a way of treatin
whbch wires carrying currents could give to magnets or magnets to wires
carrying currents. But given our cone. sch. for magnet effects,these
motions follow directly and immediately.
a) The Oersted effect, compass lining up perpendicular is already built

in. That's how we defined field in general and field of wire in part
b) But we've equally clearly taken care of wire which leaped in air

when placed between poles of magnet.

snow



II,_ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION

1. Here then is a conceptual scheme(with illustrative applications) capable
of accounting for all of the interactions in which currents move magnets
or magnets currents.

a) In something quite like this formit is worked out immediately follow-
ing Oersted's discovery in 1820. ELEC. THEORY needed for

b) So you see that by (say) 1825 meat of the/elements of/a successful
power industry are present: ElectroplatingyxzakEa x01gh and the
separation of elements, electric lights by heat or arc, electric
motors.

c) All this within twenty to twenty-five years of discovery of battery.

2. In fact there s only one tap theoretical element missing. The dynamo.
The generation cfelectricity by motion. So far the battery is the only
source of power.

a) And this principle, Electro-magnetic Induction, is supplied almost
immediately. By Faraday in 1831.

b) Once again it's found by deliberate search based upon a strange hunch
Like Oersted's discovery which, tho it came at an unexpected moabnt,
was the ooncequence of a long-time belief that magnetism and elec.
were somehow the same.

c) As result of Oersted's work it had been shown that magnetism could
be reduced to electricity. No more need to speak of magnets at all.
Just say a current sheet circulates around a magnet. Eastward flow
of current around the equator will produce earth's fields etc.
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3. This reduction magnjetic effects to the effects of currents (the elimina-

tion of magnets as fundamental entities in science)satisfied the craving
of most people for poetic justice in science. But to a few -- and
Faraday was one -- the discovery seemed aesthetically incomplete.

a) He felt that $xxk it did insufficient justice to the resemblance of
electrical and magnetic phenomena. That there was no reason to find
one more fundamental than other. If you could produce a magnet by
current alone you ought to be able to produce a current with a magnet
alone.

4. 1 confess, I don't much like my terminology here. "Poetic justice" -
"Aesthetically unsatisfying". But what else can you say about personal
reactions to conceptual xha schemes: They satisfy someone emotionally,
or they don't.

a) And the fact that they do or don't may have immense consequences.
A in the case of Oersted or Faraday or EINSTEIN. The new equations

(which have recently gotten so much publicity result just from as
search for a more satisfying formulation of existing theories. No

2s& expt. reason to beliwve in them. No reason to believe in them at all
unless they provide an aesthetic charge. Which they do for Einst.
and a few others.

b) Ditto for Oersted. Elec. & Mag. are different. Can't separate poles
etc. Thinks they're basically related and proves it.

doc) Ditto for Raraday. He thinks that one's no more fundamental than
,-'o ~ improves it. But the evidence only comes later. It takes

SO!, tc r. o adness to purse a al~k of this sort. And all these men
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5. And fo a whil e keemed to _ At least he looked for ten years. Then

found it in an unexpected manner.

a) What he did:

b) Our version. Show without '
any drawing.

6. What has happened here. The current in the coil xak makes the coil act
like a magnet. There's a magnetic field through the soft iron core.

a) But you all know, I think, that if you put soft iron in a magnetic
field, the soft iron hatheas a magnet temporarily.

b) Demnnstrate with perm mag. Attract soft iron, Show it's a magnet,
by attracting another piece.

c) Describe: Soft iron collects mag lines

from perm. magnet. They can go thru it
more easily.than thru air.

d) And in present eage, the field of the coil is conducted thru ar
and thru second o6il. With current flowing there's a field thru
second coil, and whenever field changes a current appears in the,
second coil. EMPHASIZE CURRENT INDUCED ONLY BY CHANGE IN FIELD,
That's why Faraday had such trouble finding the phenomenon.

e) Phrase it: Current is induced in a loop xix of wire, when total
field through to cnges.

7. Of course there' sa rgoing on here than change of field. Two currents,
may be field isn't involved at all.
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a)-But with lead given, we can check. Remove the first coil. Use just

field. Demonstrate.

b) And can also get an additional rule, hard to discover in first case.
Induced current increases with Rxaxxat increased rate of change of
field. DEMONSTRATE., CAN EITHER INCREASE FIELD AND MOVE MAGNETS
AT SAME RATE OR USE SMALLER MAGNETS FASTER

8. This leaves only the problem of the direction nifefcurrentfows
, MbduArid~beys a very simple rule which was enunciated shoetly after A.
Faradays discovery of the effect.

a) The induced current always opposes the effect inducing it. This is
a very powerful -- an invariable -- rule. Applicable to all sorts
of situations. ONLY WHAT DOES IT MEAN.

b) Well examine case in which current is induced by moving a magnet into
a coild DRAW FIRST WITHOUT CURRENT DIRECTION

c) And you'll readily see that if it's South pole moving in or out
the current directions will just be changed.

9. So this is the way rule works when current is induced by motion. But it
works just as well kg when current is induced by another current.

a) Hard to trace in case I just showed you, with two coils on bar, but
here's another version in which it is clearer.
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b) Rame bar in another tow xaoi thI tn which cn mak oirrnLt flnw.

C) Instead of second zma big coil use a single aluminum loop. Show it.

d) When turn on current, get field in coil whence in angxa bar, and so
thru aluminum loop, which should. start current.

e) THROW SWITCH AND WATCH THE LOOP JUMP.

f)

/~ AlID

~

As field builds up in coil, current is induced
in loop. This current must just oppose the
build up oq field in the tore, for it is the
build up that produces it.

This means current in opposite direction.
But now each loop acts as magnet. North of
big loop is upr, of little loop down and they
repel each other. Light one jumps.

III. CONCLUSION

1. This formulation gets us a bit ahead of Faraday's discovery of 1831.
But essentially all of the material we've covered so far is available in
this or a less modern form by about 1835. And this is all information--
all the theoretical first principles, needed for the industry we want to
investigate. START THAT NET TIH. NOW QUESTIONS.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 " EL. PWR.
Lecture 6 - 4/17/53

I. INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL POWER

1. With the discussion of electro-magnetic induction in the last lecture,
we have finished the portion of the present block which I labelled st the
start - Systemati4 Electricity to 1835.
a) During the next two weeks I want to exploit this material to examine

the nature of the problems which had to be licked in the creation of
the electric power industry.

b) And in particular want to examine three sorts of problems:

Transition: Laboratory to Industry 1835-1870

Invention & glne ing: The Dynamo

tconomics of Industrial Science: Power transmission

c) In doing this we will run into new technical problems, but they will
beatS$ be applications of tkhxgs the principles already studied.
This is point you should bear in mind continually: BY 1SI5 PRINCIPLE
REQUISITE FOR POWER INDUSTRY WERE ESTABLISHED.

2. Actually, I gather from conversations with a number of you that the
principles were far kore firmly established in the minds of most scient-
ists in 1835 than they are in the minds of some members of class in 1953.

a) As I feared, this material seems to have provided a relaxing review
for those who had had good physics before, and has been too fast for
at least some of those who hzxftx haven't. HOW MANY OF LATTER??
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b) The following_1s4for those who are at sea...

It now stops coming so fast. And there will be section meeting timt
to straighten out your difficulties, if you'll go over your notes
first and discover what these are.

MONDAY'S SECTIONS WIPED OUT. BUT GO TUESDAY OR SPECIAL SECTION
WEDNESDAY AT 2:00, BURR A.

There are several systematic accounts of elementary electricity
given on reading list. Try these. Use stuff covered in lectures
as guide, Many of the books have more material than this, some
don't cover it all.

Pester your section men or pester me. . . Either in office hours
of by appointment. If you can get together, we'll run a special
skull session.

3. Now, what about my first problem - Transition:

a) Here are the figures that pose the problem: Illust.

US.Elec. P'w'r Ind. 1835 Zero Capital
Zero Sales per year.

First date is knowledge. 1870 Zero Capital
Last is century Zero Sales per year.

1902 $504 Million Capital
By 1950 sales of power 10854MillionCSal
per year increased another 83 Million Sales per year
three-and-one-half times. 1935 13 Billion Capital

200 Million Sales per year



b) And4hi-- i1,, S~- th& .-Gpi tallni"wea1.d- dyaaxnczs,_..enii neE turn
them, transmission lines, etc. Sales are sales of electricity
People paying their electric bills.

c) Doesn't include the subsidiary industries which would make the figures
astronomical. For example the manufacturevs of electric light bulbs
alone would add annual sales of 65 million dollars Der year by 1935.
And this ignores all sale of industrial electrical tools, homeapplian
ces. Electrical heating systems, and all the other modern instrumenti
which have grown up with them.

4. But the figures for sale of power are representhbive and put our problem
neatly. Or they put two problems.

a) What happened in the thirty five years from 1835 to 1870. Was a wholi
generation asleeppat the switch? Were they unaware of the new possi-
bilities which the curiosity of men like Oersted and Faraday had
oppned up? the discontinuity then is

b) What happendd in 1870. For/xankxthxxxxt/big an sudd.en and
unexpected.tithppaxxth

c) Example: ZxxSAR xthxtnkrt In 1870 tbere are essentially no machines
built to produce electric power on anything more than a laboratory
or exhibit scale. By 1884 when The Cambell Swinton book was publishe4

as a layman's primer to the electrical industry, there are some
eight or ten major manufacturers of electrical generators, each makinl
several machines. And they$re big machines: Edison's larger machine

weighs 4 1/2 tons, stands 6 1/2 feet high.



c) In_18701h3rL&arQAnopowercon anies. B 1882 there are so many of
them and the competition is so cut-throatAthat the; ri 5 .ar amenM
finds itself compelled to passeeverely restrictive legislation.

5. The breakthrough of 1870 is associated with the construction of the sorts
of commercial dynamos which are illustrated and discussed in Cambell Swin
ton.

a) Dynamos like these present several special problems which I want to
consider next week as examples of Engineering problems.

b) But they are the sorts of problems which respond quite rapidly to
ingenuity, and for the moment we need only notice that until the
1860s very little ingenuity was applied to them. Noone was very much
interested in producing electricity this way.

c) So what does it take to get people interested in Ext licking the
dynamo problem. This is the problem of 1835-1870.

II. FIRST APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICITY.

1. By 1835 there are four obvious applications for the discovergeeof the
pure scientists:

a) sighting - from 18182 Davy's are

b) Motots - from 1821 Faraday's toy. Much easier than dynamo to

e) Telegraphy - from 1800 Oersted's needle make commercial.

a) Electroplating - from 1800 Electrolytic decomp.

I

i

1



2. Now the industrialists of 1835 weren't dumb. There was immediate interesa
in all of these,

a) But the first two, which provide the real motive for the development
of a power industry fizzle out for thirty-five years. The lasttwo,
which require very little power, take over all available talent and
facilities.

3. The story of the arc lamp we have already discussed, It's of immediate
interest at a souce of illumination, particularly for lighthouses which
are so important to Britain's maritime economy.

a) But Davy, you'll remember, used 2000 cells to run an are. And. they
don't last long. The cost of materials is tremendous.

b) And even if the costs could be somewhat reduced any attempt to do
elec lighting on a large scale would run into immediate competition
with an existing and rapidly growing industry: GAS LIGHTING.

c) For the firs gas illumination isn't done until 1807. This means
first public street lighting and first indoors except private candles
and oil lamps.

d) Spreads rapilly: Streets of Paris & London 1813. Baltimore, first
American city, 1816. New York just a little later.

e) The system is rapidly spreading and improving. Noone knows just how
good it can be made, The big problems of fire and explosions (like
the one which devastated much of Philadelphia in 1861) haven't been
discovered. It doesn't look like a promising field.
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Once again there's real interest,

a) In 1837, Davenport, a Vermont blacksmith built a motor and used it
to drill iron in his shop.

b) In 1839 a Russian called Jacobi tried to drive a steamboat electrical:
on the Neva river. He did it allrights but he found that to gevelop

a 1 hp he needed a battery contk&ning 20 square feet of platinum. And
the platinum got used up.

c) People went on: 1840, Davidson exhibits an electric engine in Scot-
land.

5. But all these people run into one problem. Have to compete with steam
engine. =1

a) Though older, it's still xx undergoing continuous improvement, and
finding more and more new applications. XVII cent. engine primarily
a pumper. First industrial application 1783 (steam hammer). Mostly
it doesn't hit industry until after the turn of the century. In
these years it's just going into ships. Railroad is 1829 for Steph-
ensons Rocket, etc.

b) And the electrical engines canicompete. They do investigate it. One
grain of coal in Cornish engine 143 lb. 1 foot. 1 grain zinc 1
in battery lifts only 80 lbs same distance. And zinc is 20 times as
expensive, weight for weight, as coal.

c) Some of you will have seen similar sorts of estimates as to the pract
of atomic power. Here at least they're xxyattl a long way from
encouraging. Almost 40 times as expensive to do the job by elect.
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6. Cf course, all these estimates are based upon using battery as source of

power. But the battery is what's there. Dynamos are onlyoyts.

a) People know better ones could be built, but noone knows how muuh
better. There are very obvious drawbacks which we'll come to next
week. And it's clear that it will take a lot of trials, a lot of
man hours, a lot of new tools, and a lot of capital to find out.

b) And meanwhile there are available channels for all the tools, and all

the knowhow, which carry none of the same risks, and none of the same

competetive problems.

7. These are our last twoand they have two immense advantages:

a) Can start with laboratory equipment Don't need to build new devices

like big motors big enough to push a boat or train, or like automatic

regulators to feed the darbon of an arc so thay it won't go out.

b) Ra Jobs can't be done any other way.

c) Look at electroplating -- the less important of the two. If you can

put 1/100 inch of silver on a brass spoon with a few batteries an a
few available chemicals, you don't have to worry about costs.

Zinc consumed in batteries must cost apprediably less than the

silver needed to make a solid spoon.

d) Economically it's a cinch. Tehhnically there are bugs in getting

smooth coatings. But they're worked at, for success will clearly

pay, and by 1841 there are a good many plants.

8. The case with telegraphy is even more impressive.
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a) Untill thistime the twoppnrmaneofr Ipir nmmun aton are the

Pony express, and semaphores. (lapid relay between high towers,
men with telescopes looking for word).

b) Demand so great that people in XVIII cent had tried to use static
eleo & pith balls. Immediately after the battery people tried to
use electrolytic dissociation. Wires & 1%ttery in one town into
liquids at other. Code the oxygen bubbles.

9. Oersted's work provides answer. Wires and battery in one town to a coil
in the other. When battery goes in circuit the coilt becomes a magnet.
The needle moves. Code the needle.

a) Many people at it before 1830.Lora r s can
o An-fte In En bl inew one 4nuse4o

b) First message, Washington to Baltimore: "What hatiod wrought" 1844.

c) Successful cable across English Channel, Dover to Callis, 1850.

d) 1857 trie to get dable across the Atlantic. Success In 1866. First
messages cost $100, but they had to be sent. Saved two weeks.

10. Soe) 8 mt he nr2egra leand secne rynioU leo s 2 8 axx
that all the knowled e, the moneyand the technical facilities go between
1835 and 1870. ese a ete low risk fields. (17 I
a) The telegraph in us ry isPea.lly the &ther ofthe power industry,
A for by 1870 theexistence of a telegraph industry has greatly reduced

the risks of venturthg into the dynamo and heavy new industry field.
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b) Batteries are being used. If rer cantrutld a-dynam-titat-will-replace

batteries, it saves money even if it won't run motors or light lights,

c) Again the telegraph has provided a lot of new tools and a lot of
manufacturing know-how. When people built toy motors in the 1830s
they had to wind cotton thread on their own wire themselves. Noone
sold anything but bare wire. Also it was almost impossible to get

low res. relatively pure copper. For telegraphy pure copper had to be produced
in quantity and technics of insulating wire by dipping it in wax or
rubber and by machine winding had been developed. In 1870 the
factories wli& start making dynamos are those which had been making
telegrpph equipment.

d) And the telegraph industry brings tatxaxmaxx~txa with electrical
training into the commercial field in quantity. Now there are enough
to branch out.

e) Many of those who design power systems in 1870 are ones who had beeb
working on telegraphs earlier. Edison got started as telegrapher.

f) In the 1880s the 2n Society of Telegraph Engineers becomes the
Institute of Electrical Enginebrs. The Telegraphic Journal becomes
the Electrical Review. The same men are btering new fields.

11. So more than theoretical possibility of an industry is needed to get it
started. Low competetive risks, low capital costs, are initial incentive

If problem iv greate4, more men, more outlets, more knowhtw to reduce the
gap.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - EL PWR

Lecture 7 - 4/22/53

I. TRANSITION TO THE DYNAMO

1. In the last lecture I tried to make sense of the fact that there was no
development of a power industry between 1835-and 1870 even though all
the theoretical principles required for such an industry were available
before 1835.

a) In partic artrP to discover why it took people so long to get
interested in constructing dynamos to replace batteries as the
source of power. Quebtlon was - What were the necessary precondi-
tions of the interest in dynamos? This was the question of transi-
tion -- the first of the threessorts of problems raised by the
existence of scientific industry.Commercial

2. In that lecture it was a premi"e that the/dynamo was not a laboratory
instrument. or a direct extension of one

a) In particular it differentrom the telegraph, electroplating tools,
and even the motor, in that problems which scarcely exist in the
laboratory have to be solved in achieving a successful instrument.

b) And I now want to see what these problems were (why dynamo differs
from telegraph) and what it took to solve them. Why inventive
originality was needed for the transition from pure science to the
dynamo as it was not needed for transition from pure science to the
telegraph*

3.in yr ,, o
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time/--to compete with jtam engino .o turn wheels or with -td o

ligp tr.

a n the ynos the in ent whi beco es si t F day 1.
di ery t chain the fiel ru a lo makes ,currenflow.

AF7 That is., wit the discovery that a loop in which the field is changi
acts like a battery.

. Examine this more closely: Draw:

Fa14a) Distinguish loop from external circuit.
b) Draw in both fields. Show notation.

0) For current field must be changing, i.e.
either increasing or decreasing. Exam ne
only two of the four possible cases.V

d) Get current direction from Law of opposirg
the inducing effect. Point out other two
cases give Just the reverse current direction.

e) And now notice each loop can be replaced with a battery, so far as
its effect on external circuit is concerned.

f) Or put + and - signs on the loops and point out the one catch.
Polarity is judged by the effect of loop On EXTERNAL CIRCUIT.
Current flow + to - outside loop and flows - to + inside loop. This
is just like battery but we've not noted the flow inside battery bef.



II. DYNAMOS BEFORE GRAMME

1. So the problem or dynamo construction is that of kew Ag a.el zha uging
continually inside a loop.

a) Easily done by moving not the field, but the loop. Make it ROTATE

b) Slide EL 8:3. Note double loop which multiplies the effect for each
acts as a battery and the two are connected. Note too that each side
of loop is Attached to ring which, as loop turns, is always in contac
with same side of external circuit.

c) Perhaps you can see this better with a three dimensional model.
Hold up loop, show each side connected to cylinder, and place in mag.
As loop rotates field changes, current flows thru loop and out thru
brushes to external circuit.

2. But what does the current look like.
changes as the loop rot tes.

a ) Draw. < a

b) Know current flows around
loop so need only examine
current flow in half (Put in
both halves, show opposite &
take out first half).

c) Clockwise rotation, start at
ezf lo mI kis coud seol diaga

To see this examine way field

O/*.z &,D6. 0OxILopp - vTWe

IVA

but easier to use rule of oppo-
sition. Field of'loop must ornose the motion of the loon.



d) In position 2 the motion of loop produces no change in field thru
loop, for wires don't out any lines as they movet
constant. NO CURRENT

8) Continue for positions 3 & 4.

3. So current we get from this apparatus is not like current from battery.
Twice in each rotation it goes to zero (2 & 4), and after each zero it
reverses direction.

a) Or it's the current produced bya very strange battery with a constant
ly changing voltage and a pol&rity which changes twice every rotation

b) Voltage of this sort of battery can be graphed and looks like this:

c) This behavior of voltage due to rotating a loop we can actually see
by attaching meter toloop and watching it move. Do it. Show loop,

4. fhis dort of voltage is one which we now call A.C., altevnating current.
"It'sthe most sought after kind today. You have to live in an old part
of New York or Boston to get a
anything but AC. DO is generally thought just a nuisance. ve
a) But in years after 1835 oone could figure out anything to do with

this sort of current. the battery was the standard source, and theK
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devices which would run off a battery wouldn't run off of this.

b) Telegraph- needle moves each time current direction changes. So thes-
dynamo does your signalling for you, but gives no message.
Electroplating - plate silver on to the spoon half a cycleoff the .

J other half.o Can't run Motors from this either, they're built DC & AC
M) 4This is the easy sort of current to get in quantity from Faraday's

discovery. But it's no use to existing industries. These are based
1\ % on batteries. People build these for toys, but not for applicatiom.
5. hts is an almost useless device in the period when it's developed, and

the one obvious step to take is almost no immediate improvement.

a) As most of you knows can prevent this voltage faim a rotating loop,
from actually reversing its direction.

b) For if each half turn we changes direction of voltage, then we can
change it back by reversing the way in which the loop is connected
to external circuit.

c) Model. To do this connect each side of loop to half a ring rather
than a whole ring.

d) Keep model ott of magnet. Now follow this around one Vvolution,
watching one side of loop. Position 1 it flows ant left hand
brush (towards back). After half a turn it's flowing towards front
in same wire, but that's now connected to right hand brush, so
current is still flowing in on left, out on right. For connections
to external circuit were shifted just when direction of current shift
ted, i.e. with loop in vertical position.



b

6. Here at least we succeed in reconnecting the loop each time current
changes direction, so we keep current in e
a) But, as you'll see, it's a very irrogu&r current.

b) Show it with proj. galvenometer.

c) And this is just what we should expectfor all we've done is to take
our olI curve for voltage vs. time and flip over the lower half of it

p

7. Now this voltage and the current which results from it is Lna useful
than the reversing voltage we got at first. True the current flows in
only one direction, which is part of the battle, but:

A) The xt irregularities of the axta voltage stil1 make it difficult
to apply. Telegraph needle clicks each time it goes to zero,
Electroplating is in only one direction, but silver gets applied in
bursts and is irregularly coated on metal. Irregularity.

b) But there is an even worse drawback to this. Even if you can finrA.
a use for a generator of this sort, and there are some, you run into
immediate difficulty, beca e you can't get much voltage from it.

c) Sparking: Draw All voltage exists between two
halves and if voltage Is high it sp .
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III. GRAMME DYNAMO

1. This sort of dynamo -- the simple A.C. and the wobbly D.C. -- are the

only sorts that existed before 1870s Xxtxaxtxxxxs These are
what you might call the direct, the obvious, ways to use Faraday's
discovery in order to produce current.

a) But they're commercially useless, for their product has no applica-

tion. They won't do what batteries will.

b) So this is the engineering problem -- or the problem of the inventor.
See this need and fill it. RECOGNIZE THAT A DEVICE WHICH WILL REPLAC

BATTERY CAN BE USEFUL, AND FIND A WAY TO TURN THIS LAB TOY INTO A

MACHINE WHICH WILL PRODUCE A REGULAR CURRENT AND WHICH WILL NOT SPARK
WHEN IT RUNS AT HIGH VOLTAAE.

c) This is the problem, which I suggested to you last lecture noone was

much interested in before 1865, for all energy & equipment was going
into the easier application telegraphy.

a) It is also the problem which was solvedt very neatly yGramme, a

Belgian machinist, in 1870. f)a- . rKC d /^

2. And here is his machine: Take it appart.

a) Brushes. b) Magnets. c) Armature, part that rotates. This
is what's so different.

Ring
c) Draw: 1Col

Commutator.
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Have an impression there are an appreciable number of you who seed more
help on the fields of currents and particularly on induced currents.

If enough of you want it, I will run an extra session next week,
for those wanting to go back over some of thi material.

Monday, Twwwdxyxxt at evening. 7:00. :ere unless to the contrary.

Wednesday- afternoon: 3:00

Thursday afternoon: 2:00



NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - EL PWR
Lecture 8 - 4/24/53

I. EXPLANATION OF GRAMME DYNAMO

1. At the end of the last hour we met the Gramme Dynamo as the answer to
to the double problem4of steady voltage nd of commutator -parking.

a) This is the device whose model we've examined: Iron ring betweeno.
the magnets creating permanent field. Helical or spiral coil wound
continuously on ring. Commutator of any number of equal segments.
Symmetrically connected to equal number of segments of spiral.

b) On the'board I have indicated very few turns in the spiral. It will
work this way, but in practice very many more turns are employed.

2. The operation of this machine follows directly from the set of diagrams
for converting the effect of a changing field thru a loop to the effect
of a battery. These are diagrams analysed at beginning of last hour,
and I've put them back on board since they're in your notes. Actushly
at)the moment I only need two of them.

a) The argument is entirely straightforward, but the geometric imagina-
tion required is tricky.
but if you follow what I
reconstructing from your

Some of you will lose some of the details,
am trying to do, you should have no trouble
notes.

b) Look at machine from above. Then each loop (except ones near top &
bottom -- which forget) is seen as an open loop somewhat slanted.
Point fairly flat loop in upper right quadrant. Draw it --
Is that O.K,?? ' Led L+b

I

i
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c Now want to take such loops i several places on ring and see which
direction current flow in each Do this by comparison with diagram.

d) Do upper right quad, loop already considered. Field Down. Field
decreasing with rotation. LABEL THE AREA. PUT CURRENT FLOW AREA
TOWARD TOP. From casl I

e) And you will easily see that this is true for each loop In quadrant.
Put arrows on all.

f) Do lower right quadrant (Use fa rly flat loop). Field Up Increasing.
LABEL AREA. Current flow towarde top. Arrows from Case 2.

g) Ditto next quad. Field down decr. --Current towards top. Caset 1

h) Ditto. Field up iner. Case 2. Arrows.

3. m NOTICE; All loops on right pump current up and out through upper
brush. Ditto for all on left. Giant battery. Put in + and

a) Furthermore... As ring moves the dynamo keeps acting like a gigantic
battery and keeps same end up.

b) Our examination holds only for one instant pictured. But remember
brushes stay fixed as ring moves. So 1/6 revolution later ring has
moved back on itself. Same situation exists. Same current flows.

c) In between timess (between 600 points) the current drops slightly,
but not all the way, for most current is always flowing up both
sides. Andy by addine more sections to commutatorand linking it
to ring at more points we can reduce even the sg ottle, for
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4. So the Gramme Armature solves our first problem -- Wobbly voltage.

1o more two directions. o more going tozwero. Appr again-ln-ections

a) Illustrate. A.C. on Miller-Cowan. D.C. wobble on Miller Cowan.
Show rings etc. Show slight wobble on Gramme machine.

5. Furthermore, this device also solves beautifully our second problerm,
the problem of sparking.

a) To see this talk about the ring
slightly differently. Talk about
voltages not currents.

b) Circle represents the ring itself
in continuous rotation. Each loop
on it acts as a battery driving
current towards topmost point on
rotating loon.

c) Put in batteries. Strongest ones
at midpoints where field changes most quickly. Weaker ones as we
go up.

d) Batteries stay in place as loop rotates. Each corresponds to a
particular loOp at a particular instant, etc., but the loons move.

e) Commutator at center (Draw it in) 1qIp constant notion Its cogecte
to six or morej ' L , us es ?aiay ouc the
particular sections of rotating commutator which is incontact with
ring ofjb ,teries, at or near top.



f) So the brushe are always connected across all of these batteries
& get full generator voltage. But neighboring sections of the com-
mutktor are connected across only a few xastu batteries. Total
voltage between upmost and lowermost leaf of commutator may be 100
or 100 volts, but voltage between neighboring leates ks only a
fraction of this, and may be made as small as you please by sufficien
tly increasing the number of sections of the commutator.

Can get much power.
II. GRAMME DYNAMO AS BREAKTHROUGH

1. So this machine soirves the two Lig problems of commercial generation of
power. Smooth voltage and large quantities of current without sparking
and consuming itself in the process.

a) And it is the first machine that really does solve them.BREAKTHROUGH,

b) This doesn't mean that without Gramme there never woulda have been a
power industry.

c) On the contrary, if I read the history of this period right Gramme
can't have speeded things up by much more than ten years if that.

d) Immediately after Gramme there are a lot of other sorts of dynamos.
They all embody certain of Grammets principles, and itts my best
guess that they all learned something from Gramme. But different
RightX writers on subject giye credit to different people, and it is
very hard to be sure just where credit for breakthrough should go.

2. And it makes very little difference, becausi it really doesn't go to any
one man. Gramme seems to me central figure, but there are certainly othei



ypical figure.

a) Certainly the breakthrough was due about this time. I have already
indicated why it didn't occur before.

b) And I've already suggested that by 1865 there were a lot of people
working on problems.of dynamo construction. Time was ripe.

c) Could document this with names and dates of people who turn to dyna-
mos now. Siemens in Germany, Wheatstone in England, and many others.

d) But the most impressive evidence of ripeness is, It think, not the
scattered developements before Gramme, but the speed with which
everyone jumps on the bandwagon after Gramme. The immense rapidity
of contributions from all over the world in the years from 1870 to
1885. Unless a lot of people are at same problems, you don't get
mushrooming of this sort. Tt

e) THE MUSHROOMING GETS IMPRESSIVE GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION.

Slide: EL. I. 2:1. Faraday's generator. 1835.

Slide: EL. I. 2:3. Two toys and sudden commercial

Slide: EL. I, 2:2. More commercial, including Edison.

SLIDE: EL. I. 2:5. pearl Street station. 1882

Slide: EL. I. 2:8. "Modern Staticn" 1888

f) This is the mushrooming for generators themselves. But the same
thing happens with equal rapidity in the subsidiary devices to use



-this power.

Slide EL. I. 3:1. Toy motors.

Slide EL. 1 3.2. Transition.

Slide EL. I. 4.1. Lights. Rush is antique. Commercial arc
1880. another 1893 (many of these still in use). Electric
lamps 1878 Swann, 1879 Edison, 1879 Edison, 1880 Edison.

III, REMARKS ON ENGINEERING

1. These slides represent for me one of the two fascinating aspects of
Gramme's work. The sense in which it represents simultaneously an
apparently logical step in the development of electrical skills and
industrial technology. Sense in which it is an ev&&utionary product of
developing technology, occuring at about the right time. And is also
the point of discontinuity in development. Industry mushrooms and goes
off in totally different direction. - s , - C 44*4 a

2. Second point of particular interest is, I think, the sense in which this
is a typical of engineering developments or better of invention.

a) Thaaxxzxx There's immense inganuity here -- both technical and
later financial and industrial. Gramme invented but also exploited.

b) But there's absolutely no new knowledge.about nature. Faraday
could have understood this machine without difficulty. And he would
have learned no new science from it.

c) And this on the whole typical of pure inventive or pure engineering
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developments. The Engineer, the Inventor, is not concerned with the
discovery of new concepts but with the practical application of
existing soncepts.

5. This is neatly illustrated by a story told about James Clerke Maxwell --
the greatest theoretical electrician after Faraday -- and the man who
predicted, years before their experimental confirmation, the existence
of radio waves.

a) Alexander Graham Bell's telephone was first exhibited at the
Philadelphia exposition of 1876. Much excitement. Words over wires.

b) News got back to England and much interest was aroused among scientis
They'd expected nox such thing. They got Maxwell interested and he
agreed to look into the new device and report on it to his sci. coll.
at next meeting of the British Association for Adv. of Science.

c) Letters to him held up. Didn't get there 'till night before his
widely scheduled and publicized talk. So he prepared himselfat

d) Time came. Got up. Agitation. Ladies and Gentlemen: regret to
report there's nothing here of interest to a scientific audience.
It's the very simplest sort of instrument. It involves no new
principles. Any child of ten with a knowl~dcge of elementary eiec.
could Ex itmxxx understand one.

4. This doesn't mean that any child of ten could iixxxxx invent one.
Theregs probably as much ingenuity and genius in this pursuit as in pure
.cience. Edison was, in his way, as uncommon an individual as Newtcn.

a) But it's a different sort of occupation, and it's ually carried on



by dspeo e. _There have n t been many important
scientists who weri good agoeers or versa. In fact, with a
few outstanding exceptions most good s have been very bad
scientists. Gramme had a mad theory about the structure of the univ.
His admirers have tied hard to suppress it, but his wi.fe insisted
on having it printed. And vice versa.

5. Of course this is extreme, !hxxzhuxax As you should already realize
from Mr Nash's discussion of dye's and drug's, a real separation of thic
sort occurs only in certain sciences and at certain times

a) It is certainly true now of all of electricity ano most of the
industries dependent upon the principles of physi/s. The bridge
1builder, the aircraft expert, the rocket builder, and so on. These
are the industries growing out of sciences whose theories permit
a vast amount of pxasttatx accurhte prediction.

b) It is not true in my own part of physics -- theory of solids --
the pure science closely tied to the practical art of metklurgy.
The pure scientist in this field can explain all sorts of experimenta

results after they've been discovered, but most of the discoveries

are still experimental. There's not a lot of accurate prediction,
and here the pure and the applied proceed hand in hand.

c) The theory of solids may, in my lifetime, grow out of this at1te.

Organic chemistry, the field from which d.yes, drugs, and plastics

develop is less likely too. In a laboratory like those of Dupont,
the pure and applied man work hpn9 in hana.

d) So its a spectrum.
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NATUR7AL SCLIETCES 4 - EL. PWR.

Lecture 9 - 4-/- 3

I SIGNIFICANCE CF THE DYNAMO BREAKTHROUGH

1Last Friday we examined the first and last commerciRarynamo with which

Sropose to deal here.

That was the Gramme Dynamo which sopeatthettwo major diffioulties --

steady voltage and sparking -- which had prevented dynamos from beco-

s a source for commercial electricity.
-'re are other sorts of problems to be solved in maximising the
wfficiency and power output of commercial dynamos, and we will lcok

at a few examples of these in sections today and7 tomorrow.

c) Here I want to turn from the problem of successfully generating use-

ful electric power to the rather different sorts of problems presente

by the necessity of getting this electricity to the consumer.

d) The is the problem of power transmission which, as stated at the

start of this portion of the block, I want to use to illustrate
the set of problems labelled Economics of Industrial Science.

o Though what I have in midd will prove, on occasions, to stretch the

word economics a good deal.

2. But before starting to consider electrical transmission 
systems let me

make a couple of concluding obserfations about the work on the dynamo

which we've just been concerned with.

3. Thereseem to me to be two particularly 
striking aspects of Gramme's

work and of that of the others who worked on dynamos around 1870.
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2) The gramme Dynamo seems to me like every other importatt innovation
we've examined this year in the paradox it presents wher viewed
historically.

On the one hand it creates a tremendous discontinuity, or change, in
the direction of progress in electrical industry. In 1870 the indust

is telgg. & electroplating. In 1880 it is dynamos, elec. lamps,
notor Economic and social consequences of shift are tremend.

But-W viewed this way the dynamo is a radical departureathie instru-
ment itself, as Gramme builds it in 1870 seems the product of a cont-
nuous evolation in pure science xaxxkS from 1800 to 1835 and in
applied science during the transition period 1835 to 1870. It is
not in the conception or the techniques which go into it, but in its

historical outcome that the dynamo is radical.

4. And this is just like all our other innovations this year.

a) Nash in Dye Industry. Perkin's work simultaneously ax natural

product of a long evolution of ohemistry, and the source of a radical

change in the sort of chemistry people studied and in the sorts of

chemical technics with practical application.

b) But it's just as true in pure science. Innovators like Copernicus,
Newton, Lavoisiers Dalton, or whoever you please, appear always to
stand at the end of o line of development and the begi&nkng of

another. DRAW V' . There is no break in the line. Cop.

is as appropriately viewed as the scholastic criticism of astronomy

as he is viewed as the first of the modern astronomers. Yet he is

the last precisely because the work he does within one tradition



creates another tradition which takes ove#.

c) And ditto for Gramme. Work he does within an industry devoted to

telggraphy and electroplating -- looking for slight improvements in

tthese -- sends the entire electrical industry off in a new direction.

Lighting and Motors.

5. Bu if theeynamo is like every other scientific innovation in this

respect, it is unlike those we've examined in another one.

a) For all the genius, ingenuity, skill, -- WHATEVER YOU WANT TO CALL IT

ffwhich went into this invtition, and for all the economicx and

social consequences which followed from it. Not one bit of new

knowledge about nature is involved in it.

b) Faraday would have understood it immediately. And he wouldn't have

been much interested, for he couldn't have learned a thing from it.

6. This one way relationship is true of much of applied science.and Engin.

In particular it is and has remained true of electrical industry.

a) Morse's teleg., gramme's dynamo, Edison's lamp, Bell's telephone,

Marconi's wireless, radio, teletision all ml have proceeded from

pure science and have contributed nothing back to it. No knowledge.

anyway. Sometimes new instruments and experimental techniques.

b) This doesn't mean that applied science is necessarily a lower level

of work. The genius of an Edison is probably as greatxx certainly

as unique, as that of a Newton.

c) But it does mean that this work has generally 
been the results of

different interests anO of different abilitier from those which
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characterize th pr cientis-t.In the field of electricityand in
others like it, the man who gains new knowledge and the man whh
applies it have almost never been the same. Few great engineers or
inventors have been good scientists and vice versa.

a) By and large today the engineers are a different group, trained in
different schools and with different techniques, working on different
problems.

7. This is certainly not true of all industrial or appl$ed science.

a) By aitlarge it is true of the industries which depend upon the
principles of physics. Bridge builder, rocket builder, builder of
optical instruments, or of electrical instruments.

b) It has not been true to nearly the same extent, aE you saw with Mr
Nash, of the industries grating out of chemistry. Here the science
involved has a less developed theoretical structure. Few laboratory
experiments can be predicted in advance. The pure science depends
much more closely on continuing experimentation and the experiments
in industrial laboratories are frequently of the same sort as those
in the laboratory of the pure scientist. The interplay between pure
and applied science has been much closer.

c) With the not surprising result that in the Chemical industry it has
taken a lot less time to exploit new developments in pure science as

these come along. Close interplay has meant inoreasing sped of

exploitAion.

8. Mention the phenomenon because since the last war there has been increas

* warenest of this lag anC its consequence, and a rsultant attempt to
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bridge the gap in those sciences where it exists.

a) McKay lab here and reorganization of Engineering School under the
1cKay endowment.

b) Increased numbers of physicists and mathematicians to labs like Bell
and General Electric which formerly employed mostly en ineers.

fjmas tim. Yar brou h radar o to thi.
c) Too early to tol,,tunewnmrend seemso have prouce ateast one

important device. Transistor. Solid vacuum tube. Small and much
less fragile. Almost unbreakable in fact.

II. THE PROBLEM OF TRANSMISSION

1. I've gotten way ahead of my story and jumped a long way from the dynamo.
Now let's go back and ask this time now "How do you get it?" but "What
do you do with it?"

a) First part of answer already clear. There are two going industries:
telegraphy and electroplating. This is cheaper than batteries.
Replace them. In ones case directly. In teleg. use storage
batteries which can be recharged by running dynamo current back thru

b) Almost immediately a second answer. Are light which was too expensiv
run off batteries now becomes feasible, From about 1876 on begin
to get commercial lighting by arcs. Streets of Paris. Clock tower
of Parliament in London. Paris exposition of 1881. Crystal Palace
in England immediately after. Other examples mentioned by Swinton.

c) This causes great international excitement. An outlet fo" thousands
of generators. ktxxtxa And here is where the commercial boom starts
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Aj) d) Immediately immensely expanded. MK5It turns out that the are is too

bright for any insta1ations except in streets, lighthouses, and

large theaters. Many attempts to out it down. Can't do it efitoient]

e) But immediately the other approach, hot wire, is taken up, and by
1880 both Swann in England and Edison in America are producing
commercially practicable electric bulbs. So now home lighting too
ae possible.

And in 1881 the first installation to light a home entirely by elec.
is installed by a rich Scottish Baron. Others follow.

,ex these initial installations use various sorts of dynamos and various

t-ypes of bulbs. They have one thing inoommon. They're all put in by

igh men or by rich institutions.

.) They're all like the installations you still find in a few farms and

summer camps far from power lines. They donsist of lights and wiring
AND OF GENERATORS AND STEAM OR GAS ENGINES TO DRIVE GENt'ERATCRS.

b) And not many people can afford to put in a generating plant.

c) The obvious answer is the one first exploited by Edison in 1882.
Dontt sell the generators. Sell their product. Pipe electricity

from a large central plant where it can be made cheaply in quantity
to the consumer and make him pay by what he uses. Then electricity
will not be the servant of the very rich alone.

. This is the pattern which starts to develop, but it rune3 into immediate
difficulties. Now to be illustrated.



a) Two transmission lines on table. They are scale models (except or
number and size of poles) of a pa r of transmission lines.

b) For moment concentrate on Yellow line. 5 miles long. 1 mm. copper
wire.

c) And here's a lamp I want to run. Show it at generator end. It works
Now try it five miles away. Feeble glow only. At fIive miles.

d) This won't do. But bulb was ok at generator. Try moving back.
2.5 miles. Seems pretty good at 1.25 miles.

e) Add to above. Max. operating distance = 1.25 miles.

4. SIX It should be clear from problem for this week what difficulty here
is.

a) Draw line. 25 Wattr~ ' /
b) Supposeee use/aua lamp as in problem: i $00 ohms bulb.

* ; fi - V'110
Current at Generator 10= . amp.

Current at 5 'iles 110

1100+350 .13 amp. Not enough current

As we move down line we reduce resistance of line below 350 and
current increases.

110 .9anCurrent at 1.25 miles = o+ .19 am.

5. So our trouble is that our copper offers too much resistance. We need
to have less to get operation even at 5 miles. And this we can get
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either by using silver which has a lower resittance than copper or by
using larger copper wire.

a) Silver is out. But can try larger copper: Red Line: 5 miles of
2 mm. copper wire.

* As you know doubling diameter quadruples cross-section and cuts the
esistance by four. Problem reference. This means can use four

-,-th for same resistance. Try it on red line.

.P. p. distance = 5 miles.

ut here we run into a problem we didn't notice before. Suppose I want
o run not one bulb but five. Rigged in parallel as in problem.

a) Hitch at generator. O.K.

b) Hit ch at other. One bulb, OK. But screw them in. NO CONSUMER
WANTS TO BUY THIS SORT OF ELECTRICITY. This may be operation, but
it's not satisfactory operation.

c) And again its function of line. NO SUCH EFFECT AT OTHER END.

d) And again can get rid of it only by shortening line still further.

Move back to half way point. Add; Max satisfactory op. distance =

,2w5 miles.

,ain, the problem for last Friday proVides the clue to the phenomenon.



b) I (one bulb) = 110500+90---*19
-110 p e apL),eI (two bulbs) 250+90 =.32 amps or.16 amps per lamp Lower.

110I (five bulbs) = 100+90 - .58 amps or .12 amns per lamp.

C) TO get bck got to lower disctanc At 1 miles

I(five buls) = 10 =.90 amps or 48 amps pe" lamp.

. It should be clear that what I am here calling aisUfactory service
really isn't so good.-- that service we get now satisfies a much more

.ingent requkrement.

But this is stringent enough. I say that over 2 mm wire can't
operate five light bulbs more than a mile and a quarter.

But ;o eve st no xi a mile of line to run five 25 watt bulbs.

) If o ta t Lame wire and use more interesting proposition of
Service to 500 bulbs of 100 watts each thru)emm. conper.

I ~~Smetcriterion l
Max. distance satisfactory servic 8 ft.

a) But any apartment house with *22 or hotel uses more bulbs or more
;owerful buble thanihese. And with this wire you can't ren run
those bulbs in the next rcom.

A~"t five miles 9
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9, This is the problem and it is a big one. For you can't keep going to

biggenrand bigger conductors.

a) For example, if to drive my last load -- the apa6tment house with
500 loo watt bulbs, I an use copper wire 1.25 inches in diameter,
then I can actually get my generator 1/2 mile away.

b) But that's a total of 1/2 + 1/2 or 1 mile of wire 1.25 inches in
diameter.

c) Which weighs approximately 12 tons, and at currernt rates worul cost
about 10,000 dollars for wire alone.

10. So using a generator at present voltages you can't operate very fa-r
away without running into prohibitive costs pas for copper. And
even within your maximum satisfactory distance, you can't nut much
of a load on your line. Can't plug into it indefinitely.

If new houses go up along line and want more lamps run, then you may
have to put up another line.
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I. LI0ITATIONS OF LOW VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION

1. At the end of the last lecture I illustrated and discussed two limitatiobi
which have to overcome for satisfactory transmission of electrical energy,

a) 1. Constant performance along line: Illustratewith bank of lamp
*t, A1\

2. Constant performance with varying load: Illustrate with bank."

2. b)W We LMt

For these purposes have drawn on board a schematic transmiEsion line:

a) Examine Voltage V
Line resistance Rtr4. k(-
Lam Resistance RL

b) Both of our conditions can be restated as saying that we must have
the same current through each lamp, wherever we attach it and hoween
many we attach, as we would have had if we had attached lamp directly
at generator * %W"f

c) That is: since At Generator,4' L4- WV must arrange to ave
this current go through our lamps wher er they are and >owever many
there are.

3. Examine this for 'd6ughelamp at end of transmission line with Resistance
Rtr.7 kr R t RL For two lhmps itIS 1/2 RL, for three... etc.
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V4 4~ -9o.00 -M.4 4a--m _ _ _ ___ _ )a) Ten h u~rrent thoUghmeRhlma"I"

V tr+nRL

tr +R

b) This will be equal to the current at the generator only if Rtr C
i.e. if we are actually at generator. But we can keep the
current very close to that thru generator if we keep nRtr.e. L

c) Just how much smaller it must be depends upon how satisfactory tho
service must be, ieee how much current fluctuation w. can stand.
But service will stay pretty good if we hold nRtr = L. Or.

Max Res. in Line = 4RA. That is service will get unsatisf.
10nif line resistance gets 1ass more the

1/10 of lowest resistance (largest number of bulbe) we expect to have
attached to it in normal operation,- W

d) This is a fairly stringent condition Ap y it to a sih-ion lie
the one here: fits 60 Watt bulbs. R r= 200 ohms.

Max Rran =.(1 200)= ohms

will give a total currre;t, f our generator is 110 volts of

tr )+,22 amps. And this gives P. current in

la p of IL =2.,/5= .650amperes.
)uuma=110f'~ or~c ~-rt through this lamp at generatbr was .5
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so wecan hod resistance in line to five ohms we don't cut curren
through each lamp much.

g) But holding to five ohms vuatruts us to very short lines. 1 mm Cu
has res. of 35 ohms/per mile. ,. 5 ohms in 1/14 mile ofnline, *w

^ 380 feet. That's just a long extension cocrd.

h) We improve situation some by increasing wire size. Go to 2mm wire
and you can run line four times as far. 1280 feet, almost 1/3 mile.
With 4 mm. wire you can get almost 1.25 miles.

i) This looks more feasible. f you can get 1.25 miles, then you can
service a wide area. BUT '64 mm cable is big. 1.25 miles of
line calls for 2.5 miles ofvire. That's -alf a ton of copper, and
at present prices the copper alone would cost $400. And that's
without insulation and without the cost of laying the cable.

j) And-though 400 or twice that isn't prohibitive if you can "o comethi:
withit. aiis line only will light five 69 Watt bulbs. You don't
spend 400 doll for copper in order to light five sixty watt bulbsIM"knoa 0O er -*FW

i) And if you want to light Miore, the situation becomes immeasurably
worse. Suppose you want to go to a reasonably profitable lighting
venture. Say 500 bulbs, 100 Watts each. (That's a small hotel or
office with no appliances). Then the most resistance we can stand
in the line is 1/50th ohm. To light this hotel from even half a
mile away requires cable 1.25 inches in diameter. But that cable
would w4twelve tons and cost $10,000 And for a fraction of
that you could install a generating sttion in the basement of the
hotel.
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W. What this boils down to in practice is thks:

a) To transmit long distances must have:either:

very emall-load Not profitable because you sell little electric

Q rery large wire Not profitable because of capital cost.

b) And this means that one cannot normally afford to transmit very Iash

large distances by the technics here analysed, w 4%

C) AndtsLnefYcuonan't transmit very far, you can only afford to build
a generating station and transmitting system at all in a densely
populated area -- a metropolitan district where you can sell a lot of
electricity in a region very near the statIcn.

5. Clearly lust how Exaga long your transmission lines can be is a tough
problem with a variab1g solution, 'C -,,

th
a) It depends upon the wy the population is distributed in the pa *cu-

lar city you're working in. Population distribution. How much more
market can I pick up by making my wires a little fatter and running
th-'em a little furtV'r?

b) It depens upon the cost of installing and operating generatig
equipmen- in a particular area. Is coal cheap etc. Installation &
Operation CostoA For this determines whether it is better to spend
more on lines to get a little further from generating station, or
better to put in a second station.

c) For that matter it depends upon Prevalent Interest Rates on Capital.
Before you spend$LO,000 on extra fat extra long cables, you need to
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bUe certain that the extrnm earned bthia$10,000 kxx sunk into
copper is more than you could get by investing the same honey in
nice safe Government Bonds or more lucrative but less safe Railroad
stock.

d) All of these and others like them are factors which the electrical
engineer must balance in designing a profitable taxxxmxxxx genLratil
and transmission system.

6. On thhebasis of this combined technical and economic analysis the enginee:
will decide whether to transmit two blocks, or 1/8 mile, or 1/4, or even
1/? mile.

9) But even under the best conditions imagkkable, mx he won't go furthe
han this without putting in a new station and a new set of transm.
Acilities.

b) His pattern will then look something
like this.

c) And this is the famous Central Station
generating and transmission system whioh.
is the standard form for almost all power
distribution centers until almost the turn
of the century.

7. Each town has its own generating station or
series of stations, each owned by a separate entrepreneur oDr group of
entrepreneurs. Growth is phenomenal.

a) 2; In 1902, 3774 Private Power Companies in U.8.
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sul owtE.leg/per yaThe unit for those who care is

the Killowatt Hour, but at the moment I don't care how it's measured
or what it is.

b) This figure is here only for the sake of comparison. It represents
the capacities of this Cantral Station technique of power transmissioi
which gave the power industry its stqrtvan which dominated the
field until the turn of the century, and which was a major factor
in commercial power until after the first World War.

c) But it is not the modern system, for it is not a system which can
do much more than local street lighting and local railways. It
cannot deliver economical power to isolated farms or small villages.
It cannot deliver enough power atlarge enough distance to supply
sizable factories. On this system anyone wanting to electrify a
factory should put in his own generating system and avoid the problem
Created by transmission lines.

d) But today we do just those things. Electricity is not restricted
to big cities. And one key to this transhtion in the teobniques
employed for transmission is a comparison of the figiure. ablve for
1902 with a comparable figure for 1948.

In 1948, 776 Prv. Ever Co. in U.S. Supplying 230 Billion Units
of Elec. per year.

e) Hepe we have 1/5 as many companies supnlying ten times as much elec.

f) And this has become possible only thru development of a practical

technic for transmitting power large distances. Once this is devel.
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can have a few large gen. stations, which because of their size andC
etrategic location can produce cheaper electricity, and which can
then economically supply many cities and rany factories and farms
thru power lines.

II. HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION

1. This new transmission technic is High Voltage Transmission, and an exami-
nation of it axaxZikxkx will be the final subject in ,ur ?xamination of
the power industry.

. a) In all the problems we've considered so far, we've consaered only
generators operating at low voltages like 110 volts.

b) There's good reason for this restriction. If you use higher voltages
or at least if you use voltages over 200 volts (used in Europe), then
cables must be kept out of the house. Thepe voltages are two danger-
ous. Except under unusual eircumstances (like dropping the toaster
in bathtub)you won't be much hurt by 110 Volts.

c) But if you use 500 Volts, or 1000, or 287 thousand (voltage fro
Boulder Dam) then one finger on P bare wire or in . light socket
means instant death.

2. These dangerous voltages had always tempted the mxxt power producecs,
because if you use a high voltage, you can get the same electrica2l
effects with a much smaller current.

a) 60 Watt bulb: 110 Volts .55 amps But if you build bulb to give
550 Volts .11 amps same light operating at 550

1100 Volts .055 amps.
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b) In fact it turns out that in order to get a certain amount of light,

or a certain amount of work out of a motor, what is required is not
a certain amount of current, but a certain amount of a quantity
determined by the product of voltage and current.

c)Usefulness of Eled. is determined by VxI = Power.

d) Notice that in each step of table above, we've preserveJ just this.
In each case p-oduct cf voltage and current = 60 Watts as the unit
of power.

2. I pull this out of the hat here, tiJxxaxx and it's not altogether
inappropriate to do so, because at the beginning of the industry it was
not clearly recognized. AND MUST ASK YOU TO TAKE IT ON FAITH

a) But at least try to make it plausible.by remiring you of a similar
case x xzga for which you'll have a more intuitive reeling.

b) If you try to harness power of niagra falls by making it turn a
oaddle whell then the amount of work which you can get out of the
Vheel will depend both on the total amount of water which flows p-st
the wh el, and on how far the water has fallen before hitting tle
wheel.

c) Manxxxixpxa If more cubic feet flow through wheel each minute
they can be used to turn a larger and more powerful wheel. And
number of cubic feet ne-- minute, reresents (by analogy) the amount
of ourrent.

a) But the power of the wheel also increases as the strength with which
each cubic foot of water hits the wheel increases, that is with tE



push behind each cubic foot (or the distance of fall in case of
Niagara) and this push behind each cubic foot of water reoresents
the voltage.

e) And just as we can get a more powerful wheel by increasing either
total flow, or the force of thefflow, so we can increase the useful-
ness Or the Power of electricity by increasing either the current
or the voltage.

f) Or we can hcd hUsefulness or Power fixed if we xxx decreas the
current and increase the voltage proportionately.

h. The advantages of hight voltages and the technics for employing it
rafely are subjects for nexrt time.
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NATURAL SCIENCES 4 - EL. PWR.

Lecture 11 - 5/1/53
I. HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION

1. We are now examining the solution to the difficulties inherent in opera-
ting electrical apparatus from generating stations located at large
distances from the consumer of the electricity.

a) Last time pointed out that the solution involves transmission at
b ce' voltages and that key to the effectiveness of this solution is

,,V L recognition tha.-the*tfoetienese-of an electric current Inesees
not only with the current (three amps to six amps) but also with the
quantity of the voltage which drives that ourrent. Qu -\ 14'"

b) In fact, effectiveness or foroefulness ot usefulness of a given piece
of apparatus is determined by the Power (in Watts) which it consumes,
and this increases with both current and voltage and is = VI, "we

To) In other words Draw, if we have
a generator with voltage V senaing
current I into a transmission line,
the generator is said to be delivering
power VI Watts into the line.

t4V

d) And, if the resistance of the line is kept low enough so that it
does not interfere with satisfactory service, you will get the same
amount of light or mechanical effect or whatever, so long as the
the product of voltage and current, i.e.?oweris kept constant.

r69, .4



b') Situation with electric power is very much like situation with
water power to which you already know that electricity is analogous.

If you want to harness Niagara, you make use both of the height of
falls and of the amount of water which goes over it.
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2. But, and this is the major point, if you get the power by nainga&_high

voltage and a correspondingly low current, then you don't need to use
nearly so low a resistance in the line in order to get satisfactory
transmission.

a) Last time, you'll remember, I put on the board a series of voltages
and ourrents, each corresponding to a 1 gt 60 Watt light bulb which
Vave the ame amount ?f liahtV

b) 60 Watt bulb: 110 Volts .55 Amps 200 ohms

550 Volts .11 Amps 0 s

1100 Volts .055 Amps 2 0 s

110000 Volts .00055 Amps 0,000,000 o
c) Each lamp listed gives the same amount o lgh, buA THIS IS

CRUCIAL, eaqh is physically a different lamp built of different
materials, etc. Can't plug this lamp (first one) into a 550 volt
generator, for it's resistance is constant, with five times the
volts it will draw five times the current and burn out immediately
from overheating.

d) As we go down table, each time we have to rebuild lamp with a higher
resistance in it filament. Now add third (blaocl)column to table.

e) And notice that resistance goes up much faster than voltage goes up
or current down. In fact it goes up with square of voltage. For
when voltage goes up by ten, current goes down by ten, and resistance
(voltage divided by ourrent) goes up by ten times ten or onehundred.

1\
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34. So an-instrument built to- operate athighioltage has a muchhi4gher

resistance than an instrument built to do the same job at a low voltage.
And it is the resistance of the instrument which determines the maximum
resistance which we can afford to have in the line for satisfactory serv.

a) Last time, you'll remember, we wrote Max Res in Line = ( BL
where n was number of bulbs each with res RL1

b) So if RL is very large for the device operated at high voltage then
we can stand a very much higher resistance in line.

4. For example, last time we discussed the feasibility of running five
sixty watt bulbs through 1 mm. copper wire.

a) Found Max Line Res =IO (1 200) = 4 ohms, since a 60 watt bulb opera-
ting at 110 Volts has 200 Ohms.

b) If we operate at at 110,000 Volts, the resistance of the bulbs must
now be 200,000,000 ohms so Max Line Res =

= 4,000,000 ohms.
c) So by increasing the transmission voltage bp a factor of 1000 we've

increased the maximum line resistance by a factor of one million.

d) And this means we've inreased the akximum length by a factor of one
million. Operating at 110 volts this was a mAximum line length of
(I said) 1/14 mile. Arithmetic inaccurate. 1/18 would be closer.
Now it goes to 1/18 of 1,000.000 miles or about 55,000 miles.

e) Noone want to transmit power that far, but noone want to light just
five sixty watt bulbs. But you can also out distance by 100 and



light 100 times as many bulbs. 500 bulbs at 550 mles. And ths,
particularly if you increase ire size a bit,begins to2loo@ -a reason-
able wommercial venturp.

II. D.C. AND A.C. CONVERTERS

1. So this is a large part of the answer to the problem of transmission. If
we transmit at hight voltages, we can stand enough resistance in our
wires to make it feasible to string them. But it's only part of the ans.
If it were quite this easy, it would have been done from the start.
Noone would ever have built a central station.

a) Ilve talked blithely bbout a lamp bulb designed to operate at 110,000
Volts, xif you ever see such a bulb, don't screw it
into a socket. For it's not safe to get that near a socket carrying
that much voltage.

b) It's olk. to transmit at this voltage thru wires on high towers in
the open country. But you must never brigg voltages this high into
citiesq much less into houses. It still has to be made safe, and
this is a remaining difficulty.

2. Now there is an answer to it. Use a converter in each town.

a) By this I mean Draw.
H.T. Generator & line. Al.L',a

b) Draw off to motor & low 1.:1 s
voltage generator for loo. k2ne
distribution* ertnIe=aVm oer

c) With a zood converting systemi get same power In as out V1l1 2
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lThat ias: In distance transmission lines we have low currents with
the high voltages & can stand relatively high res. in line. In the
town we have to have high currents with the low voltages, but here
we needn't go to large distances.

3. This is almost, but not quitea feasible system.

a) Principle of converters is excellent. High Voltages thru the couitry,
converted to low voltages in the towns.

b) But economically this is scarcely, if at all, better than central
statiom. In fact in a sense it is the old central station all over
again. In each town you have to have just as many generators as
before. All you've done is to replace big steam engines with big
electric motors. Coal as fuel with high voltage electricity. You
still have all the old installation expenses,

a) And this is about the best which can be done, so long as you stick
to direct currents. To get a conversion system which does not demand
putting generators and motors into every town, you have to convert
from the transmission of direct current to the transmission of that
awful, fluctuating, useless stuff. Alternating current. -

4. BecausE3 with alternating current, you can use a device called the Trans-
former, which I want to discuss in a minute. But first remember a little
of the previous history of alternating currents.

a) They were always the easiest currents to generate because they avoides

the problems presented by the necessity of a commutator with two

or more segments, insulated from one another. All such commu a ors
run some risk of sparking and thev're hard to build & weav
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b) Butin the years before 1870 all electric industry wasbased on

batteries, and the mainstays of the industry - telegraphy and electro
plating -- couldn't operate at all on A.C.

a) But A.C. is allright for lights. They operate on current either way
and the eye can't follow the flicker. So when lighting became the
main consumer of electricity, a few manufacturers began to take adv.
of the easy a construction of AIC, wwwwwwkw generators, and in the
early 1880's (as you know from Cambell Swinton) manufacturers offered
both A.0. and D. C. machines. c , ,

d) But as soon as you go to a central station distfibution system want
to sell a product which will have a maximum number of uses. In the
1880's A.C. could be used only for lighting. There were no 1.C.
motors, so all central stations power was D.C.

e) It was only as people began to talk of electrifying Niagara and of
building giant generating stations that the advantages of A.C. trans.
became clear. And at this point engineers managed to solve the
problem of A.C. motors. From about 1900 there was a gradual transi-
tion to A.C. started by the electrification of Niagara in the 1890s.

f) It wasn't an easy transition, for the D.C. interests were already
firmly established. It was, then, associated with a bitter battle
between the Edison Company, who were the established producers of
central station generkting equipment and had an immense investment in
D.C., and the Westinghouse Sompany, a newer firm which had the basic
patents of A.C. motors.

g) Edison claimed that A.C. was dangerous -- more so than D.C. It isns4.
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true, but the man inthe street didn't know that much electricity,
and you still find many people who lived through the battle who belie
it. Discovered a man exp~rimenting on killing animals used A.C. at
Columbia, etc. Electric chair at Sing Sing. Made great hay.

h) It's only the immense advantages of A.C. in transmission that won the
day. Popular sentiment was strongly against A.C. a

III, THE TRANSFORMER

1. The advantage of A.C. lies entirely in the fact that you can use a transf
to lower the transmission voltage for safety in transmitting through pup.
areas.

2. And the transformer is a very simple device which I'll discuss briefly
here, a bit more in sections, but which I'll expect you to know only in
a qualitative way for purposes of the final exam.

3. Here's a crude one A- Two Coils and a piece of iron. Here's how it works

a) An alternating current, you'll remember, looks like this:

10 That is -- it's always changing in amount, end it frequently changes
itIs direction.

c) If you put such a current through a coild(Do so) it will produce a

fields and since the current is always changing the field is always

changing too. 2xk

a) If I put an iron core in,,the field will magnetice the core, but the

magnetization varies in strength and directaneso 
the core vibrates
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e) Now I have an iron bar with a constantly changing field, so if I

bring up a second coil, the field thru it "changes continuously and
I get an A.O. current in it, with no wires connecting. FooIy with
it.

f) Furthermore, I can control the voltage and current in each circuit
by controlling the ratio of the number of turns of each coil. xi

Gen. produces voltage V1.

__ Secondary acts like a generator prod.
voltage V2

g) Ratio of primary voltage to secondary can be anything I like dependinj
on number of turn. But whatever it is, IF TRANSFORMER IS WELL
BUILT, no power will be lost. That is Vl1 .= V212 &

4. Which permits a distribution system like this: Show board for A.C. only.

a) Generating station here at relatively low voltage. Turn it on.

b) Transformer here converts to high voltage & lower current. Low
current in transmission line indicated by low level of bulb. It's
-the same sort of bulb.

c) Transmit at this high voltage with resulting low current so effect of
line resistance isn't severe. Then when you get to town use another
transformer to convert back.

5. That's the modern system. At least schematically. Really done in sev.



NATURAL SCIENCES 4

Conclusion - 5/18/53

I THE EXAM

1. How many of you have not handed in a Questionnaire and don't have one to
hand in. Miss Brewer will pass some more out. Would you fill in what
you can during the remainde6 of the hour. We should like to have one froi
each of you. .w. L,-ra a . 4:S

2. I don't suppose many of you need to be reminded that this is the last
lecture of the year in N.S. 4.
a) Which leaves only the exam about which I'll try to give you some

information.

7 b) It's not entirely written yet. So remarks this morning will lack
a certain finality on matters of detail.

c) Will provide a more definitive description at the review meeting
which will be Wednesday, Jae 27, 7:00 PM, Bur" A. Review Meeting.
Come when you can and bring questions.

3. Meanwhile, there are a few remarks we can make which should be helpful.

a) About half the exam will deal in fairly specific terms with the
course material since the last hour exam. You will be asked to do
three one-half hour questions from a somewhat larger number of
questions. In this part you may have to do problems, provide
diagrams, discuss experiments. This is only part of the exam on
which you'll be asked to show knowledge of specific details. Else-
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where youmay have to useetaie1s but you will have far greater
freedom to choose your own from the subject matter of the course.

b) The other half of the exam will consist of essay questions. Choose
one question from two or more half-hour esays, and one from two or
more one-hour essays. The half-hour question will be quite specific,
and will be pointed towards some particular portions of the course.
The hour essay will be pretty broad guage and will give a chance to
bring in materials from various parts of course,

c) This last part of exam will give somewhat more emphasis to the mater-
ials and problems of the second half year, but the best answers will
certainlyequire some knowledge of material from the first half year
also. Suggest you go over your lecture ntes and reading notes if
you've got them. Don't worry about technical details, but remember
characteristics of the various cases.

4. QUESTIONS

II. CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. This leaves me (look at clock) minutes to summarize the course.

a) If any of you would like to volunteer for this job, I will relinquish
the platform. I can't even start on it. You will be doing it your-

2 b) in N of ou lik oselvei

.o e a
n
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2. In Natural Sciences 4 we have talked about two different, tho not always
distinct,aspects of science.

a) For the first two thirds of the year we talked primarily about pure
science. About the efforts of individual scientists and groups of
scientists to understand the operatinn of nature or of some part of
nature by the creation of conceptual schemes which would permit
economical discussion (and memorization) of the changing patterns
which nature presents to our senses.

b) In the last third of the year we hate talked more about technology.
About the attempt to make x4q$txua nature do jobs for us which
it will not to when left to itself. This is the subject matter of
technology which has dealt largely with the harnessing an control of
nature.

3. Now it is worth noticing that our society is not unique in its concern
for eithe these activities -- explanation of nature or control of
nature n the eontr ar no civilization of which we have any record
has en without bot of them. ONLY THEYVE USUALLY BEEN QUITE SEPARATE

4. If one looks for technology in primitive AoivFI zations examples show
immediately.
a) Technics for smelting of ores, calendar observations of the heavens,

engineering divices like the wheel and the lever, agricultural techni
cs like crop rotation and fertilization, all go back before dawn of



b) Instead of talking about what we have done, I will c ose with 4 couple
of remarks about one thing we have not done, because it gives XasaKXxx
sloe particular relevance to the sorts ofproblems we've examined
this year.

la. In examining the developement of science in this course, we have entirel
restricted our attention to our own Western Civilization ha as it As
evolved since the Greeks.

a) But we have treated the activity we have been examing as a natural

outgrowth of human curiosity which by implication would naturally
develop with developing civilization in any society.

*b)And it is worth concluding our examination by noting that this

if WsO presumption at least is not true. No other one of the great civili-
zations has shown any such development of science; that science in

j %the sense in whthh we have examined it here has flourished nowhere

felse;that it is in the devblopment of science that our own civiliz-
-.k ation has diverged furthest from others and from science that it has

Ies in our time gained its most unique -- though not necessarily its
A most apealing characte istics.

2. h4 Iff, e t o

a) Effort to understand -- pure science -- first part of year

b) Effort to manipulate and&smtrol -- technology -- last part of year



recorded history-,.

b) And they were not trivial technics. Some of the dyes we have never
duplicated. Some of the medical knowledge we have learned from just
such primitive tribes. Quinine we derive from the pharmaeopea of the
Peruvian Incas. Digitalks, curare, opium were all known and used in
some primitive societies.

5. In these same societies people also asked why nature behaved as it did,
and they had answers which -- thought they do very little for us -- seem
to have served the same psychological function as our more modern answers

a) They were for the most part answers based on $yth, on magicen*rhere
were spirits (modeled on men) behind the various manifestations of
nature. The sun is a god flying through the heavens, or is a fire
pulled by the Chariot of a God. Disease is due to body's being inhab
ited by evil spirits. Such explanations seem to have satisfied the
members of the societies who employed them. And it seems elear that
it is tIs= exactly such questions and such answers which represent
4k urge to know -- TO UNDERSTAND -- which has produced so much of

6. These two aspeegs of science as we know it -- naed to understand and need
to control havjeveloped in most civilizations qutte independently.,

a) Same pri tt 1 society which treats malaria with quinine, thinks that
cause of is an evil spirit. And sees not trouble created by
what is to us a non-sequitur.

b) And this separation has been an intrinsic part of every great civili-
tion~ except Western Civilization he it has developed since the Grks



o) Thegreatprehistori civilizatosfraanidEgypt, the great
historic civilizations of India an of China had developed social
and political systems which rival ur own in their complexity and
rigour. They had developed artist o and aesthetic symbolisms from
which we have still much to learn. &They had oatgiof morality as
developed and rather more binding than our own. They were civilized
in every respect in which w may consider ourselves civilized.

d) They had technologies which were as developed as any we have had
until the three-hundred-and-fifty years, technologies which particu-
larly in architechture and handicrafts we yet seldom rival. And they
had pure science, in the sense that they had answers to the questions
they saw any need to ask about nature. Many of the questions we
insist that science must answer they never asked. The one's they did
ask they answered in terms of concepts which carry no force for us.
But this is not to say that they carried no force for them, or that
the psychological need to understand the universe, to feel at home in
it, was any less completely filled in these civilizations than it is
in our Oan, though there is clearly a sense in which we know more
than they.

7. But these two ventures were separate, performed by different people,
of different classes with virtually no communication between them.

a) And if one looks for unique characteristics of Western Civilization
as we have come to khow, then one important one is surely just this
integration of two functions which have been separate in other
historic civilizations -- the use of (or control of) nature, i.e.
technolggy, and the explanation Or rationalization of nature which



for uais the taak of the pure scientists, but khich in other
civilizations has been the task of the philosophers or the priests
or other special groups.

b) We take it for granted 1hxthsI-- and we are the only eivilization
which has ever done so -- that the conceptual schemes which we apply
to nature should show a detailed correspondence to the observations
which we can perform on nature and the manipulations which we can
make with it.

c) We meth this demand first in the course, in what is probably the firsl

great historical example of it. The Greek insistance that their
cosmology -- ideas of the structure of the universe -- should explain
in detail the observable appearances of the heavens.

d) The Babylonian and Summerians who had made the observations and used
them for calendars and the prediction of eclipses had worked within
the crudest cosmology bearing little relation to their data. But
in practical terms they did as much or more with their data than
the greeks.

e) And you saw a simikir development with Egyptian dying technics which

provided a basis for the rationalisation of Greek chemistry, although
it was nqt twenty-two hundred years that new dyes came from this.

A ~tsu It is just this union of the empirical technics and tools of the

trtisan and craftsman with the abstratt thogght of the philosopher which

has been meant by the term Natual Philosophy which is now replaced by 
the

term science, And only our own civilisation has produced Natural Philoso-

phers. There were none before the Greeks. There have beennnone in India,
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or Chinas_ the other great civUlzation of which we have knowledge.

a) It is this group, the natural philosophers or scientists who embody
most explicitly the uniqui insistence of the Western World that the
manipulation of nature should provide the central core of tSM data,
of problems, of technics for the understanding of nature.

b) And this is our unique characteristic among civilizations.

9. It creates many of the most unique features ot the modern world.
And it also creates wwwwwwex twti one of our most difficult and
unresolved problems.

a) Ix The socia 4 ns e %ons which provide the core of any civilization
evolve slowly in our own or in other eivilizations.

b) And in all civilizations except our own technology -- the evolttion
of new productive technics and of new products and ofnew weapons --
has proceeded slowly as an integral part of this social evolution.

c) This slow and integrated evoltutUon seems to us now to be a necessary
c1aracteistic of any stable society; no one Bet of institutions

. ~ may, in a healthy society, be allowed to evolve so rapidly that the
others eannot adjust continuously to the new conditions of life.

et the h events of the last century present us with a real danger
hatwe have created a technica-- the application of science to

i"eohnology -- which may end just this coordination of technology and
othe# institutions.

e) Whn rapid changes in technology can (on an immense scale) proceeds
not only from social forces, but also from rapid and unpredictable



_itralians . wihin the body of pure science, then we may have
found a means of uprooting an essential stabilizing mechanism which
has bnhered in previous civilizations.

e) I doubt that it is that bad, but it demands our study, for we are
operating here xkxxxp in anrarea where we have no precedents from
past history to guide us.



PASS SIGNATURE SHEET AROUND

SectionMaterials:

I. Technical Material Students should be prepared to give back, W-t.&

1. The sun's daily motion & its variation during year & its variat on
with observers position tax (small deviations of position only).

2. The diurnal motion of the stars. North Pole, circumpol. & non-cire.
Rate of rotation, etc.

3, Motion of planets (including moon and sun)against Msasphasep
the stars. What it means to speak of an Westward motion combined
with a slower (annual) Eastward motion for sun. Normal and retrograd
motions.

II. Sorts of material they needn't know;

1. The numbers - how long various journeys take - but relative magnitude

2. All the names. Needn't memorize planets, etc. We'll give you this
sort of material when and if you need it.

3. Names - excnt when they enter reneatedly or in lecture.
III. Demonstration mat rial for above.

. The sun shadow machine.

A planisphere. Discuss but not in detail.

IV. Possible topics for discussion

1.,The calendar. (After sun stuff ask "why do we have leap year", then
"is it exact". Present system - its still off one day in 3323 years

2. Appearances vs. interpretations (ambiguity in document)



Beware of this one. Use obvious examples - sun or stars. Point out
desirability of avoiding words like "rised' which imply more. Might
try getting into hot water with "the earth is stationary" or "the
earth moves"

3. Have occasionally gotten good hot discussion by letting some people
attadk my Ptolemaic position drift from here into "how we know things"
what is truth in science?



* ulsory...manial

opernican system, except: No need to memorize technical details
n distance determination, etc.

2. Butterfield a Copernicus readirg: Line of argument and contal theses
but details only when also touched on in lecture.dr section.

Organization:

1. Try to hold technical discussion on epicycles to 1/2 hour. ,;cry to
keeo off Corernican system. You'll have better parts of 2 more sect.

.Lus of attetof.LofG alaUsLon 0 0sui aio uy uy was a

lectures, by Butterield, by Copernicus Doc.

aterials: picycle Lachines

Topics:

1. Can grooves be avoided? Can&t prove everything!i tc.

2. Itutterfiell's remarks on reorientacion. On cnss game.

6. The role of the sun god in Copernicus's chought.

4. he "Crisis 6 ate" 6 tne Cop. preface.
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(The)new Philosophy calls all in doubt
The Element of fire is quiteputout;
The Sun is lost, and th'earth, and no man's wit
,an well direct him where to looke for it.
And freely men confesse that this world's spent,

When in the Planets, and the Firmament
They seeke so many new; they see that this
Is crumbled out againe to his Atomies.
'Tis all in peeces, all cohaerence gone;
All just supply, andCRelation: ---- att
Prince, Subject, Father, Sonne are things forgot,
For every man alone thinkes he hath got
To be a Phoenix, and that then can bee
None of that kinde, of which he ia, but hee.

From a#An Anatomie of the World"
John Donne -- before 1611
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The general Ordei) since the whole began
Is kept in Nature, and is kept in Man.

All Nature is but Art, unknown to-thee;
All Chance, Direction, which thou cans't not see;
All Discord, Harmony not understood;
All partial Evil, universal Good:
And,spite of Pride, in erring Reason's spite,
One truth is clear, Whatever Is, Is Right.

"Epistle I - Essay on Man."
Alexander Pope
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"Ignorance has been the best teacher I have ever had,
since in order to be able to demonstrate to my opponents
the truths of my conclusions, I have been forced to prove
themby a variety of experiments, though to satisfy myself
alone I have never felt it necessary to make mrany.*

Galileo c-of. Randall, p.235
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<') QueC R eC~ n.In studying a philosopher, the right
attitude is neither reverence nor contempt, but first a
a kind of hypothetical sympathy, until it is possible to
know what it fe els like to believe in hi s theories,...
Then an itelligent man expresses a view which seems to us
obviously absurd, we should not attempt to prove that it
is somehow true, but we should try to understand how it
ever came to saem true."
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